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PREFATORY NOTE. 

'fhe task o•f preparing this report for presentation to Parliament 
has "1>een entrusted by Government of India to Professor L. F. 
Rushbrook Williams, C.B.E., and it is now presented under author
ity and ~ith general approval of Secretary of State for India; bu.t 
it must not be understood that the approval either of the Secretary 
of- State or of the Government of India extends to every particula1· 
expre~?sion of opinion. 
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EXPLANATION . 

• 
Except where otherwise mentioned a pound sterling is equivalent 

to fifteen n{pees. To minimise confusion t.he rupee figures are ~so 
given in important statistics. Three crores (30 million) rupees may 
thus be taken as equivalent o£ £2 million sterling; and three lakhs 
(3,00,000) rupees are equal t.o £20,000. 

• 
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· India in 1 H24-25 . 

• 
CHAPTER I . . . 

External Relations. 

Throughout the centuries, as her history shows, the fortunes of 
India have been profoundly a:ffected by the incursions of warlike 
peoples, at whose hands she has suffered incalculable damage, both 
moral and material. Since her fertile plains offer irresistible at
tracti~n to the predatory peoples of Central Asia, the duty of defence 
ever has bulked large among the responsibilities of every power 
ruling Hindustan. Nevertheless, the tale of India's invasions is 
long and lamentable. Not once, but on many occasions, have races 
o£ inferior culture but superior prowess in the art o£ war, poured 

through her northern passes, overthrown 
India and her Invaders. her indigenous dynasties, and frustrated her 
efforts at ~If-unification. It is significant, however, to notice that· 
the empires established as a result o£ invasions from the north have 
been unable to maintain themselves intact for long periods. There 
seems indeed to be some peculiarity in the Indian climate that 
offsets in course of time the primitive vigour by virtue of which in
vaders from Central Asia impose their sway upon the peoples of 
Hindustan. Hence, the history of invasion is punctuated by periods 
of quiescence, when the· indigenous powers raise their heads above 
the submerging flood, and attempt to consolidate a centralised polity. 
:But before long-, a fresh wave of invaders sweeps over the land. The 
Indian peoples bend to the storm, and the cycle begins anew. Cer-

tain historians maintain that the endurance 
The Cycle of History. of a particular domination in India depends 

·directly upon unimpaired communications between the In:!perial 
-race and the clime from which it originally derived its vigour. St> 
1ong, they say, as new blood is available to repair the ravages of the 
Indian heat and make good the enervating effects· of flotat luxury 

• 
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which is the :fruit o:f conqueBt, the exi~tence o:f the empire is secure. 
But when the recruitment fails, as fail it eventually does on account 
Qf the difficulty of preserving the long l_ine of land communications 
between India and the temperate regions of Centfal Asia, the end 
is not far off. Whatever be the truth of this theory, the facts which 
it seeks to explain are writ large upon India's r~cord. Ij seems, 
moreover, undeniable that every foreign empire has found itself 
impelled, as it were by instinct, to base its rule upon officers who 
are not merely of its own race, but recruited, whenever pnB'Sible·,. 
:from its own country of origin. Since India has become a member 
of the British Commonwealth, she has enjoyed security from in
vasion, great and small. But it is never wise to forget that the 
facts of India's geography remain unaltered; and that those natural 
entries which in times past have facilitated the advance of in
vading armies into the heart of the country, are still irr existence. 
In times past, the great invasions have been almtlst without ex-

, ception conducted from the landw~ro side. 
Problems of the Future. E •t · th N th W t f t" ven now, 1 IS e or - es ron Jer 

which is generally accepted as the quarter from which danger ie 
most likely to come. It may, however, be questioned whetherr 
with the development of sea comm1inications which has charae
terised the history of the last two centuries, India is not likely 
to find herself subjected, in the event of a world conflagration, to 
grave danger of attack from the sea. It would perhaps be un
justifiable to suggest that the naval defence· of India may in future 
assume as prominent a part in lie~ destiny a;s that which has been 
played in times past by lier defei:ICe from the landward side; but 
it seems none the less difficult to exaggerate the importance of 
this aspect of the general problem. Once in possession of her se~ 
communications, an enemy could not on~y cut her off from the 
rest of the civilized world, and thereby ruin the millions dependent 
on her external commerce; but could adopt the more active mea
sures of seizure of her maritime towns and of invasion in force. 

We may now briefly review some of those conditions upon whiclie 
'4>he problem of defending India both by land and by sea must 

o necessarily be .based. For a country which 
• The Land Frontiers. possesses a land frontier of over 6,000 miles in 

• 

lengtli India is comparatively well shelte11edL 
But ther~ are joints in the armour . 
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On the North the well-nigh impenetrable barrier of the Hima-
layas protects her from invasion; and only by the Chumbi Yalley 

Tib t Passe~ is there any access between India and 
e · • Tibet. The general condition of this country 

remains medireval rather than modern; and neither from Tibet 
itself n~r from the region beyond it does an invasion of India 
-seem at present a practical possibility. Quite apart from which, 

• the relations between India and Tibet are most friendly, and the 
"Tibetall'B appear to value the goodwill of the Government of India 
:as a factor likely to be of service to them in the preservation of 
their jealously-guarded inaccessibility. The internal politics of 
Tibet seem lately to have been modified by the activities of a pro
gressive party under the leadership of the Dalai I.Jama. Attempts 
have been made for example, to modernise the equipment and in
·crease the ~trength of the army. During the next few years, the 
'Struggle betwel!n progress and conservatism will probably be 
fought 'OUt. 

The relations between India and the neighbouring state of 
Nepal have been for more than a century of the friendliest character. 

Nepal. 
This fact is fortunate for both parties. 
Nepal is a valuable ally in so far as sections 

o(l)f her population furnish excellent soldiery, who fought magni
:fioe:ntly in the Great War; while her potential strength was dis
played in the rapid extension of her dominions early in the 19th 
century. On the other side, it is to India that Nepal will naturally 
look if and when she should desire assistance for the development 
.of he'l' natural resources. The diplomatic relations between the two 
•countries are governed by a treaty signed in December 1923 and 
ratified on the 8th April 1925. Each has agreed to inform the 
.other o£ any friction or mis-understanding with the states in terri
tories adjoining their common frontiers. The British Government 
:acknowledge the right of Nepal to import through British India 
:arms, ammunition and warlike material so long as they are satis
'fied that the intentions of the Nepal Government are friendly. In 
its turn, the Nepal Government has agreed that the export of arms 
:and ammunition across its frontier shall be prohibited. ~ther 
-articles of the treaty provide for the free passage through the Indian" 
Customs of goods imported under the mark of the Nepal Govern-
m.ent. • 

B 2 • 
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T9 the North-East, there are some practicable passes upon the
Assam frontier. But the difficulty of the country militates against· 

the possibility "f serious invasion. The
North-East Frontier. border of Burma, however, marches approxi-

mately one thousand miles with that of China, and is not entirely 
wanting in communications fit for bodies of civilized troopss From 
time to time the peace of this section of the f~ntier is threatened· 
by occasional incursions; for the state of lawlessness in Yunnan 
has increased- during the present unsettled condition of the Cliinese 
Republic; and brigand bands are numerous. Until such time as. 
the course of Chinese politics brings into power a Government strong 
enough to reassert ·its authority over the outlying provinces, minor 
incursions into Burmese territory are always possible. Nor must 
we forget that, at the present time, there are over a million armed' 
soldiers in China. It is true that these are divided ap10ng a number· 
of provinces and under numerous leaders, mostly fighting against. 
each other; but if the time should come when China is again welded . 
into some measure of unity, these large armies may constitute a 
potential danger. 

We should notice that in 1923 a Burma Frontier Service was 
eeiablished for the protection and civilization of those tracts of 
territory which adjoin China. The official relations between the 
British and Chinese administrators on their respective sides of the· 
border remain cordial; and annual meetings are held for the ad
justment of complaints made by, the subjects of each country. 

Further South, Burma marches for some 100 miles with Laos, a 
French hdo-China and province of French Indo-China, and then for 

Siam. over 600 miles with Siam. Communications 
between Burma and these countries are no better than those between 
Burma and Yunnan. British relations, both with Indo-China and 
Siam, are excellent. There appears to be little chance of any seri;.. 
ous trouble arising between these countries and the British Empire. 
At the same time, it is well to note that both Indo-China and Siam 
are well prepared for war. Indo-China has a peace strength of 
28,000 European and native troops, with a reserve of several hundred 
thousgtnd trained natives, and an air force of two squadrons. 
• Siam has a peace army of approximately 120,000 men. Military 
service in Siam is compulsory and universal, and there is a trained 
reserve of ttbout 400,000 men. The Siamese Goil'ernment has devoted 
• 
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much attention to aviation, and an efficient air force 'exists; com
mercial and postal services are carried on ·and there are believed 
to he some 250 aeroplane::.in the country . 

• As will be clear from the foregoing, it would be a mistake to 
ignore the military problems of the North and North-East frontiers, 

: . which in the future may conceivably assume 
The North-West Frontier. · d bl · B t ·t · t ·h cons1 era e Importance. u 1 1s o t e 
No:rtb.-West Frontier that the eyes of India principally turn. Here 
lie the gates through which invading peoples have periodically 
penetrated into India's very heart. In many parts of Hindustan, 
folk memory still recalls the dread which these marauders inspired: 
while in the proverbial philosophy of the people striking survivals 
of ancient terror may be discovered by the curious. That freedom 
from in1asion which has followed the establishment of the British 
Raj, is grad1o1ally obliterating the memory of those long centuries 
duri!lg which strong men, armed, rode at the head of Central Asian 
chivalry to the conquest of Hindustan, and the despoilment of her 
'people. But even among the educated classes, with their western 
ideals and their progressive outlook, the menace of invasion from 
the North-West is by no means ignored. The fact that the countries 
which lie beyond India's North-West Frontier are predominantly 
Mussalman in faith, still continues to exercise a marked influence 
upon the currents of Indian politics. At the present moment, the 
gates of the North a'ud North-West, guarded as they are by an army 
based upon British traditions and experience seem securely locked 
and barred against the possibility of violation. But the gates them
selves remain; and to keep them closed against the foreign invader 
is a task which will always constitute the primary obligation of any 
Government which rules India. 

Such in brief are the permanent geographical factors control
ling the problem of India's defence by land. This does not, how

ever, exhaust the task of her defenders. 
Since the r~se of modern sea-power, her 

long coast-line has come to constitute a potential source of weak
ness. Her sea-borne trade is rich; the proportion of her wealth 
collected into centres within practicable distance of her c~ast-line 
very great. Good harbours are few; and, from the naval point • o£ 
view, with certain exceptions, not easily defensible. It seems, 
ther~ore, no exaggeration to state that adequate naval protection 

• 
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will in future constitute a postu~ate of her p.ational existence. 
Shouid her surrounding seas fall under the dominance of her foes, 
.ahe can never be secure from invasion; .should her oceanways pe 
..11hut against the traffic of the world, she can never. advance along 
tb.e road to prosperity. The whole problem of India's maritime· 
.defence may be expected to loom larger as the years pass. In the 
'last ~ar, the exploits of the " Emden ", fruitless as they • were, 
brought terror to large sections of the population of the coastal 
towns. Trade was disorganized; wild panic occurred in plae!!s•far 
beyond the reach of the solitary 'and comparatively insignificant 
vessel to which it was due. The whole incident demonstrates con
-clusively how easy and how damaging to India an attack :'rom the 
sea may prove. Moreover, it took place at a time when Britain's 
fl.eet undertook the'naval defence of India as one of its great tasks; 
when none but a solitary raider could escape, even temporarHy, from 
the iron grip of an. all-embracing sea-power. An Indi~ thrown upon 
her own reHources, exposed to attack from a first-class navy, would 
be indeed in desperate case. So long as her connection with Great 
Britain persists, and so long as the naval power of the Empire re
mains adequate for the discharge of its manifold responsibilities, it 
seems unlikely that India would have to reckon with an invasion 
from the Rea or ari.y major naval action near her coasts. Even so, if 
another world conflagration should unfortunately occur' she must 
expect minor raids upon her shores and spasmodic attacks upon her 
sea-borne traffic. But should she ever lose .her connection with the 
13ritish Empire, she would have to reckon with the possibilitv of 
attack by first class naval Powers. Successfully to oppose ;uch 
attack, she would be obliged to maintain a battle fleet at least equal 
in strength and efficiency to that of her assailant. 

At present her lack of facilities for constructing and maintain
ing modern ships \ll war, together with her financial situation, make 

An Indian Navy. 
the prospect of possessing such a fleet some
what visionary. As a member of the British 

Commonwealth of Nations, however, she may expect that the co
operation of the Royal Navy will relieve her from all but a share in 
Jhe bu!1ien of ~~r s~~::d.!=:fe~~e. ~~ife fhis holds true superior force 
caon be opposed to any ;naval threat to India's safety, from whatever 
direction it may b(; made. It seems clear, however, that the advance 
Qf the coullitry towards the goal of Dominion status must entail 

• 
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increasing responsibilities in this, as in other directions. At the 
present moment, India's contribution to her own naval ~efence 
bears n~ sort of proportion to the value of 'the services she rE-ceives. 
She makes an annual paynfent of £100,000 towards the upkeep of 
the East Indies" squadron; and she ~aintains the ancillary 
service kno~n a~; th~ Royal India:h Marine. Whether such an 
arrangement can be permanent remains to be seen. The naval 
defence of the indiyidual c~mponents of th~ B~itish Commonwealth 
cann~t.now be left to Great Britain alone. The sister nations are 
contributing more and more of their resources to the instrument 
upon which the general naval security of all depends. It seems, 
therefore, probable that the question of the eventual development of 
ah lndian navy .in some shape or other is on~ which the people win 
be compelled in the future to face. Progress must necessarily be 
gradual, fl.rst on the score of financial stringenc:y and secondly on 
the ground thaot while the lower ratings are available, a class of 
Indian.naval officers still·has to be called into being.. The national 
aspirations of the educated classes, as voi~ed in. the Legislative 
Assembly, are tending ste~dily towards the formulation of a policy 
Which will secure for India a future upon the 'seas. Those who 
have devoted thought to the matter .realise thai India is unlikely 
for many years to provide her own naval defence from her own 
resources. But this _consideration has not ~perated to prevent the 
growth of a desire that she should take a larger part than at present 
in providing for her own security by sea. ~emands have been made 
for the establishment of facilities for naval training in India, parti
cularly a Nautical College and training ships. The admission of 
Indians to the superior ranks of the Royal Indian Marine has also 
l.ieen asked for. Under regulation they are already eligible but a 
marine career is unfamiliar and in the absence of special encourage
ment and of facilities for training no qualified Indian candidate has 
so far actually come forward. There is aiso a growing demand 
among the educated opinion in the grea~ coastal towns .that a mer
cantile marine for India should be fostered by State action. The 
considerations which underlie this last demand seem rather commer
cial than naval in their origin. But it can hardl be denied that if 
India is in the future to maintain er 1JWrl fleet unit, however :n!odest, 
she would find in a mercantile manne an indispensable ancillary 
to her naval service. 

• 
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., • Since India represents the terminus of a great highway tro~den 
'by the feet of countless invaders from Central Asia, she necessarily 

regards with some concern the situation of 
India~and. her Northern her neighbours op the North-West. Rarely 

Neighbours. . h t l · · U h fi t 1s t e spec ac e reassurmg .• p to t e rs 
decade of the XX century, the much discussed Russian menace to 
India was a source of anxiety to those in high places. With:the con
clusion of the Anglo-Indian Agreement of 1907_, a complete change 
took place in the relations existing between the' two Powers. The 
entente lasted until the Bolshevik revolution of 1917. As ;:l i'esult 

Russia. 
of that upheaval, many portions of the old 
Czarist Empire took advantage of the ad

ministrative breakdown to constitute themselves into separate 
States. In the course of the succeeding four years, however, the 
Soviet Government proceeded to overthrow the new political units 
of Daghestan, Azerbaijan Armenia, and Georgia; and• to regain 
control of Russian Turkestan by crushing ttJ.e Khan o1 Khiva and the 
Amir of Bokhara. These States were granted nominal au-tonomy 
as Soviet Republics within the Russian Federation; but in actual 

practice were ruled so harshly that a succes
The Soviet and Cent"ral sion of insurrectionary movements occurred. 

Asia. 
The Mussalman peoples of Central Asia soon 

realised, despite the efforts of the propagandist, the essential incom
patibility between the tenets of Islam and those of irreligious 
Bolshevism. Hence, while Soviet rule is now, broadly speaking, 
accepted over the old Russian provinces in Central Asia, the Bol
sheviks have failed to enlist the enthusiasm of their Mussalman 
~mbjects in t.he spread of Communist doctrines. Moreover, experi
ments directed towards the introduction of State socialism have 
reduced these areas to a state of economic chaos and general misery. 

A new policy. 
Of late, however, a change seems to have 
come over Soviet policy in this region. The 

propagation of Communism has been abandoned in favour of the 
encouragement of nationalistic aspirations among the various races 
under Ru,ssian influence-a plan which may well indicate fresh 
designs of advance in the direction of India. Russia has at present 
scarce~ made good ·the chaos into which her Asiatic possessions 
ffll subsequent to the revolution. But the Soviet Government has 
:Steadily continued to re-establish its authority. Considerable pro-
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gress has been made with the Kerki-Termez Railway; while • the 
Semirechian Railway has been constructed. as far as Pishpek. 
Itussian influence has been extended into Chinese Turkestan and very 
markedly into oJiter :Mong~lia, over which Chinese hold has relaxed. 
A Trade Agreement has been signed with China providing, among 
other ~hings, for the immediate resumption of normal diplomatic 
relatiotts between the two countries. The importance of this new 

• thrust which Russia is making in the general 
Its I\ll»lications to India. direction of India lies principally in the fact 

that Soviet policy is professedly directed to 
carrying out the revolutionary designs of the Third InternationaL 
Highly placed Russian officials have openly announced that the main 
ambition of Russia is to create a revolution in the East with the 
object of destroying British power and British prestige. In other 
words, t~e traditional designs of Russia, after being temporarily 
suspended as !:!.result of the 1907 Agreement, have now been resumed 
in a ~ew and more formidable shape. A flood of anti-British propa
ganda is being directed against impressionable points on the peri
meter of the British zone. Early in 1923, as was mentioned in last 
year's Statement, His Majesty's Government m~de a vigorous pro
test; but the theoretical distinction maintained between the Soviet 
Government and the 'rhird International has operated to render this 
protest largely ineffective. Although the fiery denunciations of 
Great Britain emanating from Soviet statesmen seem to be inspired 
quite as much by the desire of maintaining and extending Russian 
influence as by any determination to foster the spread of Com
munism, it seem~ impossible to believe that normal relations between 
Russia and the British Empire can be resumed until the under
ground revolutionary activities of the Third International, which 
are directed towards the expansion of Russian influence in Asia, are 
entirely abandoned. 

There are many indications that the So.-iet GoYernment are now 
concentrating their efforts upon extending their influence in 

Afghan•star. 
Afghanistan. One form which their efforts 
have taken is that of great commercial 

activity; and early in 1926 negotiations were commenced for a Russo
Afghan Trade Convention. A telegraph line has now been co:atpleted 
from Kushk to Herat and is ultimately to be extended towar.Is 
Kandahar. Proposals are on foot for the improvement of communi
cations between Kabul and the Oxus. The new nationaJ.istic policy 

• 
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'Of "the Soviet Government, to which we have already referred, is 
likely before long to constitute a se!ious threat to the unity of the 
Amir's territories; since the newly constructed republics of U zbak 
and Tilrkestan see!fi ob':"iously intended• eventuaH:t to include the 
U~beks, the Turkomans, and the Tajiks who are at present subjects 
of the Amir. '· · · 

Under the lea~ership of His Majesty Amir Amanullah:Khan, 
the principal pre-occupation of Afghanistan is- to strengthen her 
r~sources. F<?!" t~e last. five years, the present Amir has. peen 
engaged in a f~r-reaching programme of reform and progress. 

Recent History. 
Steps have been taken to control and limit 
t]le arbitrary authority of local officials; 

experiments are being undertaken in Customs and Revenue regu
lations to explore more efficient methods of taxation; and endeavours 
are being mad~ 1.mde~· Government auspices to discover fresh markets 
for Afghan produee: None of these reforms are popular·; and the 
introduction of secular education and a secular eode of administra
tio~ aroused great h0stility among the powerful party repre~ented 
by the Mullahs. 'fheir preaching inflamed the tribesmen, who re
sented the Amir's attempts to enforce conscription and to change 
their customs. Th~ result 'Yas a· formidable rebeUion of Mangals 
and Zadrans in the Southern Province in March 1924. An army of 
:Some 6,000 men s'ur~ounded Matun, the capital of Khost. By the 
middle of April, a l~rge par~ of the Southern Province was involved 
in the.insurrection; and with the exception of a short period in May, 
when the rebels dispersed. to their homes, desultory fighting continued 
:for three months. In July, a certain Abdul Karim, a slave-born 
son of the ex~Amir Y akub Khan, escaped from sur.;eillance in India 
and arrived in Khos.t, where he posed as the rightful Amir. It does 
not appear, however, that his presence had much effect on the con
duct of the rebellion, in which the Suleman Khel Ghilzai now took 
the lead. The Amir's troops experienced several serious reverses, 
particularly at Bedak, Patkha, and Hisarak; and the Government 
decided to enlist aux~iiaries from the Khugiani, Afridi, Mohmand, 
Xunari, Shinwari, Wazir, and Hazara tribes. At one time the 
rebels were astride the Kabul-Ghazni road, and reached within 
measurable distance of the capital itself. For want of a united 
policy~ however, they faqed to push their advantage home; and 
lfghan diplomacy, working on their internal dissensions, even
tually broke their resistance. In these successes the Afghans were . 
• 
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~elped by the ad~ent o! the s~a~o~al .~ign1~i?n. of the. tribes,. al)-4 
by the moral ~ffect of ae:r:oplanes purchased froin the Ind1an Govern
ment. 'fhe Suleman Kliel, although unpunishe~, were the first to 
give way with the departure of many ~f their sections on their usual 
winter migratiQn into InJia. The Mangal and Zadrans also entered 
i~to negotiations, through the mediation of tribal auxiliaries in 
Afgh~n service. The pretender Abdul K.a~im fled t<? India, where 
he w~s arrested and confined in jail. · At the end of March 1925, 
fighting had practically ceased, since the Mangals had been reduced 
to ortiobmissi9n by effective military action a:p.d the ta~ing of hostag~s; 
while the Zadrans, though not fully subdued, were awaiting the 
return of the Ghilzais from India before maki:hg up their minds 
whether to renew the struggle. Everything depends upon the atti
tude of the Ghilzais, who are still being detained in India, while it 
is being impressed upon them that the Government of India will view 
with e~treme displeasure any renewal of the rebellion against. 
the Amir's Government. It seems impossible to deny that this 
rebellion constitutes a serious blow to the reforming policy o£ His 
Majesty the Amir, who has consented to withdraw almost the whole 
of his new Administrative Code and to revert to the Mahommedan 
Law, which was previously in force. One result of this has been a 
marked revival of religious intolerance, as instanced by the public 
stoning to death of three harmless followers of the Qundiani sect. 

Since the action taken by Afghanistan. to satisfy the demands 
of the British Government in regard to the terrible frontier out
rages . of 1923, the relations between His ~fajesty the Amir and 

India have remained satisfactory, and, 
Indo-Afghan Relations. . mdeed, have been marked. by increasi1'lg 

friendliness. During the rebellion in the Southern Provinces, the 
Indian Government did all in their power to assist the Amir and to 
prevent the tribes on the Indian side of the Durand Line from taking 
part in the insurrection. Two aeroplanes were sold to the Afghan 
Government; and their timely arrival proved of great service to the 
Amir in overcoming the crisis with which he was confronted. At a 
later period, further, rifles and Lewis guns were provided; and at 
the time of writing, the Gover~ment of India are taking action with 
regard to the Ghilzais, as described in the previous paragraph, which 
should prove of great -value to the Afghan Government. • On the 
whole, the Amir has shown a disposition towards strengthening.the 
bonds of friendship between himself and Great Britain. But his 
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difficulties are great; since there is a powerful school of thought- in 
A'fgll.anistan which holds the traditional view that the success of 
Afghanistan relations with India is in proportion to the success of 
her efforts to influence our frontier tribes. Amir Amanullah and his 
present advisers· appear to have realised t!tat this policy is not con· 
ducive to friendly relations with a neighbour, whose goodwill he 
genuinely desires. Though he has been forced by lack of adequate 
t:r;oops to employ some British tribesmen in the suppression ef the 
rebellion, his general attitude towards frontier qu•stions thr1;mghout 
the year has indicated a desire to behave in a correct and fri~n.dly 
manner. In estimating the measure ofthe Amir's fulfilment of his 
neighbourly obligations, regard must be had to the peculiar diffi. 
culties of his position. 

The obligations of India upon the North.West Frontier are not 
confined to her international relations. Between the Durand Line, 

which marks the Afghan frontier, lJ,nd the 
Independent Territory. 

Provinces of British India, theie lies a tract 
of territory which, though part of the Indian Empire, is not dir~ctly 
administered by the Government. Here dwell" in rocky and deso
late fastnesses a number o£ warlike tribes, who eke out the meagre 
subsistence their lands afford by raiding their more and peaceful 
prosperous neighbours. Their martial spirit, and their fierce devo
tion to what they understand of the Muslim faith, make them 
formidable antagonists; while their barbarity and savage independ
ence constitute a standing menace to the security of India. It is 
difficult to conciliate them; it would be a herculean task to suppress 
them. They constitute a permanent advance guard of invasion 
within India's very borders. They can muster nearly half a million 
fighting men, a large proportion equipped with modern rifles; all 
with ancient barbarity. They constitute a standing invitation to 
external intrigue. There is always a grave risk lest a sudden out
break of fanaticism may start such a flame as will set the border 
ablaze. It is the task of the British and Indian officers of the 
Political Department to shepherd these restless peoples, and to in
fluence them, so far as may be, in the direction of peace and order. 
Inegular and regular troops keep ceaseless watch and ward over 
the border; while no expedient is neglected which may persuade 

. the more sober elements to abandon their traditional habits in favour 
of a nfore civilised existence. Allowances are paid for good 
be!taviour ; the more ardent spirits are enlisted as khasadars or local 
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levies for the maintenance o£ order within their own limits; roads 
-are constructed for the development of inaccessible tracts; and p:roes-· 
sure of every kind is brought upon those guilty of breaking the 
peace. 

• During the ~ear 1924, the tranquillity of the borderland has for 
the most part been well maintained, and there has again been a 

• welcome decrease in the number of raids 
Generftl Conditions of committed by the tribesmen. Only in 

1924
· • Waziristan . have any military operations 

·beeR •required; and those of a minor character. The Royal Air 
Force has fully demonstrated its ability to exact retribution from 
Tecalcitrant sections; and on several occasions has accomplished at 
small cost results which, in the older days, would have necessitated 
a minor expedition. Generally speaking, the border shows signs of 
·settling down to the conditions which in that restless area pass for 
peace. The after-effects of the general disquiet of the Islamic world 
which followeel from the war are becoming less marked. N everthe
less, ~he religious fanaticism to which we have previously directed 
attention is always stirring. The discontent thus engendered makes 
the tribal area a fertile field for propaganda of many descriptions. 
In the northern portions of this territory, pan-Islamic activities and 
Communist agents are so mingled that they are difficult to distin
guish. Wherever British control of a district becomes for a moment 
weak, these elemen.ts of d.isintegration find their home. It is for 
this reason that the British authorities consistently support strong 
-.and friendly Chiefs along the frontier. The principal distributing 
centre for Communist propaganda is the colony of Hindustan fana
tics at Chamarkand. The existence of such sources of irritation is 
<very unfortunate; for if the tribes of the North-West Frontier are 
.ever to become civilized, they must be free from the operation of 
.external intrigue. Economic pressure of itself makes them restless 
.enough; and the only hope of remed.ying it lies in the preservation 
of a peaceful atmosphere. 

Broadly speaking, the North--West Frontier of India may be 
.divided into four principal sections. The first extends from the 

Survey of the North
West Fro!l.tier. 

Pamirs and Chitral to the Kabul River: the 
second from the Kabul to the Kurram, prac .. 
tically embracing the Tirah area; &e third 

includes vV aziristan: and the fourth comprises Baluchistan. E!tch 
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of these four sections presents an entirely different problem to the-
• ofi!cers of the Political Department. 

In Baluchistan, there is no tribal territory between British Indiar. 
and the Amir' s dominions. The British 

Baluchistan. authorities admin~ster right~lp to the Afghan_ 
frontier. The tactful control of the tribes presents few difficulties,. 
and the country is steadily advancing towards prosperous orij.er . 

• 
In the wide belt between Gilgit and Chitral to the North, and' 

the Kabul River to the South, the relations between the in.habitants; 

North of the Kabul 
River. 

and the British Government are also ~n the 
whole satisfactory. A great part of the 
territory is governed by important chief-

tains, such as the :M:ehtar of Chitral, the Nawah of Dir, and the 
Mian Gul of Swat. However much these rulers may fight amongst 
themselves, their interests are all on the side of peaceful and 
friendly relations with the British Government. Trade with India, 
is active; and the Swat River Canal provides a competence for· 
many sturdy persons who might otherwise augment their sul:l'!!tanc&. 
by raiding. 

Further South, in the Tirah, the Afridis and Orakzais have so· 
close a connection with the territory directly under British Adminis

The Tirah. 
tration that it is strongly and manifestly 
against their interests to undertake any. 

hostile action against India. At the same time, their natural fero
cious arrogance and formidable armament together with the peril or 
their country make them a source of potential danger. The difficul-
ties of our political officers are increased by the individualistic char
acter of the tribesmen. It is true that a number of important 
maliks exist; there. is even a self-styled "King of the Tirah: " hut. 
there are no chiefs or rulers, as in the area North of the Kabul River,. 
with whom we can deal in the certainty that they will he able to· 
carry out their unde!takings. 

The main problem of the North-West Frontier is, however, pre-
sented by Waziristan. Here conditions are quite different. The 

country is inaccessible to a remarkable· 
Wamistan. degree; the inhabitants are virile and blood-

thirsty ~avages who, from time immemorial, have supplemented the 
'"'lholly inadequate resources of their sterile land by raiding, robbing· 
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and murdering. Ever since the British Government inherited from 
the Sikhs the task of controlling W aziristan, this area has presented 
most formidable difficulties. For many years attempts were made 
to follow the policy of non-interference. With the exception of 
granting subsidies to enabte the tribal maliks to keep their younger 
warriors from hiding, and of maintaining posts garrisoned· by 
militia, partly locally recruited, the British administration has had 
as litt~ as possible to do either with the country or with its inhabit
ants. But the hope that if they were left alone, they would leave 
B1ritish India alone, proved fallacious. On an average, their 
repEm"teq misdeeds J;~.ecessitated active operations t.'f major or minor 
importance every four years. Since 1852 there have been seventeen 
of these operations, and since 1911, four. All were occasioned by 
deliberate provocation on the part of the tribesmen, who hav~ 
ravaged the plains whenever they saw the opportunity. Alike 
during the Great War, and during the Afghan hostilities of 1919, 
their depredations grew bolder than ever; and after the signature of 
the peace tre~ty with Afghanistan, they refused the terms offered 
:theni by the Bri'tish Government. Part of the difficulty in dealing 
with tlle inhabitants of W aziristan lies in the ·fact that the tribes
men thelll:S'elves ackn-owledge practically no authority. It is there
fore extremely hard t-o build up law ana order, as has been done 
€lsewhere, on rthe ]!lTeS'tige of local chieftains. The tribesmen have 
nothing to lose, and everything to gain by disorder; and unless 
€ffective pressure can be brought to bear upon the~, it seems diffi
cult to imagine that they will ever abstain from raiding. 

Since the last Afghan War, the problem of Waziristan ha!" 
forced itself upO'll. the attention of the British authorities. .A~ a 

The Problem <lf 
Waziristan. 

result of punitive opertttions undertaken 
during the year 1920, British troops were 
:frrm1J.y established at Ladha in the heart o:f 

the Mahsud country. But the question remained as to how 
W aziristan was to be settled. It may be mentioned that there 
-are two main schools of opiniion in connection with frontier policy. 
Dne of these, which is generally known as the forward school, 

. would advocate the gradual advance of the area administered by 
British until the frontier of Afghanistan is reached. Only 
l>y so doing, say t~ ·aavocates ·o'f th~s poli~y, will i~ b~ possible 
so to develop the sterile country m whiCh the tnbesmen dwell 
that they may attai'll tthe wh:e:re:wiithal to live without raiding, 

26018 
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and thus become possessed of a real stake in the maintenance
of ~rderly and peaceful conditions. They urge, moreover, the· 
serious danger of allowing a strong well-armed force of tribesmen 
to exist in close proximity to our bo:r;der; and point out that a system 
of exclusion can only result in the utter t:Jarbarism and permanent . . 
hostility of the inhabitants. The~- claim further that, by this 
policy, a considerable financial saving will eventually result. from 
the cessation of the numerous "burn and scuttle" punitive e!:pedi
tions of the past, which cost vast sums of mone:f, and left behind 
them nothing but a heritage of hate. The second school of opi.nion 
is that known as the "close border." It advocates the retirement 
of our forces to positions within the directly administered districts 
of British India; and the erection of some modern equivalent to the· 
Great Wall of China, for the confinement of the tribes1p.en inhabit
ing the territory between these administered districts and the fron

Two Schools of 
thought. 

tier of Afghanistan. Lines of barbfd wire· 
linking up posts strongly he1d. mechanical 
transport roads running right along. the 

border, constant patrols, and wireless communica,tions, they urge, 
represent the only practicable means of preventing destructive raids 
into the settled districts of British India. 

It is impossible to enter fully into the arguments which are cited 
by the supporters of either school. A rapid advance to the Durand 
Line is ruled out by the prohibitive cost which such a measure would 
entail. The " forward" School now advocates steady advance, as 
opportunity offers. Such opportunity may be found in the invita
tion of the tribes or in punishment of serious and repeated offences. 
The programme thenceforth would be one of consolidating the terri
tories occupied, gaining the friendship of the tribesmen, improving 
their material condition, increasing their prosperity, and gradually 
bringing them under the influence of civilization. The ultimate 
goal, to the advocate of the "forward" policy, is the Durand Line. 
The " closeborder" policy has also many supporters. But it 
seems certain that the erection of a barrier between British India 
and tribal tei'ritory would result in a legacy of infinitely worse: 
trouble. Such a policy of negation might in reality leave the tribes
men free 

0
to brew incalculable mischief, while affording an open 

invitation to continual intrigue on the part of influences, whether-
foreign or domestic, hostile to the peace of India. ... . 
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In Waziristan, the Government of India have inclined to a " fo;- • 
ward "policy. They have, it is true, withdrawn regular troops :from 

Mahsud country; but have replaced them by· 
The policy of the. Gov- a system of .internal control based partly on 

ernment of Iudta. • . h B · · h ffi d tl · • scouts >nt r1hs o cers, an par. y on 
Khassadars, locally recruited levies who find their own arms and 
equipmept in return for a monthly wage. This system is reinforced 
by exter!J.al supervision from the two posts of ~fanzai and Razmak,. 
whioh, though outsi'ae 1fahsud territory, effectively control it. 
Razmak, which our forces occupied at the request of the Utmanzai 
Wazirs themselves, in addition to constituting a dominant strategic 
position, is an almost ideal location for regular troops, being healthi
ly situated nearly 7;000 feet above sea level. But an integral part 
of the present policy is the construction of roads through regions 
hitherto almost impenetrable. Already a mechanical transport 
road links .up Razmak to the Tochi on one side, and to J andola on 
the other. A.r~oother road has been constructed from J andola to 
Sarwek~i. Regular troops have now evacuated the Mahsud country. 
It is hoped, while freeing the ~fahsuds from the irritant provided 
by the presence of troops within their border, to rob them of the 
inaccessibility which has caused their persistence in barbarism. 
The construction of these roads in W aziristan will provide the 
channels through which· civilization may gradually penetrate. 
Although protected throughout the greater part of their length only 
by scouts and Khassadars, it is reported that the roads already 
constructed are beginning to carry the trade of the country, and to 
exercise a pacific influence. The Government of India believe that, 
in thus opening up vVaziristan, and enabling a greater degree of 
civilization to find its way to these inaccessible tracts, they have 
discovered the best solution of the \Vaziristan problem. 

A brief survey of the border from X orth to South will give the 
reader some idea of the actual situation which obtained during the 

period covered by this Report. Taking first 
Conditions during 1924. the country ~orth of the Khyber, it may be 

noticed that the personal ambitions of the chiefs of the Y usufzai 
tribes living in the basins of the Swat and Panjkora Ri,-ers have 
resulted in a continual state of war. The most important event 
during the period under review was the.death of the Xawab •f Dir 
on the 4th February, 1926. Since his succession in 1905, this chief.. 
tain had been a good friend of the Government. He was a strong· 
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man, and his death is likely to lead to an increase in the intrigue 
• • D" which commonly characterises the politics o£ 

Ir and Swat. th" f t s H"" ld h 1s area o pet y tates. 1s e est son, w o 
'Was recognised as heir apparent in 1918, has succeeded without 
.dispute; and it is hoped that no complications will arise. It is to 
be remarked that the general uncertainty resulting from the illness 

"•and death of the N awab of Dir has allowed the Hindustani fanatic 
.colonies, particula:rly at Chamarka~, to extend their infiue:qt:e, with 
the result that tribal levies and other Governrpent servants have 
'been subjected to certain ~easures of persecution. 'fhe Mian Gul 
of Swat has consolidated his hold over Buner, of which the conquest 

"<Was mentioned in last year's Statement. He has given a definite 
assurance to the Government that he will not extend his domains 
rto the eastern bank of the Indus; but the threat of his advance into 
.Khudu Khel has already involved him in"~ minor conflict with the 
Nawab of Amb. In Chitral, there has been friction between the 

Chitral. 
Maulai and Sunni sects of Muslims, which 
resulted in tue flight of some • of the former, 

·who alleged that pressure was being put on them to changtl their 
!I'eligion. They have now mostly returned. 

Events in Tirah during the past year have been to a great extent 
iinfluenced by the fact that when the notorious Ajab and two mem

Tirah. 
bers of the Kohaf murder gang surrendered 
themselves to the Afghans for transportation 

'to Turkistan, a certain Sultan" Mir and his son Gul Akbar, 
"the two remaining members, took up" their abode in Tirah. 
"The harbouring of these two men was directly in contraven
rtion of the agreement reached at Shinawari on May 12th, 1923. 
Nevertheless, a considerable body of Afridi opinion was in favour 
·.Of allowing them to remain; and attempts to persuade the Afridis 
-to carry out their agreement were met not only by a bl"ank denial of 
the presence of the refugees, but also by a counter agitation on the 
part o'f the Mullahs and the anti-British party. This agitation was 
Jbased on the cry that. British intervention in 'l'irah had lately ex
,ceeded all bounds; and that this region would shortly share the fate 
•of Waziristan if its inhabitants did not set up a vigorous resistance. 
But with the annual migration of the tribesmen to the Peshawar 
..distric~, ithe authorities at last found themselves ab~e to bring suffi
tdent pr.oosure on the Afridis to compel them to take action. In 
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January, 1925, a tribal force burnt the house where Sultan Mir ~ad
taken refuge. Unfortunately, heavy snow enabled the criminals 
to escape; and though nearly always at Tirah they move about a 
good deal. J)uring the nar, large numbers of Afridis and Moh
mands answered.the call of the Afghan Government to assist in sup
pressing the rebellion in the Southern Provl.nces. The more im..-. 
portt1nt pro-Afghan .Afridis with their immediate following, ren-
dered very valuable assistance to the .Amir. But the great tribal' 
Maliks, who are th~ real leaders of the Afridi clan, took little or no! 
no tic~ of .Afghan appeals. 

The policy adopted in Waziristan, of which some account was. 
g·iven . on previous pages, has begun to produce gratifying 

Waziristan. 
results. The circular road from Idak to· 
Manzai is now being adapted for conti-

nuous he.avy mechanical transport throughout its length; and the
road from Jalldola to Sarwekai has been completed. Bridges .have
now been opened over the Kurram at Thal and the Tochi at Tal. 
.A considerable number of Mahsuds have accepted th.e presence· 
of British troops in W aziristan as inevitable; and the metalled roads. 
which now traverse the country are no longer unwelcome. ·But the
pacification of so wide a tract is the work of many years. While· 
the progress is satisfactory, both outlaws and certain hostile sections. 
have nevertheless been busy with raids and ambushes. These have 
been met by bombing operations in two instances, and aerial demons-
trations in others. I£ only Waziristan can be adequately safe-
guarded from external influence hostile to the British Government,_ 
the gradual betterment of the circumstances of the country seems 
inevitable. .Attempts are being made to induce Wazir emigrants·. 
to return to their homes and to settle down; and a general agreement 
between Government and the Mahsuds and W azirs should before. 
long be possible. 

Baluchistan enjoyed a fairly peaceful year. Rainfall conditions. 
were good; grain prices have been reasonable; and grazing has been 

Baluchistan. 
adequate. Political agitation has been con· 
spicuous by its absence; and there are few 

signs of communal tension. Since the murder of Major Finnis, to· 
which reference was made in last year's Statement, the co•duct of· 
the Sheranis has been examplary. They have rigorously adhe;red' 
to their promise to sever all connection with the Wazirs and_ 
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Mahsuds. The Suleman Khels made several serious raids into the • 
Zlmb district, but on the whole their behaviour was less objectionable 
than in the past. Progress has been made in the extension of 
administration throughout this region by the occupation of two 
additional posts. On one occasion, a patfolling party of Zhob levies 
got into touch with a gang of the Suleman Khel r~iders and ki Iter!. 
-eight of them. On the Western border, the rendition to Pt>rsia of 
the Sarhad tract was completed in the beginning of the ye:O:.·. .An 
efficient Persian force under a capable Commanier advanced with
out meeting any tribal resistance to Khawash, which was formally 
made over. Thereafter, Indian troops were- entirely withdr"awn 
from this portion of Persian territory. The Persians started 
-their administration well by making satisfactory anangements with 
the Sarhad tribes. Since then, however, affairs have somewhat 
deteriorated. :Military activities elsewhere called away the more 
-efficient troops; and those which remain have long arrears of pay to 
receive. The projected movement which was to have s~ppressed 
Dost Muhammad Khan and brought Persian Bah;chistan nndeJ· 
effectiYe control, failed· to materialise; with the result that the 
Persians haYe been compelled to recognise this leader as Governor. 
Whether from this or from some other reason, Dost Muhammad 
Khan's behaviour has, from the British point of view, been more 
satisfactory; and affairs. on the ::\fekran border have been quieter 
than in previous years. 

From this brief consideration of the tract which on the North
West and West constitutes the extreme political limit of India, we 

North-West Frontier 
Province. 

may now turn eastward to the settled districts 
under direct British .Administration which 
form part of the North-West Frontier 

Province. During the period under review,-ecori.o~ic. conditions 
w~rt'"again· easier. Further progress was shown in return to a 
normal state of affairs after the unrest which has been the heritage 
of the third .Afghan War: The administration was thus able to 
·continue, with marked effect, the systematic attempt to suppress the 
raiding nuisance; and the success of their operations is shown by the 
remarkable diminution, since the year 1920, of the number of raids 
and of the value of loot stolen by the tribesmen. .A highly efficient 
system cJlOW exists for protection again]lt raiders. Constabulary, 
police, 'local levies, and village pursuit parties, co-operate whole
he~rtedly against marauding gangs. Nevertheless, of recent years 
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the hardships endur.ed by the inhabitants of the settled districts of 
the North-West Frontier Province at the hands of raiders ha~ • 
excited much feeling throughou~ the rest of India. As we noticed 
in last year's Report, the Legislative Assembly has from time to 

Criticisms of the A~
ministration. 

'time directed trenchant criticism against the 
administration of the Province, alleging its 
heavy cost and the failure of the authorities 

to extertninate raiding gangs. The attention devoted to the whole 
question led to enqMiries as to the desi;rability of revoking Lord 
Curzon's poli~y of· separating the N orth:-West __ F;ron!~er ""~:rovince 
from·~ :P.w.l_fab. - tnteTest inoreover was stimulated by the belief, 
~urrent in certain quarters, that the more advanced inhabitants of 
the settled districts-in theN orth-West Frontier Province suffer both 
in their political status and their judicial administration from their 
association with a local Government concerned so largely with the 
<lirection of comparatively uncivilised tribes. In 1H22c> . a.,, .Coni
mittee _ appoin!~d by t?e Gov~rnn~ent. of I:qdia toured through the 

·- · ·· North-West Frontier Province to ex-amine 
The tlommittee of various que~~ions. The trend oHhe evidence 

Elquiry. laid before the Committee showed that the 
question of maintaining the North-West Frontier Province in its 
present condition or of amalgamating it with the Pun:jab, was 
viewed from a different angle by typical representatives of Hindu 
.and Muhammadan opinion respectively. ~r9adly~ §pe~]ring, the 
Hindu elements in the population both of the Punjab a,nd of the 
North~ W e!lt-r~r.onti_~r,- J>r.0vip.ce _ favoure~ . amaJg~matigp,; while 
Muslim opinion was generall;x: •. ~esi:rousof :etaiping t!Ie N?rth-West 
Frontier Proyinc§l_ in i!_SJ!:r:..es~e.~1}~r.m. _ The British and the Muham
madan members of the Committee concluded that it was impossible 
to separate the administration of the five settled districts of the 
North-West Frontier Province from the political control o:f the 
adjoining unadministered tracts. In consequence, they recommend:.. 
ed that the Province should be retained as a unit separate from the 
Punjab. They proposed, however, certain changes in the adminis~ 
trative and legal machinery, which include the cautious application 
of the Reformed Constitution to the Province; the strengthening of 
the judiciary; and the application of the elective principle to Local 
institutions. On the other hand, the two Hindu members of the 

- - - - . - . ·- ··-Committee favoured the transfer "of" the settled districts . to the 
Puiif~ Go:;e~·n~ent: while reser;:ing ~o -~~~- Governm~tif !_I1dia 
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• control over the tran~frontier agencies. As a resuit of Government's 
~onsideration of this report, certain minor reforms have now been 
introduced into the North-West Frontier Province; and the judiciary 
is to be strengthened by the appointment of .an Additional Judicial 
Commissioner drawn from the local 'Bar. The authorities have 

' . . 
decided against judicial amalgamation between the North-West 
Frontier Province and the Punjab. 

• • 
The division of opinion between the Hindou and Muhammadan 

element in the North-West Frontier Province, which was ~Xfmpli
:fied by the evidence submitted to the Enquiry 

Hindu-Muslim relations. C "tt . d . :fi . ommi ee, receive tragic con rmatwn, 
during the period und~r which we are now reviewing, jn, the out
break of serious communal riots. -As will be clear from the subse
gue-nt porti~ns~orth.is Statem_ --e~t,_thf J_eL!l_ :tiqn __ § het:wee]:l the Hindu 
and the Mussalman, t;Q_mm~-n~_!Le_s haye been,_ strained .throughout 
1924. B~11.tin.no local~ty -did this tension produ~e s~ch tragic conse
quences as in th(}.q,it,~ o£,]t6]1at~~~-The immediate cause of the. trouble 
was the publication and circulation of a pamphlet containing a 

Xohat. 
virulently aJlli;!.slq;,lJ.ljp~.PQem. Terrible riots 
bro_ke out on the 9th and lOth of September, 

1924l t}!e ~Qt,.al _Q_:;J.,§J!i;tltj~~ -~~l~g about. 155 killed and wounded. 
House property to the estimated value of Rs. 9 lakhs was destroyed, 
and a large quantity of goods were looted. In the event,_ the whole 
Hindu po-pula.tion,,e.¥acuaJ~Q,-c-Ko.l!a.A-c#y.. After protracted negotia
tions, an agreement of reeonciliation was concluded between the 
two communities; Government g-iving an as~Surance that, subject to 
certain reservations, the prosecutions pending against persons con
cerned in the rioting should be dropped. The Hindu refugees at 
Rawalpindi are slowly returning to Kohat; but their action has 
been delayed by the hope that their political leaders will be able 
to secure for them better terms. With the object of enabling 
the sufferers to restart their businesses and rebuild their houses, 
Government has sanctioned advances, to be free of interest 
in ce1:tain instances, amounting to Rs. 5 lakhl!i. It is hardly neces
sary to say that this serious incident aroused the utmost feeling 
among the politically7minded classes throughout the rest of India. 
The 4ct that the Hindu community at Kohat, which had been 
r.esponsible for the initial causes of the outb:reak, should have 
incurred such terrible retribution, led to the levelling of violent 
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charges, ranging from deliberate cruelty to manifest incompetence, • 
against the ·local authorities. As a result of careful enquiries, tfie 
Government of India came to the conclusion that the officials had 
done all that lay in their. power. The local military authorities 
co-operated to the best of their ability; but their hands were tied by 
the necessity of bending all their endeavours to the task of " con
taining~" the independent tribesmen from the surrounding country, 
who were gatherinS" in large numbers with the ide~ of turning to 
their own profit the confusion in the distracted city. It-;was .thus 
impos~ible for the military to S_Eare suQ.!J. J!.Umbers of troops as might 
have enabled the civil p·owei: ·to suppress the ~-disturbances more 
speedily. 
· The attitude of the ed~cated classes towards the problems of 
India's defence has undergone a considerable change of recent years. 

They have for long admitted, at least in 
India's defence and the theorv, that their political aspirations ulti-

educated classe;. • . 
. mately depend for fulfil:me~t upon the capacity 

of th& country to defend itself. A study of the proceedings of the 
earlier meetings of the Indian National Congress reveals the con
stant recurrence of the accusation that the British Government had, 
by " disarming and emasculating the people," placed serious 
obstacles in the path of political progress. But there was little real 
demand on the part of these classes for a military career; and fe'f 
indeed were the politicians who attempted to grasp, ·by systematic 
and patient study, the nature of the problems which we have out
lined in the foregoing pages. Recently, however, the situation has 
somewhat alterad. The intelligentsia of India have been compelled, 
partly by the lessons of tlie war and partly by their newly stimulated 
ambitions towards Dominion Status, to take serious stock of the 
problems of defence, of which the importance, if not the complexity, 
is now better appreciated than at any previous time. They see that 
their political ideals necessarily connote certain military respon
sibilities; that i£ the defence of India is not to be left permanently 
in the hands of the British, they must show themselves able to 
sustain the burden, not merely of self-government but also of self
defence. Accordingly, in place of the old vague military aspira
tions, the educated classes now put forward two concrete demands of 
a definite character. They ask in the first place for tke rapid 
Indianization of the commissioned ranks of the regular army; 4tnd 
secondly, for the extension of the facilities which already exist for 
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• tr,itining Indians in the Tenitorial force. In connection with the
first, Hie Legislature displays unabated in

Indianization of the terest. Government has not been unre
Commissioned Rauks. 

sponsive; and th~ progress achieved in this 
direction, though far from satisfying the demands "which have been 
put forward, is considerable. We may explain that there are tw0o 
main categories of officers in the Indian army, holding respective'ly 
the Viceroy's Commission and the King's Commission. The majo
rity of the former are men promoted from the ranks. They :P.a.ve a 
limited status· and power of command, both of which are regulated 
by the Indian .Army .Act. It is only since the war that King's 
Commissions have been granted to Indians. Every unit of the 
Indian Army includes officers holding the Viceroy's Commission;. 
while in many Infantry and Cavalry regiments Indian officers hold
ing the King's Commission are now completing their trajning for 
their future career. It is with the increase in the latter class that • Indian opinion is principally concerned. King's Commissions are 
now to be obtained by Indian gentlemen qualifying themsel;.es as 
cadets in the Royal Military College, Sandhurst; or by honorary 
grants to Indian officers whose age or lack of education preclude 
them from holding the full commission in the ordinary sense. Com
missions in this second category are granted honoris causa and are 
not regarded as augmenting the effective establishment of commis
sioned officers. It therefore_ follows that if an Indian is to enjoy 
the fullest opportunity of following a military career on terms of 
absolute equality with the British officer, he must pass through 

The Royal Military 
College, Sandhurst. 

Sandhurst. Ten vacancies have been reserv
ed annually at Sandhurst for Indian cadets; 
and in order to secure a suitable supply of 

recruits for these vacancies, there has been established in India the 
Prince of \Vales' Royal Indian Military College at Dehra Dun. In 

this institution the normal course of educa
The Royal Indian Mili-

tary College, Dehra tion has been planned to occupy six years, 
Dun. and the arrangements so far made will enable 

a maximum of 70 boys to be in residence together. The college· 
promises to be a great success; and there is every hope that it will' 
amply achieve the intention for whi.ch it-was created. Early in 
1924 it ~as visited by a number of members of the Legislative 
.As~mbly, who expressed warm approval of the type of education im
parted and the general conditions under which cadets were trained. 
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Unfortunately, however, Indian political opinion is far from bei,.ng• 
-satisfied with the scope of the college, and demands are increasingly 
heard from the Indian members of th;(Je;;_t;_,al Legislature for the 
·€stablishment in India of. some institution corresponding more 

• nearly to the Royal Military College, 
'The Legislature and "an S dl A d b h" h k 1 Indian Sandhurst." a~ mrst. . e ate w __ IC ~oo p ace upon 

• fins subject in the 1925 Delhi Session of the 
Legislative Assembly showed that non-official Indian· members did 
not appreciate the• technical difficulties to which such a proposal, 
'if put into operation, would give rise. Indeed,. these difficulties 
were not at first fully realised by Government themselves; since a 
resolution of the Assembly asking for the establishment of an Indian 
College for the training of commissioned officers was actually accept
-ed three years ago. It may be argued that such a college is in fact 
now coming into existence as a memorial to the late Lord Kitchner; 
but the· -officers whom it will train will be officers holding the 
"Viceroy's ando not the King's Commissipn. Considerable dissatis
factio.n was displayed by Indian members of the Legislative 
Assembly at what was regarded as Government's failure to carry 
-out the resolution previously accepted. In one of the last public 
utterances before his lamented death, Lord Rawlinson plainly 
pointed out some of the practical difficulties which made immediate 
:advance in the direction demanded almost impossible. It was im
portant, he said, that Indian officers should undergo training of 
-the very highest type available, in view of the immense difficulties 
which attended the construction of a national army for India; when 
there was as yet no Indian nation in the accepted sense of the term. 
'Thereupon Government offered to appoint a committee to investi
,gate the whole question of the establishment of an Indian Sandhurst. 
This <fid not satisfy the majority of the members of the Assembly; 
who proceeded to pass, against official opposition, a resolution call
ing upon th(l authorities to establish such an institution forthwith-

In addition to providing the means by which a satisfactory 
.stream of candidates for Sandhurst may be maintained, the Govern

Indianization of eight 
units. 

ment of India have recently made provision 
for the eventual.complete Indianization of 
eight units of the Indian Army. i'o these 

units, which include two from cavalry, five from infantry, and '-lne 
pioneer battalion, Indian Officers holding King's Commissions in 
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· • too Indian Army will be gradually transferred, and posted to fill 
up the appointments for which they are qualified by their 
rank and their length of service. From the military stand· 
point, the importance of this step is. considerable; for it will 
give Indians a fair opportunity of proving that units officered 
by men of their own race will be in every way efficient. And these 
units will thus form the nucleus from which the Army :can be 
" nationalised " with confidence that the secUJiity of the country 
will not be impaired. Unfortunately, the experiment has ]l(}t so 
far commended· itself eithe!' to Indian political opinion or even 
to certain of the Indian officers themselves. The latter seem to 
prefer to serve in regiments where they will be assured of serving 
alongside of British officers; while Indian politicians fear lest the 
segregation of Indian officers in certain regiments may. affect ad· 
versely the efficiency of these officers, the reputation of. the regi
ments, and indirectly the success of the whole .scheme of a 
",National" Indian Army. Further, the mere fact that the com
pietion of the experiment must take many years has pre~ented 
Indian political opinion, at least as expressed in the legislatures, 
from appreciating the pledge which it constitutes of the earnestness 
of. British intentions in the ntatter of India;nizing the com· 
missioned ranks of the Indian Army. That the aspiration of 
~dumited Indians to assume an increasing share of responsibility !or 
the de:fence o:f their own countTy is .-both natural and praiseworthy, 
may readily be admitted. On the other hand, those who press for 
a more rapid advance than a~ ~~~sent co~mends itself to the 
authorities, along lines the efficiency of which is still undemon· 
strated, expose themselves to the retort that the security of the 
country as a whole i~ a matter so vital that it ought not lightly to be 
jeopardised, even by those who are animated by the most commend
able of intention~. :Moreover, having regard to the fact that only 
since the Great War have Indians been given commissions identical 
in every respect with those held by British officers, it is perfectly 
clear that the demand, often made, for the appointment of Indians 
to higher posts in the Army, could be met only by special and 
accelerated promotion over the heads of their more experienced 
Britishobrother officers. In the last speech which Lord Rawlinson 
ev!3~ delivered to the Assembly, he dealt upon this aspect of the 
question with soldierly frankness. He pointed out the grave 
difficulties which attend the formation of a national Indian Army, . 

• 



at a time when the Indian nation itself is as yet only in the making.- • 
He dwelt upon the necessity of proceeding patiently and of testing 
step by step the ground before each advance is made; of building 
upon solid and truly-laid fomtdations rather than upon pious wishes 
and vague enthusi:sms. Many Indian members .of the Assembly, 
ignorant that they were listening to the last counsels of one who 
had don; so much fm: their country and for their army, were 
inclined to resent his oplain speaking; and there was talk of moving 
a vote pf. censure upon the administration of the Army Department. 
Happily this project did not materialise; .and Lord Rawlinson's 
last days were not disturbed by any such ·manifestation of the 
Assembly's failure to appreciate his notable services. 

Considerable progress has of late been made in the constitution 
of the Indian territorial force. Twenty provincial battalions .are 

• now in existence, the enrolled strength being 
The Territorial Force. over 12,000. Most of the battalions are full; 

although some units still £ail to attract the sanctioned quota of 
recruits. One of the great problems connected with the development 
of the force is the provision of adequately trained officers. For the 
command of battalions and companies, officers of the regular army 
are provided. Opportunities have also been afforded for the further 
.training of the Indian Territorial Force officers by attaching them 
for limited periods to regular battalions. Special courses of instruc
tion are also held for the I~dian Territorial Force sta:ff, and similar 
courses have been arranged for the non-commissioned officers. In 
addition to the provincial battalions are the University Training 
Corps, which have now attained a large measure of popularity. 
There are at present six battalions, located at Bombay, Calcutta, 
Allahabad, Lahore, Madras and Rangoon; and two separate com
panies have been constituted at Patna and Delhi .. It is yet too 
~arly to judge of the military value of the Territorial Force, but 
the progress hitherto achieved has been on the whole satisfactory. 
Until it has been in existence for some. time longer, its potentialities 
cannot really be estimated. It is to be hoped that in future years 
the Force will be able to play an important part in the defence of the 
country. But educated Indian opinion does not yet realiZi that 
by reason of the comparatively limited period devoted to trainin~, 
the Force can never hope to rival the regular army in efficiency. It 
has indeed been constituted as a second line to, and a. source of 
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•reinforcement for, the regular army; but in case of emergency, it 
would not be ready to take the field until the lapse of a considerable 
time after its embodiment. N everth~less, membership naturally 
carries with it a liability for more than purely local service. The 
Indian Territorial Force thus differs in scope from the Auxiliary 

Force, which is so far confined to ~uropean 
The Auxiliary Force. British subjects. This body ca~ only be 

called out for service locally, bei;ng intendea primarily for those 
who can undertake military training only in their spare true, and 
are unable to afford the more lengthy periodical training which con
stitutes the obligation o£ the Indian Territorial Force. Political 
opinion in India, which is now supersensitive to any implication 
of racial discrimination, -views with displeasure the difference 
between the two bodies. In 1924, the Legislative Assembly 
discussed a motion recommending the amalgamation t~f the two. 

As a result of the debate, an amended motion -was accepted by 
Government to the effect that a Committee should be appointed to 

d enquire into and report what steps should be 
T~errit!~!~liary Fo::es taken to improve and expand the Territorial 

Committee. Force so as to constitute it an efficient second 
line .to the Regular Army; and to remove all racial distinction in 
the constitution of the non-regular military forces in India including 
the Au::tiliary Force. This Committee, which was presided over by· 
Sir John Shea, took evidence in November 1924, and the report 
embodying its recommendations was published on February 23rd, 
1925. The Committee regarded the functions of University Training 
Corps as primarily educational and those of the Territorial Force 
as the means of imparting miiitary and patriotic ideals in order to
lay the foundations upon which the national Army could be built 
up. They, however, considered that the growth of national 
military spirit should not be forced by any application of compul
sion; that the University Training Corps should not have any 
liability for military service; that the members of the Corps should 
be drawn from the staff and students of Universities and Colleges 
as at present; and that the cadre must be allowed to expand up to 
its natural limits without arbitrary limitation by the military 
authooities, provided the educational authorities can guarantee a 
fl..xed minimum of members, and arrange for suitable officers. 
Regarding the Territorial Force, the Committee suggested that ltt> 
units shoul~ be organised in every respect on the same lines as those 
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of the regular Indian Army, while the Auxiliary Force should beo 
organised as regular British Units. Both the Territorial and 
Auxiliary Forces should, it was recommend.ect;-be-liable for general 
military servicQ within and without India's borders, including 
service in aid of the civil power; this liability being enforceable 
only i:q, case of emergency and under the special order of the Gover-
nor Geheral in Council. The Committee suggested that in future
the Territorial Force should consist of two classes, one recruited 
from -the rural areas as at present; and the other drawn from the
urban areas, in such fashion that the educated classes should enjoy 
suitable opportunities for military training of the kind practised 
in the Auxiliary Force. In course of time, the Committee hoped, 
recruitment to urban battalions would be limited to those who have 
had previous military training in the University corps. The Com
mittee fmther suggested that the minimum period of training must 
be three momhs in the first year and two months in subsequent 
years. When the provincial battalions attain a higher standard of 
efficiency, a:n attempt should be made to raise a few cavalry 
squadrons in those districts where it is possible to recruit men who 
could be trained for six months in the first year and three months 
in subsequent years. The Territorial Force, the Committee agreed 
should not be extended beyond the limits of a second line force in 
strength; and no extension of the Auxiliary Force was considered 
necessary at present. The Committee recommended that any em
ployer who placed hindrance in the way of his employee carrying· 
out training in the forces should be liable to punishment, as in 
Australia. So far as Commissions are concerned, the Committee 
recommended fhat Piatoon Commanders in the Territorial Force 
shouT a get Viceroy's Commissions of the ranks of J emadar and 
Subadar; while the officers of higher grades in the Territorial 
Force, and members of Auxiliary Force, should get commissions 
as second lieutenant, lieutenant and .captain, granted by the 
GoYernor General in the name of His Majesty the King, as in 
the Canadian :Nfilitia. The Committee further suggested the ex-

. pansion of the system of Advisory Committees, and their wider res
ponsibility for recruitment. The Committee considered that the 
acceptance of these proposals would eliminate, as bet~een the 
Territorial and Auxiliary Forces, any distinction based solely upon 
race to which reasonable exception could be taken. The Govern
ment of India have not so far announced their deci~ion upon the-

• 
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•:2!rliggestions made in this Report; but it is to be noted that on the 
whole the Indian press has received the proposals with favour. 
"Disappointment is expressed in certain quarters that the Territorial 
:and Auxiliary Forces have not been :fmalgamated into a single 
body : but the Report is generally acknowledged • to contain sug
gestions likel to lace the Territorial Force in a satisfactor osi
iion, and to encourage military training among the e ucated 
classes. • 

In addition to these signs of awakening interest, on the p.a:tt of. 
ihe educated classes, in the strictly military aspects of the Defence 

An Indian Navy. 
of India, there are not wanting indications 
that the importance of the corresponding 

naval problems is gradually being appreciated in the same quarter. 
"The evidence given before the Mercantile Marine Committee-of 
which mention was made in last year's Statement-plai~y shows 
that Indian political opinion favours the development,.hand in hand 
with an Indian Mercantile Marine, of a Royal Indian Na~y, in 
which the present Royal Indian Marine Service would ultimately 
be incorporated. The Committee definitely recommended that the 
Royal Indian Marine should be reorganised into an Indian Navy 
'for the defence of India's coasts, harbours, and shipping: and that 
:a training ship on the lines of the "Worcester" or the " Conway". 
·should be established at Bombay to train young Indians to become 
·sea-officers.· Opinion is so far divided as to whether Naval Cadets 
·should be trained first at the Dehra Dun Military Academy and sub
:sequently in the British Navy; or whether they should be educated 
in a special Navy class in the projected Bombay training ship. 
'These, and other recommendations of the Mercantile Marine Com
·mittee, are at present under the consideration of Government; and 
to judge from the eagerness displayed in the Legislature that they 
:should be put into speedy operation, they command the emphatic 
approval of important sections of articulate Indian opinion. 

Among the contributory causes to the zeal with which the 
Indianization of the Army is espoused by Indian political opinion 

must be'reckoned considerations of economy: 
Cost of India's Defence. That India spends upon her military organ-

ization, oincluding the Royal Indian Marine, a sum of between 
Rs-.50 croresand Rs. 60 crores out of a total net revenue, including 
ihat of the Central and Provincial Governments, amounting to 
Its. 220 crore~, is a factor upon which Indian opinion has for some 
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time expressed itself with increasing frankness. Quite apart frol!ll • 
the desire to expend in other directions a proportion of tlie sums now 
devoted to defence, there is a general belief which, despite the
denials of the au.thorities, ;emains widely held, that at least a por-

tion of the Indian Army is mamiairied. Tess sp-ecifically for the defence· 
of Indi~ than for Britain's own Imperial interests. The strikingly 
small p!-oportion which 1ndia contributes to~ards the cost of hell· 
naval defence is at present very generally omitted as a factor in the
computation; but if effect is given to 'tlie schein~~ now under discus
sion for the constitution of an Indian navy, a more just perspective
may shortly obtain. The military experts urgf! that the defence· 
charges in India compare very favoUI:ably with the defence charges

The Soldiers and the 
Politicians. 

of other countries. They cite the example of 
Great Britain, where the defence expenditure· 
works out at something like Rs. 45 per head;: 

and of the Un:i.ted States, where it is over Rs. 20 per head, although! 
the copntry is far from any possible enemy, and has no dangerous
land frontier. They further point out that in Japan-a country
which is frequently extolled by Indian political opinion as an 
example of light and leading for India-the defence expenditure· 
amounts to some Rs. 75 crores out of a total budget of Rs. 210 crores 
(Japanese Budget 1924-25). This works out to about Rs. 14 pell· 
head of the population. On the other hand, educated Indian opin• 
ion replies that it is impossible to make a just comparison betweent 
the burden of defence in India and in other countries unless the· 
singular smallness of the average income per head in India is taken 
into consideration. These critics maintain that the annual per· 
capita cost of defending India, which is about Rs. 1·75, or one
eighth of the peT capita cost in Japan, is in reality a far heaviel"' 
burden than that which is represented by the greater expenditure of 
other countries. To which the military experts reply that this line· 
of argument, whiie amply demonstrating the necessity for increas-· 
ing the income-which means the productivity-of the individuall 
Indian, has comparatively little relevance to the main question. 
They argue that the defence expenditure of every country is inevit
ably regulated by certain constant factors, the chief among which• 
is natural vulnerability. The poverty or wealth of the in.ividual' 
citizen, while imposing certain limitations upon the completenes~ 
with which national insurance against invasion can be carried out,. 
aoes not really enter into tlie question of whether sqch. irum:cancw 
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4)ught or ought not to be undertaken. They deny that the hurden 
on the people o£ India is excessive, and point out that the average 

. income per head o£ the Japanese is certainly nothing like 8 times 
that of the Indian people. The contro-versy, therefore, remains in
conclusive, each side considering that the truth otits contention has 
been fully demonstrated. It is, however, only just to add that 
there is a full realization on the part o£ the military auth~rities of 
-the heavy, burden whicli the present figure o£ milital'y expenditure 
imposed upon the finances of the country. During the whol~ period 
in which Lord Rawlinson occupied the post of the Commander-in
Chief, strenuous efforts have been made to effect economy. The 
reduction of the Army in India to the post-war limit has been com
pleted to a point at which the military experts believe it incompa
tible with safety to make any further diminution in the fighting 
forces. But in othe::: directions, economy is still being .rigorously 
pursued. As we shall have occasion to notice, i~ reviewing the 
speech o£ the Finance Member upon the Budget o£ 1925-26, a 
reasonable fixity in the establishment charges o£ the army has now 
been attained. This figure is now actually below that recommend
ed as the immediate objective by Lord Inchcape's Cm;nmittee; a £act 
upon which both the military authorities and the Government of 
India may well· congratulate themselves. 

In view of the circumstances recounted in the foregoing pages, 
the dependence of. India upon the British Empire for the essentials 

Iudia a;,d the Empire. 
of her security requires little demonstration. 
From the standpoint o£ present international 

relations, it is clear that the Imperial connection is an indispen
sible condition both of India's safety and of her advance along the 
path leading to responsible government. Yet it is impossible to 
study contemporary expressions of political opinion in India with
out coming to the conclusion that these facts are but grudgingly 
.admitted by the educated classes. Now in certain quarters, objec
tion is taken from time to time to the importance which His 
Majesty's Government and the Government of India attach to the 
.opinion of the Indian intelligentsia. But where the educated 

classes lead, the uneducated will follow, if 
Views~f the Educated not at once, at least in the long run. The 

classes. 
influence of these classes over the masses was 

recently displayed beyond all possibility o:f cavil in the non-co-opera-
• 
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tion movement. It is no longer possible to deny that they constt~ 
tute a factor of importance in any estimate of the present, or any 
calculation of the future, condition of the country. H, therefore, 
these classes do not at prese!lt admit the full implications of India's 
dependence upon•Britain, sufficiently obvious though these may be, 
the fact would seem to merit investigation. 

Thi~is not the occasion to trace, even in outline, the history of 
t:he Indian N ational.ist movement. It is sufficient to notice that as 

a result of a century of British rule, an edu~ 
.Growth Of the Nationalist cated middle class came into being, which 

__ "'"' movement. 
discovered common aspirations expressed in 

the medium of a common langauge. This class bega:d to dispute the 
right of foreign rulers to 'direct for ever the destinies of an ancient 
and civilized people. Prior to the outbreak of the Great War, their 
aspiration was to call for the disappearance of the British permanent 
official; and it was only to the monopoly of power and to the control 
o£ policy char~cterising the Indian administrative services that 
objection was voiced. Even so, a general restlessness,_ due to the 
reaction of .Asia to the impact of western civilization, led gradually 
to the cultivation of a wider outlook. The success of Japan in the 
war against Russia pl'ofoundly stimulated the development of the 
Indian Nationalist movement, producing among its adherents a 
-disposition to magnify the achievements of Asiatic peoples in past 
ages, and to exalt the culture of India as distinguished from that 
<lf Europe. This tendency was greatly stimulated by the moral 
{)urrents set in operation through the declaration o£ the aims o£ 
the .Allies in the World war. The educated classes o£ India con
ceived an enhanced estimate of the importance, actual and potential, 
o£ their country in the civilised world; and eagerly grasped the 
{)Urrent catchwords regarding the inalienable rights and dignities 
of weak nations. The facts that the material influences of western 
civilization were lending to the peoples o£ the Indian sub-con
tinent a unity which had hitherto been lacking; and that educated 
Indians, o£ whatever race or creed, were discovering a common 
sentiment as against their British rulers, induced a tendency to 
i~nore the existence of those centrifugal forces which have ever con
stituted the bane of Indian political life. Educated India lilegan 
to recognise a eertain measure of common ~spiration. ThPre ha~ 
thtB arisen among the classes. interested in politics a fixed deter
mination to be content with nothing less than the contr~ of their 
mm destinies. • 
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Recent developments in the Indian Nationalist movement hav~ 
unquE'Etionably been stimulated by the response which British 

Britain's Response. 
statesmanship has made to the demands of 
the intelligentsi:t. In the sphere o£-interna] 

deYe1opment, the policy of the British administration was definitely 
laid down in 1917 as the progressive realization of responsible gov
ernment of the kind enjoyed by the self-governing Domini<alls of the
:Brit.ish Commonwealth. Thus, the aims of tho educated classes, a& 
r;rndually evolved from the early days of the Indian National Con
gress, have received, as it were, the stamp of official approval. 
Further, in the external realm, the association of India with the
British Dominions in successive Imperial Conferences; the signature
of the Treaty of Versailles by representatives of the Indian Govern
ment; the participation by India in the League of Nations; and her
representation upon the governing body of the Internatiopal Labour-
Office, mark a complementary advance. • 

These developments, despite their importance, have Rtimu
lated rathe.r than appeased the aspirations of the educated· classes. 

Impatience. 
The dominant factor in the mentality of edu
cated India to-day is impatience. The 

advance which is taking place appears far too slow to those who are
unwilling to admit the existence of any practical obstacle to the
immediate attainment of their aims. Counsels of sentiment rather
than of reason tend to prevail; and the contrast between t~e ultim
ate aim of the educated classes and the degree to which that aim has
so far been realised, excites a discontent which now dominates the
polit.icallife of the country. The educated classes seriously believe
that the continuance of the present administration stamps them 
~vith the Rtigma of inferiority; that it is incompatible with +,heir
newly developed self-respect. Hence, while they do not deny thft 
advantages which India derives from her connection with the
British Commonwealth, the more impatient among them under
estimate the value of these benefits, and hold them f!Ul chased toOo 
dearly. They resent their helplessness in such matters as self
defence, and are determined, so soon as may be, to re·lress it. :For 
they now understand that until they are in a position to defend' 
theit:lcountry by their own unaided resources, their aspirations to 
•Dominion status must necessarily lack the essential basis of real 
politik. It is largely for this reason that there has been apparent, 
of recent 'ears, that lively interest in defence problems of which we
cave already noticed certain manifestations. 
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'rhe irritation which tends to characterise the mentality of the 
educated classes when they consider the share, in their eyes meagre, 

wh~ch they at present enjoy of the adminis-
Indian Abroad~ tration o£ their own country, is enhanced 

when they turn their eyes abroad. It is impossible to deny that the 
treatm_ent accorded to Indians in some parts of the Empire is not 
t>uch a~ befits the nationails of a country whose destiny is officially re
cognised to be Dominion status. There are at present about one 
and. a half million Indians settled in other pa!ts of the Empire. 
The movement of immigration has, proadly speaking, been of two 
kinds. The first was that of unskilled labourers, either under inden- · 
iure as in the case of Fiji, Mauritius, Natal, and the West Indies; 
()r under some special system of recruitment, such as was adopted in 
Ceylon and Malaya. The second is spontaneous immigration of 
persons helonging to the classes of traders, skilled artisans, cl•.•rks 
and professioDal men. Where immigration of the first kind has 
iaken .place, immigration of the second kind has usually followed; 
'for as the ex-indentured labourers and their descendants gradually 
'form a community, they are joined by traders, who come primarily 
to serve their needs. Spontaneous immigration has, however, also 
taken place to countries where there has been no immigration under 
indenture. This is particularly true of the East African Territories, 
and of the Dominions with the exception of South Africa. The 
total result o£ these mixed movements is that the large population 
nf the Indians overseas consists of men representing a variety of 
walks of life, who camiot be classed indiscriminately as labourers. 
In certain localities, these settlers are treated on an equality with 

the citizens of self-governing countries. In 
others, they have definite and well-defined 

grievances. The principal points at_issue between India and those 
portions of the Empire in which her nationals are treated on a basis 
of inferiority are, in general, the right of franchise and the condi
tions under which Indians can immigrate and obtain and retain 
domicile; and in Africa further, the right of Indians to hold land, 
to enjoy trading facilities and to escape Jrom compulsory segrega
tion. There is, of course, a manifest distinction in this respect • between the position of the self-governing Dominions and of the 

Grievances. 

Colonies. The Dominions, since the~y 
Dominions and Colonies· • 1 h d · ff · enJoy contro over t eir omeshc a aus, 
are themselves responsible for the manner in "which the 
Indians within their confines are treated. But in the case 
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01 the Colonies, Indian Nationalist opm10n takes Great Britain 
herself to task for any grievances of which the immigrants 
may complain. .An illustration of this distinction is provided by 
the matter of immigration. So far as the Dominions are concerned, 

• this matter is for the present settled. In the 
Immigration Problems. Imperial War Conference of 1918, there was 

passed a Reciprocity Resolution which affirmed the right ~f each 
community of the Commonwealth to control, ""Y immigration res
trictions, the composition of its own population. Since such _reci
procity was likely to bear more hardly upon India than upon other 
countries within the Empire, it was further recommended that facili~ 
ties should be given to Indians for visit and temporary residence; 
that domiciled Indians should be permitted to bring in their wives 
and minor children; and that any civic and social disabilities to 
which Indians resident in the self-governing Dominions .were sub
jected should be given early consideration. This po~ition has been 
accepted by reasonable Indian opinion, which recognizes that i£ the 
Dominions desire to exclude Indian immigrants, it is withiit their 
right. to do so; just as it would be within the right of India to ex
clude immigrants from the Dominions. But in the case of terri
tories which have not yet attained Dominion status and are still 
under the direct control of the Colonial Office, Indian opinion is 
not prepared to accept the policy of exclusion. It claims those 
rights of immigration which are exercised by citizens of other parts 
of the Empire. 

Apart from the question of immigration; there remains a further 
aspect of the treatment accorded to Indians already settled in other 

parts of the Commonwealth by the Govern
The Dominions and the ments of those territories. The Adminis-

1921 Resolution. 
trations of some Dominions have for long 

subjected resident Indians to certain disabilities. .Against these 
disabilities Indian opinion has of late protested with increasing 
vehemence, and not without success. In the Imperial Conference 
of 1921, the assembled representatives of the Dominions, with the 
exception of the South .African delegates, agreed to a resolution 
admitting in principle the entire justice of Indian claims. The 
Confe?ence, while reaffirming the position that every community 
ifl the British Commonwealth should enjoy complete control of the 
composition of its own population, recognised an incongruity 
between th~ position of India as an equal member of the British 
Empire, and the existence of disabilities on British Indians lawfully 
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domiciled in other parts of the Empire. The opinion was, there": 
:fore, expressed " that in the interests of the solidarity of the British 
Commonwealth it was desirable that the rights of such Indians t() 
citizenship should be recognized." At the same time, a further 
advance of considerable importance from the Indian point of view 
was registered by the suggestio~ that India should negotiate direct 
with So~th Africa in regard to the existing position. As a result, 
therefore, of the CO!lference of 1921, the principle of equality for 
whic~ India is contending was eonceded; while the institution of 
direct negotiation between India and a self-governing Dominion 
constituted a guarantee that the Indian case would be presented 
with all possible force and freedom. Subsequent to the Conference, 

Mr. Sastri's Delegation. 
a deputation from India visited Canada, 
New Zealand, and Australia in order t() 

consult with these Governments as to the method of putting the 
resolution into. effect. This delegation, which consisted of the 
Right ~onourable V. S. Sastri, accompanied by Mr. G. S. Bajpai 
as Private Secretary, obtained a considerable measure of success in 
directing the attention of the Governments of Australia, New 
Zealand and Canada to certain disabilities under which resident 
Indians were suffering. Nevertheless, the resolution, partly owing 
to local difficulties, was not generally carried into effect. 

-- Before the next Imperial Conference met, the interest of the 
educated classes in India on behalf of their countrymen had shifted 

from the circumstances of the Dominions t() 
Colonies and Mandated those of the Colonies and the Mand.ated Terri

Territories. 
tories. We may notice that in certain of the 

Colonies, Indians are under no political or local disability of any 
kind, and possess the same opportunities of becoming menibers of 
elective bodies as any other British subjects. In the West Indies, 
for example, where in British Guiana, Trinidad, and Jamaica, there 
is a considerable Indian population, the position of an Indian is the 
same as that of any other British citizen. In Ceylon, under the 
revised constitution, qualified British Indians are eligible for the 
franchise without any discrimination on the ground of race. In 
Mauritius also, there is no adverse discrimination against Indians. 
In Fiji, however, the Indian population have distinct griev:nces. 
They demand more adequate representation upon the Legislative 
Council; a Municipal franchise based upon a common electoral roll; 
and a minimum wage fixed in proportion to the cost of living. They 
have found material for a fresh grievance in the imposition of ~ 
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poll-tax on all males excepting Fijians. This poll-tax bears heavily 
upon the numerous and economically hard-pressed Indian popu
lation. Further in Tanganyika, the position of Indians has been 
the cause of some anxiety, and the Gov~rnment of.India have found 
themselves compelled to enter strong protests against various mea
sures. Tanganyika has the largest Indian population among Man
dated Territories administered by His Majesty's Governm~nt; and 

Indian interests there ~re substantial. In 
Tanganyika. 1923 were introduced three Ordinance,.q im

posing certain taxes and prescribing rules. for the keeping of 
accounts to facilitate their collection. These measures aroused 
resentment among resident Indians. Strikes occurred; and a depu
tation was sent to the Colonial Office to draw attention to what the 
Indians regarded as the main defects of the legislation. These 
were :first the necessity for the yearly renewal of trade licenses, 
which, it was feared, would put traders at the mei'cy of the Exe
cutive; and secondly, the requirement that accounts should q,e main
tained in English, Swahili, or French. 'rhe Government of India 
also made representations independently to the Colonial Office. 
We may so far anticipate this portion of the general narrative as 
to state that the Colonial Office has given an assurance that trading 
licenses will be renewed as a matter of course; and, by raising 
the limit of taxable income, has relieved the small Indian trader 
of the obligation to maintain accounts: but the Indian com
munity still feel strongly that the true solution of the difficulty 
is to include Gujarathi in the list of languages in which accounts 
may be kept. This sentiment :finds an echo in India, especially 
among the commercial circles in Bombay; and a resolution recom
mending that India's representatives at the next Assembly of the 
League of Nations should be instructed to ventilate this grievance 
was carried in the 1924 autumn session of the I1egislative Assembly, 
despite Government opposition. As we shall have occasion to 
notice, this matter has formed the subject of special representation 
bv the Colonies Committee--of which more later. 

• But by far the most formidable problem arising out of the posi
tion of Indians in the Colonies has of late been presented by the 

0 situation in Kenya. That Colony owes much 
Kenya. to Indian labour and Indian capital; Indian 

settlers have played a large part in its development; and they out
number tl:re European population. For some time, they have been 
auffering under notable disabilities, some o£ which are resented from 
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the slur which they cast upon the self-respect of edu~ated Indianr, • 
while others impose very practical and positive hindrances upon 
Indian prosperity. In the first category may be placed the prohibi
tion against the transfer to Indians of agricultural lands in the 
Highlands of th•e Colonies. In the second category come the inade
quate representation of the Indian population upon the Legislative 
Counci1; their political helplessness despite their large stake in the 
economic Efe of the Colony; and the threat to their interests 
through proposals for restricting immigration. During 1921-22, 
race" feeling between the Indian and European settlers rose 
to such a height that the relations between the two communi
ties became strained. The dominant position of the Europeans 
led the Indians to fear lest proposals for compulsory segre
gation, for the denia:l of the franchise, and for the total prohi
bition of immigration from India, should be forced upon 
them. I~dia~ sentiment both at home and in Kenya was deeply 

Re.ce-feeling. 
stirred; and, as was pointed out in some 
detail in last year's Statement, a profound 

and unfortunate influence was exerted upon the entire political 
outlook of the educated classes. Public meetings were held all 
over Indi:,; the press, both vernacular and English, expressed it
self in the m0st vehement language; and addresses were presented 
to the Viceroy by public bodies of all shades of opinion as well as 
by the Indian Legislature. -The Government of India from the 
first put themselves at the head of Indian sentiment, representing 
to the Clonial Office in the most· emphatic terms the serious impli
cations, from the Indian standpoint, of the Kenya situation. 
Deputations from the Kenya Europeans and Indians, and from 
the Indian Legislature waited upon the Colonial Office. Towards 
the end of July, 1923, His Majesty's Government laid down their 
general policy upon the questions at issue. 'l'hey observed that the 

The White Paper of interests of the African population must be 
1923. paramount; that the existing system of gov-

ernment was best calculated to achieve this aim; and that the im
mediate grant of responsible government, which had been urged by 
the white settlers, was out of the question. But contrary to the 
<Jpinion expressed by Indian sentiment, a decir:;ion was arri•ed at 
in favour of communal representation. This system, under whi<:h 
the Indian community was to have five elected representatives in 
the Legislative Council, was regarded as the best in the circum
stances, because it was compatible with African representation ip 
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• ~ue course and with Arab representation immediately. It would 
further permit of a wide franchise for Indians. In deference to 
Indian opinion, the policy of segregation as between Europeans 
and Asiatics in townships was abandon~. On the other hand, the 
reservation of the Highlands for Europeans was ttl be maintain.ed. 
On the vital question of immigration, it was laid down that legisla
tion discriminating against Indian entry into Kenya coul~ not be 
countenanced; but this statement of principle ~as qualified by the 
suggestion that some further control to protect the economic 
interests of the Africans was required. • 

The announcement of these decisions aroused the strongest resent
ment in India. Adjournments both of the Council of State and the 

Resentment in India. 
Legislative Assembly were proposed to con
sider the situation. A bill to regulate the 

entry into, and residence in, British India of persons domiciled in 
other British possessions, was introduced, considered, ana passed by 
the Legislative Assembly in one day as a protest against the recent 

. decision. Lord Reading gave emphatic expression to the dis
appointment which the Kenya decision had caused to his Govern
ment; and the Government of India specifically reserved the right 
to make further representations with a view to reopening the decision 
when legitimate opportunity offered. 

In the Imperial Conference of 1923, the whole question of 
Indians overseas, both in the Dominions and in the Colonies, was 

fully discussed. The Indian delegation, con
The Imperial Conference sisting of Lord Peel then Secretary of State 

of 1923. I d' s· T . ' d h for n 1a, 1r eJ Bahadur Sapru, an t e 
Maharaja of Alwar, laid stress upon the unanimity of Indian opin
ion and the justice of the Indian cause. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, 
with the full support of the Secretary of State, pleaded powerfully 
for an examination of the position of Indians in the Dominions and 
in the Colonies by a Committee to be appointed by the Government 
of India. The Premiers of four of the Dominions exhibited the 
deepest sympathy with Indian feelings and expressed their earnest 
desire to remove the disabilities of Indians resident within their 
borders. They readily agreed, if such a step was desired, to appoint 
Comll!,ittees to consult with the Committee which the Government 
:SJ:lould entrust with the examination of the question; though the 
Prime Minister of Australia thought that from the point of view of 
the Indian position in the Commonwealth, such a step was unneces
-:e.ry. Only from South Africa did a note of dissent emanate. 
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General Smuts held out no hopes of any further extension of th;"' 
political rights of Indians in the Union; and expressed himself as 
unable to accept Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru's proposal. .But the 
Secretary of Sta~e for the • Colonies, on behalf of His Majesty's 
Government, cordially accepted the suggestion that there should 
be full consultation and discussion between the Colonial Office and 

• the Cont'tnittee appointed by the Government of India, upon all 
questions affecting :British Indians domiciled in British Colonies, 
Prote.ctorates, and Mandated Territories. More important still, 
from the point of view of immediate events, while reminding the 
Conference that the British Government had recently come to 
certain decisions as to Kenya, and stating that he saw no prospects 
of these decisions being modified, the Colonial Secretary promised 
to give careful attention to such representations as the Committee 
a}Jpointed .by the Government of India might desire to make to 
him, The Government of India were thus given the oppor
tunity \hey had been seeking of reopening the Kenya question. In 
addition to this clear gain, the 1921 Resolution received emphatic 
endorsement from all the Dominions save South Africa, the 
assembled representatives agreeing to consider the question as to 
how best and how soonest effect might be given to it. 

The whole position as regards Indians in the Colonies has now 
materially changed, owing to the acceptance by His Majesty's Gov-

ernment of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru's 
The Colonies Committee· proposal. The Colonies Committee consist-
ing of ~:Ir. Hope Simpson, His Highness the Aga Khan, Sir 
Benjamin Robertson, Dewan Bahadur T. Rangachariar and 
~fr. K. C. Roy, assembled in London early in April, 1924, and 
dispersed towards the end of July. During this period they had 
several interviews with the Secretary of State for the Colonies and 
the Officials of the Colonial Office, in which they made representa
tions upon a variety of important matters affecting Indians in 
Kenya, in Fiji, and in the Mandated Territory of Tanganyika. In 
regard to Kenya, the representations covered all questions of interest 
to India dealt with in the decision of His Majesty's Government. 
The result of these representations was announced by Mr. J. H. 
Thomas in tne House of Commons on .A.ugust 7th, 1924. 0~ the 
question of franchise and of the Highlands, there was no change ii? 
the position; but as regards immigration, to which, as we have seen, 
Indian opinion attaches the highest importance, the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies decided that an Ordinance which had been• 

.. 
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• framed on the lines of restricting immigration should not be 
enacted, though. he reserved to himself the right to f:Lael; any 
measure at any time, should native interests appear to be threatened 
by the influx of immigrants from abro~d. The r!1enace of further 
restrictions upon the immigration of Indians has accordingly been 
removed, at least for the moment. As regards Indian colonization, 
Mr. Thomas announced that it was proposed to set aparu.•an area 
in the low lands for agricultural immigrants irem In<1i.a, but before 
the scheme took final shape, an officer with ex:pe·t·ienee of the _needs 
of the Indian settlers and agricultural knowledge could be ~ent tc 
report on the areas to be offered for colonization. The question of 
deputing an officer to examine these areas is now under the eon 
.sideration of the Government of India. Apart from Uese gains. 
substantial enough in themselves, the Committee succeeded in creat
ing a better atmosphere and a wider understanding of the Indian 
point of view. His Excellency the Viceroy paid ~ well deserved 
tribute to them in his inaugural speech on January 20t~, 1925. 
The situation in Kenya has also been improved as a result of th~ 
work of the committee by the decision of the Indian com1mmity t£. 
Telinquish their former attitude of non-co-operation and to accept. 
:an arrangement by which they will select five members to be nomi· 
nated by the Governor to the Legislative Council. The result of 
the representations which the Committee made on certain outstand. 
ing questions relating to Indians in Fiji is still awaited; and the 
<eonsidemtions which they put forward regarding the Tanganyika 
Ordinances, to which we have referred above, have been rorwarded 
by the Colonial Office to the new Governor for investigation and 
report. 

In June, 1924, His Majesty's Government announced the ap-
pointment of an East African Committee, under the Chairmanship 

The East African 
Committee. 

of Lord Southborough, to consider and report 
on certain questions regarding the adminis
tration.and economic development of British 

East African dependencies. Since this enquiry was likely to affect 
Indian interests, the G\wernment of India urged that the Indian 
point of view should be heard before the Committee came to any 
concf>u:!lions. '.fhis request was granted. · But further action in the 
tnaUer has been suspended, pending the publication of the report of 
the Commission presided over by Major Ormsby-Gore, which visited 
East Afri~a to enquire into certain aspects of the questions referred 
-to the Southborough Committee. The report of the Ormsby-Gore 
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Commission is likely to determine the futur~ activities of the Com.-• 
mi ttee itself. 

The dissent of the South African delegates from the resolutions 
of 1921 and 1923 was particularly unfortunate; firstly because the 

• number of Indians who are subjects of the 
· South Africa. Union Government amounts to no less than 

160,00~· secondly because their position has for some time 
been wiolly unsatisfactory from the Indian stand-point. The 
trouble occurs pri;_cipally in the Transvaal, where Indians 
are -politically helpless; and in Natal, where, though they 
possess the Municipal franchise, their position has for some years 
been an object of serious attack. In the Orange River Province, 
where the number of Indians is inconsiderable, and in the Cape 
Province, where the policy prevails of equal rights for every civil
ized man, there have been no difficulties. Elsewhere, the trouble 
came to a• head in 1919; when anti-Indian agitation rose to such 
heights that tl'le Union Government appointed a Commission tOo 
enquire- into the wnole question of Asiatics trading and holding land\ 
in the several provinces. Despite the efforts of the Government of' 
fruiTa to secure the adequate presentation of the Indian case, the 

Commission recommended the retention of a 
Indian position menaced. 1 h"b"t" th h" f 1 d b aw pro 1 1 mg e owners 1p o an y 
Asiatics in the Transvaal. Moreover, the right which Indians had 
previously enjoyed of acquiring and owning land in the Uplands of 
Natal was threatened by a recommendation of the Commission. 
The Government of India, protested against this and the com
mission's recommendation was not accepted by the Union Govern
ment. Feeling continued to run high against Indians in certain 
parts of South Africa, and further attempts were made to endanger 
their already precarious position. In Natal, an ordinance was 
introduced dealing with the township franchise to the detriment 
of the Indian community. It was again introduced in 1922 and 
in a modified form in 1923 but in each instance the Union Govern
ment withheld its approval. In 1923, the Union Government itself 

·introduced a measure entitled " The Class Areas Bill ", contain
ing provisions which could be used in urban areas :for the compul
sory segregation of Asiatics. Indian opinion was deeply exe~ised 
over the prospects of this legislation, despite the assurance of the 
Union Government that it desired to apply the measure in a spirit 
of fairness to the interests and reasonable requirements of Indian 
residents. But in consequence of the unexpected dissolution of 

• 
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•...J.he South African House of Assembly in April, 1924, the Bill 
lapsed. The general position of Indians in South Africa continues, 
nevertheless, to give grave cause for anxiety. Towards the end of 
llecember, 1924, news was received that the Governor General of 

South ~1\.frica had given his consent to the 
The Nat!ll Boroughs Natal Boroughs Ordinance This measure 

0 rdinance. · ' 
while safeguarding the rights of :Indians 

already on the electoral roll of Boroughs, will ptevent further enrol
ment of Indians as burgessess. The implication of the measure on 
the future of Indians with special vocational and trading connec
tions in the towns of South Africa is obvious. The Government of 
India had from the outset recognised that this Ordinance might 
have serious effects both upon the civic and economic status of 
Indians in Natal. They hoped that since a similar measure had 
been disallowed, as related above, by the Governor General, this 
·Ordinance would also share the same fate. But the Unitm Govern
lllent advised the Governor General to give his ass~nt to the Bill, 
with the result that it became law in December, 1924. The Govern
ntent of India have not ceased their representations. Further, 
towards the end of January, 1925, news was received that the 
Union Government had gazetted a Bill to amend the Mines and 
Works Act in order to take powers to refuse certificates of pro
nciency to natives or Asiatics in certain occupations. The Govern
ment of India, with the approval of the Secretary of State, have 
made suitable representations in the matter direct to the Union 
Government. 

Among the consequences of the desire of the educated classes of 
India for Dominion status is an increased sensitiveness regarding 

the emigration of labour; for it is now real
ized how severely the prestige of the Indian 

people has suffered in the eyes of the rest of the world owing to the 
-fact that the Indian labourer, or " coolie " as he is contemptuously 
.designated, has been taken as representative of the entire population 
'<>f the country. Articulate Indian opinion is now convinced that 
the whole question of emigration to other parts of the British 
Empire requires careful control. In deference to this feeling, the 
.assi~ed emigration of unskilled labour has for some years been for
·bidden, except in the case of Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, and 
"the Federated Malay States. During 1922 the policy of the 
G::-7ernment of India was embodied in a new Emigration Act, which 

. proclaimed assisted. emigration for the purpose of unskilled labour 
• 

Emigration. 
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to be unlawful except for such countries, and on such terms a~
conditions, as the Governor General in Council may specify. The 

Careful control. 
Act further provides that any notification 
malje under it must be laid in draft before, 

and approved by, both Chambers of the Legislature. In conse-
quence, the organized emigration of unskilled labour can now be 
:regula~ed and controlled by the popular representatives. A Siand
ing Emigration Committee composed of 12 Members of the I 'I dian 
Legislature has beem appointed to advise the Government of fndia 
<>n all major emigration questions. The knowledge that the c1msent 
·of an elective legislature is vital to the continuance of Indian 
-emigration is bound to exercse a liberalising influence upon the 
labour regulations of those Colonies which need settlers from India. 
Marked improvements have recently taken place, for example, in 

. the conditions of labour in Ceylon. Both here and in Malaya, the 
-question ~f the fixation of a basic minimum wage has been investi
gated. In C~ylon, an Officer of the Colonial Government made 
a preliminary enquiry into the relations between the wages and the 
cost of living; but the main conclusions of his report were unac
.ceptable to the Government of India. The Government of Ceylon 
has agreed that the matter should be ·further investigated. In 
Malaya, the Agent of the Government of India is at present examin
ing the same question. That the Government of India and the 
Indian Legislature take a keen interest in the fortunes of Indian 
settlers overseas is exemplified by the fact that in 192.2 two deputa
tions left India for Fiji and British Guiana for the purpose of 
ascertaining by local enquiry whether these Colonies offered land 

suitable for Indian settlement. The report 
Scl.lemes for Emigration. submitted by the Indian deputation to Fiji 
is still under consideration, but the conclusions of the British 
Guiana deputation have been published. At the beginning of 1924, 
a deputation from British Guiana arrived in India to discuss with 
-the authorities the conditions under which the resumption of emi
~gration could be sanctioned. It met the Standing Emigration 
Committee of the Legislature and explained the scheme whicn 
the Government of British Guiana were putting forward. The 
'Committee was inclined to view the scheme with favolfl, but, 
before making definite recommendations, suggested that the Govem
ment of India should depute an officer to report on certain spec!fic 
points. The deputation o£ such an officer is now under considera
tion. The question of Indian emigration to Mauritius has also re-

• 
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• ceived attention from the Legislature. In March, 1923, a draft 
~oti:fieation allowing the emigration of unskilled labour to Mauritius. 
for one year, on conditions approved by both Houses of Indian 
Legislature, was discussed in the .AsseJV.bly. The suggestion was. 
made that before fresh emigration was permitted, .the Government 
of India should depute an officer to enquire locally into the effect 
which the introduction of a fresh supply of labour from Indi~ might 
exercise on the state oi employment and the level of wages• among
the Indian community· in Mauritius, and of the ultimate prospects. 
of fresh emigrants securing suitable permanent employment.· In 
.April last, the Government of Mauritius requested that emigration 
to the Colony might be continued for a further period of one year;: 
but the Government of India, in consultation with the Standing
Committee on Emigration decided that consideration of the request. 
should await the results of a local investigation. The Government 
of Mauritius agreed to receive an officer for the purpose al\d to give· 
iim all facilities; and in December, 1924, an Indian ()fficer of Gov
ernment, Kunwar Maharaj Singh, left India to conduct the-neces-
sary enquiry. 

It will be plain from this summary that the treatment accorded! 
to Indian nationals in oth-er parts of the British Empire is at present 

a very living issue in the eyes of educated 
General Importance of Indian opinion. It is a matter upon which 

Overseas Question. 
Indian intellectuals, without regard to poE-

tical divisions or party aims, stands united. .Anything which is 
regarJed as an aspersion upon India's dignity is bitterly resented; 
and exercises a marked influence upon the course of domestic poli
tics. The future as well as the immediate implications of the
whole question are formidable. The course of relations not merely 
between India and the rest of the Empire, but between Asia and' 
Europe, may well depend upon the ability of British statesman
ship to convince the educated classes of India that there is room 
for them within the Commonwealth to rise to the full height of 
their aspirations, and to attain the privileges and the responsi
bilitie-s which the self-governing Dominions enjoy. 
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CHAPTER ll . 
• 

lhe Citizen and the State. 
In so Jar as the present Indian constitution represents a logical 

continuat:l'on of previous tendencies, it may be traced back in 

The Administrative 
·System. 

•essence to the year 1833. From the begin
ning of British rule, the administrative 
system has always been centralized in high 

degree. Subject to the superintendence, direction and control of 
the Secretary of State and Parliament, the whole government of: 
India was for man-y years vested in the hands of the Governor
General in Council. In deference to considerations of practical 
convenience., this centralization was modified by gradual but 
increasing devo:W.tion in matters of detail. From the beginning 
of the XX Century onwards, more and more attention has been 
devoted to the possibility of decentralization; and there has been 
a tendency both on the part of Parliament and the Government 
of InJia gradually to delegate certain of their original functions 
to the provincial administrations. This development was, indeed, 
inevitable. As the sphere o£ the State expanded £rom its element
ary functions of safeguarding law and order to the more advanced 
functions o£ providing amenities in various directions for tha 
individual citizen, the centralization which had been for so long 
a characteristic feature of the Indian administrative system 
was by force of circumstances modified. The tendency towards. 
decentralization was both exemplified and confirmed by the 
:Uontagu-Chelmsford reforms. The subjects of administration 
have since 1921 been for convenience divided into the categories 
o£ Central and Provincial. In the latter are included local self-go
vernment, medical administration, public health and sanitation,. 

Centralization and 
Devolutio • 

education, public works and water-supply with 
certain reservations, land revenue adminis
tration, famine relief, agriculture, forest& 

and fisheries, co-operation, excise, the administration of justice 
subject to legislation by the Indian legislature, registration, i~s
trial de,-elopment, police and prisons, sources o£ provincial revenuQi 
and many miscellaneous items. A large measure of delegation 

( 47 ) -
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_ tft·om 't'he Cen"bra!l rto the Local authorities has thus been pro
vided. But the most characteristic feature of the reformed cons
titution does not lie merely in its continuation and confirmation 
.of the previeuSlif .existing tendenciis towards decentmlization. 
The professed object of the Montagu-Chelmsfortl Reforms was to 
.introduce into the administrative system an element, previously 
1acking, of pop:ular control. Heretofore, while the authorities in 

• charge of governmental activity had endea-
A New Element. voured by means of c~uncils, Central and 

Provincial, to ascertain the desires of the educated classes, to ex
plain to these classes the official policy, and to enlist their co
operation and support in its execution, there had been no question 
.of a.ny element a£ responsibility to the governed. India was 
administered by a bureaucracy, which was responsible, through the 
Secretary of State., to ihe British Parliament and to the British 
people. It had no .responsibility towards the peopl~ of India. 
But the new policy annGunced by His Maj estJ' s Government 
tin the House ~ Dommons on August the 20th, 1917 -made it 
necessary to provide for an element entirely novel, namely, the 
responsibility or the governmental authorities to the people o£ 
!India. The problem was complicated first by the necessity of 
IProvi~ing some reasonable continuity in the administration of a 
'Population so numerous, the great majority of which had little 
!knowledge of, and .J.ess interest in, political development; and 
-secondly by the inexperienoe even of those selected portions of the 

1people upon whom the new responsibility must be placed. In 
order to combine stability with progress, it was decided, while 
!leaving the GGvernment of India essentially, in its old position, 
?to divide the functions of the administration in the provinces into 
iwo halves, one still amenable to the British Parliament, the other 

"Dyarchy.'• 
amenable to an authority now for the first 
time caBed into being, the Indian Electo. 

rrate. The first half of the executive government of the Province;; 
;is thus constituted by the Governor working with Executive 
'Councillors nominated by the Crown; the second is constituted by 
!the Governor working with Ministe:r.s whom he selects from persons 
who are or who must become within six months elected· members 
of "tl?e Provincial legi£latnreA To correspond with this division 
:fn the executive, the· subjects of provincial administration have 
!been divided into two parts, named for convenience " reserved " 



and " transferred." The reserved subjects are administered by 
the Governor and his Council, who are responsible to the Govern-
ment (If India and ultimately to the British Parliament. The
transferred subjects are ad~.inistered by the Governor and his 
·Ministers who are .~tmenable to the local Council arid to the Indian
electorate. The transferred subjects include a. large number of 
those adJllinistrative functions upon the development of which 
India's p1"ogress primarily depends. Among these may be men-
tioned education, in<!ustrial development, local self-government, 
medical. administration and public health, excise (except in Assam),. 
agriculture, fisheries, co-operation, and many similar items. 

It is plain that a constitution so delicately balanced postulates 
for its successful working not only a determination on the part 

Delicate 'Machinery. 
of all concerned to prevent a breakdown;
but also a large degree of active co-opera-

tion betweE!n the government and the governed. The first desi
derabm was to•some extent realised during the first three years
of the reformed regime. True, the non-participation of an in
fluential body of Indian opinion prevented the new constitution 
from being satisfactorily tested. But the elected members of the' 
various local councils employed their power in a manner which 
was, on . the whole, temperate; while the executive Governments: 
attempted to administer both the reserved and the transferred sub
jects as far as possible in harmony with the wishes of the legis: 
latures. In consequence, many provincial Administrations worked 
with greater smoothness than was anticipated by the critics. The
new Provincial Governments have certain solid achievements tcr 
their credit. A large body of very useful legislation, covering 
a wide range, stands upon the statute book in testimony to the 
infl.ueuce exerted by non-official opinion in the various Provincial 
Councils. Much spade-work has been done in overhauling the 
existing administration in such matters as education, excise, public
works, and sanitation. Further, standing Committees of the Legis
latures have been associated with the work of government, and 
their members have acquired a valuable insight into the practical 
aspects of admi~~:istration. Important Provincial questions have 
been ir:vestigated by ad hoc Committees with a view to discover
ing possible solutions. Proposals for additional taxation ha~in 
certain Provinces been supported; while retrenchment has almost 
everywhere been undertaken with vigilance and efficacy. 

-
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_ On the other hand, _serious difficulties were experienced. 
Some of these were accidental, arising out of the circumstances 

attending the introduction of the Reforms. 
Difliculties oi the Pro- Oth f d t 1 · 't bl vincial Constitution. ers were more un amen a , mev1 a e 

accompaniment~ of the transitional nature 
'Of the scheme itself. The Montagu-Chelmsford reforms were in
troduced at a time of quite exceptional difficulty. Th~y started 
with au initial handicap of a serious nature. The e.fpectations 
of the educated classes in India had been toused to a very high 
pitch, first, by the declaration of the war aims of the Allies, and 
secondly by outspoken expressions of gratitude on the part of 
many English public men for the share which India had borne 
in the successful conduct of the war. We are not concerned here 
to estimate how far the hopes entertained by the politically-minded 

Circumstances of its 
Introduction. 

classes in India were extravagant. It is 
sufficient to notice that they .were lively 
and genuine. They encoantered a severe 

.shock from the limitations upon popular control which ~aracter
ised the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms; and the resulting dis
-appointment operated to prevent the opportunities provided by the 
new constitution being assessed at their true valuation. 'fhere 
was thus produced in the minds of the educated classes an acute 
:dissatisfaction which would of itself have exercised a seriously 
adverse influence upon the spirit in which the new constitution 
was w,_.rked, but was further complicated by two additional factors 
-of great importance. At the time when the reforms were intro-
4iuced, India, like other countries, was suffering from the after
math cf the war. Prices were high, economic dislocation was 
:acute; the middle and the lower classes alike were suffering 
-severely. Discomfort induced restlessness; and the relations 
between Government and the people assumed an unprecedented 
:acerbity. Worse still, the political atmosphere became highly 
.electric. The tragedies accompanying the suppression of the 
Punjab outbreak in 1919 aroused the bitter resentment of the 
·educat~d classes all over India. To this feeling there was shortly 
:added the great emotional upheaval on the part of the Muham
mada:a community caused by the suspicion that the Christian 
P~rs were combining to depress the forces of Islam. From 
~eneral economic suffering and acute political agitation was born 
the fr•rmidable movement known as Non-Co-ol?eration. 'With the 
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history o£ this movement we are not now concerned. It has been _ .. 
investigated in some detail in previous Statements. We may con
tent ourselves by remarking that, in combination with the other 
factors, it produced an atntosphere almost inconceivably adverse 
to the success of a constitutional experiment of the magnitude 
represented by the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. It is perfectly 
true thaJ; those persons who entered the :first reformed councils did 
so with 'the :fixed determination to support the new constitution. 
They gave the refo!ms their best aid ; and the atmosphere which 
generally prevailed inside the new legislatures was one of a desire 
to work in a spirit of reasonableness. On the other hand, the 
abstention of a considerable section of the educated classes; 
and in particular, their hostility to the entire administrative 
structure, deprived the new legislators of the sympathy and support 
QI many of their countrymen whose good will they valued and 
whose c~racter they respected. Those who co-operated with 
the Government during the :first three years of the new constitution 
did so .very largely in isolation. They thus lacked that intimate 
touch with the electorate and with organized political opinion 
which was an essential postulate of the constitutional advance for 
which the reforms were designed to provide the opportunity. 
Worse still, they participated in the new regime, not because they 
believed in it, but because they considered that co-operation with 
Government was a lesser evil than non-co-operation. They had 
:little faith and less enthusiasm. The elected members of the 
.provincial councils still retained the old tradition of opposing the 
.executive. Oblivious of the fact that the character of the Govern
ment as a whole had been profoundly modified, they tended to 
assume an attitude, not of hearty co-operation, but of suspicious 
.criticism. 

The position o£ the Ministers in the Provincial legislatures has 
ibeen particularly 'difficult. Under the dyarchical constitution, 

The Ministers and 
Dyarchy. 

they are not concerned with the administra
tion of the reserved subjects. But these 
subjects, which include law and order, are 

naturally those in which the elected majority of the Councils 
.are, in times o£ political stress, most keenly interested. ~as 
in connection with these subjects that the most serious conti'o
~ersie> between the executive Government and the popular repre-
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sentatives inevitably arose in the early days of the Reforms. At 
the same time, it was just over these subjects that the Councils, 

. while possessing considerable financial 
The Reserved Subjects. . . m:fiuence, had no ultimate control. Now, 

the fact that the Ministers had no •direct COilJlection with the 
reserved ~mbjects, though the essence of the dyarchical constitu
tion, very largely escaped the notice of their critics in the Councils. 
The ~~linisters were part of the Governmental machine; • as such, 
they t.hared in any unpopularity which was idcmTed by the policy 
pursueJ on the reserved side. The critical attitude manifested by 
the elected majority in the Provincial Councils towards the reser
ved subjects, where there was no responsibility, tended seriously 
to mod:fy their point of view regarding the transferred subjects. 
The Ministerial hal£ of the Provincial executives in the majority 
of provinces ·found themselves unable to rely upon the support 

of any clear-cut party. Indeed, save in the 
Shortcomings of Party exceptional circumstances of Madras and the 

System. 
Punjab, where strong communal tie,._ united 

the majority-section of the Councils, and thus afforded a substitute 
for party creeds, no party system in the accepted sense of the 
term could grow up; since the elected members of the legislatures 
scarcely differed from one another on the main principles of their 
political outlook or their political ambitions. In consequence, with 
the two exceptions noticed, the Provincial Councils worked as a 
rule rather against than through the Ministers; ignoring the fact 
that they had it in their power completely to control the impor
tant departments of Government on the transferred side. Hence, 
in the majority of Provinces there has been a noticeable tendency 
for the Ministers to work in far closer relationship with their 
executive colleagues than with the councils to which they are in 
theory responsible. They have been driven to look upon the 
official nominated members as the nucleus of their voting strength; 
and the fact that the popular half of a Provincial Government 
is constitutionally quite different from the official hal£, has in con
sequence been considerably obscured. These tendencies have been 
aggravated, after the elections of 1923, by the presence, in each 
council, of a compact Swarajist bloc, whose professed aim it was 
to~:redit the reforms and to obstruct the executive in the maxi
m_um degree possible. Their presence added much to the troubles 
of the Ministers, since they would neither take office themselves 
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nor co-operate with others in the business of administration. The 
difficulty of the Ministers has been fur-

Financial Stringency. ther enhanced by the financial stringency 
which obtained d11ring the ftrst three years of the reforms. Gene
rally speaking, funds had not been available for such spectacular 
aevelopntent in the spheres of education, sanitation, industrial 
progress, •and the like, as alone could have convinced the general 
public that the Minimers exercised a vital influence upon the policy 
of the administration. The fact that the reserved side o£ the 
.l?rovineial Governments was debited with the cost of the major 
portion of the administrative structure, necessarily involved the 
allocation o£ about two-thirds o£ the Provincial income to subjects 
over which neither the Ministers nor the legislatures had any 
direct control. The remaining :funds were, generally speaking, 
insufficient to enable the Ministers to embark upon those large 
undertakings 1w which they might have justified their position. 
The fiDJlncial situation of the Government of India, consequent 
tzpon the new division of revenue between the Central and Provin
cial Administrations, rendered it necessary to call upon the local 
authorities of all Provinces save Bengal, Bihar and Orissa for sub
ventions of considerable magnitude. These subventions came, at 
least in some degree, from funds which would otherwise have been 
available for the expansion of the transferred subjects. A more 
detait:Jd reference to this unfortunate situation will be found in 
the next chapter; but it may be stated that financial considera
tions have played no· small share both in augmenting the difficul
ties to which the Provincial Ministers found themselves subjected, 
and in diminishing the credit which Reforms might otherwise have 
earned from the development of the " nation-building " depart
ments. 

The position in the Central Government during the life of the 
first reformed councils differed considerably from that which 

obtained in the Provinces. The constitu
'lhe Central Government. tion allows no direct element of responsi
bility to be introduced in the Government o£ India. Nevertheless, 
the popular House· contains an overwhelming non-official majority. 
In consequence, most o£ the activities of the Governm,of 
India are brought under the influence o£ a body which has no 
constitutional responsibility for carrying on the business of ad
ministration. As in the Provinces so in the Central Government, . 
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._ the constitution confers upon the Head of the executive a posi
tive as well as a negative power of overriding the legislature.
But this power, however inevitable during the present transitional 
stage, tends when exercised to exacerbate relations between the 
legislature and the executive, and to weaken ~hatever sense of 
resp•Jnsibility the considerable influence possessed by the legisla
ture might be expected to foster. Despite the dictum: of the 
Joint Committee that these overriding powers .were intended to be 
real, their use, infrequent as it has been, has always aroused both 
disappointment and resentment among the elected Indian members' 
of the legislature. In the :first Assembly the relations between 
the executive and the legislature remained on the whole cordial. 
The European elected members co-operated whole-heartedly in the 
working of the constitution : and were frequently successful in 
aiding to bridge the gulf between official and non-official stand
points. Such steps as the repeal o£ many laws considered by Indian 
opinion to be repressive of political activities; the practical aboli
tion of racial discrimination in criminal trials; the systematic com--

• mencement of the Indianisation of the Indian Army; the enuncia-
tion of the new policies both in regard to railway administration_ 
and tariff control; all these and many other instances might be 
quoted to show the amenability of the executive to popular pres
sure. At the same time, the situation has been undeniably diffi
cult. A bureaucratic Government responsible only to the Secretary
of State and to Parliament has found itself faced with an over
whelming majority of elected members, responsible to an Indian 
electorate, and expressing in an advanced degree the constitutional 
aspirations which now distinguish the educated classes. These 
members can exercise an influence, particularly in legislative and 
:financial matters, which is sufficiently extensive to embarrass,, 
though not to control, the administration; but they have no res
ponsibility at all for ensuring that the business of Government is 
carried on. Many members of the Assembly and of the Council 
of State, have unquestionably acquired valuable experience in 
Parliamentary procedure, and a working acquaintance with the
practical problems of administration. This is nearly all that was 
expected from the present constitution. But the strain imposed 
up~e relations between the irremovable executive and the
influential, .but legally irresponsible legislature has been, not 
unnaturally, somewhat severe. There is an inevitable tendeney 
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for the legislature to concern itself with matters of administra- .. 
tive detail ; to encroach, as far as it can, upon the functions of 
the executive; to carry its attitude of protest at the limitation 'Of 
its powers into the discussion of every question brought before 
it. As in the caM of the provincial councils, so with the Central 
Legislature, the entry of the Swarajist element has reinforced 
tendenci~s previously apparent. It is the restriction at present 
existing upon the a~thority of the legislature over the executive, 
that has prevented, as it was designed to do, definite deadlocks. 

In view of the circumstances we have recounted, it is not sur
prising to discover that educated Indian opinion ascribes all the 

Demands for 
Advance. 

difficulties encountered during the early days 
of the reforms to the limitations placed upon 
popular control by the transitional consti

tution. This belief was inevitable from the disappointment with 
which the• reforms were received; and was further reinforced by 
the conviction that harmony between the executive and the legis
iature ts impossible so long as the former is not fully responsible 
to tlie latter. There have, therefore, been constant demands, from 
-a very early date, for the revision of the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms in a direction in harmony with Indian aspirations to
wards constitutional progress. As early as in September, 1921, 
the Assembly passed a resolution embodying its view that a re
-examination and revision of the constitution was necessary at an 
-earlier date than 1929 .. In reply, the Secretary of State sent a 
.despatch urging that further progress was possible under the exist
ing constitution; that the merits and capabilities of the electorate 
had not been tested; and that the new machinery had still to be 
proved in its working as a whole. On these grounds he refused 
to entertain a proposal for advance. On two occasions during 
1923, the Legislative Assembly emphatically recorded its opinion 
regardmg the necessity for immediate constitutional advance. 
The impatience exhibited by educated Indian opinion at the 
limited measure of responsibility vested in the legislatures by 
the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms was much enhanced when, as 
a result of the elections of 1923, the Swaraj party, representing 
elements of advanced opinion which had hitherto held themselves 
-aloof from the constitution, entered the reformed councils in~
derable numbers. In Bengal and the Central Provinces, where tlre 
Swarajists commanded a majority, either composite or absolute, 
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~ of vott>.S in the legislature, they took the :first opportunity of bring
ing dyarchy to an end by reducing Ministerial salaries to a nomi
nal figure. 'l'hey obstructed Government measures; they with
held supplies so far as possible; and .drove the Head of the exe
cutive to employ his discretionary powers in oP<ler to secure the 
mere continuance of essential administrative activities. They 
were powerless to bring Government to a standstill; .llut they 
;;eriously obstructed the activities of the " transferred " depart
ments. In these circumstances, even before the full consequences 
of Swarajist obstruction in Bengal and the Central Provinces be
came apparent, the demand, common to all shades of opinion 
among the educated classes, that th.e constitution should be revised, 
received an auditional stimulus. ·The Government of India were 
prepared to agree that there was a· case for enquiry into the work
ing o£ the constitution. The Secretary of State, at that time 
Lord Olivier, assented. The question was again mod'ted in the 
Central Legislature. Early in 1924, a resolution• was moved in 
the Legislative Assembly recommending an early revisioli of the 
Government of India .Act with a view to secure for India full·sel£
governing dominion status within the British Empire, together 
with responsible government within the provinces. An amend
ment to this resolution was tabled by the Leader of the Swaraj 
party in the Assembly, suggesting the summoning of a round
table conference to recommend a draft constitution for India. The 
Swarajist speakers made it clear that they objected to the exist
ing constitution, not merely because it was in their eyes halting 
and imperfect; but because they did not admit the assumption, 
expli(;it in the preamble of the Government o:f India Act, that the 
British Parliament ought to be the judge of the time and mea
sure of India's constitutional advance. The amended resolution 

Government's 
Response. 

was adopted by the Assembly in February, 
1924, by an overwhelming majority. In 
the course of the debate, the then Home 

Member, Sir Malcolm Hailey, indicated the readiness of Govern
ment to institute an enquiry into the working of the reformed 
constitution, but made it plain that there could be no such eradica
tion of the existing structure as advanced Indian opinion ae- . 
~ed. He stated that if an enquiry into the defects of the 
1\"0rking of the Act should reveal the feasibility, desirability an.'d 
possibility of any advance within the boundaries of the exist-
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ing Statute, the Government of India would be willing to make • 
a recommendation to Parliament to that effect. I£, however, ex
amination should show that no advance was possible without an 
~mendment of the constitution; then the question of advance must 
be left as an ent!rely open and separate issue on which Govern
ment :;;tood in no way committed . 

• 
The d'ebate was followed by the appointment of an official com-

mittee for the pur]1ose of examining the Government of India 
The Muddiman Act, and of' exploring the possibilities of 

Committee. amendments calculated to lead to improved 
working of the machinery. This examination led to the appoint
ment of a Committee under the chairmanship of Sir Alexander 
Muddiman, with the task of enquiring into the difficulties arising 
from, or the defects inherent in, the working of the Government of 
India Act; and of investigating the feasibility and desirability of 
securing remedies for such difficulties and defects, consistent with 
the stru_cture, policy and purpose of the Act; either by action taken 
under the Act and the rules, or by such amendments of the Act as 
appear necessary to rectify any administrative imperfections. The 
Members of the Committee consisted o£ Sir Muhammad Shafi, then 
Law Member; the Maharaja of Burdwan; Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru; 
S:lr Sivaswami Iyer; Sir Arthur Froom; Sir Henry Moncriefl' 
Smith; Mr. M. A. Jinnah; and Dr. R. P. Paranjpye. The Com
mittee assembled in Simla early in A<\.ugust, 1924, and its report was 
published in March, 1925. This document, together with the con
nected papers published at the same time, constitutes a mine of 
valuable material for the study of the working of the Montagu
Chelmsford reforms. It is for this reason commended to the notice 
of everyone desirous of familiarising himself with the present state 
of constitutional progress in India. \Ve haYe already utilised it in 
constructing the general picture of the working of the Reforms 
which occupies some earlier pages of this chapter. In the remain
ing space at our disposal, it is unfortunately impossible to do more 
than outline, in the briefest form, certain of the outstanding con
clusions to which its perusal leads. 

The Committee divided itself into two groups, which submitted 
separate Reports. The majority consisted of Sir A.lex~r 

~Iuddiman, Sir Muhammad Shafi, tll,e 
Majority and Minority Maharaja of Burdwan, Sir Arthur Froom, 

Reports. 
and Sir Henry Moncrieff S]Jlith. This 

<0 
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group adopted the position that the scope of their terms of refer
ence prevented them :from recommending any remedies inconsis
tent with the structure, policy and purpose of the Act. The 
minority, consisting of Sir Tej ·Bahttdur Sapru, Sir Sivaswami 
Iyer, Mr. Jinnah and Dr. Paranjpye held that this restriction 
did not preclude them from stating, if they so concluded, that reme
dies within the :four corners of the Act would not lead te• substan
tial advance. The majority held that the .existing constitution 
was working in most provinces, and was giving a valuable train
ing in Parliamentary Government to the electorate, to the IJegis
lature and to the Ministers. They considered that the period 
during which it had been in force was too short to enable them 
to :form a well-founded opinion as to its success; but that on 
the evidence submitted to them, they were far :from being con
vinced of its :failure. If, recently, in some of the provinces it had 
not achieved the expected measure of success, they. considered that 
the explanation lies in the :fact that it was not worked on the 
lines and in the spirit which was intended. They concluded that 
except by some :form of dualism, such as that so bitterly criticised 
by educated Indian opinion, it would not have been possible to
afford an equally valuable training towards responsible Govern
ment, while at the same time preserving the conditions essential 
to stability and ordered progress. .On the other hand, the mino
rity found that the dyarchical constitution had not only :failed,. 
but was incapable of yielding better results in the future. They 
believed that it had been given a fair trial, and that no minor 
remedies short of a fundamental remodelling of the Act, would 
produce any substantial results. They envisaged the only solu
tion o.f existing difficulties in the suggestion that the constitution 
should be forthwith put on a permanent as opposed to a transitional 
basis. 

The whole Committee agreed on discovering a number of 
specifit: allegations which have been made against the present 

constitution and the manner in which it has 
AII~gations against the been worked. They dealt with these seriatim 

workmg of the·Reforms. . ' 
and suggested remedies for their removal. 

Thev noticed first the :failure to encourage joint deliberation bet
~ ween the reserved and the transferred sideR 
3oint Deliberations not of the provincial Governments. From the 

encouraged. d b . . · evi ence su m1tted to them, the maJortty 
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concluded that dyarchy has been worked in different ways 
in different provinces; and they suggested that a definite rule 
should be made under the Act to reinforce the convention that 
questions o:£ importance shd'uld be considered by the Governor 
sitting at a joint meeting with the Executive Councillors and the 
Ministers. The actual decision would, o:£ course, be arrived at 
by the siAe o:£ Government concerned with the subject; and would 
in no way infringe the theory o:f the separate responsibility o:f the 
Governor in Council for reserved subjects and of the Governor 
acting with his Ministers :for transferred subjects. The minority 
of the Committee felt that in the best o:£ circumstances the habit 
o:£ joint deliberations between the two halves o:£ the Government 
could not, without the element o:£ common responsibility, lead 
to efficiency in the administration, or to harmonious relationships 
between the Members o:f the Executive and the Ministers . . 

N e:x t among -the specific allegations was that in most Provinces 
the :!\finisters had no joint responsibility; in other words, that 

there were individual Ministers but no 
Ministerial Responsi- Ministries. The maJ· ority believed this 

bility. 
joint responsibility to be o:£ the very essence 

of the present constitution; and suggested steps should be taken 
to indicate clearly that the administration on the transferred side 
should be conducted by a jointly responsible Ministry. The 
minority endorsed this recommendation in a stronger :form, believ
ing that the Statute itself should be amended so as to secure the 
desired aim o:£ joint responsibility. 

Third among the criticisms came the charge that the adminis
tration o:£ the reserved and the transferred subjects cannot really 

be separated ; so that the conduct o:£ the <.-ne 
Rese!Ved and Tra~sferred necessarily reflects on the conduct o:f the 
~SubJects Intermmgled.t . . 

· other. The maJority, while not seekmg 
·to minimise the importance o:£ this .difficulty, pointed out that it 
is experienced to a greater or lesser extent wherever sovereignty 
is divided. The minority believed that the points o:£ view o:£ the 
populu Ministers and of the Members of the Executive Council 
necessarily vary owing to different traditions; and that the rela
tions between the two must inevitably be not only unsatis:fa~Dr 
but of a nature to hinder the responsibility o:£ the Ministers to the 
Legislature. 
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Regarding ·the fourth charge, namely the alleged failure on 
ihe part o:f permanent officials to co-operate with the Ministers, 

both the majority and the minority sections 
Attitude of Permanent .of the Committee agreed that the members Officials. 

of the Services have in general loyally co-
•operat.ed with the Ministers in working the Reforms. The mino
lrity, however, maintained the present system o£ recru:Ptment and 
•control of the Services to be fundamenta.ly incompatible with 
'the situation created by the Reforms; and stated that the Services 
·themselves could never enjoy immunity from hostile criticism 
until they were recognised as mere instruments for the execution 

-of the policy of a Government responsible to the people. 

Among other complaints brought to the notice of the Com
:mittee may be mentioned the vesting of the control of .the Finance 

Department in a Member. of the reserved 
:Financial Control and . side of the Government·, and the f.ailure of 

Reserve Powers. 
the constitution to give real authority to the 

-:Ministers owing to the control of the Governor and the Secre-
-tary of State. So far as the former of these two objections is 
concerned, the majority section of the Committee suggested that 
the Ministers should be allowed the services of a Financial 
Adviser .to assist them in the preparation of their proposals for 

,expenditure; that the powers of Member or Minister to sanction 
re-appropriations should be extended; that the Member of the 
:Executive Council in charge of the Finance Department should 
not be in charge of any of the main spending departments; and 
-that the Meston Settlement, which has had the effect o£ handi-
-eapping the Ministers in the development of their departments, 
should be revised as soon as a favourable opportunity occurs. The 
minority of the Committee believed that the difficulties to which 
-the Ministers have been exposed in dealing with the Finance De
partment represented an inevitable feature of the present consti
-tution; and that the only cure lay in replacing the dyarchical 
system by unitary and responsible Government in each province. 
Reg~rding the alleged :failure of the constitution to vest real 
-~rity in the Ministers, the majority held that the complaint 
js unfounded. It is provided in the Act that in the administra
-tion of transferred subjects, the Governor should be guided by the 
advice o:f his Ministers unless he sees sufficient cause to dissent . 
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from their opmwns. Alter reviewing the evidence offered, as tO> 
the number and the nature of the cases in which the Ministers,. 
proposals were overruled, the majority were not convinced that 
there was excessive interfe:Pence with the Ministers' policy on 
the part of the ptovincial Governors. They recommended, how
ever, that provision should be made to secure that a Governor 
should ne.t dissent from the opinion of his Ministers, save in so, 
far as he is called u:aon to interfere to prevent unfair discrimina
tion be-tween classes and interests, to protect minorities, and to· 
safeguard the responsibility laid upon him for the administratioll' 
of the reserved subjects and for the interests of the permanent 
Services. The minority held that the power of overriding the· 
Mini~ters vested in the Governor, apart from its being incompa
tible with a correct view of the relation of a constitutional Governor 
to his Ministers, had in some instances given rise to friction and1 
tended to weaken the position of the Ministers themselves . 

• 
In addition to these specific views in regard to the manner 

m which dyarchy has operated, the majority section of the Com
mittee noticed the existence of other difH

General Handicaps. culties connected with the operation of the· 
new constitution. They laid stress upon the unfavourable atmo~>
phere, to which we have above adverted, in which the Reforms· 
were introduced; believing that the circumstances of India com
bined to impose a great handicap upon the working of a machinery 
so delicately balanced. From this conclusion the minority dis· 
sen ted, maintaining that the constitution was in fact operated for 
three years by persons determined to make it a success; and that the· 
abstention of those who were opposed to it was actually helpfuL 
Both the majority and the minority sections agreed in assigning· 

a high estimation to the financial difficul-
Financial Stringency. ties which from the very first fettered the· 

activities of the Ministers, and prevented them from such deve
lopment of the departments under their control as might have
enable•t them to exhibit undeniable progres.s to the general public. 
Both the majority and the minority sections agreed in recommend
ing ,t revision of the Meston settlement as. soon as a favourable 
opportunity should occur, but the minority held that such a~ 
sion should take place at once along with a general revision of 
the cm:;stitution. The majority section found in the I:funilta1ions 
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Df the existing electorate another formidable difficulty; and while 
Inexperienced Electo- they did, not consider that all constitutional 

rates. advance in India should wait until the elec-
torat!Ol has been educated up to the standard of the electorates in 
\V estern countries, they maintained that there had not hitherto 
been sufficient practice in the exercise of respon,sibility to justify 
.any general lowering of the franchise. Here again, th~ minorit; 
took a different view. They believed that th~ average Indian voter 
both rural and urban is already possessed of sufficient intelligence 
to understand issues directly affecting his local interests, and is 
-capable of exercising a proper choice of representative.s. They 
recommended that the franchise in every province should be care
fully examined and that it should be lowered, wherever possible, 
so as to secure the enfranchisement of a substantially larger num
ber of people. A fourth difficulty was discovered by the majority 

to lie in the existence of communal differ-
Communal Differences. • ences. They held that the present tendenc;; 

to prefer sectional interests to the interests of India mlfst. inevi
tably retard the growth of self-government. They considered it 
impossible at the present time to avoid communal representation; 
but expressed the hope that the leaders of all communities would, 
by continued efforts to develop unity in place of discord, prove 
that the acuteness of the existing communal tension is but a tem
porary phase. The minority section, while not ignoring the impli
-cation of the dissensions and disturbances which have been Qo 
marked a feature of recent years, pointed out that in relation i.o 
the ~>ize of the country and its enormous population, the impor
tance ol these dissensions may easily be exaggerated. They 
believed that if adequate safeguards were given to the M uham
madan community, there would be no opposition to political 
advan..:e from that quarter. They further affirmed that mere 
postponement of the solution of questions connected with consti
tutional advance is unlikely of itself to lead to the solution of the 
-communal question; and may even make the task more difficult 
in the future. 

. Finally, the Majority section of the Committee proceeded to 
~mber of detailed recommendations which they held would 

• Recommendations. 
facilitate the working of the present consti
tutiDn. The minority, as has already been 

indicated, .expressed little faith in the efficacy o£ any such minor 
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.modifications, maintaining that it is impossible to secure the satis
factory operation of the Indian constitution until such time as 
it shall have been revised in the direction of securing responsible 
,government in the. Province; and a measure, at least, of respon
sibility in the Government of India. A list of these l'ecommen
.datiom, together with the opinion of the minority in regard to 
them, wilt· be found in an Appendix. 

The Government o~ India have not, at the moment of writing, 
-considered the Report of the Reforms Enquiry Committee. They 
made it plain in the Delhi session of 1925 that they were not 
prepared to discuss its recommendations with the Legislature 
'Until they had formulated their own view. As is poiJlted out in 
the last Chapter of this statement, the publication of the Report 
caused considerable disappointment among politically-minded 
Indi.lns. There was a general disposition to consider that the only 
result of the enquiry was the proposal, which figured among tho 
recomme11dations of the majority, to trans:fer a certain number t•f 
provincial reserved subjects, popularly considered of a very minor 
importance, to the control of Ministers. · 

We have already had occasion "to notice the finding of the 
Muddiman Committee regarding the allegation that the services 

The Public Services. 
were not fully co-operating in the working 
of the Reformed Constitution. During the 

period we are now reviewing, the question of the present and the 
future of the Indian Public Services attracted an increasing amolmt 
.of attention. In the old days, one of the principal inducements 
influencing an Englishman to adopt an Indian career was the unique 
position which the conditions of the work implied. Unlike other 
countries, in which the permanent officials are controlled by 
Ministers, the Administrators of India not merely execute a policy; 
they also initiate it. For many decades, the Indian Civil Service 
-was not only an administration; but it was also a Government. 
As will be readily understood, the combination of great power, 

. unusual freedom, and full scope for the best 
Old and :tlew Condltions. talent of heart and head, constituted a great 
.attraction to some of the ablest products of the British Universities. 
But after the inauguration of the Reforms in pursuance of ~ 
-policy laid down by the declaration of August the 20th, 191'7', it was • 
plain that these conditions could not survive unaltered. For long 
the politically-minded classes o£ India have been demantling that -
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the Public Services should be manned by their own countrymen, and 
that the rate of Indian recruitment fixed for every cadre should be 
rapidly raised. This demand was sh?rtly reinforced by the conten• 
tion that the whole function of the admiriistratiie services in India 
should be assimilated to that discharged by the permanent officials 
in countries which enjoy self-government; in other words, that the 
administrative cadres should become merely the trusted advisers 
and capable agents of Indian politicians, -who themselves would 
determine the broad lines of national policy; would control the 
Services; and would lay down the conditions of recruitment and 
the scales of pay. The increasing influence exercised by the ideas 
of educated India in these, as in other, directions, caused a certain 
disquietude'. The relations between the political classes and the 
Services were markedly worsened. In the minds of the European 
officials, the uncertainty of the political future of India; combined 
with the attacks upon them in the press and upon J;he platform, and 

Di11icnltita of the their steadily deteriorating financjal condi-
Services. tion, produced feelings of anxiety and discon-

tent. The disturbed political atmosphere of the years immediately 
subsequent to the introduction of the Reformed constitution acted 
as a grave discouragement .to men who were anxious to give their 
best to the country of their adoption; Partly owing to these cir
cumstances and partly owing to the conditions which obtained in 
England, the flow of recruits for the .Indian Services declined so 
seriously as to threaten cessation. From the point of view of Indian 
political opinion, on the other hand, the self-government granted in 
the transferred field seemed incomplete, because the members of 
the All-India Services engaged therein were still under the ultimate 
control of the Secretary of State. There was, therefore, no disposi
tion to refrain from pressing demands for a more speedy Indianiza:. 
tion as well as for a radical alteration in the functions of the ad
ministrative Services. The up-shot was that within four years of 
the passing of the Government of India Act, both the Secretary of 
State and the Government of India were obliged to reconsider the 
whole question of the Services. 

At the end of Uay, 1922, the Government of India consulted the 
~al Governments in a letter which has become famous as the 
• . " O'Donnell Circular," in which the argu

Arxtety of Government. ments for and against a drasti-c reduction or 
complet{! cessation of European recruitment were clearly summar-
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1sed. This letter had not been written for publication; and its 
broad-casting through journalistic enterprise led certain sections of 
()pinion both in England and in India to accuse the Indian Govern
ment of betraying-the cause of the Europeans in the Services and of 
jettisoning, for political considerations, the responsibilities which 
Great B:»itain still retains for the welfare of the people of India. 
European non-official opinion, which naturally attaches the greatest 
importance, on acco~nt of the magnitude of Britain's Stake in 
India, to the maintenance of the British element in the Services, 
was particularly emphatic in its protests. Early in August, 
1922, Mr. Lloyd George delivered what is still remembered as the 
"Steel-frame" speech, in which he plainly declared that he 
could see no period when India could dispense with the 
guidance and the assistance of a nucleus of the British Civil Ser
vices. Th~ reaction of Indian political opinion to this speech was 
;mch as to confir~ the anxieties of those who feared lest the cessation 
()f suita~le recruits should adversely affect the fU:nctions and the 
efficiency of the administrative Services in India. fo._fter discussion 
between the Secretary of State and the Government of India, a 
Royal Commission, under the Chairmanship o£ Viscount Lee of 

Fareham, was appointed in June, 1923, to 
The Lee Commission. 

exami:~1e the position of the Superior Civil 
Services in India. The terms of reference included an inquiry into 
the organization and the general conditions, financial and other, of 
the Services, the possibility o£ transferring immediately or gra
dually any of their present duties and funct,ions to Services co_nstitu
ted on a Provincial basis; and the methods of ensuring and 
maintaining such European and Indian recruitment as might be 
pronounced necessary. The other members of the commission were 
Sir Reginald Craddock, lately Lieutenant Governor of Burma; Sir 
Cyril Jackson; Khan Bahadur Sir M uhammail Habibullah; Rai 
Bahadur · Hari Kishan Ka ul; Mr. David Petrie ; Mr. Bhupendra 
N ath Basu; Mr. Reginald Coupland; and Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, 
who was subsequently replaced by Mr. N. M. Samarth. The 
Report of the Commission was published on May 27th, 1924. So far 
as future organisation was concerned, the recommendations centred 
Tound the plan of entrusting to local Governments future recn~ 
ment for the services operating in the Transferred fields of educa- • 

Its Proposals. 
tion, agriculture, veterinary, forests (in 
Bo:t;nbay and Burma), and of certairibranches 

D 2 
.. 
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of ~ng-ineering. The effect of this recommendation, which has been 
adopted by the Secretary of State is that recruitment to these Ser
vices will, in future, be made entirely by or 011 behalf of local 
Governments. The Commission further proposed.that the control of· 
.mrtain central Services should be transferred from the Secretary 

Transfer of certain 
Services. · 

of State to the Government of India,. and that 
for the Services which will remain on an 
All-India footing, and under the ultimate 

tontrol and protection of the Secretary of State, a large increase 
in the proportion of Indian recruitment should take place. This
recommendation has also been accepted by the Secretary of State 
and in future the proportion of Indian recruitment to the Indian 

Civil Service and the Indian Service of 
Increased Indianization. Engineers will be 60 per cent. ; to the Indian 
Police Sel'Vice 50 per cent. ; and to the Indian Forest- Service 75 
per cent. The economic grievances of the Servicethad been a pri
mary cause of the appointment of the Commission, and these pro
posals for reorganisation were accompanied by arrangements for 

Financial Relief. 
financial relief. The Commission proposed 
that Overseas pay should be slightly increased 

and that officers of non-Asiatic domicile and over five years' standing 
should be permitted to draw their Overseas pay in London in ster
ling converted at the rate of 2 shillings to the rupee. This recom
lhC\ndation was substantially accepted, although modified by the 
decit>:on that the Overseas vay instead of being stated in rupees and 
remitted at a favourable ra'be, will be stated in sterling. A Passage 
Fund has also been instituted on which officers of non-Asiatic 
domicile are permitted to draw for a certain number of free pass~ges 
(at a certain standard) for themselves and their families. On two 
points a departure was made from the Commission's proposals. 
The suggestion th<\t ·enhanced pensions should be given to the 
holders of certain high a}>-pointments was not accepted on the 
ground that this was a departure from the general principle that 
relief should be granted only where absolutely necessary. On the 
other hand, some alleviation was felt to be desirable for certain 

.,g§_cers above the time-scale as regards whom a division of opinion 
had manifested itself in the Commission; and such officers 
~ho were in receipt of pay not exceeding hs. 3,0C9 a month have 
been granted a sterling addition of pay amounting to £13-6-8 per 
month. The Commission's recommenaations in regard to other 
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matters such as House Rents, Family Pension Funds, Civil Medical 
Organization and also the application of the recommendations to 
officers holding specialist and miscellaneous appointments, were still 
under consideration at the close of the period covered by this 

• Report. Other recommendations referred to the establishment of a 
Public Service Commission to regulate recruitment and to safeguard 
the discrpline of the Services ; to the provision of increased security 
oi tenure; and to thl! protection of the Services in the enjoyment of 
their rights and privileges. 

The authoritative nature of the Report of the Lee Commission was 
much accentuated by the fact that it was unanimous; both the Eng

Reception oi the 
Proposals. 

lish and the Indian Members agreeing upon 
the conclusions arrived at. On the other 
hand, while the findings of the Commission 

were accepted as on the whole as a fair solution of a <lifficult question 
by Europ;an ~nd Service opinion, Indian politicians generally 
severely criticised the work of the Commission. In a later Chapter, 
we shalf have occasion briefly to notice the attitude of the Assembly 
towards the proposal put forward by Government in September, 
1924, that the findings of the Commission should be broadly 
accepted. We may here notice that responsible criticism on the 
part of educated Indians concentrated itself upon certain points. 
It attacked the failure of the Commission to recommend an Indian 
in place of a European basic pay-rate for the Services, on the ground 

that one c.onsequence of the confirmation 
Criticisms: European of the existing standards would be to deprive 

Pay Scale Perpetuated. 
the country of the financial relief which 

might in other circumstances have accrued from increasing 
Indianization. Secondly, it was suggested that the Public Services 

in India constituted a survival of the pre-re
Fnnctions oi the Services form days· and that no amount of minor 

Unchanged. . ' 
modificatiOns could adapt them to play their 

part in an India which looked towards responsible government. On 
the whole, there was comparatively little disposition to deny that 
a reasonable measure of relief was required to meet the admitted 
economic difficulties of the Services : but there was considerable 
resentment that the conferring of this relief should not have bQ& 

left to the Government o:f India and thQ 
Continuation of Indian Legislature. In certain quarters ex-

European Recruitment. ception was also taken to the expressed inten-

• 
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tion to encourage a flow of suitable candidates from the British Uni~ 
versities. At first, the attitude of Indian public opinion towards the 
Services seemed to be exacerbated by the Lee Report and by the 
action which Government shortly proceeded to. take thereupon. 
Fortunately, this was only temporary. But as we have already 
noticed in our survey of the Minority findings of the Mv-daiman 
Committee, one school of Indian opinion firmly believes that no 
final solution of the Service question can 1:1e found until such 
time as the functions and position of the administrative cadres in 
India are assimilated to those of the permanent officials in a country 
under a self~governing constitution. 

The realization by India of responsible government, foreshadowed 
in the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, postulates the development of 

electoral capacity and civic consciousness 
Local Self-Government. among a class considerably mor~ extensive 

than that which furnishes the personnel of 
the provincial and central legislatures. Only upon fouJildations 
which are adequate in extent as well as solid in structure, can the 
future fabric of a self-governing India be erected. This consider
ation lends particular importance to the institutions of local self
government, which in every democratic country provide at once for 
the inception and for the training of public-spirited activities in 
the service of the State. Unfortunately, in few branches of nation
al life is the contrast between India and the West so marked as in 
this sphere. Among the Anglo-Saxon peoples, the conceptions of 
local self-government are planted deep in the individual conscious~ 
ness; and upon them is founded the superstructure of democratic 
liberty which characterises such countries . as England and the 
United States. In India the situation is different. For many cen
turies indigenous institutions containing the elements of a structure 
of local self-government existed, it is true, in some regions. And 
*1lthough they seem to have been concerned with somewhat trivial 

. affairs, they may well have played a consi-
lndigenous and Imported 'derable part in the life of the average citizen Ideas. · 

But from the modern standpoint they appear 
to have suffered from certain serious defects. In the first place, 
tirey were not based upon elective institutions, but upon reverence 
!or age, in combination with hereditary privilege, or c~ste exclu
siveness. In the second place, they were not correlated with the 
institution,; of superior administration; had few definite functions 
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entrusted to them; and did not stand as representatives of the loca
lity in the eyes of the state. Their activities, in fact, were supple
mentary to those of the admir · stration, and were accordi:!lgly rather 
ignored than enco.uraged ·by the higher power~>. During the con
fusion of the XVIII Century, these indigenous institutions fell 
largely into decay; and early British administrators, confronted 
with the • task of erecting order out of chaos, found few traces of 
this primitive local machinery which they were able to utilise among 
the foundations of modern India. In certain localities, the village· 
community still survived in a form that made renascence possible. 
In others, it had crumbled beneath the flood of anarchy until nothing 
remained to mark the place it had once occupied. Hence it was im
possible to proceed along any uniform lines. The British have been 
blamed for ignoring the village community. The charge is unjust. 
Where it e~isted, they utilised it readily enough; but in so doing, 
they were compe.lled to modify its character. Its ancient isolation 
was incompatible with modern ideas. It had to be linked up with. 
the superior administrative structure. Accordingly ·the village 
officials were taken into the salaried service of the state, and their 
functions regularised-a step which necessarily entailed some sacri
fice of the old communal ideals. Bl.1t where the village-community 
had disappeared, it could not be recreated. Hence it is broadly 
true to say that the structure of local self-government in its present 
form is mainly a creation of British rule. It has been imposed 
from above; partly as a measure of decentralization; partly as an 
educational process; and is thus to some extent alien from the spirit 
of thepeople. And while these institutions have struck their roots 
more deeply year by year, they have until lately displayed no very 
considerable growth. This fact is attributed in many quarters to 
the strict official control under which they were for long maintained. 
We may notice that so far back as 1882, a resolution of Lord Ripon's 
Government laid down in the cle::trest terms that the object of local 
institutions was to train the people in the management of their own 
local affairs; and that political education of this sort must generally 
take precedence over considerations of departmental efficiency. But 
this pronouncement became inoperative on account of the natural in
clination to administer local institutions through official agenc:,;._ 
which was both able and willing to relieve the non-official members • 
of municipalities and district boards of the small responsibilities 
actually allotted to them. Hence there came into ~xistenc~ a vicious 
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circle. The municipalities and district boards remained apathetic 
because the powers entrusted to them were as a rule insignificant. 
On the other hand these powers continued insignificant because the 
institutions of local self-government failed to enlist the unpaid ser
vices of that class of public spirited men; conscio~s of an ability to 
wield power, upon which the system has been primarily built both in 
England and in America. • 

A brief survey of the condition of muni~ipalities and district 
boards in India in 1922-23-the latest date for which complete statis

Municipalities, 
tics are available-will reveal the general 
progress which can be claimed for the institu

tions of local self-government. Taking first Municipalities, it may 
be noticed that tMre are some 757 in British India, with something 
over 18,000,000 people resident within their limits. Of these muni
cipalities, 687 have a population of less than 50,000 persons, and 
the remainder a population of 50,000 and over. At compared ~ith 
the population of the particular provinces, the proportio:r» resident 
within municipal limits is largest in Bombay, where it amounts to 
20 per cent., and smallest in Assam where the figure is only 2 per 
cent. In other major provinces. it varies from 4 per cent. to 9 per 
cent. of the total population. When we turn to the composition of 
these bodies, we find that considerably more than half the total 
members are elected; and that there is a steady tendency to increase 
this proportion. In all the . municipalities taken together, the 
elected members outnumber the officials by seven to one. Ex-officio 
members number only 7 per cent., and nominated members, who as 
a rule represent special interests, number 25 per cent. The work dis
charged by municipal institutions falls under the head of public 
safety, health, convenience and instruction. The municipal income 
vf Rs. 14·03 crores is derived principally from taxation; just over 
one-third coming from municip~l property, from contributions 
out of provincial revenues, and from miscellaneous sources. 
Generally speaking, the income of the average municipality is 
small; the four great cities of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Ran
goon, together accounting for nearly 40 per cent. of the total. The 
heaviest items of expenditure come under the heads of conservancy 

'imd public works, each of which amount to 15 per cent. of the budget. 
•Water supply comes to 14 per cent., and drainage to 6 per cent. 
Education has hitherto amounted to about 8 per cent. ; but this 
proportion seems ~enerally on the increase and in some localities it 
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is already considerably exceeded. For example, in the Bombay • 
Presidency, excluding Bombay city, the expenditure on education 
amounts to more than 21 per cent. of the total funds; while iu the 
Central Provinces and Berar it is about 11 per cent . 

• 
In view of the fact that only 10 per cent. of the population of 

British ..India lives in towns, municipal administration cannot for 
some time to come affect in any large degree 

District Boards. • the majority of ~he people. Particular im
portance, therefore, attaches in India to the working and consti
tution of the district boards, which perform in rural areas the 
functions which are discharged in urban areas by the municipalities. 
In almost every district in British India, there is a board, subordi
nate to which are generally two or more sub-district boards; while 
in Bengal, Madras, Bihar and Orissa there are also union com
mittees. 1l'hroughout India at large the total number of distriet 
boards amount~ to some 221, with 556 sub-district boards and about 
BOO unililn committees. The members of the boards and sub-district 
boards numbered in 1922-23 a little over 14,000 of whom 62 per cent. 
were elected. As in the case of Municipalities, the tendency has 
been to increase the elected members at the expense of the nominated 
and official members. Indians constitute 96 per cent. of the whole 
strength; and only 11 per cent. of the total membership consists 
of officials. The income of the boards in 1922 amounted to 
Rs. 11·32 crores the average income of each district board being 
about Rs. 5 lakhs. The most important item of revenue is provin
cial rates, representing a proportion of total income varying from 
25 per cent. in Bombay and in the North-West Frontier Province 
to 63 per cent. in Bihar and Orissa. The principal objects of 
expenditure are education, which has come remarkably to the front 
within the last three years, and civil works, such as roads and 
bridges. Medical relief is also. sharing with education, though in 
less degree, the lion's portion of the available revenue. 

Immediately prior to the reformed era, the Executive Govern
ment made a sustained effort to arouse local institutions from the 

stagnant conditions then characterizing 
The 1918 Resolution. them. In 1918, the Government of India 

issued an important resolution laying down in general terms certaM 
lines of progress. While reiterating the principles enunciated long 
ago by Lord Ripon's Government, the new resolution proceeded to . 
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:affirm that the general policy must henceforward be one of gradually 
·removing all unnecessary official control and differentiating between 
·the spheres of action appropriate for Government and other local 
.=nstitutions. · These principles had hardly come in.to operation when 
the introduction of the reforms transferred the control of local self
government to Ministers responsible to the legislature. As a conse
quence, during the last four years, almost every local Go.;ern:ment 
has been zealous to foster the progress of local-institutions. In the 
Punjab, legislative sanction has been taken for the creation of Im-

provement Trusts, for the more effective 
Local Self-Government administration of smaller towns, and for .the under Popular Control. 

establishment of Village Councils. Every 
District Board and every Municipality has been re-constituted in a 
:more democratic form; and there has been a general lowering of the 
franchise. In the United Provinces, the District Boards have been 
completely deo:fficialised; the franchise has been redJiced; and ::tddi
tional powers of taxation conferred. The Municipal franchise has 
:t1lso been modified. Recently, measures have been taken to· provide 
that Mussalman candidates, like others, should be qualified for elec
tion to the District Boards in any constituency in the tahsil including 
the circle in which their names are enrolled. In Bihar and Orissa 
t.he Municipal franchise has been revised in. order that the lfun.ici
palities may be more widely representative and contain an increas
ing proportion of elected members. Direct election has been intro
duced into the District Boards, and these bodies have been removed 
from the supervision and control of local officials. Provision has 
been made for the creation of Village Unions and the constitution on 
an elective basis of Union Boards. In the Central Provinces the 
Municipal franchise hasbeen extended; the powers of Municipali
ties increased; and official control relaxed. In Assam., the 
:hfunicipallaw has been liberalised in such fashion as to bring it in 
line with that prevailing in other parts of India. In Bengal, legis
lative sanction has been taken for the constitution of small rural 
units; the municipal law has been amended in such fashion as to 
liberalise the constitution of the Municipalities and to relax internal 
{)fficial control; the Calcutta Municipality has been _reconstituted. 
In Madras the District Municipalities and Local -Boards Act has 
'been amended in various directions, all of which tend towards libe
ralisation. More recently legislation has been undertaken to enable 
local authorities to i:rupose a tax on amusements and other entertain-

• 
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ments. In Bombay, the franchise of local Boards has been lowered, • 
the sex disqualifications removed; and increased powers conferred 
upon these bodies. Provision is made for the rate-payers, in the 
case of gross misconduct or default on the part of local bodies, to 
elect more euitallle representatives before Government proceeds to 
supersede the Board and replace it by a Committee of Management. 
In Bombay, as in Madras, legislation has been passed permitting the 
establishment of Village Panchayats. In Burma, Acts dealing 
with the reform or-rural self-government and the introduction of 
Village Committees have been successively passed. 

A notable feature of the administration of local self-government, 
since it was transferred to popular control, has been a certain readi

ness to undertake experiments. Among the 
Village Administration most interesting of these is the revivial of the and the Panchatat. 

Village Panchayat, or Committee of Elders. 
Even befflre the introduction of the reforms, attempts had been 
made in sever•al provinces to invest the Panchayats with eertain 
powers~ but of late these attempts have been considerably reinforced. 

In the Punjab. 
In the Punjab, for example, a Village Pan
chayat Act was passed in 1921 which placed 

the ancient institution upon a modern legal basis, providing the 
Panchayat with powers which will enable it to settle local disputes 
and to take measures for the sanitation of villages. In the United 
Provinces a similar measure is in force which provides for the estab-

lishment, at the discretion of the District 
In the United Provinces. Officer, of a Panchayat in any village or a 
group of villages with powers to deal with petty civil suits, with 
petty criminal offences and with ordinary cases under the Cattle 
'l'respass Act and Village Sanitation Act. In 1923-24, the num
ber of Panchayats rose from 5,500 to 6,001, and the population 
living within their areas of jurisdiction is now some 6·5 million. 
Their working is reported to be somewhat unequal. There are many 
which have not functioned an·d some whi~h the local Government 
thinks will never function. There are also others which have lapsed 
from vigorous energy to a state of inanition. It seems that most of 
the Panchayats which are regularly active try few ~riminal cases 
but dispose of· a large number of petty suits. On the whole, the 
fact that a relatively small number .of Panchayat decrees come~o 
the District Officer for enforcement, combined with the generaltj· 
favourable verdict on the working of Panchayats received from seve-
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• ral districts, seems to be an indication t.hat these institutions are 
serving a useful purpose in the life of the province. In regard to 
their public health responsibility, Panchayats have done very little. 
In Bihar steps have been taken to constitute a number of Union 

In Bihar. 
Boards under the Village .Administration .Act; 
and it is hoped that they will prove a valuable 

training ground for those who wish to enter public life. .A.s yet, 
there are no means of judging of the success of the system. In Bom

bay, the local Government reports the exist-
In Bombay. ence of signs that the rural population is not 

~nxious to have Panchayats, the main reason being that people do 
not want to tax themselves, however lightly. .Applications have 
been received for cancelling Panchayats already established, and 
it would appear that the people are showing a deplorable lack of 
appreciation of the opportunities afforded them for training in the 
art of local self-government. The Bombay Government 11.otes that 
the local Boards will have to carry on an intensive "Propaganda if 
they wish to have successful Panchayats operating as a source of 
financial and administrative relief to themselves. In Bengal, the 
work of establishing Union Boards proceeds steadily; and at the 

end of 1924, there were nearly 1500 of these 
In BengaL bodies in working order. Unfortunately, the 

rural population is only too ready to take fright at any rumour of 
increased taxation; and the greatest tact is demanded on the part 
of those who attempt to organise the new institutions. Good pro
gress is, however, reported from many Union Boards in connection 
with village roads, water supply, sanitation and other items of local 
improvement. Moreover, the Union Courts and the Union Benches 
work well, many of them succeeding in amicably settling a large 
proportion of the cases brought before them. It is a remarkable 
testimony to the growing popularity of these humble tribunals that 
in order to secure the speedy settlement of cases, creditors have been 
known to reduce their demands so that these institutions might have 

In Madras. 
jurisdiction. In Madras also, the Panchayat 
system is reported to be popular. By the end 

of 1924, Panchayats were working in all districts except three; and 
nearly 500 have come into existence since the .Act of 1920 which con
for'ed sanction for their erection. 

• There is no reason to doubt that the Village Self-Government in 
India has a great future before it. But unfortunately, at the time . 
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when serious attempts were being made to constitute Village Boards 

Future of Village and Union Committees in increasing num- • 
Self·Government. hers, the non-co-operation campaign cause~ 

a severe set-back in certain localities. From the majority of Pro
vinces, however. it is reported that this hostile influence is now 
waning. Even so, progress iA necessarily slow; since villagers are 
suspiciQus of new institutions and tend to fall victims to interested 
misrepresentation by the enemies of Government. Moreover, loca· 
lities, where villag<! Union Boards do not exist, often fear that the 
establishment of these institutions may be accompanied by enhanced 
-financial burdens. The majority of the inhabitants of the mofussil 
are quite alive to the advantage of improved administration, but are 
unwilli~g to face the corresponding financial obligations. Like 
<>ther local bodies, Village Boards reveal a marked reluctance to tax 
-themselves even for the accomplishment of purely local objects. 
This relu~ance is being gradually overcome, as the direct and imme
diate benefits o£ better communications, sounder sanitation, and other 
items oi local improvement mttke themselves increasingly obvious. 

In India, the pace of Municipal progress is undoubtedly set by 
the great centres such as Calcutta, Bombay and Rangoon. These and 

Great Cities. 
other important industrial cities have for 
some years possessed energetic Improvement 

Trusts. The magnitude of the operations carried on by the Develop
ment Directorates in the two former cities may be said to compare 
Qlot unfavourably with civic progress in other parts of the Empire. 
Both in Calcutta and Bombay, important loans are floated for the 
nnancing of housing schemes, the clearing of open spaces, the 
-alignment of streets and the abolition of slums. In Bombay, the 
•operations of the Development Directorate are planned on a very 
lar?'e sc~le. Th~ great scheme for the reclamation of Back Bay, 
<WhiCh Will cost Just over Rs. 7 crores, is making satisfactory pro· 
gress. Large industrial housing projects are being pushed on to 
-relieve congestion; separate areas for the accommodation of offensive 
irades are being laid out'; and there are schemes for suburban hous
ing in various stages of development involving an area of more than 
1,500 acres. The well directed activity and continued response to 
public demands of large Municipalities throughout India is a hop,a
ful a_u~ury ~f th_e prospects which the future may hold for Municip~ 
.admmistratwn m towns at the mom"11t less fortunately situated. · 
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Reviewing the operation of the institutions of local self-govern
ment throughout India as a whole, we may note the existence of 

certain general tendencies. The activity 
General Tendencies of d · 1 d b 1 t I 1 I · I Local Self-Government. 1sp aye y amos every oca eg1s a-. 

ture in connection with tJlese institution~>· 

of self-govern~ent has been paralleled by an enhanced vitality 

Municipalities. 
in the local institutions themselv~s. Far 
greater interest is now being displayedl 

by almost every Province in the operation of- the Municipalities,. 
District Boards, and Village Committees. As a result of the non

Increasing. Vitality. 
co-operation campaign, progress has been· 
hampered in certain directions, particularly 

wh-ere circumstances necessitated the executive and the people· 
marching hand in hand. But since Mr. Gandhi's programme was: 

·never applied to the institutions oi local sell-government, there was. 
nothing to prevent his adherents from taking their share.in the ad-· 
ministration of local affairs. As a result, a large ~umber of non
co-operators entered the Municipalities in several parts o{ India. 
In general, they displayed themselves enthusiastic, if somewhat; 
inexperienced; and it is reported by several local Governments that 
the new elements were anxious to improve upon the work of their 
predecessors. Everywhere, keen interest is now excited by Munici-· 
pal elections. The proportion of voters coming to record their suff-· 
rages is on the increase; and the old apathy which for so long 
persisted over the whole :field of local self-government seems. 
definitely to have come to an end. On the new Municipal bodies. 
there is a gratifying proportion of hard-working and earnest indi-· 
viduals who do their best to discharge the responsibilities laid upom 

Caution. 
them. On the other hand, the new intimacy 
of touch between Municipal Commissioners; 

and the electorate has, in one direction at least, operated adversely· 
to rapid progress. Since the city fathers have now to look io the
hustings, they are extremely cautious in their support of any p1~oject 
unlikely to commend itself to the average man. There has thus: 
.uisen a certain hesitation, in many localities, to enforce sanitary 
regulations, to impose taxation, to collect arrears, and in general 
to discharge many of the duties which might bring in their train1 
~dt>gree of unpopularity. 
• I'he interest which is now excited by Municipal affairs is shared, 
tlloug-l! to a somewhat lesser extent, by the administration of tbr; 
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District Boards. These bodies constitute the natural :field of acti

District Boards. 
vity for the land owners and men of property; 
and the non-co-operation party has not, as a 

rule, been successful in obtaining a very large shar€ of seats. 
District Board elections now display a remarkable livehness, at 
least as compared with the older days; and the majority of local 
Governp1ents report that members of these institutions are taking a 
:far more serious view of their responsibilities and are working far 
more creditably tha-:rt in the days when they were subject to strict 
{)fficial supervision. There are, however, notable exceptions to this 
generalisation. 

Unfortunately, the revival of activity, which we have already 
noticed, has been accompanied by serious handicaps. The majority 

Financial Stringency. 
of Municipalities and District Boards in 
India are still struggling against :financial 

-stringency. In the days when the institutions of local self
government w~re subject to direct official control, their financial 
positioJJ. was none too prosperous; but now that they are free tu 
undertake large schemes of development, the :fiscal question 
tends to become acute. For this there are several reasons. So long 
as the Di~trict Officer was virtually responsible for Municipal 
administration, his paid staff performed a considerable proportion of 
the necessary executive functions. But now that the Municipalities 
and District Boards have become almost autonomous, they have been 
.obliged to engage their own corps of executive officials. The finan-

cial effects of this change are the more serious 
Effects upon Executive in view of the higher prices which have 

Staff. 
characterjsed the post-war years in India:. 

while the inevitable seeking after economy has been productive of 
adverse consequences so far as general efficiency is concerned. 
Government provides a trained staff for educational, medical and 
,sanitary work. But Municipalities and District Boards are left to 
:find thei.t own Secretaries, Engineers, and clerks where best they 
can. Until a properly trained executive service becomes available, 
the :financial and general administration of the local bodies is likely 
to be less satisfactory than the enthusiasm and activity of members 
willing to serve honestly for the good of the public would seem to 
imply. In addition to this factor, it should be remembered that t~ 
newly-constituted local bodies are everywhere devoting their atteBr
tion to elaborate schemes of education and medical relie£, which 
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entail an expenditure far greater than anything which the past can 
Upon New show. They have far greater than anything 

Develorments. which the past can show. They have-
rightly looked to t.he local Governments for a measure of assistance, 
but the generally unsatisfactory condition of Indi3il finances has, as 
a rule, prevented this aid from being forthcoming in the requisite· 
degree. In many provinces, therefore, Municipalities and.District 

Boards have fallen into debt. The remedy 
Debt and the Remedy. would seem to lie along the lines of enhanced' 
taxation combined with retrenchment. But here of course, 
arises the difficulty to which we have already adverted; namely, 
that the members of :hfunicipalities and District Boards are
reluctant to face t_he unpopularity which these measures would en
tail. Fortunately, there are distinct signs that the courage of the 
members is growing. From several Provinces it is reported that the 
local bodies are now levying fresh taxation and retrencll.ing their 
superfluous activities with a rigorous hand. Furthe~ there is now a 

tendency to lay stress upon the wise d.istribu
Allotment of Resources. tion of available funds. In the first flush of 
inexperienced enthusiasm, many of the local bodies indulged in 
·schemes for the promotion of some particularly favoured activities: 
such as education, at the expense of equally essential services such 
n.s health . and communications. Generally speaking, this is no• 
longer the case; and the members of these bodies are devoting in
creasing attention to the equitable adjustment of their resources tO> 
their requirements. 

There is another tendency and that is of a less pleasing character, 
which distinguished the history of institutions of local self-govern

Fends. 
ment during 1924-25 as during 1923-24. 
This is t'l\e prevalence of communal feeling. 

Particularly throughout certain parts of Northern India, the
relations between the Hindu and Mussalman members of Munici-
pal and District Committees have been marked by serious tension. 
There are honourable exceptions. For example, it is reported that: 
the manner in which the members of the Lahore Committee have re-· 
frained from taking advantage of their position for communal ends' 
deserves commendation; while the generally harmonious working· 
obthe Multan Committee, in spite of the strong communal feeling 
oi.which that Municipality has been the unhappy victim, reflects the
greatest credit on the members. In some other towns; unfortun-
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ately, the situation is far otherwise. Hindu-Muhammadan feeling- • 
has clogged the whole machinery, the community to which the Chair
man does not happen to belong devoting all its energies to the task 
of obstruction. Even where the situation is not .so serious, much· 
time is reported iltJ be wasted in mutual recrimination. It is to be· 
hoped that with the passing of the present wave of acerbity which 
charactet-izes Hindu-Muhammadan relations, the members of the· 
local bodies will find it possible to work in harmony for the discharge· 
of their responsibilities to the public. It is also to be noticed that 
in certain Provinces, where communal feeling is not rife, the work: 
of the Municipalities and District Boards has been considerably 
hindered by the growth of personal and party feuds. This situa-
tion, though far from satisfactory, is less serious than that which is
presented by communal recriminations; for the remedy lies directly 
in the hands of the rate-payers themselves. During the period we·· 
are now re-viewing, there has been a gratifying tendency in certain 
parts of Northetn India towards the formation of strong Rate-payers. 
Associaiions, which bring almost irresistible pressure to bear upon 
recalcitrant members of Municipalities and District Boards, and, 
compel them to subordinate their personal inclinations to their pub--
lic responsibilities .. 

A consideration of the present conditions and of the future pros-
pects of local self-government in India may well be concluded by a 
brief :review of the Provincial activities in this sphere during the· 
period with which this Statement deals. 

In the North-West Frontier Province, it is reported that ~he 
District Boards are working on the whole satisfactorily. The· 

North-West Frontier 
Province. 

appointment of non-official Vice-Presidents. 
has been accompanied by increasing interest 
on the part of the Board members. The· 

average attendance of non-official members at meetings is generally 
on the increase; but has been interfered with in certain districts by 
unhealthy conditions. But the activities of all Boards have been· 
hampered by the prevailing financial stringency, and much import-
ant work has had to be left undone for lack of funds. The local· 
administration is devoting considerable attention to this question, 
and a conference of representatives of all the Boards was summone"lt 
in December, 1924, with the object of devising means for the im'!.
provement of the finances. Concerning Municipal administration,. . . 
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the local Government reports that the members continue to take a 
very great interest in their duties, and that their attitude · 
towards the responsibilities imposed upon them is on the whole satis
factory. Communal feeling shows itself in certain localities; but is 
in many instances offset by the public spirit and i:!!itiative of indivi
dual members. Generally, despite the fact that the institutions of 
local self-government are somewhat of a foreign growth in the 
North-West Frontier Province, there are cons~derable symptoms of 
advance in independence of action and in the smooth working of 
the Committees. 

In the Punjab, District Board finance has been causing some 
anxiety; and in December, 1923, a conference of Board representa

tives was· presided over by the Minister of 
The PunJab. Education, who impressed upon the assembly 

the fact that Government could not for the present appreciably 
augment the available resources, and that funds must accordingly be 
carefully rationed so that no department of activity• should receive 
unduly favourable . treatment. In consequence, in the Districts 
where the local rate was less than the permissible maximum, taxa
tion has been raised. A system of rationing was successfully 
introduced into several districts; but little progress can be expected 
in this direction until the new classification of accounts now under 
consideration is introduced. At present, the entire resources of the 
Boards are, as a rule, absorbed in maintaining the existing services; 
and no funds are available for development. But on the whole, the 
non-official members have displayed considerable interest in the 
transaction of business; while the introduction of the sub-committee 
system has added to the general efficiency. It is sometimes 
said that the proportion of funds devoted by District Boards to 
education is excessive and involves the starving of other depart
ments. But an analysis of the figures show that while some 23 per 
cent. of the total revenue was devoted to educational purposes, no 
less than 37 per cent. went to public works. The District Boards are 
co-operating with the Department of Education in the new policy 
of consolidating the position already gained, rather than in attempt
ing further expansion. The state o£ communications under the 
control of most District Boards continues unsatisfactory, largely 
o~ing, it is said, to the inefficiency of the District Engineering staff . 
.A considerable amount of public money is wasted in connection with 
roads; and ~overnment consider that it would serve no useful pur-
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pose to provide additional sums for this expenditure until the 
management of the existing resources is conducted on a more effi
cient basis. The Municipalities, as a whole, are reported to exercise 
proper control over their executive and clerical establishments, and 
to discharge their statutory functions satisfactorily. In somt> 
Municipalities, communal friction has been serious; but there are 
several 4onourable exceptions. One handicap under which the 
Municipalities labour is the inefficiency of the executive staff, which 
prevents the public s.[firit and devotion of the members from produc
ing its full fruit. This can only be remedied by the gradual crea
tion of an efficient executive service. The distribution of 
expenditure over different heads varies very greatly in different 
Uunicipalities. Expenditure on water-supply schemes is steadily 
increasing, and the capital cost of schemes executed during the year 
amounted to over Rs. 21lakhs as compared with Rs. lllakhs during 
the previous year. Expenditure on education averaged 9 per cent .. 
of the total fmtds; that on medical relief 6 per cent. Generally 
speakin~, the finances are in a more satisfactory position than wa& 

. the case in previous years. 

The same statement is true, with reservations, of the United Pro
nnces. The new District Boards, which consist of non-official mem

tTnited Provinces. 
bers only, with elected non-official Chairmen, 
were plunged straightway into financial diffi

culties. In some cases the necessity for retrenchment was 
immediate, resulting in the curtailment uf medical relief and of allot
ments for the ordina1y repairs of roads. Additional taxation has so 
far not been generally imposed; and the Boards are still suffering 
from inexperience in husbanding public money a.nd obtaining the 
full value fo:r Lheir expend:.ture. In the case of Municipal finances, 
there has been some change for the better during the period under 
review. The improvement in revenue, due to the increased yield 
from muni0ipal taxes, amounted tv more than Rs. 11 lakhs. 
Even so, it was on~y with the assistance of Government subventions 
that a credit balance was obtained. The new Municipalities have 
shown great. iderest in ail forms of civic activity, but it is reported 
that th':'y are stiU hampered in their work by political and communal 
obsessions. Like t:~eir predecessors, they arr· reluctant to impose 
new taxation; but a considerable programme of expenditure liet 
before them. The restoration of Municipal roads, the abatement o'f 
the dust. nuisance and the renewal of water-works plant, are problems . 
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-calling almost everywhere for immediate solution, and in the lead
mg towns of the Provinces, for heavy outlay. Conservancy, in
-cluding road-cleaning and watering, continued to be the chief head 
of municipal expenditure, forming 17·6 per cent. of the total out
goings; while education and the upkeep of roados count for 9·4 per 
-cent. and 9·1 per cent. respectively. On the whole, the position is 
more hopeful; since the rapid progress which was being made 

-towards Municipal insolvency has been arr~sted during the year. 
But the local Government notes that the present apparently 
-favourable position is mainly due -to the postponement of expensive 
·but urgent projects such as the reorganization of the water supply 
at Allahabad. 

In Bihar and Orissa, it is reported that many of the local bodies 
.a.re absorbed in non-civic questions, and that the members have 

Bihar and Orissa. 
made use of their position for .PUrposes of 
political demonstration. MJ:>reover, the in

-experience of the members has resulted in some cases ~f serious 
maladministration. The local Government notes that the rate
payers are beginning to realize that the remedy for this lies in their 

·own hands. The Municipal Commissioners of Cuttack have been 
forced to remove their Vice-Chairman; while in Arrah and Patna, 
ptrblic meetings have been held at which the shortcomings of the 
-municipal administration were severely criticised. The formation 
<{)f strong Rate-payers' Associations with the object of bringing 
pressure to bear upon the Municipal Commissioners, is a distinct 
feature of the life of the Province. On the whole, the local authori
ties believe that it would be wrong to be unduly pessimistic 
regarding the future. The emancipation of municipalities and 

·district boards from official control has, in some cases at least, infused 
in the Commissioners a higher sense of their responsibilities. Here, 
:as elsewhere, the main obstacle to progress is the reluctance of the 
public to submit to additional taxation-an attitude which naturally 
reflects upon the activities of the represent.11tives of the public upon 
the local bodies. 

In Assam, the :financial position of the local Boards is said to 
-be generally satisfactory; and some Boards are officially criticised 

"" for maintaining unnecessarily large balances. 
• Assam. Of the total funds 28 per cent. was allotted 
-to education; 26 per cent. to communications and 21 per -cent. to . 
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medical relief. But while the Boards are at present solvent, the 
']_Uestion of improving their financial resources is serious. The main
tenance of present standards presents some difficulty in certain cases; 
and no substantial advance in thE> provision of civic amenities can be 
expected until the ~ncome is substantially increased. The Boards 
already receive more than hal£ their income from provincial 
revenues <(tnd no further assistance from Government can be 
expected. The authorities have issued a circularletter placing the 
situation clearly before· the Board and asking for their opinion on the 
several measures which could be.adopted to provide the funds re
quired for development. and advance. In the administration of 
Municipalities, the local Government reports that party feeling and 
friction were less in evidence than in the previous year. The 
Chairmen and members generally take an active interest in their 
.duties. There is, however, much room for improvement in the 
<:,ondition of•Municipalities, which cannot take place until the local 
authorities obtain larger resources. The incidence of Municipal 
taxation ~er head of the population is still very small, amounting 
-only toRs. 2·14. 

In Bengal, the administration of District Boards by .non-official 
Chairmen continued on the whole to be satisfactory, and most of 

Bengal. 
these Chairmen evinced keen interest in their 
work, 'devoting a good deal of the time to the 

.discharge of their duties at some sacrifice of their private avocations. 
'Since several District Boards were reconstituted during the year 
with an elective majority, the percentage of elected members 
throughout the Province rose from 53 to 57. As in other parts of 
India, :finance continued to be the principal problem:. Communica
tions, education, water supply and other sanitary measures call for 
the expenditure of large amounts; but owing to the inadequacy of 
funds, the District Boards were handicapped in every direction. 
Attempts have been made to augment their resources by authorising 
them to impose certain small taxes. But the real solution would 
seem to lie in the extension ~f the system of Union Boards. By ,the 
establishment of these institutions throughout a district, many 
local wants can be effectively and cheaply supplied, while the Dis
trict Board is left with problems of a scale which it can solve with 
its· existing income. Bengal has 188 Municipalities, whose total• 
income is Rs. 83 lakhs and whose expenditure is Rs. 80 lakhs. The • 
average annual income per Municipality is only Rs. 10,000; anfl 
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financial difficulties are, therefore, at the root of most civic problems. 
Many municipalities are really too poor to be able to afford an up-to
date administration; and in other cases, the Municipal Commission
ers are unnecessarily content with an insufficient income. The 
raising o£ taxation, which is now only just ove~ Rs. 2·15 per head 
o£ the population, is an essential step towards the adoption o£ a 
progressive policy leading to the amelioration o£ civic li£G. 

In Madras, the financial condition o£ local bodies was a subject 
o£ general consideration by Government. During the year under 

Madras. 
review, a Committee was appointed £or each 
District, consisting. o£ the Presidents o£ 

District and Taluk Boards, the Collector, and the Treasury Officer. 
These committees examined the finances o£ the local Boards in each 
district and framed normal budgets for each. The general conclu
sion was reached that District Boards were able to maintain their 
services with the revenue assigned to them; but that many o£ the 
Taluk Boards were unable to make both ends meet~ even after levy
ing all taxes at maximum rates. To meet the situation, Grivernment 
proposed to abolish such o£ the Boards as could not maintain their 
services. Further assistance was given to local bodies by making 
monthly instead o£ yearly payments o£ Government subsidies on 
account o£ elementary and secondary education. The temporary 
post o£ Inspector o£ Municipal Councils and Local Boards, which 
had been created in 1920, was continued during the year under 
review; and the question o£ retaining it permanently is now under 
~onsideration. Generally speaking, the local Boards in Madras 
displayed a courageous disposition to levy taxes np to the sanctioned 
maximum. In the Municipaiities also, the year under review 
showed a substantial increase in the general revenues. The avemge 
incidence o£ taxation p~r head o£ the population is still low, being 
only just over Rs. 2·2. The heaviest item o£ n:unicipal expenditure 
was communications, which amounted to Rs. 23·7 lakL.s out o£ the 
total expenditure o£ Rs. 133·i lak:fis. The Public Works Depart
me;p.t had under execution water worb in £our llfun:_cipal towns and 
extensions o£ the existing water work8 in four others. The total 
expenditure under tht: general head of water supply Hnd drainag0, 
including the capital charges, amounted to no less than RR. 21·4 

o lakhs during the year under review. 
In Bombay, it is reported that the people in g-eneral are taking a 

greater interest in local Board affans; >:aile the non~o:fficial Presi-
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'dents and Vice-Presidents are working well. During the period 

Bombay. 
under review, the aggregate income of the 
Boards rose from Rs. 149 lakhs to just under 

Rs. 161 lakhs. Expenditure rose to Rs. 156 lakhs, the principal 
items being Education (Rs. 90 lakhs); Public Works (Rs. 45! lakhs), 
and medical relief (Rs. 11 lakhs). The incidence of taxation was 
low, ran!ting from just over 9 annas per head in Broach to under 1 
anna per head in Rat11agiri. The policy of freeing the Municipali
ties from internal control has been carried to its last stage. All 
Municipalities now elect their own Presidents; the number of nomi
nated members has been reduced to a minimum; and the qualifica
tions of electors are now theoretically based on the widest possible 
franchise. But the financial position still remains on the whole 
unsatisfactory; and taxation of any kind is apt to be shirked on 
account of the odium attaching to it. The Municipal income showed 
signs of ill(!rease; but is still unequal to the task of sustaining the 
burden which tlie provisions of proper civic amenities would impose 
upon it. • Few Municipalities have so far seriously applied them
selves to the task of putting their house in order; and even when 
normal obligations can be met, there is no working margin in hand 
for emergencies. 

Local Self-Government, by the establishment of district councils 
and circle boards in rural areas, was introduced in the greater part 

of Burma towards the end of the year 1922. 
The circle boards were constituted by direct 

election on a wide franchise, and the members of the District coun
cils were elected by these boards. The councils began work with 
certain district funds placed at their disposal and on budgets pre
pared for them by Deputy Commissioners. Besides the Rangoon 
Municipal Corporation, there were 56 municipalities in the pro
vince, 53 of which had elected non-official Chairmen and a majority 
of elected members. The ordinary income of municipalities is 
hardly sufficient to meet their growing expenditure. A hospital 
finance scheme has been introduced under which the. majority of 
municipalities pay nothing towards the salaries of medical officers, 
whose services are supplied free by Government, and make only 
fixed contributions towards the general cost of maintenance of 
hospitals. • 

The institutions of local self-government, which have been • 
briefly surveyed in the foregoing paragraphs, ultimate]y depend 

Burma. 
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for their successful working, like every other activity of a civilised 

Law and Order. 
society, upon the maintenance of law and 
order. 'rhe principal arm of the State for 

the preservation of peace among the 247,000,000 persons who 
inhabit British India is the Police Force. Thts consists of about 
1,078 officers of the rank of Deputy Superintendent and upwards, 
together with some 200,000 officers and men of lower gtades. In 
addition, there are some 19,000 officers anCL men of the military 

The Police. 
police, located in the wilder parts of the 
country. Of these more than half belong to 
Burma. 

Expenditure upon the Police Force in India is relatively small 
as compared with that of other countries. For the year 1922-23, 

the average annual cost of each policeman 
ranged from Rs. 622 in Burma toRs. 408 in 

the United Provinces. The mean for all India was ahr>ut Rs. 540. 
We must contrast these figures with the average •yearly cost of a 
policeman in the counties and boroughs of England a:rtd Wales, 
which is just over Rs. 4,000. The burden of police protection upon 
the tax-payer is also low, ranging as it does from Rs. 1·2 per head 
per annum in Burma to Rs. 0·24 in Bihar and Orissa, with an 
all-India average of some 9 annas. The general position may be 
conveyed in a simple comparison. The United Provinces, a territory 
with over 45 million inhabitants, spent upon Police in 1923 rather 
less than a million sterling. The task o£ policing the 40 millions 
population of England and Wales during the same period was 
more than £20 million sterling. It will be obvious from these 
statistics that the wages in the force must necessarily be low. The 
salaries of Sub-Inspectors range from Rs. 155 toRs. 97 per mensem, 
while the pay of the constable varies from Rs. 21 to Rs. 17 per 
mensem. With wages such as these, it is naturally impossible 
to recruit for service in the Indian Police a class of men correspond
ing to that which has brought the force in England into such 
deservedly high repute. Nevertheless, the work of the Indian 

Police is remarkably efficient. An interest
ing comparison can be made between, for 

example, the work of the police in Madras and that of the London 
0 Metropolitan Police. In the year 1922, the ratio of the number 

Low Cost. 

Efficiency. 

• of persons convicted to the number of crimes of burglary, house
breaking,. stealing and the like was in London 21·1 per cent. In 
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Madras, the ratio for the same offences was no less than 30·2 per 
cent. It is significant in this connection to remember that the 

Literacy. 
proportion of literates among the police force 
in Madras is about 98 per cent. Elsewhere, 

with the exception of Bengal, which follows very close with 95 
per cent., the standard is far lower, ranging at the other extreme 
to 27 per• cent. in the North-West Frontier Province; and working 
out at 55 per cent. fOl' all India. With roughly half the police in 
India illiterate, the force is naturally subjected to a grave handicap 
in the discharge of its duties. 

The authorities are fully alive to the necessity of attracting a 
better class of men to service in the force. Efforts are being made 
Schemes lor Improve- to staff the intermediate ranks by the direct 

ment. recruitment of men of good family, whose 
standards o.f personal honour may be expected to produce beneficial 
results upon th~ general morals and integrity. But the root ques
tion is o!le of finance. Within the last few years, attempts have 
been made in almost every province to improve the conditions in 
which the rank and file work. Schemes have been put forward for 
providing the Police with suitable housing; for maintaining a more 
adequate leave-reserve; and for increasing the rewards for good 
service. In addition, special concessions such as outfit, uniform 
and training allowances have been granted in various provinces. 
These remedial measures have been so far successful that there is 
at present no general sh~rtage of recruitment; and most local 
Administrations report that there is little difficulty in keeping the 
cadre up to adequate strength. But almost everywhere there are 
complaints concerning the impossibility of adequately improving the 
conditions of service upon the scales of expenditure at present in 
force. The accommodation of the Police presents grave difficulty, 
particularly in some of the larger towns. In many cases, the men 
have no regular lines of their own; but are dependent upon hired 
quarters which are both costly and unsuitable. Unfortunately, 
capital expenditure even upon an object so necessary as this is not 
easy to compass in the existing financial condition of the majority 
of the local Governments. There further remains the question of 
remuneration. Unless the scale of wages is on an entirely satis
factory footing there can be little hope of attracting into the rant 
and file the type of man who is really required to raise the reputation 
of the Indian Police. The efficiency ot the policeman. in pursuit 
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of his specific duties may be unquestioned; but unless his integrity 
and incorruptibility are taken for granted by the average citizen, 
the force as a whole will never rank high in the confidence of the 

public. Further, the natural limitations of 
the type of man now generally recruited :for 

Difficulties. 

service in the force are such that efficiency can never proceed beyond 
certain limits. In every country, the scientific study of cri~e is now 
essential, for successful police work. Specialised central organiza
tions, whose duty it is to study and tabulate the modus operandi of 
each professional criminal, have become a necessity if the struggle 
with crime is to be successfully conducted. These organizations 
cannot be established in India unless funds are made available for 
the purpose. Mean\irhile, the unequal struggle between organised 
gangs of criminals, and un-co-ordinated police units already over
burdened with routine work, must continue. There can be no 
improvement until the problem is tackled in a systematic manner. 
Yet, the necessity for this development seems unquestionable. 
With the advance of education and progress, the fields of forgery 
and fraud, to take particular examples, develop on parallel lines 
both in intricacy and in technicality. Serious crime is low in 
India; its incidence varying from 3·38 per thousand of population 
in the Central Provinces to 1·00 per thousand in Madras. But as 
the distribution of the police for the same unit of population varies 
from 1·95 in Burma to 0·43 in Bihar and Orissa, it will be plain 
that efficiency in the detection of crime is vital if a force so sparse 
is to discharge its duties successfully. Considering the difficulties 
under which the Indian Policeman works, his country may be well 
proud of him. His discipline shows steady signs of improvement 
year by year; departmental punishments are on the decline; and 
individual cases of heroism and devotion to duty are so numerous 
that it is difficult to select typical examples for citation. . 

The task of the Indian policeman is one that might well tax 
all the energies of the highly paid constable in other countries. 

Throughout the immense population inhabit
ing British India, there is an extraordinary 

diversity of culture. In the great cities there is an ingenious 
criminal population which is capable of planning frauds on industry 

0
every whit as elaborate as those which occur in the western. world. 
·rri. the countrv districts· there are the usual swindlers who prey 
upon the. credulous and foolish . by profession of supernatural 

Work of the Police. 
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powers. But at the other e.nd of the scale, the Indian poiiceman 
is brought into contact with individuals and communities deeply 
tinged with superstitions darker than those which can be found in 
Europe. For exa:wple, in the one Province of Bih~r and Orissa, 
there were no fewer than ten cases of the murder o£ suspected 
wizards o; witches during the period under review. In remoter 
parts of the country, human sacrifice is still practised in secret; 
and in 1923, in such•a place as Ranchi a child was sacrificed to 
appease grhosts. Between the ingenious exponent of " Get rich 
quick" swindles and the devotee of the Black Art, the gradation 
is infinite indeed. It would be no exaggeration to say that both 
in its extent and in its variety, the work of the Indian Police is 
probably unique. We must further notice that among the masses 
inhabiting British India there exist many acute differences of caste 
and creed w.hich may at any time be the occasion for violent conflict. 
Popular excitement is readily aroused on matters affecting religion; 
and in t"ije space of a few hours a dangerous mob, inflamed by a 
frenzy of fanatical devotion, may be collected to the danger of the 
public peace. The police themselves are human; .and where com
munal questions are concerned, their impartiality is occasionally 
called in question. Particularly d·nring the period we are now 
considering, did Hindu-Muslim disturbances assume an astonishing 
and lamentable importance. Month by month the tale of riots 
grew, as we shall have occasion to notice in a later Chapter. It 
speaks well for the Indian Police that only in one single case out 
of many, was their impartiality and their integrity seriously 
challenged. 

The most serious handicap under which the policeman in India 
labours is the fact th~t in the fulfilment of his exacting and dange

Their Isolation. 
rous functions, he cannot rely, to. the same 
extent as his comrade in other countries, upon 

the sympathy and co-operation of the individual citizen. It would 
seem probable that there is something wrong on both sides. In 
the light of the figures already analysed regarding the low level 
of wages prevalent in the force, and the corresponding limitations 
on the social and educational qualifications of the rank and file, it 
would be no matter for surprise if the burden imposed upon the. 
Indian Police were too great for them to bear. It is a fact that. 
while they discharge their difficult duties in a surprisingly efficient 
manner, they are not popular with the general public .• They are 
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indiscriminately accused of high-handedness, of corruption and of 
repression. Misconduct on the part of any member of the force, 
however humble, is eagerly seized upon in the public press, which 
is often inclined to assume that the whole or_ganization may be 
judged by isolated instances of bad behaviour. In times of crisis, 
when dangerous disturbances have to be suppressed, or a locality 
has to be defended against the ravages of dacoits, there is an 
insistent demand for the services of the police, and their heroism 
in circumstances of peril and difficulty is widely applauded. But 
where, as happens in so many places in India, the local Sub-Ins
pector of Police is the real representative of the arm of the State 
throughout a given area, the behaviour of the force seems often 
to provide the public with an excuse for criticism. Of recent years, 
much has been done by the authorities to improve the conduct and 
discipline of the police. Police schools are multiplying; the 
training which they provide grows more and mo~e adequate. No 
pains are now spared by local Governments in instructin~ members. 
of the force in their duties towards the public. Stress is laid not 

. merely upon technical efficiency in the discharge of professional 
duties, but also upon the necessity of courtesy and civility towards 
individual citizens. As has already been remarked, th,ere is. 
reason to believe that the faults of which the police are still freely 
accused show signs of steadily diminishing. Discipline is better; 
departmental punishments are rarer; dismissals less frequent. 

Quite apart, however, from any justification which the conduct 
of the Indian Police may provide for their general unpopularity, 
we have to notice that their position presents certain peculiar charac

The Public Attitude. 
teristics. The average citizen in India does 
not seem to consider that he is called upon to 

assist the police in the discharge of their duties. This undoubteJ 
fact may be due either to the low level at which civic responsibility 
rests in India to-day; or to some definite political theory, which 
does not square with Western conceptions of the relation between 
rights and duties. In any event, it is undeniable that the averag-e 
individual does not conce1ve himself as responsible for assisting 
in the maintenance of public tranquility. In which connection 

0 . . 

it should be remembered that the aloofness with which the 
• average man regards the policeman and his labours is by no 

means coufined to those parts of India which are directly under 
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British rule. In the Indian StaJ;es, where polities of a strictly 
indigenous variety obtain, the position does not seem to be sub
stantially different. Here also, the order preserved by the polic& 
is regarded as sotp.ething for which they themselves rather thalli 
the public at large are primarily responsible. Is it not their work_, 
which duJ;y calls upon them to discharge? Are they not paid for
it? Why then should anybody else assist them in doing it? Such 
seems to be the atti'tude charact~ristic of large and important 
sections of the Indian population. It will, however, be plain that 
such a situation exposes the police to serious handicap. II the 
public do not co-operate at all, or at best co-operate half-heartedly, 
in the efforts of the police to suppress crime, it is obvious that. the 
odds are in favour of the criminal. During 1923, for example,. 
reports from the Central Provinces plainly state that investigation 
was severel;r handicapped by the slowness of the growth of a public 
opinion which i.s prepared to range itself actively on the side of· 
·the police against the offender. There come from the Police reports
of many Provinces complaints of the reluctance, of magistrates
and assessors. alike, adequately to punish persons who are found' 
guilty even of serious offences. The dislike of an Indian jury for 
capital punishment is notorious, and the hesitation of jurors to· 
arrive at a verdict which will entail such a sentence, leads every 
year to unfavourable comment. Even where there is no sympathy 
for the culprit, the people themselves are reluctant to undergo the· 
·inconvenience which active assistance to the authorities entails. 
As an illustration, we may notice the following description of the
point of view of certain villagers in the Central Provinces who were-

. called upon to assist the Police in a murder case. " The man was. 
completely dead. So time was nothing to him. The witnesses,.. 
on the other hand, were completely alive and time was everything· 
to them. I£ they said all they knew at the time, they would also-
be, if not completely dead, at least half dead; because they would 
be taken away to Chanda and their crops would be stolen or· 
destroyed by animals. When they had finished their cultivation,. 
they were ready to help the State. Surely, the State, which 
desired that its people should live happily with full stomachs, did. 
not desire them to suffer because they were its helpers." 

• 
The absence of close and effective co-operation between the police· 

and the public, which constitutes such a serious handi.cap to the-
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prevention and detection of crill),e, has oeen emphasized of recent 
years by the agitation of India politics. 

The Influence of 
Politics. The policeman, as the arm of the executive, 

has been frequently brought into direct con
flict with the exponent of political ideas. The principle lying at 
the root of the non-co-operation campaign, which was the ~everance 
of all relations between the people and the Government, naturally 
resulted in throwing the constabulary more 'than ever upon their 
own resources; while the general excitement, which swept over 
large sections of the population, made the task of preserving order 
more than usually difficult, unpleasant, and even dangerous. There 
is, even in normal conditions, a natural disposition to identify the 
constable with the existence of the British Raj; and to regard 
him as an obstacle to the achievement of India's national aspirations .. 
It is sometimes forgotten that any Government, whether.indigenous 
or foreign, must necessarily maintain order; and ID. the process is 
obliged to restrain by various means those activities which j_t regards 
as subversive of its own authority. 

The straight road towards winning for the Police.an increased 
measure of public appreciation would seem to lie in so raising the 

Hopes of Betterment. 
morale and the intelligence of the force that 
its members may be trusted in all circum-

stances to use their authority with discretion. There is no reason 
to despair of attaining this goal. The Inspector-General of Police 
in Bengal has made an interesting comparison between the state 
of affairs within his jurisdiction to-day and that pictured. in the 
report of the English Police Commission of 1839. He notices that 
it was only through constant efforts on the part of the superior • 
officers of the Metropolitan Police; through the weeding out of 
dishonest and inefficient constables; and thr,1Ugh the hardly-won 
approval of the more reasonable portions of .the population, that 
a complete change has been brought about in the attitude of the 
English public towards those appointed for the preservation of its 
order. If the policeman in India, as in England, is to be looked 
upon almost with affection by every law-abiding citizen, it is very 
necessary that a parallel line of policy should be pursued with 
equal determination. Already there are reports from certain 

0
Provinces that the attitude of the general public is beginning to 
change; that confidence in the police is gradually' if slowly l 
increasing • and that the assistance rendered by the public to the 
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police in discharging their duties is becoming more effective. The 
advance of India towards self-government, and the increasing 
responsibility vested in the local and central Legislatures, may be 
trusted in time to remove such political bias as underlies a portion 
of the criticisms directed against the Police by certain sections o£ 
opm10n. In tJ:J.is connection, it is reassuring to read the opm10n 
expressect by the Inspector-General of Police m the United 
Provinces :- • 

" But what has made the greatest impression on my mind after 
my absence, is the attitude of the Legislative Council. I was led 
to expect bitter criticism of and fierce hostility to all police work 
or proposals. Criticism, there must and should be, but it has never 
been bitter, and has often been, not only justified, but of assistance 
to me and my officers in our endeavours to keep the department 
clean, hon~t and efficient. .As to hostility, I have received at the 
hands of the Gouncil the most patient and sympathetic hearing 
and con~derat.ion whenever it has been my duty to place before 
members the needs or difficulties of the department which I have 
the honour to command. If the attitude of the Council towards 
the police is a reflex of that of the public, then, I venture to assert 
that we are already on the road leading to that confidence and trust 
by the masses in the police as their natural protectors and suppor~ 
ters, which are so desirable." 

During the year ·1924 th'e level of crime throughout India 

Crime in 1924, 
remained normal. The highest pitch had 
been reached in 1922, at the time when the 

non-co-operation movement, escaped alike from the control and 
the purpose of its leaders, infused into large elements of the 
population a spirit of defiance of law and order. In 1923, the 
tide receded; and in the year we are now reviewing, there was 
no return of the flow. We may remark, however, that there are 
three features of the crime-record in this period which deserve 
notice. One of these is normal ; the other two may fairly be termed 
exceptional. 

Dacoity or gang robbery is one of the most formidable problems 
which India presents to the Police. Bands of depredators, com· 

Dacoity. 
posed commonly of men of violent character• 
and bad life, combine to rob and murder 

peaceful >illagers in circumstances o£ almost inconceivaple brutal~ 
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::i ty. Whole districts are terrorized ; and the police are sometimes 
-called upon to fight pitched-battles with the brigands. There are 
.two principal difficulties in bringing ducoits to book. The first 
is the wide area over which the operations of a single gang may 
·easily extend. This, taken in conjunction witn. poor communica-

. tions and a difficult country, may necessitate the ooncentration of 
rthe special police parties for weeks or even months upon the trail 
of one band. Next is the difficulty of obtaining information. The 
dacoits rely upon terrorism; and they commit such atrocities both 
upon their victims and upon those whom they suspect of giving 
'information to the police, that the average villager is reluctant to 
-take any share in assisting the authorities to suppress them. The 
Police reports from those parts of India where dacoity is generally 
·most prevalent, such as Burma, the United and Central Provinces, 
·Central India, and Gujarat, almost invariably contain horrible 
cstories of the fate inflicted by desperate men upon.susp.ected infor
TI.ers. Village watchmen are bound hand-and-foot and thrown into 
:rivers; are roasted alive on a slow fire; are hideously mutilated as 
.a warning to others. In fact, it is only by the most strenuous 
'exertions that the Indian Police are able to keep gang robbery 
-within its normal 'limits. During any period of general excitement, 
·there is a tendency for dacoity to increase; and in such circum· 
stances, the police remain the only power which protects peaceful 
persons from a Teign of terror. In last year's Report we mentioned 
ihe dispersal, by the United Provinces Police, of a Bhantu gang 
·which had for long oppressed certain districts. During the same 
:year, operations even more extensive had to be undertaken in Gujarat 
against a desperate and dangerous gang, led by one Mirkhan. The 
·depredations of these dacoits were so intolerable that a special force 
-with 8 motor cars and 2 Lewis guns was finally equipped for action 
:against them. ·when they were run to earth, they took up their 
·position upon a steep hill which had finally to be stormed after a 
·prolonged fusillade. Two members of the gang were shot dead; 
and large booty was recovered in the way of arms, ammunition, 
horses, and ornaments. The leader managed, however, to make 

.his escape. The remnant of the gang rallied round him and another 

.pitched-battle was fought. This finally settled the fate of Mirkhan, 
0 who was wounded and captured, while his remaining followers 
~ere either killed or wounded. These operations stretched over a 
Jarge tract of country, partly lying within the limits of British 
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India and partly in the territories of Indian States. The Police 
authorities of the States co-operated heartily with the British 
Indian Police; and to their assistance must be ascribed a consider-
able measure of t:lj,e success achieved. · 

It is. difficult to believe that the dacoity nuisance will ever be 
:suppresst!d in India until the average man and, in particular, the 

. . . • average villager, can be persuaded to identify 
Posstbilit~i~!. Suppres- himself more actively with the course of law 

and order than is at present the case. This 
.again depends on• the possibility of affording him .adequate protec
tion against the vengeance of the dacoits. When outrages of a 
more than usually terrible character are reported, suggestions are 
frequently made in some sections of the Indian Press that arms 
licenses should be granted niore readily to villagers. But in several 
Provinces -t\rhere the experiment has been made, the results are 
not always successful. The possession of a gun by one or two 
individua"ls in a village does not seem proportionately to increase 
their capacity to beat off attack. Instances are reported from 
several Provinces of _villagers who, either out of terror or out of 
apathy, have lent their fire-arms to dacoits: while the employment 
of fire-arms for other criminal purposes proportionately increases·. 
A more promising line of progress would seem to be organisation of 
local defence parties, consisting of a number of prominent men 
in each village with duties assigned to them in the case of an 
attack by bandits. To such organized parties the issue of arms 
seems possible with llseful results; and in the year under review 
there are reports from se"'eral Provinces of the success with w4ich 
these defence-organisations have beaten off raids. 

The second feature of the crime in the history of India during 
the year under review has been a sinister recrudescence of terrorist 

Terrorist Crime. 
crime. During the year 1912-17 a revolu
tionary conspiracy existed, the threads of 

which were exposed in the Report of the Committee over which 
Mr. Justice Rowlatt presided. This conspiracy was not suppressed 
until its leaders were confined under the provisions of Regulation 
III of 1818, and many of its subordinate members dealt with under • 
the Defence of India Act. After the Royal Proclamation of clemenc.y • 
of 1919 most of these persons were released. Many forsook their 
eonnection with revolutionary crime and have not since "returned 
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to it. But a small body of irreconcilables subsequently began tO> 
re-organize their societies. The earlier stages of the non-co-opera
tion movement., with its emphasis on non-violence, placed a consi
derable obstc.c]e in their way. Mr. Gandhi's ideals and personality 
captured the imagination of the emotional middle class youths of 

Bengal to whom the terrorists have always 
Earlier History. looked for their recruits. They themselvesr 

however. still retained their faith in the e:iicacy of assassination 
as a political weapon. In and after 1922, it was gradually realised' 
that the policy of non-co-operation had failed to achieve the end!l
to which it was immediately directed. The terrorist.s thereupon 
came more into the open; and began, in opposition to Mr. Gandhi's. 
own declarations, to preach the necessity of violence. The two main 
terrorist organisations were now fully resuscitated; and new mem
bers in large numbers were recruited. Arms and ammunition 
partly of a kind which cannot be purchased in Indja a~d must thus 
have been smuggled from abroad, were collected; a new and 
dangerous type of bomb was manufactured; and projects for the 
assassination of certain police officers were devised. A.t t.he same 
time, there appeared in the press an ever-increasing flood of article& 
in praise of the older revolutionaries. In May, 1923, there came 
an outbreak of political dacoity culminating in assassination, and 
in the looting or attempted looting of two Post Offices. The 
attempt of Government to bring certain persons to book in what is 
called the Alipur Conspiracy Case failed, o:wing to the general 
atmosphere of intimidat.ion and to the fact that much of the evidence 
in possession of the authorit.ies could not be placed before the court 
without danger to the lives of those who had provided it. Accord
ingly, it was found necessary to intern some of the accused in that 
case under Reg-ulation III of 1818; but the movement was only 
temporarily ch;cked by this action. In December a serious dacoity 
was perpetrated by armed middle-class youths at Chittagong ;· 
followed by the assassination of a Sub-Inspector of Police· 
who had arrested one of the accused. In January, 1924, Mr. Day 
was murdered in broad daylight in Calcutta in mistake for the· 
Commissiuner of Police. And in April a similar att.empt was made 

. upon the life of Mr. Bruce. In March, 31 

• Events m lS24. bomb factory was discovered in Calcutta; 
• anti evidence came to light of the existence of another at Faridpur. 

In July. a member of the party was arrested in Calcutta with a 
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fully loaded revolver in his possession; and, at the end of this 
month, there appeared " The Red Bengal " leaflets announcing a 
-campaign o£ assassination against the police, and threatening with 
the same fate any ~f the public who interfered. In August, there 
was a bomb outrage in a Khaddar shop in Calcutta; and the 
clead body of an accused acquitted in this case was subsequently 
discovered shockingly mutilated. In. addition to these overt acts, 
the Government of :Sengal stated that it had knowledge of five 
<>ther attempts to murder police officers, high officials, and members 
<>f Terrorist organisations who had fallen under suspicion among 
their fellows, which were abandoned at the last moment or other
wise miscarried. In these circumstances, the Government o£ Ben
gal had no alternative but to apply for extraordinary measures. 
Regulation III of 1818, which provides for the incarceration upon a 
warrant from the Governor General in Council of persons against 
whom there may not be sufficient ground to institute judicial pro
ceedings, .was felt to be an unnecessarily severe •weapon for dealing 
with less prominent members of the conspiracy. An Ordinance 

was, therefore, promulgated on the 25th 
The Bengal Ordinance, October, 1924, which allowed the milder 

method of surveillance in the case of the rank and file, and required 
the submission of material facts and circumstances to two Judges 

·in all cases where Government ordered personal restraint. Under 
this Ordinance 63 arrests were made in October and N ovemb.er; 
while 19 persons were incarcerated under Regulation III of 1818 
but subsequently dealt with as the others under the Ordinance. 
Among them were the Chief Executive Officer of the Calcutta Cor
poration and two members of the Bengal Legislative Council. 

We shall notice in another chapter the effect produced by the 
issue of this Ordinance upon the political situation in India. In 
Teply to the accusation that Government were employing extraordi
nary measures to suppress the legitimate activities of the Swarajists, 
it will be sufficient here to quote a portion of the explanation issued 
by Lord Reading himself:-" The Ordinance is directed solely to 
1'be Viceroy's Bllplana- these ends* and will in no waytouch.or affect 

tion. the interests or liberties of any citizens, • 
whether engaged in private or public affairs, so long. as they do not • 
connect themselves with violent criminal methods. The fundamen-

* That is, the suppression of revolutionary crime. 

E 2 
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tal duty of Government is to preserve public security on which politi
cal advance and all the functions of a civilized social organism 
depend. And, as it is manifest that sound and permanent political 
progress cannot be accelerated by violence or th\eat of violence, so 
also I deem it my duty and the duty of my Government to see that 
no vjolence or threat of violence shall operate to retard it. .I and my 
Governm~nt will therefore proceed as we are doing along the line of 
political development laid down in the decl:tred policy of P.arlia
ment reaffirm~d by His Majesty's Government. Acting with these 
objects and these intentions, I believe myself and my Government 
to be entitled to the support and co-operation of all those who have 
truly at heart the peace, the proRperity and the political future of 
India." 

Generally speaking, there was· little disposition in responsible 
quarters to deny the existence of revolutionary con~piJ'acy; or to 

Revolutionary Crime 
and the Public. 

question the facts put f~rward by the 
authorities in defence of their actio.:Q.. There 
was, however, a considerable amount of 

scepticism as to whether the Ordinance was really required; com
bined with comment on the failure of the Government of India to 
take the Legislative Assembly into their confidence. The reply 
to the latter charge was that the whole purpose of the Ordinance 
would have been frustrated had the suspects been put on their 
guard by a previous discussion in public; and to the former, that 
the ordinary purposes of law required for their proper operation 
an atmosphere of tranquillity which was not existent. Vigorous 
protests were ntised by many sections of political opinion; but it 
is to be remarked th,at the issue of the Ordinance did not entail any 
widespread political agitation. The action of the authorities, in 
short, while it did not command support from those .sections of 
Indian public opinion which are most vocal, failed to bring upon 
the heads of Government that fierce general denunciation which 
its opponents anticipated. As we pointed out in last year's 
Statement, the issue between the authorities and the anarchists is. 
still somewhat clouded in the eyes of certain persons first by the 
consideration that the anarchists are fellow-Indians while the' 

• Government is regarded as alien; and secondly by the fact that 
• revolutionary crime, which scarcely touches the majority of the 

public, is not connected in the popular mind with those dangerous 
implicati<Jns which cause the authorities to regard it so gravely-
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It is only fair to empha~ize the fact that the general public mani· 
fests no approval either for the outrages or for those who commit 
them. But there is a disposition to regard as an in:ilocent and 
oppressed person apyone who is· punished without being tried and 
condemned by the ordinary courts. In consequence, a suspect who 
is interne~ without being brought to trial can rely as a rule upon a 
good deal of sympathy. Great harm can be done to immature and 
emotional youths by -pronouncements which seem, with whatever 
reservations, to endorse and extol revolutionary methods. ..§Qme 
sens~j;ion .:was. ca:!J.sed in_June 1924 by what is generally known as 

, t]r~ Serajg(ian · Resolution. The Bengal Provincial Conference, over 
which Mr C. R. JJJs presided, passed a resolution which, while 

· paying tri ute to the basic principle of non-violence, spoke of the 
'·'high and noble ideal" and "noble self-sacrifice" of the murderer 
of Mr. Da.v. This was very unfortunate. That there could 
be any- sympathj, on the part of the Swaraj Party, which follows 
}fr. GandJli's ideal of non-violence, with revolutionary crime, has 
been emphatically denied upon several occasions by responsible 
leaders. !!J._Mar~h 1925 Mr. C. R. Das himself dec~ared that hi!fj/ 
par!y_~~s opP._osed on p:rinciple to political assassinations and. vio-\_ 
len:e in any shape or form, feeling that i£ violence is to take root in 
tiie political life of India, it would spell the end of their dream of 
self-Government for all time to come. But the resolution at.Seraj
ganj was most .mi_~;c_hieyqus. The Local Government state:-
" There can be no doubt that the impetus thus given to 
revolutionary aims was directly responsible for the increase in 
strength and activity of the terrorist associations against which 
.action had finally to be taken by ~he Ordinance." 
.~ - ~-" I - • - *" -- ..,..._ ·--- • •• ~ 

It is impossible also to overlook the danger of communist organi-
zations in foreign countries conspiring with the terrorist organiza

tion in India. During the year we are now 
reviewing, a dramatic illustration of this 

peril was found in what is known as the Cawnpore Conspiracy case. 
The High Court of Allahabad decided that Government had fully 
established that an individual passing under the name of M. N. Roy. 
and carrying on a corresnondence from an address in Berlin, had 
been engaged in organising and fomenting in India a c~nspiracy • 
professedly on behalf of the Third Communist International. The • 
accused in the case were found to have entered into this conspiracy 
anu to have agreed to act under the directions of this individual 

\ -~- -

Bolshevik Conspiracy. 
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for the purpose of depriving His Majesty the King-Emperor of the 
sovereignty of British India. The final remarks of their Lordships 
the Chief Justice and Sir Theodore Piggott may be quoted :-

" Although there is no plea against the severtty of the sentence 
in the memorandum of appeal, something was said in argument 
, before us as to the general futility' of their 
vudgment of the Court. . 

proceedmgs, the appa~ent absence of any-
thing like tangible results endangering the public security, and the 
suggestion was at least thrown out that their proceedings were 
more deserving of contempt than of prosecution and punishment. 
This plea does not impress us. It happened that the close personal 
attention given to their activities by Coi. Kaye and the remarkable 
efficiency of his department frustrated and hampered them at every 
turn. Their proceedings were known from day to day, and when 
the evidence against them was complete, their arrests• followed. 
Absurd and unbelievable as their aspirations were, the fact 
remains that each of these men entered into and carriei'l on this 
conspiracy with each other and with Roy in the most serious spirit. 
Whilst the conspiracy had for its principal object the overthrow 
of British rule in this country, the conspirators looked even beyond 
this. Exh~bit 9, 9a, 11, 12, the pamphlet ' What do we want ', 
and many other documents set out clearly what they aimed at 
achieving and how they hoped to achieve it.. British rule, govern
ment by upper and middle class Indian alike, were to be swept 
away, the confiscation of property was to be wholesale. A 
'People's party' was to be the initial step, having a public pro
gramme designed for their betterment which in no way offended 
against the law. Within that apparently harmless body 'illegal ' 
activities were to be prosecuted by an inner party consisting of 
' all the revolutionary nationalists.' Violence and destruction of 
property were to be encouraged and conflicts to be precipitated. 
At the propitious moment, resources and armed help were to come 
from the 'Universal revolutionary party', i:e., the Communist 
International. Throughout the whole of this fantastic scheme no 
calculation is made of, no thought apparently given to, the forces 
which British and Indians alike would array against an enemy 

• bent on their common destruction. In the event of the overthrow 
•by force of arm~ of the British Government, the revolutionaries 
proposed to sweep away all Indian political groups and labour 
.o~ganizati;ns which did not come into line. The power of upper 
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and middle class Indians was to be destroyed by taking from them 
all that they possessed." 

It will be perfectly plain from this extract that the existence 
of a revolutionary•conspiracy in India constitutes a serious menace; 
not merely from "the possibility which it holds of the debasement 
of politic~l life; but also £rom the undoubted opportunities which 
it affords to those w]J.ose professed aim it is to reduce the whole 
world to chaos and confusion. 

The discussion in the foregoing pages of the Indian Police sys
tem brings us naturally to the question o£ prisons. In India there 

Indian Jails. 
are 43 central jails, 181 district jails, and 
550 subordinate jails and lock-ups. The 

average daily population is just over 119,000, o£ whom the bulk are 
derived from the agricultural labouring classes. The comparative 
insignificance oP this figure, when contrasted with the total popu
lation of British India, is a testimony to t:P.e general law-abiding 
character o£ the Indian people. Indian jails, as a whole, are 
healthy; the average death-rate therein being 2·0 per cent. as com
pared with 3 per cent. for the free population. The total expendi
ture incurred on prisons amounts only to a sum of Rs. 1·67 crores 
against which must be set Rs. 0·2 crores derived from jail industries. 

Since the introduction of the .reformed constitution, the main
tenance of the Indian Prisons falls within the sphere of provincial 

Governments .. It is, however, subject to all-
~e Jails Committee. b · ·1· India legislation. The o v1ous advisab1 1ty 

o£ proceeding along certain general lines of uniform application led 
lately to the appointment of a Jails Committee, which conducted 
the first comprehensi>e survey of Indian prison administration 
which had been made for thirty years. Broadly speaking, stress 
was laid by the Committee upon the necessity of improving and in
creasing existing jail accommodation; of recruiting a better class of 
warders; of providing education for prisoners; and of developing 
prison industries so as to meet the needs of the consuming Depart
ments of Government. Other important recommendations included 
the separation of civil £rom criminal offenders; the adoption of the 

. English system o£ release on license in the case of adolescents; and • 
the creation of children's courts. The Committee found that the • 
reformative side of the Indian system needed particular attention. 
They recommended the segregation of habituals from • ordin·H'y 
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prisoners; the provision of separate accommodation for prisoners 
under .trial; the institution of the star-class system, and the aboli
tion of certain practices which are liable to harden or degrade the 
prison population. • 

'l'he effect of these recommendations, when carried out, will ·be 
to place India thoroughly abreast of the leading develQpments of 

penology in other countries. Action is now 
Action upon the Report. h b · t k• t · t ff t everyw ere emg a en o carry m o e ec 
the proposals of the· Jails Committee. Unfortunately, in the 
majority of Provinces the process has been hampered by financial 
stringency; for many of the changes advocated entail heavy expen
diturt>. Generally speaking, however, good progress has been made. 
Overcrowding, which was noticed by the Committee as a serious 
defect· in several provinces, has now very largely been remedied. 
Fresh rules have been drawn up to govern such matterlil as jail pun
ishment, and the infliction of whipping is carefully regulated. 
Solitary confinement )las been abolished as a prison pvnishment; 
i:he romission system has been improved, and attempts are now being 
made to teach the convict a trade which will assist him to become a 
useful citizen when he serves his sentence. Special Committees 
have been appointed in several Provinces to advise Government as 
to the religious needs of the various communities represented in the 
jail population. Additional Juvenile jails have been instituted; 
and where financial stringency makes such provision impossible, 
arra:ugements are made for the release of child offenders on bail 
undtJr the custody of their parents. Among the improvements 
which have been generally effected, mention may be made of facili
ties in regard to earning remission of sentence; the separation of 
under-trial prisoners from the surveillance of convict officials; the 
institution of .libraries for prisoners, and the reformation of rules 
regarding the habitual criminal. In several Provinces, Advisory 
Boards have been constituted to review periodically the sentences 
of long term prisoners. It is to be noted that the major portion of 
these reforms have been carried through by the initiative of the 
proVincial Governments, the Government of India having for the 
most part confined their attention to laying down certain general 
principles in regard to which uniformity is possible. Early in 1925, 

the Central Administration introduced into 
laU Legislation. the legislature a measure to modify the 

Indian Prisons Act, 1894, in certain directions recommended by the 
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Jails Committee, so as to alleviate the rigour of prison discipline.· 
Among other changes effected were the reduction of the maximum 
period of separate confinement from six to three months; the aboli
tion of solitary conJinement as a jail punishment, and the restriction 
of change of labour as a punishment to stated periods. Additions 
have als~ been made to the exceptions to the combination punish
ments enumerated in Section 47 of the Prisons Act. These reforms · 
had been introduced ih jails by executive instructions soon after the 
report of the Jails Committee was received, and the amending mea
sura now enacted is intended to give statutory sanction to them. 

Apart from the stress which. the Jails Committee laid on the 
reformative side of the "prison work, the ameliorative treatment of 

criminals has been receiving attention for a 
Ameliorative Treatment. a I h a . goo many years. n t e arrangements ma e 
for youthfuJ offenders, India is not far behind the prison adminis
trations in oth~ parts of the world. In several Provinces, the 
Borstal S)istem is flourishing; while the majqrity of the larger cities 
have reformatory and industrial schools. Many local Adminis
trations have set up children's courts; while legislation has been 
undertaken both in Bengal and in Madras to provide a machinery 
by which children who show a tendency to lapse into crime may be 
removed from pernicious surroundings and handed over to approved 
custody. But the success of any movement for reclaiming the 
criminal classes ultimately depends on the help of the general public.· 

Aiding Discharged 
Prisoners. · 

In most provinces of India, voluntary organi
zations exist for the benefit of discharged 
prisoners. In this country, as elsewhere in 

the world, the Salvation Army devotes special attention to the care 
of these unhapy individuals, and provides means of livelihood to 
prisoners conditionally released. There is much room for the exten
sion of this work,-which merits the utmost sympathy and support. 
There also exist in various localities Released Prisoners' Aid Socie
ties. These bodies, which consist of philanthropists of many differ
ent religious persuasions, discover employment for discharged 
prisoners; provide food, clothing and shelter; restart men in• their 
old business; and generally assist in every way to rehabilitate ex
convicts as useful members of society. They also discharge the • 
valuable function of organising public opinion for the purpose of • 
securing that sentences of imprisonment shall be passed only in 
cases where offenders cannot adequately be dealt with under the 
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1!upervision of probation officers. In many places it has been found 
:possible to appoint honorary visitors of the various jails; and.the 
ministration of religious preachers is now everywhere spreading. 
'Since the success of the JaiL Department on it,. reformative side 
depends ultimately upon the measure of support which the general 
public evinces in such activities as those just described, .it is un
fortunate that patriotic persons do not display greater interest in 
this matter. TheTe are, however, signs that the welfare of the 
prison population is coming to be recognised among the legitimate 
objects of philanthropic endeavour. 

During the last few years, the Jail Departments of certain Indian 
Provinces have been exposed to a severe strain owing to the sudden 

emergence into prominence of a new element 
" Politioal Prisoners." loosely called " political " prisoners. A 

large proportion of these were followers of the non-co-oper~tion move
ment, arrested and sentenced for defiance of alithol'ity. They in
cluded persons from almost all classes of society, but were i:g_ general 
of a type very different from that of the customary jail population. 
The difficulty of dealing with this influx of individuals, many of 
whom claimed to be acting for conscience's sake, was enhanced by 
the fact that the Indian jail authorities are, as a rule, accustomed 
to a priwn population of rough, illiterate, and dangerous men. 
Hence, for the mere safety of the jail, strict discipline has to be 
maintained. Somewhat naturally, the majority of these " poli
tical" prisoners did not appreciate the necessity for many of the 
regulations to which they were expected to conform; and before 
long, public opinion was moved by exaggerated stories as 
to the hardships inflicted upon them. From a very early date, the 
authorities devoted considerable attention to this problem. It was, 
of course, impossible that all these prisoners, irrespective of the. 
exact nature of the offences for which they had been sentenced, 
should be treated somewhat in the fashion of honoured guests of the 
Government. But nothing short o£ this would have satisfied a large 
and vocal section of the educated classes. The Government of 
India: after conferring with representatives o£ local Governments, 
issued general instructions to enable prisoners convicted o£ certain 

.offences to be accorded special treatment. These instructions, how
.ever, applied not only to the case o£ men sentenced for offences con
nected with political movements but to all prisoners fulfilling cer
tain prescribed conditions. It was laid down that each case was to 
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he considered on its merits; and the selection o£ differential treat
ment was made to depend upon the status, character and education 
of prisoner, as well as upon the nature of his offence. Selected pri
soners were to be s~parated from the ordinary jail population; might 
bring their own food and bedding and wear their own clothing; 
might po~sess books and magazines; receive visitors and }p,t.ters at 
stated intervals, and enjoy exemption from menial duties. Gener
ally speaking, the principles laid down in these instructions were 
already being acted upon by local Governments. These concessions, 
however, were very far from satisfying Indian political opinion~ 
which disliked in particular the strict exclusion from preferential 
treatment of all persons convicted of an offence involving violence, 
or of ai.l1 offence against property, or of incitement thereto; all per
sons hired to commit offences in connection with political move
ments; all persons convicted of attempts to seduce soldiers or police
men from their allegiance; or of offences directly involving criminal 
intimidation. The situation was not eased by the fact that many of 
the special class of prisoners went so far out of their way to make 
things difficult for the authorities that disciplinary action had to 
be taken against them. The arrest of large numbers of people in 
connection with such movements as the N agpur Flag agitation, and 
the Sikh "demonstrations at Bhai Pheru and elsewhere, swept into 

·the jails a heterogeneous collection of persons, all of whom were 
popularly regarded as entitled to the special treatment. This view 
the authorities did not share. T-he principles which we have already 
mentioned were carefully applied; but nevertheless complaints fre
quently appeared in the press regarding the sufferings of this or 
that personage of local repute. Particularly was this the case in 
the Punjab, where bitter attacks have been made upon the Priso:a 
Administration for what is alleged to be cruel treatment of priso
ners. These allegations, whenever they were sufficiently specific, 
were carefully investigated; and a few of the more serious were sub
j~cted to a magisterial enquiry. Many of the complaints are doubt
less due to the fact that the public does not appreciate the existence 
of a regular machinery, both official and non-official, for the investi
gation of conditions in jails. But the system of releasing Akali 
prisoners from Nabha jails in return for an apology, naturally en- • 
couraged c~rtain persons to endeavour to regain their credit by re-. 
presenting, after their release, that the apology had been extorted 
from them by duress.of various kinds on the part of the jail authori-
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ties. So :flagrant in some cases were the allegations made against 
the character and the conduct of the jail officers concerned, that pro
ceedings were taken in vindication of their character. Quite apart 
from the attack and the criticism to which the Jail Administration 
of certain Provinces has been subjected owing to the "political" 
prisoners, there has been a further regrettable consequep.ce to the 
system as a whole. The differential treatment accorded to 
privileged prisoners has been attended with unfortunate · conse
quences, in some places. at least, to the general discipline, especially 
as the authorities were reluctant to take strong measures against 
men of refinement and education. Fortunately, with the subsidence 
of political excitement, the crisis shows signs of passing. With 
the exception of the Sikh volunteers, who are still offering them
selves !or arrest in large, if decreasing, numbers, the proportion of 
persons who have been sentenced, during the period we.are now re
viewing, to terms of imprisonment for offences arismg out of politi
cal movements, is greatly reduced. 

One of the branches of the Administration which most directly 
concerns the ordinary citizen, is the machinery of civil justice. 

Civil J'uatice. 
Litigation is perhaps more popular in India, 
having regard to the general poverty of the . 

inhabitants, than in many other countries. During the year 1922, 
for example, the number of suits before the Civil Courts amounted 
t0 no less than 2·6 millions. This figure does not include suits de
cided by Village and Panchayat Courts, which numbered during 
-the same period 198,000; and suits tried by special revenue courts 
:amounting to 755,000. For some time, there have been wideE:pread 
complaints as to the delay attending the disposal of suits, a.nd the 
:arrears into which the judicial. work of the civil courts has fallen. 
Speaking in October 1923, Lord Reading said: " After my arrival 
in India, when there had been time to ~ake an examination, I was 
deeply impressed with the delays occurring under the present system 
in the administration of civil justice and specially in the recovery 
of the fruits of a decree by execution. These defects attracted my 
attention through the complaints of commercial bodies, through the 

0 
observations of the Privy Council in the cases coming before them, 

• through the observations made by members of the judiciary and 
the legal profession and through actual instances coming to my 
notice in .the routine of administration. The .flaw seemed to me 
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not due to any want of energy or capacity in the courts, but to the 
growth of complexity in the system the courts have to administer. 
It appeared to me that the ends of justice stood in some danger of 
being conquered and enslaved by the formalities of the law itself 
I ne~d not lay sttllss on the deplorable results which might follow 
such a process. It is a stage through which the administration of 
law inevi\ably passes and has passed at different periods in England 
in more modern time§. Steps have been taken in England to speed 
up the machinery of too old-fashioned a type for present needs and 
to simplify the technical process. I felt it my duty to take all 
possible steps to purge our Indian administration of justice of the 
reproach of delays which may amount to a denial of.justice'." · 

Accordingly, the Government of India, after consulting local 
Governments and High Courts, appointed an authoritative Com
mittee un<fer the chairmanship of Mr. Justice Rankin of the Cal
cutta High Court to ascertain and report what changes and improve
ments shtmld be made in order to provide for the more speedy and 
satisfactory despatch of the business transacted in the courts. The 
investigations of this Committee revealed that 22·19 ·per cent. of 

Arrears. 
the total number of suits before the Courts in 
1922 remained pending at the close of the 

year. In investigating the extent and causes of delays in the dis
posal of suits, the Committee arrived at the conclusion that the 
situation in Bengal, Assam, Madras, Bombay and Sind was serious. 
They fov.nd that the mass of arrears at present accumulated took the 
heart out of presiding judicial officers in the most litigious districts, 
and was leading to lack of proper supervision in several directions. 
Instances were found where judgments had not been delivered till 
a year after arguments had been heard. Human nature being what 
it is, this circumstance may be explained, at least in some degree, 
by the nature of some of the cases which the Indian Courts are 
called upon to decide. The Committee made pointed references to 
one suit in the United Provinces in which there were over a thousand 
defendants, and to another in the Punjab where the number of 
<lefendants amounted to more than 1,100. The Committee poim 
out that litigation shows no signs of decreasing; and that in parti
cular parts of Jndia, commercial cases are definitely growing in • 
number and in importance. As a result of their investigations. • 
Mr. Justice Rankin and his colleagues have made compreh~msive 
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proposals for relieving the pressure which at present weigh;; down 

Suggestions for 
Improvment. 

judicial officers. Alterations have been sug
gested in the jurisdiction of the lower courts, 
and an increase in the number of courts in 

places where judicial officers are overworked. b. general, the pro
posals follow the line of devolution. The develppment and grant 
of exclusive jurisdiction to village tribunals is recommen~ed, with 
a view to relieving Munsifs and Small Cause Courts of all simple 
money suits of small value. Proposals are made for the grant o£ 
wider jurisdiction to the courts of Subordinate Judges and Munsifs, 
s'l as to afford relief to courts of District Judges, and also to certain. 
courts in Madras, Bombay and Rangoon, with. a view to relieving 
High Courts on the Original Civil Side. It is suggested that Regis
trars should be appointed at Headquarters to relieve the District 
Judges of administrative and miscellaneous duties, and to act as th~ 
head of the unified offices of all courts situated in the Diflltrict Head
quarters. The Committee also dealt with the qualifications of judi
cial officers, and have put forward valuable suggestions•with the 
object of increasing their competence and efficiency. Other sugges
tions deal with the legal profession itself. Among these, there i& 
a proposal to proclaim touting as a penal offence; and to provide 
reasonable and just remuneration to both senior and junior pleaders 
in important cases. For the handling of commercial cases, the 
Committee has recommended the training of selected officers in com
mercial law and practice, if possible in England, and in other case& 
in the courts o£ the Presidency towns, where commercial cases are 
common. Proposals are made for the restriction of the right of a: 
third appeal from decisions of the Chartered High Courts in second 
appeals which are now admissible under the Letters Patent; and also· 
for requiring appellants in second appeals to deposit security f01:· 
the respondent's costs. Emphasis is laid upon the importance o:f 
inspections by High Court Judges in districts, so that personaF 
guidance may be given; and Judicial officers, found responsible for
indolence or perversity, may be brought under suitable discipline~ 
Among the most valuable portions of the Report is an examinatioru 
of the general conditions of work in each High Court in all its as
pects. It is greatly to be hoped that as a result of this remarkably 

• comprehensive survey of the machinery of civil justice in India,. 
.action will soon be taken to remedy the delays of which there has 
lately been so much complaint. 
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In the pages immediately preceding, we have briefly described 
the machinery by which the law in British India is enforced. We 

. . may now consider the manner in which that 
Leg~slatlon. law is shaped. As we have already indicated, 

the Montagu-Cheltnsford Reforms have introduced considerable 
changes into the law-making bodies ·of India. In the local Legis
lative CoU'hcils the proportion of Official members has now been fixed 
at a maximum of 20 .Per cent. while the total personnel has been 
considerably enlarged. In Madras, _Bombay, Bengal and the 
United Provinces, the number of members of the legislature is 
fixed by Statute at. a minimum varying from 111 to 12·5: hut in 

The Legislatures of 
India. 

practice these number!'! have been generally 
exceeded except in the case of Bombay. F·or 
example, Madras has 9 members in excess 'of 

its statutory minimum; Bengal has 15; and the United Provinces 5. 
In the Pu~ab, Bihar and Orissa, and the Central ProV'i.nces, the 
statutory minim~m varies from 70 to 98. In the Central Provinces, 
the minimum figure is adhered to, but Bihar and Orissa has 103 as 
against the statutory minimum of 98; and the Punjab· has 93 as, 
against the statutory minimum €Jf 83. In the Provincial legisla
ture,;, the elected members are required to constitute at least 70 per 
cent. of the total strength. 

The Legislative work accomplished by the Provincial Councils 
during 1924, though perhaps less impressive than the record of 1923, 

remains none the less considerable. The 
Provincial Law-Making. l . f l 1 . lf . . regu atwn o oca se -government contmues 
to attract a preponderating share of attention. From Bombay came 
a Village Panchayat Amendment Act and a District Municipal 
Amendment Act. Burma passed a Village Amending Act, a Rural 
Self-Government Amendment Act and a City of Rangoon Municipal 
.Amendment Act. Madras had also a City Municipal Amendment 
Aet. The amendment of the law relating to Stage Carriages and 
Public Conveyances also claimed some notice. Measures to deal 
with this question were passed by Madras, Bombay, and the Punjab. 
Land Revenue Administration also figured among the list of subjects 
dealt with by the Provincial Councils. From the United Provintes 
came two Board of Revenue Amendment Acts and the Agra Estates 
Amendment Act. Bihar and Orissa passed a Chota N agpur J::ncmu- • 
bered Estates Amendment Act. Port Trust Acts were passed by tho' 
}b<:has Legislature for 'futicorin; and Port Trust .Amen~ment Act, 
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!or Bombay and Karachi by the Bombay legislature. Both Bombay 
and Calcutta passed Rent Amendment Acts. Acts fixing the salary 
of the elected Presidents of the respective legislatures were passed by 
Madras, the Punjab, and Assam. Among miscellaneous measures 
we may notice a Stamp Amendment Act and Mo~or Vehicles Taxa
tion Act in the Punjab; a University of Rangoon Amendment Act 
and a Rangoon Development Trust Act from Burma; a.u Aerial 
Rope:ways Act from Bihar and Orissa. One advanced piece of social 
legislation, which excited a considerable sensation during 1924, was 
the Hindu Religious Endowments Act passed by the Madras legis
lature. This caused much heart-searching in the orthodox quarters~ 
for its inte.ntion was to regulate the great endowments of certain 
religious institutions and to apply the profits under State control to. 
benevolent activities. The measure entailed a considerable amount 
of correspondence between the Government o£ India and the Govern
ment of Madras; the Governor of Madras found himself unable t() 
assent to the Bill as originally passed, and returned it for reconsider
ation, recommending certain amendments which the Council ac
cepted. As finally passed the measure received His Excellency the 
Viceroy's assent on the 29th December, 1924. 

In the Central Legislature the law-making work of 1924 was~ 
with ce:rtain notable exceptions, of less importance than that of pre

vious years. In the Delhi session of 1924, 
Central Law-Making. attention was devoted to a measure introduced 
Delhi Session 1924. as the result of the passing in the preceding 

session of an Act XX of 1923-to give effect to certain resolutions. 
adopted by the International Convention for the suppression of traffic 
in women and children. The limit of minority for the purposes of 
the new offence created by that Act had been fixed at 18; but Gov
ernment considered it inconsistent that this age should be adopted in 

l'~i!spect of the new offences while that of 16. 
• Prevention of T~affi.c was retained in respect of certain old-standing· 
m Women and Chlldren· . . 

offences of a somewhat sim1lar nature. They 
had, therefore, secured the insertion in the Bill.which became Act 
XX of 1923 of a commencement clause to enable them to postpone 
bringing the new Act into operation until they had consulted local 
Governments. In the opinions which had been received, Gm·ern-

.ment found a sufficient body of convinced public support to warrant. 
.their proposal to apply one uniform age of 18 years to all these 
offences. Accordingly, a Bill was introduced to give effeet to this. 
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proposal which, after a certain amount·of discussion, was referred to· 
a Select Committee. The Bill was finally passed in a form which 
raised the age to 18 for the purposes of the offences punishable under· 
sections 372 and 373 of the Indian Penal Code, a similar provision in. 
the case of section 3~1 being expunged during the passage of the Bill. 
Among other official measures introduced in .the Delhi session of 

• 1924 mention may be made of a Bill to afford 
Other Official Measures. greater protection to persons under the age of 

18 years ; an amendment of the Tariff Act 
to enable Government to impose duties on articles imported into and 
exported from Indi~ by land; and an amendment of Indian Pass-
port Act empowering Government to make rules to deal with pPrsons 
who fail to comply with the specific conditions under which they· 
have been allowed entry into the country. To this last measure, 
opposition was offered and in the end the Bill was withdrawn. A. 

• number of interesting non-official Bills came· 
Non-official MeasUles. up for consideration. Dewan Bahadur T. 
Rangacha~iar introduced a Bill to amend the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure in order to regulate the use of fire-arms in dispersing unlaw

Use oi Fire-arms. 
ful assemblies. Mr. K. Rama Iyangar intro-
duced a Bill to amend the Indian Registra

tion Act and to amend section 68 of the Indian Evidence A. ct. Mr ~ 
Shanmukham Chetty introduced a Bill to validate certain insuffi
ciently and incorrectly stamped instruments. ·Sir Hari Singh Gour· 
was the sponsor of a large number of important measures. Among· 
~he most noteworthy was a Bill to amend section 375 of the Indianc 

Penal Code so as to raise the age of consent 
Age oi Conse:1t. 

~ from 12 to 14. He also introduced Bills to· 
make provision for the better management of Hindu Religious and 
Charitable Trust .Property; for defining the liability of Hindu 
Coparceners; and for the repeal of the Indian Criminal Law Amend-
ment Act. The introduction of this last was opposed by Govern-
ment and the European elected members; but on the matter 
being put to vote, leave was granted to Dr. Gour by 58 votes against; 

39. In the special Simla session of 1924, 
Special Session 1924. Government took the opportunity of the meet-

ing of the Legislature to introduce two small Bills. These were the 
Indian Specified Instruments Stamp Bill and the Indian Soldiers • 
Litigation Amendment Bill. Both were passed by the Council of 
State and by the Legislative Assembly, the second with a small 
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amendmeH.t. But the most important piece of legislation of the 
session, and i:q_deed the measure which provided the raison d' etre 
for the special meeting of the Assembly and the Council of State, 
was a Bill introduced by Sir Charles Innes, in pursuance of the 

Steel Protection Bill. 
policy of discriminating p1otection of indus~ 
tries in British India, to provide for the fos· 

tering and development of the steel industry by increasing the im. 
port duties leviable on certain iron and steel "'rticles and by enab· 
ling bounties to be given to manufacturers on certain articles. In 
general, the Bill commended itself to the favour of the majority of 
the Assembly. Opposition was, however, voiced from certain quar
ters. A ];uropean elected member, Mr. W. S. J. Willson, com
plained of the haste with which the Bill was being rushed through 
the House, and contended thatthe proper form which the proposed 
assistance t,o the steel industry should take was a bounty basis. Cer
tain Labour representatives also objected to the measure o·n the score 

that no adequate return to • the consumer 
Its passage into Law. would be realised for the burden now about 

to Le imposed upon him. In Select Committee, certain changes of 
detail were made; the preamble was amplified and some modifica
tions were adopted with the object of emphasizing the fact that 
while the protective duty would remain in force for three years only, 
a statutory obligation was to rest on Government to hold an enquiry 
during the course of the year 1926.27 as to the extent to which 
further protection was needed by the. industry. When the Bill 
emerged from Select Gommittee, a very large number of amend
ments had been sent in. Many of these were ruled out of order and 
of those moved the majority were rejected. Among those which 
commended themselves to the opinion of many Indian members was 
one which threatened the success of the whole Bill. It proposed to 
limit the benefits conferred by protection to concerns of which at 
least two-thirds of the capital invested was Indian. The same 
proviso was put forward in slightly less drastic form from several 
quarters; and eventually the d;iscussion was adjourned to enable 
Government and the Opposition to come to an understanding. This 
device was successful; the House agreeing, upon Government's 

.assurance that there would be. an ad hoc committee to go into the 
question of the proportion of the capital held by Indians in firms 
receiving the benefit of the protection, to adopt a new clal,lse limiting 
the operatwn of the benefits to firms providing fa~ilities for teehni-
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cal training to Indians; and in the case o£ Companies, to those
formally registered under the Indian Companies Act, with a. 
share capital o£ rupees and with such proportion of Indian 
Directors as the Governor General in Council may prescribe. 
Another amendmlifit was carried, exempting from the opera
tion o£ the Act such small implements as plough-blades and 
axes, which are commonly employed by the agricultural 
classes. The House, moreover, replaced a provision which 
had been omitted by a majority of votes in the Select Committee, 
imposing a duty upon imported tin-plates and tin-sheets. The Bill 
was passed by the Assembly on June 5th, and by the Council o£ 
State on June 9th. It received the Viceroy's assent on June· 
13th. 

In the September session, a number of small Bills were intro- · 
duced by the Official Benches. One o£ them possesses considerable 

September ~ssion. importance from the point of view of Labour. 
Official Measure!!. Under Mctions 490 and 492 o£ the Indian. 

Workmen'a Breach of Penal Code, brea:ches of contract in regard to .. 
Contract. · service during a voyage or Journey in distant. 

places were punishable under the Criminal law. Government held 
that there was no longer any justification for retaining these primi
tive provisions; and accordingly introduced a Bill to repeal them. 
A Bill to re-enact, with amendments and with extended scope, the 
Ind{an Soldiers Litigation Acto£ 1918 was referred by'the Assembly 
to Select Committee. Another Bill passed into law during the 
course of the session was an amendment of the Indian Motor Vehicles. 

Act, introduced with the object o£ enabling 
Motor Vehicles. · the police to maintain a more careful control. 

over breaches of the law relating to motor traffic. A Bill was also· 
introduced to provide for better regulation of Cotton Ginning Fac-. 
tories, with a view to reducing the possibilities o£ adulteration. 
This was circulated for the purpose o£ eliciting public opinion. A 
Bill introduced by Sir Basil Blackett to consolidate the law relating 

Land Customs. 
to the levy of Customs duties on articles im
ported and exported by land from and to· 

territories outside British India, was referred to a Select Committee 
in order to deal with the objection that it might possibly apply to· 
imports br exports of Indian States. After amendment, it was • 
passed into law. The report o£ the Select Committee on the Bill to
afford greater protection to ~tersons under the age of 18 was taken . 
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into consideration; and the Bill, as amended, was pat?sed by the 
. .Assembly. .A Bill to give effect to certain articles of the Inter

national Convention for the suppression of 
Obscene Publbations. the circulation of and traffic in obscene publi-

·~ations, which was passed by the Council of State, was referred to a 
"Select Committee by the .Assembly. Among other measures men
-tion may be made of a Bill to consolidate and amend the•Iaw relat-
-ing to Government and other Provident Funds, which originated in 
-the Council of State, and to ;vhich the .Assembly made an important 

Provident Fur:d. 
amendment. This was the omission of a pro
vision designed to remove doubts as to the 

-right o£ Government or the Railway respectively to.withhold from 
a subscriber, who had been dismissed from service, that portion of 
his Provident Fund consisting of contributions credited to his ac
·count by the employer. The Bill as so amended was passed by the 
.Assembly, but at the close of the period under review•the amend
ment hud yet to be considered by tne Council ot State. .A Bill 
-to amend the Imperial Bank of India .Act came up before t'he .Assem

Imperial Bank. 
bly when the report of the Select Committee 
on the Bill ·was- taken into consideration. 

'This was passed with one official amendment to make it clear that 
-the Bill had reference only to Banking Companies whose capital is 
"expressed in rupees j and with one non-official amendment, which 
-brought Co-operative Banks within the scope of the measure. Seve-

ral interesting non-official Bills came up 
Non-official Measures. · 1 · h before the Legis ature durmg t e same ses-

~sion. On Sir Hari Singh Gaur's motion to refer to a Select Com
mittee his Bill to make provision for the better management of 
Hindu Religious and Charitable Trust Property, the House dis

·played considerable diversity of opinion. - Ultimately, the motion 
·was adjourned. The Bill to repeal certain provisions of the Indian 

Criminal Law .Amendment .Act previously 
Bill to repeal CrimiD.Al introduced by the·same member also came up 
Law Amendment Act. 

before the .Assembly; and, despite the opposi-
·tion of Government, was taken into consideration by 71 votes against 
39. It was eventually passed by that chamber, despite the argu

--ments of th~ Treasury Benches, by a considerable majorjty. Mr. 
• K. Rama Iyangar's motion to refer to Select Committee his Bill to 

amend the Registration .Act, 1908, was accepted by the House, 
.J.espite official opposition. _Mr. Rangachariar's Bill to regulate the 
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use of fire-arms in the dispersal of an assembly was referred to 

'Use of Fire-arms. 
Select Committee by the Indian non-official 
majority. Two measures of considerable im

portance, from the J!tandpoint of Indian Labour, were introduced by 
private members. Mr. Chaman Lal introduced a Bill to make pro-

~ . . vision for the weekly payment of wages to 
Labolll' egislation. workmen, to domestic servants and other em-

ployees; and Mr. J osht introduced a Bill to regulate the employment 
of women in factories and mines and on estates t9 which the Assam 
Labour and Emigration Act, 1901, applied. Among the more con
troversial measures was a Bill introduced by Mr. K. C. Neogy to 
prohibit the reservation of compartments in Railway trains for the 

exclusive use of persons belonging to any 
Railway Reservations. particular community, race, or creed . 

• 

. .. 



CHAPTER III. 

• 
Economics. 

India, in common with other countries, has suffered d~rangement 
in her economy from the aftermaths of th~ war. This fact was 
reflected in an era of five years of unbalanced budgets. But financial 
equilibrium has been restored; a steady revival in trade has taken 
place; and her prospects of commercial and industrial expansion 
are now extremely favourable. 

Certain general conditions which regulate the finances of the 
country require a short explanation. India· has large commitments 
in London, which require annual payments of from £~5,000,000 to 
£30,000,000. The major portion of this sum represents the intere!lt 
on capital which India has borrowed for the purpose Qf internal 
developments, whence she derives great profit. A second. item is 
payment for Government stores which cannot be obtained in India. 
This head is destined gradually to disappear as the new policy of 
purchasing in India gains ground. Already strenuous efforts have 
been made to reduce it. Third come the payments made to England 

for the leave allowances of Government ser
Commitments in Eogland. vants and for their pensions after they nave 
retired. Fourth is the cost of maintaining .the High CommissionH 
for India, who discharges functions in England similar to those of 
High Commissioners representing the self-governing Dominions. 
Occasionally, these commitments in London are swollen by special 
items. For example, the revised estimates for the year 1924-25 
provide for a total disbursement by the Secretary of State and the 
High Commissioner for India of a sum of £56 millions. Of this 
amount £18·5 millions represents the East Indian Railway Deben
tures taken over by the Secretary of State on termination of the · 
Company's contract. Other items are £7·5 millions on account of 
railway capital outlay; £2·6 millions repre~aenting expenditure on 
behalf of Provincial Governments; and £2 millions for t:he discharge 

• of Debentures and Issues under deposits and advances. The net 
expenditure of the Government 8f India in England, in excess o£ 
revenue there received, accounts for £25·5 millions . . 
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DIAGRAM No. 2. 

How each Rupee of Revenue was made 
up in lndi~ 1923-24. 

• 
(Provincial and Central Together.) 

CUSTOMS 
0·\9 

• 

RAILWAYS 
0·15 

The Rupee of Revenue 1923 .. 24. 

• 

[The basis of reckoning is the same as that on which the accounts and estimates 
are prepared; working expenses of the H.ailway, Irrigation, Posts and Telegraphs 
Departments, refunds and the like being deducted from revenue and not treated as 
expenditure.3 
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From the internal aspect also, India's financial system presents 
cert~in peculiarities. Direct taxation, in the ordinary sense of 

the word, bulks far less largely in her budget 
Domestic Finance.. than in the revenues of many other countries. 

For example, out of the total revenue, according to the revised 
estimate ~r 1924-25, of Rs. 134·8 crores, only Rs. 16·47 crores ~s 
derived from the direct taxation of income. Government incomings 
are derived principalljr from such indirect sources as Customs, Salt, 
Railways, Currency and Mint profits, and Irrigation. Further, 
since India is still predominantly agricultural, the revenue of the 
country is largely influenced by the character of the season; al
though, as will be explained below, the separation of the railway 
:finance from the general finance of the country will probably reduce 
in some degree the element of uncertainty which has hitherto 
characterised financial predictions. As time goes on, it .may be 
hoped that tht? Indian budget will cease to merit the cynical 
descripti<m of " A gamble in rain :•; but so long as three out of 
every four persons gain their living directly from soil, the in
fluence exerted from year to year upon the prosperity of the country 
by the nature of the monsoon must continue to remain a financial 
-factor of no ordinary importance. 

As between the Central and Provincial Governments the 
financial arrangements were, until recently, somewhat complex. 

Formerly, all revenues went into the coffers 
Central and Provincial of the Government of India, whose sancti~n 

Finance. 
was requisite for any· considerable expendi-

ture. This system developed into the plan of " divided heads ". 
The budget of the Government of India still included the trans: 
.actions of the local Governments, but the revenues enjoyed by the 
latter were mainly derived from sources of income which they 
:shared with the Central Government. The reformed constitution 
has introduced a complete separation between the finances of the 
Central and Provincial Administrations. Land revenue, Irriga
tion, Exoise, and Stamps have become provincial sources of revenue. 
The Government of India still retain such important heads as 
Customs, Taxes on Income and Salt; as well as the profits derived. 
from Railways, Irrigation, Currency and Mint charges, Posts and 
'Telegraphs, and other Central Services. Nevertheless, the new ar
rangement has substantially curtailed their resources; and hitherto 
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tl1e <ffificit har> had to be made good by contributions from the Pro
vinces. These contributions are based upon the report of a Com-

. . . mittee presided over by Lord Meston in 
Provm01al Contributions. . . January, 1920, whrch recommended that the 
Provincial Governments should contribute anmially Rs. 9·83 crores 
to the Government of India. The recommendations o( the Com
mittee were r~vised and, to some extent, altered by the Joint Select 
Committee of both Houses of Parliament. • It was finally settled 
that from the year 1921-22 a total contribution of Rs. 9·83 crores 
or such smaller amount .as might be determined by the Governor 
General in Council, should be paid by the Local Governments. 
Provision was made for reduction when the Governor G'eneral in 
Council fixed as the total amount of the contribution a sum smaller 
than that payable in the preceding year. Unfortunately, the 
separation between Central and Provincial finances, which might 
normally have· been expected to benefit each party to the bargain, 
occurred at a time when bot:k the Central and Local.A.dmi.nistrations 
were suffering from a period· of financial distress. This was due 
in part to rising prices and in part to the increased cost of the more 
elaborate machinery required bythe reformed constitution. Politi
cally, the consequences have been somewhat serious. The hope that 
the resources of the Provinces, increased as a result of the new finan
cial settlement, would assist them in finding money for large schemes 
of economic and social progress, has been deferred. Since it is 
upon progress of this kind that the success of the reformed consti
tution largely depends, considerable dissatisfaction has resulted. 

The Ministers in charge of " nation-building" 
Financi~ Stringency and Departments have not been able to effect those 

1t11 etfect11. • h' h d d . . h f expanswns w 1c e ucate op1n1on as or 
long insistently demanded. It will thus be apparent that financial 
stringency has impostJd a severe handicap upon the early years of 
the reformed regime. In addition, as is only natural, there has 
grown up in the provinees a strong feeling against depleting local 
finances by subventions to the Central Government. Certain Pro
vincial Administrations have found themselves unable to balance 
their budgets under the existing arrangement; and since 1922 no 

• contribution at all has been realised from Bengal. This was, in
deed, an exceptional case; for the province in question had been 
recommended to the special consideration of the Government of 
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DIAGRAM No. 3. 

How each Rupee of Expenditure was made 
up in India 1923-24. 

• 
(Provincial and Central Together.) ( 

• 

MILITA~Y SERVICES 
0·30 

OTHER HEADS 
O:Jl) • 

RAILWAYS 
0:12 

The Rupee of Expenditure 1923-24. 

[i'or the basis of reckoning vide footnote to Diagram No.2.] 
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India by the Joint Select Committee. The concession, of course,. 
encouraged other Provinces· to press for relief; and dissatisfaction 
with the " Meston Award " is now openly voiced. But since
the finances of the Central Government have until lately been such 
as to make a genera! reduction of the Provincial contributions un
thinkable, ~lief could not be given. In 1922-23 the position of 
the Provincial Governments was serious; the aggregate deficit 
between current revenu.e and expenditure amounting to Rs. 3·52' 
crores. But the feeling that the local Administrations could' 
expect no immediate help from the Government of India stimulated~ 
in healthy fashion their efforts to achieve financial stability. A 
process of rigqrous retrenchment, combined with new taxation,. 
brought their finances to a more satisfactory condition, so that 
the gap separating revenue and expenditure in the majority of 
provincial bu_dgets is now very small. But the local Administrations
have little mone~ to spend on development; and it is fyequently 
asserted thlit the contributions which they are obliged to make to
the Government of India represent the whole difference between 
stable finances accompanied by progress in directions which en

The Central Government 
aud Provincial 
contributions. 

lightened opinion demands, and a precarious
equilibrium which might, at any time, turn· 
into a definite deficit. The Go.vernmen.t or 
India fully realise the handicap which is 

placed upon the Provincial Governments by the contribution 
system. They have set in the forefront of their financial 
policy the necessity of leaving the Provinces free to under
take those large projects of social and industrial development upon: 
which India's progress primarily depends; and as is explained on. 
a subsequent page, the improved finances of the Central Government 
have now at last enabled relief to be given to certain Provinces~ 

In connection with the relations between central and provincial'. 
finance, we may briefly mention two significant developments which. 
have occurred during the period under review. In November, 1923,. 
a conference between the Financial authorities of the Provincial and 
Central Governments passed a resolution recommending the appoint
ment of an expert Committee on Taxation; which should examine
the manner in which the burden was at present distributed between • 
different classes of the population; should consider the whole scheme-
of taxation-central, provincial and local-with a view to its im-
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-provement; should report on the suitability of new sources of taxa

Taxation Enquiry 
Committee. 

tion; should advise on the machinery required 
for the collection of tans; and should, in 
general, survey the whol~ field of the demand 

of the State upon the imbject with the ex<:eption, to some extent, of 
1and revenue. This committee was duly constituted lunder the 
Chairmanship of Sir Charles Todhunter, a distinguished member 
of the Indian Civil Service with considerablE! experience o£ financial 
problems. The Legislative Assembly, although it had at first agreed 
io the project, ultimately displayed dissatisfaction with the scope 
·of the enquiry and the terms of reference to the Committee. 
Nevertheless, the Government of India hope to obtain valuable 
guidance as a result of the labours which the Committee has already 
commenced. A second important topic which has come under dis
.cussiou during this period is a scheme for the establ:i.shment of a 

Provincial Loans Fund, the-purpose of which 
Provincial Loans Fund. is to systematize the arrangemenit by which 
advances are made to Provincial Governments from the Central 
Exchequer. It is hoped that a central Fund may be established 
as from the beginning of the new financial year, out of which all 
advances granted by the Government of India to Provincial Gov
ernments will be made, the interest charges and the terms on which 
ihe advances granted for various purposes are to be repaid being 
iixed for all provinces alike at such rates as will keep the Fund 
solvent. This projeet is of importance for two reasons. In the 
-first place, it will subject to definite principle$ the ~orrowing of 
ihe Provinces, instead of necessitating the passing of special orders 
by the Government of India for the rate of interest, the period of 
:amortisation, and the general terms and conditions, on each loan 
:as it arises. In the second place, the scheme contains within itself 
ihe germs of a noteworthy development. Sir Basil Blackett, in 
.explaining it to the Assembly, stated that he looked forward to 
the day when the Fund would be administered by an Indian body 
corresponding to the National Debt C~mmissioners and the Public 
Works Loan Commissioners in England ; the money required for 
advances from the Fund being raised in the open ma~ket by the 

• controlling body on the security of its own assets. Consider
able benefits, he · beli~ved, would accrue to the finances of 
India i£. the advances made by the Central Government to 
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the Provincial Government~ could be excluded from the Public 
Debt of the Government of India in the same way as advances 

. made on the guarantee of the British Treasury to public bodies in 
the United Kingdom are excluded from thG British Public Debt. 
The real facts regocding the Public Debt in India would be more 
obvious ay the facilities for raising new capital would be widened, 
it so large a portion of the money required for capital development 
of all kinds had not to be raised, as at present is the case, by a single 
borrower, namely, th; Government of India, on the sole security 
of the Indian revenues. 

'l'he financial history of the period we are now reviewing has 
hf:en distinguished by one innovation of a far-reaching character, 

namely, the separation of railway finances 
Financial Landmarks oi from the general finances of the country. 

1924-25. f h" h f h . The effects o t 1s c ange, rom t e pomt 
of view of Railw.ay administration, will be examined in some detail 
upon a later page. Here we are concerned with its financial con
sequences. The proposal sprang in the first place, from the fact, 
forcibly pointed out by the Committee under Sir William Acworth 
which investigated the Indian Railway system, that the annual 
allotments for railway expenditure were determined from year to 
year with less regard to the actual requirements of the Indian 
Railways than to the general financial position of India. The 

unhappy results of this arrangement, from the 
Separation of Railway railway standpoint, were very clearly de-

from General dnances. · · 
monstrated in the Acworth Report. After 

investigating the matter fully, the Government of India came to 
the conclusion that the suggested separation would be entirely 
advantageous. Not only would it enable the railways of India to 
be financed as a business undertaking; but, in addition, it would 
reliPve the Government of India of many difficulties and doubts. 
·when the general budget incorporated the gross receipts and work
ing expenses of the railways, the difference between good and bad 
trading seasons and good and bad monsoons meant a difference of 
several crores of rupees in the budget figures. .Accordingly an 
arrangement was worked out by which the Railways should make 
an ascertained annual contribution to the general revenues; and for • 
the rest should enjoy the ad\antages of an entirely separate budget. 
1'he successful initiation ot the proposed arrangement was by no· 
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·.means easy. The Legislative Assembly, when the proposal wal'! 
:hrought' before it in the first instance, reserved its opinion; for 
ihere was a_ fear in the minds of many members lest the con,troi 
·which the Legislature had hitherto exercised over railway policy, 
·might in some degree be weakened. In the Delhi session of 1924, 
·no conclusion was reached; but in September, after a~interval in 
which the project had been fully discussed in all its aspects in the 
:public press, a final settlement was hal'pily arrived at. The 
Assembly recommended to the Governor General in Council that 
·the railway finances should be separated from the general finances 
-of the country, and that the general revenues should receive a 
.definite annual contribution from railways which should be the 
first charge on th1'lir net receipts. This contribution was settled 
-on the basis o£one per cent. on the capital at charge in the penulti
mate year, plus one-fifth of the surplus profits in tha.t year. The 
Assembly also stipulated that if, after payment of the contribution 
so fixed, the amount available for transfer to railway resQTVes should 
-exceed Rs. 3 crores, one-third of the excess should be paid to General 
Revenues. This railway reserve is to be used to secure the payment 

·-of the annual contribution; to provide, if necessary, for arrears of 
-depreciation and for writing down capital; and to strengthen 
generally the financial position of the railways. It was further 
:.agreed that a Standing Finance Com.mittee for Railways was to be 
constituted, consisting .of one nominated official member of the 
Assembly as Chairman, and 11 members elected by the House itself. 
'The Members of the Standing Finance Committee for Railways are 
;to be ere-officio members of the Central Advisory Council, which 
-consists, in addition, of not more than one further nominated official 
.member, 6 non-official. members selected from a panel elected by 
the Council of State and 6 non-official members selected from a panel 
-elected by the Legislative Assembly. Before the Standing Finance 
'Committee is to be placed the estimate of Railway expenditure prior 
to the discussion of demands for grants in the Assembly. The whole 
.arrangement was declared to be subject to periodic revision, but to 
be attempted as an experiment in the first instance for at least three 
_years. In consenting to it, the Assembly made certain stipulations, 

• which are detailed below in the section of this Statement devoted 
to Railways, and further pressed upon Government its views in 
the matters of Indianisation and stores-purchase. The general 
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n R n n 
ExPKNDITURE--

1tEVENUE-

Prlnoipal Head!! of Rave· Direct Demands on the B 5,44,04,114 5,54,12,000 5,45,62,000 5,28,D_1,000 
nue- Revenues. 

Customs A 89,69,64,296 45,01,82,000 44,76,44,000 46,85,00,000 

Taxes on Income " 
18,23,55,516 18,21,97,000 16,47,26,000 17,34,87,000 

Forest and other Capital " 
.. .. 21,11,000 32,03,000 

outlay charged to 
Revenue. 

Salt. " 
10,01,50,870 9,04,62,000 7, 73,78,000 6,95,00,000 

RaUways: Interest and 26,25,21,458 25,16,79,000 28,55,02,000 28,65,70,000 
:Miscellaneous Charges 

Opium " 
4,24,81,654 4,33,60,000 3,68,30,000 8,55,85,000 (as per Railway 

Budget). . . Other Heads " 
2,28,56,225 2,22,82,000 ,2,08,21,000 2,23,14,000 

Irrigation l3 16,42,130 22,85,000 21,0~,000 17,79,000 . . 
TOT AI, PRJNCTPAI, HEADS • ~4,48,08,561 78,84,33,000 74,73,99,000 76,43,86,000 Posts and Telegraphs " 

25,37,942 -11,00,000 -62,000 -28,17,000 

Debt Services •' " 
17 ,33, 44,971 18,32,51,000 17,92,04,000 18,18,06,000 

ltallways: Net 1\e· 32,69,42,393 29,74,93,000 34,19,37,(100 3~,89,44,1100 

eeipts (as '{ler Rail· 
way Budget). 

Irrigation : Net' Re· A 10,54,064 12,47,000 8,91,000 10,42,000 

Civil Administration " 
0,33,97,308 9,80,28,000 10,26,87,000 10,97,98,000 

Currency and Mint " 
90,07,398 77,31,000 73,20,000 73,47,000 

I 

celpts. 

Posts and Telegraphs : " 
06,12,987 1,07,41,000 91,14,000 68,11,000 Civil Works. ,. 1, 70,31,590 2,06,50,000 1,n3,27,ooo 1,68,47,000 

Net Receipts. 

Interest Receipts " 
3,16,59,620 3,17,25,000 3, 79,59,000 3,60,44,000 Miscellaneous " 

4,46,49,882 4,88, 73,000 4,47,05,000 4,01,91,000 

Civil Administration . 68,51,292 72,01,000 70,70,000 72,60,000 
Military Services " 

61,04,31,760 63,00,16,000 60,49,06,000 60,26,17,000 

Currency and Mint " 
3,12,73,991 3,63,86,000 3,94,93,000 ·1,08,07,000 

Clv!l Works " 
37,05,240 12,36,000 12,12,000 10,1~,()00 Miscellaneous Adjust· " 

37,08,778 22,65,000 56,32,000 15,74,000 
ments between tho 

Miscellaneous " 
94,78,186 67,48,000 33,50,000 ·13,21,000 Central and Provincial 

Governments. 

Military Receipts " 
4,81,56,897 2, 75,16,000 4,1G,96,000 4,01,17,000 

Provincial Contrlbu- " 
9.,21,54,718 9,22,11,000 9,25,16,000 G, 72, 14,(,ll0 

tions and mlscella· 
neous adjustments 
between Central and 

Extraordinary Items " 
8,40,96,207 .. .. 25,00,000 

----
Provincial Govem-
ments. . • 

Extraordinary Items . " 
2,59,135,851 .. 2,55,89,000 :;8,33,000 

roTAL EXPNNDITURI~ 1,30,77,63,547 1,20,90,90,000 1,30,82,68,000 1,30,43,96,000 

~--- OHARGED '£0 REVENUE. ------ ---~-

~~OTAJ, ltEVENUE 1,33,10' 60,305 1,30,09,37,000 1,34,82,26,000 1,31,17,97,000 
• e SURPLUS 2,38,99,758 18,47,000 3,99,58,000 74,01,000 

DEFICIT , .. .. .. .. 
-

TOTAL 1,33,16,63,305 1,30,09,37,000 1,.34,82,26,000 1,31,17,97,000 
TOTAL 1,33,16,63,305 1,30,09,37,000 1,34,82,20,000 1,31,17,97,000 
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effect of this arrangement upon the finances of the country lies 
principally in the consideration that the Indian tax-payer is now: 
assured of a regular and growing contribution in relief of taxation 
from his investmlints in railways; while the task of maintaining 
a continuous financial policy, and of distinguishing between a 
iemporar) and permanent surplus or deficit in accouuts, is immensely 
facilitated. 

With these prel'iminaries, we may now briefly examine the 
financial position of the Central Government. Until five years ago, 

the accounts had, for a quarter of a century, 
Finances oi the Central revealed great strength. With the exception 

Govel'DJnent. 
of one or two abnormal years, there were 

gE:merally surpluses, which were divided among the provinces £or 
~xpenditure on education, sanitation, and other amenities. Sub
stantial anwunts were further set aside for productive purposes; and 
State borrowings were kept at a low figure. But in 1918-19 the 
situation @hanged. There was a deficit of Rs. 6 crores, which was 
left uncovered. Next year, largely owing to the expense of the 
Afghan War, the deficit amounted to Rs. 24 crores. The final 
accounts for 1920-21 show~d :t deficit of Rs. 26 crores; and for 
1921-22, a deficit of Rs. 18 crores was anticipated. Fresh taxation 

Detl.cit Budgets. 
was imposed; but disastrous trade depression 
supervened which reduced the estimated 

revenue by Rs. 20 crores. The effect of the depression was aggra
vated by an increase in expenditure, with the consequence that the 
revised estimate showed a deficit of Rs. 33 crores. In these cir
.cumstances Government budgetted for a deficit in 1922-23, proposing 
to find Rs. 29 crores and to leave the remainder uncovered. The 
Legislative Assembly expressed itself emphatically through the 
mouths both of European and Indian elected members, and demand
·ed thorough-going retrenchment; and at the same time rejected 
proposed increases in the duty on imported piece-goods and 
in the cotton excise. Throughout 1922, accordingly, all 
Departments of the Government of India radically overhauled 
their commitments; and in the winter of 1922-23 a strong Committee 
presided over by Lord lnchcape subjected the whole expenditure 

Retrenchment. 
to a minute and searching scrutiny. The • 
Committee recommended savings to the extent 

of Rs. 19! crores; the largest items of economy being on th~ military 
ilide (Rs. 10·5 crores); in Railways (Rs. 4·5 crores); in Posts and 
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Telegraphs (B,s. 1·3 crores), exclusive of a reduction of Rs. 0·& 
crores in the capital expenditure of the Telegraph Department. 
Under the head of General Administration, the Committee proposed 
a reduction of Rs. 0·5 crores, towards which ev@lry Department of 
the ~overnme~t of India found itself compelled to cont~bute by 
drastic economies. ( 

It was impossible, as the Retrenchment Gommittee themselves 
realised, to obtain the full value of the proposed reductions in the 

first year of their operation. But by strenuous 
Resulting .Economies. ff G e orts, overnment succeeded in including 

the major portion of the economies recommended in the 1923-24 
budget. In the non-military portion of the expenditure, an imme
diate reduction of Rs. 6·6 crores was found possible as against the 
Inchcape Committee's ultimate suggestion of Rs. 8 crores. In the 
case of military expenditure, the total funds required for 1923-24 
were estimated at Rs. 62 crores, which represented econo:n:ies to the 
amount of Rs. 5·15 crores. Unfor.tuna.tely, even these substantial 
reductions were not regarded as sufficient to balance revenue and 
tlXpenditure during 1923-24; for as. against an estimated expendi
ture of Rs. 204·37 crores, there was an expected revenue of Rs. 195·2 
crores. As was mentioned in last year's Statement, the Assembly 
refused to -consent to the enhancement of the salt tax which would 
have bridged the gulf between receipts and disbursements. Since 
Uovernment considered that the possibilities of retrenchment had. 
been taken fully into consideration and that the balancing of 
India's budget could not be further delayed without damage to 
her credit, the Viceroy certified the enhancement of the salt tax 

. unW March 31st, 1924. Thus, after five 
Financial )l)qnilibrium. ·years of deficit, the GoYernment of India at 
last achieved a balanced budget. The financial effects of this 
success were. apparent in the course of the next twelve months 
in th.e enhanced market price of rupee securities. Further, 
for the first time since 1919, the Government of India were able 
to raise a $ubstantial amount by a long term ipsue. During 1923-24, 
trade sho1Ved ·a steady revival. Exports continued to expand, and 
any serious decline in imports was limited to a few cases. The price 

·of food grains fell steadily; and in December, 1923, the wholesale 
price of ~ereals in Calcutta was only 5 per cent. above the level for 
July, 1914. · But the recovery of trade, though marked, was still 
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slow; and the fall in price o£ imported articles led once more to dis· 
appointment in the Customs Receipts. Certain variations from the 
budget occurred under the heads o£ Railways, Interest, and Salt, the 
total effect o£ which was slight. On the revenue side, as against the 
budget estimate ;£ Hs. 134·9 crores, it was anticipated that the 
-figures a\ the end o£ the year would amount to Rs. 129·52 crore~. 
Fortunately, on the expenditure side, the year showed appreciable 
:Savings. Considerabie economies were effected in military expendi
ture; and the finances of Government profited from the rise in 
-exchange. Hence, as against an estimated expenditure o£ Rs. 134·09 
crores, the figures for the year seemed to indicate a revised total 
.o£ Rs. 129·90 crores. Thus, at the time when the budget £or 1924-25 
was presented, there was reason to believe that the year 1923-24 
would close with a small deficit o£ Rs. 0·38 crores. The position was 
placed bey.ond doubt by a windfall estimated at something like 
£3! millions, r.epresenting profits credited to the Government o£ 
India £roVJ- the control of enemy ships and· now transferred to the 
Indian revenues. It was, therefore, calculated that the year would 
dose with a surplus o£ Rs. 2·06 crores. But, in point o£ fact, the 
actuals show an improvement over the estimated position. The 
-rev~nue for 1923-24 was Rs. 133·17 crores; and the expenditure o£ 
Rs. 130·78 crores, leaving a realised surplus o£ Rs~ 2·39 crores. 

In forecasting the expenditure for 1924-25, it was estimated that 
-the military expenditure would be Rs. 63 crores gross and Rs. 60·25 

crores net. Established charges were framed 
Forecast for 1924-25. at Rs. 58:75 crores as against Rs. 59·38 crores 

-estimated by the Retrenchment Committee. On the civil side, the 
recommendations o£ the Retrenchment Committee had by this 
time almost all been carried into effect; and expenditure generally 
was kept low. On the assumption that the proposed separation of 
Railway from General finances would be approved. by the Assembly, 
with the consequence that railway transactions would cease to be 
:a direct charge on the central revenues, the total expenditure for 
1924-25 was estimated as Rs. 104·57 crores. On the revenue side 
-Government expected net receipts from the Customs o£ Rs. 45·02 
crores. Certain small changes in the tariff were proposed, the most • 
important being a reduction o£ the excise duty on motor spirit to 4! 
annas per gallon; and the imposition of specific duties on empty 
match boxes and splints. From income tax, a total o£ Rs. 18·2·2 

F2 
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crores was expected. On the assumption that the net receipts from 
railways were replaced by a fixed contribution o:£ Rs. 4·27 crores. 
a total revenue estimate was arrived at of Rs. 107·93 crores. On 
the basis of existing taxation, this would yield a surplus of Rs. 3·36· 

· crores during 1924-25. •'ro this surplus, 
Government's Proposals. there were two claimants; provincjhl contri-
butions and the salt duty. Government recommended that a sum of 
Rs. 1·82 crores should be applied to reducing J,he duty from Rs. 2-8 
to Rs. 2 per maund of 82t lbs.; and that a sum of Rs. 1·50 crores 
should be applied to a reduction of provincial contributions. 
This would have given immediate relief to Madras, the 
Punjab, the United Provinces, and Burma by varying amounts. 
But as· was pointed out in last year's Statement, the Legislative 

Assembly refused to consider the detailed 
The Assembly's Action · · f h b d h · fi · 1: · provisions o t e u get upon t en nanc1a1 
merits, and would not permit the introduction of the F1nance Bill. 
In consequence, Lord Reading found himself obliged to pertify the 
Finance Bill in the minimum form which the responsibility vested 
in him dictated. The salt tax was ac~ordingly reduced to Rs. 1-4 
per maund; consideration of the claims of the Provinces was post
poned, and with the exception of the imposition on empty match 
boxes and splints, the other changes in the tariff which had been 
proposed in the draft Finance Bill were dropped. 

We may now briefly recount the financial history for the year 
1924-25.. The hopes of a marked revival in trade which had been 

disappointed in 1922-23, and, to a less extent, 
General Conditions of in 1923-24, were at last fulfilled. The cha-

1924-25. 
racteristic feature of the year was the move-

ment of greater bulk of commodities both for export and for home 
consumption. The first ten months of 1924-25 showed once again 
a considerable expansion in the exports of grain and pulse. The 
price of tea advanced considerably, and India's export of this com
modity attained a record figure during the year. The cotton trade 
was engaged in adjusting itself to smaller margins; as the effect 
of falling world-prices and severe competition from Japan made 

• itself felt; but the steady expansion in the export of Indian-made· 
piece-goods, particularly grey goods, was an encouraging feature. 
In the last months of 1924, certain of the commodities which India. 
chiefly e~ports, notably jute, tea and wheat, rose in price. Cotton. 
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continued, however, to fall and the ~opefnl prospects entertained 
for the industry have not yet fully materialized. Nevertheless, with 
a large crop in sight and indications of a steady internal demand, 
there are good gro~nds for hoping that the delay in the realisation 
of these prospects is only temporary. The total value of the ex
ports of I\.dian merchandise for the first ten months of the financial 
year was Rs. 297·'5 cro:res, which is more than Rs. 60 crores in 
excess of the 1922-23• figures, and Rs. 24 crores in excess of those 
for 1923-24. Imports have displayed a similar advance, and the 
balance of trade in merchandise in India's favour up to the end 
of January, 1925, was exactly the same as at the end of January, 
1924, namely, Rs. 103·5 crores. After allowing for a total import 
of bullion during the 10 months in question of Rs. 61·5 crores, 
there remained a net balance of Rs. 42 crores in favour of India as 
against Rs. 63·5 crores a year ago. 

The general effect of these conditions upon the finances of the 
Government of India was elucidated in the Finance Member's speech • 

Effect upon Govern
ment's Finances. 

of February 28th, 1925. The welcome re
covery of trade was, Sir Basil Blackett stated, 
clearly visible in the figures of gross Customs 

receipts. He had budgetted for a gross revenue under this head 
of Rs. 46·02 crores and a net revenue of Rs. 45·02 croies. The 
figures available at the time indicated that the gross receipts would 
be Rs. 48·74 crores-an increase of Rs. 2·72 crores. T.here had been, 
it was true, a falling off in receipts under the heads tobacco, matches, 
and machinery, but nearly every other head showed an increase, 

Customs. 
particularly the import duties on cotton piece
goods and sugar. The protective duties on 

iron and steel imposed in .June, 1924-to which fuller reference is 
made on a subsequent page-were estimated to bring in about 
Rs. 2·25 crores, of which Rs. 1·10 crores might be regarded as 
additional revenue. But the Finance Member pointed out that the 
real improvement in Customs revenue was obscured by the necessity 
for making a much larger provision for refunds than had been 
originally estimated. Reference was made in last year's Statement 
to the appeal preferred by the Government of India to the Privy • 
Council against the decision of the Bombay High Court that stores 

Refunds. 
imported by Railway Companies working 
State lines came under the definitio"n of Gov-
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'Nnment Stores. In the course of the period under review, the 
Privy Council decided against Government, who were compelled in 
consequence to make large refunds of duties. At the time when 

, the budget for 1924-25 was presented, it had ~een estimated that 
t.hese refunds, if they came to be made, would amount to approxi

. mu.tely Rs. 2 erores; and this sum was accordingly set ltside from 

.the extraordinary receipts from enemy ships, to which reference has 
already been made. But since a later estimate placed the amount 

. to be. refmided at Rs. 2·80 crores, .and since this payment had to 
be shown as a refund under the head Customs, the net Customs 
revenue for the year 1924-25 was estimated by Sir Basil Blackett 

. at Rs. 44·76 crores, or abo11t a quarter-crore less than the amount 
for which he had budgetted. The effect of the Privy Council 
decision so far as concerned " Ways and l\feans " was, he said, 
almost negligible, for the loss under Customs appear~d as a gain 
under Railways. But the revenue position was very seriously 
affected; since of the Rs. 2·8 crores lost· under Cusj;oms, only 

• Rs. 37 lakhs came back as an additiQn to the contribution made 
by the Railways to the General Revenues. 

Under the head of Income Tax, the estimate of receipts for 
1924-25 had been very largely experimental. It was placed 

Income Tax. 
tentatively at Rs. 18·22 crores. The latest 
estimate was Rs. 1·75 crores short; for while 

the trade conditions of 1923-24 did not appreciably differ from those 
of the previous year, the total yield included large arrear-collections. 
The year 1924-25 consequently opened with comparatively lighter 
arrears and the receipts from Income Tax were accordingly reduced. 
Sir Basil Blackett hoped that through the efforts of the Central 
Board of Revenue, the estimates of Income Tax wouid henceforward 
contain a smaller element of conjecture. He further anticipated 
that with improving trade and progressive improvement in the 
machinery of collection, there would be a considerable margin for 
increase in future years under this head of revenue. He complained, 
however, that certain members of the richer communities in India 
were constantly ex~rcising their ingenuity to evade by legal devices 
the payment of the taxation legitimately due from them. He 
referred in particular to the creation of bogus companies with a 
view to escaping individual responsibility for income tax and super 
tax. One such instance had recently come to his notice "from Bombay 
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which threatened to lose the Government over Rs. 50,000 in the 
case of a single individual. He appealed to the House to support 
such amendment of the Income Tax Act as would close up any loop
holes that at present existed, and would ensure that the intentions 

• of the Legislature in framing the existing scale of Income Tax and 
super tax ~re not systematically frustrated. 

Under the head of salt, Government expected to receiveRs. 1·31 
crores less than the budget estimate of Rs. 9·05 crores. This is 

Salt and Opium .. 
precisely the amount by which the actual 
receipts from salt in 1923-24 exceeded the ex

pectation set out in the revised budget of that year. The Finance 
Member had allowed for a rapid replenishment of stocks following 
upon the reduction of the duty, but the rush by dealers to replenish 
stocks was so marked during March, 1924, that the receipts in 
that month.exceeded the estimates by Rs. 1·31 crores, and the 
receipts in 1924-25 were correspondingly reduced. There was ai~o 
a considera-ble decline, placed at Rs. 0·65 crores, in the estimated 
reeeipts from opium. The revenue under this head is derived in 
great part from fixed sales under agreements with Governments 
both within and without the British Empire. In addition, 
3,000 chests have been offered for sale every year by auction 
at Calcutta. These chests are bought by traders for export to foreign 
countries, and no export is permitted without a certificate from the 
Government of the country concerned. But the recent international 
discussions regarding opium have introduced much uncertainty into 
the trade; and between October 1924 and February 1925, very few 
chests have been sold. · 

The net receipt from railways anticipated in the budget was 
Rs. 4·58 crores, a :figure arrived at without reference to the prospect 

Railways. 
of the separation of Railway Finance from. 
General Finance. But in accordance with 

the arrangement approved by the Legislative Assembly in Septem
ber, 1924, the fixed contribution from railways to general revenues 
amounted during the year under review ·to Rs. 5·09 crores. In 
addition, the share of the excess over Rs. 3 crores in the net balance 
of receipts over expenditure amounted to Rs. 0·55 crores. Hence 
the net credit to general revenues from railways amounted in all 
to Rs. 5·64 crores. The only other variation o£ importance in the 
revenue.·for 1924~25 was under Interest; where Governmenf expected 
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aiJ. improvement of Rs. 0·5 crores exclusive of exchange, owing to 
the larger balances. 

On the expenditure side, one of the most important variations 
between the original and the revised estimates .for 1924-25 occurred 

under the head of Exchange. The budget 
Expenditure, 1924-25• estimates were based upon the 'ssumption 

that the average rate for the year would be 16!d.; but experience 
revealed that the actual figure was about 17ld. Exclusive of rail
way transactions, which affected the general financial position o,nly 
indirectly, the resultant net saving in expenditure amounted to 
Rs. 2·15 crores. The estimates provided for a net military expendi
ture of Rs. 60·25 crores. Shortage in the authorised establishments 
and further economies in several directions, together with benefits 
!rom exchange and the consumption of surplus stores, indicated a 
net figure of Rs. 56·33 crores for 1924-25 which is nearly. Rs. 4 crores 
better than the original estimate. Under civil expenditure, there 
was an excess of Rs. 0·285 crares under the head of Opium, for 
additional payments to cultivators. Under all the other heads of 
civil expenditure taken together, excluding the saving under ex
change, there was a net excess of Rs. 0·29 crores. The bounties 
under the Steel Protection Act cost Rs. 0·37 crores, and the addi
tional bounties subsequently brought into operation were estimated 
to cost a further Rs. 0·25 crores or Rs. 0·62 crores in all. The cost of 
the Lee Commission's recommendations for improvement in the pay, 
pensions and allowances of the .superior services under the Central 
Government amounted to about Rs. 0·25 crores. As the Finance 
Member remarked, it was satisfactory to observe that, in spite of 
these additional charges, the net excess in the revised estimate for 
other civil expenditure over the original budget amounted to Rs. 0·29 
crores only. As a result, therefore, of substantial savings in military 
expenditure, of improved Customs receipts, of the increased con
tribution from the railways and of savings in exchange, the revised 
estimates for 1924-25 indicated a surplus of just under Rs. 4 crores 
as against the modest balance of Rs. 0·18 crores of the original 
budget. 

Iu forecasting the expenditure for 1925-26, the Finance Member 
estimated for gross military expenditure of Rs. 60·26 crores and 

Forecast for 1925-26: a net military expenditure of Rs. 56·25 crores. 
EspeucUture. Excluding abnormal items, such as terminal 
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charge on account of gratuities to demobilized officers, the estab
lished charges of the Army for 1925-26 are calculated at 
Rs. 55 crores. This figure includes not only Rs. 0·27 crores 

• on account · of the item, introduced :fol' 
Military Estimates. th fi t t' 1 t . t f C t · e rs 1me as year, 1n respec o us oms 

duty on ixJported stores; but also an entirely new item of charges for 
Army stationery and printing. The provision for anticipated addi
tional charges on accofmt of the revision of pay and passage allow
ances for the officers of the Army in India in 1925-26 amounts 
to Rs. 0·45 crores. A special provision of Rs. 0·43 crores is also in
cluded for buildings for the Royal Air Force and for the continua
tion of building schemes in W aziristan now approaching completion. 
The progress which has been made in curtailing the military 
expenditure is shown by the fact that the entire disburse
ments undel' this head fell from Rs. 87·38 crores in 1920-21 to 
Rs. 69·80 crores in 1921-22. In 1922-23 the figure was Rs. 65·27 
crores; and- in 1923-24, Rs. 55·23 crores, which has remained almost 
the same in the estimates for 1925-26. The Finance Member 
announced, however, that he looked forward to further important 
reductions in 1926-27. On tlie civil side, the Finance Member ex

pected a reduced expenditure under Opium 
of Rs. 0·57 crores resulting from restriction Civil Estimates. 

of the cultivated area and reduction of the price to be paid to the 
cultivators. The net expenditure on account of interest on debt and 
other obligations was reckoned at less by Rs. 0·97 crores than the 
figure of 1924-25. This was due to a large increase in the amount 
of interest due on railway,investments and on loans to Provincial 
Governments. It was with particular satisfaction that Sir Basil· 
lllackett drew the attention of the House to the fact that he had been 
able to provide additional sums, quite appreciable in aggrega1.n 
amo11nt, for education, research and other beneficial services, bnth 
in the general budget and in the budgets for the areas direetly 
administered by 'the Central Government. For example, Rs. 3 
lakhs out of the grant of Rs. 5 lakhs to the Indian Research Fund, 
which was suspended two years ago on the recommendation of the 
Retrenchment Committee, is to be restored in 1925-26. Increased 
grants are also made to the Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun; 
to the Agricultural Institute at Pusa; and to the Sugarcane Breeding 
Station at Ooimbatore. The total expenditure, including tb.e charge 
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ior interest on railway capital £or 1925-26 is estimated at Rs. 130·44 
·crores; or, excluding the railways altogether, at Rs. 101·78 crores. 
ln order to meet this expenditure, there will be an estimated receipt 
from Customs o£ Rs. 46·35 crores. In calcula.ting this figure, the 

Finance Member made allowance :for the 
lteceipts. • · adoption of some minor alterations in the 

made allowance for the adoption of some minor alterations in the 
Customs tariff. These were made on the sa:n!e lines as the proposals 
originally put forward in the :Finance Bill of February, 1924, whi.::h 
fell out when the measure was rejected by the Assembly. '.rhey .in
cluded the abolition of the 2t per cent. import duty on grain and 
pulse, the reduction from 15 per cent. to 2f per cent. of the ad valo
rem duty on certain articles chiefly used in power looms; and the 
modification o£ the duties at present imposed on petrol in such a way 
as to fix the duty to be paid by all petrol alike, whethe~ imported or 
home produced, at 4 annas per gallon. From Incolii.e Tax, the total 
yield is placed at Rs. 17·35 crores, which is Rs .. 0·88 m;ores higher 
than the revised estimate for the current year. From salt, the 
estimated revenue is Rs. 6·95 crores; from opium Rs. 3·56 crores 
gross and R~. 1·76 crores net. The fixed contribution from railways 
to general revenues, based on the figures for 1923-24, amounts to 
Rs. 5·09 crores. The proportion of the excess over Rs. 3 crores 
between railway receipts and railway expenditure credited to general 
revenues is estimated at Rs. 0·15 crores. The recently introduced 
change in the accounting procedure in connection with the Posts 
and. Telegraphs Department is estimated to yield a non-recurring 
receipt of Rs. 1·24 crores. Under other heads of Revenue, provision 
has been made for a reduction in interest receipts owing to smaller 
balances available for temporary investment; but the currency 
receipts are expected to exceed those of 1924-25 by Rs. 0·25 crores. 
The Finance Member assumed for the purpose of revenue estimate 
a continuance of the practice of appropriating to revenue the interest 
on the Paper Currency Reserve and the surplus of the Gold Stand
ard Reserve over £40 millions. In all, to meet an estimated ex
penditure of Rs. 130·44 crores, he anticipated a revenue of R.s. 133·68 
crores. He emphasized the fact that in 1924-25 he had been able 
to avoid new external borrowing and that he hoped to repeat this 
happy abstention again in 1925-26. This will be a particularly 
satisfact9ry achievement in view of the fact that £2·5 millions has 
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to be provided in the summer of 1925 for the pay~~nt of guaranteea-' 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway stock when the line is taken over 
by the State. 

From the estim4tted surplus of Rs. 3·24 crores during 1925-;?6 
certain deductions have to be made. Among these may be mentioned 
the sum of Rs. 1·24 crores credited to revenue from postal and tele~ 

graphic stores; the final credit of Rs. 0·13 
Estimated surPlus for 'brores from enemy ships and about Rs. 0·20 

1925-26. 
crores from non-recurring opium revenue. 

Moreover, allowance has to be made for the fact that approxim~tely 
Rs. 0·70 crores of military stores are expected to be consumed during 
the year without replacement. Thus, to the extent of Rs. 2·27 crores 
the surplus is swollen by receipts of non-recurring character. On the 
other hand, the :Military budget provides for Rs. 1·71 crores o£ ex
penditure in_ connection with a non-recurrent item, namely, the dis
bandment of surplus officers. -On the whole, therefore, the Govern
ment of Ind.ia consider that the true recurring surplus might be fixed 
at Rs. 2·68 crores. In accordance with the general policy already 
mentioned, Government recommended that the major portion of this 
sum should be devoted to the reduction of Provincial contributions. 

Suggestions for its 
disposal. 

They decided to keep in hand a margin 
of Rs. 0·7 4 crores against possible disappoint
ments or misadventures during 1925-26, and 

to apply the remainder, namely, Rs. 2·5 crores to the reduction of 
the Provincial contributions in accordance with the order of priority 
established under the Devolution Rules. They proposed, accord-
ingly, that the contribution of Madras should.be reduced by Rs. 1·26 
crores; that of the United Provinces by Rs. 0·56 crores; that o£ the 
Punjab by Rs. 0·61 crores; and that of Burma by Rs. 0·07 crores. In 
addition, the contribution from the Government of Bengal of Rs. O·G3 
crores was to be remitted for a further period of three years. In 
order that the Legislative Assembly might consider the important 
subject of the reduction of Provincial contributions, the Government 
of India arranged to bring forward a resolution inviting the con
currence of the Assembly in these proposals. In concluding his 
budget speech, Sir Basil Blackett remarked:-

''Those whose memory carries them back to the budgets intro
'' duced in the first Assembly in March 1921 and !£arch 1922, and 
"'those who have as vivid a recollection as I have of the Budget 

• 
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" discussions of March 1923, cannot fail to be impressed by the 
"' contrast between then and now. The members of the first Assembly 
" co-operated unhesitatingly with the Government in the unpopular 
" task of making heavy additions to our taxation in 1921 and 1922. 
'' Two years ago when the Budget for 1923-24 ~as introduced, not 
" only had we to contemplate the picture of five successivtl years of 
" deficits aggregating nearly 100 crores, but we had still to face a 
'' serious gap on the revenue side of the accou~t between our revenue 

" and our expenditure in the year then ahead of us. In spite of 
•' drastic retrenchment involving the sacrifice of many useful and 
" desirable objects of expenditure; in spite of the postponement of 
"many items ultimately unavoidable with the certainty that the 
" necessity of meeting them would add to the difficulties of succeed
" ing years; and in spite of the heavy increase in taxation in 1921-
" 22 and 1922-23 we found ourselves once again compelled to ask 
" for the imposition of a further burden. Last year in· presenting 
"" the Revised estimates for 1923-24 I was able to assure the House 
" that our sacrifice had not been without reward, but it was still 
" not possible to say with certainty that the year would end with 
"-an actual surplus of ordinary revenue over ordinary expenditure. 
" Meanwhile in all the nine Provinces financial difficulties were 
"beclouding the bright hopes of those who had been responsible 
"for the initiation of the Reforms. The Provincial Governments, 
" and particularly the Ministers on whose shoulders the Reforms 
" have placed the duty of fostering the spread of education and 
"' sanitation among the masses of the Indian people and of assisting 
"the agricultural and industrial development of the country, found 
" themselves without the financial resources required even to main
<' tain those beneficial services at the level at which they found 
" them. To-day we are in a happier position, and we can look back 
" with quiet satisfaction on realised surpluses of substantial 
"' amounts both in 1923-24 and in 1924-25, the latter secured in spite 
" of the reduction of the salt tax to the figure at which it stood 
'' before ·the increase made the year before. Better still, for the 
" year now ahead of us we have not merely the prospect o:f securing 
" a realised surplus once again, but we are also taking a real and 
" substantial step forward towards the eventual extinction of 

• " the Provincial contributions, and are thereby giving new hope to 
" those who are working the Reformed Constitution of India in the 
" Provinces and fresh encouragement to devote their energies to the . 
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''task of building up a new India without the exasperating restric
"' tions imposed by financial penury. For this result we must pay 
" the tribute of thanks which is so justly due to those who went 
" before us. We .are now able to appreciate in better perspective 
" the value of the achievements of those who carried the burden in 
" the da~k and difficult years immediately succeeding the War. We 
" are reaping to-day some of the fruits of the labours of the first 
"Assembly, of Sir Malcolm Hailey, my predecessor in the office of 
"Finance Member, and of the members of the Retrenchment Com
" mittee. I am sure that all of them will feel, on seeing our position 
" to-day, that if the realisation of their hopes has been long defer
" red, their labours have not been in vain. But if by contrast with 
"the past our position now seems a brighter one, we cannot be 
" blind to the vastness of the work still to be done. Apart from the · 
" Bengal contribution, there are still 6! crores of Provincial contri
" butions 'between us and the day when the Central Government's 
" Budget. can be balanced without assistance from Provincial 
" sources, and the task o:f reducing the level o:f Centml taxation 
'" actively begun. In all countr~es of the world, the war and its 
" aftermath have raised the level of taxation high. Few countrief:l 
" have escaped as lightly as India, but the level of taxation here 
" is nevertheless much above the pre-war figure. Our disposable sur
" plus in 1925-26 takes us only a step towards our immediate goal. 
" The steep hill which we have painfully climbed has but brought 
" us within distant view of the higher peaks towards which we 
" aspire. We have grounds to-day for sober satisfaction; we have 
" none for premature elation or for any slackening m our 
"'endeavour.'' 

Among the most controversial topics dealt with by the Finance 
Member in the course of his budget speech was Exchange. Sir 

Exchange. 
Basil Blackett devoted a considerable amount 
of attention to exploding what he termed the 

'()ld fallacy, that a high exchange benefits the importer of goods from 
abroad and that a low exchange benefits the primary producer and 
the exporter. He referred to the suspicion that the policy· of the 
Government of India in regard to exchange is constantly dictated. 
by consideration of interests other than those of the country. 
Admitting that in a period of rapidly rising exchange there might 
be some temporary tendency for exports to be checked ;md imports 
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stimulated, he argued that the effect of a rise in rupee exchange 

Official view. 
has been in the main to keep rupee prices
from rising in sympathy with world prices. 

Uomparing the prices of Indian exported produce. in August, 1923, 
and October, 1924, he deduced that the rise of approxima.tely 12f 
per cent. in exchange which had been taking place during that 
period was reflected; not in a reduction of the rupee prices obtained' 
by the exporter, but in an increase of the stE!'rling prices paid by 
the importer, who had been forced by India to pay an enhanced 
price in rupees by the rise in the sterling value of the rupee. In 
terms of gold, he said, India had been getting very much better 
value for her exports than if exchange had been low; while in 
internal trade, the alleged benefits of a low exchange were far from 
appa.rent, since if the producer got more rupees for his produce, 
the Indian consumer must pay more rupees for his purch.ases. He 
went on to urge that neither the producer nor the consumer had 
anything to gain by legislative intervention, on the lines qf certain 
proposals previously introduced into the Assembly, to reduce the 
rate of exchange from its present level of Is. 6d. sterling to Is. 4d. · 
gold. Further, at the higher rate of exchange, the amount of 
rupees required from the Indian tax-payer to meet external pay
ments was smaller than when the rate was low; and this fact, com
bined with the consideration that owing to the exchange policy of 
Government, the level of prices in India had not risen in such a 
way as to increase the rupee expenditure of the administration,. 
had enabled Government to present a budget offering the alterna
tive of a reduction of the salt tax or the ~eduction of the Provincial 
contributions. The arguments of the Finance Member did not 
pass uncontested. While he received a considerable amount of 

support from certain members of the As
These views challenged. sembly both European and Indian, Sir Pur-
shottumdas Thakurdas, the author of the proposal for reducing the 
mte of exchange by legislative provision, emphatically chal
lenged both his reasoning and his conclusions. Sir Pur
shottamdas maintained that the exchange policy of Govern
ment was contrary to the true interests of India. With a: . 

• large balance of trade in her favour, he said, the country 
was suffering from high money rates, from trade depression, and 
from many other attendant evils. He argued that the profits of 
exchange c~me from the pockets of the Indian agriculturist, who: 
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received less money in rupees for his exports of raw produce. Even 
granting that the loss on exports was counter~alanced by the gain 
.on imports, he urged, the agriculturists of India would receive 
some 12t per cent. more in rupees for their produce with the 
-exchange of 1s. 4d. than with the exchange of 1s. 6d. He further 
argued .that as against a loss o£ roughly 12t per· cent. on total 
exports, the agriculturists would, in point of fact, gain only about 
3 per cent. on imports. He proceeded to urge t.hat a high exchange 
was a direct enc01iragement to larger purchases abroad by the 
Government and the people of India; that it increased immediately 
the reward on investments in India by foreigners as expressed in 
sterling; and that it prevented the Indian cultivator from the 
gain to which he was entitled by the rise in world prices for the 
commodities which he produced. 

'fhe n.1anner in which the Assembly received the budget in 1925 
.differed profoundly from the attitude displayed in 1924. The 
Europe~n elected members, as on the previous occasion, gave 
the proposals of the Finance Member their general support, while 
reserving the right to criticise them in certain details. The 

The Budget and the 
Assembly. 

general discussion took place on March 3rd 
and 4th; and it soon became plain that while 
the Swaraj Party had not changed their 

point of view in any essentials, they no longer commanded the 
.;upport of the Independents for a policy of wholesale rejection. 
Certain of their speakers raised the general political isstw, 
alleging the absence of any element of responsibility in the adminis
tration of the country, and attacking the whole policy of Govern
ment. Other members of the Swaraj Party, however, confined 
their remarks to criticising definite items of Government's financial 
policy, particularly the handling of exchange, the level of taxation, 
and the maintenance of the cotton excise duty. This last point 
was also taken up by several Independent speakers, of whom Sir 
Purshottamdas Thakurdas voiced Bombay opinion with the greatest 

force and clarity. The Independent members as a whole quickly 
reYealed their readiness to treat the budget upon its merits. In 
general, they expressed gratification at the proposed remissiOn of 
Provincial contributions; although the representatives of Provincf>Jl 
which did not stand to benefit under the concessions announced 
by the Finance Member, expressed keen disappointment.. SeYeral 
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ilpeakers pressed the necessity for the immediate reduction of taxa
tion which, they said constituted an intolerable burden upon th~ 
people of India. The Finance Member's plan of debt redemption, 
which will be explained in some detail in a subsequent paragraph, 
aroused a cert::in amount of criticism on the scor~ that the provision 
made under this· head was so high as to constitute a luxury which 
the country could ill afford. Military estimates also came in for 
their fair share of criticism; although it is t~ be noticed that the 
attitude of the Assembly was far less severe than in many previous 
years. In the Council of State the scheme for debt redemption was-

In the .Council of 
State. 

generally supported; Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy 
in particular, who had himself pressed upon 
t;he notice of Government the importance of 

this matter, characterising the Assembly's opposition to the 
scheme as ill-conceived. Demands were put forward in several 
quarters for the lowering of taxation, particularly of the ·super-tax,. 
which was stated to be exercising an adverse effect upon the develop
ment of industry. But, as in the Assembly, the question "of cotton 
excise aroused considerable fe~ling; and Government were warmly 
criticised for taking no steps to remove what was stated to be a 
standing blot on their financial policy. 

When the Assembly came to consider the second stage of the 
budget, criticism directed itself particularly against certain main 

Demands for grants. 
heads. Complaints were voiced regarding 
the working of the Income-tax Department;. 

but Government successfully resisted the attempts to make· 
large cuts in the demand for working expenses. But a 
formal cut of Rs. 100, proposed by 11-fr. K. C. Neogy on the 

Income-Taz. 
score that the two industrial Provinces of 
Bombay and Bengal got practically no share· 

of Income-Tax revenue owing to defects of the Meston settlement, 
was accepted by the House against Government opposition. The· 
House also carried a cut of Rs. 100 under the heading of salt, on 
th~ score that Government was displaying i:p.sufficient regard for 
t.he encouragement of local manufacture. On the vexed question 

of cotton excise, a full-dress debate arose· 
which lasted almost two whole days. A 

•moti0n was put forward by Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai to delete from 
the demand, under the head of Customs, the whole provision for 
the collecting establishment wl).ich levies the cotton excise duty • . 

Cotton excise. 
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Indian non-official members displayed considerable unanimity in 
pressing upon Government the necessity for implementing their 
pledge that the obnoxious duty should be removed on the earliest 
possible occasion. The Treasury Benches argued that the Govern-

• ment of India could not consider themselves
omcial and ~on-omoial 

views. to possess a surplus-the condition which they 
had postulated as that which would enable

them to abolish the cotton excise duty-until the Provincial contri
butions had been entirely extinguished. They also stated that 
the only effect of the abolition of the duty would be to put money 
into the pockets of the mill-owners, and to place a corresponding 
burden upon the community in general if the deficit thus arising 
should be made up by other sources of taxation. On the other hand, 
the representatives of Bombay urged that in the present depressed' 
condition of the cotton industry, faced as it was by high prices oi 
cotton, by low prices of cloth and by keen competition from Japan, 
the Excise duty constituted a burden crippling in its character. The
European elected members opposed the motion of Mr. Kasturbhai 
Lalbhai and generally supported the view taken by Government. 
[n an endeavour to arrive at a settlement, the House agreed to an 
adjournment of the discussion until March 12th. The Swara} 
Party opposed such a step; but were defeated by a combination 
between the officials, the elected European members, and the Inde
pendents. When the discussion was resumed, the Finance Member· 
announced that the Government, after giving most careful con-
sideration to the various suggestions put forward on the other side 
of the House, had decided that they had only Rs. 18 lakhs.: 
of recurring sur.plus. To reduce the excise duty by one-half 
per cent. would cost them Rs .. 30 lakhs. This sum would 
not be available towards further reduction of Provincial con
tributions and was of itself too small to do any good to the
cotton industry. He further informed the House that after con
sultation with the India Office he could give the assurance that 
there would be no obstacle whatever from any quarter in England' 
to the abolition of the duty, if and when Government could afford 
to take such a step. The non-official Indian Members exhibited" 
considerable disappointment. Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas strong
ly protested at the attitude of Government, and was supported 
by other speakers. Eventually, Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai's motion
V'as carried by 70 votes against 42. At a subsequent time Jtowever 

. ' ,. 
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the demand thus ommitted was restored by the Governor-General in 
Council. 

Two other items of Government's financial policy came in for 
considerable attack at later stages of the discussion of demands for 

. grants. One of these·, dealt with Opium. 
Opium. Dr. S. K. Datta and several other speakers 

attacked the administration for the conservative policy which they 
were adopting in respect of limitation of consumption. The Finance 
Member explained in some detail the view. of the Government of 
India-which is set out below in another Chapter-and proved by 
figures that consumption during the period 1910-11 to 1922-23 had 
decreased by about 50 per cent. He announced his readiness to 
appoint a Committee on Opium Consumption to review the conclu
sions of the 1893 Commission, provided that Local Governments 
agreed there was prima facie case for enquiry. Nevertheless, a 
censure motion for a nominal cut of Rs. 100 was carried by 62 votes 
against 50. The second item upon which criticism fastened was 
the policy of debt redempfion. The proposals under this head were 
generally supported by the European members, but Government 
was attacked from other quarters of the House for making excessive 

Debt redemption. 
prov1s10n. However, after the policy had 
been fully explained by the Finance 

Member, Mr. V. J. Patel's motion for reducing the allotted 
sum was defeated by Government and the European non-officials 
with the help of several_Independent votes. In reply to this, an 
Independent motion for a similar reduction was not supported by 
the Swarajists; and its _protagonists were severely defeated by the 
official bloc and the European elected members: Ultimately, the 
budget demand was carried by 54 votes to 39 and Sir Basil Blackett's 
;;cheme was saved. 

Up to this stage in the passage of the budget through the 
Assembly, the discussion had followed the ordinary lines of financial 

criticism. It had been agreed, however, that 
the presentation by Government of the 

demand for the travelling allowance of the Executive Council-the 
only votable item under this head-should be made the occasion 
for raising a political review of the entire administration. vV e shall 
have occasion to describe in somewhat greater detail the features 
of this discussion in Chapter V. It is sufficient here to notice that . 

. A Political Debate. 
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Government were indicted for their failure to undertake constitu·-· 
tional reforms; for the unsatisfactory character of the majority 
Report of the Muddiman Committee; for their tardiness in 
Indianising the ariD.¥; and for their attitude in regard to the Bengal 
Ordinance, and to the Kohat disturbances. Eventually, Pandit 
Motilal Nehru's motion ·to omit the demand, as a formal vote of 
censure upon the Government was carried by 65 votes to 48. Ont 
this occasion, the Inaependents voted with the Swarajists, but 
subsequent attempts to secure the rejection of the Governor General's 
Household allowance and the demand for the Army Department, 
were defeated; since the Independents did not make. common cause 
with the Swara.iists on these heads. 

ThP. final stage of the budget is the consideration of the Finance 
Bill. This was taken up on March 16th. The Swarajists again 
seized the opportunity to raise a political discussion; and Mr. Patel,. 

The Finance Bill. 
on their behalf, opposed the consideration 
of the Bill. The Independents, while express

ing their dissatisfaction with the general policy of Government, 
refused to weaken·the constitutional protest they had already made
by repeating it unnecessarily. Sir Purshottanidas Thakurdas on 
this occasion attacked the Exchange policy of the Finance Member; 
but his views did not pass uncontested on the non-official side of the
House. Eventually, the motion for consideration of the Finance Bill 
was carried, despite Swarajist opposition, by 76 votes to 40. On the 
next day, the Finance Member made an important announcement. 
He stated that Government had decided to devote Rs. 50 lakhs out 
of their estimated surplus of Rs. 74 lai{hs to making non-recurring· 
grants to four Pi·ovinces for one year only, without prejudim\ to the· 

Further relief to the 
Provi:~.ces. 

future disposition of the surplus. UnJer this. 
scheme, he announced, Bombay would receive· 
Rs. 22 lakhs, Burma Rs. 13 lakhs, the Cen

tral Provinces Rs. 9 lakhs and Assam Rs. 6 lakhs. The proposed 
relief in no way exceeded certain items of non-recurring expenditure· 
in the budget of these four Provinces, to which it could, therefore,. 
be devoted without impairing the general scheme of the Meston 
settlement. Considerable satisfaction was expressed by the repre-· 
sentatives of these Provinces at this announcement. But the budget 
was not yet safe in harbour. On the Finance Bill, motions were· 
made for the reduction of the salt tax to 8 annas and to 12 annas. 
Both these were defeated by Government with the help ~f th~ 
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"European elected members and of some Independent votes. There 
-then followed a discussion of Mr. Rama Iyangar's motion for reduc-
-ing the salt tax toRe. 1. The Finance Member urged that, having 

·-voted the supply, it was incumbent upon the H~use to vote the ways 
.and means : that if they did not agree with the taxes prop~sed by the 
Government, it was their duty to suggest a substitute there and then 
o:- leave the matter till next year. The motion was strongly opposed 
by Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas and certa1n others. But as the 
"Independents had not made it a party question, the Swarajists ob
-tained sufficient support to defeat Government by 61 votes to 56. 

Salt Tax lowered. 
The consequences of the Assembly's accept
ance of this motion were, from the point of 

-view of the Finance Department, very serious; and Sir Basil 
Blackett announced that he was unable to move his projected reso-
1ution inviting the concurrence of the Assembly to the remission of 
.certain of the Provincial contributions. Motions to oppose the 
·suggested reduction in the petrol duty and to reduce postal rates 
-were defeated by Government with the help of some Independent 
·members. The upshot of the whole discussion was that on March 
18th, by 75 votes to 40, the Legislative Assembly passed the Finance 
Bill, the onl_y change being in the salt duty, which had been reduced 
from Rs. 1-4 to Re. 1 per maund of 82-f lbs. The Swaraj Party 
<Opposed at every stage, but were again defeated. The Finance Bill, 
as passed by the Legislative Assembly, was placed on the table of the 
Council of State. Government announced that they would move 

Results. 
an amendment for the restoration of the salt 
duty to the original figure. On March 

·20th, the Finance Bill was discussed in the Council of State. Mean
while, important sections of opinion throughout India had con
-demned in forcible terms the action of Assembly, pointing out that 
for the sake of an illusory gain to the individual taxpayer, important 
.and substantial remissions to the Provinces, which would go to the 
.support of nation-building departments, were being jeopardised. 
Certain Provincial legislatures publicly displayed, by motions of 
adjournment to consider the matter, how seriously they regarded 

• -the action of the Assembly. The Council of State was thus reflecting 
a very large element of responsible opinion when it accepted the 
.motion of Government to restore the salt tax to the figure of Rs. 1-4 
iby 3f) v..,tes against 4. On March 21st, the Finance Bill came 
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again to the Assembly. The position was somewhat delicate. Since 
the Viceroy had not "recommended" th,e Bill to the Council of 
State, the Assembly was perfectly free either to affirm or to con
tradict its previous decision. If the House elected to fix the salt 
tax at Re. 1, Gove'rnment would have been unable to secure its 

• restoration. Fortunately, however, wiser 
Thetas restored. 'I counsels preva1 ed. The Finance Member 

definitely warned the ]Iouse that the effect of a repetition of the 
previous vote would be a substantial reduction in the proposed 
remission of Provincial contributions. Accordingly, after a short 
but somewhat heated debate, the Assembly, by 70 votes against 50, 
accepted the amendment of the Council of State and restored the 
salt tax to Rs. 1-4. Sir Basil Blackett then moved his resolution 
designed to secure the approval of the House for the remission of 
certain of the Provincial contributions. He stated that while he 
did not shut the door against using a surplus for the reduction o£ 

. . . . taxation, the policy of Government was that, 
Provme~al co.:otnbut10ns. th th' b · 1 th t' t' .I! o er 1ngs e1ng equa , e ex 1nc Ion O.t 

Provincial contributions should take precedence first, second and 
last. He accepted a rider to his resolution that the Provincial 
Governments concerned should devote the remission, both permanent 
and temporary, mainly to expenditure in the Transferred Depart
ments. .A. lively debate followed on Sir Chimanlal Setalvad' s motion 
to add another rider recommending immediate revision of the 
Meston Award. Officials a:n,d non-officials from certain Provinces 
supported the proposal: but the amendment was eventually rejected 
by 44 votes against 27, a large number of members remaining 
neutral. The budget of 1925-26 was thus safe; while the Assembly 
had approved by a majority the Finance Member's scheme for the 
reduction of Provincial contributions and for the reduction of debt. 

Mention was made in last year's Statement of the programme 
suggested by the Finance 1Member for systematising the provision 

India's Debt. 
for the reduction or avoidance of debt. The 
method he outlined in February, 1924, was 

adopted substantially by the Government of India in a Resolution 
dated the ,9th December of the same year. It was proposed that 
for a period of five years in the first instance, the annual provision 
for reduction or avoidance of debt to be charged against revenues 
should be fixed at Rs. 4 crores plus -gtr th of the excess of the 
debt outstanding at the end of each year over that outstllnding on 
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31st March, 1923. Under this arrangement, the prov1s10n re
quired for 1925-26 was .Rs. 4·78 crores, a figure which includes 
the addition to Government's permanent debt involved in the taking 
over of £18"5 millions of the debenture stock.of the East Indian 
Railway. As will be seen from the statement on the opP.osite page, 

. the gross amount of the debt o;ed by the 
Plans for Redemption. G t f I d" t ·t · d" overnmen o n 1a o 1 s varwus ere 1tors 

exceeds Rs. 1,000 crores. This includes the debt due by the Pro
vincial Governments to the Government of India, amounting to 
Rs. 106·95 crores on 31st March, 1925. On the same date, the 
total productive debt amounted to Rs. 725"15 crores, and the 
unproductive debt Rs. 288"56 crores. During the current financial 
year, the productive debt i·ncreased by Rs. 42"17 crores, a figure 
almost entirely accounted for by capital expenditure on railway 
development, and by the assumption of the East Indian Railway 
debenture stock to which reference has already been made. During 
1924-25, the unproductive debt decreased by Rs. 6"68 crores; but the 
true decrease was larger than is suggested by this figure, since to 
ihe extent of Rs. lf crores the nominal total of the debt has been 
increased by the conversion of 7 per cent. Government of India 
sterling loan into 3 per cent. stock. In view of the gross amount 
of the debt owed by the Government of lndi_a to its various creditors, 
the Finance Member suggested that the provision for reduction or 
avoidance of debt under the new scheme could not be regarded as 
other than modest. For a Government with large commitments 
and a big programme of new borrowing, the provision of an insuffi
cient sinking fund, so he argued, was most extravagant; for any 
apparent saving that might be affected in the budget of one year 
by a reduction of the amount provided, would be more than offset 
in the next year or two by the additional interest that would have 
to be paid on new loans including conversions. A systematic pro
vision for the reduction or avoidance of debt would, in his view, 
assist the Government of India in two directions. It would reduee 
the amount that would have to be borrowed; and by increasing 
the confidence of the creditors in the security o:lfered by Government, 
it would serve to keep down the rate of interest on the new borrow
ings. T~e importance of the scheme aniwunced in the Resolution 
of the 9th December, 1924, did not escape the attention of the 
Legislative Assembly; and in February, 1925, a. resolution was 
moved by Mr. J amnadas Mehta recommending the appointment of 
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a Committee consisting of four members of the Assembly, with 
power to co-opt outsiders, to investigate the 

View ofthe Assembly. public indebtedness of the country, and to 
. report as to the steps which should be taken 
to bring the posit/on more in keeping with the capacity of the tax
payer. 1'his resolution gave rise to a most useful discussion, iB 
which the arguments for and against the Government's scheme of 
debt redemption wel'e well brought out. Non-official European 
opinion supported the Finance Member's arguments for a definite 
scheme of debt redemption. Non-official Indian opinion was 
epitomised in the statement of Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas that in 
view of the heavy burden to which the Indian tax-payer has of 
late been exposed, his side of the House was not yet convinced, first 
that the best interests of India would suffer if the suggested provi
sions were not made; and, secondly, that assuming some provision 
was essential, that the amount suggested was necessarily correct. 
The upshot of this discussion was a general agreement between the 
Governm~nt and the Opposition to allow the resolution to stand over 
till September next; while before the end of the session, the Finance 
Member agreed to meet informally a number of Members of. the 
House, to supply them with all the facts and figures at his disposal, 
ana to explain to them the reasons which led the Government of 

. India to adopt the course already outlined. 
Among the most obvious necessities for the increased develop

ment of India's resources is the extension of the banking facilities 

Banking in India. 
with which the country ·is at present so 
meagrely equipped. Of late there have been 

steady improvements in the desired direction, but the progress is 
still slow. In the pre-war year there were 12 Exchange Banks 
doing business in India. By 1922, the number had risen to 18. 
Before the war, the aggregate capital and reserves amounted to 
£38 millions; while in 1922, the figure stood at £112 millions. 
Indian joint stock banks with a paid up capital and reserve of Rs. 5 
lakhs and over have increased from 18 in 1913 to 27 in 1921; while 
smaller banks with a paid up capital and reserves increased from 
23 in 1913 to 41 at the present time. A very important step in the 
development Qf Indian Banking facilities was taken in January, 
1921, when the three Presidency Banks of Madn.,, Bombay, and • 
Bengal were amalgamated into the Imperial Bank of India. The 
general superintendence of the affairs and business o£ the Bank 
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IS vested m a Central Board of Gonrnors; while local 
affairs are controlled by local boards at 

Imperial Bank of India. 
Madras, Bombay and Calcutta. The Pre-

sidents, Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of the§e local Boards are 
on the Central Board, upon which the Governor General in 
Council is empowered to nominate two non-officials. The Board 

is completed by two Managing Governors, the Controller of Currency, 
and such other officer of Government as mat be nominated by the 
Governor General. The Bank conducts the general banking busi
ness of Government, holding Treasury balances wherever it has 
branches. It has further undertaken to open one hundred new 
branches within five years, the location of one in every four being 
at the absolute discretion of Government. Of these, 78 new branches 
have been opened up to the 31st December, 1924. Certain powers 
are vested in the Governor General to issue instructions to the Bank 
in respect of any matter which, in his opinion, is likely to affect 
Government's financial policy or the safety of their balallces. Per
haps the greatest innovation in this scheme is the constitution of a 
London Office. From January, 1924, this office has been entrusted 
with the management of the Government of India rupee debt 
in London, which up to that time had been managed by the 

·Bank of England. A further exemplification of this tendency 
on the part of India to manage the details of her financial system is. 
provided by the enquiries made in 1923 by Colonel Willis and 
Mr. Ascoli into the possibility of security printing in India, as a. 
result of which plans are now in hand for the printing of stamps in 
India instead of purchasing them in England. It is also expected 
that it will be possible in the not very distant future to print Cur
rency notes and Government Promissory notes in India. 

That the number of banks at present existing in India is .inade-· 
quate for her needs, is clear from the fact that there are at present 

India and Investment. 
only some hundred head offices with between 
300 or 400 branch banks throughout the whole 

country. In some 20 per cent. of the towns possessing a population 
of more than 50,000 inhabitants, there are no banks at all; while in_ 
the case of towns with a population of 10,000 and over, the propor-

• tion without banking facilities rises to 75 per cent. Indeed, the
habit of investment is comparatively undeveloped in India, its 
place being taken by hoarding and by the conversion of bullion 
into jewel1ery. An immense amount of capital is thus locked up 
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DIAGRAM No. 5. 

• 
The Foreign Sea-Borne Trade of British India., 

During the last three years as compared with averages oE the pre-w~r and war periods. 
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which, if released, would probably lead to the commencement of an 
:era of unprecedented prosperity. The encouragement of the invest
ment-habit· is, therefore, very important .. The Administration is 
fully alive to the necessity of increasing the existing banking 
facilities; and, as ~e have already noticed, the Imperial Bank 
,has arran~ed to open a hundred new branches within five 
years from its commencement. A particularly hopeful line of 
progress is represented by the growing popularity of Post Office 
.Cash-Certificates. These certificates were originally issued in 1917 
for the benefit of small investors ; and during the period ending 

Post Office Cash 
Certificates. 

March, 1919, a total of Rs. 8 crores net was 
realised. But this success, which was largely 
due to strenuous propaganda, was in the first 

instance only temporary; and for some time afterw~rds, repayments· 
considerably exceeded new purchases every year. By. the end of 
Marc~h., 1923, the total outstandings had been reduced to Rs. 3 
crores. But in 1923-24 a new development took place. As from 
the 2nd Ap'ril, 1923, the terms on which the certificates were issued 
were improved, in such fashion as to offer a net yield o£ 6 per cent. 
interest to those who hold them till maturity. .Additional efforts 
were made to popularise this :form of investment, with the result 
that during the year -ending the 31st March 1924, a total of Rs. 5·3 
crores· net (after allowing for repayment) was realised. During 
the ye&.r 1924-25, this improvement continued in a satisfactory 
fashion; and the continued issue of Cash Certificates has been 
estimated to giv~ the satisfactory net receipt of Rs. 4·60 crores. 
Should this system continue to develop, it could doubtless provide 
for the £nancing of a considerable portion of the capital expenditure 
of Government; while the stimulus both to thrift and industry 
resulting therefrom might well change the whole economic position 
of India in the course of a few decades. 

We have already briefly outlined the general economic charac
ter;stics of the year 1924-25. It is now necessary to summarise the 

India's Trade. 
course of Indian trade, and to indicate the 
general conclusions which emerge therefrom, 

during the same period. For the year ending March 1924, the task 
is simplified by the detailed analysis known as the Review of Trade, 
which, mo:reover, supplies an admirable guide to conditions obtain- • 
ing at the beginning of our pel'iod. But for the remaining months 
with which. this Statement is concerned, we have to eo:q.tent our-
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selves with outlining genera,! tendencies, since complete statistics are 
not available. We may notice in the :first instance that the year 
1923-24 was characterised by a distinct, if slow, advance towards 
India's commercial recovery. TJie improvement in trade, remarked 
. l ' s • In ast year s tatement, was maintained; and there was steady pro-
gress towards more stable economic conditions. Despite all the 

Characteristics of 
1923-24. 

disadvantages of widespread trade depres
sion, India's exports eKpanded during 1923-24 
to Rs. 349 crores; a figure which may be 

compared with Rs. 219·5 crores constituting the pre-war average. 
But while another good monsoon gave India her third successive 
year of excellent crops, her trade continued to be hampered by two 
factors beyond her immediate control. The first was the unsettled 
political situation still obtaining ·in many parts o:f the world; the 
second, the high prices of her imports as compared with the prices 
commanded by th!'l majority of her exports. It is to be noticed 
that agricultural countries are everywhere labouz.:ing under 
similar· disadvantages. Throughout 1923-24 India paid for her 
imports 90 per cent. in excess of what they would have cost in 
1913-14; while she received for her exports an enhancement of only 
45 per cent. In consequence, the increased purchasing power result
ing from expan!ied exports has produced a less than proportionate 
effect in the way of stimulating imports. A striking example of this 
tendency is to be found in the case of Manchester piece-goods. The 
Indian cultivator, who is receiving for his agricultural products 
only some 30 to 40 per cent. above the price which they commanded 
before the war, finds himself obliged to pay an enhancement of about 
170 per cent. for his piece-goods. Consequently, throughout 1923-24 
there was a marked inclination to refrain from purchasing imports 
in the hope that their prices would fall, and to realise a favourable 
balance of trade in the form of bullion. 

During 1923-24 the most striking characteristic o£ Indian trade 
as a whole was an increase of Rs. 50 crores in the value of exports 
over those of the previous year. This was accompanied by a slight 
decrease amounting to Rs. 5 crores in imports. On the import side, 
cotton piece-goods declined by 107' million yards in quantity toRs. 57 
crores in value. This was principally due to a decrease of Rs. 7 

Imports. 
crores in grey goods, which was only partly 
off-set by an increase of Rs. 5 crores in 

coloured goods. The quantity of sugar including molasses and con-
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The Foreign Sea-Borne Trade of British India during the last ~0 years (1864-69 to 1919-24). 
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fectionery, declined from 0·5 million tons to 0·48 million tons during
the year under review, but the value remained almost stationary. 
Machinery and mill-work decreased in value by Rs. 4 crores to Rs. 19' 
crores; while railway plant and rolling-stock improved slightly by 
Rs. 0·75 crores to Rl:>. 11·75 crores. Iron and steel showed a small 
increase in-quantity, with fall of 2 per cent. in value, to nearly Rs. 1& 
crores. Imports of hardware decreased by Rs. 0·5 crores, while 
motor cars improved b~ Rs. 0·6'7 crores to Rs. 2 crores. Coal showed 
a further decline of Rs. 1·25 crores; but mineral oil increased by 
something over Rs. 1·3 crores to Rs. 8·3 crores. On the export sider 

Bsports: General 
Survey. 

the total value of raw cotton and cotton manu
factures increased by Rs. 25·5 crores to
Rs. 110·5 crores. Raw jute increased in 

quantity by 14 per cent. to 0·66 million tons, but decreased in value 
by 11 per cent. The total value of raw jute and jute manufacture!'t 
exported fell slightly from Rs. 63 crores to Rs. 62! crores. Ship
ments of rice increased in quantity from 0·08 million tons to 2·2 
million torts, while their value showed a small decrease to Rs. 34·9 
crores. Exports of wheat increased largely, amounting to 0·638 
million tons, valued at Rs. 9 crores; the tea trade showed marked 
improvement; and the value of oilseeds has again increased. 

An analysis in somewhat greater detail of the features of the 
import and export trade of India during 1923-24 presents a study 

Survey of Imports. 
of considerable interest. Taking first the 
import trade, we may notice that cotton manu

factures still retained their predominance over all other articles. 
But despite a prolonged period of agricultural prosperity, the factor 
which we have already noticed operated to check the demand for 

their import. Moreover prevailing high 
1. Cotton Manufactures. · d t th · · d d b pnces, ue o e pnce comman e y raw 
cotton, actually caused a slight decline in the value from the preced
ing year. As compared with the figure of Rs. 70 crores in 1922-23,. 
imported cotton manufactures were valued at Rs. 67·5 crores in 
1923-24. Even so, their value represented just under 30 per cent. 
of the total import trade of the country. In the imports of cotton, 
twist and yarn, there was a noticeable decrease of 25 per cent. in 
quantity and 14per cent. in value toRs. 7'·94 crores. Imports from 
the United Kingdom fell :from Rs. 5·69 crores to Rs. 4·61 crores; • 
and from Japan there was a decline of Rs. 0·35 crores from last 
year's figure of Rs. 3·2 crores. The high cost of cotton hampered 
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the British yarn trade, while Japanese activities were temporarily 

suspended by the earthquake o£ September, 
Piece-goods. 1923. Turning now to cotton piece-goods, we 

notice that the total quantity imported 
decreased by nearly 7 per cent. to 1,486 millioh yards and in value 
by 2·8 per cent. to Rs. 57 crores. The decrease was entitely in grey 
goods which shrank by 227' million yards or 24 per cent. to 7'04 
million yards. The value declined from R§. 30·5 crores to Rs. 23 
crores. On the other hand, white goods increat;;ed from 402 million 
yards V{J.lued at Rs. 15 crores to 415 million yards valued at Rs. 15·5 
crores. Coloured goods showed a considerable expansion, the 
quantity rising from 244 million yards valued at Rs. 12·5 crores to 
347 million yards valued at Rs. 17 ·5 crores. Here an interesting 
point emerges. The decrease in the imports of grey goods was 
accompanied by a small decrease in the grey goods produced in 
India. Since there was a considerable increase in the Indian pro
duction o£ ·coloured goods, the figures indicate a swinging back of 
popular preference to white and coloured goods. The U"nited King
dom still engrosses the largest share of the trade. Of grey goods 
85·2 per cent., of white goods 97 per cent., and of coloured goods 
81·4 per cent., came from this country in 1923-24. Next in 
importance as a source o£ piece-goods is Japan; which during the 
period under review increased her share in the grey goods trade 
from 9·6 per cent. to 13·7' per cent. Her share of white goods re
mained steady at 0·6 per cent. ; while her proportion o£ coloured 
goods increased from 6·3 per cent. to 6·7' per cent. Hence, during 
1923-24, Japan improved her position ·slightly at the expense of the 
United-Kingdom. Of the total quantities of piece-goods imported, 
the share of the United Kingdom declined from 91·2 per cent. in 
1922-23 to 88·8 per cent. in 1923-24; while that of Japan ro:;;e from 
6·8 per cent. to 8·2 per cent. in the course of the same period. 

Second, but following cotton manufactures at a long distance, 
came machinery and mill-work. During 1923-24 the total imports 

of machinery of all kinds, including belting 
· 2. Machinery and Mill for machinery and printing presses, amounted 

Work. · 
to Rs. 20 crores, which is Rs. 4 crores less 

than the figure for 1922-23. The 'value of textile machinery import-
• ed showed a considerable decrease, which is no doubt partly to be 

ascribed to extensive importations during the previous two years. 
'Electrical machinery also showed a decline, while prime-movers rose 
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Variations in the values of principal articles in the Import and Export 
Trade of British India during the last three years as compared 
with averages of the pre-war and war periods. 
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in value from Rs. 1·9 crores to Rs. · 2 crores; mmmg machinery 
from Rs. 0·04 crores to Rs. 1·08 crores; oil pressing and refining 
machinery from Rs. 0·01 crores to Rs. 0·038 CI'ores; and tea 
machinery from Rs. 0·026 crores to Rs. 0·039 crores. Under the 
head of m~chinery and. mill-work, the United Kingdom enjoys 
approximately the same predominance as a source of India's supply 
as in the case of cotton manufactures. During 1923-24 the share of 
Great Britain in the tm~al trade ·was slightly in excess of 84 per cent. 
In electrical and mining machinery, however, the competition of 
the United States was felt; and the total share of this country rose 
from 9·6 per cent. to 10·4 per cent. 

Third in order of priority among the articles whi·ch malm up 
India's import trade comes iron and steel. During the first quarter 

3. Iron and Steel. 
of 1923, the German steel industry was 
entirely dislocated; and Continental supplies 

of iron and steel hardly became an appreciable factor until the last 
quarter of the year. The United States also considerably curtailed 
her exports, owing to a strong internal demand for industrial 
development. Accordingly, the United Kingdom regained in 1923 
.her position as India's chief source of supply. Even when 
Continental suppliers were able to underquote British suppliers, 
certainty and promptitude of delivery gave the latter a distinct 
advantage. The total quantity of manufactured iron and steel 
imported (excluding pig and old iron or steel) increased by 2 per 
cent. to 0·15 million tons; while the value declined from Rs. 18·23 
crores toRs. 11·86 crores. The total imports from the United King
dom rose by nearly 20 per cent.; and her share in the total trade 
worked out at 56·7 per cent., which is only 3 per cent. less than 
that of the pre-war year. The supplies from Continental countries 
decreased; while the share of the United States, which practically 
lost the position she gained during the war, amounted to only 2·4 
per cent. 

As in the preceding year, the fourth place in India's import 
trade during 1923-24 was held by sugar, the total value of this head 

~· Sugar. 
amounting to Rs. 15·5 crores. Excluding 
molasses and confectionery, the imports of 

sugar refined and unrefined decreased in quantity by 7 per cent. to 
0·4 million tons, the value standing, however, at Rs. 14·78 crores as 
against Rs. 14·85 crores in 1922-23. Tb.e main source of supply con-

G 

' 
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tinued to be Java, from which country came nearly 90 per cent. of 
the total quantity imported, as compared with 84 per cent. in 1922-
23. Mauritius sugar, wh'ich in 1922-23 accounted for 7 per cent. of: 
the total Indian imports, shrank during the peri~d now under review 
to 1,300 tons as compared with 31,400 tons a year ago. T~ anticipa
tion expressed in last year's Statement that Mauritius sugar was 
likely to be diverted to the United Kingdom. as a result of the pre
ference accorded to it, has been fully realised. As compared with 
an import of 0·4 million tons of refined and unrefined sugar, the local 
production of Indian raw sugar amounted during 1923-24 to 3·2S. 
million tons-an increase of nearly one-quarter of a million tons over
the figure of 1922-23. 

Next in order of importance come railway plant and rolling 
stock. The value of the quantities imported-Rs. 14 crores

represents an increase of Rs. 0·25 crores over 
5. Railway Plant and the figures for 1922-23. The .number of 

Rolling Stock. -
carriages, wagons, locomotive engines and· 

tenders increased, while there were notable decreases in sleepers andl 
keys of steel and iron, rails, chairs and fishplates. The United 
Kingdom increased her proportionate share of the total trade from 
93 per cent. in 1922-23 to 94·6 per cent. in 1923-24. The share of 
Australia, which consists mainly of wooden sleepers, rose from 0·6· 
per cent. to 1·3 per cent. The imports from Belgium decreased from 
Rs. 0·04 crores toRs. 0·026 crores; while the United States slightly 
increased her exports under this head to India from Rs. 0·016 crores. 
to Rs. 0·017 crores. 

Sixth ~mong commodities imported come mineral oils, compris
ing mainly kerosene, fuel oils, and lubricants. Very little petrol is 

6-. Mineral Oils. 
imported from abroad, for the bulk of the 

spirit employed in India comes coast-wise 
from Burma. In 1923-24, the total quantity of foreign mineral oil 
increased from 133 million gallons to 169 million gallons; the 
advance being due almost equally to kerosene and to fuels. The 
imports of kerosene .from abroad amounted to nearly 69 million 
gallons, as compared with 50 million gallons in 1922-23. This. 
quantity exceeded by 2 million gallons the average annual imports 
during the pre-war quinquennium. During the period we are now 
consideting the -United States supplied 67 per cent. of the total 
imports, and Dutch-Borneo ·15 per cent.; while, for the first time: 

' 
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since the war, more than 8 IQ.illion gallons o£ Russian oil came upon 
the market. The importations of fuel oil, it is interesting to notice, 
nave steadily risen from 34 million gallons in 1919-20 to the record 
:figure of 80·5 million gallons during the period under review. This 
increase is an index' of the growing demands of railways, steamships 
and industrial plant. 

Next in order of value among commodities imported comes raw 
:and manufactured sillt; but in the year 1923-24 there was a fall o£ 

7. Siik. 
25 per cent. both in the quantity and the 
value o£ raw silk imported. The quantity 

entering India amounted to 1·37 million lbs. valued at Rs. 1·2 crores, 
as compared with 1·83 million lbs. and Rs. 1·6 crores in 1922-23. 
Silk piece-goods, moreover, decreased in quantity by nearly 2 per 
.cent. to 14 million yards, with 1 per cent. increase in value to 
.Rs. 2·3 crores. As in the preceding years, more than 90 per cent. 
-of the total imports came from the Far East. 

The comprehensive head o£ hardware ranked eighth in the scale 
-of imports. The total value decreased from Rs. 5·15 crores in 1922-

8. Hardware. 
23 to Rs. 4·42 crores in 1923-24, particularly 
noticeable reductions occurring in imple

ments, tools and builder's hardware; while metal lamps, enamelled 
ironware, safes, and stoves increased. The share o£ the United 
.Kingdom in the total trade fell from 50 to 47 per cent.; that of 
Germany from 22 per cent. to 21 per cent. The United States 
increased her proportion from 15 to Hi per cent., while Japan's share 
:remained almost stationary. 

Notwithstanding the import duty of 30 per cent., there was a 
l'emarkable increase in the imports of motor cars, which in the 

year under review numbered more than 7,900 
as compared with just over 4,300 in 1922-23. Motor Cars. 

The total recorded value also increased by 48 per cent. to Rs. 2·05 
crores. The expansion was due partly to increased imports of small 
light cars, but more particularly to drastic price cuttings. Of the 
total, 41 per cent. came from Canada, 36 per cent. from the United 
States, and 13 per cent. from the United Kingdom. Bengal had 36 
per cent. of the trade, Bombay 29 per cent., Madras 14 per cent., 
and Burma 13 per cent. The number of British cars imported rose • 
from 449 to more than 1,000; Canadian imports increased from 1,800 
to 3,200, and American shipments from nearly 1,400 to nearly 2,900. 

G2 
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Among miscellaneous headings we may notice a small increase 
from Rs. 3·15 crores toRs. 3·26 crores in instruments and apparatus, 

Miscellan~ous. 
which was mainly due to the increase in value 
of electrical instruments .imported. Liquors 

showed a decline from Rs. 3·42 crores toRs. 3·15 crores, the falling
off being due particularly to cheaper Continental beer a~d spirit&. 
The total quantity imported increased from 4·6 million gallons to 
4·7 million gallons. Ale and beer, brandy, gin, liqueurs and wines 
showed increases; and German light beers are now once more ousting 
Japanese bee:rs from the Indian market. The imports of paper and 
pasteboard increased in quantity by 15 per cent. from 60 thousand 
tons to 69 thousand tons; but owing particularly to the lower prices 
of German paper, there was a decline of 3 per cent. from Rs. 2·79 
crores to Rs. 2·71 crores in value. · 

Turning now to the export trade of India we may notice that as 
in the preceding two years, cotton occupies the principal position. 

Survey of Exports. The total value of raw and manufactured 
1. Cotton. cotton exported from India in 1923-24 

amounted to Rs. 109·4 crores as against Rs. 84 crores in 1922-23. 
Nevertheless, the period under survey was not very favourable to the 
industry. It was one of general depression among Lancashire. 

Raw Cotton. 
spinners, while the uncertainty of the position 
was intensified by the character of the 

American cotton season. Hopes of a large crop were disappointed. 
The Indian crop of 1923-24, despite an increased area of 6 per cent. 
realised practically the same quantity as in 1922-23, namely just 
over 5 million bales. Demands for cotton from Indian Mills were 
reduced both by serious strikes and by poor markets. But export 
was brisk, the high prices of American cotton leading to an increased 
call for the ~heaper Indian product. During 1923-24 exports rose 
to 3·76 million bales as compared with 3·36 million bales in 1922-23. 
The value rose by 39 per cent. to Rs. 98 crores, representing 28 per 
cent. of the grand total of all Indian merchandise exported. Japan 
was, as hitherto, India's best customer, taking 1·72 million bales or 
46 per cent. of the total quantity exported. We may notice that 
Bombay was responsible for 79 per cent. of the total shipments. 

Yarn. 
The production of cotton yarn in Indian mills 
during the period we are now reviewing was 

the lowest on record since 1904-05, amounting to only 608 million 
lbs. as compared with 706 million lbs. in 1922-23. In the early part 

' 
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of the period, Indian yarns found themselves unable to comp·et'e with 
the cheaper Japanese yarns, and stocks accumulated. The Japanese 
earthquake led to a brisker demand and a temporary rise of prices; 

· but thereafter, owi;g to the abnormal rise in the price of raw cotton, 
business became difficult and trade at the end of the year was in a 
depressed state. The export figures are also the lowest on record, 
decreasing in the year under review to 38 million lbs. valued at 
Rs. 3·66 crores as compared with 57 million lbs. valued at Rs. 5·48 

Piece-goods. 
crores in 1922-23. In cotton piece-goods 
also, the first half of the year was on~ 

of depression. There is little direct competition between 
Manchester and India; but the rivalry of Japan is severe. During 
1923-24 the imports from Japan reached the high figure of 123 
million yards as compared with 108 million yards in 1922-23 and 90 
million yards in 1921-22. The earthquake proved only a temporary 
set-back, as the Japanese cotton mills had not been working full 
time. The· production of cotton piece-goods in Indian mills declined 
from 1, 725 million yards to 1,100 million yards ; the only category 
showing an increase being coloured goods, with an advance of 50 
million yards. Mesopotamia was the largest purchaser of Indian 
piece-goods with 41 million yards; while Persia took 27 million 
yards and the Straits Settlements 23 million yards. Ceylon reduced 
her demand by nearly one million yards to 16 million yards; while 
the East African ports took 24 million yards as compared with 25 
million yards in 1922-23. It should be noticed that of late China, 
once the chief market for Indian piece-goods, has now ceased to takt
any considerable quantity. This is due both to a strong develop
ment of the local mill industry and also to severe competij;ion from 
.Japan. 

Second in importance to cotton among the articles which India 
~xports comes the class o£ jute and jute manufactures. The total 

2. Jute. 
weight of raw and manufactured jute shipped 
during 1923-24 increased from 1·25 million 

tons to 1·41 million tons; but the value showed a fall of 1 per cent. 
from Rs. 63 crores to Rs. 62·25 crores. Raw jute, while displaying 
an increase in quantity of 14 per cent. over the 1922-23 figur~,;, was 
still below the level of the pre-war year; but it is satisfactory to 
note that the quantities both of bags and cloth exported were greater 
than the corresponding figures either o£ the preceding year or the pre-

• 
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war year. Of raw jute Germany was the largest purchaser, taking 
nearly 25 per cent. of the total quantity exported. The Uniteo 

Kingdom came next; while shipments to the United States of America 
slightly decreased. The export of bags increa~ed by 20 -per cent. 
from 344 millions to 414 millions. Australia was the httgest pur 
chaser and her takings increased from 63 millions to 79 millions. 
Chile also increased her demands to 44 millions as compared with 
6t millions in 1922-23 and 4t millions in 1921-22. Next came the 
United Kingdom taking 41 millions as compared with 31 millions a 
year ago. Exports of gunny cloth increased in quantity by 8 per 
cent., the principal consumer being the United States which took 
946 million yards out of a total of 1,349 million yards. The 
Argentine increased her takings from 126 million yards to 192 
million yards; and the United Kingdom from 50 millions yards to 
66 million yards. 

The third commodity in order of importance is food grains and 
flour. In 1923-24 the exports under this head amounted to 3·43 

3. Food Grains. 
million tons valued at nearly 51 crores. This 
represents an increase of 32 per cent. in 

quantity and 20 per cent. in value. Of the total exports under this 
head 64 per cent. was represented by rice and 20 per cent. by wheat 
and wheat flour. But of the total production of cleaned rice, 
estimated during the year under review at just over 2&-million tons, 
only 2·2 million tons were exported. India's principal customer 
was Germany, which regained her pre-war position, taking 0·4 
million tons as compared with 0·3 million tons in the preceding year. 
Ceylon increased her purchases to 0·39 million tons from 0·36 million 
tons. The exports of wheat showed a considerable rise from 
0·2 million tons valued at Rs. 3·4 crores to 0·64 millions tons valued 
at Rs. 9·1 crores. This quantity was still only about one-hal£ of 
the exports in 1913-14; but represents merely a small fraction of 
the total production of wheat in India, estimated during the period 
under review at 9·7'5 million tons. The United Kingdom consider
ably increased her takings and imported 0·49 million tons or 77 
per cent. of the total quantity as compared with 0·19 million tons 
in 1922-23. r 

The tea industry experienced an exceptionally favourable year, 
tea ranking as fourth in order of importance among the com

4. Tea. 
modities sent over-seas from India. The 
total production was estimated at 375 
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million lbs. in 1923, as compared with 312 million lbs. in 1922. 
The outturn showed considerable increases, month by month, on 
the previous year. The bulk of India's production is exported 
abroad; but local ~onsumption seems to be steadily increasing. 
India's share of the total imports of tea to the United Kingdom in 
1923 was 58 per cent. as compared with 61 per cent. in 1922. In 
Canada, India's share.was 54 per cent. and in Australia 10 per cent. 
The total quantities exported in 1923-24 increased by 17 per cent. 
from 288 million lbs. to 339 million lbs.; while the value rose, on 
account of high prices, from Rs. 22 crores to more than Rs. 31·5 
crores. 

Oil seeds ranked fifth in value among the commodities exported 
by India during the year under review. The total value of oil seeds 

5. Oil Seeds. 
exported from India during the period we 
are now reviewing amounted to Rs. 29·8 

crores as against Rs. 27·35 crores in 1922-23. There were noticeable 
increases ih the exports of linseed and rape seed and decreases in 
cotton seed, sesamum and copra. Of linseed, the shipments 
increased by 34 per cent. in quantity and 31 per cent. in value; the 
total quantity exported being 0·37 million tons valued at Rs. 9·62 
crores as compared with 0·27 million tons valued at Rs. 7 ·35 crores 
in 1922-23. The United Kingdom and the Continent took larger 
quantities of Indian linseed; a notable feature being a greatly in
creased demand from the Nether lands. o·f rape seed, exports 
increased from 0·25 million tons valued at Rs. 5·58 crores to 0·34 
million tons valued at Rs. 7 ·36 crores. The principal buyers were 
Italy, Germany, and the United Kingdom. The export of ground
nuts, amounting to 0·26 million tons valued at Rs. 7·2 crores, showed 
a slight falling off as compared with the shipments of the pre
vious year. The United Kingdom and the Netherlands increased 
their demands and each took 6 per cent. of the total shipments; 
while Italy, Germany and Belgium considerably curtailed their 
orders. 

The group of commodities included under the heading " Hides 
and Skins "raw and tanned, increased in value during the year under 

6. Hides and Skins. 
review from Rs. 10·86 crores to Rs. 12·94 
crores. Exports of raw hides and skins 

increased by 7 per cent. in quantity and 21 per cent. in value; that 
is, from 45,700 tons valued at Rs. 5·7 crores in 1922-23 to 48,900 
tons valued at Rs. 6·9 crores in 1923.:.24. The progress appears to 
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have been facilitated first by a stronger Continental demand, and 
next by a reduction of the export duty. India's principal 
customers for raw hides during 1923-24 were Germany and Italy; 
which countries took Rs. 2·18 crores worth ou't of the total ship
ments of Rs. 2·85 crores. The exports of raw skins declined in 
quantity from 20,800 tons in 1922-23 to 19,300 tons during the 
year under review; but rose in value from Rs. 3·5 crores to 

• Rs. 4·06 crores. As usual, the United States was the best customer 
for goat skins, taking over 75 per cent. of the total quantity exported. 
The trade in tanned hides and skins showed a continuation of last 
year's revival. The total quantity exported was more than 18,000 
tons valued at Rs. 5·90 crores. Among individual tanned hides, cow 
hides showed the largest increase; rising from 8,530 tons valued at 
Rs. 1·99 crores to 11,466 tons valued at Rs. 2·17 crores. As in pre
vious years, the United Kingdom was the principal market, taking 
93 per cent. of the tanned hides and 65 per cent. of the tanned skins. 

Seventh in value in the list of India's exports duri~g the year 
under review came lac, in which India has virtually a natural mono

7. Lac. 
poly. The total quantity exported increased 
from 0·476 million cwts. to 0·486 million 

cwts. while the value showed a dectease from Rs. 10·27 crores to 
Rs. 9·06 crores. The United States maintained her position as 
India's best customer for this commodity; taking 59 per cent. of the 
total lac of all kinds shipped. 

Among other commodities, we may notice that the expanded 
'trade in hw wool characterizing 1922-23 was not maintained in the 
year under review; and exports fell from 53 million lbs. to 37 million 
lbs. Demands from the United Kingdom were considerably smaller 
than in the previous year; and there was an increased consumption 
by Indian woollen mills. The exports of vegetable oils also 
decreased in quantity from two million gallons to 1·47 million 
gallons; but there was a large increase in the exports of animal oils, 
chiefly fish oil, from the Madras Presidency. 

The direction of India's trade in the year ending March 31st, 
1924 may be studied summarily in the two diagrams appended to 

Direction of Trade. 
these pages. We may notice that save in the 
case of the United Kingdom, India's exports 

normally exceed her imports from all countrie~ with whom 
she has large dealings. But it is to be seen that the excess 
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Variations in the Trade of British India with principal Countries 
during the last three years, as compared with average of the pre• 
war and war periods. 
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of imports over exports, so far as the United Kingdom 
was concerned, declined during the period under review to 
Rs. 41 crores as compared with Rs. 70 crores and Rs. 102 
crores in the two preceding years. The percentage share 

• of the United Kingdom in India's import 
United Kingdom. 

• trade fell from 60·2 per cent. in 1922-23 to 
57 ·8 per cent. in 1923-24; while her share in the export trade in
creased from 22·4 per cent. to 25 per cent. The British Empire 
taken together enjoyed 48·8 per cent. of the total trade (64·5 per 
cent. in imports and 38·9 per cent. in exports) as compared with 52 
per cent. in 1922-23. The share of the United States in the import 
trade stood at the same figure as that of the preceding year, namely. 
5·7 per cent.; while her share in the export trade decreased 

United States: 
Japan. 

from 11 per cent. to 9·4 per cent. Japan's 
share in the import trade showed no appre
ciable modification, but on the export side she 

increased her percentages from 13 to 14·1. 

We ~ay now briefly review the direction of trade in a few more 
important commodities. In iron and steel, the United Kingdom 

Certain Commodities. 
Imports. 

improved her position considerably, enjoying 
more than 67 per cent. of the trade as com
pared with 58 per cent. in 1922-23. In machi

nery, her position was stationary at nearly 85 per cent.; while the 
United States slightly improved her share from 9·6 per cent. to 10·2 
per cent. In hardware, Great Britain lost ground by 2·7 per cent. 
to 46·9 per cent; while the United States (16·4 per cent.) showed a 
slight increase. In railway plant and rolling stock, the position 
of the United Kingdomremained unchanged at 94·1 per cent. In 
cotton manufactures her share decreased from 84·5 per cent. to 82 
per cent.; while Japan showed a small increase from 11·7 to 12·4 per 
cent. The sugar market was dominated by Java which increased 
her share to 89 per cent. 

On the export side, it appears that the United Kingdom increased 
her share in the tea trade from 86·8 to 88·4 per cent. In raw jut'.l, 

Exports. 
Germany came first- with 25·6 per cent. as 
compared with 24·8 per cent. in the previous 

year; while the takings of the United Kingdom and the United • 
States fell by about 3 per cent. each to 23 and 12 per cent. respec
tively. In the exports of raw cotton, the share of Japan again 
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decreased in the year under review from 48·G per cent. to 43·2 per 
cent.; while Italy improved her position from 6·8 per cent. to 15·2 
per cent., and the United Kingdom from 5·9. to 8·7 per cent. In 
:food grains, the United Kingdom considerably improved her posi
tion, and during the period now under revi~ was India's best 
customer, taking 20·5 per cent. • 

The general tendencies outlined in the last paragraph may be 
illustrated by an examination of the import and export trade between 

India and her variou; principal customers. 
Cer~ain C~untries. Taking first the United Kingdom we may 
United Kir.gdom. . ' 

notice that the value of the imports from this 
co-untry showed a further decrease in 1923-24 amounting to Rs. 131·5 
crores as compared with Rs. 140 crores in the preceding year. On 
the other hand, the value of the exports from India thereto increased 
by Rs. 20 crores to Rs. 90 crores. Of the total imports from the. 
United Kingdom, cotton manufactures, including twist and yarn, 
accounted for 42 per cent. of the value. There was, howsver, a 
<lecrease of 9 per cent. in quantity and 5 per cent. in valu~ in cotton 
piece-goods, the decline being mostly under grey goods. The value 
of imports of iron and steel increased from Rs. 10·6 crores to Rs. 12 
c:rores; and of railway plavt !lad rolling-stock from Rs. 10·5 crores 
toRs. II cro1·es. Coal and coke showed a heavy decrease, the value 
falling from Rs. 2 crores in 1922-23 toRs. 0·33 crores in 1923-24. On 
the export side, the principal articles purchased by the United 
Kingdom from India were tea (Rs. 28 crores), food grains (Rs. 10·5 
erores), seeds (Rs. 9 crores), raw cotton (Rs. 8·5 crores), raw and 
manufactured jute (Rs. 7·75 crores), raw and tanned hides and skins 
(Rs. 5 crores). 

The trade of India with other British possessions showed a 
iecli:ae. In the export trade, the values fell from Rs. 58 crores 

British Possessio::ts. 
to Rs. 50 crores; while the imports 
declined from Rs. 16 crores to Rs. 15 

crores. Trade with Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, Canada, and 
Australia showed slight increases; while that with Hong Kong, 
)faluritius, South Africa and Mesopotamia displayed a fall. 

As in the two .preceding years, the country ranking second in 
impcrrtance to Great Britain in India's foreign trade was Japan. 

Japan. 
During 1923-24 the total Japanese trade with 
India increased from Rs. 55 crores to 

Rs. 64·75 crores, the rise being mainly· due to the increased 
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price of raw cotton. Imports from Japan into India decreased 
in value from Rs. 14·5 crores to Rs. 13·75 crores; while exports 
from India to Japan rose from Rs. 40·75 crores to nearly 
Rs. 51 crores. Sop1e 60 per cent. of the total import trade 
from Japan was represented by cotton manufactures, including twist 
and yarn.· Cotton piece-goods increased from 108 million yards to 
122 million yards; while twist and yarn slightly declined both in 
quantity and in valu~. Under exports from India, raw cotton 
accounted for 84 per cent. of the total value, the quantity rising by 
6 per cent. Japan also increased her demands for rice, for pig iron, 
for raw jute and for gunny bags. 

Third in order of importance in India's foreign trade came the 
United States; but the total value of commerce with that country 

United States. 
decreased by over a crore of rupees to nearly 
Rs. 47 crores, both imports and exports show

ing a slight decline. The principal articles imported from the 
United Sttttes were mineral oils (Rs. 4·5 crores), machinery and mill 
work (Rs. 2 crores), motor vehicles (Rs. 1 crore). The bulk of the 
exports from India to the United States consisted of raw and manu
factured jute (Rs. 19·5 crores), shellac (Rs. 5 crores), raw hides and 
skins ( Rs .• 3 crores). Small increases occurred under the headings 
of castor seed, raw cotton and tea. 

As in the preceding year, Germany occupied the fourth place in 
India's foreign trade, with imports amounting toRs. 12 crores--as 

Germany. 
in 1922-23-and exports which increased by 
11 per cent. to Rs. 25 crores. The principal 

articles imported from Germany, according to their value, were dyes, 
iron and steel, hardware, paper and pasteboard. The principal 
articles which India shipped to Germany were raw cotton, rice, raw 
jute, oil seeds, and raw hides and skins. vV e may notice that 
imports of dyes increased in quant!ty by 13 per cent. to 11 million 
lbs. but fell in value from Rs. 1·83 crores to Rs. 1·8 crores. Iron 
and steel showed a decrease both in quantity and in value. The 
same generalisation is true both of hardware, machinery, sugar and 
salt. But cotton manufactures, paper and pasteboard, haberdashery 
and millinery displayed some increases. Rice increased both in • 
quantity and in value, while raw cotton though decreasing in quan
tity displayed an enhanced valuation. Exactly the reverse was true 
of the shipments of raw jute. 
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Of the other countries with whom India conducts overseas trade;
we may notice that the value of India's commerce with Italy more 

Other Countries. 
than doubled in the year under review r 
rising from Rs. 12·3 croret to Rs. 24·5 crores. 

This is to be ascribed principally to increased exports ef Indian 
cotton. With Java the total value of India's trade rose from Rs. 16-
crores to Rs. 17 ·75 crores, owing principally to the increased value
of shipments of sugar. France, the Nett.erlands, and South· 
America increased their trade with India; while China and Belgium 
showed a decline. 

While the bulk of India's foreign trade is sea-borne, the Iandi 
frontier trade remains none the less eonsiderable. In 1923-24 it 

Trade by -Laud. 
amounted to Rs. 36 crores--no inconsiderable
figure, despite the fact that it represented the 

equivalent of only 6 per cent. of the sea-borne trade. Statistics for 
the frontier trade are not always easy to collect, and the figures for 
the year under review are somewhat vitiated by the lack•of returns 
from certain important territories. We may none-the-less note that, 
the trade with Afghanistan, which is the most important on the 
North-West Frontier, was reported from the incomplete returns 
available as amounting to Rs. 2·67 crores; imports accounting for 
Rs. 0·9 crores and exports for Rs. 1·7. crores. The articles prin
cipally imported were fruit, vegetables and nuts, raw wool, shawls,, 
Jeatiier, oil seeds and tobacco. Among the articles of export may 
be mentioned cotton manufactures, tea, and sugar, wheat and. 
liqueurs. The total trade with Persia amounted toRs. 2·08 crores, 
a figure which shows a slight falling off from that of the previous: 
year. There were smaller receipts of raw cotton and raw wool, of 
woollen carpets and of pistachio nuts. On the other hand, the value· 
of the exports to Persia, which amount to Rs. 1·5 crores, showed an 
increase of 19 per cent. ovei: those of the previous year. This ex
pansion was largely due to increased use of the new railway exten-
sion to Duzdap. Persia purchased larger quantities of cheap Indian 
yarn and piece-goods in preference to the higher priced foreign· 
commodities. There was also a brisk demand for Indian black tea: 
·with Nepal, India's trade is always considerable. During the year 

• under review, this country engrossed 26 per cent. of the whole fron-
tier trade to the value of Rs. 8·88 crores. This figure represents an 
increase of more than one crore of rupees over.the previous year. A 
special feature of the trade during 1923-24 was a· considerable 
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increase in the imports of railway materials, ghi, lac, and raw jute. 
The exports of cotton yarn and piece-goods to Nepal slightly 
-decreased. The trade with Tibet amounted to Rs. 1·09 crores, of 
"Which the most considerable proportion was represented by imports 
Qf wool. The export trade showed a satisfactory revival and in
duded larger despatches of cotton goods, food-grains and sugar. 

Turning now to the balance of trade, we may notice that through
out 1923-24 exports ~ private merchandise exceeded imports. In 

Balance oi Trade. 
April, 1923, the credit balance was nearly 
Rs. 10 crores, and it rose gradually to Rs. 12 

crores in June. During the next four months, the surplus steadily 
-declined; but from October, there was an upward tendency and 
-during the last quarter of the financial year, the credit balance show-
-ed a marked rise. The visible balance of trade as measured by the 
statistics of private merchandise and treasure, was in favour of India 
to the extent of over Rs. 96 crores in 1923-24 as compared with Rs. 30 
-crores in 1922-23 and a debit of Rs. 33 crores in 1921-22. In con
sidering t"his figure it should be borne in mind that it is not possible 
to estimate accurately India's" invisible" exports such as shipping 
:services, interest on foreign investments, insurance, commercial ser
-vices, home remittances and the like. 

The survey of Indian trade which has been given in the para-
graphs immediately precea"ing has brought us to the end of March 

~alen.dar year 1924-
General. 

1924. For the remainder of the year in 
question, we have to rely upon a more sum
mary consideration. During the 9 months 

April to December 1924, imports and exports of me-rchandise alike 
increased, but the tendency already noticed for imports to lag con
siderably behind exports continued. The import trade showed, 
none-the-less, some signs of a distinct revival. The value of the total 
trade during the calendar year, 1924, in which are included private 
merchandise and treasure, amounted to Rs. 701 Cl'ores, of which 
merchandise accounted for Rs. 627 crores. These figures represent 
the highest level touched in the history of India's trade since 1913. 

·As compared with the calendar year, 1923, the grand total oi 
imports, re-exports and exports of merchandise during the twelve 
months ending December 1924, displayed an increase of 10 per cent .• 
The imports of foreign merchandise amounted to Rs. 244 CI'ores, or 
1 per cent. above the.l923 figure of Rs. 227 crores. Exports rose to 
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Rs. 369 crores; an increase of 13 per cent. over the figure of Rs. 327 
crores of the preceding year. 

An examination of the import trade shows that in each month of 
the calendar year, 1924, except February, and. April, there were 

Imports-1924. 
increases over the values recorded in the year 
1923. The decrease in February was mainly 

due to smaller imports of sugar, cotton piece-goods, and cotton mill 
machinery; while reduced imports of kerosede oil, and cotton mill 
machinery were mainly responsible for the decrease in April. In 
brief, it may be stated that the principal increase in value of the 
imports of 1924 as compared with those in 1923 occurred under the 
headings of cotton, raw and manufactured, sugar and woollen piece
goods. There were considerable decreases in the imports of cotton 
machinery and railway plant and rolling-stock. The total quantity 
of cotton piece-goods imported in 1924 showed an increase of 216 
million yards to 1, 705 million yards, the value rising by 19 per cent. 
to Rs. 66 crores. We may notice that grey goods, which had been 
less prominent in 1923-24 than in previous years, regained some of 
their popularity, the value or this head increasing from Rs. 23 crores 
to Rs. 28 crores. White goods showed a rise from Rs. 15 crores 
to Rs. 18·75 crores; while coloured goods increased from Rs. 17 
crores to . Rs. 19 crores. Imports of cotton twist and yarn rose 
in quantity by 1 million lbs., .and in·value from Rs. 7·8 crores 
toRs. 9 ·6 crores. This was due chiefly to larger imports from Japan, 
which supplied in 1924, 31 million lbs. as compared with 25 
million lbs. in the preceding year. Imports of raw cotton showed 
a noticeable increase, rising from 12,200 tons to 20,800 tons of which 
no less than 16,500 tons came from Kenya. Imports of iron and 
steel showed a considerable increase both in quantity and in value; 
a noticeable rise taking place in the value of galvanized sheets and 
plates imported from the United Kingdom. 

Belgium increased her supplies of steel bars from Rs. 1·6 crores 
to Rs. 1·8 crores. Due to decrease in cotton mill and jute mill 
machinery, the value of the imports of machinery and mill work fell 
from Rs. 20·8 crores toRs. 14·72 crores. There was also a decrease 
in the imports of ca-rriages, wagons, locomotive engines and tenders. 

• Sugar showed an increase in quantity from 0·498 million tons to 
0·517 million tons, while the value showed a small decline. We may 
notice that the imports from Java, including the.Straits Settlements> 
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showed a slight decrease; while Mauritius notably increased her 
supplies from 5,000 tons to 79,000 tons. Imports of kerosene oil 
increased from 64 million gallons in 1923 to 72 million gallons in 
1924, the United States supplying .55 million gallons. Imports of 
woollen piece-goods increased from Rs. 1·6 crores toRs. 2·7 crores. 
The number of motor cars imported showed a considerable rise from 
6,655 to 9,348. The United Kingdom roughly doubled the number 
of automobiles she oont to India, her share rising from 722 cars 
to 1,456 cars; but Canada and the United States still retained a 
great priority in this field, supplying respectively 3,959 cars and 
3,313 cars. 

I£ we examine the figures relating to export trade, we shall notice 
that during each month of the calendar year, 1924, with the excep

Exports-1924. 
tion of May, June and July, there were in· 

creases in the exports of Indian merchandise 
over the corresponding months of 1923; while for the year as a whole 
the export :{i.gures showed a rise of 13 per cent. over the 1923 figures. 
The largest increase in any individual month was recorded in March 
1924, when exports reached the remarkable figure of Rs. 40·5 crores. 
In the first three months of the calendar year, 1924, the increased 
exports were due principally to raw cotton, rice, barley, and tea. The 
decrease in May was due chiefly to smaller exports of rice, and raw 
jute, and the decrease in July to reduced quantities of raw cotton. 
In September there were large increases in raw cotton, raw jute, and 
barley, and in the last three months of the year in wheat and tea. 
Broadly speaking, the commodities which showed the most notable 
increases throughout 1924 were raw cotton, raw jute, barley, rice, 
tea, gram, gunny bags, gunny clotn, wool, raw and tanned skins. 
Decreases occurred in lac, linseed, cotton twist and yarn, skins, raw 
and cotton piece-goods. The shipments of raw cotton in 1924, 
despite an increase in value to Rs. 95 crores from Rs. 81 crores, 
showed a decrease in quantity from 0·63 million tons to 
0·586 million tons. Japan took 0·267 million tons as com
pared with 0·292 million tons in 1923. Cotton twist and yarn 
decreased from 43 million lbs. to 31 million lbs.; while cotton 
piece-goods declined from 118 million yards valued at Rs. 7 crores 
to 169 million yards valued at Rs. 6·5 crores. Exports of raw jute 
increased from 0·593 million tons to 0·6'71 million tons, the value 
Tising :hom Rs. 19 crores toRs. 26 crores. Germany was the largest 
purchaser, closely followed by the United Kingdom. Gunny bags 
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and gunny cloth showed a considerable increase both in quantity 
and in value. Australia took 74·5 million bags, followed by Chile 
(49·5 millions) and the United Kingdom (45 millions). Both 
America and the Argentine considerably increased their purchases 
of gunny cloth. Shipments of rice increased !n value from Rs. 32 
CI·ores to Rs. 37 crores; and in quantity from 2-04 miliion tons to 
:2·29 million tons. The quantity of tea exported in 1924 increased 
from 325 million lbs. to 344 million lbs. and.the value from Rs. 30·5 
-crores toRs. 33 crores. The United Kingdom took 304 million lbs. 
as compared with 283 million lbs. in 1923. Finally, we may notice 
that the total visible balance of trade at the end of the calendar year, 
1924, amounted toRs. 80 crores as against Rs. 63·8 crores for 1923. 

From this brief review of Indian commerce during the year 
1924-25, we are naturally led to the consideration of the connected 

The Tariff. 
subject of the tariff. Here, as in other' 
countries, the matter has a political as well 

as an economic. side. For the last quarter· of a century, powerful 
sections of Indian opinion have been demanding the •formulation 
of some scheme of protection to safeguard the nascent industries 
-of the country against the pressure of foreign competition. In 
the fiscal affairs of India, the reformed Government has ushered 
in a new era. As a consequence of the changed relations between 
India and Great Britain, India controls in ever-increasing degree 
'her own fiscal policy. As a matter of convention, the Secretary 
tOf State for India now normaHy refrains from interference in 
;fiscal matters when the Government of India and the Indian 
Legislature are in agreement. This has already resulted in en
.(leavours to take stock systematically of the fiscal situation. In 
1921, a Commission consisting both of officials and of representa
-tives of European and Indian commercial interests, was appointed 
to examine, with reference to all questions concerned, the tariff 
policy of Government. The preliminary recommendations for
-mulated in the report roundly urged the adoption of a policy 
-of protection, which was to be applied with discrimination 
along certain general lines carefully indicated. In the selec-

tion of industries for protection, and in 
The Fiscal Commission. the degree of protection to be afforded, 
ihe Commission recommended that the inevitable burden on the 
>Community should be as light as was compatible with the develop
ment o£ the industries themselves. The report further .recom-
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mended the creation of a permanent Tariff Board to investigate the
claims of particular industries to protection, to watch the opera
tion of the tariff, _and generally to advise Government and the 
Legislature in canying out the policy :formulated by the com
mission. .[Jertain canons were laid down :for the guidance of the· 
Tariff Board. This body was to satisfy itself that the industries: 
seeking protection possessed natura'! advantages; that with,out 
the help of protection •they were unlikely to develop; and that they 
would eventually be able to face world-competition unprotected .. 
The Commission also proposed that raw materials and machinery· 
should ordinarily be admitted free of duty; that semi-manufac-
tured goods used in Indian industries should be taxed as lightly 
as possible; and that the industries essential :for the purposes of 
national defence, for the development o:f which Indian conditions 
are not unfavourable, should receive adequate protection. Upon 
the question of Imperial preference, the Commission suggested' 
that no g~neral system should be introduced; but the adoptiorr 
of a policy of preferential duties on a limited number of com
modities should be referred to the Indian I1egislature after the
Tariff Board had conducted a preliminary examination. It was· 
etipulated that no preference should be granted to any article 
without the approva'l of the Legislature; that no preference should 
be given in such a way as to diminish the protection required' 
by India's industries; and that no preference should involve on· 
the balance any appreciable economic loss to the country. Any· 
preferences which it might be found possible to give to the United· 
Kingdom should, it was proposed, be granted as a fl-ee gift; but
in the case of other parts o£ the Empire, p1eference Rlwuld be· 
granted only by agreements mutually advantageous. Although 
the report of the Fiscal Commission was signed by all members, 
five o£ the Indian signatories put forward a supplementary minute· 
o£ dissent. They did not disagree with the main conclusions of 
the majority report, but considered that the accompanying condi
tions and provisos were calculated to impair their utility. The 
minority report maintained the necessity for an unqualified pro-· 
nouncement that the policy best suited to India is protection. In 
other directions also, the signatories desired to underline the langu
age o£ the main report where they considered it to be half-hearted' 
and apologetiq. They expressed disagreement with their colleagueg, 
upon· certain point connected with Excise, Imperial PrefereMP. 
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and the constitution of the Tariff Board. Generally speaking, 
however, the broad unanimity of the recommendations put forward 
by the Commission, as a whole, was but Ettie impaired by the 
minute of dissent. • 

The publication of the Report led to a protracted .discussion. 
The landed and agricultural interests together with the European 

Interest Aroused. 
commercial community, which is predomi
nantly free-trade in ih instincts, denounced 

the burden that a policy of protection would impose upon the con
suming population of India. On the other hand, the majority of 
vocal political opinion joined with the indigenous manufacturing 
interests in condemning the report as being too cautious. From 
the discussion, two important facts emerged. First, that such 
Indian sentiment as found strong expression upon the tariff question 
was principally protectionist; and secondly that there was a general 
belief both among Indian politicians and Indian commercial mag
nets that a new day would dawn with the adoption of a thorough
going policy of protection. In other words, while the producer 
class of India has clearly perceived where its interest lies, the 
consumer class, which includes the mass of the population so 
far as foreign trade is concerned, takes at present but little interest 
i.~ the tariff question. , 

The first steps in the direction of a protective policy were taken 
with due caution~ Government fully realized the necessity £or 

First Steps. 
a change in the fiscal system ; since as a 
result of certain modifications introduced 

into the tariff for purely revenue requirements, India was already 
under a species of protection, which possessed the disadvantage 
of being unscientific, haphazard, and insufficiently co-ordinated in 
respect of commercial considerations. On the other hand, the ad
ministration considered that it was its duty to safeguard, so far 
as might be, the interests of those persons who have so far dis
played little appreciation of the damage which might be inflicted 
upon their interests from a policy framed for the benefit of the 
manufacturers and of the urban population. 

. Government accordingly accepted in principle all the recom
mendations of the report, but laid stress upon the fact that India's 

Official Action. 
tariff policy must be guided by the require
ments of revenue as well as interests of 
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industry. Early in 1923, the Commerce :Member of the Viceroy's 
Council put forward a niotion in the Legislative Assembly sum~ 
marising in this sense the policy of the Government of India. He 
announced, in addition, that the authorities had decided to con~ 
stitute a Tariff Bo::erd as an experimental measure for one year. 

The Tari:lf Board. 
After an animated debate, in which the con
flicting interests of commerce and agricul

ture found almost for the first time clear expression, the Assembly 
adopted the official mMion as a reasonable compromise. Shortly 
afterwards, Government announced that they had appointed to the 
Tariff Board 1.fr. (now Sir) George Rainey, a member ofthe Indian 
Civil Service, and two non-officials, · Professor Kale and Mr: 
Ginwala, both of whom possessed considerable experience in eco
nomic matters. The new Tariff Board proceeded to devote careful 
attention to the protection of the Iron and Steel Industry. After 
a careful and elaborate investigation extending over several months, 
they published a report which showed that the claims to protection 
put forward on behalf of this industry were not iH-founded. Deve· 
lopment had recently been hindered by severe competition £rom 
abroad, coinciding with the commencement o£ large schemes of 
expansion. The authorities, with the full support of large sec
tions of organised Indian opinion, took prompt action. 

The recommendations of Government, which were based almost 
verbatim upon the conclusions of the Tariff Boar.d, were submitted 

to a special session of the Indian Legislature 
Protection of Steel. fixed for May-June, 1924. 

A bill was introduced by Government, and passed by the 
'Assembly and the Council of State, the object of which was to 
foster the development of the Steel Industry ·in British India. 
The duties on certain articles manufactured from steel were increas
-ed, bounties were granted on heavy steel rails, fish-plates and 
railway wagons, manufactured in India. The duties and bounties 
alike were to be subject to revision after three years. The Steel 
Industry Protection Act, 1924, may be regarded as the landmark 
in the history of Indian tariff; since it was the first step taken 
towards the adoption of discriminating protection. The duties 
mostly take the form of substituting specific rates per ton for 
ad valorem rates based on tariff va1luations. As typical examples, 
we may notice that the duties on steel bars were fixed at Rs. 40 

• 
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per ton and on sheets at Rs. 30 per ton. The bounties, which 
were fixed at diminishing rates per ton on steel rails and fish 
plates produced in India, were fixed at Rs. 32, lts. 2ti and Rs. 20 
per ton respectively in each of the three years for which the 
arrangement was to be operative. It was anticipated that with the 
help which this protection would afford, the steel industry would 
be able, within three years, to attain its full production. It was 
also hoped that world conditions would probably be more stable 
after a lapse of the three years period, • and that the data on 
which proposals could safely be based would be more satisfactory. 
In September 1924, however, it was found that owing to the 

·fall in prices of Continental steel and the maintenance of the rate 
of exchange in the neighbom:hood of ls. 6d., the Indian industry 
was in need of further assistance. The question was referred to 
the Tariff Board which again reported that the case was well
founded, and suggested enhancements of the import duty. The 
Government of India decided that further assistance to the Steel 
Industry could more appropriate'ly take the form of bounties rather 
than of additional increases in duties. Such aid, while of imme
diate benefit to the industry, would not raise the prices of steel 
goods in the country. It was calculated that the utmost assistance 
which the local industry might obtain from the further increase 
in duty recommended by the Tariff Board, was some Rs. 50 lakhs 
within a year. The Government of India therefore proposed to 
grant a bounty at the :rate of Rs. 20 per ton on 70 per cent. of 
the weight of steel ingots, suitable for rolling into articles aheady 
protected by duties in the previous May, and produced in India 
from Indian pig iron between 1st October, 1924, and September 
30th, 1925. The funds for these bounties were available from 
the surplus Customs revenue realized from the increased duty 
imposed in May on the recent large imports of steel. In January 
1925, the new proposals were laid before the Legislative Assembly 
and accepted by that body. It is further to be noticed that on the 

Other Enquiries. 
recommendation of the Tariff Board, the 
import duty on sulphur, which is an essen

tial raw material for chemical and other industries, was removed, 
with effect from 9th June 1924. During the period we are now 
reviewing the Tariff Board enquired into the circumstances of other 
industries, including cement, paper ·making, Printers' Ink and 
magnesium chloride. Their recommendations on these subjects 
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have not yet been received. The Board, which has done very 
useful work since its inc·eption, has recently r.eceived an extension 
of its activities up to the 4th July, 1926. 

These developments represent a definite step in the direction 
which Indian pol!tical sentiment has for long advocated. But 

whether India's fiscal autonomy will result 
Significance of India's in a protracted era of vigorous protection, 

Protective Policy. 
.may well be doubted. For such a policy 

would quickly produce a marked e:ffect upon internal prices. At the 
moment, much of its attraction seems to derive from the feeling 
that India has not been free hitherto to experiment in the ma!_lner 
she desires. Now that a beginning is to be made, from which it 
will be possible to gauge the actual consequences of a cautious 
application of the protective system, th~re is every hope that the 
question of the tari:ff, which is so vital to the country's real interests, 
may be settled in accordance with the dictates of practical ex
perience rather than of abstract reasoning. In all fiscal questions, 
the influence of the European elected members of the Legislative 
Assembly is considerable: for their experience commands the respect 
even of those who di:ffer. from them. A determination that an in
dustry claiming protection must prove its case; and that protec
tive duties would not be approved hurriedly, was clearly noticeable 
during the debates on the Steel Industry Protection Bill. 

The political atmosphere which has characterised public life in 
India during the last few years has somewhat hindered the growth 

of co-operation between India and the rest 
Obstacles to Imperial of the ]~mpire in economic matters. It is 

Co-operation. 
to be hoped, however, that before long there 

will be a wider appreciation of those large communities of rest 
upon which statesmen elsewhere within the Empire are now coming 
to agree. This development is unlikely to ensue until certain 
legacies of the past, resented by many sections of Indian political 
opinion, cease to exercise their embittering influence. Among 

The Cotton Excise. 
the most prominent of these is the excise 
duty of 3t per cent. on Indian mill made 

cloth, which has been the subject of bitter controversy ever since it 
was imposed in 1896. In the :March and September sessions of the • 
Legislative Assembly, a non-official resolution on this subject 
was discussed. Representatives of the Indian Millowners, to-
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gether with other Indian public men, demanded the abolition 
of the duties mainly on political grounds. The excise was con
demned as an emblem of India's political subservience when her 
fiscal policy was dictated from abroad, and its unconditional aboli
tion was demanded to vindicate the country's h•onour. It was also· 
pointed out that while the duty was inoperative as betw~en Lanca
shire and India, it imposed a certain disability upon Indian mills 
in their endeavours to face Japanese competi\ion during the present 
depressed condition of the industry. The Commerce Member, Sir 
Charles Innes, presented the economic aspect of the case on behalf 
of Government; and argued that the abolition of excise without 
corresponding reduction in the import duty would mean that the 
consumer would pay· the excise to the Millowner instead of to 
the Government. Sir Charles concluded his speech with an ex
pression of the inability of Government to accept a resolution 
which went beyond the terms of the pledge given by Lord 
Hardinge's Government in 1916. To this pledge, nevertheless, 
the present Government steadfastly adhered; reiterating their in
tention of removing the duty when the financial situation per
mitted. The resdlution was carried against Government. But 
the statement of the economic aspect of the case obviously impressed 
the House; and subsequent speeches complained of the dilemma in 
which representatives of Indian opinion would be placed, if it 
came to a choice between the abolition of excise duty and the 
remission of Provincial contributions. In the Delhi session of 
1925, the question of .cotton excise again came up. The majority 
of non-official Indian members reiterated their desire for the speedy 
abolition of the cotton excise duty; and in the course. of the 
discussion of the demands for grants, complained "of the delay 
in the execution of the pledge which Government had given . 
.An attempt was made, by temporarily adjourning the discussion, 
to enable Government and the Opposition to arrive at a com
promise. This failed. The Finance :Member stated that Govern
ment did not coJ!Sider the budget position to be such as would 
enable them to reduce the cotton excise duty during the 
forthcoming year, without injury to the end towards which the 
whole financial policy of Government was directed, namely, the 

• gradual extinction of Provincial contributions. The Assembly, 
while in no way denying the importance of remitting the levy 
irom the Provinces, made it plain that in the opinion of the 
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ma.jority of Indian members some steps ought immediately to be 
taken to implement the pledge that the cotton excise duty should 
disappear. As a censure upon the administration for what was 
regarded as their •!laxity in discharging this obligation, the 
Assembly "fejected the demand for the expenses of collecting the 
excise when the grant was placed b_efore them for discussion. 

There are, howevef, reasons for hoping that when polit.icaL 
irritation disappears, the advantages of Imperial co-operation in 

Imperial Economic 
Committee. 

economic matters will be patent in India. 
There seems at the moment of writing a dis
tinct tendency towards exploring the possi

bilities of such a development. Towards the end of 1924-25 His 
Majesty's Government decided to set up a Committee, representing 
both themselves and ~he self-governing Dominions, India, and the 
Co'lonies and Protectorates, called the Imperial Economic Com
mittee. This body is to consider the possibility of improving the 
methods of preparing for market and marketing in the United 
Kingdom the :food products of the overseas parts of the Empire, 
with a view to increasing the consumption of such products in 
the United Kingdom in preference to imports from foreign 
countries and to promote interests of both producers and consumers. 
The Government of India have appointed Sir A. C. Chatterjee, 
their High Commissioner, and }fr. M. M. S. Gubbay, late of the 
Indian Civil Service, as their representatives _on the Committee. 
It has further been arranged that the Committee shall be invited 
to make recommendations regarding schemes upon which useful 
expenditure might be incurred out of the grant which His 
Maiesty's Government is devoting to the task of securing for pro
ducers in overseas parts of the Empire a larger share of the food
stuffs imported into the United Kingdom from abroad. A further 
measure of Imperial co-operation in economic matters has been 

The Trade Faeilities 
Act. 

foreshadowed by the Trade Facilities Act, 
1924. This measure resulted from the scheme 
adopted by the Imperial Economic Con

ference o£ 1923 for co-operation in financial assi~tance to 
Imperial development. This assistance is to embrace the 
twofold object o£ accelerating development undertakings in the • 
Empire and of relieving unemployment in the United Kingdom. 
It is arranged that His Majesty's Government may contribute to 
the payment of the interest on loans raised in the United Kingdom 
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by or on behalf of any public utility undertaking in the Empire. 
The amount of the contribution is not to exceed three-quarters of 
the interest payable during the first five years o£ the loan,; and the 
capital sum on which the contribution is baself is to be limited to 
the cost of materials to be purchased and manufactm·ed in the 
United Kingdom. The scheme is applicable only to projects 
approved by the Governments concerned and certified to be in 
anticipation of normal expenditure. The B;itish Treasury has set 
up a Committee to advise them on the cases in which they can 
properly make contributions. The provisions of the Trade Faci
lities Act have been brought to the notice of the local Governments 
and Administrations in India, and a memorandum for the guidance 
o£ applicants for the grants under the Act has been published 
in the country for general information. 

The possibilities of co-operation in economic matters between 
India and the rest of the Empire received practical illustration 

The British Empire 
Exhibition. 

during the year under review in the British 
Empire Exhibition. All the Provinces 
except the Central Provinces and Assam took 

part in this Exhibition. With the exception of Burma, which 
organized its own exhibit in a separate building of a striking 
character, the Indian Provinces and most of the leading Indian 
States were accommodated in a building which had been erected 
at the expense of the Government of India. Both bui,ldings at
tracted many visitors; and the majority o£ the exhibitors, especial
ly those who had articles for sale, expressed themselves as wel1 
satisfied with the result. In the Indian building, each Province 
was responsible for its own court under the general control and 
superintendence o£ an Exhibition Commissioner appointed by the 
Government of India. The exhibits in the Indian building were 
remarkable for diversity of their nature and the contrast which 
they displayed. For example, under a single roo£ were fine models 
of the wild North West Frontier Province and of the latest de
velopment.of the Bombay Reclamation scheme. The Railways had 
arranged a comprehensive exhibit illustrating the different forms of 
transport in India from early days to modern times. The large 

• industries were represented, as well as jungle scenes and sporting 
trophies. Altogether the remarkable diversity in cu1ltural level 
and in material conditions which is so characteristic of the Indian 
continent to-day was displayed in a dramatic manner. There were 
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also a considerable number of stalls, at which the typical handi
\3raft products of India were shown; while the exhibits from the 
Art Schools of Bombay and Calcutta introduced to Western notice 
the work of moder.d Indian artists. A remarkable display had 
been arranl!"ed to show the uses to which the ornamental hard woods 
of India and Burma can be put, and their suitability for high
grade furniture and :for the better class of fittings in Banks and 
large commercial ho~ses. Another feature was the extent to 
which Indian merchants took stalls for the sale of their good.;. 
They were well rewarded for their enterprise. Apart from the 
direct commercial value of the Exhibition to India through the 
receipt o£ orders by exhibitors, the introduction of many o£ her 
characteristic products to western buyers will, it is hoped, serve 
to open up to her new markets of increasing scope as time goes on. 

Among schemes for fostering th~ internal development of Indian 
commerce, reference may be made to two harbour projects of con
siderable importance. For some time. the Government of Madras 
and the authorities o£ the Cochin and Travancore States have been 

£ochin Harbour 
Scheme. 

exploring the possibility of converting Cochin 
into a safe·all the year round harbour. The 
scheme is to cut a passage through the bar 

which blocks the entrance to an extensive backwater. A trial 
cut was made in 1923 and the effect of the monsoon thereon was 
observed. The results recorded have been examined by a Com
mittee o£ Harbour Engineers in England, which has reported 
favourably on the prospects of the scheme. The local authorities 
are now securing the plant necessary for effecting a deeper and 
wider cut. If access through the bar can be established at all 
periods of the year, a portion o£ the backwater will then be 
dredged to afford anchorage for ocean-going steamers. The im
portance of this project lies in the £act that the harbour of Cochin 
would lead to the development of a valuable hinterland which is 
:at present far removed from any convenient port. Even more 
pregnant with :future possibilities is the scheme for the develop-

ment of the Vizagapatam harbour. Pro-
Vizagapatam Harbour posals for the development of the port at this 

Project. . . 
place have been under consideratiOn smce 

1859; but the success of the project is bound up with the con
struction of direct railway communication between Vizagapatam 
and the Central Provinces; for the quantity of trade which could 

• 
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be obtained from the littoral itself is insufficient to justify the
capital expenditure which would be required. With the resump
tion of fresh construction of new railway projects, the Government 
of India have caused the whole question of tlfe port and .the rail
way to be re-examined. Definite proposals have been•formulated 
for the development of the harbour as well as for the construction 
of the Raipur-Parvatipur line. It is hoped that a commencement 
will shortly be made. The scheme for the port itself presents 
general features similar to those of Cochin. A bar at the m,outh 
of a small river has to be cut; and anchorage for ships dredged 
in a land locked tidal basin. The bar, however, is not so large
as in Cochin, and the internal basin is better protected. 'As 
will be plain from a study of the map of India, the Vizagapatam 
harbour scheme is iJ.ikely to do much for the development and the 
prosperity of a very large tract of country. 

The general dependence of Indian trade upon Indian industry 
is obvious. Yet during the war period the Indian Industrial 

I:r:dustries and the 
State. 

Commission pointed out that India was 
unable, despite her wealth in raw materials, 
to produce more than a small fraction of the 

articles essential for the maintenance of civilised activities. De
velopment has hitherto been slow; for few Indian industries, except 
those based on some natural monopoly, could hope to make head
way against the scientific production and organized competition 
of western countries. For some time prior to the war, the Indian 
Government had attempted to establish pioneer factories and to 
award Government subsidies to deserving industries; but until 
recent experience had demonstrated the possibility of successful 
state intervention on behalf of national industrial development, 

very little was done. It was only as recently 
The Dc,partment of 

Indu~tries and as February 1921, that the Secretary of State 
· Labour. sanctioned the creation of a central Depart-

ment of Industries as a permanent branch of the Government of 
India. Its scope, as modified by the regrouping of subjects ad
vocated by the Report of Lord Inchcape's Committee, now includes 
Industries and Industrial Intelligence; central institutions for 
industrial training; geology and minerals, together with the Geo
logical Survey of India; the administration of the ·Indian Mines 
Act, the Indian Explosives Act, and the Indian Petroleum Act. 
The Indian Factories Act, and other labour legislation also falls 
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DIAGRAM No. 9. 

Relative importance of the different classes of Industries in India, 
during 1921. 
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within its sphere, wherein are further included patents and de.: 
signs, copyright, legislation rela~img to electricity and steam 
boilers, stores, stationery and printing, inter-provincial migration; 
meteorology, civil M"iation, posts and telegraphs, irrigation and 
public work;,s. 

1Vith the introduction of the reformed constitution, industrial 
development became a provincial trans'ferred subj~ct. In con

s~quence, the policy to be pursued in grant-
Central a~d Local ing assistance to industries, the development 

Machinery. f . d . 1 d h . 1 d . d o 1n ustr1a an tee n1ca e ucat10n, an 
to a large extent the research work necessary to establish the value 
of raw materials, are all controlled by Indian :Ministers in charge, 
of the Provincial Department of Industries. The constitution~ \ 
however, permits the central Government to exercise supervision · 
over industrial subjects when such a course is considered expedient. 
The necessity for such supervision is obvious.· For example, 
pioneer industries may have to be established on a scale for 
which the resources of any one province would be inadequate ; 
while institutes for carrying on research for the benefit of the 
country as a whole fall quite beyond the scope of any one of the 
local Governments. :Moreover, such questions as that of making 
India self-supporting in the matter of stores required for military 
purposes, must obviously be relegated to the consideration of the 
central Department. In this connection it may be noticed that a. 
contract has been entered into with the Calcutta Soap Works 
Limited for the manufacture of dynamite-glycerine. This firm 
has been granted a loan by the Central Government, and has in
stalled a speCial refining plant for the manufacture of glycerine 
of the quality required for ordnance purposes. On the side of 

'l'echnical Education 
and Research. 

technical education and research, progress has. 
been greatly hindered by the necessities of 
retrenchment. With a view to providing

facilities for high grade instruction in mining engineering and 
geology, it was decided by the Central Government in 1920 to· 
establish a School of Mines at Dhanbad in the province of Bihar 
and Orissa; but the project had to be postponed for some time on 
account of the necessity for retrenchment. But it has now proved 
possible to allot funds for the School and the construction of 
the buildings is in progress. It is anticipated that it will be 
possible to open the first year class in October or November 1925. 
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:A:n equally important project for the establishment of a Chemical 
Research Institute has remained in abeyance altogether on account 
of the financial position. A revised scheme for the management 
of the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,.which resulted from 
the recommendations of a special Committee of Enquiry is still 
under discussion; the delay in taking action being due" to the fact 
that the parties legally competent to press for modifications of the 
scheme of management have not yet beeJl able to come to an 
agreement on certain points. A promising beginning has been 
made in the grant of technical scholarships from the central re
venues, in pursuance of a resolution passed by the Legislative 
Assembly early in 1922. During the period we are now con
-sidering 4 scholarships, one each for--the study of mining, geology, 
metallurgy and flour-milling have been awarded. 

Among the proposals of the Industrial Commission which are 
likely to produce the most marked effect in the encouragement of 

Purchase of Stores. 
Indian industries, must be ranked the local 
purchase of Government and railway stores. 

"The principle that wherever possible Government stores should be 
purchased in India has long been recognised. But in the absence 
-of any institution for the amalgamation of indents and technical 
inspection during manufacture, this principle could be put into 
practice only to a limited degree. The difficulties were formid
able. Manufacturing industries could not be started without a 
sufficient and continuous market; while orders could not be placed 
so long as there existed no adequate means of manufacture. Ac
cordingly, Government determined to institute a machinery for 
bringing Departments into effective touch with local manufac
rturers. This machinery soon evolved into the Indian Stores Depart
ment. The Retrenchment Committee did, indeed, recommend 
the postponement of further expansion of the Department; but after 
.careful consideration, Government decided that development must 

The Indian Sbres 
Department. 

proceed. In arriving at this decision, they 
were largely influenced by the fact that in 
the absence of a properly constituted Stores 

Department, with Intelligence, Purchase and Inspection agencies 
it would be impossible ever to divert to the Indian mills and 

• workshops the large indents now sent to London. Further, in 
their opinion, the quantities of stores at present purchased on 
Government and Railway account are themselves sufficient to justify 
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-the existence of the organization. The Secretary of State intimated 
his complete agreement with this decision,. according his general 
approval to the organization of the Department on a permanent 
basis on the lines proposed by the Chief Controller of Stores. 
Branches have bee; constituted for the purchase of engineering 
~stores and • materials; and for the acquirement and dissemination 
<>f information regarding the actual and potential sources of supply; 
in the country. Duri11g the course o£ the period covered by this 
Statement, considerable progress has been made in the develop
ment of the Department by the creation of local purchasing branches 
at Calcutta and Bombay and Inspection agencies at Madras, 

Bombay, Karachi, Cawnpore, and Delhi. 
As exemplifying the importance of the work 

at present performed by the Indian Stores Department, it may be 
mentioned that during the calendar year 1924, textile goods were 
purchased to the value of Rs. 1·21 crores; and engineering plant 
and materials and miscellaneous stores to the value of Rs. 1·08 
crores. The value of the stores inspected by the various organiza
tions comprised in the Department, excluding the Metallurgical 
inspectorate, amounted to more than Rs. 2 crores. The Metallur
gical Inspectorate dealt with nearly a, quarter million tons 
of materials; while the number of tests, analyses, and 
investigations at the Test House and the Metallurgical 
Inspectorate amounted respectively to 5,238 and 3,977 
respectively. Revised rules have been promulgated during 

the year to regulate the purchase of stores 
Stores Purchase Rules. 

Expansion. 

by Departments of the Central Government 
and minor local Governments. The main features of the new 
rules consist in the assertion of a more d.efinite preference for 
articles produced and manufactured wholly or partly in India, 
together with an important extension of the power to purchase 
imported stores. It may be mentioned that the Stores Department 
acts not only as agent for the purchase and inspection of stores, 
but also advises Departments which utilize its services as to the 
class of plant and material suitable for the purposes contemplated. 
It further frames precise specifications of the classes of stores to be 
purchased. Finally, it carries on a CQnsiderable volume of useful 
work by investigating the existing and potential sources of supply 
in India and in collecting and disseminating information regard
ing prices and the like. 

H 

• 
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Among the most noticeable :features of India's new industrial 
progress has been the increasing strength of the provincial orga-

Provincial Organisa- nisations. A brief review of the work: 
tions. accomplished by the :Departments of In-

ilustries of the I_.~ocar Governments indicates at once the import
ance of the field now lying open to popular enterpri;e, and the
unfortunate limitations which financial stringency at present 

The Punjab. 
imposes upon its 'development. In t1H~· 
Punjab, for · example, the Department of 

Industries has continued to suffer during the year under report 
from financial stringency; but it is hoped that in this particular
respect considerable improvement is to be anticipated in a short 
time. The Maclagan Engineering College has had its staff 
strengtl;ened by three Professors recruited from England; the
money required :for the equipment of the institution is gradually 
forthcoming; and in a year or two it should be possible to obtain1 
~verything that is necessary. The Demonstration Tannery and 
Dyeing Factory at Shahdara has been completed, together with· 
the small power house for. working machinery. Some unavoid
able delay has taken place in completing the water supply of these· 
institutions; but as soon as the difficulty has been overcome, the· 
work will be started. During the year, considerable advance has. 
been niade in establishing electric installations at some statiom,. 
,md it is anticipated that Uawalpindi, llfultan and Jullunder wiU 
be supplied with electric power during the coming year. Tha· 
supply of coal for industrial purposes from the Bengal coalfields. 
has continued to improve. No new supplies of oil were discoven~rl 
during the year, .but the Attock Oil Company continue to pro•
duce large quantities of petrol, kerosene oil and the like, and are
ousting other sources of supply so :far as the Punjab is concernerl .. 
'rhe Punjab Arts and Crafts Depot has succeeded in bringing
the craftsmen of the province into touch with wider markets; and 
in improving the design and workmanship of the articles which 
they make. In this connection, the Punjab court at the British 
Empire Exhibition was very successful; and manufactured articles; 
to the value of over £13,000 were sold. Numerous enquiries are
also forthcoming regarding· the wholesale supply of certain com
modities. 

In the United Provinces the Industries Department was handi
~:appecl by financial stringency. Nevertheless, it continues t.() 
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expand its work of technical education and 
'The United Provbces. the promotion Of nascent industries. The 
Provinces have no~ a large and increasing supply of colleges and 
:Schools for practical education in industria.l methods; and it i..;; 
:aatisfactor~ to notice that pupils who have finished their course 
of instruction can almost always find employment immediately. 
'The number of artisans taking up industrial education, particu
ll.arly in night classes, continues to grow. By demonstrations of 
industnal methods and products at all the well established district 
.exhibitions, the Industries Department is awakening fresh interest 
;and a wider outlook. At the British Empire Exhibition, mer
chants and manufacturers from the United Provinces sold product~ 
worth some Rs. 10 lakhs and were brought into direct touch with 
new markets in the Empire. During the period under review, 
-financial assistance was given in ten cases by the Board of In-
-dustrie3 for the encouragement of important enterprises. In view 
of the strong sentiment in favour of reviving and restoring the 
prosperity of cottage industries, a committee was appointed in 
1924 to examine this question. The Stores Purchase Department 
has been working well; and as result of its assistance, no less tlran 
SO per cent. of Government purchases during the year were of 
Indian manufacture; and 50 per cent. originated in the United 
Provinces. The Local Government notes, however, that for any 
large development of provincial industries, a change is required 
in the public attitude which is still to seek. The capitalist still 
pref~r; to invest his money in land rather than in industrial en
terprise, and the educated youth of the Province prefers a career 
in the legal profession or in Government service. 

In Bihar and Orissa the State Aid to Industries .Act has enabled 
pecuniary assistance to be granted to new or nascent industries 

Bihar and Orissa. 
in a variety of forms. During the year 
under review, the first applications for State 

Aid were received, and 4 out of 10 were sanctioned. The new 
Board of Industries established under the Act, in addition t·) 
dealing with these applications, considered a number of project;; 
likely to lead to the expansion of existing, or the establishment of 
new, industries. The most important of these were the establishM 
~ent of a demonstration match factory; the employment of an expert 
to investigate the prospects of the sisal hemp and orange indus
tries in Chota Nagpur; and the grant of a subsidy to a private 

• H2 
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individual engaged in experiments for the improvements of the 
tassar industry. Among the functions of the Director of Indus
tries is that of acting as Consulting Engine~r to those who re
quire his services, and' in particular, to small users o£ machinery. 
An expert staff is in a position to give reliable advic; as to the· 
plant to be purchased; to undertake its erection, and subsequently 
to ndvise on its upkeep. Since the ordina\-y small capitalist ir; 
the Province usually knows nothing himself of the working an<f 
care of modern machinery, the value of the service which the De-· 
partment can render in this matter is being rapidly recognised. 
The amount of receipts from :fees have increased, and in South 
Bihar, where the circle officer has gained the confidence of the 
public, the demands for his assistance were more than he and 
his staff could cope with .• The most no.table event in the field o€ 
technical and industrial education was the opening of the Bihar 
College of Engineering. The fact that the number of applicani::s 
for admission was greatly in excess of the number of vacancies is 
an indication of the strong demand for technical education. It is 
to be noted that the silks of the Bhagalpur Silk Industry com
manded a ready sale at the British Empire Exhibition. Substan· 
tial orders have been received, and it is hoped that this will form 
the nucleus of a regular export trade. 

In Bengal, notwithstan·ding financial stringency and retrench
ment, the Department of Industries rendered considerable help t;) 
small industrialists in the way of technical advice, information, 

and trade facilities. Its current research work 
Bengal. has also been continued, particularly in 

regard to the tanning, lac refining, and match manufacturing 
industries. As a result o:f experiments carried on at the Calcutta. 
Research Tannery, some of the rather intricate problems of the 
tanning industry, which had hitherto remained unsolved, were 
successfully investigated. Demonstrations o:f weaving on fly
shuttle looms were held in some 13 districts during the year; and 
assistar.ce was. given to conchshell workers, to button makers, to 
'liJ refiners, and to other small industrialists. Unfortunately, 
owing to paucity of :funds, the schemes for demonstration anrl .. 
pion&er factories for the manufacture o:f cigars and glass coulp · 
not be proceeded with. ProjectE)d fruit canning factories and 
dairy :farms ren;J.ained undeveloped; and even schemes entaili~g 
comparatively small expenditure, such as the demonstration of 

• 
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labour saving devices in the bell-metal industry, and the develop
ment of wool spinning and blanket weaving at Sandip, had to be 
abandoned. The :qepartment issued an important publication 
reporting on cottage and small industries. l'his survey is of con
siderable -talue, since it will facilitate the improvement of such 
of these industries as are susceptible of development. 

In Madras, a consiilerable number o:£ applications :for assistance 
under the State Aid to Industries Act were received by the Board 

Madras. 
o:£ Industries; but it is reported that many 
cif them showed little or no appreciation of the 

requiiements o:£ the Act. The only application actually sanctioned 
by Government at the Board's recommendation was a loan to a 
firm oi silk cloth manufacturers for the purpose o:£ developing 
their factory. The Bureau of Commercial and Industrial Infor
mation dealt with an evef-increasing volume of enquiries, and its 
servicf·S were much appreciated. As a preparatory step to the 
development of the lace and embroidery industry, an assistant 
was appointed in October to carry ou~ a comprehensive surve.v 
of e~ isting conditions. Government demonstration :factories con
tinu('d to perform useful work. There was an increased demand 
for the soaps manufactured by the Kerala Soap Institute at Calicut, 
and ':t profit was earned. The Industrial Institute, Madras, which 
was ('Xclusively _ devoted to the manufacture o:£ ink, was fully 
occupied with the orders it received, and has now established it
seH as a paymg concern. On the· other hand, the Government 
glue factory was closed; and the results of the operations of the 
Fruit Preserving Institute were unsatisfactory. In consequence 
of propaganda work for the introduction of sericulture, several 
tracts have been brought under mulberry cultivation, while in 
addition the rearing of silk worms has been successfully initiated. 

·In industrial education, satisfactory progress continues to be made. 
The new buildings of the Madras Trades School were occupied 
during the year; the Madura Industrial Institute was reorganised; 
and the School of Arts and Leather Trade Institute continued 
their activities. 

In Bombay, the Department of Industries continued to be ham
. pered by shortage of funds, as well as by the prevailing indus

Bombay. 
trial and commercial depression. The 
handloom weaving section, which endeavouril 

to introduce improved appliances amongst theweaving population, 

• 
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~ontinued to function successfully. Since the abolition of the p:Jst 
rof Director of Industries, as a result of the vote o£ the Bombay 
Council in February, 1924, this branch of activity has now been 
taken over by the Registrar of Co-operadve Societies. 'l'he 
management o£ research scholarships has been transfet~ed to the 
Director of Public Instruction; but the pottery section continued 
in charge of the pottery expert of Sir J amseijee J eejeebhoy School 
of Art. Dyeing and calico printing demonstrations were success
tully continued, and petitions were recei-ved for the extension of 
the period for which they had been sanctioned. • 

In the Central Provinces, the Director o:f Industries was asso
dated with an Advisory Board; but development projects were 

Central Provinces. 
hampered by lack of funds, and no new 
scheme of importance could be introduced. 

:But the introduction of improved sleys and warping machines 
among the weaving population continued successfully; and ~he 

construction o£ the Leather Tanning School at N agpur was takes1 
in hand. 

While it would be difficult to exaggerate the importance oi 
building up, by every possible means, the development o:f Indian 

Indian Agriculture. 
industry, it seems plain that :for many years 
to come, the main occupation o£ the country 

is destined to be agriculture. In India three persons out o:f every 
four gain their living directly from the soil; and, whatever be 
the progress achieved by other industries, a considerable period 
must necessarily elapse before these proportions are substantially 
modified throughout a population so extensive. It is therefore 
self-evident that the readiest method o£ advancing the prosperity 
of the country as a whole lies through the development of Indian. 
agriculture. Moreover, when India advances along the road to 
self-government, she will be compelled to devote resources larger 
than those which she can command at present to the task o£ self
improvement. The natural resources at the disposal o£ Indian 
:agriculturists are considerable; and if properly utilized, seem 
:amply sufficient to sustain the burden which will be laid upon 
them. . But two things are above all things are necessary; more 
scientific -methods and greater capital outlay. So far as the ior-. ~ 
mer is concerned, the problem is very largely one of demonstra
tion. It has been said that the Indian Agriculturist is very t~Us· 

picious of improvements; but the experience of the last few years 

• 
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seems to indicate that his conservatism is generally that of the 
praclical farmer, who requires good reasons :for departing £rom 

established practices. When the success of 
Progress and its di1D- improved methods can be clearly demon

culties. 
strated, they spread with remarkable rapidity. 

Hence, in many places, the cultivator, despite his lack of eduea
tion, is beginning t~ look upon the agricultural expert as a 
friend and guide. But the question o£ putting more capital into 
the land constitutes a serious difficulty. The Indian agriculturist 
has, as a rule, little money to spare £or irrigation, for manure, 
and for efficient tillage implements. Generally speaking, there
fore, he has t0 be content with a small yield from his holding 
even where the expenditure of a little money upon capital im· 
provements would secure for him greatly increased profits. In 
existing circumstances, <the most important consideration for tht' 
Indian :farmer is the suitability of his crops to his land. Hence, 
the first £tep towards the improvement o£ the agricultural condi
tion of the country is the development of better varieties of exist
ing crops. To this end, the operations of the Agricultural De
partmei1ts in India are primarily directed. At the moment the 
resources of these Departments are entirely insufficient for the 
scale upon which they are required to w0rk; and here, as in other 
directit,ns, it has not hitherto been possible to expend the amount 
of money which could profitably be devoted to improvements. The 
Imperial Department of Agriculture, with its headquarters at 

Pus:t, is maintained at a cost of about Rs. 12 The Agricultural De-
partments and their lakhs aimually; while the gross expendi-

Work. trrre of all the Provincial Departments does 
not much exceed £600,000--a total charge on the country of about 
td. per acre per annum. The Pusa Institute is the principal 

Pusa. 
seat of agricultural research in India. 
Post-graduate courses in agriculture and 

the allied sciences have been introduced, with the object 
of qualifying those who pursue them for responsible positions in the 
Agricultural Department. There are also Agricultural Colleges 
in most of the Provinces; and the question of encouraging 
candidates for admission, whose numbers are not large, is • 
under consideration; for in India, as in other countries, the prob
lem of inducing the educated man to employ his education in 
the improvement of his ancestral acres is by no means easy. The 

• 
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Pusa institute is "Well fitted for the pursuit of research and for 
the training o£ officers :for the higher posts in the Agricultural 
Department, but it is on her agricultural colleges and agricul
tural middle schools that India must rely if she is to produce the 
type ot highly educated farmer whose influence is so jmportant 
in raising the level of tillage methods throughout any country. 

As we have noticed, the primary task to which the A.gricul
tural Departments have devoted their atte~tion is the improve

Rice. 
ment of particular crops. Of all the great 
crops in India, rice stands first in import

ance, and its yield is a vital factor in .the country's welfare. Some
what naturally therefore, much of the attention of the Agricultural 
Departments of the rice-growing Provinces is devoted to the 
evolution and introduction improved varieties of the crop. In 
Bengal the heavy yielding races known as Indrasail, Dudshar, 
and Kataktara are now grown throughout an area of more than 
150,000 acres. In Madras, the Central Provinces, Assam, and 
Bihar and Orissa some of the selected strains are still gaining 
ground. . In Burma, the requirements of the foreign market, with 
which the Province is greatly concerned are receiving their due 
share of attention. Hybridisation work conducted at Dacca has 
yielded a race of transplanted rice which is expected to meet the 
requirements of the uplands of Western Bengal. This variety, 
in addition to its desirability as a producer of heavy crops, 
matures early in October, which is a quality of particular value 
in the area for which it is designed. The improvements obtained 
from these new varieties are very remarkable. For example, in 
Burma, crops grown from the new races fetch a premium of 
between Rs. 10 and Rs. 15 per unit of 5,900 lbs. In the Central 
Provinces, one improved strain yields 470 lbs. of paddy more 
than the local variety per acre, incrflasing the income of the 
cultivator by about £1 for this area. Further, certain types 
introduced by the Agricultural Department in Bihar and 
Orissa have been found suitable for land too poor for local crops. 
From these examples, it is plain that the possibilities of improv
ing India's rice crop by scientific methods are immense. The 

' process will inevitably take time; for rice occupies a larger area 
than any other crop. But since it is used as a staple food by a 
high percentage of the population, the benefits to be derived 
:from its improvement are immediate and far-reaching. 
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Wheat stands next to rice in importance in the list of India's 
crops. U-n£ortunately, Indian wheat is generally of low quality 

Wheat. 
and does not command high prices in the 
foreign market. Accordingly Agricultural 

experts have directed their attention first to the evolution and 
distributit>n of strains possessing high yielding and rust resist
ing powers, improved strength of straw, and good milling and 
baking qualities; an~ secondly, to demonstrating the response of 
the crop to better cultivation. In these directions, the work of 
the Pusa scientists has. been conspicuously success£ul. The im
proved varieties evolved have now attained such popularity that 
it is not possible to make an estimate of the area under them. 
But in the North-West Frontier Province, the United Pro
vinces, and the Punjab, there is no doubt that they have spread 
over more than 1·5 million acres. The Pusa selections are giving 
satis£actory results under very diverse conditions of soil and cli
mate, such as are found in the Peshawar Valley, North Sind,. 
Kathiawar, the Nilgiri Hills and the Southern Shan States. For
tracts where the crop is particularly liable to damage by birds,. 
a new series o£ bearded wheats has been evolved at Pusa. These,. 
in addition to displaying the particular quality for which they 
were designed, are as heavy yielding and satisfactory for milling 
and baking as the famous Pusa 12 and Pusa 4. Although 90 
depots are maintained for the supply of Pusa seed of the 12 and 
4 varieties in the United Provinces alone, the demand is every 
year increasing. The local authorities have, theref01·e, sanctioned 
the opening of 10 more depots. In Bombay, some of the strains 
selected from local types promise to meet admirably the require
ments of the wheat growing districts of Sind, the Deccan, and 
Gujrat. 

Sugarcane is a crop of considerable importance in India, for 
consumption is several times greater than production. The Agri

Sugar. 
cultural Departments are directing much 
attention to increasing the yield by 

breeding better varieties of cane. The work is principally carried 
on at the Cane Breeding Station at Coimbatore-a worthy memo
rial to the ability and foresight of Dr. C. A. Barber, who devised 
it. Some of the new varieties evolved at this station do remark- • 
ably well in the Punjab, North-West Frontier Province, Assam 
and Bihar and Orissa. Both in the field and in the factory,, the 
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Coimbatore strains have established their superiority over indi
genous varieties and the demand for them now far exceeds the 
supply. With a view to supplementing the work carried on at 
Coimbatore, the Indian Sugar Producers' Association are financ
ing a scheme for carrying on field and factory tests of all the 
·more promising seedlings evolved. The Government .of India 
have, at. a temporary measure, placed at the disposal of this Asso
ciation an area of 143 acres near Pusa. For some years, a Sugar 
Bureau has been in existence which furnishes advice to cultiva
tors, manufacturers, and capitalists. It publishes statistical notes 
bearing on the production and consumption of sugar in different 
parts oi the .world and for this purpose maintains its own cable 
service. Further, in the district surrounding Pusa, the Bureau 
has taken over the testing and multiplication of improved varie
ties of sugarcane. It also arranges mill trials for the more pro
mising strains. There can be no question that the improvement 
and extension of the sugar crop must be counted among the most 
fruitful of the projected developments of Indian agriculture. The 
scope which exists for progress in this field may be gauged from 
the fact that in 1923-24, sugar to the value of Rs. 15! crores, and to 
the quantity of nearly hal£ a million tons was imported. The area 
under sugarcane in India is roughly 2·9 million acres; and the 
production of raw sugar amounts to more than 3 million tons. 
The encouragement of sugar production both in quantity and in 
quality is thus a matter of considerable moment. The whole 
question was elaborately investigated a few years ago by a Com
mittee, which recommended the establishment of a Sugar Research 
Institute, and a large demonstration factory. Unfortunately, 
financial stringency has in this direction, as in many others, 
interfered to postpone a promising and profitable development. 

From food crops we may turn to textiles. In this field, cotton 
is by far the most important variety. India stands second only 

Cotton. 
to 'America in total production; but her 
cotton is naturally shorp in staple, poor 

in spinning value and smaller in yield per acre. The work of 
the Agricultural Departments has, therefore, been directed to in
creasing the yield and improving the quality. The task is no 

• light one, for the area under cotton must be something in the 
neighbourhood of 23 . million acres; but a promising beginning 
has been made. Improved types now flourishing in the Punjab 
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bring to the cultivator about £3 per acre more than the local 
.strains, and the increase in profits derived from this source aggre
gates well over a million and a hal£ sterling. In the Central 
Provmces, the area under Roseum, a cotton selected for its high 
ginning quality, :a as increased to well over hal£ a million acres; 
while in ;the Canal colonies in the Punjab, the area under selected 
.strains of American cotton is more than three quarters of a 
milli<:>n-acres. In other cotton growing tracts in the country, pro
gress Ol! similar lin~s has also been made. 

In order to provide for satisfactory co-operation between the 
Departments of Agriculture and cotton traders, a body known as 

The Indian Central 
Cotton Committee. 

the Indian Central Cotton Committee was 
established in 1921. This affords a meet
ing ground where all sections of the trade 

-can consult those who are engaged in scientific work :for the im
provement o£ the crop. The body also advises Government on 
questions affecting cotton. Under the recently passed Cotton Cess 
Act, tbe Committee has been constituted as a corporate body with 
.funds of its own independent of the finances of the Government 
of India. It derives its revenues from the levy of a small cess 
upon the whole of the commercial cotton crop, devoting the pro
ceeds fo the promotion of agricultural and technological research 
in the interests o£ the industry at large. The Committee has now 
adopted a definite research programme; is co-operating whole
heartedly with the Departments of Agriculture and is bestowing 
granh-in-aid for the investigation of particular problems. It is 

·financing a Central Cotton Research Institute at Indore to 
which certain Central India States have also contributed. A 
Tech1.ological Laboratory, including an experimental spinning 
plant, and a research laboratory have been established at Matunga 
near Bombay. These institutions will, it is hoped, discharge the 
useful function of· furnishing accurate information regarding the 
spinning qualities of the new strains evolved. But in order that 
Indian cotton may obtain adequate prices in the world market, 
it is Pssential not merely that the evolution and the spread of the 
long ~taple variety should be encouraged, but also that its adul
tera~ion in bulk with the short staple local strain should be effec
tively prevented. Accordingly, at the instance of the Indian. 
Cenhal Cotton Committee, two very important pieces of legisla
tion designed to prevent adulteration, namely, the Cotton Trans-

• 
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port ~<\d and the Act for the regulation of Gins and Presses, have
come l)efore the Government of India and the Legislature during
the year under review. 

The importance of the jute crop is obvious. :ij"orth Eastern India 
supplies a large proportion of the world's market with this fibre, and 
. so long as plentiful supplies and i·easonable

.Jute. 
1 prices endure, there is no reason to fear for· 

the continuance of India's monopoly. The ~port market governs. 
to a large extent the area under jute; and during the calendar year, 
1924, raw jute to the quantity of 0·68 miilion tons, valued at Rs. 26. 
crores, was shipped abroad. During the same period, the value of the· 

g·unny bags an.d the gunny cloth exported was Rs. 21 crores and H.:>. ~0. 
crores, respectively. The work of the Agricultural Department in, 
connection with this important crop consists mainly in the selection· 
of superior strains from the common mixtures found in the field. 
These varieties have now considerable popularity in Bengal, and are· 
gaining ground in Bihar and Assam. Their disea«e-resisting powers. 
are very noticeable and doubtless account in large degree for their 
growing popularity. The Agricultural Departments have alsO> 
undertaken investigations into the manure requirements of jute. 

Tobacco growing seems likely to enjoy a promising future in: 
India. At present, the scope for the extension of this crop is demons

Tobacco. 
h·ated by the fact that in the year 1923-24 
unmanufactured tobacco to the quantity of 

4·56 million lbs. at Rs. 0·49 crores, was imported into India. The· 
high rate of import duty upon cigarettes has "Stimulated Indian manu-· 
facture; and the demands addressed to the Agricultural Departments: 
for tobacco seed of a type suitable both for-cigarette making and for· 
general purposes has lately shown signs of considerable increase. 

A very large proportion of India's total production of vegetable
oils and oil cake is consumed within the country; but in an average

Oil Seeds. 
year a considerable surplus still remains for
export. In 1924, 1·15 million tons of oil• 

seeds were shipped. It seems likely that the importance of this crop· 
will increase in the future ; for the experience~ of the last war has. 
taught European countries something of the dietetic value of vege-

• table oils. The Agricultural Departments are engaged upon the 
task of selecting superior varieties of seed and introducing them intc.. 
districts for which they are most suitable. The coconut crop, which 
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is of great importance in Madras, has been subjected to intensive 
:study, with the result that certain laborious operations in vogue 
;among local agriculturists have been found to be quite unnecessary. 

At present, the 'fruit growing industry of India is in its infancy. 
Endeavours are being made by the Agricultural Department to 

Fruit. 
popularise better varieties of fruit and 
to introduce improved methods o£ culti

'Vation and of packing. The importance of careful selection 
.of trees and proper tillage of soil ha~ ·been amply demons
trated; and in several parts of India special agricultural stations 
have been opened where improved types of trees are on sale. Anum
ber of good gardens are now working on up-to-date [ines both in 
Baluchistan and in the North-West Frontier Province. But the 
•economics of fruit growing are complicated; and before a satisfactory 
-advance can be achieved, the possibilities of co-operative marketing, 
such as obtain in California, must be tested. The development of 
the fruit growing industry seems promising; for a certain proportion 
.of the educated classes, who- do not take kindly to other branches 
of husbandry, are quite willing to adopt it as a profession. 

The fodder question is now assuming increasing importance in 
Jndian economics, on account of the restriction of grazing areas 

Fodder. 
which has resulted from the rapid extension of 
arable land, and the stricter conservation of 

jungles as forest reserve. The Agricultural Departments have 
.already tended indirectly to increase the fodder available, since 
:improvements in the yield of grain crops involve simultaneous 
increases in the yield of straw. But more and more attention is now 
being devoted directly to the problem of fodder raising and of stor
·ing. Research has shown that several weeds, hitherto regarded as 
troublesome intruders in the fields, can be utilized most advantage
.ously as cattle food. 

Much attention has been devoted by Agricultural Chemists to soil 
.investigation and manuring. During the period under review some 

important results have been obtained regard-
Soil Investigation. · th b t th d f 1 · · I" mg e es me o s o rec a1mmg sa me 

1and, the conservation of soil moisture, and the movement of nitrates 
in the soil. The storage of farm-yard manure, the production of • 
:artificial manure and the solubilisation of mineral phosphates have 
.also been under enquiry. This work has been conducted principally 
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at Pusa; hut the Provincial Agricultural Departments are also devot
ing much attention to soil investigation. 

The study of pests, both vegetable and animal, is a matter of 
great moment to India. The damage annually aone to such crops as 

Pests. 
rice, sugarcane, and cotton is vary serious. 
It has been estimated by the Imperial 

Entomologist that the depredations of insects.alone cost the country 
Rs. 200 crores (£133 millions) each year. The main difficulty 
encountered by the Agricultural Departments is that of persuading 
the cultivator that it is possible to control these outbreaks, which 
are endured in many cases with patient apathy as a visitation of 
the higher powers.. Some idea of the loss suffered annually from 
animal pests may be gathered by taking the specific instance of the 
rat. In addition to his disservice in spreading plague, the rat con
stitutes no inconsiderable burden upon the food supply of _the 
country. It has been calculated that an adult rat consumes nearly 
one ounce of grain each day. Now, the Indian town with a human 
population of a quarter of a million people is likely to have a rat 
population of half a million. Assuming that grain is selling at 10 
seers to the rupee, the rat population of this town would consume
grain to the value of more than Rs. 1,000 each single day. At a. 
moderate estimate, the total rat population of India must be about 
800,000,000. Hence, the loss caused to the country by the grain 
which these animals consume must be near £15,000,000 per annum. 
The Agricultural and the Public Health Departments are closely co
operating in facing the problem of rat elimination. Methods of 
storing grain such a manner as to protect it from damage; the con
struction of rat-proof dwellings and similar problems are l?eing 
carefully investigated. 

The engineering operations of the Agricultural· Departments are
very important; for the major need of Indian agriculture is a cheap 

and ample water supply. The connection of 
AgriculturalEngineering. 0 to o · · 11 oth b t 0 

ex1s 1ng 1rr1gatwn we s Wl su -ar es1an 
supplies by means of pipes and bores, offers a most fruitful line of 
progress. Its successful development in many Provinces has added. 
not a little to the reputation of the agricultural expert with Indian 

• cultivators. During the year under review, the demand :for well~ 
boring parties was steadily maintained, and in a large proportion of 
cases! the enterprises were successful. Attention was also directed 
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to the construction and maintenance of small pumping installations,. 
the popularity of which is increasing in many parts of the country. 

Since the bullock is still the principal motive power in the. field! 
as well as upon the roads, an improvement in the cattle population of 

Cattle. 
India is essential, if agricultural develop
ment is to proceed. The total number of 

live-stock of the bovine class of India is not less than 146 millions .. 
For British India as a•whole, there are 57 cattle for every hundred 
acres of area and 61 cattle for each hundred of the population. Un
fortunately very considerable numbers of these cattle are maintained 
at an actual loss, for they are useless both for draught and dairying
purposes. But in India the question is not one of pure economics, 
since the cow commands almost universal veneration among the 
Hindu masses. It is, therefore, not possible to proceed forthwith to
eliminate the unfit and wasteful beasts. There are, however; two 
lines of advance which can be pursued without offending the religious 

Improvement of the 
Breed. 

susceptibilities of the most orthodox. These 
are first the improvement of the breed of 
cattle; and secondly its preservation both 

from disease and from famine. Interest in dairy farming and in 
cattle-breeding is fortunately increasing throughout India. Most 
of the Provinces and Indian States realize the paramount import
ance of these matters; and good progress is being made in establish
ing pure herds of the mi:lch breeds and in evolving methods for 
increasing the fodder supply. The Imperial Department of Agri
culture maintains a Dairy Expert; and the three important farms 
at Bangalore, Wellington and Karnal, formerly under the control of 
the Military Department, have now been transferred to his super
VISIOn. On these farms the best indigenous milch breeds are being 
improved by better feeding and careful selection. On the Pusa farm, 
work has continued on similar lines. The cross-bred herds now 
available have far surpassed the yields of the best indigenous 
animals. But for draught purposes, the indigenous breeds seem still 
superior to the cross breeds, and much attention is now being paid 
to the improvement of the former with a view to evolving the best 
possible dual-purpose animal. The Board of A.griculture has recently 
recommended the establishment of a Cattle Bureau for all India, one 
of whose functions will be to control pedigree records and encourage 
the formation of pedigree herds. An interesting experiment- has 
recently been undertaken with a view to demonstrating the possibility 
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•1>f sterilizing and transporting milk from rural areas, where it is 
relatively cheap, to urban centres, where it is 

Transportaflon of Milk. 
dear. An up-to-date sterilizing plant 

n~s been set up on the Karnal farm, and milk is pow being successful
ly despatched to Calcutta, a thousand miles away. Should this 

.. experiment develop, it will open a vista of great possibilities for the 
Indian Dairy industry. At present, milk is nearly three times as 

·-expensive in the larger towns as in the rural areas. 

Simultaneously with the work done in improving the breeding 
:Stocks, comes the preservation of cattle from famine and epidemic. 

Cattle Diseases. 
We have already noticed what is being done 
by the Agricultural Department for the 

\increase of the fodder supply. The results of research in this direc
tion are of primary importance; for there is little doubt that a con
:siderable percentage of India's cattle is underfed, which disadvan
ttage, in combination with poor stock and close inbreeding, places it 
under a serious handicap. At least equally vital is the question of 
preserving Indian cattle from contagious diseases. Here the pro
,gress is very slow; for ignorance, old established customs and deep
seated prejudice operate at every turn to increase the difficulties of 
the Agricultural Department. The brunt of the struggle against 
•·cattle disease is borne by the Indian Veterinary Service; but unfor

Veterinary Work. 
tunately, there are now a number of vacancies 
in its cadre owing to the resignation of 

•officers, and the inability of Local Governments, for financial 
reasons, to fill the sanctioned posts within their areas. The magni
-tude of the work involved can be realized from the statement that 
·the cases treated in the 600 or so Veterinary Hospitals and 
:Dispensaries at work throughout the country number more than one 
million annually. Fortunately the general public is now beginning 
Ito display increasing interest in this matter. The building of a 
-y eterinary Hospital in Bombay a short time ago was assisted by 
-pt>pular subscription; and in other provinces, such as the Punjab, 
:Substantial assistance is received from the people. The Imperial 
lnstitute of Veterinary Research at Muktesar, formerly known as the 
Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory, which supplies munitions for 
the campaign against contagious cattle diseases, distributes over 
:2! million doses of serum and vaccine every year. In addition to its 
routine production of these essential commodities, the institution 
.conducts resear()hes into cattle diseases of various kinds. Systematic 
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serological tests are continued in the endeavour to obtain controli 
over important diseases and to produce immunity by me~ns of pre
ventive inoculation. The institute also arranges for the instruction• 
of officers selected .from the provincial branches of the Indian 
Veterinary Service with a view to their promotion to the Imperial' 
grade. Shorter courses are available for the officers of the Indian 
Veterinary Service and of the Royal Army Veterinary Corps in 
India. Further, arran~ements are made to impart training in the· 
1·udiments of laboratory methods of disease investigation to selected 
Veterinary subordinates from the Provinces. These courses have· 
already proved popular, and several Provincial Governments took. 
full advantage of the facilities thus afforded during the year 1924~ 

The necessity of discovering some suitable adjunct to the· 
cattle power now employed for draught purposes has for some 

Motor Tractors. 
time been .occupying the attention of agri-
cultural experts. The more enlightened' 

cultivutors are now beginning to realise that such crops as sugar-
cane depend for their yield quite as much upon a more intensive· 
tillagP. ::>.s upon increased supplies of manure and water. Accord-
ingly, some interest has of late been displayed in agriculturai 
motor tractors. Experiments have been undertaken with a view· 
to testing the suitability of different types; and demonstrations. 
have been held in certain places. It seems, however, clear that-. 
for some time to come, the utility of the motor tractor will be 
limited in India. In the first place, the cost of the work per 
acre is beyond the means of all but the largest landholders; and' 
in several localities where they have been tried, tractors have beeu 
found quite unfitted for deep ploughing. Where large stretches. 
of lan J have gone out of cultivation and are to be reclaimed,.
tractor ploughing may well prove advantageous; but the smal[ 
size of the average Indian field seems for the present to limit 
the po~eihilities of progress m the direction of its increased. 
employment. 

'fh6 utility of the work of the various Agricultural Depart-
ment> depends to a large extent upon an effective diffusion o£ the 

Demonstrations. 
results of their labours among the popula
tion of India. Improved strains and 

bette:· processes become valuable only in so far as they are adopted· 
by the agriculturists themselves, but their popularisation presents 
peculiar difficulties. Since the majority of Indian cultivators are> 

• 
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wholly illiterate, leaflets, circulars, and magazines, so effectively 
employ ,,u_ in more advanced countries to link the farmer to the 
se.ient1st, ·are of very restricted utility. Experience has shown 
that the only satisfactory method of diffusing kn

0
owledge is by 

ocular demonstration. For this purpose G;verninent has estab
lished secJ and demonstration farms, implement depots and the 
like. 'J'lJe most convenient means of convincing the Indian far
m<>r that the improvements recommended. by the Agricultural 
Departments are really practicable, has been found to lie in the 
n:lii,"ation of small plots on his own land by the demonstrators . 

. Jt is by this means that the work done on his behalf by the Agri
cultuml Departments is brought, as it were, to his very door. 
'fhe wcrk of demonstration naturally depends very largely upon 
the existence of adequate and properly trained touring staffs, 
organ!<;f'd on the lines dictated by experience. To the process of 
clemon"tration, the co-operative movement contributes greatly. In 
every Province, the Agricultural and Co-operative Departments 
work hand in hand, thereby succeeding in bringing improved seed, 
better implements, and more advanced methods within the ken of 
the farmer; and at the same time providing him with the resources 
by whirh he can profit from them. But for the co-operative move
ment, the labours of the agricultural experts on behalf of the 
Indiatl cultivator would be far less effective than is actually the 
case . 

. Prominent in the sum total of the labour which has been 
.devoted by the authorities to the improvement of Indian agricul

Irrigation. 
ture must be reckoned the achievements of 
the irrigation system. -rndia may justly 

be pr0ud of her progr.ess along this line, in which she stands 
seco:Ud to no other country. For a fuller and more adequate de
scription of the irrigation· system, reference may be had to the 
" Triennial Review of Irrigation in India " for 1918-1921. The 
paragraphs which here follow attempt nothing more than the 
_barest outline of some of the more salient features. 

We may begin by noticing that in the Tropics, cultivation can 
be, anJ in many cases is, effected by natural rainfall only; but 

there are many regions in which the arti
Necessity for Irrigation. ficial watering of some portion at least of 

the crops is essential. In some parts of 
India, the rainfall of every season is insufficient to bring the crops 
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to maturity; while in other parts it is liable to uneven distribu
tion, c r to such deficiency as to render the tract concerned famine
striken in the absence of artificial protection. The Indian Irri
gation Commission, which sat from 1901 to 1903, recorded that 
between the a''rea in•which the annual rainfall is invariably suffi
cient, and that in which it is so scanty that no agriculture at all 
is po$sible without an irrigation system, there lies a tract o:£ nearly 
a million square miles ;which, without the aid of irrigation, is ex
posed to the uncertainty of the seasons and to the scourge of famine. 

1hP.re are various methods by which irrigation is accomplished 
in India. A very large area is watered without assistance from 

Government by the cultivator themselves, the 
Methods of Irrigation. principal means employed being wells, tanks, 

and temporary obstructions to divert water 
:£rom the streams on to the fields. Well irrigation is particularly 
important in India; and although exact figures regarding the 
number of wells, and the area irrigated from them, are not avail
able, it is known that as far back as twenty years ago there were 
approximately two and a hal£ million wells irrigating some twelve 
and a quarter million acres. The capital invested in this form 
o:£ irrigation is probably now not less than Rs. 100 crores. Almost 
every lmown system of raising water is simultaneously practised 
in India, ranging from the primitive plan of hand-lifting to the 
mouern device of power pumping, which, thanks to the efforts of 
Government engineers, is gradually growing more common. But 
the means principally employed is cattle power; and experiments 
made before the war show that in certain districts, where the wells 
average from 35 to 40 feet in depth, the cost of irrigation with 
catt!.e power was Its. 70 per acre; at the prices which then pre
vailed, per annum. The field for the introduction of small 
power pumps of a standardised pattern is thus very great; for it 
is estimated that land now producing crops worth Rs. 15 to Rs. 30 
per ar·re can easily be made to yield produce of much greater 
value when more efficient methods of water raising are available. 

GtlVernment irrigation works comprise both fanks and canals, 
the former being mainly small affairs which derive their import

ance :£rom their vast numbers. For example 
Government Irrigation in Madras alone, there are over 35.000 

Works. , 
petty .irrigation works, serving between 2t 
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and 3 million acres. Turning now to canals, we may notice that 
they are divided for convenience into two classes; those drawing 
their supplies from· perennial rivers and those which depend upon 
water stores in artificial reservoirs. The forwer ar~ mainly found 
in connection with rivers rising in the Himalayas, the snow upon 
which acts as an inexhaustible source of supply during the dry 
month~> of the year. The latter are principally associated with 
the J.'ivers rising in the Peninsula proper,• where no such natural 
storage is available. Storage works are situated mainly in the 
Deccan, the Central Provinces, and in Bundelkhand. They range 
in Rixe from small earthen embankments to enormous dams such 
as that now under construction in the :Madras Presidency, cap
able d impounding 90,000 million cubic feet of water. Canals 
whiel1 draw their supplies from perennial rivers may again be 
divi(led into perennial and inundation canals. The former are 
provided with headworks, which enable water to be drawn from 
a river, irrespective of its natural level; some obstruction being 
placed in the bed so that the water may reach the height required 
to secure admission to the canal. Within this class fall the great 
perennial systems of the Punjab and the United Provinces. 
Inundation canals have no such means of control, and water only 
find-; )ts way into them when the natural level of the river reaches 
the necessary height. The most important inundation canals in 
India are those of Sind; indeed, upon them depends the whole 
irrigation of the Province at present; but they also exist in the 
Pun.jab, drawing their supplies from the Indus and its tributaries. 

"With the introduction of the Reforms, two important changes 
were introduced in the classification of Government irrigation 

Irrigation under the 
Reforms. 

works. In the _first place, irrigation was 
given the- status o:f a Provincial reserved 
subject; enhanced financial powers being 

delegated to local Governments in order to give them a much 
freer hand than they had previously possessed, in respect of all 
but tbe most important projects. Only those works estimated to 
cost over Rs. 50 lakhs now come before the Government of India 
for submission to the Secretary of State. I!l_~he second place, 
the old and somewhat cumbersome classification of individual 
works was abandoned; and all are now classified as either pro
ductive or unproductive. Productive works are such as satisfy 
the condition that within ten years of their completion they pro-
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duce sufficient revenue to cover their 
interest charges on their capital cost. 
tied as unproductive. 

c • 

' 
working expenses and the 
All other works are classi-

During the year 1923-24 the total area under irrigation, ex
cluding Indian States, amounted to some 26·5 million acres. This 

represented 11·9 per cent. of the entire 
Irrigation in 1923-24. CTopped area of the country, but was 1·8 

million acres less than the record area of 28! million acres irri
gated in 1922-23. The total length of main and branch canals and 
distributaries in operation amounted to some 67,000 miles; while 
the estimated value of the crops supplied with wate1; from Govern
ment works was Rs. 147! crores. The area irrigated was largest 
in the Punjab, where about 10·2 million acres were irrigated 
during t]le year. In addition 573,000 acres were irrigated from 
phannel~ which, although drawing their supplies from British 
panals, lJe wholly in the Indian States. Next among the Indian 
ProYinces came the Madras Presidency, with an area of nearly 
1 million acres; followed by Sind with 3·4 million ·acres, and the 
United Provinces with nearly 2 million acres. rrhe total capital 
outlay on irrigation and navigation works, including works under 
construction, amounted at the end of the year 1923-24 to Rs. 89·34 
.crores. The gross revenue was Rs. 10·65 crores, and the working 
.expenses Rs. 3· 77 crores; the net return on capital is therefore 
1·10 per cent. 

We may now briefly describe certain new projects under con
~truction. The original proposal for utilising the water of the 

Projects under con- Sarda contemplated a diversion into the 
struction. Ganges River above N arora at the head-

works of the Lower Ganges Canal, thereby giving a large addi
-iional supply to the Ganges and Agra Canal systems. The pro
ject provided also for a separate feeder from the Ganges Canal 
to supplement the supplies of the Eastern and Western J umna 
Canals. The principal item was a great feeder canal from the 

Sarda-Kichha Feeder Sarda to the Ganges, which would have 
and Sarda-Oudh traversed at right angles the whole of 

Canal. the drainage of the submontane tract 
-between the two rivers. This scheme was abandoned in favour 
.of a canal known as the Sarda-Oudh Canal which would provide 
irrigation to the north-western districts of Oudh, with only a com-

• 
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paratively small branch for the irrigation o:£ Rohilkhand. It was 
---considered advisable to prepare a project :for this branch in ad

vance of that for the whole Oudh scheme. This project, called 
the Sarda-Kichha Feeder, was designed to t~ke up the irrigation 
which under the earlier proposal would have been affected by the 
first forty miles o:£ the Sarda Ganges :feeder. It has now been 
:found possible to carry the whole volume o:£ water :further to the 
south, thus avoiding the malaria-1·idden • portion of the Tarai 
through which the original alignment ran. Great economy has 
thereby been effected. 

The Sarda-Oudh Canal takes off at the seventh mile o:£ the 
Sarda-Kichha feeder and consists of a main canal, with a length 
of 17! miles, after which it divides into three branches. From 
these ·branches a network of distributaries will emerge: There 
are to be 4 78 miles o:£ main canal and branches, 3,370 miles 
o:£ distributaries, and 100 miles of escapes. The can~l will irri
gate nearly 1·4 million acres, and produce a return o:£ 7! per cent. 
on the estimated capital cost o:£ £5 millions. 

The operations carried out on the Sarda-Kichha Feeder and 
the Sarda-Oudh Canal up to the end of 1923-24 have involved atl 
expenditure o:£ Rs. 218 lakhs. 

There are on either bank o:£ the Sutlej, in British territory 
on the north, and in Bahawalpur territory on the south, a long 

series of inundation canals, which draw 
Sutlej Valley Canals. 

their supply from the river whenever the 
water supply is high enough to permit it. These canals are liable 
to all the drawbacks of irrigation by inundation. There are no 
weirs at their heads, and, in many cases, no means of controlling 
the volumes entering them. Consequently while the water supply 
is assured during the monsoon months o:£ a normal year, it is liable 
to serious fluctuations according to the seasonal conditions, In a 
year of inferior rainfall, little water enters the canals; in a year 
o:£ heavy rainfall, they are liable to grave damage by flood. 

It is inter alia to remedy this state of affairs that the Sutlej 
Valley project has been :framed. This will afford the existing 
canals an assured and controlled supply :from April to October; it 
will enable their scope to be extended so as to embrace the whole 
low-lying area in the river. valley; it will afford perennial irriga
iion to the uplands on both banks, which are at present entirely-
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unirrigated, and owing to the low rainfall, waste. 'l'he project 
consists of four weirs, three on the Sutlej, and one on the com
bined Sutlej and Chenab, with twelve canals taking off from 
above them. This multiplicity of canals and weirs seems a pecu
liar feature of the scheme, until it is realised that the project 
consists of four inter-connected systems, each of the first magni
tude. The canals are designed to utilise 48,500 cubic feet of 
water per second duriJtg the hot weather and the monsoon, and 
7,1)00 cubic feet a second during the cold weather. Over 5 mil
lion acres will be irrigated, of which 2 million will be in the 
Punjab, 2·8 million in the Bahawalpur, and 0·34 million in 
Bikaner. The real value of the project will be appreciated from 
the statement that as a result of it, 3! million acres of desert 
waste will become available for cultivation. The scheme, which 
Teceived the sanction of the Secretary of State in December 1921 
is progressing well ; and up to the end of 1923-24, Rs. 430 lakhs 
had been spent upon it. A revised estimate amounting to £13·2 
millions was submitted to the Secretary o:f State in February 1925; 

The Lloyd (Sukkur) Barrage project in Sind, which is the 
:greatest irrigation scheme now under construction, was :finally 

Lloyd (Sukkur) 
Barrage. 

sanctioned by the Secretary of State in 1923. 
Its object is to give an assured supply 
to, and extend, the irrigation now 

-effected by the numerous inundation canals in Sind, which draw 
their water from the Indus. This will be achieved by the con
struction of a barrage, nearly a. mile long between abutments, 
across the Indus; which will be by far the biggest work of its 
kind yet built. From above the barrage, seven canals will take 
off, irrigating over 5 million acres, of which 2 million comprise 
€Xisting inundation irrigation, to which an assured supply will 
be given, while the remainder is at present entirely uncultivated. 
The cost of the scheme will be about £12 millions. 

The irrigation works in the Nira Valley in the Bombay Pre
sidency consist of two canals, one on each bank of ,the river, the 
water required for which is obtained from the great reservoir formed 

by the Lloyd Dam at Bhatghar on one of the 
Nira Valley Develop- upper reaches of the river. These works 

ment Project. 
do not, however, exhaust the possibilities 

Qf irrigation in the valley. On both the canals there are extensive 

• 
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areas which would readily take water, if available; and with the
object of bringing these areas within the scope of the system, an 
estimate amounting to £4·6 millions for the complete Nira Valley 
Development Project was sanctioned by the ~ecretary of State in 
November 1924. The new works proposed will bring under irriga
tion an additional area of 35,500 acres in a very precarious tract. 

In March 1925, the Secretary of State. sanctioned the Cauvery 
Reservoir Project in the }fadras Presidency, the estimated cosl> 

of which amounts to £4 millions. The-
Cauvery (Metur) 

Reservoir Project. project has been framed with two main 
objects in view. The first is to improve the· 

existing fluctuating '~'ater supplies for the Cauvery delta irriga
tion of over a million acres; the second is to extend irrigation to· 
a new area of 301,000 acres, which will, it is estimated, add 
F>O;OOO tons of rice to the food supply of the country. The
seheme provides for a large dam at Metur on the Cauvery to store 
90,000 million cubic feet of water; and for a canal nearly 88 miles. 
long with a connected distributary system. It is expected to yield 
a net revenue of £300,000 which represents a return of 7·6 per 
cent. on the estimated capital cost . 

.Almost every Province has several schemes under investigation 
which are not yet ripe for sanction, but it is interesting to note

Future Programme. 
that if only those projects which are likely 
to be constructed within a reasonable time 

are reckoned, an addition of over 6 million acres to the total area 
under irrigation will result. As we have already noticed, the re
cord area irrigated by Government works was attained during the
year 1922-23, when it extended to above 28 million acres. By 
the time the projects now under construction are in full working 
order, a total of 40 million acres is confidently anticipated. When 
allowance is made for the more promising projects now being 
considered and for the natural expansion of existing schemes, an 
ultimate area of 50 million acres is by no means improbable. 

It will be apparent from the preceding pages that the Indian 
irrigation system, despite the scope which exists for its future 
expansion, is already highly developed. Unfortunately, the same
cannot be said of Indian forests. 

In every land where they are found forests constitute an extra
ordinary important national asset; and to a country like India, where-
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an overwhelming proportion o£ the population is directly dependent 

Forests. 
upon agriculture, the part which: they play 
in the economic condition o£ the people 

can hardly be exaggerated. As has been well said, " Among 
the peasant's greatest needs are firewood to replace manure; 
small timber for houses and wood for implements, as well as grazing 
and fodder for his cattle. It has been recognised with increasing 
clearness that forestry has an important vocation as the handmaid of 
agriculture." N o:r:_ is it only in the direction of supplementing 
natural resources that forests can play so great a part; they have, in 
addition, a marked effect on climate and on the maintenance of water
supply. They hold together the fertile surface soil; they store water 
and dole it out gradually, thus preventing disastrous floods and the 
formation of ravines. By checking erosion they prevent good soil 
from being washed into the rivers, and carried away to waste. 
Forests also directly increase the fertility of the land, being capable 
of forming rich vegetable mould even from mineral soils. Finally, 
in India, forests are a valuable asset in the time of famine; for they 
yield vast quantities of fodder-though much of it is of poor quality 
-and provide edible fruits and roots of which the poor readily avail 
themselves. 

The neglect of her forests in times past has exposed India to many 
penalties. The dense forests once situated in the Gangetic plain 

Forest Conservation 
and Public opinion. 

have now very largely disappeared; the land 
once occupied by trees being now either culti
vated or standing as a deserted tract with 

ever-increasing ravines. The process of deforestation has probably 
continued for many centuries; but its serious effects seem to have 
become for the first time apparent, when under the stabilised condi
tions of British Rule, the population of India greatly increased. 
New demands for timber and fuel; the extension of tillage and the 
increase of herds; the necessity for constructional timber-all these 
requirements caused a fierce onslaught upon the foreRt areas. For
tunately the danger was perceived before it was too late. Forest 
conservation has now been applied systematically for more than 
hal£ a century. In earlier years the task was beset with great diffi
culties; for the Forest Department was compelled to discharge the 
unpopular duty of protecting the heritage of nature from t-he 
thoughtlessness of mankind. The close connection of forests with 

• 

• 
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the well-being o£ the people; and the dependence of Indian agri
culturists upon the forest in their vicinity, naturally operate 
to prevent the broad national aspects of for~st conservation from 
being generally appreciated at their true value. Restrictions 
upon the grazing of cattle, the felling of trees and the 
lighting of fires, so necessary for the conservation of India's 
forest wealth, are frequently resented by those classes of 
the population whose activities are thereby restrained. From time 
to time the resulting friction between the Forest Departments and 
certain section of the general public has led to agitation of various 
kinds. This was particularly marked in the days of the non-co
operation movement; when incalculable damage was done to the 
forests in certain parts of the Punjab and the United Provinces by 
incendiary fires. Within a few days the result of the careful conser
vation of decades was wiped out, and the promising turpentine and 
rosin industry suffered serious ·damage. The authorities have not 
been blind to the necessity of convincing the educated and the un
educated classes of the importance of forest conservation. Special 
care is being taken to relax the rigour of forest restrictions in such 
manner as to meet the requirements of villagers without prejudice 
to the interests of the future. Ip. several provinces public opinion 
is being enlisted in support of the policy of the Forest Department by 
the constitution of committees, whose task it is to explain and justify 
the measures recommended by forestry experts. Many of the smaller 
reserves, which are chie:B.y valuable for the grazing which they supply 
to local cattle, have been handed over to Punchayats for manage
ment. It is to be hoped that with the gradual education of public 
opinion upon the subject of forests, the task of the authorities may 
be simplified; for nothing could be more disastrous to India's natural 
resources than the sacrifice of the future development of her forests 
to the jmmediate interests of the present generation. Even now, no 
fewer than 12 million animals graze in Government forests at nominal 
fees varying from 2 annas to Rs. 2 per annum. Moreover, it is 
estimated that the total value of rights and concessions enjoyed by 
villagers every year from the administered forests amounts to nearly 
one million sterling. Rights so extensive, unless carefully controlled 

• and scientifically regulated, are capable of in:B.icting severe damage 
upon the forest resources of the countcy. 

Despite the difficulty of securing the cordial co-operation of the 
general public, and the additional disadvantages of restricted staff 

• 
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and financial stringency, Indian forests yield a considerable 
revenue to the State. The net profit in 

Profit from Forests. 
• 1922-23 was approximately Rs. 1·56 crores. 

This figure compares well with the results observed in certain 
other countries. For example, in the United States, the 
Forest Department, in order to build up and manage its forest estates, 
indents upon the general tax-payei' to the extent of Rs. 60 lakhs 
.every year. In Canada, also the forests are not a paying concern. 
But the circumstances of New Zealand are particularly interesting. 
A Forest Department has recently been started there; but since funds 
are not anilable £or building up the forest wealth of the country 
from revenue, the Administration has determined to organize its. 
forests with loan money and to treat the whole expenditure as capital. 
There can be little doubt that such a policy, if pursued in India, 
would within a short time roduce remarkable results; for one
fifth of the total area of British India, or approximate y a quarter of 
a million square miles, is under the_ control of the Forest Department. 
Or this large total, only about 100,000 square miles are dedicated to 
timber production and only 70,000 square miles are under regular 
intensive management. From her forest assets, India is at present 
realising an average income of only 2 annas net per acre. On the 
other hand, some of her best forests under intensive management are 
already yielding a net return of as much as Rs. 15 per acre per 
annum. I£ the average net revenue could be raised to Rs. 3 per 
annum, the total profit derived by India from her forests would 
amount to Rs. 48 crores. And experts are agreed that India could 
make few more profitable investments than the sinking of adequate 
sums of money in a property with potentialities so enormous as 
those of her forests. By improvements in the growing stock; by 
conceiltratin methods of workin mana ement · b the develo ment 
o new uses, markets and demands; by improved methods of extrac
tion and exploitation; and b reater attention to minor forest 
pro ucts, t e orests of India might be made among the most import-
ant sources of her national revenue. An immense scope thus exists 
for future expansion. The increased demand for timber and other 
forest products has of late stimulated the exploitation of Indian 
forests. The majority of provincial Governments have now com- • 

-- pleted the reorganization of staff required for 
The Forest Service and developments in the immediate future. The 

Indianisatio.n. -sanctioned strength of the lnd1an Fore.st 

• 
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<Service is now 399 officers; of whoni 353 are to be recruited directly 
·and the balance obtained by promotion from the Provincial Forest 
'Service. The process o£ Indi · s steadi roceedin ; as may 
De jud ed rom t e fact that out of a total of 7 robationers recruited 
m 24, 4 were Indians. In addition, two more Indians, who were 
fully trained, were appointed on probation, and posted to Madras 
:-and Bengal. At the end of this year, the strength of the directly 
::recruited cadre was 314, wllile 19 probationers were under training 
in Great Britain. 

Among the most important lines o£ development ~n the future is 
:iforest engineering. A special service consisting of 17 officers is now 

Forest Engineerivg. 
in existence. But here, as in other directions, 
progress is severely handicapped by finan

.cial stringency; as well as by the lack of any system of providing 
iunds for heavy capital expenditure, no matter how lucrative the 
•ultimate returns will be. How much remains to be done from the 
;point of view of exploitation, is indicated by the fact that the forests 
•Of British India now produce annually under 350 million cubic feet 
,of utilized timber; representing about 2t cubic feet per acre; while 
the total annual production is probably not less than 1,200 million 
.cubic feet. Despite this available balance, the imports of timber 
into India exceed the exports by 5t million cubic feet. This paradox 
is due to two principal factors; Rrst the inaccessibility and conse
·quent unworkability, of enormous areas; and secondly the small pro
portion of Indian timbers which possess at present commercial value. 
Under more extensive systems of developments, and with the dis
.covery of new uses for timber at present unmarketable, the forests o£ 
India could easily supply the entire needs o£ the country and 
,produce a handsome surplus for export. 

The immense potential value of research into forest economics 
meeds, after the statements in the preceding paragraphs, but little 

Research. 
demonstration. As a result of the recommen
dations of the Indian Industrial Commission, 

ihe Forest Research Institution of Dehra Dun has been considerably 
.enlarged. But here, as in other lines o£ progress, financial 
:Stringency has operated with disastrous effect. Nevertheless, 
:fair progress has been made in many important investigations. 
Experiments in methods of seasoning and in the durability 
o0f timber have shown that many of the so-called "jungle woods " • 

• 
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whieh have hitherto possessed no commercial value, are capa:ble of= 
being turned to important uses. Much valuable work is now being 
done, with the aid of drying kilns, to produce timber suitable for
superior qualities o:f ~ork such as panelling, furniture, bobbins, gun
carriages and rifles, which in the past have had to be imported at 
considerable expense. The Forest College at Dehra Dun now 
possesses specialists in wood technology, timber testing and season
ing; wood ~pres-ervation, pul'p and' paper-making, who are experts
engaged or\. snort-time· agreements. An Indian is to be trained in 
.America with the idea of his eventual employment as Wood_ 
Technologist. 

).finor forest products are now of rowin im ortance. Lac, 
tannmg matena s, essent1a oils, turpentine, and rosin from Indian 

forests have established themselves firmly in. 
Minor Forest Products. the market!> of the world. An avenue of great 

possibility has been o ened u b the demonstration that bamboos can 
be uti 1zed for the manufacture of paper pulp. It may be confidently 
hoped in the future that the extensive forest areas of bamboo and~ 
savannah can be utilized for the local manufacture of a large pro-· 
portion of the paper J,!.OW annually imported to the value of between 
Rs. 2 and Rs. 3 crores per annum. Private concerns in India are 
interestin themselves more and more in forest ex loitation; are 
un erta ·mg the extraction of timber, the manufacture of ply-wood 
and the production of paper pulp. Generally speaking, so far as 
minor inr~ustries are concerned, Government limit themselves to 
the maint nance of model instit-utions through ·which instruction is
being imp -rted in the latest methods of work and the employment of 
up-to-date ;nachinery. The production o:f rosin and turpentine.has
shown a st1 tdy rise during the last 15 years; with the result that the 
imports of pth these commodities are steadily losing ground before 
the advancE \)I local production. The rosin industry in particular is 
now in a por \tion to retard or accelerate its expansion as the market 
requires. R \ughly, 80 per cent. of the Indian market has already 
been capture \; and an appreciable proportion of production is now 
available for xport. During the year 1922-23 rosin to the extent of 
30,000 cwts. <1 td turpentine to the extent of 5,000 gallons were ship-
ped overseas. 

In the prec ding pages, the economics of India for the year 1924--
25 have been b 'i.efly reviewed; and some account has been givellt 
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of . th!il prog:ress accomplished during the course of that period 

COJl\munications. 
towards the development of the natural re
sources of the country. It now remains to 

.describe the condition of' one of the molit important of all 
requisites to her prosperity-her system of communications. In 
India, the whole question of transportation is attended with special 
.difficulties. The distances to be traversed are enormous; the natural 
.obstacles to be overcome in passing from one region to another are 
:formidable; while, even within a restricted area, internal communi
-cations often break down altogether in the rainy season. It is no 
uncommon occurrence in India :for trunk roads and railways to be cut 
by floods, and :for important market towns to find themselves entirely 
isolated from the neighbouring districts. The communication diffi
-culty is an old story in India. Throughout her history it has 
.exercised a preponderating influence upon her political as well as 
upon her industrial condition. Even such modern expedients as 
railways, telegraphs, and motor transport have :failed so far 
to provide a complete solutjon. I£ · commercial development 
is to proceed along the lines which the interests of the country 
-demand, unceasing efforts, combined with great expenditure, must 
be devoted to the task of improving the road and railway communi
-cations of the country. 

The necessity for extending India's roads is every day more 
:apparent. The economic loss caused by th·e inaccessibility of agri

Roads. 
cultural districts in the rainy season must be 
considerable; and this cannot be remedied 

until the system of trunk roads is more adequately developed. Some 
JJrogress, it is true, is being made every year; but the rate :falls :far 
below the true requirements of the country. The total mileage of 
metalled and unmetalled roads maintained by public authority is 
still only about 216,000. Until this figure can be largely increased, 
it will be impossible fully to utilize the more speedy means of road 
travel which modern progress now demands. Unfortunately little 
public interest is aroused by this question; and there are ominous 
signs that the general condition of all but the main arteries, such as 
the trunk roads, is suffering deterioration. Of late, however, there 
bas arisen an encouraging development, which may eventually save 
the situation. In the districts surrounding many large towns, light 
motor lorries are coming into high favour with those villages whic .. h 
lie upon practicable roads. The establishment of omnibus-services 
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by private enterprise, for rapid communication between outlying 
hamlets and the nearzst market centre, has already proved commer
-cially possible. Better still, it 'is certain, before long, to lead to a 
demand for good roads on the part of those with power to enforce 
their views. 

But of all the means of communication current in modern India, 
the most important is the railway system. A glance at the maps on 

Railways. 
the opposite page will illustrate the expan
sion which has taken place in the course of 

-the half century since 1872. In that year the total railway mileage 
-amounted only to 5,369 miles. "'By the end of the year 1924-25, the 
ngure was approximately 38,000 mile.s. It is, however, undeniable 
-that India still lags behind other countries in the matter of railway 
facilities. The second of the two maps to which we have referred 
Teveals large areas in which there are no railways at all. Further, 
India has nearly 320 million inhabitants who have to be content with 
-the 38,000 miles of their railways. England, so small by comparison 
"both in population and in area, has 50,000 miles; and the United 
States of A.merica a quarter million miles. It will thus be obvious 
that there is great need for expansion of the Indian railway 
:System. 

During the year 1923-24, the railways made solid progress towards 
:recovery from the effects of the war period. Both as regards results 

Progress under 
difficulties. 

and standards of efficiency, this year may be 
said to have marked the turning point towards 
a more satisfactory condition. The Com

mittee presided over by the late Sir William Acworth in 1920-21 had 
.diagnosed the disease, from which the railways were suffering, as 
:Starvation-both of finances and materials. The former had resulted 
from the plan by which the requirements of the railways were 
subordinated to the exigencies of the general finances of the country; 
the latter derived principally from India's isolation during the war. 
The remedies recommended were the reorganisation of the central 
.administration on the basis of commercial management with finan
-eial control from within; and uniform ana continuous grants on a 
large scale for rehabilitation and improvement. Acting on the 
recommendation of the Committee, the Q-overnment of India took 
:active measures towards the reliabilitation of the railway property, 
-the Legislative Assembly agreeing in the March session of 1922 to 

I 2 • 
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spend a sum of Rs. 150 crores during the five years period 1922-27. 
The first step in re-organizing the central administration was taken 
in November, 1922, when a Chief Commissio~er of Railways was 
appointed, and entrusted with the auty of recommending the form 
of the new organization. But before this process had been fairly 
initiated, the unbalanced state of the general financ~s of India led 
to the appointment of the Retrenchment Committee presided over by 
Lord Inchcape. The Railways thus came under a second careful 
examination, which extended not only to financial operations but to· 
the whole question of working expenses and internal management. 
Broadly speaking, the recommendations of the Inchcape Committee 
were directed towards economies in working and wisdom in spending. 
They recommended an immediate drastic cut in the grant for work-
ing expenses; the restriction of renewals to practical necessities, and 
the adoption of the principle of so working the railways as to produce 
a fixed profit to the State. They also endorsed the Chief Commis
sioner's recommendation that a Financial Commissioner should be 
appointed·; further advocating a policy of decentralisation of powers 
and responsibility to the separate railway administrations. 

The result of these and other reforms, together with the gradual 
return of the country to prosperity during the year 1923-24, may be-, 

summarised in the remark that the State 
Position in 1923-24. · d ' ow11ed ra1lways s]wwe a profit o£ Rs. 6·47 

crores as compared with a profit of Rs. 1·22 crores in 1922-23. 
The earnings from goods carried on Class I Railways increased from 
56·74 crores to 58·96 crores; while the earnings from third class 
passengers on Class I Railways increased from Rs. 30·92 crores to· 
Rs. 31·48 crores. The total capital outlay on State owned railways 
during the year was Rs. 19·03 crores in 1922-23 and :J;ts. 19·71 crores 
in 1923-24. New lines totalling 430 miles were opened during the 
year; while another 759 miles were under construction at the end of 
the year. The general working of the railways is estimated to be 

Estimates for 1924-25. 
even more satisfactory in 19.24-25. The 
authorities placed the revised estimate of 

traffic receipts for this year at Rs. 98·01 crores and the total charges 
at Hs. 86·71 crores. It is, therefore, hoped that the gain from coom-
JOerciallines during the current year will amount to Rs. 11· 25 crores. 
}'urther, it is interesting to notice that a comparison of the figure 
of the periods 1923~24 and 1924-25 would seem to indicate that in 
the :former year the Railways disbursed Rs. 59·16 crores in order to 
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earn Rs. 93·18 crores; while in the year f924-25 it is estimated that 
they Will spend Rs. 61·30 crores in order to earn Rs. 98 crores. · 

'rhe machinery~ which the Government supervise the railway 
system has of late been radically overhauled. The organisation now 

Railway OrganiEation. 
1. Headquarters. 

adopted marks tile close of the Board system 
of control, which had been in force since tLe 
Railway Board was first constituted. The 

old titles have been retained for certain statutory reasons, and the 
Chief Commissioner- is President of the Board with the rank of 
Secretary to the Government of India. But the power of overruling 
other members has been vested in him; with the consequence that 
certain necessary changes have been made in the method of disposing 
of work. The work of the Railway Department is divided between 
the Financial Commissioner and the two Members .of the Board on 
the basis of Financial, Technical, and General. The Board is assist
ed by four Directors for Civil Engineering, :Mechanical Engineering, 
Traffic, and Establishment. Each Director is responsible for one or 
more of the several branches of the office. The elaboration of the 
organisation by the appointment of four Directors is designed with· 
the object first of relieving the Members of the Board from the less 
important part of their extensive business, and secondly of super
vising and directing the work of the various committees which 
have been formed for the consideration of technical standards. 

The re-organisation of the headquarters admini,stration has been 
accompanied by changes on the Railways themselves. For some· 

years past, it h.as been evident that the· 
2. The Divisional System. growing complexity of traffic problems 
and the modern advances in the science of transportation 
necessitated some adjustment in the controlling agency. The depart
mental system of administration has become unsuited to the working 
of an increasing traffic over large areas; and the burden now falling 
upon the headquarters staff is so heavy as to render efficient control 
difficult. .A careful analysis of the problem has indicated that the· 
remedy lies in divisional organisation. This entails vesting the entire 
administrative responsibility for the movement and handling of 
traffic (including the direction of engine power and running repairs 
of engines and vehicles), and for co-ordinating these factors with the 
upkeep and improvement of way and works, in one single officer at 
headquarters, the Chief Operating Superintenden~. .At the same 
time, the responsibility for executive work of the same kind is placed 
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on a single authority in each locality, termed the Divisional Superin
tendent. This form of organization, which has been adopted exten
sively in America, South Africa and in other c~untries, soon proved 
o£ value after it had been introduced upon the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway system in 1922 and it has since been applied to 
the North Western Railway in October, 1924, and to the East Indian 
Railway in January, 1925. It seems not unjustifiable to beljeve 
that a new era in the development of the Indian railway system is 
now commencing. During the year under review, for the first 

The Separation of 
Railway Finances. 

time, a railway budget has been prepared 
which deals with railway business on its own 
merits, and is-not dependent for its scope on 

the proceeds of general taxation or the receipts and expenditure in 
other Government activities. This has resulted from the convention 
concluded in September, 1924, between Government and the Legisla
tive Assembly, under the terms of which the Railways make a defi
nitely ascertainable contribution to general revenues year by year; 
and £or the rest manage their affairs on commercial lines. What 
this measure of independence will ultimately mean, in affording 
freedom to the Railway Board and Railway Administrations to deal 
with their business upon methods which look first and last to the 
transportation needs of the country, can hardly be foreseen. For 
while it lays upon the railways a heavy financial obligation, which 
of itself encourages the Railway Board and the" Agents to operate 
upon sound commercial principles it also enables the Railway 
authorities to look far ahead; to embark upon continuous and well 
thought out programmes of new construction; and to enjoy the 
freedom so necessary if they are to devote all their energies solely 
to the development of India's railway property. For further details 
regarding this significant convention, the reader is referred to a 
preceding page, where its general financial effects are briefly eluci
dated; and to the appendices to this statement, where the resolution 
of the Legislative Assembly is reproduced in full. 

'-rhe influence of the Legislature upon Railway matters was not 
confined during the period under review to this great achievement. 

· The Members of the Legislative Assembly in 
The Railways and particular displayed the keenest interest ju all 

the Legislature. 
matters connected with railway administra-

tion. During the year 1923-24, no less than 29 per cent. of the total 
number o£ que~tions asked referred to railways. During the budget 
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discussion of 1924, railway matters occupied a considerable portion 
of the total time allotted. In matters of retrenchment and economy, 
two resolutions were moved in the Assembly, one for a reduction of 
Rs. 10! crores in th~ working expenses and the other for a reduction 
of Rs. 25lakhs. In dealing with the former resolution, Government 
had little difficulty in convincing the Assembly that the proposal 
was not a practical one in view of the large reductions affected since 
the Report of the Retrenchm~nt Committee. The latter motion, 
was, however, carried by a small majority; since the House believed 
that a further stimulus to economy in various directions was needed. 
It should further be noticed that in connection with_ the convention 
for the separation of Railway from general finances, the influence of 
the Assembly over railway policy was augmented rather than dimi
nished under the new system. Among other important change!? pro
vided for by the agreement was a modification in the constitution of 

the Central Advisory Council. This body, 
The Central Advisory when first formed, had been evolved from the 

Council. f Railway Finance Committee, the members o 
which had been selected in connection with a resolution of September, 
1921, providing that the question of railway finance should be refer
red to a Committee. When the new Legislative Assembly met in 
1923, a change was made in the composition of this Council; and it 
was decided that it should be a committee of business men of the two 
Houses, with a few laymen representatives. In September, 1924, 
Government accepted the Assembly's view that the constitution of 
the Central Advisory Council should be altered in such fashion as 
to provide for the selection of its members from panels chosen by tht, 
Council of State and the Legislative Assembly; and for the creatioh 
of a Standing Finance Committee for Railways, whose Members will 
be etc-officio Members of the Central Advisory Council. It was 
further agreed that the estimates of Railway expenditure should be 
discussed with the Standing Finance Committee for Railways before 
the discussion in the Assembly of the demands for grants presented 
in connection with Railway budget. At the same time, the Assem
bly took the opportunity to press upon Government its preference for 

State Management. 
the State management of railways; reserving 
to itself the right of terminating the conven

tion if any of the railways now managed by the State were trans
ferred to Company management. Government further agreed that 
no negotiations for any such transfer should be concluded until 
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facilities were given for discussion of the whole matter in the House. 
At the same time, the Assembly urged upon Government the rapid 
Indianization o:f the Railway services, the appointment of Indians 
as Members of the Railway Board, and the purchase of stores :for 
State Railways through the organization of the Stores Purchase 
Department of the Government of India. Moreover, throughout the 
whole period covered by this statement, the Legislative Assembly 
displayed, as in previous years, keen interest for the well-being of 
the third-class passengers. 

The provision of suitable and adequate facilities for the passen
gers who· travel ~hird class is one of the important problems which 

Third Class Passe:1gers. 
has been facing the Indian Railway Adminis
trations in recent years. There must be some 

relation between the price paid and the £acilities offered, it railways 
-are to remain solvent; and, at the same time, the fare per mile must 
he J,ept low if it is to remain within the ineans of would-be travellers. 
'The policy of the Legislature has been directed towards putting 
pressure upon the Railway Administration in two principal direc
tions; first for the provision of such rolling stock as will prevent over
crowding; and secondly for the establishment of such amenities in 
the shape of waiting sheds, refreshment rooms, water supply, and 
the like, as will make third-class travelling more comfortable. The 
problem of overcrowding was till recently particularly serious. The 
direct remedy is obviously to obtain more stock; but this by itself 
is useless until the railways are providea with increased engine power 
and improved line capacity, so that extra trains may be run. 
vVherever a line is single, the number of trains which can be passed 
over it is limited. Wherever the gradients are heavy, the loads of 
the trains are restricted. While platforms are short and yards inade
quate, trains longer than those at present running cannot be accom
modated. In recent years, every possible effort has been made to 
deal with these difficulties which, by their very nature, cannot be 
remoYed speedily. As an example of the attempts which the ad
ministration is making to secure improvement we may mention that 
the programme for 192-5-26 includes 822 new coaching vehicles, 755 
of which are lower class. Moreover, 18 important station yards are 
being remodelled to improve the traffic service; a sum of about Rs. 3 
cn1res is being spent in remodelling workshops; while the cost of 
doubling certain sections of the Bengal N agpur Railway, of the 
Grand Chord of the East Indian Railway, and of quadrupling 
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sections o£ the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway is ex
pected to total Rs. 1·3 crores. All these measures should operate to 
minimise overcrowdin~ and increase facilities for travel; while so far 
as increased amenities £or third class passengers are concerned, the 
programme provides £or the expenditure of Rs. 0·3 crores on waiting 
sheds and refreshment rooms; dining cars; wa,ter hydrants, and the 
like. 

The Legislature continued to display great interest in the ques
tion o£ railway stores. The Railway Administration has steadily 

adhered to the ·policy o£ purchasing railway 
Railway Stores. stores in India wherever possible. · U nfor-

tunately, the supply of suitable material is not at present equal to 
the demand. During 1923-24, out of a total purchase of stores to 
the value of Rs. 27' ·06 crores, the value of the imported material was 
Rs. 18·7'9 crores. In the supply of rails, £or example, orders were 
placed in India during the period under review which were greater 
than the Tata Iron and Steel Company were able to comply with. An 
important development in this connection was the passage of the 
Steel Industry Protection Act in J\Iay 1924. This provides for a 
sum of 7 lakhs to be set aside annually £rom general revenues for 
3 years for the payment of bounties on wagons, in order to enable 
wagon building fixms in India to compete with builders in other 
countries. The Act is designed to assist in establishing the wagon 
building industry in India; and the bounty is payable on wagons 
which are ordered from such firms in India as comply with the con
ditions laid down in the Act. The maximum figure, payable in one 
year, being fixed as stated above at Rs. 7 lakhs, limits the number 
o£ wagons to be built under the scheme to such a number as can be 
covered by a reasonable bounty per wagon; but it is anticipated that 
it will allow of orders being placed in India up to the capacity 
o£ ~ndian firms engaged in the wagon industry. 

The interest displayed by the Legislature in the Indianization of 
the superior staff of the railways has already been mentioned in pre

lneianization. 
vious Statements. During the course of the 
period under review, this interest was, if 

anything, manifested in increasing degree. As we have noticed 
above, the whole subject was pressed upon the attention of GoYern
ment in the discussions attending the separation of railway from 
general finances. A study q£ the statistics shows that progress in 
this direction is already appreciable. The present position may be 
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gathered from the summary tables upon the opposite page. In the 
twelve months ending October, 1924, the number of Indians in 
superior appointments rose from 280 to 310; and the Indian upper 
subordinates from 1,821 to 1,929. On State railways, other than the 
East Indian Railway-which has only just been taken over-Indians 
already fill about 30 per cent. of the gazetted posts. The Railway 
Administration has accepted the recommendation in the Lee Report 
tlfat the extension of existing training facilities should be pressed 
forward as expeditiously as possible, in order that recruitment 
in India may be advanced as soon as practicable up to 75 per 
cent. of the total number of vacancies in the Railway Depart
ments as a whole. Provisional proposals in regard to recruit
ment and training are at present under consideration between 
Governme11t and the Central Advisory Council. The Legislature 
has complained that few Indians have risen to high posts in 
the Railways, and that there is no Indian Member on the Railway 
Board. In response to this cbmplaint, Government reply that it is 
only in recent years that Indians have joined the gazetted ranks of 
Railway Offices in any number and that time must be allowed fl)r 
them to find their way to the top. The question of training has also 
been under consideration for some time, and was examined in great 
detail in 1922 by a special officer, Mr. H. L. Cole. His report, with 
certain preliminary conclusions, was discussed by the Railway Board 
in the course of the year with the Central Advisory Council, and with 
the Agents of the principal railways. Proposals are now being 
elaborated by the Railway Board for comprehensive schemes which 
will train the staff in their current duties both with a view to im
proving their efficiency and giving them an opportunity of rising to 
higher positions. Tlie aim is to establish in each of the State 
managed railways a school at which all the subordinate staff will 
receive courses o£ practical and theoretical training in their work. 
One such school is already in existence at Asansol. An institution 
has also been opened at Chandausi, which will constitute at once a 
co-ordinating centre for the work of the other schools, and will also 
give courses of training for officers on State railways. It will, more
over, take charge o£ the training of young probationary traffic 
officers, supplementing their practical training on the railways by 
courses of study. It is hoped, by the arrangements now being 
instituted for the selection and training of officers and subordinates, 
that the needs of the indigenous l'ecruits for railway service will 

• 



DIAGRAM No. 14. 

The following table shows the total numbe~ of European, Anglo-Indian and 
Indian employees for i923-24 as compared w1th 1922-23 and 1913-14:-

Yea.r. European. Anglo-Indim. Indhn. ToTAL. 

----- ""----~--

1923-24 6,642 ll,50::l 708,942 727,093 

1922-23 6,883 12,129 730,668 749,680 

1913-14 7,986 10,437 614,882 633,305 

• 
DIAGRAM No. 15 . . 

The following table shows the number of appointments made to the superior 
establishment of State Railways during the past three years. 

'I OTHER DEPART· i' TRAFFIC. ENGINEERING. MENTB. - TOTAL. --

1 I ~ ~ I I 

YEAR. 1 i 11~ mit ~ ~o;t ~~ j 
~ b ~ ~ 6 ~ 0~ ~l"'o'" .. : 6 a 

----·- ~ I 1 ] ~ 1 j_ -~- 1 ~ ~~ _! ~ 
1921-22 

1922-23 

1923-24 

TOTAL 

: i : : : : : I .~ : 1: I : l . ~ 'I' :: 1: 1: 

·i-··-~-·· ___ 4_1_3 ___ 7 ___ 6_,_· ·-l-1- _:_ 3 8 

. I . . 8 8 I 9 I 5 I 17 24 l 3 I 2 I 33 16 27 

It will be seen that of the 76 appointments made during these years 43 or 
nearly 57 per cent. were given to statutory Indians and if only the appoint
ments for which Jndjans are available are considered, the percentage is over 
65 as of the 24 European appointments shown under " Other departments " 
10 were appointments made in the Locomotive and Carriage and Wagon De
partments foz: which no suitable Indian candidates are at present available. 
Only one vacancy occurred in the Stores Department during the past thr~ 
years and this was filled by an Indian. 

• 
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"be met more and more e:ffe"ctively as time goes on. In general, it is 
recognised that facilities can always be provided for training officers 
in the probationary period; but that these facilities must be develop

-ed and increased. • 

During recent years, eventshave combined to bring the railway 
.admirri:stl·i"tt:iOn-more closely into touch with public opinion. One 

The Railways a 1d the 
Public. 

effect of the separation between railway and 
generaT finance will unquestionably be th6 
pl'ov!S:lon of' increasing opportunities for the 

Legislature to bring pressure to bear upon the railway authorities. 
During February 1925, the Assembly discussed for 4 days conti
nuously the railway demands for grants; and the Administration 

·was challenged to justify its policy in many important particulars. 
Further, the fact that the Railway Budget is now divided into 15 
separate votes, enables members of the Assembly to conc;.entrate their 

. .attention far more effectively upon the details of the railway adminis

Advisory Cou :cils. 
tration than has ever been the case before. 
We may also notice that the constitution 

--of local Advisory Councils in connection with the majority of the 
larger railways is helping to bring railway policy closely into touch 
with the public opinion of the area served by each particular line. 
Railway administrative_ officers are thus afforded improved oppor
.tunities of meeting representatives of the general public; and dis
-cussing with them such questions as the provision of increased 
facilities for lower class passengers ; time tables; the remodelling of 
.stations; and projects for new lines and other subjects of interest 
-to the public. So far as the policy of the Railway Department of 
the Government of India is concerned, we may notice that the vigi
lance of ~he Legislature and of the Central Advisory Council results 
-in a continuous, vigorous and healthy criticism from the represen
tatives of vocal Indian opinion. 

We may now briefly advert to certain notable topics connected 
with the history of Indian railways during the period under review. 

Evnts of the Period. 
E!ectrifi catio .1. 

A g1·eat step forward was taken in February, 
19.25, with the inauguration of the electrified 
ser~ice on the Harbour Branch of the G. I. P. 

Railway. The completion and opening of the new service are of 
.considerable significance in their bearing, not only on the trans
portation problem of Bombay, but upon the future of the Indian 
~Railway System. The extent of the facilities thus placed at tho 
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disposal of the travelling public may be estimated from the fact that 
it will be possible to travel more than eleven miles at the cost of one 
anna. There can be little doubt that railway electrification in 
Bombay will do much to conduce to greater efficiency and better 
health; for those who work in the crowded aroos will now find it 
possible to reside where the air is cleaner, space is cheaper, and 
opportunities exist for recreation. Provision is also being made in 
the budget for 1925-26 for a sum of Rs. 1·03 crores for the electri
fication of the Great Indian Peninsula suburban line, and of Rs. 0·71 
crores for the electrification of the Bombay, Baroda and Central 
lnd]a suburban line into Bombay. 

In connection with the general extension of railway facilities, of 
which, as we have already seen, India stands so sorely in need, 

' reference may be made to the programme of 
New Construction. new construction set out in the Railway bud-

get for 1925-26. This programme will eventually cost more than 
Rs. 44 crores; it includes 40 lines with an aggregate mileage of more 
than 2,000 miles. Closely connected with the proposals for new 
construction is the policy which has now been formulated in consul
tation with the Central Advisory Council in regard to Branch and 
Feeder lines. For the last 30 years, the policy of Government has 
been to finance the construction of Branch and Feeder lines through 
Branch Line companies guaranteed by Government. European 
capital has come forward : and the development of these lines has' 
owed much to the enterprise and foresight of European business men. 
This method has been useful, in that it enabled lines to be built 
which otherwise would not have been built. In other respects, it 
was severely criticised by the Acworth Committee, which considered 
that the aim of Government should be to reduce by amalgamation 
the number of existing Companies, and only to encourage private 
enterprise in the development of Branch and Feeder lines in such 
cases as the State could not or would not provide adequate funds. 

Branch Line Policy. 
It was pointed out that the method in force 
entailed increased expenditure and extra work 

arising from the multiplication of independent railway companies. 
In fact, the whole situation has been changed, because the difficulty 
of providing funds for these lines no longer exists. · Arrangements 
will accordingly be made in the future for the construction of all 
branch and feeder lines out of funds provided by the Railway 
Budget, in so far as this construction i<: expected to prove remunera-
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tive from the point of view of railway earnings. There are cases, 
however, where the local Government or local authorities may desire 
that a line should be constructed upon the score either of adminis
trative advantages, <U" of the development of a particular area, which 
will not be remunerative for railway earnings. It is proposed that 
in future the Railway Board should have power in such cases to 
arrange for the construction, if the local Government or the local 
authority guarantees th6 Railway Board against loss. As there is · 
no desire on the part of Government to make any profits out of such 
contributions as the local authorities may pay under the scheme, 
it is proposed that the reimbursement of these payments should be 
the first charge on any net profits from the line should the line prove 
remunerative. Such arrangements have already been made with 
several local Governments. The new policy has met with the ap
proval of the Central Advisory Council and the Legislative Assembly. 
It is interesting to notice that the capital expenditure upon the 
new branch-line projects figured in the budget for 1925-26 is four 
iimes as great as all the capital raised during the last 3!) years by 
the Branch Line companies. 

Another important event of the period with which this Statement 
is concerned, is the passing of the East Indian Railway under State 

Transfer of the East 
Indian Railway. 

management in accordance with the opinion 
expressed by the Legislative Assembly. 
With this transfer, various important changes 

iu the administration are contemplated. The Secretary of Rtate 
has agreed to the amalgamation of the Oudh and Rohilkhanrl anu the 
East Indian Railways, and to the transfer of the working of a certain . 
.;ection of the latter line to the North Western Railway. WP:en the 
Oreat Indian Peninsula Railway comes under State management in 
July, 1925, it is ·contemplated that a section of the East Indian 
Railway will be transferred to its management. These changes are 
expected to reduce working expenses and to bring about increased 
efficiency. 

Reference was made in last year's Statement to the revision of 
Railway risk notes by a Committee constituted as a result o£ 

Railway Risk Notes. 
the resolution passed in the Legislativ~ 
Assembly in 1922. The recommendations of 

the Committee were considered by the Government of India in 
consultation with their legal advisers; and revised forms, imposing 
on railways a measure of responsibility greater than previously 
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existed in respect of loss of, or damage to, consignments booked·,. 
were introduced on lst October, 1924. The forms in more com-
mon use are A. B. and H. Forll). A is used when articles are in bad· 
condition or so nefectively packed as to be liable to damage, leakage,, 
or waste in transit. This holds the Railway free"from responsibility· 
except upon proof that the loss arose from misconduct on the part 
of the Railway administration concerned. Forms B and H dear 
with consignments at special reduced or owner's risk rates. Under 
them, the Railway administration is bound to disclose to the con-· 
signor, in all cases of non-delivery or pilferage, how the consignment: 
was dealt with from the time it was in the possession of the Railway 
authorities and, if·necessary, to give evidence thereof before the con
signor is called upon to prove misconduct. 

Finally, we may notice that in 1924-25, the railways have not 
been exempted from the vagaries of the Indian climate. An 

Floods. 
unusually heavy burst of the South West· 
M:onsoon in Southern India, dyring· the 

second half of July 1924, resulted in floods of great severity, which 
caused serious damage to large sections of the South Indian Railway. 
The sections mainly affected- were the Broad Gauge line between 
Olavakkot and Calicut, the Shoranur-Ernakulam Railway, the: 
Travancore Branch, the Erode Branch and the Metre Gauge line 
between Tanjore and Chidambaram. Traffic had to be suspende·d 
on the several sections for periods ranging from a few days to about 
2 months. M:any bridges were washed away including those over
the Ponnani and Poorapooramba rivers. The running of trains; 
over the Cauvery bridge near Erode had to be suspended ~n the-
27th July owing to a rise in the river, which on that day reached a. 
height of 37 feet-7 feet greater than any high flood level previously 
known. The flood began to subside on the 28th, when Tunning was· 
again resumed. 

Very serious floods were also experienced in northern India at the
f\nd of September 1924 and resulted in extensive breaches-. 
. on the East Indian, Oudh and Rohilkhand and Rohilkund a-nd 
1tumaon Railways. Due to the excessive rise of the J umna riverr 
the Railway embankment between Delhi and Ghaziahad was 
breached in a number of places over a length of about 4 
miles. Breaches varied from 80 feet to 500 feet in length 
and between the breaches the embankment was so badly damaged 
that it would be more correct to say that th~re was no embankment 
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left. The energy of the water rushing through the gaps was so• 
violent that holes from 15 to 35 feet in depth were scoured below· 
the base of the embankment. \Vork was started as soon as possible 
immediately the flood began to subside; but about two months
passed before even single line working could be introduced on this 
short but very important section of main line communication. 

:Floods were also experienced on the Ganges, Ramganga and 
Sardah rivers, which cross the areas served by the Rohilkund and 
Kumaon Railway. Flood levels were registered which in some 
cases ·were 3t feet higher than any previously recor9-ed in the annals 
of the Railway, extending over 40 years. The :floods swept over the· 
country side in a mass of water several miles in width carrying away 
trees and villages in its path. 

Considerable damage was also done to the Oudh and Rohilkhand• 
Railway between Delhi and :M:oradabad and in the :Moradabad area 
and the embankment was breacl.ted in many places and various' 
bridges damaged. • 

Other railways in northern India experienced the effect 9f the· 
floods to a certain extent; but the damage done did not result in the· 
lines being closed for as long periods at a time as on the East India,. 
Oudh and Rohilkhand and Rohilkund and Kumaon Railways. 

Next in order of importance in the system of Indian communica-· 
tions may be mentioned Posts and Telegraphs. The Indian Postal 

Posts and Telegraphs. 
and Telegraph Department, in addition to its· 
primary function of providing the Indian 

public with easy and rapid means of intercourse, is called upon to· 
act as ihe agent of the Government in carrying out other essential 
services not directly connected with its basic activities. Since the
Department possesses an organisation which is ubiquitous through
out the continent o£ India and Burma, it is utilized to perform many 
functions. It acts as the banker and agent of the people, enabling· 
them to do their shopping from all distances. It collects customs 
charges on dutiable articles coming to India by post. It insures the 
lives of Government employees; and it pays the pensions of retired-

Activities of the 
Department. 

officials of the Indian army. It is the custo
dian of Postal and Telegraphic Stores held in· 
reserve for purposes of military mobilization. 

Fina11y, among a host of miscellaneous activities, it sells quinine. 
The extent to which these useful functions are carried on, mav bee 
estimated from t.he fact that there are nearly 20,000 Post Offic~s in: 
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India with more than 100,000 Postal Officials and about 155,000 
miles of mail lines. 

Owing to the largely increased cost of all senices since the war, 
the Post Office found itself compelled in 1922 to raise the then 

Rates and Traffic. 
existing rates. Prior to that time, the 
initial Indian letter postage was exactly 

one-third of the initial letter postage in England, while the 
average distance over which mails are conveyed in India is about 
nve times as great as the average distance in England. .Accordingly, 
as was mentioned -in last year's Statement, the Legislative .Assembly, 
in 1922, increased the initial rates on letters from! to one anna, and 
on post cards from t to ! anna. The new rates of postage were 
€stimated to bring in an extra revenue of over Rs. 1 crore; but owing 
to a very heavy drop in the volume of the mail, the actual enhance
ment realised was some Rs. 0·7 crores. In fact, the year 1922-23, 
for the first time since 1880, displayed a setback in the. growth of 
postal traffic. The total number of postal articles handled declined 
from 1,422 millions in 1921-22 to 1,186 millions in 1922-23, the 
biggest decrease being under the heads letters and post cards. 
During the year 1923-24, as trade began to recover from depression, 
and as the public became used to the new rates, the number of 
articles handled rose to 1,209 millions, showing an increase of 23 
million articles over the figures for 1922-23. The net result of 
raising the rates was that the Department was able to show a surplus 
of Rs. 0·27 crores in 1922-23 as compared with a deficit of Rs. 0·58 
<:rores in 1921-22. These figures, however, were calculated on the 
old basis of accounting, the working expenses included no provision 
for interest on capital or for depreciation; and the charge for pen-

. sions, which was transferred to the Department from the general 
superannuation vote, included simply the estimated outgoings for 
the year. Similarly, full credit was not given to the Department in 

Commercialised respect of those miscellaneous services which 
Accounts. it undertakes as additions to its prima'ry 

:functions. The vear 1925-26 will be the first one in which the 
accounts will be "prepared entirely on a commercial basis. .About 
Rs. 0·24 crores will be credited to the Department in respect of the 
agency functions above referred to, as a deduction from gross work
ing expenses. It will be debited with a sum of Rs. 0·5 crores for 
pension liability and Rs. 0·32 crores by way of provision for depre
ciation. From the net receipts the Department will also pay interest 
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Diagram showing growth of postal traffic since 1880-81-all 
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~n the block capital value o£ its assets which, £or the year, will 
amount to Rs. O·GG crores. If the accounts for 1924-25 had been 
cast in the above £orm, the gro-ss receipts of the Posts and Telegraphs 
Department would h~ve amounted to Rs. 10·01 crores, and the work
ing expenses to Rs. 9-44 crores. After making allowance for 
-i-dterest and other charges above mentioned, the net outturn would 
huYe shown a loss of the little less than Rs. 0·03 crores. For the year 
192:j-26, the gross budget estimate o£ the revenue of the Indian 
Posts and Telegraphs Department has been put at Rs. 10·41 crores, 
and the gross expenditure at Rs. 9·76 crores. The final Profit and 
Loss Account of the Department, if these figures are realised, will 
work out at a deficit of Rs. 60,000. 

The activities of the India;n Post Office are highly appreciated by 
the general public. T.here is an insistent demand for the opening 

of additional post offices; and bitter are the 
The Rates Questiol and complaints when financial stringencv co1npels 

the Public. J 

the authorities to close those offices whose 
volume of business floes not justify the expense of their maintenance. 
Further, the recent enhancement of the postal rates has been severely 
criticised by certain sections of public opinion. As we have noticed, 
the only conclusion that can be drawn from the figures recently 
recorded is that the existing rates are barely sufficient to enable the 
Department to pay its way. Certain representatives of non-official 
opinion in the Legislature have expressed the view that the enhance
ment of traffic which would result from the lowering of rates might 
be relied upon to make good the balance. The Govemment of India, 
however, believe that the statement is correct only within certain 
limits; and that there is no justification for making the general tax
payer subsidise the facilitation of private correspondence. In their 
view the Posts and Telegraphs Department is emphatically a business 
concern which should pay its way. They fully realise the import
ance which attaches to the cheapening of cominunications of all 
kinds; but argue that until better trade and further improvements in 
the direction of economical management combine to place the ratio 
between expenditure and receipts upon a different footing, it would 
be unjustifiable to contemplate any reduction in the postal charges. 
During the period under review, they were fortified in this belief by 
the consideration that any reduction in Post and Telegraph ~harges 
could only be made at the expense of the general revenue surplus, 
and as a consequence, of the tax-payere~ of the particular provincea 
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which were due for relief under tlie scheme of remitting Provincial' 
contributions provided by the budget of 1925-26. During the discus
sions of the Finance Bill in March, 1925, a strong demand was voiced 
for the re-introduction of the quarter-anna post.card and half-anna 
letter. But the Treasury benches made it clear that the loss of 
revenue resulting from such a step would cripple the Department. 
Accordingly, after an interesting debate, the case put forward by 
Government and endorsed by the non-official Europeans, finally pre
vailed. The Legislative Assembly by a small majority confirmed 
the existing rates. 

Before the. commercialisation of Departmental accounts, the 
Telegraph branch generally showed a considerable profit. But 

Telegraphs. 
under the new system, in which the Post 
Office, Telegraphs, and Telephones are ex

.. pected to pay interest on their capital outlay, the position has been 
modified. For example, the Post Office itself is expected in 1925-26 
to work at a net profit of about Rs. 0·29 crores. The Telegraph 
Department, on the other hand, owing to the fact that it has now 
to pay interest to the extent of Rs. 0·48 crores on its capital outlay~ 
is expected to work at a net loss of Rs. 0·26 lakhs. It is necessary,. 
however, to convey a warning against accepting these figures as any 
exact measure of the results of the working of the different branches; 
for the activities of the Department are so closely intermingled that. 
any allocation of general charges not debitable to any branch in 
particular, e.g., the expenditure on the head quarters offices, is 
bound to be somewhat arbitrary. Turning from the financial side of 
the Telegraphs to the consideration of Telegraph engineering in 
India, we may notice that at the end of the year 1924, the total 
line and cable mileage was 43,000 miles, carrying just under half a. 
million miles of wire. There are some 11,000 Telegraph Offices in 
India or which more than 9,000 are open to the public. During the 
period we are now .considering, a daily letter telegram service at. 
quarter rates, subject to a minimum of 20 words, which had been. 
introduced as an experimental measure between India and Great 
Britain in October, 1923, was extended to all British possessions and 
the United States of America. 

The telephone branch has somewhat to show'in the way of growth. 
In 1900, the Department had 42 exchanges with only 500 connec

Telephones. 
tions; while the licensed Companies had 
16 exchanges with 2,299 connections .. 
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The figures are now 231 Departmental exchanges with 13,631 
connections and 14 licensed exchanges w:lth 25,222 connections. 
It will be appar~nt, none the less, from these figures, that 
in India, the Telephone system is still comparatively undeve
loped. But existing installations are now being extended and 
obsolete plant replaced by modern apparatus. Advantage has been 
taken of the recent improvements in automatic telephone apparatus, 
and the Department has now 14 exchanges equipped with automatic 
plant, while several more are in process of installation. Good pro
gress has been made in the extension of the trunk line system. The 
Punjab and the United Provinces have now been linked up tele
phonically; and through communication is possible between the 
larger towns. During the period we are now considering, four new 
telephone circuits have been added Rangoon-Pegu; Poona-Sholapur; 
J ullundar-Hoshiarpur; Quetta-Ohaman. The arrangements for 
placing Bombay in permanent telephone communication with 
Northern India through Delhi have been practically completed; and 
at the beginning of the year 1925, the trunk line from Delhi to 
Bombay was thrown open to the public. The use of telephone is 
unquestionably extending in India. The trunk lines are becoming 
very popular; and it can only be a matter of a few years before a 
general demand :for the extension of existing facilities makes itself 
heard with greater force. At the present moment, under the system 
.of commercialised accounts, the telephone branch is estimated to 
work during 1925-26 at a net loss of Rs. 0·04 crore, after allowance 
is made for Rs. 0·094 crore which the Branch has to pay as interest 

<On its capital outlay. 

Progress in wireless has been seriously affected by finan.cial 
stringency. At the suggestion of the Retrenchment Committee, 

Wireless. 
almost all development in the Wireless 
Branch was postponed; and many of th& 

Indian stations have been put under care and maintenance parties. 
On the other hand, the new high-speed continuous-wave stations at 
Rangoon and Madraa have been completed, and a great deal of com
mercial traffic is now carried direct, to the relief of congestion on 
the long land line round the north of the Bay of Bengal. Press 
messages from England continue to be received, including the 
British official communiques bro:::-dcasted from Leafield. Progress 
is also being made towards completion of the Indian portion of the 
Imperial Wireless scheme; in that negotiations have been concluded 
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with the Indian Radio Telegraph Company for communication with_ 
the United Kingdom by means of the Marconi Beam system. The 
instructional establishment is working satisfactorily. From the· 
beginning of September, 1924, the Wireless Brahch took over the· 
supply of personnel for the Royal Indian Marine wireless services, 
whose operating and supervising staff will in future be suppl~d from 
this source. :Further, a number of Indian operators from the Tele-
gr'aph Department have been trained in the use of the new wireless: 
telephone apparatus recently sent out from England. As compared 
with other countries, broadcasting in India is comparatively un
developed. But there are now three Radio Clubs situated in_ 

Broadcastirg. 
Bombay,· Calcutta and :Madras, which are
likely to form the nucleus for considerable 

expansion in the next few years. These possess licenses enabling 
them to broadcast regular programmes. Draft conditions have also 
been formulated for the establishment of commercial broadcasting in 
India. There are, moreover, significant indications of an increased 
public inte_rest. The number of wireless licenses issued for receiving, 
sets has slwwn substantial increase; so much so, that the Telegraph 
Department have been obliged to bring to the notice of the general 
public the fact that possession of these sets necessitates the taking 
out of a licence from the nearest Post Office. 

It may well be that, in the future, aviation will take its place 
among the other important methods of Indian transport. Not only 

Aviation. 
is India on the direct line of communication 
from Europe to Australia and the East, but 

in addition it is naturally adapted for the development of air-traveL 
Throughout most of the year, meteorological conditions are excellent, 
and the difficulties arising from the monsoon should not prove 
insurmountable. Even the geographical features both of Burma and 
India invite the development of aviation; since on many routes 
railways are practically impossible and the existing means of trans
port slow and cumbersome. Moreover, the large commercial centres. 
are situated at distances which conform conveniently to the speed 
of aeroplanes. For example, a night service between Bombay and 
Calcutta would save two working days on each journey, and a similar 
service between Calcutta and Rangoon would save nearly three work-

• ing days. \-\yith all the advantages that an increased development 
of civil aviation is likely to bring to India, it must be pronounced 
a matter of regret that financial stringency has ~o far prevented any 
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·substantial progress. It is true that a beginning has bee:[! made. 
'Surveys of the primary air routes, Bombay-Calcutta, Calcutta
Rangoon, Calcuttll.-Delhi, and Delhi-Karachi have been completed; 
·and civil aerodromes have been constructed at Dum-Dum (Calcutta), 
·Bamraoli (Allahabad) and Gilbert Hill (Bombay); while in the 
1\orth "\\' eRt of India, numerous Royal Air Force aerodromes exif.t, 
_most of which are available, if necessary, for use by civil aviators. 
Endeavours, in fact, are being made to clear the ground for rapid 
.advance as soon as finances permit. Certain of the primary air
routes just described have been resurveyed of late with valuable 
_results. For example, it is now believed that a seaplane service 
between Calcutta and Rangoon would be preferable to the land route 

.adopted in theJ>riginal survey. The matt.e1· is, however, still the 

.subject of correspondence with the Air Ministry and no further 
-developments have taken place. But aviation in India is certain _to 
receive a great stimulus if the proposed airship service bet-ween 
England and India should develop. For this will necessarily entail 
.the development of heavier-than-air mail service in India. To pre
.pare for this contingency, the principal internal air routes have 
recently been re-surveyed by an officer of the Royal Air Force. The 
·examination of the detailed reports was held in abeyance pending 
.the selection of a site for the terminal base of the airship service, 
out this question has 110\Y oeen settled. A party o£ airship experts 
deputed by the Air J'.finistry arrived in India in the first '"eek of 
.January, 1926, in order to report on the matter; and, as a result of 
their investigations, Karachi has been chosen as- the first terminus. 
_In preparation for future developments the revision of the Indian 
_Air-craft A.ct, 1911 and the rules issued thereunder in 1920, has now 
been taken up in order to bring the law into conformity with more 
recent practice and to give effect to the principles enunciated in the 
International iir Com·ention. Interest in aerial matters has been 
stimulated during the year under review by the arrangements made 
by the Government of India to facilitate the flights across India 
.and Burma of aviators from Great Britain, Port_ugal, France, 
America, the Argentine and Holland. One branch of aerial activity 
demands special mention as likely to be of increasing importance in 
the future. The late Consulting Aeronautical Engineer to the 
Govern111ent of India has lately completed, on behalf of the Govern
ment of Burma, a survey of more than a thousand square miles of 
ihe Irrawaddy Delta. The survey of this area by any other means 
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would have presented the very greatest difficulty; the aerial survey 
was attended with great success and a similar survey is now being 
made of the South Tennasserim forests. On the whole, therefore, 
there seems good reason to believe th.at the development of aviation 
in India, although at present in a rudimentary condition, is likely 
to make rapid progress when once a fair start can be made. 

In connection with the future of aviation, we may notice the • 
important work of the Indian Meteorological Department, which by 

Meteorology. 
the determination of upper air move
ments, is steadily preparing for the day 

when precise information on this matter will be necessary 
to safeguard aircraft and to minimise t~e cost of flying. Through
out the year under review, work has continued on &recise measure
ments of the high level winds at the Agra Headquarters and at the 
8 outstations of India and Burma. Another very important function 
of the Meteorological Department ]s the provision of cyclone warn
ings to ports and shipping, and of flood warning to officers in the 
Irrigation, Railway and other Departments. The period under 
review was marked by heavy localized rainfall causing destructive 
floods in various parts of India, but the sea areas were unusually 
free from severe storms. For the Arabian sea, warnings were issued 
on 14 occasions; and for the Bay of Bengal on 32 occasions. The 
accuracy of cyclone warnings depends very much upon the co-opera
tion of Ship Commanders at sea. The communication by wireless 
of certain standardized sets of meteorological observations is of 
immense assistance to the departmental experts. During the year 
under review, a beginning has been made with the policy of interest
ing individual Ship Commanders in this matter; reliable · instru
ments being supplied on personal loan for use on shipboard, in 
return for regular weather messages and for special observations 
when called for by the Department. Two good barographs have 
been supplied to the mail steamers on the Madras-Rangoon run, and 
the results obtained show that the expenditure has been justified. 
In addition to. these general services, the utility of which is increas
ing every day, the Meteorological Department carries on continuous 
scientific research into such matters as the exposure of thermometers, 
the relations of weather all over the world, and forecasts of the 
monsoon. 



• CHAPTER IV . 

Some Fundamental Problems. 

During the year 1924, conditions throughout India were gene
rally favourable. This statement is, however, subject to exception 

General Conditions of 
1924. 

in the case of certain localities. In. January 
1924, owing to the failure of the winter rains, 
distress appeared in certain districts of the 

Madras Presidency. Accordingly, famine was declared in Bellary, 
:and scarcity in Anantapur~ Subsequently, the distress extended 
to Ganjam and also to certain districts in Mysore State, where 
famine had to be declared. Since scarcity of fodder prevailed in 
the affected areas, free grazing was allowed in forest reserves which 
thus again manifested their importance as a source of relief to the 
.agricultural population. Loans were advanced freely to the 
cultivators. In July, as a result of excellent rains, conditions 
improved in Mysore; and towards the end of August all relief 
·operations ceased in that State. But in the Madras Presidency 
:£amine continued till October. By this time, a good monsoon had 
in marked degree abated distress and practically all relief works 
were close·d down. The highest number of persons on relief work 
'Or in receipt of gratuitous assistance during this period was just 
under 12,000 in Mysore in May; and just over 11,000 in Madras in 
August. Unfortunately, the general return to normal conditions 
in !fadras was delayed by a calamity of a different kind. So exces
sive was the rainfall in certain districts that unprecedentedly heavy 

Floods. 
floods occurred. Great damage was done 
to houses, to standing crops, and even to the 

land itself. No fewer than 43 lives were lost; while some 1,200 
-cattle and 43,000 houses were overwhelmed. In addition, the 
damage to communications and irrigation works which will have 
to be made good by Government was estimated at Rs. 35 lakhs. 
'The local authorities took vigorous action. They issued liberal 
loans; they made free grants of land to replace village sites washed 
away; and they placed means of communication freely at the service 
of those who were working reclamation. A grant of Rs. 1'25 lakhs 
was made from the Indian Peoples Famine Trust, which was 
supplemented by private charity. Other Provinces, particularly 
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Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, and the Punjab also suffered 
severely from floods due to overabundant rainfall during the yea.r-
1924. In Bombay, the loss from damage to .house property was 
estimated at Rs. 6·79 lakhs; while the area under standing crops 
submerged amounted to more than 62,000 acres. But far more 
serious were the J umna floods in the Punjab and the United Pro
vinces. These occurred with such suddenness as to cause lamentable 
havoc. Nearly 200 lives were lost and several thousand head of 
cattle perished. In all, some 470 villages were affected, and of 
these a large number were entirely destroyed. In the Punjab an 
area of about a thousand square miles was actually under water. 
Both official and private agencies actively co-operated in the relief 
of distress. :Funds were opened to popular ·subscription for the· 
relief of sufferex:s and the response from the general public was. 
excellent. Most fortunately, the excellence of the monsoon in other
par.ts of the country enabled the damages to property to be made 
good more quickly than if it had occurred in a bad year. 

As a result of the continuance of good monsoons, the price of 
food-stuffs in India has again displayed a downward tendency. 

Food-Stuffs. 
During 1924, India's export trade in cereals. 
revived to a remarkable extent. Shipments 

of rice increased from 2 million tons in 1923 to 2'26 million tons in: 
1924, the value rising from Rs. 31·5 crores to Rs. 36·7 crores. 
Exports of wheat rose in quantity from o·75 million tons to o·rg. 
million tons, and in value from Rs. 10·8 crores to Rs. ·n·6 crores. 
]1ven more striking was the increase in the case of Earley. In 1923, 
only some 45,000 tons had been shipped abroad. In 1924, t~e quan
tity rose to nearly haif a million tons, valued at Rs. 5·8 crores as
against Rs. 0·46 crore in 1923. It is to be noticed that the export 
trade in food grains is regarded with dislike by certain sections of 
Indian opinion. At first sight, such an attitude seems reasonable; 

for it is notorious that a large proportion of 
Export of Food-Stu:fl's. the Indian population is insufficiently -nour-

ished. But there is no reason to suppose that 'a permanent policy 
of restriction on exports, 1Vhich is advocated from time to time, 
would achieYe the end desired. I£ the cultivator were to be deprived 
of his foreign market, he would cease in time to grow commoditi~'S 
which he could not profitably sell. Inevitably, he would turn his 
attention to cotton· and to oil seeds, thus reducing and not increasing 
the food supplies of the country. It seems therefore unlikely that 
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by merely prohibiting the export of food grains, the food available 
for the sustenance of the masses would be increased. For it is 
in their lack of purchasing power, rather than in any shortage of 
food for ·sale, that J;he trouble really resides. Indeed, in contrast 
to the belief t.o which we have referred, there are some reasons for 
supposing that the export trade in food-stuffs, besides profiting those 
who raise crops for the foreign market, is of positive advantage to 
the country as a whole. The average net export for the years 1900-
1922 works out at something like 3·1 million tons per annum. The 

quantitv normally exported provides a 
Would Restriction Help P l bl" h" h . f · va ua e reserve w IC , 1n case o necessity, 
can be retained in the country. by temporary restrictions. Its 
practical utility was amply proved in the circumstances of the 
monsoon failmes of 1918-19 and 1920-21. Had it not been for the 
retention in India of food-stuffs grown for export, it is doubtful 
whether the country could have weathered these crises in a fashion 
so remarkable. It is further to be noticed that the cultivating 
interests never favour restriction upon the export of food grains; 
and only acquiesce in it for short periods when a serious failure of 
supply compels the authorities 'to adopt such a step. It is from 
the towns that the demand for restriction comes; and unless it be 
admitted that it is the duty of the country-districts under all cir-

cumstances to provide cheap food for the 
Town versus Country. 

urban population, it seems difficult to 
believe that such a policy could be defended. For it must 
be remembered that so long as general econo:qtic conditions 
permit an ample supply of food grains at low prices in town markets, 
the demand for restriction of the export trade is never heard. 
During 1924, as during 1923, these conditimis obtained throughout 
most of India. The cultivators profited by the export market; and 
the representatives of the urban population made no protest. 
Towards the end of the period under review, however, a slight up
ward tendency in the price of food grains led to the appearance of 
:t few articles in the press of Northern India demanding that exports 
be restricted. 

Generally speaking, the tendency of the year 1924 has been to 
maintain the cost of living at a steady figure, with a slight inclina

Cost of Living. 
tion to rise towards the close of the period. 
On the whole while the cost of living in 1924 

showed a small increase over that of 1923, it was substantially below 
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-the level of 1922. Th'ere was no corresponding decline in the 
:gen~ral av~rage o.f wages which, with their usual tendency to lag 
behmd pnces, still correspond to the requirements of the more 

-expensive epoch. In certain industries, notably the cotton industry, 
. there has been a slight reduction owing to depressed conditions, 
but, as a general rule, wages have remained high in proportion to 
the cost of living. 

We may now briefly indicate certain of the principal factors 
which have operated to influence the condition of the rural and 

. Labour Conditions iu 
1924 : Rural~ 

urban masses during the year 1924. Excel
lent harve.sts have continued, with the result 
that the price of food grains has been steady. 

'Throughout the year there was ample work and good wages for the 
agricultural labourer, who now finds himself in a position of greater 
independence than he has for some time enjoyed. In many parts 
of the country, field and ordinary labour commanded higher wages 
than in 1923; and employers not infrequently voiced complaints 

. against the " dictatorial " attitude of labour during the harvest 
season. The margin at present existing between the cost of living 
of the classes labouring for cash wages and the figure of their 

.earnings, has made it a good year for them." The tendency noticed 
during 1923 towards joint action against the landlord for the purpose 
of maintaining wages at a standard level and exacting favourable 

.conditions of work, has persisted. The Tenants' Unions or Kisan 
Sabhas which exist in various parts of India are reported to be 
strengthening their hold upon the agriculturists. They have on 
many occasions succeeded in exerting considerable pressure upon the 

:landlords, for whom the year, on the whole, has been unfavourable 
owing to the high cost of labour and the low price of agricultural 
produce. Rural labour has, in short, enjoyed for the most part a good 

·.season. It should be noticed that the agricultural labourer works 
under conditions which differ co;p.siderably from those in the towns. 
The general level of his wages is lower than that of the urban 
worker; but he gets many things free for which the town labourer 
has to pay. He gets a house to live in; while he is working for 
his employer, he gets one or two meals a day and in addition he 

.often receives such amenities as a ration of tobacco.. Further, his 
monetary income is far from representing his total budget; for 
even when he is not working the whole day for his employer, his 
food is mainly produced by the labour of himself and his family. 
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"Broadly speaking, these characteristics hold good for some 90 per 
-cent. of the total population of India. 

In the town, how~ver, the situation is somewhat different. The 
monthly income of the individual represents by far the largest 

Urban Labour. 
proportion of his assets; and when wages 
lag far behind prices, great economic suffering 

results. Generally speaking, the town population is the first to feel 
the pinch of poverty at such times as the price of food is high; and 
it is always from them that the cry is heard for the restriction of 
exports. The position of the town labourer is nevertheless, on the 
whole, strong. During the year under review he has been able to 
take full advantage of high rates of wages in combination with 
lower cost of living. Skilled la'Qour in particular has enjoyed the 
.advantages derived from high demand and low supply; while even 
the unskilled labourer has not found the market in which he com
petes overstocked. At present, both skilled and unskilled labour 
may be characterised, at least in comparison with western countries, 
as definitely unorganized. But both are realising the power they 
possess of bringing their grievances before the notice of the public 
by strikes which interfere with public-utility services. From 
such material, as is available to the present writer, it would appear 
that there was comparailively little unemploymenlt among town 
labourers during the year under review. 

Unfortunately, this statement does not hold true of the middle 
dasses. With their small fixed incomes, their. large families and 

· their increasing expenditure, they have of 
Middle Classes. late years passed through a very disadvan

tageous epoch. Fortunately, the decline in the cost of living since 
1923 has deprived them of much of the painful anxiety characterising 
their attitude throughout the previous period. The year 1924 has 
not, however, been favourable for them. The cost of food, clothing, 
and lighting has tended either to remain steady or to decline; but 
the middle classes have had to pay heavy rates for such labour as 
they happen to employ. This hits them hard; for they are usually 
aebarred by social status from undertaking work of certain kinds .. 
Worse still, the m31rket in which they th;em13elves compete for 
.employment is chronically overstocked. During the whole of 1924, 
middle-class unemployment would seem to have been serious. 
Regrettably enough, no statistics. are available, but complaints to 
this effect frequently appear in the press .. In general, it may be said 
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· that the middle classes are in a far less favourable position to adapt 
themselves to a change in the ·economic situation than other 
workers. Their traditions do not all9w them.to look beyond a very 
restricted number of professions, in all of which at present the 
vacancies are far exceeded by the applicants. Moreover, the same 
tradition, which compels them to maintain, at whatever cost to 
themselves, an appearance of respectability, prevents them from 
combining like the labourers for the improvement of their prospects. 
There can be little doubt that middle class unemployment is among 
the most serious problems which confronts the administration in 
India to-day; and the rigidity of the social and economic tradition 
preserved by these classes seems likely to make its solution a matter 
of in:fini te difficulty. 

The problem as to whether the Indian masses are becoming poorer 
or richer under British rule is one which has for long occupied 

the attention of public men in India. The 
Economic ContJition of older b(J'eneration of Indian economists were 

the Masses. 
inclined to take a supremely pessimistic view 

of the situation; and to ascribe to the imperfection of the present 
administrative system a number of short-comings which are bound 
up with very deep-lying causes. Of late, there has arisen a school 
of economists who have approached the whole question in a more 
dispassionate spirit. Generally speaking, they say that there is 
some evidence which would point to a growing prosperity rather 
than an increasing- poverty on the part of the Indian people. The 
multiplication of third class passengers on the Railways during the 
last decade indicates that more money is available after the bare 

Evidence of Slow 
Improvement. 

necessaries of life have been met than was 
previously the case. The recently increased 
absorption of rupees, which four years ago 

threatened the whole currency system of India with inconvertability r 

combined with the growing employment of silver for purpose of 
adornment by classes of the population accustomed within living 
memory to the use of baser metals, would seem to point in the 

· same direction. Perhaps more important as 
Indirecl contributory evidence to a growing economic 

stability, is .the manner in which the agricultural population has 
recently survive!l both scarcity and famine. During 1921, the 
proportion of the total population in receipt. of- relief w_as consi
derably less than 3 per cent. throughout the' whole area, widespread 

• 
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as it was, affected by monsoon failure. Few things were more 
-striking during this period o£ distress than the fact that even the 
·depressed classes of .the population, who had been accustomed in 
-times of shortage to subsist upon seeds and roots, were ·able to pur
·chase corn when the price was 4 seers to the rupee. 

There is in addition a certain amount o£ direct ~vidence which 
IPoints to an amelioration, real if slight,· in the economic condition 

Direct. 
of the Indian masses. Any statement of the 
average income per head of the Indian popu

lation must be received with reserve; first, on account of the 
Temarkable variety of climates and conditions characterising 
--various parts of the Indian sub-continent; and secondly, on account 
<>f the difficulty of estimating the true economic resources of the 
average individual in a country which is passing by unequal transi
tion in different localities from a natural to a monetary economv. 
The estimation of the average income for all India which was made 
-at the close of the last century worked out to some Rs. 30 per head 
per annum. This was reckoned as a minimum rather than a maxi
mum computation. It is often repeated by Indian publicists as 
affording some guide to the average income to-day. There is good 
reason, however, for holding that it no longer possesses any general 

Estimate of Average 
Income. 

applicability. In Madras, for example, the 
Statistical Branch of the Department of 
Agriculture published a short while ago a 

<Careful estimate of the income earned by agriculturists in the form 
<>f agricultural products throughout the presidency. According to 
this computation the average income per head worked out at a little 
<>ver Rs. 100 for the 42'3 million persons of the Madras Presidency. 
Investigati~ns pursued in Bombay have yielded results not dissimi
lar. The net per capita annual income, arrived at by dividing 
the gross income of a family 1ninus agricultural and business 
-expenditure by the total number of persons in the family, works 
<>Ut at about Rs. 100 for urban localities; and for rural areas at 
:about Rs. 7'5. For some time there have been increasing demands 
-on the part of Indian political opinion for an elaborate and authori
tative investigation into the question of the average income for 
all India. The Administration were inclined to doubt whether such 
an enquiry, which must be protracted and costly if it is to be of 
value, would justify itself. But in response to the demand, a Com
mittee has recently been appointed under the Chairmi1nship of Sir 
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M. Visvesvarya to investigate the materials upon which an extended 
enquiry could be based. This Committee had not yet reported at 
the time of writing. • 

Some interesting figures are already available regarding the 
improvement which has taken place in the wages paid to labour. 

Labour's Increased 
Wages. 

Throughout the Presidency of Bombay, the 
daily average wages of field labourers have 
risen from 4 annas 9 pies in 1913 to 9 annas 

in 1922. The wages of unskilled labour in district headquarter 
towns have increased during the same period from 6 annas 3 pies 
to 12 annas. Skilled labour reflects, as is only 1?-atural, the same
tendencies in its own degree. For the Bombay Presidency as a 
whole the daily average wages of skilled labour rose from 13 anna& 
9 pies in 1913 to Rs. 1-10-9 in 19.22. Further, in connection with 
these wages it is important to notice that the cost of living through
out the Bombay Presidency now stands at only 154 as compared 
with the normal of 100 in July 1914. Thus while the cost of living 
has increased by 54 per cent. during the decade ending 1922, daily 
average wages have roughly doubled. An interesting parallel to 
this condition of affairs is exemplified il! ~he results of a recent 
wages survey undertaken in a part of India whose conditions differ 
widely from those obtaining in Bombay, namely the Punjab. In 
the case of unskilled rural labour, the average daily wage in the
year 1912 was roughly 6 annas. In 1922, there were two predomi
nant wages, one about 8 annas, and other about 12 annas. The
most common rate for unskilled labour in the Punjab towns has. 
risen from about 6 annas a day in 1912 to about 12 annas a day 
in 1922. In the case of skilled labour, such as workers in iron 
and hardware, brass workers and carpenters, the average.daily wage
has risen from about 16 annas in 1912, to between 32 and 40 anna& 
in 1922. During the same period the price of foodgrains has risen 
from about Rs. 3 per maund to about Rs. 5 per maund. It would 
seem therefore, broadly speaking, that the position of labour in the 
Punjab, has, like the position of labour in Bombay, tended to im
prove during the last ten years. 

But although it seems quite possible to maintain with fair 
degree o:f certainty that the masses of the Indian population, at 

Striking Poverty is 
General. 

• • 

least in some parts of the country. 
are gl'adually improving in their eco
nomic conditions, it must be borne in mind 
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that a very large proportion of the inhabitants of India are still 
beset with poverty of a kind which finds no parallel in the more 
exigent climates o_f Western lands. The Bombay estimates to 
which we have already referred indicate that the poorest classes of 
the population were compelled in 1921 to spend 68 per cent. of their 
income on food, and 15 per cent. on clothing. Another 11 per cent. 
went on compulsory expenditure of various kinds, leaving only 6 
per cent. for voluntary expenditure, including amusements, luxuries 
and even education. An investigation conducted into the working 
class budgets in Bombay city itself showed that out of a total family 
income averaging just over Rs. 52 per mensem, 56·8 per cent. was 
spent on food, 9·6 per cent. on clothing, 7•7 per cent. on house rent, 
7·4 per cent. on fuel and lights, and 18·5 per cent. on miscellaneous 
activities. 'rhe general impression which is created by a· study of 
such data as are available leads to the conclusion that such improve
ment in the condition of the masses as is actually taking place 
proceeds with painful slowness. As a natural consequence, the 
Administration is frequently blamed for apathy and carelessness; 

The Administration 
blamed. 

and the backwardness of the country from an 
industrial standpoint has long been a stand
ing grievance on the part of the educated 

classes. Of recent years these classes have been demanding with 
increasing vehemence a policy of State subsidies for industries; the 
compilation of elaborate statistics of production and consumption; 
the creation of a nation-wide organisation for the encouragement of 
agricultural and industrial development. The British. Government 
is often attacked because it has failed to do these things in the past. 
The explanation for this omission is, however, comparatively 
simple. The taxation whicli can be levied by any Administration 

The Real Truth. 
situated as is the Government of India, is for 
political reasons strictly limited. At pre

sent it stands in the neighbourhood of 12 shillings per head. As a 
result there has been very little money to spare over and above the 
bare essentials of the administrative services. Government has 
indeed spent a large amount of money on the development of 
railways and of irrigation; but for the rest, has found the funds 
at its disposal severely restricted_. 

If the poverty of India were due to the expenses of her Govern
ment, there might be some hope that the changes now being intro-

• • 
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duced by the Reforms would lea,d to early and widespread improve

ment. But the Indian masses are not 
Why is India Poor ? ground down by the ex~ctions of an extra

-vagant Administration. In point of fact, they can barely support 
-the cost of a machine which limits its functions to the most elemen-
-tary services. The real truth is that the undeniable poverty of 
India arises principally from the fact that the country is governed 

by a tradition which does not recognise the 
An Uneconomic Tradi- production and accumulation of wealth as 

tion. 
being among man's legitimate aims. Accord-

ingly, the prevalent social system does not encourage either the 
habit of mind or the method of life upon which the successful 
pursuit of material prosperity in the last resort depends. It is quite 
permissible to maintain that the deep-lying religious sentiment 
which causes the vast majority of Indians to regard their present 
lives as relatively unimportant in the great fabric of past and 
future, embodies something nobler and more enduring than the 
material ideals of the Western World. But from the point of view 
Qf the economic development of the country, such an outlook is 
far more of a hindrance than of a help. This attitude has persisted 
for centuries among hundreds of millions of people; and even 
:supposing that there had been a certainty in the minds of British 
·statesmen that to disturb it was their duty, the task has been far 
beyond the resources which any Government organised on the present 
basis could hope to command. 

This tradition is the root cause of the poverty, which means the 
low productiveness, of India. The average Indian peasant com

Low Productiveness. 
pares very badly with his compeers of other 
countries in this respect. Generally speak

ing, he has inherited from his forebears nothing of the immense 
wealth which in Europe is handed down to the present day 
agriculturist in the form ·of improvements, reclamations, and 
working capital. His resources are very small; his implements 
rudimentary in the extreme. He prefers to carry on his day to 
day existence with such materials as lie ready to his hand, rather 
than strive, at greater cost to himself, after a higher standard of 
living. He will cheerfully lavish his poor resources upon the task 
Qf keeping his mud buildings and his primitive implements in 
working ord€1' by a process of annual patching, but will not make 
the £mall-additional sacrifice necessary to replace them by structures 
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and tools of lasting value. He is generally illiterate; and his 
ignorance is exploited by others. Further, since the fecundity of 
India is very great•and there are no prudential restraints whatso
ever, the population tends to multiply up to the very margin of bare 
subsistence. The number of mouths increases year by year; so that 
India is now supporting a population greater than any she has 
known before. At the same time, numerous social institutions, such 
as the Hindu joint family system, whatever be their merits from 
other points of view, afford little encouragement to individual ini
tiative, and renalise the able and the industrious to the benefit of 
the lazy and the incompetent. 

But no explanation of the low productiveness of the Indian 
masses would be complete, without some account of the widespread 

prejudices which operate so uneconomically 
Cramping Prejudices. among them. Throughout India at large 

manual labour is still associated with loss of dignity; with the 
result that whole castes avoid production, and are devoted to callings
which add little or nothing to the wealth of the community. For 
example, the number of religious mendicants who subsist upon the 
charity of the poor is so large as to impose a burden which many 
countries more wealthy than India would not dream of sustaining. 
Moreover, the social life even of the poorest workers is characterised 
by what from the economic point of view can only be described as 
recklessness. Generous expenditure is incurred upon festivals, on. 
marriages, and funerals. This must militate seriously against the 
accumulation of working capital. Probably in no country in the 
world where the average production is so low, do the inhabitants 
expend so large a proportion of their resources upon social obliga
tions. Nor is it only social sentiment that has operated to prevent 
the systematic accumulation of wealth both in the past and in the 

present. Religious sentiment must further 
be reckoned among the ob~tacles to immediate 

economic progress, for it prevents the consumption and productiofr 
of very valuable food. As a result of the almost universal venera
tion for the cow, horned cattle cannot be exploited to profit, and 
they have become a serious drain upon the economic :resources 
of the country. At the Bangalore meeting of the Board o£ Agri
culture in 1924, it was estimated that out of the 146 million bovine 
cattle in British India, 16 million oxen and 8·5 million cows were, 
allowing for all deductions, entirely superfluous. The cost of main-

Religious Sentiment. 
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taining them amounts at a minimum figure to Rs. 176 
crores. This annual economic loss is over four times the 
entire land revenue of British India. Furthoc, animal manure, 
particularly any form of bone meal, cannot be employed by a 
majority of the Hindu farmers because caste restrictions prevent 
their handling it. Since a great deal of animal manure is burnt 
as fuel, or is otherwise wasted, the ground becomes progressively 
impoverished. Indeed, while much is taken out of the soi!l, very 
little is put back into it. Again, the respect in which the Indian 
farmer holds animal life prevents him from taking adequate 
measures to protect his crops against the monkey, the flying fox, 
the squirrel, the jackal, the porcupine and the rat. Some authori
ties have estimated the annual economic loss from the depredations 
of these creatures as being greater than the total revenue of British 
India. Also, the diet prescribed by religious sentiment for large 
portion of the Indian people would be accounted in a Western 
country as definitely uneconomical. Milk and clarified butter are 
considered among the bare necessities of life; but even a wealthy 
..:ountry does not use butter in the wasteful manner common in 
India. Large quantities of cocoanut oil are annually exported from 
India to Europe, where they are manufactured into a butter substi
tute which religious sentiment prevents India herself from 
consuming. Even more serious is the waste of valuable resources 
throughout India owing to social tradition which prevents the 

employment· of female labour on anything 
Women's Productiveness like an adequate scale. In the parts of rural 

Hampered. . . 
India where the purdha system prevails, hf!.lf 

of the population is restricted to work within the home and is not 
available even in periods when labour is in demand for farm work. 
But so deeply ingrained into the Indian mind are the customs of 
segregating women and of discountenancing female labour, that it 
is hard for the country to realise that no advanced industrial com
munity of the West could possibly maintain its economic standards 
when 50 per cent. of its population were gravely hampered in their 
opportunities for production. We may notice, again, that early 
marriage causes young immature women to become mothers before 

Disgenic Customs. 
they are old enough properly to care for their 
children. This leads not merely to high 

infantile mortality but also to the risk of lowered physique in the 
Tace. Insanitary customs and methods of living also contribute 
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their quota, with the result that the average expectation of life in 
India is pitiably short. Finally, the traditional organisation 
running through the whole of Indian life prevents the cultivators 
from eking out th;ir resources by subsidiary pursuits. Even in 
Few Subsidiary Indus- advanced countries, the small holder would 

tries. be hard put to it to make both ends meet if 
he did not devote a portion· of his energies to industries such as 
poultry keeping, fruit growing and sericulture. But despite the 
fact that the cultivator in many provinces of India is obliged by 
climatic conditions to remain idle for more than one-third of the 
total working days of the year, he has hardly begun to concern 
himself with the possibility of engaging in such subsidiary indus
tries. This condition of affairs has been clearly perceived of late; 
and many Provinces are engaged in investigating the means of 
encouraging and propagating cottage industries. In this connee
tion it is of course well known that Mr. Gandhi has laid very great 
stress upon the popularisation of hand spinning and hand weaving. 
Many persons do not agree with him in his estimate of the benefits 
which would accrue to the country, were his programme fully 
adopted; but it is at least obvious that his perception of the 
necessity of organising subsidiary industries to occupy those working 
days in which agricultural activ!}y ~impossible, is well founded. 

It will thus be realised •that the problem of Indian poverty is 
truly staggering in its dimensions. It has its roots in certain long

standing customs and deficiencies, which 
Indian Poverty a Vast inevitably make for distress as the population 

Problem. 
increases, since the available resources are 

confined within traditional limits by a hide-bound precedent. As 
time goes on, it may be hoped that increased development of these 
resources will gradually create a per capita figure of wealth sufficient 
for India's growing responsibilities as a nation. But unlesii indi
vidual initiative, combined with missionary effort on the part oi 
the educated classes, can inspire the Indian agriculturist with the 
determination to better his position, it is not easy to see what any 
Administration can do, save to labour for the spread of scientific 
agriculture, for the encouragement of tluift by co-operative 
machinery, and for the education of the masses up to a point at 
which they will themselves realise the necessity for self-help. 

Broadly speaking, the characteristics which we have noticed as 
typical of the masses of the rural population are true also of indus-
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trial· labour in the towns. One notable feature of the present 
organisation of industry in India is that 

'Characteristics of Indus. the workers are predominantly recruited 
trial Labour. 

from the ranks o£ agriculturists. The Indian 
Iactory hand, like the Indian country labourer, is characterised 
by a very small output ; and this not merely on account of his 
inefficiency, but also on· account of his migratory character. In 
most industries throughottt India, no real industrial community 
has yet established itself. Coming from lo~g distances as the 
workers-frequently do, they are prone to throw up one job for another 
on slight provocation; and everi when they remain in the employ 
of one concetn, they often spend a substantial portion of the year 
cultivating land in their own village. The result is an amazingly 
large turnover in practically all mills and factories, accompanied 
by an economic loss, which it would be difficult to compute. If 
this loss is to be avoided, and the efficiency of the workman raised, 
he must be encouraged to aspire to a higher standard of living, 
which depends, of course, upon higher wages, better housing, and 
improved conditions. So far as the first of these is concern-ed, there 
is reason, as we have already noticed, to believe that the margin of 
subsistence of the labouring classes is greater than at any previous 
period. For the rest, continuous efforts are being made both by_ 
private enterprise and by the State to improve the housing and 

general conditions of labour. In cities where 
Welfare Work. - 1 · Improvement Trusts exist, considerab e atten-

tion is being paid to the provision of homes for the workers. Private 
employers are also realising the economic advantage of undertaking 
housing schemes. In several of the large commercial centres, 
European and Indian firms have set an honourable example in the 
care devoted to the conditions under which these labourers live. 
Progress has been made in the provision of creches and of women 
doctors to safeguard the health of female employees. There is a 
growing interest on the part of the general public in all large 
industrial centres in the health of the operatives, and organisations 
such as the Poona Seva Sadan Society, and the Servants o£ India, 
are performing a valuable function in focussing public attention 
upon such questions as housing, food supply, indebtedness; medical 
aid, educational facilities and the like, where ameliorative measures 
are urgently required . 
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In this sphere the State is by· no means backward. Reference 
has been made in previous Statements to certain important investi-

. • gations recently conducted into the condi-
Activity of the State. · 1 b L b Offi twns of abour. The Born ay a our ce 

continues to undertake valuable enquiries and to publish its monthly 

Investigation. 
index figures of the cost of living for the work
ing classes. An important technical enquiry 

has been concluded into the methods of humidification and ventila-
tion employed in cotton mills and their effect upon working condi
tions. Moreover, as a result of the draft convention adopted by the 
International Labour Conference regarding the employment of women 
before and after child birth, careful investigations have been 
instituted into the condition of women workers by several local 
Governments. But the most important of the functions which the 
State is performing on behalf of labour falls under the head of 

Legislation. 
legislation. In 1922, the whole law relating 
to factories was revised, and the new Factories. 

Act provided, among a nu,mber of other reforms, for the intro
duction of a 60 hour week, the raising· of the minimum age of 
children from 9 to 12, a large extension o£ the definition of 
" Factory ", and a complete prohibition of night work for women. 

Further, slight amendments in the Act were 
The New Factories Act. - a· : 1923- Th p · · 1 R t th rna e 1n . e rov1nc1a epor ~ on e 
administration of the new measure indicate that the reforms have 
been introduced for the most part smoothly. The effect of the 
changes may be gathered from statistics. The number of factories 
which stood at 4,059 in 1921 has risen to 5,985; the increase being 
in large measure due to the inclusion of a number of inst~tutions 
of a quasi-agricultural type engaged in the manufacture of tea, 
coffee, and indigo. As the great majority of these newly registered 
factories employed comparatively few persons, the increase in the 
factory population has not been on the same scale. The total 
number of factory workers in 1921 was 1·27 millions. In 1923 
it was reported as 1·41 millions, an increase of nearly 11 per cent. 
The number of women employed has risen from 187,090 in 1921 
to 221,000 in 1923; the increase being attributable to the fact that 
the small factories now included depend to a greater -exte:irl than 
larger factories on women labour. When allowance is made for 
this, there is reason to think that the factories employ propor#on-
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ately fewer w,,men than they did in 1921. The number of children 
employed has increased from 68,000 in 1921 

Women and Children. 
to 75,000 in 1923. I\ut these figures 

give no indication of the change in the actual amount of child 
labour used in the factories now included. In Assam alone, over 
11,000 children are employed in Tea factories formerly excluded 
from the Act; and when allowance is made for the effect of the 
inclusion of the additional factories, it appears plain that 
children have been excluded from employment in fairly large 
numbers. This is illustrated by the case of Cotton Spinning and 
Weaving Mills, in which the number of children employed has 
fallen by nearly 25 per cent. since 1921. Here, the decrease has 
been· assisted by vigorous measures designed to prevent children 
from working in two factories on the same day; and the success 
of these measures in the centres where the practice is most common, 
affords ground for hope that the abuse may be stamped out. The ex
clusion of children in the newly registered factories has probably 
been on at least as large a scale. It should be noticed that the 
Act of 1922 did not exclude children between 9 and 12 who had 
actually been employed a year before it came into force, so that a 
number of these children were able to remain in employment during 
1923. Hence, the full effect of the reforms cannot be estimated 

Hours of Work. 
from the figures. of that year. The statistics 
of the hours of work show that the percentage 

of factories maintaining a week of 48 hours or less fqr men is 27; 
in 13 per cent. more, the men employed work 54 hours or less. 
The proportion of factories working in excess of 54 hours is 60 
per cent. For women the corresponding percentages are 31, 14 
and 55. The movement towards shorter hours is most marked in 
Bengal and Assam, in both of which Provinces the hours of work 
for women are 48 or less in the majority of factories. In Bombay, 
a greater proportion of factories appear to work up to the limits 
permissible under the Act both for men and women. The maximum 
weekly hours for children are 36, and it is satisfactory to note that 
43 per cent. of the factories employing children limit their work 
to 30 hours or less. The question of ventilation in factories is 

Ventilation. 
receiving increased attention. In the Central 
Provinces, owners of Ginning Factories were 

supplied with illustrations and an explanation of a special dust 
extracting plant; but it is reported from the Punjab that the expense 
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.of the plant has prevented its adoption.in that Province. In some 
quarters, the opposition of the operatives to better ventilation 
~ppears well confirmed; and it is stated that the workers themselves 
frequently close the available windows or fill them with cotton. 
()n the other hand, both from Bombay and the Central Provinces 
come reports that the effect of improved ventilation is to produce 

:a more contented labour force. The installation of ventilating plant, 
the 'regulation of hours of work, the provision of a weekly holiday, 
~nd the other means adopted to improve conditions, appear in some 
·cases to have converted staffs previously discontented into a body 
.of well satisfied operatives. 

In addition to the amendment of the Factories Act, the Mines 
.Act has also come in for a drastic revision. The chief reforms 

i'be Mines Act. 
introduced into the new Mines Act of March, 
1923, were the prohibition of the employment 

-of children under 13 years, and the prevention of their presence below 
groun~_; the restriction of the hours of labour of adults to 60 hours 
.a week above ground and 54 hours below ground; and the prescrip
-tion of a weekly day of rest. Increased penalties have also been 
provided for disobedience of orders resulting in death or serious 
injury to workmen. At the same time, by an enlargement of the 
:O.efinition of " Mine ", the scope of the Act has been greatly 
·extended. The Act also makes it possible for Government to 

Women in Mines. 
prohibit employment of women below ground. 
Since the.total !lumber of women employed in 

Indian Mines is over 80,000, and of these 63,000 are employed in 
-coal mines, where they constitute about 35 per cent. of the labour 
iorce, the problem of exclusion is one of considerable difficulty. 
"The question has been referred by the Government of India to 
local Governments, and it formed the subject of keen discussion 
lby the interests concerned during the period under review. 

The most important event in the labour world during the year 
1924 was the coming into force of the ·workmen's Compensation 

Workmen's Act on the 1st July. This measure includes 
Compensation. practically all the employees in factories and 

mines and on railways. It also extends to a number of other occu. 
pations, covering upwards of 3 million workers. There are several 
factors which render the operation of a measure of this kind difficult. 
In the first place, industrial labour iR largely migratory, being 
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agriculturist at heart. 'fhe workmen serve industry' for only a 
portion of their lives and expect ultimately to return to their 
villages, which may be hundreds of miles away. Secondly, the 
ordinary workman is not in a position to enter" into expensive liti
gation, nor has he any organization to assist him in carrying through 
a protracted case; In spite of" this, the te11dency to litigation is; 
far more pronounced in India than in western countries. Thirdly,. 
there is a paucity of qualified medical men. All these difficulties. 
have been realised in the framing of the 'Act, which in some of its; 
details differs widely from typical European measures designed 
for the same purpose. But the introduction appears to have beenc 
effected smoothly; and the measure is generally recognised as one> 
for which there was a real need. A pathetic confirmation of this: 
yiew is afforded by the occurrence, in the :first month of the opera
tion of the Act, o£ the most serious accident which has yet happened: 
in an Indian factory; when. owing to the sudden collapse of a portioru 
of a Mill in Ahmedabad, some 30 lives were lost. The Workmen's, 
Compensation Act, together with the measures described above,. 
demonstrate the importance which the Government of India now 
attached to labour legislation. As indicating the generally liberall 
attitude of law-making upon this subject, we may refer in passing 
to the measure already described in a p1~evious chapter, abolishing· 
the penalties formerly prescribed under the Criminal Law for a. 
breach of conti·act by workers in certain conditions. 

Among the most interesting of the attempts now being made by-
legislation to safeguard the interests of the Indian workers is thfr 

Protection of Trade 
Unions. 

recent introduction of a Bill :for the protection 
and registration of Trade Unions in India. 
In the course of the year 1921, Labour 

Unions came prominently before the notice o£ the general public· 
on account of the magnitude and frequency of the strikes which 
took place. But the development of the Trade Union movement
has been largely conditioned by the peculiar characteristics of the· 
Indian labour. The Indian workman is predominantly illiterate~ 
and has few leaders from his own class to whom he can turn for
guidance. In consequence, tr~de unionism in India has been 

largely led by middle class men, professional 
Growth of the Trade lawyers and others, who have not in all 

Union Movement. 
cases distinguished between economic and 

· political considerations. Moreover, with the exceptions of the. 
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Unions which have been built up in the larger towns, on 
the railways and in some public utility services, the majority 
of these bodies still bear the mark of their origin as strike 
committees. Very • often as soon as a strike is settled, the 
Union disappears, since it has J?.O regular constitution or definite 
subscription; no system o£ auditing or publishing accounts and no 
funds for providing help to women- and children in time of distress. 
As a result, the progress of the Trade Union movement during the 
last few years has been disappointing, its existence being too much 
bound up with the occurrence and successful conduct of ~_trikes. 

When the workers possess definite and real grievances; and particu
larl:t when there is a marked gap between nominal wages and the cost 

Weaklless of the 
Movement. 

of living, the inchoate combinations generally 
characteristic of Trade Unionism in India, 
are comparatively effective. But when 

economic stringency begins to pass away, the bond which unites 
the workers constituting all but the few really well organized 
Unions in India, tends greatly to weaken. This tendency, already 
noticed in 1923, continued to prevail during the period under review. 
The Trade Union movement made but little progress, and in some 
places actually received a set-back. The interest of the operatives 
in the movement diminished; and all but the better conducted 
Unions suffered a considerable loss of membership. Until attention 
is paid to the construction of permanent organizations on a sound 
:financial basis, the Trade Unions of India cannot be expected to make 
much progress, except in important periods of protracted and acute 

Unrest in 1924. 
industrial struggle. During 1924, there was 
a considerable diminution of industria! 

unrest; the total number of strikes reported during the year wae: 
132 as against 214 in 1923 and about 400 in 1921. The great 
:majority of the 1924 strikes were shortlived and unimportant. 
There was, however, a serious strike early in the year. For some 
-time, the Bombay mill-owners had been accustomed. to pay in the 
middle of January a bonus to their operatives. In July, 1923, they 
.announced that owing to bad trade, they would be unable to declare 
a bonus at the usual time. This decision, though it came as a 
.disappointment to the operatives, resulted in no cessation of wol'k 
until the middle of January, 1924, when demands for the bonus 
led to the commencement of strikes in certain mills. The strikes 
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spread rapidly, and by the close of the month, the operatives of 
practically all the cotton mills in Bombay city and Island had 
joined. Following the report of the Committee of Enquiry 
appointed by the Bombay Government, the strike collapsed on the 
25th March. Many of the operatives had then· left for their villages, 
and about another month elapsed before the Mills were again work
ing at full strength. The total number of operatives affected were 
over 1,60,000, and the number of working days lost was in the 
aggregate close upon 8 millions. The circumstances of this strike 
were remarkable. Among the very large number of operatives 
affected, there were scarcely any trade-unions. None the less, the 
strike was protracted, and the general freedom from acts of viol~nce 
was noteworthy. 

The legislation to which we have referred is designed to provide 
for the registration of Trade Unions and in certain respects to 

define t'he law already existing. The subject 
The Trade Union Bill. was :first raised in the Assembly in 1921 as a 

result of a decision of the Madras High Court which sesmed to 
threaten the activities of those who organised Unions for the purpose 
of improving the status of labour. The proposals made by Govern
ment were in the interval widely circulated throughout the country, 
and in the light of the opinions received, a draft Bill was prepared 
and published in September, 1924. The Bill, as introduced in 
February, 1925, offers to all bonli fide Trades Unions the oppor
tunity of registration, which involves certain liabilities and confers 
certain privileges. These liabilities and privileges are alike con
fined to registered Unions; and the legal position of unregistE!red 
Unions or other Associations is left unaffected by the BilL As 
re.gards liabilities; the Bill requires registered Trad-es Unions to 
frame and supply rules in respect of certain specified matters; to 
have their accounts audited; to inclade in their ex€cutive a majority 
of persons actually employed in the Industry with which the· 
Union is connected; and to confine expenditure of their funds tO' 
certain epaci:fied objects. As regards privileges, the meaS'Ilre will 
protect the officers and members of Trades Un.ions. from liability 
in respect of breaches of contract or restrain-t of trade arising from 
acts done in furtherance of trade disputes; registered trade unions 
will enjoy a large measure of protect1on from liability for t~e 
tortious ac~ of their agents; and their officials wi:M. receive a certam 
measur.e of protection from prosecution for eriminal conspiracy in 
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respect of trade disputes. The Bill has been referred to a Select
Committee which has not yet presented its report. 

The attempt to ameliorate the position of labour by legislative· 
enactment has not 'been confined during the period under review 

Private Bills. 
to Government. Two private Bills were 
introduced in 1924 into the Legislative" 

Assembly; Mr. N. M.· Joshi's Maternity Benefit Bill is designed to· 
secure maternity benefits for female workers in Factories, Mines 
and Estates, and Mr. Chamanlal's Weekly Payment Bill is designed1 
to encourage the payment of wages on a weekly system. The
Assembly was unwilling, withou.t further consideration, to commit 
Itself to the principle of either Bill, and both projects are now being-
circulated for opinion. · 

As a member of the League of Nations, India has of late been 
obliged to consider and take action upon various draft conventions· 

International Labour. 
affecting labour. These conventions have· 
been of considerable influence in shaping the

provisions of the Factories and Mines Acts, to which reference has. 
already been made. A convention designed to safeguard young
persons employed at sea has also been approved by the Indian 
Legislature. India is now reorganized as among the eight chief 
industrial States of the world. Her obligations from the inter
national stand-point are on the increase. She was represented at
the sixth session of the International Labour Conference at Geneva 
in June and July, 1924; which adopted a recommendation concern-
ing the development of facilities for the utilization of workers' 
spare time. This recommendation contained nothing to which· 
objec'tiQn could be taken on the grounds of principle, and it was. 
forwarded for necessary action to the local Governments, who are
responsible £qr the administration of the subjects with which it: 
deals. As regards other items on the agenda, the Conference
followed a new method, by which three draft conventions and a 
recommendation were pro,visionally approved and postponed for· 
consideration at the next Conference. The three draft conventions 
and the recommendations provisionally adopted concern equality of· 
treatment for national and foreign workers as regards workmen'B 
compensation; the weekly cessation of work for 24 hours in glass
manufacturing processes where tank furnaces are used; and a draft 
convention on night work in bakeries. The new procedure has been 
de:oigned to enable various countries to give full consideration to . 
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any proposals which may be made and to ensure that their dele
gates will have adequate instructions before the final votes are 
recorded. The next Conference will decide which of ihe above 
proposals and in what form are finally to be a«iopted. 

From the survey of conditions presented in the preceding pages 
of this chapter, it must be plain that the most pressing need of 
India to-day is a systematic movement for the.uplift of the masses, 
both urban and rural. The stimulus to such an uplift does not at 
present exist among the people themselves; and the Administration 
alone cannot do very much to encourage it. If success is to be 
achieved, continuous efforts on the part of the authorities must be 

ThA Co-operative 
Movement. 

supplemented by an impulse towards sel:t'
improvement on the part of the masses. Per
haps the most powerful stimulating agency 

m this direction is to be found in the co-operative move
ment. This movement is only some 20 years old and the progress 
which it has achieved in this shO!·t time may be gathered from the 
diagram on the opposite page. It was originally introduced into 
India with the object of providing capital for agriculture, but it 
soon became clear that what the country really wanted was not so 
much capital as instruction in the wise use of it. As we have 
already noticed, there are few things more important for the 
economic welfare of the nation than the encouragement of thrift; 
co-operative societies now place this aim among their primary 

. objects rendering valuable service by the 
Aims and Achievements. 1 · · · col ectwn of small shares, by rece1vmg 
deposits, and by attempting to induce members to make compulsory 
contributions for special purposes. Further, agricultural non
credit societies are playing an increasing part in the rural life of 
India. They deal with such matters as the joint sale of agricul
tural produce, the production and .sale of implements and manures, 
the furtherance of irrigation projects, and the consolidation of 
holdings. They open dispensaries and schools; they assist the 
Agricultural Departments in spreading improved methods of culti
vation; thef maintain communications; they build new roads. 

The steady growth of public confidence in the potentialities of 
the movement is well exemplified by the manner in which it has 
survived the troubles of recent years. During 1921-22 in parti

Steady ProgresE. 
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cular, the whole political atmosphere of 
India was antagonistic to the purpose and 
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ideals underlying co-operation. Despite these unfavourable con
ditions, the movement continued to maintain satisfactory progress. 
It is still but at the.beginning of its career; for at the end of the 
year 1923-24, the latest date for which complete figures are avail
able, there were only 61,106 societies of all kinds throughout the 
country. This gave f+Jr British India an average of just over 23 
societies for every ] 00,000 inhabitants and for the four Indian 
States, Mysore, Baroda, Hyderabad, and Bhopal, where the co
operative system has taken root, an average of just over 21 societies 
per 100,000 of the population. 

In certain provinces, the scope of the co-operative movement has 
extended to a remarkable degree. In the Punjab, for example, 

The Punjab. 
it no longer confines itself to the provision of 
rural credit; but includes in its embrace all 

the problems that arise in the application of economics to agri
culture. With its aid, a real school of rural economics is being 
constructed. Among the more prominent of its activities, we may 
mention the consideration of agricultural holdings. The work which 
is being done in uniting the strips of cultivation scattered between 
.different landowners~ in certain Punjab villages has attracted the 
.attention of economists all over India; and other local Govern
ments are now considering the question of applying the co-operative 
movement within their areas to the same benevolent end. In one 
-village, consolidated two years ago, the rent of the area treated 
~is reported to have doubled. In another, 62 acres of old waste have 
.come under cultivation as a result of adjustment. It is claimed 
-that in another area, as a result of repartition, 1, 750 acres of waste, 
which was previously tiny scattered plots, unsuitable for ploughing, 
has come under cultivation. In a further direction also, the co
.operative movement in the Punjab has broken valuable ground. 
Here, as elsewhere, the ordinary village society is only in a posi
-tion to finance loans which can be repaid within a year. But for 
:Tedeeming the heavy mortgage debt of the Province, and for 
:.financing large schemes of agricultural expansion, longer term 
.credits are required. A commeucement has been made to meet 
-these cases by the creation of a Mortgage Bank assisted by Govern
ment. Proposal!!~ have recently been made for the establishment 
.of a Provincial Co-operative Bank which will enable the Central 
Banks to obtain more credit than at present. Another notable 
.direction in which advance is proceeding is that of co-operative 
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marketing. Co-operative Commission Sale Shops have been estab
lished in Lyallpur, which advance 75 per cent. of the value of 
all grain which has been brought in. As a re~ult, the landowner is 
relieved from the necessity of disposing of his grain at an arti
ficially low price immediately after harvesting, and can afford to 
wait until the market rate represents a foor return. He is also 
released from the grasp of Commission agents to whom, in return 
for loans, he was previously compelled to dispose of his crops at 
far less than their real value. 

In the United Provinces, during the period under review, the 
Co-operative Department has mainly concentrated on the task of 

United Provinoes. 
consolidating the progress already achieved. 
No new society is now refistered unless the 

Circle Officer has inspected it twice on the spot ·and found every
thing satisfactory. Both membership and working capital show 
a gratifying increase; and the financial position of the movement is 
claimed to be sound. There are a large number of honorary workers, 
many of whom take a lively interest in the activities of the Co
operative Department. But the Registrar reports that the movement 
has as yet scarcely seriously affected the masses in whose interest 
it is designed. Some of the difficulties at present encountered are 
the legacy of early enthusiasm, when advances were permitted to be 
made for almost all conceivable objects in more or less reckless 
fashion. But the part which the movement is playing in the life 
of the Province is certainly on the increase. During the year, a 
Provincial Conference, attended by a fairly large and representative 
gathering of co-operators was held at Benares. This excited con
siderable interest, which was increased by the organisation of a 
handicrafts exhibition. A number of useful resolutions were passed 
and the meeting was pronounced a success. 

In Bihar and Orissa, it is remarked that the Co-operative Depart
ment serves, to some extent, to focus the activities o:f other branches 

Bihar and Orissa. 
of the administration. The Agricultural 
Department, for instance, finds it useful to 

introduce improvements in agriculture _through the medium of 
co-operative societies. A notable experiment in this direction, 
d"liring the year under review, was the formation of a society to 
undertake joint farming on a large scale in Chhota N agpur. 
Similarly, the Department of Industries can often more easily 
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improve the conditions of certain trades when the artisans form 
themselves into co-operative societies. During 1924, additional 
societies were opened among the brass and bell-metal workers of 
Puri and Cuttack. • The opening of societies for members of the 
depressed classes has a moral and educative as well as an economic 
value. In 1924, £reslt ground was broken in this direction. In 
the main, however, the co-operative movement aims at the removal 
of agricultural indebtedness, and out of 904 new societies registered 
Juring the year, no less than 838 were agricultural societies. As 
a result of the recommendation of a Committee which towards the 
~md of 1923 considered the arrangements for the future control of 
the co~operative movement, the number of Assistant Registrars has 
been increased, and various tecommendations for the improvement 
of the audit system are in process ofbeing carried out. One grati
fying feature of the progress of the movement is the settlement of 
Jisp:utes between co-operators by arbitration. This tendency, it is 
hoped, will gradually constitute a check upon the evil of litigation. 

In Bengal, the expansion remarked in preceding years has been 
fully maintained during the year under report. Co-operative 

Bengal. 
money is now available in its own slack season 
for other than co-operative enterprise, and 

the profits from its use are considerable. An interesting feature 
which has lately come to light is the tendency of money lenders 
to use co-operative central institutions for invt:)stment; presumably 
with a. view to sacrificing a higher rate of interest for greater safety 
and ease of collection. The improvement of the working of societies 
has received careful attention. The dismissal of dishonest office
bearers and expulsion of refractory members; insistence on realiza
tion of bad debts and the splitting of unwieldy societies, have all pro
duced their effect. In order to facilitate closer supervision and 
better local arrangements, seven new central banks were formed 
during the year. In the Presidency division, a novel type of 
society has been formed with an ambitious programme which is 
designed to secure a large tract of land with the object of alloting 
it to members of middle class families. The main aim of the 
sooiety is to effect a solution of the prevailing problem of middle 
class unemployment. It proposes to start as adjuncts a dairy farm, 
an agricultural college, a polytechnic school and a hospital, with 
other amenities of town life. It is yet to be seen whether the 
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experiment will succeed. The co-operative irrigation movement 
made rapid progress, and there was a large increase in the irriga
tion societies. In order to cope with the dema~d, a large expansion 
of the departmental staff and some addition to the engineering 
staff are now under contemplation. The co-operative milk societies 
and the Union to which they are affiliated. fully maintained the 
position already won. .A most satisfactory feature of the progress 
of these societies is the steady advance made by them towards 
achieving financial independence. The Union is now dependent 
on outside sources for little more than one-fourth of its working 
capital, while 72 per cent. of the societies have been able to conduct 
their business with their own capital. 

In Madras, the progress made by the Co-operative Department, 
both in the formation of new societies and the development of 

Madras. 
those registered in previous years, was very 

satisfactory. There was a large increase in 
the number of members and in the amount of share capital, of 
working capital and of reserve fund. The steadily increasing effi
ciency of many of the local supervising Unions gave evidence of 
the success of the policy adopted by Government of transferring, 
within statutory limits, the control of primary societies to non
official organizations wherever such a course is practicable. The 
division of the subordinate staff of the Co-operative Department 
has resulted in a distinct improvement in the quality of the audit 
of societies' accounts. Some noteworthy features of the Co-operative 
movement during the year were the increased activity of building 
societies stimulated by fina~cial help from Government; a 
marked development in the organization of labour societies; and 
an increase in the number of societies formed by cultivatorii 
to enable them to hold up their crops for a favourable market 
and for the joint sale of their produce. The Labour Societies 
were formed to provide work for their members; and many 
were able to get contracts from local Boards, Municipali
ties and Government. The co-operative movement also made 
satisfactory progress among the depressed classes during the year. 

In Bombay, owing to the unfavourable nature of the season and 
to certain other causes, a cautious policy had again to be followed 

Bombay. 
with regard to registration of new societies. 
There was nevertheless a gratifying increase 

both in the number of societies and in the roster of members. It is 
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reported that, thanks to the great amount of propaganda work 
undertaken, the principles of co-operation are now better understood 
-than in the past; al!d in several parts of the Presidency, the move
ment has become really alive. An interesting feature of the year's 
work was the performance of a co-operative drama, which depicted 
-the advantages of thel movement as well as the shortcomings of 
-the existing societies. This was performed in various parts of the 
Karnatak and attracted wide attention. On the agricultural non
credit side, valuable work has been done by the implement societies. 
The societies for the hiring of cane crushers; for the maintenance 
of oil engines for lifting water; and for the co-operative sale of 
castor oil cake and other commodities, are doing well. Co-operative 
sale societies, particularly those which deal with cotton, are making 
a large turnover and constitute one of the most promising develop
ments of the movement. Last year, these societies sold cotton to 
the value of Rs. 53! lakhs. Another interesting feature of the 
co-operative movement in Bombay is the development of co-opera
tive Banking. The movement has set before itself the aim of 
erecting in every considerable town and in every district, banks 
which will help the artisan, the small professional man and the 
small trader; and which will, at the same time, by popularising 

. credit and the instruments of credit, abolish the present difficulties 
of conveying money from place to place. In view of the widespread 
illiteracy of the cultivator, which so greatly impedes progress! it 
is probably at present of the first importance to spread modern 
banking facilities as rapidly as possible; and thereby prepare and 
arm the people for the new era of commercial agriculture into which 
they are already beginning to enter. During the year under review, 
the urban banks to the number of 39 did a large amount of banking 
business; and several o:f them, by obtaining cash credits and over
drafts from Provincial and District Banks, were able to handle 
cheques and promissory notes. It is, however, remarked that their 
turnover is not yet sufficiently rapid; and that, in many cases, the 
staffs are not sufficiently trained. In this latter respect, however, an 
appreciable improvement has taken place in the course of the year 
under review. The focus of the non-official co-operative opinion 
and activities of the Presidency is supplied by the Co-operative 
Institute, which includes among its membership both individuals 
and societies. It holds conferences, inspects bad societies; organizes 
public lectures; and carries on both propaganda work and elementary 

• • 
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training. .A particularly fruitful branch of development is the 
provision of night schools which are now flourishing in certain 
parts of the Presidency. 

In the Central Provinces, the financial position of the co-opera
tive movement showed some improvement; that of the Provincial 

Central Provinces. 
Bank being of consid'erable strength. But 
the condition of the rural societies continued 

to be unsatisfactory; and the total number of societies of all kinds 
showed a decline both in numbers and in membership. It is also 
reported that the Co-operative Store movement showed little ani
mation. Owing to the large amounts due for collection, the 
statistics of arrear.s present an unnecessary gloomy appearance; but 
it i£ remarked that what is really necessary is the careful fixation 
of instalments in consultation with the societies, so that the amount 
due in any year should be within the paying capacity of the 
members. 

In Burma, it is remarked that the year 1923-24 has been one 
of successful progress for the co-operative movement. The Co

Burma. 
operative Council has been de-officialised ; 
the .Agricultural and Co-operative .Associa

tions have been further developed; and a scheme is being evolved 
for the granting of credit facilities by the Imperial Bank on the 
security of societies' pronotes. Since the introduction of the move
ment, the progress has been striking; and its effect on economic and 
social conditions is undeniable. But if co-operation is to have 
lasting effects it must stand more and more on its own feet. Gov
ernment has done what it can to inculcate the main qualities which 
co-operation requires, namely, thrift, moral responsibility, and self
sacrifice for the good of the community .. It is now for the people 
themselves to determine whether the influences of co-operation are 
to be permanent or not. 

In Assam, the number of societies, their membership and their 
working capital showed a gratifying increase during the year under 

Assam. 
review. The Department of .Agriculture has 
now been amalgamated with the Co-operative 

Department, and actimi is being taken for the expansion of the 
movement without immediate increase of staff. It is hoped that the 
.active inter-working of both Departments will contribute much to 
ameliorate the conditions of the agriculturists. Here also, as in 
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many other parts of India, Stores societies have not hitherto proved 
successful; and it is reported that many of them started with en
thusiasm in the beginning, but collapsed on account of apathy and 
want of members. • 

As we have seen, the organized e:ffort which lies at the root of 
the co-operative movement is beginning to contribute to progress in 

several directions. Among the most im
portant of these is one most necessary to 

the well-being of the Indian people, namely, sanitation. The diffi-
. culties with which sanitary reform is bese"Cin India have already 
been explained in previous volumes of this Statement; but since 
they persist, little apology is necessary for describing them once 
again. The necessary preliminary to any satisfactory advance in 
improving the sanitary condition of a nation is the growth among 
the educated classes o£ missionary and humanitarian spirit, which 

Sanitation. 

Diftlculties. 
will lead them to consecrate time, money 
and energy to the task of ameliorating the 

conditions in which their less fortunate brethren line. The e:fforts 
of the administration, however earnest, can accomplish little or no
thing if the people themselves are conservative or apathetic. In 
India, where the State is limited alike in resources and functions, 
it is perhaps even less potent to achieve a reform of such magnitude 
than in other countries. Moreover in Europe, a certain advance
ment of popular education may be expected ultimately to influence 
in the right direction the current conception of hygiene. But in 
India, these conceptions are interwoven with religious and .social 
observances, based upon a cultural heritage of remarkable antiquity 
and unparalleled continuity. Unfortunately many o:f them are as dia
metrically opposed to public health as they are to economic advance. 
Added to thie, the mere size of the Indi'an population; its all pervad
ing poverty; and the general outlook on life which prevails, combine 
to make sanitary reform a matter of immense difficulty. Diseases 
are still commonly attributed to the wrath of Heaven, and when 
sickness comes the first impulse of the average man is to propitiate 
o:ffended deities rather than to disinfect his water supply and to pre
vent the contamination of his food. Throughout town and country 
alike, elementary sanitary knowledge, as understood in the West, is 
conspicuous by its absence. Tr~dition, as opposed to reason, holds 
the field. Particularly in the Indian home and among Indian 
women do the old forces of custom operate most strongly, exercising 
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a formidable opposition to the introduction of new and more health
ful practices. But the prospect is by no means hopeless. The 
receptivity of the educated classes to new ideas increases year by 
year; and the small band of devoted workers w1io labour unselfishly 
among their fellow countrymen attracts more and more recruits. 

For a rapid amelioration of the sanitary oondition of India, two 
things are requisite. In the first place, the administrative agency 

Possibilities of which commands such resources as the 
Improvement. State can devote to the task must enjoy 

popular confidence and proceed along lines in conformity with the 
prevailing mental processes of the people. In the next place, this 
agency must be supplemented by organised public opinion if it is t~ 
possess sufficient driving force to overcome the dead-weight of age
old inertia. The first essential is already to some extent realized, 
since sanitation has been transferred to the popular branch of the 
reformed administration. But the second requisite still falls far 
short of the requirements of the country. It would be difficult to 
praise too highly those public men who are devoting their time, 
energy and enthusiasm to the task of educating their countrymen 
along the lines of sanitary progress. Such organizations as the 
Servants of India Society can display a record of which any country 
might be proud. Moreover; despite the obstacles imposed by cur
rent social practice, the training of women workers is making steady 
progress. Reference has been made in previous Statements to the 
activities of the Poona Seva Sadan Society, which, in the 15 years of 
its existence, has sent out more than 150 women as teachers, lady 
doctors, nurses, midwives, and public health visitors. Year by 
year, it educates and equips nurses, women medical students, and 
teachers whose influence is spreading steadily throughout the locali
-ties in which they work. If· only India could be covered with a 
network of similar organizations, depending for their efficiency 
upon the enthusiasm of devoted workers and enjoying the confidence 
and admiration of the masses, the sanitary problem would be solved 
in no long period. Official and semi-official agencies do what they 
can; but until the impulse comes more directly from the people 
themselves than is at present the case, progress must be slow. 

During the last ten years, much has been done to improve the 
sanitation of the larger towns; but .of late financial stringency has 
caused a falling off. The opening up of congested areas and the 
replanning of cities on better lines are peculiarly difficult in India ; 
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for their expense is a serious consideration to a poor country; and aU 
such schemes encounter unenlightened opposition from those in. 
whose interests they are designed. In such circumstances, it is not 
surprising to find t:hat municipal sanitary activities are frequently 
resented by the general public. Regulations for the improvement 
of health and convenifnce, such as would be accepted without ques

Sanitation in Town 
and Country. 

tion in Western countries, :frequently bring 
upon the heads of those responsible for them 
a heavy burden of unpopularity, since they 

interfere with traditional habits and modes of livelihood. Deep 
resentment is excited by interference, even for the most benevolent 
objects, with. custom of long standing. In consequence, sanitary 
regulations are all too commonly proposed with timidity and enforc
ed without zeal. So far as rural sanitation is concerned, the posi
tion is even less satisfactory. Approximately nine-tenths of the 
Indian population lives in villageS:~The d.;ellings are insanitary; 
the water supply frequently tainted. Adequately to cope with such 
conditions, immense e:ffort is required. For unless the people them
selve~ can be aroused to the necessity for self-improvement, the 
teaching o£ the reformers is but a voice crying in the wilderness. 
The reformed local Governments are' directing their attention to 
sanitary measures and to the prevention of epidemic diseases. One 
of the most urgent problems is the supply of even elementary medical 
assistance to the remoter parts of the country side. To meet this 
need various expedients are devised. For example, the Govern
ment of Bombay has sanctioned a village aid scheme· for the · 
training of selected Primary School teachers in the rendering of 
simple medical aid. These teachers are to be entrusted in :first aid 
work and in the main principles of hygiene; and they will be taught 
to recognise, and to send to the nearest dispensary, cases too serious 
to be treated on the spot. But the difficulty is by no means confined 
to the villages; for there are considerable towns where no quali:fied 
medical men can be found or where no dispensaries exist. The Gov
ernment of Bombay has initiated an experiment which may well be 
pregnant in this connection. A plan is on foot to grant subsidies tO> 
private practitioners who are willing to settle in certain areas, in 
o1der that Indians may by degrees enjoy the services of a class cor
responding to the "Village Doctors" whose labours have done so· 
much to lower the mortality of the English and American country 
sides. The Madras Government, also, has lately anno~nced !\ 
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scheme for subsidising private practitioners to take up work in 
newly-established surgical centres, round which existing village dis
pensaries may be grouped. By this means it is hoped gradually to 
bring advanced medical aid within the reach" of every locality. 
Local bodies, where they exist, are taking up the question of sanita
tion. Map.y District Boards possess qualified Health Officers under 
whose guidance a large amount of useful wo:k has been initiated. 
In general, these authorities are displaying an increasing apprecia
tion of the importance of sanitary reform; but hitherto their efforts 
have been gravely handicapped by financial stringency. But inter
est is awakening. The Public Health Departments all over India 
are now organizing propaganda work in rural areas·. Cinemato
graph films and magic lantern slides, illustrating the sources of the 
commonest infectious diseases, and explaining preventive and cura
tive methods, are now being exhibited in many rural districts. The 
co-operative movement is displaying in this field, as in so many 
othe.r, its potentialities. Co-operative anti-malaria societies are now 
working in certain parts of India, notably in Bengal. A Central 
society has been established, in connection with which a network 
of anti-malaria and Public Health societies have been established 
throughout many of the Bengal villages. The Central society ar
ranges for magic lantern slides, for dramatic performances, and for 
cinema shows, while placing at the disposal of local societies the 
result of recent researches on malaria, kala azar, cholera and other 
preventable diseases. Each local society is required to carry out 
certain definite measures in its locality; including the improvement 
of drainage, the clearing of und.ergrowth, the preparation of a map 
of stagnant pools, and the initiation of arrangements for kerosene 
treatment by volunteers; the administration of quinine to malarial 
cases; and the systematic maintenance of the fever index of the 
village. 

Among the most pressing "problems of India's public health is the 
infant mortality. It has been calculated that every year some 2 

Infant Mortality. 
million Indian babies die. Birth registra
tion is still too casual to afford precise data, 

but jt may be stated with confidence that one in six, or perhaps even 
one in five, of the infants born in India perish within the first year 
of life. In crowded industrial cities, the rate is even more lament
able; and it is believed that in certain localities the death-rate varies 
from over 200 to 600 per 1,000. In England, the corresponding 
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rate averages about 80 per 1,000. Of late, much attention has been 
directed to remedial measures. Lady Chelmsford initiated an All
India Maternity ap.d Infant Welfare League. Lady Reading has 
taken up the work, and the movement she has initiated, known as the 

. . National Baby Week, has caught the im-
Nat1onal Baby Week. · · t. f 1 · ,f h, 1 · • agma Ion o arge sections o t e peop e 

all over India. It would be difficult to exaggerate the practical im
portance of the stimulus thus afforded to the Infant Welfare move
ment. The exhibitions, lectures, and the baby shows, which an
nually take place in all the most important centres of India, have 
aroused public interest in an unprecedented degree. The local oper
ations are directed by Provincial Committees of the National Baby 
Week, whose members display the keenest enthusiasm. Year by 
year the number of new towns applying for assistance in organizing 
a Baby Week increases. There is an ever-growing demand for lea
flets, pamphlets, model lectures, cinematograph films, and magic 
lantern slides. Various benevolent institutions such as the Poona 
Seva Sadan Society, the Social Service Leagues, and the Servants 
of India Society, have thrown themselves with enthusiasm into the 
task of furthering the 'campaign. The Poona Seva Sadan Society 
has seven Infant Welfare centres and ante-natal clinics "working in 
conjunction with the two maternity hospitals it conducts. In short, 
a great national organization has been crE)ated for the diffusion of 
knowledge concerning the requirements of babies both before and 
after birth. The new Baby Week movement is supplementing the 
efforts of older institutions such as the National Association for 
Supplying Female Medical Aid to the Women of India. Further, 
Lady Reading has initiated a scheme for training Indian nurses and 
doctors in larger numbers, which, as time goes on, should do much 
to improve the situation. But among the vast multitudes of the 
Indian population, the scope for child welfare work is so extensive 
that many years must elapse before th'e problem can be pronounced 
as on a fair way to solution. 

Of immediate bearing upon the progress of sanitation in India 
is the advance of medical research in India. In this field, financial 

SlOn 

Research. 
stringency has o:£ late hampered develop
ment, but in the budget of 1925-26 provi

has been made once more for a subvention to the Indian 
Research Fund Association, whose activities have suffered tempora
rily from retrenchment. This body conducts important investiga-

• 
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iions into the epidemics with which India is affiicted. Towards tht> 
.end of 1923, a conference of medical research workers was held in 
Calcutta, which a large number of medical officers attended. As 
a result of its deliberations, the Government of India appointed an 

expert Commission to enguire into the 
C~!seerenche Wof Mekdioal origin and progress ofe kala azar. The ex-_, arc or ers. .:..:.:~;;; . ....;;.;;.;;;.~-~-~=..-;.;..;;;;;;:;;;::,..~::=.:.: 

: ;.' pend1ture has been met partly from cen-
tral revenues and from the Indian Research Fund, and partly from 
contributions made by the local Governments concerned. In other 
directions also, the conference proved of such value that ·a similar 
meeting was convened in October. 1924. The deliberations proceed
-ed along four principal lines. The first was the financial position 
of the Indian Research Fund Association, and the research pro
_gramme for 1925-26. Next came discussions concerning the nature 
and causes of diseases requiring urgent investigation and the lines 
upon which investigation should be conducted. These topics led 
naturally to a consideration of the promotion and co-ordination of 
research in India; and particularly of t~e possibility of enlisting 
:the co-operation of medical practitioners, both civil and military, 
who have opportunities for investigation. Finally, came the ques
tion of the application of the discoveries made by medical research 
workers to the benefit of the people of India. It is also worthy of 
note that His Excellency Lord Reading has recently headed a move
ment for the formation of an Ina.ian Council of the British Empire 

Leprosy.· 
I1eprosy Relief Association. It is proposed 
to carry on an earnest campaign against 

the disease in India; and as a first step to collect the fullest possible 
information regarding its incidence. Further, as a result of the 
.proposals made by Dr. Norman W'hite in his report to the Health 
Committee of the League of Nations, the Government of India have 
.accepted the proposal for the establishment of an Epidemiologim{l 
Intelligence Bureau at Singapore. The School of Tropical Medicine 

Epidemiological and Hygiene in Calcutta, which owes its 
Intelligence Bureau. inception to Sir Leonard Rogers, has con-

tinued its investigations into the principal tropical diseases encoun
tered in India. 

Closely connected with the question of sanitation, in which are 
involved many of the customs and habits springing from the social 

Social Reform. 

• 

heritage of the Indian people, is the pro
gress of social reform. Th~ more character-
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istic problems of the country centre round the institution of caste. 
Originally concerned with the preservation of ceremonial purity in 
social relations, the caste system has in the course of ages developed 
into an institution·which rigidly assigns to each individual his posi
tion and his duties in the structure of orthodox Hinduism. Whole 
classes of the community as thus separated, as it were, into water
tight compartments ;• and since a Hindu is not a:ffecte4 by anything 
done outside his caste, the system is compatiable with many prac
tices which run directly counter to modern conceptions of humanity. 

·.Among the unfortunate results to which Hinduism has given rise 
• must be counted the existence of the depres-

The Depressed Classes. sed classes, who number about 60 ·millions. 
They are " untouchables " ; that is to say, contact with them entails 
ceremonial purification on the part of the higher castes. In so:m:e 
parts of the country, they may he fairly termed '' unapproachables '' ; 
since even their proximity implies pollution. At present, large 
numbers of them are obliged to reside beyond the purlieus of 
cities and villages. The disabilities to which they are exposed 
appear very strange to the Western observer. They are denied 
the use of temples, inns and public wells; and their children are 
not customarily admitted into the ordinary schools .. They may 
not enter certain streets. The minutes operations of their daily 
iJ.ife are rigidly controlled and fettered by their position. Social 
ostracism so degrading, persisting through many centuries, has re
sulted in the erection of serious obstacles to manliness, independence 
and self-help. As a natural consequence, millions of them live in 
conditions so insanitary that it is difficult even for the most liberal
minded members of higher castes to think of them in terms Q{ 

common humanity. The main obstacle to their elevatio:Q.lies in the 
social traditions observed by the great majority of the caste com
munity. Matters have procee~ed so far that the depressed classes 
themselves often refuse to allow Brahmin workers to enter their 
houses to help them, believing that the touch o£ a higher caste is a 
forerunner of evil. The State has done what lies in its power to 
solve the problem. So far as the law itself is concerned, there is 
nothing tci prevent any member of the depressed class froni rising 
to the highest position. Systematic efforts have been made to en
courage the spread of the co·-operative movement ainong them, and to 
a:fforJ them the bime:fit of increased educational facilities. In many 
provinces special schol~rships ar·e provided for them; and stress is 

• 
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laid upon their right to participate in the educational machinery. It 
is encouraging to notice that the proportion of the depressed class. 
pupils is everywhere rising, although their numbers are still infinite
simal as compared with the size of their community. But it is im
possible adequately to solve the· problem until the social sense of the· 
Indian peoples advances to a level at which• certain customs, in
herited from a more primitive age, will be recognized as a slur upo11 
the good name of the country. In which connection it is important 
to notice that the public conscience is gradually awakening to the 

Awakening Ir.terest. 
seriousness of the untouchability-question~ 
Among living Indians Mr. Gandhi has done· 

most to impress upon his fellow-countrymen the necessity for ele
vating the depressed classes. . His influence has unquestionably 
served to arouse widespread interest in this problem. When he was. 
at the height of his reputation, the more orthodox sections of opin
ion did not dare to challenge his schemes. Of late, however, there
have been signs that certain schools of thought are prepared to dis
pute both the necessity and, indeed, the desirability of introducing 
any widespread reform of the caste system. This much at least is
certain ;tif the problem of untouchability is to be solved, the solution 
must come not from Government but from the people themselves. 
Voluntary agencies are already active among the depressed classes. 
The educational work of the various Christian Missionary societies
as well as of organizations other than Christian in their inspiration, 
is beyond all praise. Schools in large numbers for the education of 
depressed classes have been founded; and a body of public opinion 
is gradually arising which recognises that these unfortunates have
a claim to be treated as fellow human beings. Already some im
pression is being created upon the stout wall of orthodox opinion. 
Last year, a body so representative of Hinduism as the Hindu Mah~ 
Sabha passed a resolution removing from the untouchables the ban 
in regard to schools, public wells, meeting places, and temples. 
More important still, there are slight but significant indications in 

Class Consciousness. 
many parts of the country that class con
sciousness is slowly awakening among the

untouchables. During the period under review a campaign of pas
sive resistance was inaugurated, within the boundaries of an Indian 
State, to assert the right of the untouchables to enter some of the 
ro!lds round the famous temple at Vykom. Further, the more en
lightened members of the depressed classes a:r;e beginning to organize-

• • 
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themselves. Meetings are now held from time to time which are 
widely attended by representative members of the community. 
'TherP is much plain speaking concerning the insanitary habits and 
.educational backwardness which prevent the depressed classes from 
ll'ising in the world, coupled with the expression of a fixed deter
mination to resent ~ffectively the degrading disabilities imposed 
11pon them. Such symptoms as these, which seem to indicate the 
;growth of a new spirit of self-help, tend to encourage the hope that 
i:he problem of the depressed classes is not insoluble. 

The gradual change which is coming over the position of the 
.depressed classes finds a parallel in the process which is affecting the 

Other Castes. 
status of castes above them in the social 
scale. The traditional weakness of the 

lowe1 ca.stes is disappearing as they begin to recognise and to avenge 
:social tyranny. In certain parts of Maharastra, the non-Brahmin 
·castes are in a position to assert themselves against the Brahmins. 
Mas: momentous of all are the happenings in Madras. Since the 
;reformed constitution was inaugurated, the non-Brahmin castes 
have begun to resist the ancient intellectual oligarchy of the Brah
mins, employing their preponderirig numbers to seize political 
power. The full significance-of -:tn event so momentous can hardly 
ibe e&timated in its right proportion at the present time. But its 
influence upon the progress of India towards the modification of the 
.existing caste structure must necessarily be profound. The cause 

Impulses to Social of social reform in India is attracting in-
Reform. creasing attention, as the doctrine spreads 

Jthat progress in this direction lies at the very foundation of advance 
-towards nationhood. The reformers of the earlier generation were 
-concerned primarily with such particulars as female education, the 
prevention of early marriage, the encouragement of foreign travel, 
:and the discouragement of such customs as were believed to. act as a 
dog upon progress. Their successors have made a substantial 
:advance upon this programme. They now realise that social reform 
must aim at the re-ordering of the whole social structure, and at the 
~emoval of all those customs and inhibitions which obstruct advance 
-on the part of the individual as well as of the ·community. The 
a:>rincipal problems of social reform are now kept prominently before 
the general public by the efforts of devoted workers. From time to 
-time conferences are held which deal with particular difficulties; 
lmt the great necessity at the present moment woula' seem to be the 

L~ 
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co-ordination o£ the efforts of social workers all over the countrv. 
For the last few years, two separate social conferences of great i~
portance have been held annually; the one under the auspices of the 
Liberal Federation; the other in connection with the Indian 
National Congress. The proceedings of both these bodies have much 
in common. The principal resolutions deal geperally with the re
form of the caste system and the removal of untouchability; the en
couragement of social legislation; the reform of marriage laws; the 
education and elevation of women's status; the unlift of the abori
ginals; the extension of women's suffrage; the advocacy of temper
ence; and the abolition of the parda system. In each case, there 
is strong speaking upon the abuses inherent in the present organi
zation of Hindu society. But while admirable resolutions can be· 
adopted readily by meetings composed of ardent reformers, there is. 
great difficulty in translating them into practice. It is however, 
encouraging to notice that the number of those who devote their 
live-> to the inculcation of the new ideals, though still very small, is 
steadily increasing; that the public at large is beginning to support 
their activities with financial help; and that the acknowledged lead
ers of Hindu thought now admit that social reform is among the most 
vital of all the problems which India must solve. 

In addition to the depressed classes, strictly so called, there exist 
certain communities known as criminal tribes, whose hereditary 

Criminal Tribes. 
occupation .is burglary, highway robbery, 
or even assassination. Towards the uplift

of these unfortunates, who are a positive danger to the community 
as a whole, both State and voluntary effort has for long been directed. 
The tribes are concentrated into settlements managQd either by Gov
ernment or some such organization as the Salvation Army. 

They are reclaimed, subjected to kind but firm supervision and 
assisted to gain a decent livelihood. Special efforts are made tQo 
teach skilled trades to boys and young men; to find them employ
ment; and to reclaim them from the attractions of their hereditary 
pursuits. By a process of discipline and education, these tribes are 
gradually being won over to the side of civilization. And if the· 
efforts now being directed to this end can be sufficiently augmented, 
it is possible that this particular problem may assume, before the 
lapse of very many years, an aspect distinctly more encouraging. 

There are other specific characteristics of Indian life which are 
particularly repugnant to the social reformer. The seclusion of 
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women behind the parda, a practice largely prevalent in the middle 

Parda. 
and upper classes of society, eperates as a 
great drag upon the economic and educa

tional progress of the country. Within the last few years, a con
siderable change in sentiment seems to have taken place, at least in 
certain parts of India. Women are now displaying a growing inter
est in political and secial questions, and are showing much zeal in 
the cause of temperance, infant welfare, and other philanthropic 
activities. But, broadly speaking, the women of India are still not 
free to move about and to take their full share in the life of the com
munity without artificial hindrance. The evils of the parda system 
are manifold. It cramps the sphere of womenl'n.d; and deprives 
the community of the services of many whose )-operation in the 
task of general progress would be most valuable. Further, there 1s 
somcl fear that it causes physical deterioration, 1 ~ the rate of mor
tality from certain diseases among women who 1 td a secluded life 
is higher than that which obtains among those utside the parda. 
With the gradual spread of female education, which reference 
will be made upon a later page, there is reason believe that the 
parda system will gradually become restricted. At present, pro
gress in this direction is very slow. For the part ISm some quar
ters considered a fashionable institution; and sh 1ld a class of so
ciety, which has not hitherto observed this custom rise in the econo
mic scale, the seclusion of women is not infreque; Jy introduced as 
being something equivalent to a hall-mark of resp( tability. A cer
tain measure of advance is, however, being made j other directions 
which affect Indian womanhood. The conscienc· of the public is 
gradually awakening to the serious implication o the early age of 
marriage now generally prevalent; and efforts h::r e for some time 
been made to introduee legislation for the rem ly of the more 
obvious evils. We may refer in particular to tho Age of Consent 
Bill introduced into the Legislative Assembly b) Sir Hari Singh 
GouT. The movement for the re-marriage of wido- >is also making 
steady, if slow, progress; and a number of volunt: y societies such 
as the Hindu Widow Reform League, Lucknow, aJ engaged in un
ostentatious but philanthropic work. More than ne-third of the 
women under training as nurses and teachers in he Poona Seva 
Sadan Society are widows; and there is reason to 1 pe that if such 
exc(,llent institutions can he multiplied, at least proportion of 
the many Hindu widows, whose present lot stri ~s the western 
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observer as so unhappy, may discover in social reform a new interest 
to which they may devote their lives. 

In the preceding pages a brief outline has been given of some of 
the more characteristic difficulties which attend "the social reformer 

in India. We have now to consider two 
Drink and Drugs. problems almost universal in their scope, 

the problem of drink and the problem of drugs. • Drink, as visualised 
by Western reformers; is almost unknown in India, save in those 
few places where heavy concentrations of industrial labour occur. 
Thi,; fact is explained by the general reprobation in which indul~ 
gence in strong drink-as distinguished from indulgence in drugs 
i~ held among the Indian people. The per capita figure of consump
tion for drugs as well as for liquor is very I ow. The excise revenue 
per head, including what the State derives from both sources, varied 
in .192~l-24 from 4 annas 6 pies in the United Provinces to Rs. 2-5 
in Bombay. Between these two extremes came 7 annas in Bengal, 
8 annas in the Punjab, 13 annas in Assam, 14 annas in the Central 
Provinces, Re. 1-3-6 in Madras, andRe. 1--5 in Sind. During this 
period there was an appreciable decline in excise revenue in the 
United Provinces and in the Punjab. In the majority of cases, the 
local Governments are now taking drastic steps to decrease licit con
sumption; and since excise is a transferred subject everywhere, 
save in Assam, the opinion of the local Council has been brought 

The Prob'.em of Drink. 
upon the whole subject. The policy 
formerly pursued by the Government of 

India has been frequently summed up as that of maximum revenue 
from minimum consumption. Every care was taken to minimise 
temptation for those who do not drink and to discourage excess among 
thos:~ who do. Government intervention operated to regulate both 
the quality and the quantity of the liquor consumed; the former by 
the prescription of a certain standard of strength; the latter by the 
levy of still-head fees which the consumer automatically paid. But 
with the transfer of excise to ministerial control, considerable 
departure;; from this policy have been made. In several instances, 
local Governments have now definitely accepted complete prohibi
tion as their goal. The process is necessarily slow and difficult. 

Towards Prohib;tion. 
Sources of illicit supply are far more acces
sible in India than in any European coun~ 

try. In many places, liquor can be had from almost any palm tree, 
with no more apparatus than a knife and a toddy. pot. Hence, 

• 
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it is possible that the policy now pursued by some local Gov
ernments of raising the retail price to a high figure, may 
defeat the ends in view by increasing the production and con
sumption of inferi~r illicit spirit. A very interesting experiment 
is being carried out in Bombay. An attempt has there been 

made to reduce the consumption of country 
The Bombay Experin:e t •• , 1. 1quor by strict limitation of the quantity 
that might be sold, in addition to employing the methods previously 
enforced. For the nine months, April to Dece:J?ber 192.2, the quan
tity of liquor which might be sold in each shop was reduced by 10 
per cent. in Bombay and by 5 per cent. in the mofussil, below the 
sales of 1920-21. For the 15 months, January 1923 to March 
1924, the quantity was further reduced, by another 10 per cent. in 
Bombay and 5 per cent. in the mofussil, i.e., a total decrease of 20 
per cent. in Bombay and 10 per cent. in the mofussil on the basis of 
the consumption for the year 1920-21. The report of the Excise 
Commissioner for the year 1923-24 showed that the total quantity 
sold was less by t million gallons than even the reduced total per
missible. This officer pointed out that there were quite unprece
dented increases in the use of illicit liquor in areas where it could be 
obtained without much difficulty. The cases of illicit distillation 
and sale and import rose from 2,884 to 3,607' in 1923-24. He also re
marked upon an increase, amounting to about 4 lakhs of gallons, in 
the consumption of toddy which followed a similar increase of as 
much as 2·8 million gallons in 1922-23. The Government of Bom
bay, in reviewing the report of the Excise Commissioner stated, 
" It cannot be affirmed with any degree of certainty that it (toddy) 
replaced country liquor to any material extent. The figures cited 
above would go to show that the reasons for the increase were ap
parently of a local character, while the fact that the increase of 4,262 
licenses in the Presidency proper occurred mainly under the head 
of Domestic Consumption Licenses would further support the infer
ence that the increased consumption occurred amongst a class who. 
ordinarily used toddy, and not amongst those who are addicted to· 
country liquors". Commenting upon the Excise Commissioner's 
remarks regarding the increase of excise crime, the local Govern
ment stated, " The increase is thus a direct and natural concomit
ant .. at least during its earlier stages, of the policy o£ raising the· 
price of liquor as a means of reducing consumption, and of conce:n-· 
trating the manufacture of it at a few central distilleries in the..-
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interests of economic production. As stated in the preceding para
graph, the effect of reducing consumption is indirect rather than 
direct. The increase of crime can therefore no more be attributed 
to it than to the raising of the still-head duty and the introduction 
of the auction system". An Excise Committee appointed by the 
Bombay Government has lately published a riPort which shows no 
weakening in the determination of reformers to extirpate the drink 
evil. The report recommends the adoption of total prohibition as 
the declared goal; and this has been accepted by the local Govern
ment who state, nevertheless, that according to the latest informa
tion, crime has increased to an alarming degree, and the present 
Establishment is unable to cope with it. The Excise Commissioner, 
in summarizing the administration Of his Department in 1923~24, 
writes that his task grows more difficult year by year. For this 
period, excise crime stood at the high figure of 4,576 cases as against 
3.979 during the past year. In the opinion of experienced officers, 
however, the number of cases detected represents an insignificant 
percentage of the excise crime which is goi~g on. He remarks, " Th-e 
only true gauge of what is happening is the fall in the receipts from 
still-head duty. The receipts from still-head duty fell during 
the ·year by Rs. 12 lakhs. This is due to the fall in the con
sumption of licit liquor. This increase in crime, however, 
shows that more illicit liquor was consumed, but to what extent 
the one is replacing the other, it is not easy to say. It cannot; how
ever, be controverted that illicit liquor is making headway against 
licit liquor, and the fact that, in spite of reduced consumption, the 
licensee can make a present to Government of an extra Rs.l9 lakhs 
over last year's license and vend fees, leads to more than a suspicion 
that he is becoming the ally of the illicit distiller." He concludes 
by stating that while an increasing revenue and decreasing con
sumption are satisfactory results of the year's working, the growth 
of illicit distillation, illicit importation, and the transition to hemp 
drugs and denatured spirits are very alarming aspects of the situa
tion He considers illicit distillation to be the worst of these fea
tures; and believes that the evil must perforce grow rapidly, unless 
Government is prepared to strengthen the excise staff. In other 
localities, the situation seems no more reassuring. The policy of 
mos~ local Governments is either avowedly or practically prohibi
tionist, in response to the pressure of temperance enthusiasts. 
But this policy seems in many provinces to have been carried to 
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a point at which it has already begun to defeat its own ends. 
A perusal of the Excise Administration Reports, and Resolutions 
thereon, emanating from the Punjab, the United Provinces, and the 
Central Provinces, indicates the extent and the magnitude of the 
obstacles which separate the reformer from his goal. In Burma, 
also, illicit traffic h•as enormously increased. It seems, therefore, 
plain that any process of making India " dry" by legislative enact
ment is menaced with the prospect of h-eavy expenditure and for-
midable difficulties. · 

·while the drink problem has excited considerable attention in 
India during the period under review, the problem of drugs, parti

Drugs. 
cularly opium, has engaged the notice o£ 
external critics. Latterly, however, the 

Indian National Congress has been evincing some interest in the 
problem, and more especially in the consumption of opium in Assam. 

Opium in India. 
As there is so much misunderstanding as to 
the real position about opium consumption in 

India, the general situation may here be outlined. Except in 
Burma and . Assam, opium smoking is a rare practice, for it is 
considered disreputable. On the other hand, the eating of opium 
is fairly common, and in many parts of India excites but little repro
bation, provided it is not carried to immoderate lengths. Indeed, 
the whole position of opium is so different in India from that in 
Western countries, that there is grave danger of the situation being 
confused by the well-meant efforts of reformers without first-hand 
knowledge of certain facts. There are no " dope fiends " in India, 
as understood in the West. The soil of most parts of the country 
produces the opium poppy; and long before the arrival of the 
BFitish, the people had habituated themselves to the consumption 
of the drug in small quantities. Tli.ey ascribe to it, with more or 
less justification, various medicinal properties. They· use it in 
certain parts of India on ceremonial occasions and also as a refresh
ment. It is not easy to break the people of a long standing habit, 

Government's Policy. 
which public opinion does not disapprove. 
As in the case of drink, the general policy of 

the Government is to control the trade in such a way as to ensure its 
most effective regulation, and to prevent it from passing into 
the hands of the types of persons with whom it would readily, if 
uncontrolled, become associated. For over a century the authorities 
have been engaged in the gradual establishment of control over the 
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production, transit and sale of the drug throughout the country. 
This has been done by concentrating cultivation, so far as British 
India is concerned, within limited areas; by the" discontinuance of 
cultivation in many Indian States as the outcome of bargaining; and 
by a perfect system of licensing and control of shops. The success 
of this policy is proved by the results. In 1El93, when the Royal 

·Commission on Opium conducted its enquiries, the average consump-· 
tion per head, per annum, was 27 grains, while in recent years it 
has been about 18 grains. The figure for 1923-24 was 17 ·2 grains. 
Even in 1893 there was very little abuse of opium eating. The Royal 
Commission found '' no evidence of any extensive moral or physical 
degradation from its use." The reduced figures of consumption in 
recent years suggest that there must now be very little abuse indeed 
in connection with opium. Enhanced prices and restricted supply, 
together with a welcome, though slow, trend of public opinion, are 
resulting in a decreasing use of opium for ceremonial hospitality or 
for personal indulgence, and are thus tending to restrict the con
sumption of the drug to purposes either medicinal or quasi-medicinal. 
The figures of every province will show to what extfmt the policy 

Its Success. 
of Government has been justified. Between 
1910-11 and 1923-24 the consumption has 

fallen in M:adras from 1,178 maunds to 878 maunds; in Bombay 
from 1,436 maunds to 819 maunds; in Bengal from 1,626 maunds 
to 998 maunds; in Burma from 1,306 maunds to 772 maunds; in 
Bihar and Orissa from 882 maunds to G54 maunds; in the United 
Provinces from 1,545 maunds to 603 maunds; in the Punjab from 
1,584 maunds to 834 maunds; in the Central Provinces from 1,307 
~aunds to 761 maunds; in Assam from 1,511 maunds to 911 
maunds. Only in the North-West Frontier Province and in Ajm.er
}!erwara is there a slight increase from G9 maunds to 72 maunds 

and from 69 maunds to 71 maunds respec
. Decreased Consumption 
·and iccreasEd Reve:ue. tively. In 1910-11 the consumption for the 

whole · o£ India was 12,530 maunds; in 
1923-24 it was 7,406 maunds. At the same time the revenue 
derived from opium in the various provinces of India owing 
.to the enhanced price at which the drug is sold, has risen 
:from Rs. 1·63 crores in 1910-11 to Rs. 2·66 crores in 1923-24. In 
deference, however, to the opinion expressed in certain quarters, 
the Government of India has asked the local Governments to consi
.der three aspects o£ the opium question: the high consumption in 
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certain areas; the practice of administering opium to infants; and 
the desirability of closer co-ordination of policy between local 
Governments in iegard to fixing the sale price of opium. I£ the 
local Governments come to the conclusion that there is prima facie 
evidence for reviewi~g the conclusions of the Royal Commission of 
1893, it is possible that another enquiry may be instituted. The 
per capita consumption of 1923-24, namely 17·2 g~ains, is still 
somewhat too high, according to the standard laid down by the 
League: but it must be remembered that in India, opium is fre
quently given to cattle-exceptionally numerous in India per 
centum of population,-a practice for which deduction must be 
made from the figure of per capita consumption by human beings. 
It will be plain from the foregoing facts that the statement occa
sionally made by ignorant critics that Government is forcing opium 
down the throats of a reluctant people has not even the merit of 
plausibility. Everywhere, save in Assam, Indians are now fully 
empowered, if they so desire, to restrict the use of opium; for con
sumption· is everywhere, with the exception of this. province, con
trolled by Inaian Ministers. There is, it is true, a certain amount 
of smuggling from the Indian States into British India; but the 
Indian States are now steadily coming into line, and legislative 
measures necessary to give effect to the provisions of the Interna
tional Opium Convention have now been brought into effect in many 
of them. It must, however, be clearly realised that, apart from 
such arrangements as may be entered into with the Indian States 
under Treaty Obligations, the Government of India has no means 
of enforcing upon them any policy for suppressing or restricting 
opium cultivation. 

The policy of Government, so far as the internal consumption of 

opium is concerned, must be counted definitely successful; but the 

Opium outside India. 
world in general is far more interested in the 
export of Indian opium to other countries. 

Here, again, there is considerable misapprehension of the real posi
tion. It is forgotten that India is one of the four great and several 
small opium-producing countries of the world. Of these, Persia 
and Turkey stand outside the Hague Convention; China, for whose 
emancipation from the drug evil India sacrificed a former revenue 
of £4 millions per annum, now produces something like 80 per cent. 
of the world's growth. The fact is that from the year 1915 the 
Government of India have continuously pursued the policy of 
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endeavouring to supply opium direct to the 
Governments of consuming countries. As a 

result of steady perseverance, India now sells~ roughly, three
fourths of her total export of opium direct to responsible Gove:m
ments. And as regards the balance, the control of the importing 

P I
. f G Governments remains absolutely unimpaired. 

Rigorous CoJtrol. 

o ICY o overnment. . · The Government of Indra, so far from press-
ing their opium on any country, do not allow opium to leave the 
ports until the Government of the territory to which the consig-n
ment is going certifies that the opium so to be exported is required 
for legitimate purposes. India indeed exports no opium to any 
country which prohibits imports; she exports no opium in excess of 
quantities which the Government of the consuming country desires 
to admit; and she has in cases voluntarily placed limits on exports 
from India, irrespective of what the particular demands may be. 
She does not now, nor has she at any time, exported dangerous drugs 
such as morphia, heroin, cocaine and the like, to America, as she 
has not infrequently been accused of doing. Further, India has 
loyally and faithfully carried out the provisions of the Hague Con
vention, in which particular her conduct might well serve as an 
example to other countries interested in the opium traffic. Speaking 
in the Legislative Assembly in March 1925, the Finance Member ex
plained the policy which the Government of India were carrying 
through. He pointed out that between 1913 and 1923, the total 
number of chests exported from India had fallen from 15,760 to 
8,544. The exports to China had fallen from 4,612 chests to zero; 
those to Singapore from 2,367 chests to 2,100; to Hongkong from 
1,120 to 240; to Penang from 200 to nil; to Colombo from 150 to 30; to 

Batavia from 3,535 to 900. Only in the case 
Exports decline. of two destinations was there a noteworthy 

rise. The chests exported to Bangkok had risen from 1,350 in 1913 
to 1,600 in 1923; and those to Saigon had risen from 450 in 1913 to 
2,975 in 1923. The Finance Member proceeded to explain the 
manner in which the Government of India were carrying out their 
agreement under the Convention. He continued-

" In regard to the exports, they are carrying out their agreement 
under the Convention to the full. They have in one or two cases 

The Finance Member's 
Statement. 

• • 

gone beyond it. In the case of Macao, where 
they were convinced that the amount import
ed under license was more than the colony 
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could possibly require for internal consumption, they did go beyond 
the Convention and seriously restricted the amount for export. The 
Government will.be perfectly happy to see these exports further 
reduced. They do not wish to secure revenue out of the degradation 
of other countries, but tliey do not see that they are going to help 
:forward any useful work if they themselves suddenly or even over a 
period of years, without co-operation from elsewhere, deprive India 
of her revenue and the cultivators of their employment by refusing 
to send exports of opium to countries wliose Governments continue 
to license their import, in pursuance of the policy which those 
Governments have themselves agreed to carry out, of gradual reduc
tion; since the only result so far as the Government of India can Eee 
of such an action on their part would be to mulct the Indian tax
payer in a considerable sum of money and have no effect whatsoever 
on the amount of opium imported to and consumed in these places. 
It may be said that the Government of India themselves say that 
opium smoking is an evil; they ought, therefore, to prohibit the ex
port of opium to any country where it is likely to be smoked, even 
though that country may get opium in equal quantities from else
where. H that is the policy which it is desire.d the Gove~nment of 
India should adopt, it is one which I think ought to be carefully 
weighed and very carefully considered by this House and by the 
country generally before it is adopted. It is not, as far as I can see, 
likely to be a useful contribution to this world-problem. Much 
more is likely to be gained by the continuance of co-operation bet.: 
ween the nations in the League of Nations than by isolated action 
of the kind that is suggested. We are awaiting the final reports 
from the Geneva Conference, and the whole subject will then have 
to be studied with considerabl~ care by the Government of India, 
and the new obligations which have been entered into in that Con
ference will have to be carried out and will be carried out to the full. 
But in the meanwhile I think that the Government of India are 
entitled to claim that they have done more than any other country 
in the world, at the expense of their own tax-payers, to contribute 
towards the problem of reducing the consumption of opium where 
such consumption is abused; and I am very glad, as I said at the 
beginning, to have had the opportunity of putting the full facts, I 
am afraid at some length, before this House, in order that they 
may be in a position to arrive at a considered judgment in the 
matter." 
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It seems plain on reflection that many of the problems discussed~ 
in the preceding pages of this chapter have one single root. This is: 

Importance of 
Education. 

the general lack of educati~n at present cha
racterising the masses of the Indian people. 
Until this defect can be remedied, it seems' 

tmlikely that India will develop the energy necassary for the attain
ment of economic and political well-being. Unless the ideas of the· 
people can be enlarged, and their outlook extended beyond the nar
row bounds into which tradition at present confines them, the masses' 
must remain poor and ignorant; the women-folk limited in their 
sphere of activity; the progress of sanitation, and the conquest of 
disease must be indefinitely postponed. In short, without a wide
spread system of education of a kind adapted at once to her capacity
and to her need, India cannot hope to realise those aspirations to
wards nationhood which are at present cherished by her educated' 
classes. 

Much remains to be done before the instructional machine can be· 
placed upo11 a broad and substantial basis. A study of the diagram 

Pre;;e:.t Condition. 
opposite to this page will show that out of 
247 million inhabitants of British India, 

only some 9·3 millions are at present being educated. In other
words, under 4 per cent. of this vast population js pursuing any 
course of instruction. In the primary schools, which must con-
stitute the foundation of any solid educational structure, scarcely 3· 
per cent. of the population is enrolled. Obviously, therefore, illi
teracy is general. According to the census of 1921, the number of 
literates in India was 22·6 millions, a figure which included 19·8· 
million males and 2·8 million females. In other words, ·only 122' 
per mille of Indian men, and 18 per mille of Indian women, ·can read· 
and write. The-se figures, unsatisfactory though they are, reveal a• 
slight improvement upon the results of the census of 1911, when the· 
respective proportjons were lOG per mille for men, and 10 for women. 
It would be reasonable to suppose that the fundamental weakness• 
of the educational structure would be apparent in all its branches. 
This, however, is not the case. The position in regard to secondary
education is remarkable. No less than 0·6 per cent. of the total 
population is under instruction in secondary schools. Since the 
women can almost be excluded from the calculation, this is• 
a proportion far greater than the corresponding figure for 
England and Wales. Even more striking are the figures for· 
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Total number of pupils under instruction in ln~ia. 
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university education where the percentage of the population• 
undergoing instruction amounts to a remarkable ratio of 0'029' 
per cent. The onlf conclusion which can arise from a con
sideration of these facts is that the structure of Indian educa-

Indian Education · 
ill-balanced. 

tion is ill-balanced. The poorer classes are 
.overwhelmingly illiterate; but the middle· 
classes are educated i!l a proportion equal to 

that of countries who8eSocial and economic conditions are more 
highly developed. This remarkable characteristic has impressed 
itself upon the kind of education generally fashionable. The middle· 

Instruction predomi
nantly literary. 

class parent has demanded for his children a· 
literary type of instruction; because he looks: 
forward to their enlistment either in Govern-

ment service or in the legal profession. Until recently, therefore, 
the educational curriculum was based morelipon the needs of those· 
who aspired to a future of this kind, than upon the requirements of 
the agricultural population. We may also notice that vocational 
training, which has recently been advocated by many Indian educa-· 
tionalists, has not hitherto attained very great success. Possibly, 
th.ere is ~ great future before it. But at present some difficulty is. 
experienced in filling the classes, mainly because the Indian intelli
gentsia is so wedded to what may be called the " white collar ,.. 
professions, and so conservative in its social outlook, that it displays. 
small adaptability to changing conditions. It is true that oppor
tunities for the employment of vocational training in later life are
still comparatively restricted; but as an offset to this consideration, 
it should be remembered that the "white collar" professions are
now so seriously overcrowded that middle-class unemployment is. 
chronic. The predominantly literary type of instruction which has. 
until recently set the tone o£ the curriculum from top to bottom has. 
exercised very unfortunate influences upon primary education. 
When due allowance is made for the economic condition of the· 
people, it is impossible to resist the conclusion that the unsatis-

Efreet upon Primary factory quantitative position in this branch 
Education. of instruction is, to some extent, at le!1st, to· 

be ascribed to qualitative defects. .Agriculturists have discovered 
that their children are not obtaining from the primary schools the
kind of teaching which will enable them to be better bargainers or 
more enlightened members of the community. It is, therefore, not 
surprising to find that the majority of children in primary schools. 



:are under instruction for between 3 and 4 years only; und for the 
-greater portion of that time, four out of five linger in the lowest 
~lass. In consequence, there is a tendency to.forget all that they 
:have learned after the short period of schooling comes to a close. 

On any general survey of the existing educational position, it is 
·clear that the first and most vital task is an aaack upon the illiteracy 

of the masses. But this problem is com
·Imteracy of !he Masses. plicated by factors peculiar to India, some 

·of which have been briefly remarked upon already. Among them 
·may be included the poverty of the people; the inadequate condition 
of communications; the persistence of certain traditional ideals 

iending to confine education to hereditary literate castes; the 
•Conflict of communal interests and the chasm between rural and 

Ob3tacles to Impro 7e
ment. 

urban life. These factors have, broadly 
speaking, operated to prevent the growth of 
a desire for education among the people 

·at large. Another serious difficulty is constituted by finance. 
As will be seen from tne diagram on the opposite page, the total 
-Bxpenditure on education in India in 1923-24 was Rs. 19·9 crores. 
'This sum, while representing a fraction of the public resources of the 
.country, which compares not unfavourably with the proportions 
devoted by other nations to the same purpose, is quite inadequate 
'for the calls made upon it. Moreover, the difficulties of laying it 
·out to the best advantage are enhanced by certain peculiarities of 
Indian life. For example, noW estern country has found it possible 
'to carry through a mass programme of popular education without the 
·employment of a large proportion of women teachers. Bu~ in India, 
for reasons noticed elsewhere, the assistance of women is not usually 
~vailable. Equally serious are the handicaps to which the village 
·school is exposed. The social conditions of the country discourage 
men of trained intellect from returning to the mofussil and from 
influencing the masses in the direction of education. It jg difficult 
to imagine how the rural education of the West would have proceed
-ed had it not been for the help of the par'son, the doctor and the 
squire. But the religious organizations of India do not offer to 
-educated men the same opportunities of social work and influence 
as fall to clergymen of the West; nor is there the same scope for the 
Indian medical graduate in the village as exists for a practitioner 
i.n the English countryside. 'l'he rural masses still prefer the 
U nani and Ayurvedic systems of medicine; whose exponents an~ 
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more rarely men of general education and culture. Finally, 
the Indian landowner does not ordinarily proceed to a University 
at all; and if he" does, he rarely spends the remainder of 
his life upon his ancestral estates. There is thus a tendency 
for the village teacher to remain isolated, deprived of the 
stimulus of contact wfth minds more developed than his own. 
It is possible that this situation may be modified in the future, 
owing to the policy adopted by certain local Governments of 
subsiding medical graduates to open dispensaries and to settle down 
in comparatively remote localities. This plan may be productive of 
important consequences not merely to the health of the people, but 
also to the growth of intellectual life in the villages. But it is still 
to be noticed that throughout the educational structure of India, 
there is a marked absence of the honorary services and personal 
interest of the wealthier and better educated classes, who throughout 
the West have done so much to increase the influence and add to 
the efficiency of instructional institutions of all kinds. 

It is sincerely to be hoped that since the control of education has 
now been transferred to Ministers responsible . to the Legislative 

Councils, the strengthened contact between 
Efforts of the Reformed the Education Department and public 

Local Governments. 
opinion may result in providing remedies for 

many of these weaknesses. The proceedings of the local Legislatures 
clearly reveal the keen interest aroused by educational problems 
among the Indian intelligentsia. Almost every Province is display
ing great activity; and it is a testimony to the clear vision of those 
who now direct instructional policy that in most places attention is 
being directed to a concerted attack upon illiteracy. Even before 
the reforms, Primary Education Acts had been passed in many 
Provinces permitting local bodies to introduce, under certain condi
tions, the principle of compulsory education. Bombay led the way 
with a private Bill which was passed into law in 1918. Other Bills 

Compulsory Education. 
followed for Bihar and Orissa, for Bengal, 
and for the United Provinces in 1919. 

Government measures were passed for the Punjab in 1919, for the 
Central Provinces and Madras in 1920; and subsequently for Assam. 
But while the legislatures of these Provinces have shown themselves 
clearly favourable to the compulsory principle, the actual introduc
tion of the system and its adoption by local bodies have been attend
ed by considerable difficulty. In our discussion of the institutions of 

• 
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local self-government, we have noticed the general reluctance on 
the part of municipalities and district boards to apply coercive
measures even to such a vital matter as the collection o£ their own 
rates. It is, therefore not surprising to discover that £or some time
they have displayed an even greater timiditi in employing compul
sion in the sphere o£ education. Fortunately, there are symptom& 
that this timidity is disappearing. Compulsion is now enforced· 
within certain areas in every province. ..Where the idea is novel, 
it is taken up with enthusiasm. In the Punjab, for example, com
pulsion has been accepted by 23 Municipalities and 218 District 
Board Areas. But general experience tends to show that the intro
duction o£ the compulsory system is handicapped, first, by financial 
stringency; and secondly, by the prejudice, natural to a statically 
organised society, against applying it to all classes of the popula
tion. Fortunately, the Ministries of Education are now occupied 
in investigating the best means o£ translating compulsory primary 
education from theory into practice. In Bombay, £or example, the 
comparatively unsatisfactory results of the earlier Compulsory 
Education Act have led to a recognition that the initiative in the 
matter o£ compulsion can most easily come from Government. As a 
rule, it is being found that the best results are obtained by intro
ducing compulsion only in those places, such as municipal areas, 
where there is a strong sentiment in its favour; and then co-operating 
in the utmost possible degree with the efforts o£ the local authoritie& 

Its Utility. 
in making the new system a success. The 
utility of the compulsory principle to India 

at present consists in two things. In the first place, it enables the
authorities to keep pupils under instruction until they have made 
real progress; and in the second place, it leads to economy by con
centrating the pupils into suitable centres. The former considera
tion has long been present to the mind o£ Indian educationists; and 
the unfortunate effects produced by stagnation in the lowest classes 
were pointed out many years ago. Even now, conditions are but 
little improved, for the Punjab Government lately noted: " Past 
experience has revealed many distressing facts. Very many 
pupils do not proceed beyond the first class. It is obvious that a · 
considerable proportion o£ these boys derive but little benefit from 
their schooling. I£ the real test o£ educational progress is the 
reduction of illiteracy, then the largest increase in enrolment can 
only be regarded as contributing towards that progress when the 

• • 
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-number of pupils in the 4th class approximates more closely to that 
-in the first. Again, there are other pupils, who, though they remain 
"longer and progres.s further at school, will never attain literacy. 
And what is more disheartening is that there are still others who, 
.on completion of the primary course, may be termed literate, but soon 
1apse into illiteracy a£tir leaving the schools." But where the com
_-pulsory programme is in vogue throughout, the authorities can be 
.,certain that the pupils will be retained under instruction for four 
-years at least. This has enabled several provinces to overhaul their 
-system of primary education in a direction leading to_ greater 
.efficiency. In the Punjab, in particular, a great campaign has been 
-undertaken against the inefficient one-teacher. school. There is no 

doubt that the villager has in many places 
Improveme ,t of Village had J·ust cause of complaint against the 

Schools. 
struggling one-teacher school with its 

·neglected infant class, and its indifferently taught other classes. 
'There is also little question that the stagnation in the first class and 
·ihe failure of so large a proportion of pupils to proceed beyond it, 
·were directly traceable, first to the lethargy which overtakes a 
-teacher confronted with the impossible task of working single
handed in a school of 4 classes: and secondly, to the operation of 
'the grant-in-aid system, which affords no incentive for the promo
·tion of pupils to the higher classes. In order to correct the former 
deficiency, vigorous measures have been taken by several local 

<Governments. In the Punjab, the hope is commonly expressed that 
-the one-teacher school will soon be a thing of the past. Attempts 
care also being made to recruit vernacular teachers from the agricul
turist class, which is more closely in touch with rural conditions and 

·best understands the needs of the village people. Further, the 
:majority of local Governments have now overhauled the curriculum 
. .of their primary schools with the object of providing the village 
~child with an education really suitable for his needs. The second 
."Of the two deficiencies we have noticed has also received attention : 
rbut the question of the revision of the grant-in-aid system, in such 
fashion as to stimulate the promotion of pupils to higher classes, is 

·very difficult, and so far no effective solution has been devised. All 

Dece· traliz o,ti()"l. 
these lines of progress have been accom
panied, in many parts of India, with a great 

~decentralization of the control of primary instruction. There is an 
~increasing tendency to make over this branch of education more and 

• • 
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more to the municipalities and the district boards, to whom the 
Education Departments act rather as technical advisers than as 
supervlSlng agencies. As a result of this dev((lopment, despite the 
reluctance on the part of local bodies to tax themselves, many district 
boards and municipalities all over the country are at present levying 
cesses to the maximum leviable figure wit~ the object of assisting 
the institutions now made over to them. As a whole, despite the 
difficulties arising from inexperience, the impression gathered from 
a perusal of the Provincial Reports is that in many areas, and with 
some conspicuous exceptions, the local authorities are discharging 
their functions earnestly and conscientiously. Their relations with 
the Education Departments seem generally good; but in the earlier 
stages of the decentralisation experiment, the change has in some 

·localities produced a certain fr~ction, which is unlikely to subside 
until greater experience shall bring greater wisdom. The stimulus 

Secondary Education. 
to popular enthusiasm in educational matters 
which has accompanied their transfer to 

Ministerial control is by no means confined to the primary stages. 
There has been of late an increasing realisation among the Provincial 
authorities that secondary and university education in India, 
although quantitatively more satisfactory than primary education, 
possesses qualitatively very serious defects. Secondary education, 
in particular, is in many parts of India of poor standard and badly 
regulated. In consequence, the major portion of those boys who 
pass through the. full secondary course enter the world with little 
preparation for citizenship. The merits al).d demerits of good and 
bad high schools, it has been said, vary in degree but not in kind. 
The methods of instruction, the aims which inspire the work of the 

Defects. 
staff, the daily routine, the principles of 
study, and the ambitions of the scholars, 

seem to differ very little throughout the country. The demands for 
secondary education seem inexhaustible, and efforts at improvement 
are liable to be swallowed up in an overwhelming supply of cheap 
and bM institutions. The proprietors of private schools are able 
to manage their academies at the low.est possible limits of efficiency; 
and since the most necessary ingredients of education as generally 
understood, namely, social life, and good physical conditions, are 
not demanded, they are not forthcoming. It is· now generally 
admitted that secondary education needs to be radically remodelled 
m order to bring it more closely into contact with the needs and 

• 
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aspirations of the country. There is a growing ~ealization that 
since, under the most favourable circumstances, the largest propor
tion of the population of India cannot hope to pursue its formal 
education beyond the secondary stage, the structure of secondary 
education should be well-balanced and complete in itself. Until 
recently, boys in many ~arts of India who desired to obtain an educa
tion worthy of the name, were compelled to pass from the secondary 
school to the university, even though their aptitudes and their choice 
of futur~ vocation rendered them unsuited to a university career. 

Remedies. 
It was for this state of affairs that the 
Calcutta University Commission, · whose 

report represents a landmark in Indian education, desired to :find 
a remedy. The proposals of the Report regarding the separation of 
secondary from university education, the erection of the former into 
a self-contained system, and the con:fining of each to its proper 
sphere, are now being carried out in several Indian Provinces. 
Boards !or secondary and Intermediate education-stages which 
together constitute a complete pre-university course-have been set 
up in various parts of India where they did not previously exist; and 
progress is being made with the constitution of intermediate colleges 
at suitable centres. The existence of intermediate colleges may well 
assist in giving a more vocational turn to the ~ystem of secondary 
education now in vogue, and will at the same time relieve the con
gestion which at present threatens the university centres. In 
several provinces, careful investigations have of late been made into 
the requirements of the secondary education system. Plans are 
being formulated for systematising the location of high schools in 
such a way as to link them up with the primary and Anglo-vernacular 
schools of a given area. That there is ample need for the regula
tion of the present secondary system may be gathered from the 
gloomy remarks descriptive of the present state of affairs which 

A Gloomy Picture. 
are to be found in the Reports of certain 
local Governments. For example, the Govern

ment of Bengal writes: " The entirely unsatisfactory condition of 
secondary education continued without fundamental change during 
the year. The inability of Government in 1923 to introduce its 
Secondary "Education Bill into Council, and the unacceptability of 
the University draft, left the question of the future of the school 
administration in tne Province s_till unsolved. The University 
Syndicate, overwhelmed with work at each of its weekly meetings, 

• 
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continued to recognise or to refuse to recognise schools without being 
able to give the matter adequate attention or discussion, since each 
school's case came up as one item among anything from one to two 
hundred items of business. This is written in full recognition o£ 
the devotion with which the members of the Syndicate laboured at 
their impossible task. Meantime, in the greater number of the 
thousand high schools of Bengal, teachers •worked on starvation 
wages without hope, prospects, or status; money which ideally 
should be given back to the schools by the body which controls them 
in an attempt to make them better, being lavished on the building 
up of. an agency for advanced teaching and research, an agency 
which, valuable as it is to Bengal, cannot but be considered, as; 
regards some of its developments, as dearly bought at the price of a. 
moribund or anoomic school system. The hopeless condition of the: 
private schools caused the proposal of the Retrenchment Committee; 
to deprovincialise high schools to be strongly supported by the vast 
bulk of the private teachers of the province." Fortunately, how
.ever, the views express~d by the majority of local Governments are 
far less pessimistic. Revised methods of inspection; increased pay 
of the staff; the encouragement of manual training, of physical 
development and of the boy. scout movement-all these are features 
broadly typical of the new regime in most parts of India. 

The general control of the university system, with the exception 
of certain all-India sectarian institutions and the Delhi University, 

falls within the province of the local Govern
The University System. ments. The Government of India, however> 

under the reformed constitution, still retain certain functions in con
nection with university matters, particularly in the sphere of 
legislation. Of late, university education has undergon~ a striking 
change as a result of the lead supplied by the recommendations of 
the Calcutta University Commission. Up to some four years ago, 
tlie typical Indian university consisted of scattered colleges, one 
often separated from the other by many miles. With inadequate 
staff and inconsiderable equipment, these colleges, in the majority of 
cases, attempted to convey' instruction far more elaborate than lay 
within their competence; while the univ·ersity itself pursued a 
phantom existence as an examining body. In substitution for this. 
system, the Calcutta University Commission recommended the 
creation of eentralised unitary universities, residential and teaching 
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l>Odies in which all instruction was to be given. by university officers 
under the direct control o£ the university 

:Proposals of the Calc~tta authorities. This change was to be accom
Commissio l. 

panied by the removal from the uni-
·versity stage of all tuition which did n?t strictly belong to it; and 
-the creation o£ new institutions to be called intermediate colleges, 
which should provide a.logical culmination to the secondary schools 
•Course, and enable the majority o£ pupils to obtain a complete 
·education o£ a satisfactory kind without entering the university at 
:all. But as !"ndia was studded with isolated colleges before the new 
-idea took shape, the organisation o£ the revised type has been pro
·ceeding hand in hand with the multiplication o£ the new unitary 
•universities. The majority o£ the reformed Provincial Governments 

Action thereon. 
are now giving effect to such recommendations 
o£ the Calcutta Univerisity Commission as 

:seem to harmonies with local conditions. The lead was taken by the 
l:Tnited Provinces where new universities have lately been opened 

:at Aligarh and Lucknow; while the original university at 
.Allahabad has been reconstructed in an attempt to follow 
·the general lines recommended by the Commission. The Allahabad 
·university now contains both an internal and an external 
:side; the internal side following the lines o£ a unitary and residential 
university; the external side carrying on the old work o£ affiliation 
£or the benefit o£ outlying colleges. The operation o£ this dual 

:system has been attended by certain disadvantages; and the question 
whether an affiliating university cannot be started at Agra, to which 

·the outside colleges can be attaclied, is under investigation. N QW 

·universities have been established at Delhi, at Rangoon, and at 
N agpur. There is a movement also £or the creation o£ a separate 

·university for Rajputana. In Bengal, the University o£ Calcutta 
·is in the throes of reorganizat1on. The University o£ Dacca, which 
was constituted strictly on the lines recommended by the Calcutta 
·university Commission, continues to £unction usefully. The univer
:sities of the Punj-ab and of Bombay have developed new honours 
.courses, and added university teachers. The_Ma.di:as_ U p.ive:rsity has 
been remodelled by a recent Act which provides for a change in the 
·controlling authorities; and seeks to differentiate outside institutions 
:affiliated to the university into those which are and those which are 
:not to be developed as potential university centres. The develop
:.ment o£ the Indian university system upon sound lines depends 



largely upon the extent to which the new intermediate colleges 
succeed. These institutions may well relieve the universities of 
elementary work and permit them to undertake the higher activities 
which strictly belong to tliem. But it is to be noticed that the 
intermediate colleges have still to make their way; and in certain 
provinces there ar.e signs of a tendency to re-impos~ university 

Future Prospects. 
control over instruction of the intermediate 
stage, owing to the prejudice against any 

lengthening of the degree. course. We should further remark, in 
connection with the future prospects of higher education in India, 
that the multiplication of universities· is not without its dangers. 
Already in Northern India, where new institutions are springing up 
with remarkable rapidity, there are signs of competition for under
graduates. Since the motive for this competition is very largely 

Ominous Tendencies. 
financial, it is likely to be attended, if 
suffered to persist, with undesirable conse

quences in the direction of lowered standards. The United 
Provinces Government remarked in July, 1924, "There is reason to 
fear that the establishment of self-governing universities is tend
ing to lower the standard of higller education. Under the stress of 
financial pressure, the universities have begun to compete for 
students and the easier they make the courses and examinations, 
the more likely they are to be successful." Fortunately during the 
period under review, an encouraging development has occurred in 
the Indian university system which may contribute much to obviate 
this and other dangers caused by the rapid increase of autonomous 
institutions. The need for co-operation among tlie diffen:mt Indian 
universities has for some time been pointed out from authoritative 
quarters; for it is only by means of such co-operation that the 
universities can regulate themselves, adjust their standards, arid 
increase the prestige of university education throughout the country. 
In May, l924, the Government of India summoned a Universities 

Conference at Simla and invited all the 
A Possible Solution. Indian universities to send representatives 

to it. The response was spontaneous, and the results satisfactory. 
The importance attached by Government to the movement may be 
judged from the fact that Lord Reading himself delivered an 
inaugural address. Tlie University representatives displayed a 
developed sense of responsibility and a full appreciation of the 
fact that . since government control was now virtually non-
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existent, the future of university education lay in their own 
hands. A wide range of subjects was discussed; and nearly 50 
resolutions were formulated. But the most far-reaching recom

The Inter-University 
Board .. 

mendation m,ade by the Conference related 
to tlie establishment of an Inter-University 
Board for India, which should be empowered 

to negotiate with overseas bodies, to encourage co-operation between 
the Indian universities, and to facilitate the maintenance of high 
standards and modern methods of instruction. The Government of 
India took prompt action on all the resolutions which required their 
action; and brought the remainder to the attention of the 
authorities concerned. 

· It seems justifiable to conclude that the transfer of education to 
popular control has been accompanied by developments in many 

Education " Trans
ferred " at a difficult 

time. 

directions. These developments would have 
been even more marked, save for two un
favourable factors. The :first was wide-

Financial Stringency. spread financial stringency; the second, 
political agitation. During the first three years of the new regime, 
both operated to depress educational progress. The former was 
particularly serious. Not only were the provincial resources at a 
low ebb owing to the prevailing conditions in agriculture and com-

. merce; but in addition, the finances of the Central Government made 
it imperative to call upon the provinces for the heavy subventions 
arranged under the Meston settlement. As a result, education, like 
other transferred departments, has suffered a severe handicap. 
This will be apparent from the fact that the provincial expenditure 
from Government funds on education works out at a yearly per 
cap£ta average of Re. 0·39. This is an improvement on the 1922-23 
figure of Re. 0·37, but it is still pitiably inadequate. Moreover, it 
is merely an average; and the inequalities of provincial revenue, 
together with the disproportion between revenue and population 
which characterises many local Governments, have placed even this 
modest figure beyond the capacity of certain provinces. Accord
ingly, during the first three years of the Reforms, many useful 
schemes had to be held in abeyance for want of funds. Programmes 
of expansion of primary education, to which many Province& 
were eager to commit themselves, could not be satisfactorily carried 
out. The number of inspectors and other educational officers 
was in many cases curtailed. In consequence, the general progress 
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in many directions has not been proportionate to the enthusiasm 
.(lisplayed by those in charge of educational strategy. It would 
lbe a· mistake, however, to suppose that· financial stringency 

Re lti 
. has operated in a direction entirely sinister. 

su rg Econom1es. It h d l d t · · t• · · th a e o a mmute mves 1gatwn mto e 
.existing resources with a view to their more effective utilisation. It 
·has led to the general overhauling of the .educational machinery; 
to the more advantageous employment of the available officers; and 
i:o the concentration of educational effort upon certain limited tasks 
possible of accomplishment. Certain provinces have been able to 
·show very striking results from this policy. For example in the 
Punjab between 1921-23 the percentage increase in expenditure on 
·primary schools was only one-quarter of the percentage increase in 
the number of scholars. Further, in the secondary schools, while 
the number of pupils increased by 15·3 per cent., the budget for 
,secondary education was enhanced by 8 per cent. only. 

The troubled political situation has offered a further obstacle to 
immediate educational expansion. As was pointed out in previous 

Troubled Political 
Atmosphere. 

statements, the non-co-operation campaign 
included in its programme a concerted 

_attack upon the whole educational structure, 
:and the creation of a parallel machinery of " national " instruction. 
'The actual results variea from province to province, but in general 
i.t was responsible for a decline in the number of pupils under 
instruction in Government schools, and for a serious depression of 
·educational finance. Student discipline was gravely affected, lead
ing to serious offences against school and college regulations. 
Unfortunately, the debit items were not offset by any satisfactory 

.entries on the credit side. .The educational authorities throughout 
:the country would certainly have welcomed the inauguration of the 

experiment of " national education." But 
"i~:io~!fe;J!:~~ti~1." before long it was clear that such distinctive 

features as the new schools showed were un
worthy of imitation. There was little evidence that the vernacular 
was more extensively used in the " national " schools than in the 

:;recognized institutions; while the curriculu:t'n differed very little 
:from that prescribed by the Education Department. It has been 
:stated that the teachers " were all products of the recognised 
:system, and were only qualified to teach what they had learned. 
'l'oo often they were not qualified _even to do this, and 
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the di~cipline o£ the IJ-ew schools was notoriously lax.'" 
Further, great stress was laid upon the use o£ the spinning
wheel. Whatever the economic value of this implement 
may be as a supplementary source o£ income in the rural 
areas, it has little worth in education as compared with other 
forms o£ hand and eye training. The mere monotony o£ spinning 
is sufficient to explain ~hy the practice quickly fell into disuse in 
the majority o£ institutions. With the wane o£ the non-co-opera-· 
tion campaign, the majority o£ the nation~! schools have disappeared. 
From almost every 'province it is reported that the best o£ them 
have now sought and gained official recognition; are welcoming the
co-operation o£ the Education Department; and are playing their· 
part in the task o£ progress. It should, however, be noticed that· 
the idealism characterising the better side o£ the movement has not
proved wholly in£ructuous, since the conception o£ large educationaL 
institutions carried on without help from Government is a distinct~ . 
contribution to the future, even i£ the realization is yet to come. 
Further, it has brought to light evidence o£ a genuine dissatisfaction 
with the present character o£ the education supplied to the people· 
o£ the country, and has led those in charge o£ this important subject 
to devote increasing attention to the necessity o£ bringing the curri-
culum into harmony with the changing requirements o£ India. 
But the non-co-operation movement and its legacies have, as a whole,. 
hindered rather than helped educational development. So recently
as March, 1924, a Bill to facilitate the introduction o£ compulsion in< 
primary education, was held up by the action of the Legislative· 
Council o£ the Central Provinces, which rejected the project without· 
discussion, simply because it emanated £rom Government. It must 
be plain that so long as this spirit remains operative, no matter in, 
how restricted a degree, the educational progress o£ the country iru 
general must necessarily suffer. 

Despite the two disadvantages to which we have referred, the last. 
four years have witnessed considerable progress in almost every· 

Ge. eral Progress. 
province. Between 1922-23, for example, 
and 1923-24, the total . number o£ pupils

under instruction in all India has risen from 8·79 millions. 
to 9·32 millions. The increase during this period is most 
noticeable in Madras, with an addition o£ 155,000 pupils. Bengali 
can show an increase of 106,000; the United Provinces of 69,000 ;; 
the Punjab o£ 64,000; and Bihar and Orissa o£ 63,000. In other 
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-parts, the advance is less marked; but ijl nonetheless o£ a substantial 
'{)hai'acter almost everywhere. In the light o£ the educational 
requirements of India, this progress must be counted insufficient; but 
it represents only "tlie first :fruits o£ the process of re-organization, the 
full effects of which have been delayed both by financial stringency 
and by political unrest: 

• 
A perusal of the reports of the Departments o£ Public Instruc-

tion of the various Indian provinces, while it produces an impression 

" Provincialism." 
of v-itality and of general optimism for the. 
future, reveals a marked divergence in the 

lines o£ development now being simultaneously undertaken in the 
various parts of the country. It is, of course, inevitable that each 
province should develop its own educational policy; for provincial 
conditions differ widely. But there are certain matters in which 
local or provincial variation may affect adversely the general pro
.gress of education. We have already noticed the complaint that the 
multiplication of universities is beginning to lead, under the pres
sure of competition, to the lowering of standards in certain institu
tions. Again, while it is natural that a province should recruit 
its officers from among its own population, the extension of this 
principle to academic appointments is likely to result in a certain 
-deterioration. It is, therefore, much to be regretted that on 
~ccount of financial ·stringency, the Central Advisory Board of 
Education, which was the only body competent to collate, :for the. 
benefit o£ the provinces, the educationa~ experience derived from 
the whole of India, has been abolished. It is perfectly true that 
-education has now passed under the control of the Provincial Govern
ments; but, for this very reason, some machinery is required 
through which the Central Administration may mitigate provincial 
particularism by encouraging conferences between provincial author
ities; by pooling experience; and by keeping steadily before the 
-eyes of the people the national as opposed to provincial aspects of 
education. We have already noticed, as a healthy development, 
the proposal for the creation of an Inter-University Board. But 
university education is after all but a single branch of the whole 
problem. Unless the principle of co-operation can be more widely 
-extended, extreme provincialism in public institutions may well 
result in accentuating rather than in obliterating racial, linguistic, 
and provincial lines of cleavage, to the postponement rather than the 
:acceleration of a united Indian nationality. 
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We .may conclude' this review ·of Indian education by· a brief 
notice· of certain particular problems. In connection with the

Adult Educatio.:. 
general attack upon the illiteracy, it must be 
noticed that until recently the authorities 

confined themselves primarily to those sections of the population 
which are of a school-going age. But it is now realized by many 
local Governments that a very large part of the education now needed 
in India is adult education; and particularly adult education of a 
kind which will supply the new electorates with some guidance in 
the use of the suffrage which constitutional reforms have placed in 
their hands. · So far as the town population is concerned, there is a 
great scope for the university extension movement. But the main 
problem attending adult education is that of reaching the country 
Jistricts. For the education of the rural community an excellent 
beginning is being made by the Departments of Agriculture, Public 
Health and Co-operative Credit, which in various parts of India 
()rganize lectures on matters directly affecting the welfare of the 
people. In the Punjab, in Madras, and in Bombay, the Night 
:School movement is Iiow very promising. At small cost to the 

· .Administration, school buildings and school teachers are utilised, 
after school hours, for the instruction of adults. The future impli
-cations of this line of progress are very important. If once the 
cultivating classes can be convinced that· education is of practical 
advantage to them, many of the problems of India will be solvea. 
Such an attitude will change the face of the problem now presented 
by Indian illiteracy; for it becomes plainer and plainer that until 
the desire for universal primary education is sufficiently intense 
among the people themselves to induce them to put forward the effort 
necessary for its encouragement, illiteracy cannot be eradicated. 

The problem of adult education is formidable; but its solution 
appears almost straightforward in comparison with the complexities 

Women's Educatio:J. 
presented by another question, upon which 

depends the whole future of the country-the 
education of Indian women. We have already pointed out on 
various pages of this Statement the immense handicap which general 
illiteracy and conservatism on the part of 50 per cent. of India's 
population must necessarily impose upon the progress of the 
country. The outstanding difficulty in educating Indian women is 
throughout most of India the complete absence of effective demand. 
Until quite recently, all but a few advanced thinkers were opposed 

M • 
• 
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to the education of girls. Certain communities, it is true, wb.ose 
social practices are generally enlightened, have from time imme
morial insisted upon female education; but the immense prepon
derance of opinion in Ind.ia still declines to be convinced of its 
necessity. So long as there is no genuine demand for the 
education of women, progress in this direction is hampered by serious 
obstacles. The parda system; the inadequate supply of women 
teachers; the difficulty of devising courses of instruction; these and 
many other problems are likely to remain almost insoluble unless 
they are swept aside by a great wave of enthusiasm-which is depend
ent upon a change in the whole public attitude of India towards 
women-kind. It must not be imagined, however, that female 
education is being neglected by the authorities. In almost every 
province, the number of girls under instruction is steadily 
increasing. High schools and colleges are being multiplied; and 
energetic propaganda work is being undertaken. It is the magni
tude o£ the problem, rather than the lack of effort, which makes the
rat.e of progress seem so painfully slow . 

• • 



CHAPTER V. 

~rties and Politics. 

In the four preceding chapters we have summarily described the 
international, the administrative, the economic, and the social as

Why this Chapter 
Stands Last. 

pects of India during the period with which 
this Statement is concerned. ·We may now 
proceed to discuss the interplay of political 

groups and parties throughout the same period. Here a word of 
explanation seems necessary. It is by design and not by accident 
that the description of the currents of internal politics has been thus 
far postponed. For, only in relation to the conditions described in 
ihe earlier chapters, can the political record be made to fall into its 
proper place in the story of India during the year 1924-25. 

The first impression which one gathers from a survey of the poli
tical conditions during the months covered by this Statement, is that 

Apathy. 
of apathy. A series of prosperous years 
and a steady return towards economic 

~tability have tended to divert in other directions the interest which 
the masses, only a few years ago, began to exhibit in political ques
tion:~. The vast majority of the Indian people have experienced a, 

:Sense of disappointment at the failure of their political leaders to 
attain the promised millennium. In consequence, they have with
drawn more and more into the circle of their own immediate affairs, 
and have turned a deaf ear to the appeals frequently directed to their 
address. They have shown themselves unwilling to subscribe to 
political funds; to join in political demonstrations; to sacrifice their 
time and their energy on behalf of causes which they but vaguely 
comprehend. Corresponding to this apathy on the part of the 
masses of th_e population, we must notice a general sense of discour
agement ·pervading those sections of the educated classes which are 
interested in politics. The majority of the Indian intelligentsia 
are still suffering from emotional exhaustion, induced by the non
co-operation campaign. They are depressed by its failure; they are 
disconcerted by the stagnation which has lately over-taken the poli
tical life of the country. 

( 293 ) • 
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[t is impo~sible rightly to estimate the currelits of party politics. 
during the year 1924-25 without some reference, however brief, to 

l\Ir. Gandhi's remarkable movement. This. 
Sequelae of Mr. Gandhi's was in essence an attempt to assert the 

Moveme:t. . . . · · · 1 clanns. of Ind1an c1vihzatwn, of Indian cu -
ture, and of Indian values against the domtnance of the ·western 
w9rld. A_s such, it attracted to its banner many who approved the 
ends for which it stood rather than the means which it advocated 
fo-r: their attainment. The failure of the campaign to achieve these 
ends while leaving their brightness still undimmed, has subjected 
efforts to attain them along other lines to certain serious handicaps. 
During the period under review, In4ian political life has been 
broadly conditioned by two heritages of Mr. Gandhi's move..:. 
ment. The first is the refusal of a large and influential section of 
the educated classes to work the reformed constitution in the spirit 
postulated by its designers; the second is a dangerous and wide
spread communal tension. But for the disability represented by 
these legacies, the year might have been more notable. In actual 
fact, the political record of 1924-25 centres round the endeavour, 
by those who were once followers of Mr. Gandhi, to redress these 
two fundamental difficulties. 

Even before Mr. Gandhi's removal from the sphere of active poli
tics, there had not been wanting a section of his followers who be..; 

The First Legacy of Non
Co-Operation; Coulcil 

Boycott. 

lieved thai some, at least of his boycotts, 
were disastrous to the true interests of the 
cause which he had at heart. The utter 
failure of his campaign to achieve the ends 

for which it was designed considerably strengthened both the con
viction and the prestige of the malcontents. By the end of the yea:r 

Rise oi a '· Cou::(il
er.try " party. 

1922, the Civil Disobedience Enquiry Coin
mittee, appointed by the Indian N a tiona} 
Congress, showed that the so-called " con

structive programme " to which Mr. Gandhi ·had committed his fol
lowers shortly before his incarceration, was useless as a political 
platform. The popularization of the spinning wheel and of home
spuil cloth; the salvation of the depressed classes; and the enlistment 
of IGndus and ~Iussalmans alike in the Indian National Congress, 
though useful in themselves, did not constitute a rousing battlecry. 
Hence, two sections Of opinion developed in the Congress Camp. 
One section, still under the influence of Mr. Gandhi, pinned their 

• 
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faith to his boycotts in their original form. They -were known as 
the·N a-changers. The other section headed by Pandit Motilal Nehru 
and Mr. C. R. Das, believed that the Indian National Congress was 
involved in a cul-de-sac from which the only exit lay in the reversal 
of Mr. Gandhi's ban against entering the new Councils. At the 
Gaya Congress in DeceJllber, 1922, the No-changers were victorious. 
The dissentients constituted themselves into what they called the 
Congress-Khilafat Swaraj party, which 1'\'aS to work within the Con
gress organization for the conversion of their opponents to the policy 
of Council-entry. During 1923, this party, which attracted an in
cre>tsing number of able followers, steadily gained ground. The No
chaHgers suffered both in numbers and in prestige; and their last 
attempt to assert themselves, in what was known as theN ational Flag 
movement at Nagpur, proved a disastrous failure. When the All
India Congress Committee met in Bombay at the close of May, 1923, 
the Council entry programme won a notable success, since it was 
agrl:led that no propaganda should be carried on amongst voters in 
furtherance of the resolution directing the boycott of the new con
stitution. Throughout the summer, the Swaraj Pa-rty steadily gain" 
ed ground at the expense of the No-changers. The tide was finally 
turned in their favour by the result of the special Congress held in 
Delh1 in September, 1923. In the course of the proceedings, Mr. 

Muhammad Ali announced that he had re
Struggles az:d Victory. ceived a telepathic message from Mr; 

Gandhi in Yerawada Jail, approving of the modification of the boy
cotts in favour cf Council entry. A resolution to the effect that in~ 
dividual Congress men should be allowed to exercise their discretion 
in standing as candidates for the Councils was carried, after a some
what heated discussion. The Swaraj Party had, therefore, attained 
their end. They had received sanction for contesting the 1923 elec·· 
tions; and while they had agreed not to utilize the formal machinery 
of the Congress for the enhancement of their own prospects, there 
was a natural tendency on the part of the local Congress organiza
tions, save those who happened· to be under the control of convinced 
members of the N a-change party, to strain every nerve for their 
assistance. Moreover, the Swarajists had succeeded by careful and 
painstaking toil in constructing a very efficient party machine of 
their own. They had collected funds; they had enlisted workers; 
they had organized a party press. For some ·months they had con
ducted a steady and well-directed propaganda among the electorate, 

• 
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whom they could now approach with all the prestige then attaching 

Swarajists as Mr. 
Gandhi's men. 

to the followers of Mr. Gandhi. It was, 
in fact, as Mr. Gandhi's " men " that the 
Swaraj Party emerged into the public 

eye. They pledged themselves to achieve the objects to which he 
had devoted himself, although at the cost of &ertain deviations from 
his policy. On the eve of the elections, they issued a party mani
festo in which they laid stress upon the fact that they were entering 
:the Councils in order to ensure that the new constitutional machin

Declaration of their 
'" Wrecking" Policy. 

ery should not be exploited for anti-national 
purposes. They intended to present an 
ultimatum to Government demanding the 

:right of the Indian nation to control its own destiny. In the event 
of the demand being refused, the Party pledged itself to a policy of 
uniform, continuous and consistent obstruction with a view to mak
ing Government, through the Assembly and the Councils, impossible. 
The Swarajists steadfastly maintained that their position was a 
logieal development from the ptinciples of Mr. Gandhi's original 
()ampaign. The only distinction, so they argued, was that instead 
of attempting to destroy the Councils from without-a project which 
had proved impossible in practice-they had set themselves to wreck 
the machinery of the Councils from within. That this change was, 
in tact, one of vital principle was a point upon which, for obvious 
reasons, they laid little stress. Mr. Gandhi had regarded the Coun
-cils as something unholy, something with which no patriotic Indian 
'Ought to defile himself by contact. There was all the difference 
between such a position and the programme marked out by the Swaraj 
Party. For whatever their ultimate intentions might be, it was 
impossible to disguise the fact that they were in effect associating 
themselves with the machinery of the new reformed constitution. 

In the 1923 elections, the Swaraj Party devoted the major 
por_tfp~o£ .th;ir-"energies -to attac"king the. Liberals, who had 
J.emained in control of the new . constitutional machinery 
since its inceptioR. In the struggle, the Liberals suffered from cer-

tain severe handicaps. During their period 
.. ·~h_!ll,l_~ elections. of office, they had lacked the stimulus of 

a genuine .opposition within the Councils. In consequence, both 
their unity and their organization had deteriorated. Personal con
siderations rather than questions of principle largely dominated the 
work of :the fir.st reformed legislatures. Worse still, the Liberals .. 
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had been obliged to work in isolation from the main currents Ol 

Position of the 
Liberals. 

Indian political opinion. They had ac
cepted office at a time when self-sacrifice 
was a catch-word in the mouths of many; 

m their clear perception of the direction in which the true 
interests of the COUJltry lay, they had incurred the charge 
of being partisans of the executive Government. Though they 
were in the Councils, they were largely out of touch with their 
constituents. Many of the sitting members could not obtain a hear
ing on any public platform. Their record of wol'k, substantial and 
praiseworthy though it was, was powerless to influence in their 
favour an ignorant and prejudiced electorate. Moreover, some of 
thel•l appear to have lost faith in the efficacy of the reformed con
stitntion. In their disappointment that they had been unable to 
dommate in every sphere the policy of the executive, they lost sight. 
of the substantial advance which had been made in many directions. 
towards the satisfaction of Indian sentiment. Finally, a series of 
events beyond their control-to which detailed reference was made in 
last year's Statement-had involved them in the unpopularity at
taching to the Government with which they were endeavouring to 
co-operate. Thus discouraged, disunited among themselves, with 
no effective party organization, the Liberals fell victims to their 
more aggressive and better-disciplined opponents. 

'Jhe £act that the Swaraj Party did not obtain a working majority 
in all the Councils must be ascribed principally to the fact that there 

Success of the Swaraj 
Party. 

were shades of opinion, other than Liberal, 
which refused to subscribe to their party 
principles. There remained an extremely 

impurtant class of candidates who may best be described by the name 
of " Independent." The term is of little value as a political label 
for those who stood as Independent candidates belonged to 
many schools: but they had, as a rule, one thing in common; they 
were generally men of local influence. In any case, they possessed 
a definite status within their constituency which enabled them to 
stand without reference to a party ticket. And while the Swarajists 

Limitations. 
were largely successful in their campaign 
against the Liberals, they did not enjoy 

anything like the same measure of victory over those Independents 
who refused to subscribe to their principles. The result was that 
only in the Central Provinces Council did the Swaraj Party enjoy a 

• 
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dea:o:- majority. ·In Bengal, they represented the strongest indivi
dual· group, but withtiut the aid of a coalition they could not hope 
to enjoy supremacy. In Bombay and in the United Provinces, 
though they were returned in considerable numbers, they had not 
the majority of votes: In Madras,-in the Punjab, and in Bihar and 
Orissa, they were very weak. In the Central Legislature, upon 
which they had concentrated a large·proportion of their forces, they 
·failed to capture a fair half of the elected seats in the Assembly. 
Nevertheless, they had reason to be well satisfied with the result of 
the selections. . They h·ad definitely displaced their Liberal rivals 
as the exponents of the political ideals of the Indian intelligentsia. 

It will thus be apparent that at the commencement of the year 
1924, the Swaraj Party, by their energy and by their initiative, had 

Results of the Coconada 
Congress. 

succeeded in redressing one of the two seri
ous consequences of Mr. Gandhi's non-co
operation programme. But their position 

within the Congress was still not free from difficulty; and in Decem
ber, 1923, a definite breach between the Swarajists and the No
cha;ngers was again averted with some difficulty. While the Delhi 

~ compromise was re-affirmed; th.e...Dongress~oilce. m,gre committed it
/' ~el~ to Mr. Gandhi~s m;igi1,1al ~rogram_._m_ e of i:he triple boycott,_ in 

"hwh the boycott.QLthe Councils. was. 1nch1ded. The upshot of the 
b~onada meeting of the Congress wa~ that the Swarajists and the 
;NO='clla:ngers seemed likely to be free to pursue th~ir chosen courses. 
The..S:w.ai:ajists_k_aders proceedei!_ to_ cement, in the most effective 
manner, the disciplin~ftlieir g'roup. The General Council of the 

- ·. ~ · party laid down certain rules for the con-
Swarajist Organization duct of party members in every legislature; 

and Programme. 
declaring that the candidates elected on the 

Swaraj ticket would be held rigorously to their pledge. It was 
determined that the demand the Party proposed to present to Gov
ernment should take the shape of an ultimatum demanding the 
release of all political prisoners, the ·repeal 'of all repressive laws, 
and the summoning of a National Convention to lay down the lines 
of the future constitution for India. In the event of Government 
proving recalcitrant, a policy of obstruction and wreck:;tge was to be 
nithlessly adopted. It was further laid down that no member of 
the Swaraj Party was to accept office, to offer himself as a candidate 
for any Select Committee, or to accept a seat thereon; and that no 
member was to take part as an individual in the ordinary current 

• 
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business of the House. An earnest of the· determination of the 
Swarajists to stand aloof from the constitution was.provided by their 
refusal, in the Legislatures where they formed. the.most considerable 
group, to form Ministries when invited to do so.· .· 

'J'here remained, however, the second of the disastrous legacies of 
Mr. Gandhi's campai~il; and in their endeavours to dispose of this 
difficulty, the Swarajists were entirely unsuccessful. 

We have already noticed in an earlier chapter that communal 
......_ dis~~rd_i;n_In4i_a -~o:t!_stitutes ~a standing so~rce 'of an~~ety to the 

·· · . a:uthorities. The instinct of communalism 
. The second Legacy of is very strong ; and ties of creed and caste · 

Non-Co-Operation-Com· h h b f · d 

\ 
munal Discord.- evert rea ten, at t. e est o times, to rown 

. ..-- ~- -- the faint call of civic obligation. By far 
· the most serious manifestation of this sectionalism is presented by 
the relations between the Hindu and Mussulman communities. The 
main difficulty lies in. the fact that_Rinduism,_aJl.d J:sl!!-m represent 
two antithetical, and in many respects antagon~stic, systems of cul
ture and civilization.. Each possesses char3:cteiistic angularities~ 
rigidly stereotyped by religious or quasi-religious sanctions; but 
each is compelled, by the Indian social organism, to live in contact 
so intimate with the other that friction is almost. ihe~'itable. Partly 
by enforcing order, partly by discouraging aggressive manifesta.: 
tions of communalism, the British Government consistently endeav
ours to minimise the occasions for discord. But Mr. Gandhi's cam
paign roused the ~neasy spirit; and this in two ways. On the nega.:. 
tive side, since he laboured strenuously to depress the authority of the 

Influence of Non
Co-Operation. 

State, Mr. Gandhi weakened the one power 
in India which can lead men to rise above 
communal considerations. Thus the spirit 

of defiance of law, engendered by the course of his campaign, seri
ously handicapped the State in its attempt to restrain communal dis
cord. On the positive side, the effect was even more grave. Mr 
Gandhi, in identifying himself with extreme Muslim contention ovex 
the Khilafat question, edeavoured to exploit, in pursuit of internal 
political ends, and assert, the solidarity between Indian Mussalmans 

and Islam outside India. For Muslims and 
Mr. Gandhi's Perilous Hindus, alike Mr. Gandhi's motto was 

Experiment. 
" religion above all things." He taught 

that the existing Government was satanic; that the dictates of a 
creed were uncompromising and irrevocable .. Sectarian passiOn 
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rose high, in the first instance, against the Government. But the 
terrible Moplah outbreak revealed to the Hindus, as by a lighten
ing flash, a danger which they had only temporarily forgotten. 
The political entante between the too communicaties weakened. 
From events external to India, it received its death-blow. Peace 
between Turkey a'nd the Allies was made•effective on accepted 
terms: and not long after, the Turks first deprived their Sultan
Khalifa o£ all civil power, and then abolished the Khilafat 
entirely. The spirit of aggression, which had been so wantonly 
rouse.d among the Mussalmans, was suddenly deprived of its anti-
Government bias. Plainly Mr. Gandhi had not helped the Khilafnt 
cause; since, despite his aid, the very institution on whose behalf so 
much sentiment had been aroused, was now destroyed. A reaction 
set in. The Indian Mussalmans turned their eyes £rom foreign to 

domestic questions. 'f~at they saw alarm
" Bind:;~~s~':w~~ity,. ed theJ1l .. _'l'l}ey }p~mQe,rect-'1[-.iiiillions; 

none-ilie:Ie"s;;- th~ey .. ware' in a~;niuor.i,ty as 
comp_ared :with.Jll.e !{:in9-us.. )!'u;rt.her~ while they cherished militant 
traditions and the memories o£ an Empire in India, they were now 
inferior in education, in wealth and in vested interests to their rivals. 
How then would they £are when Swaraj were attained? Their com
muna!'anxiety increased rapidly, and they put forward claims which,. 
by turn, exasperated and alarmed the Hindus. Before . .l,ol1g the 
situation clearly cryB~allised .• J;'h.e M.\l~~~~Il1a,ns )Voul2 not advance 
one step towar~s the acq:uisitiol!,~ 9t §.w~!aj. up.tjl t~~ir future was 
secured. Since Mr. Gandhi had inculcated the doctrine· that a man's 
~ligion is ·ali that matters; since he had execrated and despised 
secular authority, the Mussalmans naturally fell back upon the dic
tates o£ their own militant creed. This attitude was necessarily re
flected by the Hindus, now fully alive to the horrors perpetrated in 
the name of Islam by the Moplahs. The real significance of Mr. 
Gandhi's policy for the first time became apparent. Blind to the 
lesf!!)ns.oihiBtory, he had taught.men,:-while. exalting. God, to despise 
()aesar. But.in_IndiaHU$,.it has been well !!aid,. Caesar i~ one, while 
God is worshipped in many forms, whose adherents dwell in mutual 
toleration only through .Caesar's constraint. Inevitably, therefore, 
Mr. Gandhi's doctrine brought not peace, but a sword to his luckless 
country. 

Through 192~- a!J,d,..l~23 p~zy.,W""~Il!l! .dis~e~_s~o~ns,grew apace. In 
the latter year in particular, the tension -betweeii'the Hindu and 

• 
• 
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Mussalman masse~ lamentably increased. In March and April 
then~ _w~re open rio:ts~_.Pf a seri~us nature in 

Communa}feeling in Amritsar, M1_1ltan
1 

and in other _parts of tlleo 
1922 and 1923. - ~ - - • 

... P:;i"nj;b.· in· May there were further riots 
at Amritsar, and a disturbance in Sind. In June and July there 
were communal outbrtJaks in Moradabad and Meerut as well as in 
the Allahabad district of the United Provinces, and a serious riot at 
Ajmer. In August and September there were further outbreaks of 
a distressing character at Amritsar, Panipat, Jubbulpore, Gonda, 
Agra, and Rai Bareilly. Most serious of all was the disturbance 
which occurred at Saharanpur in connection with the Mohurram 
festival. This was among the most formidable religious riots which 
have occurred in India during recent years, being accompanied by 
murder, arson and looting. Now in proportion to the size of India 
and the magnitude of its population, the extent of such disturbances 
as these may well seem small. But quite apart from the anxiety 
which they occasion the local authorities and the serious strain they 
place upon the administrative machinery, their real significance lies: 
jn the fact that they are but the outward symptoms of a deep-lying 
antagonism between the two communities. In many places, where
riots did not occur at all, the tension between the Hindus and Mus
salmans was very grave; and it was only where this tension reached 
breaking-P.oint, that open disorder occurred. During t4_e,_y~ar 1923 
in par_ticular, the flame of communal feeling fed upon events which, 
under happier conditions, might have passed unnoticed. The re
distribution of seats upon municipalities and district boards; the 
appointment of particular individuals to official positions; together 
with many other incidents, of themselves quite harmless, combined 
to provide the excuse for fresh bitterness. 

Far more serious than the actual riots, as an indication of the 
feeling between the two communities, was the growth of a tendency 

on the part __ both of Hindu~ and of Mussal
Communities Mobilise. mans, to gj_r_d themselv~s. in preparation 

:for :future eventualities. In 1923, the Hindus of the United Pro-~ 
vinces continued to organise a" reclamation " (Shudd]J_i) movement/" 
for recalling to the fold of orthodox Hi:llilmsmc~rfairc· com
munities who were Mussalman merely in name. This repre
sented one manifestation of the )Iindu Maha Sabha movement, 
the aim of which is to infuse fresh-life int~ Hinduism and fo organize 
the Hindus as a community in opposition to those who would 

• 
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threaten their interests. The Maha Sabha movement has estab
lished active branches in various localities, 

. Sangathan. which encourage physical culture among the 
Hindus, and, in general, foster the growth of a militant spirit for 
the progress of the community. The whole movement for the re
clamation of quasi-Hindus; for the organizaHbn of the Hindu Com
inuri!ty for self-advance; and for the encouragement of a compact 
~md disciplined organization, is conveniently known as Sangathan. 
In opposition to,.thia .manifestati<>n •. the ¥ussalmans have organized 

¥tpf}_T.l!-.'l}Z.i.m W.oJ"f}1JleJlt. This aims at the enlargement of the Mus
sa~CQm~unity by conversion from other .creeds; at the organi

zation of an Islamic brotherhood to protect 
Tanzim. the interests of Mussalmans; and at the 

-concentration of the efforts of the community to resist attempts at 
the reclamation of any members to the fold of Hinduism. 

It may well be imagined that such a state of affairs, following as 
it did upon the feet of Mr. Gandhi's boasted Hindu-Muslim unity, 

Effects of Communal 
Tension on Politics. · 

constituted a grave obstacle to the progress 
of the nationalist campaign. No real poli
tical activity, as this is generally under-

stood by the educated classes in India, can come into existence un
less a working agreement between the Hindus and Mussalmans is 
established. D.:Q.cing. the. last We&..JnQlltb~ . .Qf.J,a29,...proniinent Con
_gressmen devoted much attention to the task of healing communal 1 ·~ 
.dissensions. A~. the. Del~~Q-9llgl:,~~~ !'!_September, 1923, the 
.supreme necesru.-ty, from the political po'int or-vieW";{;£ bridging the 
gulf between the two communities was fully recognised, and a small 
committee was nominated to prepare ·a draft,; -far.· a. national pact. 
This pact did no~ touch some of the thorniest questions which divide 
the Hindus and Mussalmans, in particular having nothing to say 
regarding the vexed matter of-communal representation in regard to 

power and o:ffice. S11h§eq~~ntly, Mr. C. R. 
, "Natio.ual":.and Das and certain of his friends drew up for 
·: Bengal'~ facts. 

. . Beng~L~ ~raft<;>£ a _:J;J:i_nd~-Mussalmail pact 
which attempted to lay down a definite proportional representation 

... ;'ilL all offices for the two communities. R~.R!,YS.entatiq_l_l: to the local 
~bodies _was to be in the proportion of sixty to forty; sixty to the com

'ru~Hy which was in the majority, and forty to the mi!lority. It was 
· ~lso proposed that 55 .per_ c,eti.t., of tlu~ ... ,.G!wernment posts should go to 
Muhammadans. Fr()m th_e_p.!Jint of view of conciliating Muham-

of!'l.~ .. --~.-- .... ..___.,._ .... ~. -·-=-: 

• • 
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rnadan opinion in Bengal and enabling the Swarajists in that Pro
vince to build up a working majority in the local council, this agree
ment seems to have served its purpose for the moment. But it at 

/ once aroused a :flame of opposition among Hindus of every political 
'(;omplexion; and was decisively defeated at the Coconada meeting of 
'the Indian National ~ongress. 

This then was the situation at the opening of the year 1924. 
''l'he Swarajists were in the Councils and most 0f the Liberals re

'The Beginning of 1924. 
mained outside. Both parties were in good 
heart; the Swarajists because they had 

triumphed at the hustings; the Liberals because they regarded the 
new position of the Swarajists as demonstrating the correctness of 
their own policy of " responsive co-operation "; At the same time 
communal dissensions were an open sore throughout India; and were 
-effectively paralysing any attempt to set on foot a nation-wide cam
paign of agitation against Government. 

The Swarajists shortly proceeded to show the manner in which 
ihey differed from their Lil:ieral opponents. So far as aims were 

concerned, there was substantial identity 
Swarajists and Liberals: 

Agreement and between the two parties. In the first place, 
Difterences. both the Swarajists and the Liberals were 

.determined to press for early constitutional advance. They hoth 
agreed that the present measure of H:eforms was unsatisfactory from 
the point of view of the national aspirations of India. They were 
1-Joth determined, each in their own particular manner, to bring pres
sure to bear upon the executive in order to .force them to an early 
revision of the constitution. They were agreed: upon the necessity 
<Of taking measures to vindicate the rights of Indians overseas; upon 
<the urgency of Indianising the Army and the public services; upon 
.the institution of a protective tariff and, the encouragement of 
national industries. But in methods there was much difference 
between the two. On the one hand, the recent political change in 
.England, which had bro.ught the Labour Party in power, inspired 
the Liberals with the hope that concessions of some kind would soon 
be made in order to meet the desire for constitutional advance. They 
were accordingly disposed, while not ceasing to press their point of 
Tiew on the authorities, to refrain from such action as might be em
barrassing to His Majesty's Government. And while they regarded 
the machinery of the Government of India Act as unsatisfactory, 
they were· content to operate, as it were, within the general scheme 

• 
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for which that Act stood. They desired the early appointment of a 
Royal Commission to revise the existing constitution; they com
plained that the rate of advance had been too slow; and they demand:.. 
ed its acceleration. But while they stood uncompromisingly for 
progress, they also believed in constitutional development upon the· 
foundations already laid. They showed no ~isposition to quarrel 
with the general line of procedure outlined in the Declaration of 
August 20th, 1917. On the other hand, the attitude of the Swaraj
:ists was entirely different. They questioned the correctness of the· 
entire premises upon which the scheme of Indian constitutional ad-· 
vance had hitherto been based. In particular, they did not accept: 
the preamble of the Government of India Act, which made the Bri-· 
tish Parliament a judge of the time and manner of India's constitu-· 
tional advance. They therefore demanded the complete overhaul
ing, in accordance with their own conceptions, not merely of the· 
existing constitutional position, but of the whole theory of the· 
relations between India and the British Parliament. 

Where circumstances were in their favour, the Swarajists made· 
an early effort to carry out their policy of paralysing Government. 

Swarajists in the Central 
Provinces, 1924-25. 

In the Central Provinces, after the leaders' 
of the party had refused to accept office as. 
Minister, they voted down every Govern

ment measure indiscriminately. They carried a vote of want of con
fidence against the Ministers; and followed this up at a later stage by
fixing the Ministers' salaries at the farcical figure of Rs. 2 per· 
annum. When the budget of the Central Provinces Government. 
was presented, the Swarajists majority refused all the supplies. 
which lay it in their power to vote. The Governor was thereupon 
obliged to put into operation the emergency powers conferred upon 
him by the constitution. So far as the Reserved subjects were con
cerned, the expenditure which the Council had refused to sanction' 
was restored, with the exception of some items which could be post-
poned without serious hindrance to the administration. In the· 
sphere of Transferred subjects, the consequences of their action were
more serious; for the Governor's power was limited to providing the· 
funds which he con.sidered necessary for carrying on Government. 
llad full effect been given to the Council's vote, the colleges and' 
schools would have been closed, the work of hospitals and dispen
saries would have come to a stand-still; roads and buildings would. 
no longer have been kept in repair, and thousands of officials belong--
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ling to vari'l!lli:S grades in the Provincial services would have been dis· 
-charged. In a word, from the point of view of the general public, 
Government would have been limited to the bare requirements of 
law and order. It was considered necessary to obviate consequences 
-so serious; and although schemes of development and new expendi
ture on the Transfer~d side were held in abeyance, the essential ser
vices were maintained. But since the Council had refused to vote 
tthe salaries of ·M"inisilers, the office of Ministers could not be filled; 
:and the Governor was obliged to take over the administration of the 
'Transferred subjects. The Central Provinces have thus been de
prived of the most important advance towards responsibility pro
-vided by the Government of India .Act. Throughout 1924, this 
.state of affairs continued. During the summer, the local .Adminis
rtration endeavoured, by various means to expose to the electorate the 
~olly of the policy pursued by their representatives, and to bring 
lli.ome to them its consequences. It soon became apparent however, 
-that, while the Swarajists had succeeded in securing a temporary 
-su~pension o:f ;the most characieristic :features o:f the reformed con-
,stitution, they had altogether failed to bring the machinery of Gov
-ernment to a standstill; they had merely succeeded in preventing 
•development in certain depar.tments in the progress of which educated 
Indian opinion is somewhat keenly interested. Possibly for this 
;reason, in the course of the year i924, a certain change seems to have 
come over the attitude of the Swaraj Party in the Central Provinces 
Coll)lcil. Whether this was due to a perception that their previous 

!Policy was not yielding tihe 11esults which they anticipated; or whether 
they found themselves to some extent deprived of the sympathy 
.o:f the electorate, it ifl impossible at the present moment accurately 
to determine. But the fact 1Temains that when the budget for the 
:year 1925 was presented to the Co-uncil, it did not undergo the fate of 
rthe budget of 19211. The proposed vote for the Ministerial salaries 
'Was, it is true, aga:in Teduced to the existing figure of Rs. 2 per 
-annum; but, w:i'th this:exception, tb.e demands for grants were passed 
'broadly as presentea. 

In the Province·o'f Bengal also, tb.e Swaraj Party enjoyed a con
-siderable measure of success in their attempt to bring dyarchy to an 

In Be 1!'81 J,r:uary
March 1924. 

end. 'They 'formed a coalition, consisting 
'largely of Muhammadan members, which, 
·during 'tlm ·eaT1ieT part of the first session 

·of the new Coundl, ·gwve •tne:m :a fumr.e IIn3oJ &ity inside the House. In 

• 
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/~~e with the published programme, the first move was to. put 
forward resolutions recommending the release of detenus under' 
Regulation III of 1818; the release of all " political " prisoners anp 
the repeal o£" repressive "laws. Upon all these points Government 
was defeated. In Februar-y, the Swaraj Party received a temporary 
set-back. A motion to apply a closure to the debate on the c~nduct 
of the Ministers who voted with Government tn the resolutions men
tioned above, resulted in· a defeat by one vote; many Muhammadans 
refusing to vote against their co-religionists. Early in <March, the 
l~alt£ffi-th~ M,:gha:nma,dan :me~bers t? Mr~ C-: R_~ ~a~ was put to a 
further test, .by a debate q.n a J;~~lp.tion. proposing to give_i:rruu,ediate / 
effect to the ~r!,P1:~,9f.Jh,e ~,en_g;g.}_P~ct4 _b~_.t,he appointment of 8() 
per cent. of u ammadans to Government service ~~til_ th_e number -X 
of M uhamml!_dJ!p.s ig ~~c~ b:t:~nc}t b.ecame pq per cent._ of tJ;te whole 
. QJ!!!r_~-- The danger of disruption, which faced th~ Swaraj Party on 
this resolution was, however, met by the insistence of Mr. Das that 
the conditions of the pact were meant to come into operation only 
upon the attainment of Swaraj. The real test of strength between 
Government and the Swaraj Party in the Bengal Council came with 
the debate on the budget proposals which opened on March 18th. 
Lord Lytton personally placed. the constitutional 1ssues clearly 
before the Council. He pointed out the consequences of refusing 
the votes and rejecting the budget, laying special emphasis on the 
fact that, in respect of the Transferred Departments, the powers of 
the Government for authorising emergency expenditure are limited 
to the provision of money for bare necessities, and do not extend to. 
the restoration of whole demands. This statement of the position 
bad apparently some effect; for, although the Swarajists used every 
means to carry their various motions for reduction and total refusai 
of demands, their greatest success was on the Reserved and not on. 
the Transferred side. Under the Reserved heads, every demand was
rejected except that under the head of Police, which was finally 
voted with certain amendments. On the Transferred side, on the 
other hand, all demands were granted except those for Ministers" 
salaries, for the education inspectorate, and for medical establish
ments. In all cases, the voting was extremely close; and the local 
Government states that, for the most part, the results of particular 
divisions were accidental and dependent upon the attendance at the 
time. The Swarajists had failed in their object of totally rejecting 
the budget. They had, nevertheless, created a· position of cousider-
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able constitutional difficulty. So far as the demands for Reserved 
subjects were concerned, Lord Lytton had no alternative but to res
tore those which had been rejected not on their merits, or for motives 
o~ economy, or as a criticism of the policy of the Department con
cerned, but simply as a protest against the present form of constitu
tion. In the case of the Transferred Departments, however, Govern
ment was not able to :elieve the Legislative Council of the responsi
bility entrusted to it by Parliament. The medical establishment on. 
the voted list, whose pay had been refused by the Council, was in. 
fact as much concerned with the administration of Jails, Police~ 
Hospitals and other work of the Departments on the Reserved side
as with the supervision of dispensaries and institutions coming under 
the Transferred Departments o£ Public Health. An arrangement 
was thus found possible by which the. services of the officers concern
ed could be retained. No such plan was available in the case of the 
Education Department; and notices of discharge were issued upo~ 
350 officers. The difficulty created by the refusal of the Council to 
provide any salaries for the Ministers was met for the time by the 
Ministers consenting to remain in office without salaries until the 
question could be resubmitted to the Council. 

At this point, we may, for a moment leave the history of the oper
ations of the Swarajists in the Bengal Council. These operations, 

Swarajists in other 
Provinces. 

unlike those in the Central Provinces, have 
exercised a considerable influence upon the 
general political history throughout the

year 1924 and may most conveniently be related as part of the main. 
narrative. We may here notice, however, that in the majority of 
Provincial Legislatures, the Swaraj Party was far less successful 
than in the two instances we have described. Their strength, as a. 
rule, only enabled them to exert pressure upon the executive when 
they operated in combination with other groups. In the Punjab, in 
the United Provinces, in Bihar and Orissa, in Madras and in 
Bombay, the new Councils did not display any disposition markedly 
different from their predecessors; and the entry of the Swarajist ele
ment produced comparatively little effect upon the actual course of 
business. Nevertheless, the refusal of a group which, in Bombay 
at least, represented the most considerable single party, to accept· 
office under the ·new constitution, unquestionably exposed the deli
cately balanced machinery of the reforms to a strain which its 
designers had not intended it to bear. 
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While in the provincial sphere the Swarajists had made their 
iin:fiuence felt only in two Councils, their conduct in the Central 

Legislature proved to be the dominating 
"8warajistJ in the Central f t f th fi t · f th A Legislature Delhi 1924. ea ure o e rs session o e new ssem-

, ' bly. Since their total strength was under 
50 votes it was early apparent to them that.they would be unable 
.to command a majority without the assistance of allies. They 
found their opportunity of building up a combination in the 
existence of a general desire, common to the Indian elected members 
iin the House, for further constitutional advance. A resolution had 
!been tabled by Mr. Rangachariar, recommending to the Governor 
'General .in Council to take steps to revise the Government of India 
Act in such a manner as to secure for India provincial autonomy 
·in the provinces and full self-governing Dominion status within 
.the Empire. While this proposition was far less radical than that 
tto which the Swarajists had committed themselves in their electoral 
campaign, it provided them with an opportunity for coming to 

i;erms with a certain number of Independents. A coalition of 70 
members was formed, who agreed that if Government made no 

,satisfactory response to the resolution demanding constitutional 
progress, a policy of obstruction would be initiated by the combined 

'The " Nationalist 
Party"· 

group, which subsequently became known as 
the Nationalist party. It did not escape the 
notice of observers that the formation of such 

oa coalition indicated a further departure by the Swarajists from 
ihe inherent principles of Mr. Gandhi's campaign. The Independ
-ent members who had joined the Swarajists in the formation of the 
Nationalist Party were far from favoUl'ing tactics of wreckage and 

.obstruction; and it was therefore plain that, at least so far as their 
action inside the House was concerned, the Swarajists were com
mitted to constitutional methods of procedure. It is further to 
:be noticed that the Independent members of the Nationalist party 
,stipulat,ed that obstruction should never be launched unless it was 
,sanctioned by three-fourths of the combined strength. . Several pro
.minent Independents were not satisfied even by this precaution; 
:and stoutly refused to compromise their future action by setting 
ctheir hand to any such pledge. 

For a fuller account of the debate on Mr. Rangachariar's reso
Uution, which was by far the most momentous of the whole session 
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the reader is referred to last year's Statement. It is sufficient here 
to notice .that with the exception of the 

The Debate on Consti- elected European members, and of certain 
tutional Advance. 

representatives of minority communities,. 
the non-official side of the House adopted by an overwhelming 
majority the amend~ent put forward by Pandit Moti Lal Nehru,. 
the leader of the Swaraj party in the Assembly, calling for the 
conva.p.ing of a round table conference to·recommend a scheme fol'" 
the establishment of :full responsible government. This scheme, 
after having been placed before a newly elected legislature was to
be submitted to the British Parliament for embodiment in a statute~ 
The attitude of Government towards the resolution and the amend-

Attitude oi Govern
ment. 

ment was indicated by Sir Malcolm Hailey· 
in his promise that there would be an imme
diate investigation of the complaints againstr 

the working of the present constitution. This was subsequently 
amplified by his announcement that if the enquiry revealed the
possibility of advance within the Act, the Government of Indiat 
were willing .to make recommendations to that effect. On the othel'" 
hand, if no advance was found possible without amending the con
stitution, the question of immediate progress must, he said, be re
garded as an entirely separate issue upon which Government 
were in no way committed.· In the Second Chapter of the 
present Report, we have briefly described the origin, progress, and 
results of the promised investigation. But from the point of view 
of the Assembly, the debate on Mr. Rangachariar's resolution had 
more immediate consequences. The majority of elected members. 
of the House, with the exception of the Europeans, were bitterly 
disappointed by what they regarded as the meagre measure of con-
cession granted by His Majesty's Government. Hence for the
remainder of the Session, the business was very largely controlled: 
by the Swarajists, whose party discipline generally secured them a.. 
working majority in the conclave of the Nationalist group. It will 
be recalled that the Assembly took the unprecedented course, when 
the budget was presented of throwing out the first four heads under 
the demands for Grants as a political protest against the attitude
of the Government of India in relation to constitutional advance. 
This was followed by the refusal of leave to introduce the Finance· 
Bill. Against this step the European elected members whose 
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·influence is far greater than their numbers would suggest, together 
"with a number of Independents, strongly protested; but the 
·Nationalist group was sufficiently solid to impose its will· upon the 
·House by a small majority. Other defeats inflicted upon Govern
ment during the Session included the passing of resolutions asking 
·for an enquiry into the grievances of the Silth community; for the 
Tepeal of Bengal Regulation III of 1818 and the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act of 1908; and demanding the imposition of a counter
vailing duty upon South African coal. It was thus broadly clear 
that the Swarajists had succeeded in building up within the Assem
·oly a powerful constitutional opposition to the Executive. As was 

forcibly pointed out on more than one 
Swarajists break from · h ulf h" h 

Non-Co-operation. occasiOn, t e g w 1c now separated ·~he 
. Swarajists from non-co-operation, as under-

-stood by Mr. Gandhi, was considerable. They had stood for con-
-stituencies created under the Government of India Act; they were 
.conforming to the rules of the House which were also a product of 
-that Act; nay more, they were utilising the machinery set up by 
·the Reforms to record a constitutional protest. So far from 
indulging in the wholesale programme of obstruction and wreckage 
upon which they had at one time laid stress, they were taking a 
J>rominent part in the ordinary business of the House. For the 
·rest, the Session served conclusively to demonstrate the general un
. animity with which the section of Indian opinion represented in 
·the Assembly viewed the question of -constitutional advance. 

But while the Swarajists might well congratulate themselves on 
)laving discovered a way out of the impasse of non-co-operation, their 

The Swarajists and 
Mr. Gandhi. 

difficulties under th~~-head were by no means 
at an end. The release of Mr. Gandhi on 
February 5th, 1924, at once opened the prob

·lem of their relations, present and future, with one whose followers 
they still professed to be. For some time Mr. Gandhi remained too 
infirm to familiarise himself with the intricacies of current politics; 
but in a published letter he proceeded before long to express his 
unalterable adherence to the original plan of the triple boycott. 
'The position of the Swarajist leaders thus became very delicate. 
Their prestige in the country still rested largely upon the assumption 
that. they were the followers of Mr. Gandhi; nevertheless, if his 
·opinion remained unchanged, they would shortly be compelled to 

• 
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make the choice between standing on their own legs as a separate 
political group, and abandoning the position in the Councils, which 
they had won as a result of so much toil and effort. It is generally 
understood from the newspaper press that the leaders of the party 
took an early opportunity of approaching Mr. Gandhi with the re
quest that pending hi-s final decision upon the considerations which 
had induced them to depart from his boycott of the councils, he would 
suffer them to continue as members of the Central and the local 
Legislatures. Mr. Gandhi, influenced by the fact that he was still 
far from being in health, consented. Subsequent to the termina
tion of the Assembly session, he resumed his discussion with the 
Swarajist leaders. It soon beca·me plain that there were ominous -

A widening gulL 
differences between his point of view and that 
which .. comm.ended itself to Pandit Moti Lal 

Nehru, Mr. C. R. Das, and other _prominent members of the Swaraj 
group. He remained UJ:l.infl.uenced by the change which had come 
.over the political situation since his withdrawal from active politics; 
and he still pinned his faith to the boycotts. Rumours shortly 
began to appear in the press that while he was willing to admit the 
honesty of purpose of the Swarajists, he was convinced that if they 
desired to enter the Councils, they must do so on the strength of 
their own organization, without reference to the Indian National 
Congress, which still stood nominally committed to the policy of 
boycott. From the Swarajist point of view, such an attitude on 
the part of Mr. Gandhi was extremely serious. It was bad enough 
that he did not see eye to eye with them; for their hold upon the 
electorate was very largely due to the prestige which they enjoyed 
as his followers. Worse still, they could not possibly afford to 
dispense with the Congress organization, in the local branches of 
which their own men by this time largely preponderated. On the 
other hand, it was unthinkable that they should. surrender their 
judgment to his; first because they were convinced of the political 
and practical expediency of the course which they had outlined 
for themselves; and secondly because they were too deeply com
mitted to the policy of council entry to contemplate a change. 
As Mr. Gandhi became stronger, these differences came to a 
hood. 
The Swarajist group, with justice, as the e~ent demonstrated, 

thought they commanded the support of the 
Respective Sta:c~dpoints. · · f C · · maJonty o ongress opm10n. They also be-

• 
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lieved that their achievements in the Central Legislature, in Bengal 
and in the Central Provinces were such as to indicate, in the eyes of 
any impartial person, the expediency of the course which they had 
pursued. But it was hardly to be expected that Mr. Gandhi, who 
at the time of his incarceration had been the unquestioned dictator 
of the chief currents of the Indian N ationa!ist movement, should 
acquiesce in the loss of his political ascendency without a struggle. 
Early in June he published a declaration to the e:ffect that the 
Swarajists, as they did not accept the boycotts, oug~1t not to retain 
their office on the executive of the Indian National Congress. He 
did not approve of their action in entering the Councils, and he 
particularly objected to the policy of wreckage which was in the 
forefront of their programme, if not conspicuous among their-achieve
ments. He did not desire to hinder the Swarajists in the pursuit of 
the policy which they had laid down for themselves; but he empha
sised the fact that this was not the policy of the Congress as he under
stood it, and that it ought not to be conducted under the regis of 
that organisation. In reply, the leaders of the Swaraj party main
tained that they had a right to the place in the Congress Executive 
which they had fairly won; and that Mr ... Gandhi's constructive 
programme-spinning, untouchability, and Hindu-Moslem unity
though meritorious in 1tsel£, did not constitute a sufficient 
foundation for a thorough-going opposition to Government. 
The di:fference between Mr. Gandhi and the Swarajists were 
"linquestionably emphasised by the results of the Special Session 

The Special Session, 
tSimla, 1924. 

of the Indian Legislature held in May 
and June 1924. The Bill for the pro
tection of the steel industry, as related in the 

Third Chapter of this Statement, was pass('d with the active assist
ance of the Swaraj party, who on this occasion at least displayed 
no conscientious objection to co-operating with the Executive Gov
ernment. Further, the party made another departure from the old 
principles of the non-co-operation movement by agreeing to serve 
upon Select and Standing Committees. 

Before proceeding to describe the course and events of the 
struggle for supremacy between Mr. Gandhi and the Swarajists, 

which represents the central feature of inter
s:~~n~~~! :!:~:!ifJ::i nal Indian politics during the year 1924, we 

may roughly estimate the relative strength 

• 
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of the two sections. Mr. Gandhi still enjoyed the reverence of the 
vast proportion of the Indian people. He was esteemed as a saint, 
he was adored almost to the point of worship by th1'l masses. But 
many members of the educated classes, while they had not lost 
their appreciation of his personal character, had become convinced 
by experience that h~ was no longer a safe guide in the political 
world. He retained, it is true, a considerable number of devoted 
adherents, to whom his fiat was law; but an increasing proportion 
of the Indian intelligentsia had now arrived at the conclusion that 
his non-co-operation policy represented a profound mistake. The 
constructive programme, while it commanded the lip reverence of 
every one, seemed to have little practical bearing upon current 
politics. Mr. Gandhi's ideas had from the first excited consider
able opposition in certain quarters; and with the failure of his 
campaign to produce the results anticipated, this opposition was con
siderably increased. Moreover, the No-change party, who still 
professed implicit obedience to Mr. Gandhi's programme of boycott, 
was ill-organised; further containing a large majority o£ persons who 
iiJ, their admiration for the ethical content of the non-co-operation 
creed, were prepared to ignore, or at least to discount, its practical 
implications. The Swarajists, on the other hand, enjoyed the alle
giance of the most aggressive sections of the Indian intellectuals. 
They were well-organised; they had a strong press; and their dis
cipline was excellent. Further in Bengal and in the Central Pro
vinces they enjoyed an unquestioned supremacy in the Legislature. 

In these circumstances, great interest was aroused by the meeting 
<')_;/of th~, ~H~Indta Congres.s ~o~mittee at. ~~J:Il~~a?ad on lune 27tl.:.:~(.. 

.. 
4 

· / • • where battle was Jomed between Mr. Gandh1-r 
, .--Battle JOined. d th ·s· · - - M G dh" h d '// an e waraJ party. r. an 1 a 

:?'tabled a number of resolutions, the effect of which would have been 
to eliminate altogether the influence of the Swarajists from the 
Congress organisation. These resolutions called upon every member 
of the Congress Committee to spin two thousand yards of yarn every 
moBth as a condition of the retention of his office. They authorised 
the provincial Congress committees to take such action as was neces
sary against officials who had not properly performed their duty. 
They called upon all persons not accepting the. boycotts to resign 
from the All-India Congress Committee, and warned electors to 
choose those who favoured the boycott policy. Finally they proposed 

• 
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to put a defini~~ aifr_ont U.P011)\fr. Q. 'R. Das _by roundly condemning, 
in ""Colltravention to .a resolufi_~~-- .P~~~U,y_t.Q~~B_eng,aJ Provincial 
Conf~r~!lce, the action of Gopi Nath Saha, the murderer of Mr. Day. 
~~f the me~g._ .. QLfue:__Qq_ng_i~§.s -.OommFft~e _came _as a 
-profound shock .;tQ_~aB-d.l!i._Jle fomid that he was able to 
c~ry ·the resolutions in their original form. by a small majority; 

but he was startled to find that this would 
Mr. Gandhi Defeated. not have represented the real grouping of 

Congress opinion in India and would certainly have caused an open 
split. ~~!Q~~se_s_.~~-.;g_~~!_le .effect 
of which was to g1ve a general endorsement to the terms of the 
proposed resolutions, while eliminating from each the penal clause . 

. E~ly .in J.uly, after the ter.rp.ina.tion of the meetings of the Com
:.,. 'P!i!!~~_,-::Hr""'G®d.h..i publicly announced that he had been defeated 
· a~_hmp.bled:. He did not however abandon' the struggle; but 
~i~ated ii!~ conviction that the proceedings of the Committee had 
~ ~onfirmed him in his view that there must be separate organisations 

for working the two methods of boycott and of council entry. His 
innermost wish, he said, was to retire from 

· the Congress and to confine his activity merely He continues the 
struggle. 

to Hindu-Moslem unity, khaddar and un
touchability. But he reluctantly decided to continue to remain in 
the Congress organisation and to strive for a majority within it. 
Finding that his party grew daily weaker in the face of the 
energetic and determined propaganda of the Swarajists, he 
proposed that the Indian National Congress, in ·order to main-· 
tain unity, should confine its social work to spinning, the foster
ing of Hindu-Moslem unity and the removal of untouchability. 
This proposal naturally did not commend itself to the Bwarajists. 
Without the prestige which attached to participation in the Congress 
organisation, their position in the country would become very diffi
cult. Mr. Gandhi was, however, firm. Unless his plans were 
accepted, he stated~ he would leave the Congress to the Swarajists, 
and start a separate organisation of his own for the accomplish
ment of his programme. From the party point of view this alter
native was almost equally unsatisfactory. Mr. Gandhi's plain 
disapproval of th.e policy of council entry seemed to imply that 
his influence, which was still great, might at any moment be turned 
against the Swarajists. 
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. ;From the ·point of view of the Swarajist leaders, the general 
situation of the party in India was nof wholly favourable. In 
.Bengal and in the Central Provinces they had succee.ded in bringing 
ministerial GoYernment to an end. But affairs in the Central Pro
..-ihces exercised little influence upon the general current of Indian 

' . politics; and in Bengal the party majority 
1!ituatio~. of the Swara- • was extremely narrow and often threatened 

p~. . 
by the tendency of Mohammedan members to 

-constitute themselves into a communal block. However, thanks to a 
-conibination of luck and perspicacity, the Bengal situation in the 
summer of 1924 ultimately turned considerably "to their advantage. 

1V e have already noticed that the refusal of the Bengal Council 
to' provide funds for the Ministers was temporarily met by the 

Ministers consenting to remain without 
.Struggle;e~~~~ccess in salaries until the question could be resub-

mitted to the Council. The Session was fixed 
for July. Mean.while, th.e reputation,of the Swaraj party had 
suffered somewhat owing to the Serajgupj resolution, which alarmed 
many persons who sympathised with the Swarajists but deplored the 
:gathering wave of revolutionary crime. They also achieved a 
certain unpopularity among particular sections of the community 
'by· their attempt to obtain control of the Tarakeswar temple. The 

. Tarakeswar. 
Mahant of this temple had for long been the 
subject of complaint on account of his 

alleged mal-administration of sacred property. His influence had so 
far prevented the filing of legal proceedings against him; but in 
1923 a civil suit had been instituted which challenged his claim 

· to personal rights in the property. At the end of 1923 the plaintiffs 
in this suit showed signs of growing tired of the expense and delay 
involved. Accordingly two religious reformers, Swami Visvanand 

·and Swami Sachidanand, arrived to expedite matters by me3;ns of 
direct action. By February 1924 the Swamis had organised a band 
<>f volunteers and announced that the temple was public property. 
In April a conflict occurred between these volunteers and the servants 
<>f the Mahant; and Mr. C. R. Das publicly associated himself 
with the dispute by holding an enquiry; on the strength of which he 
was represented to have blamed Government for not arresting the 
disciple of the Mabant, who is said to have imJ;igated the attack. 
On 9th May a new offensive was started by the announcement 
that not only the temple but also the Mahant's house was public 
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property. The Magistrates were compelled to intervene. Armed 
police were sent to Tarakeswar, and the pleaders of both 
parties were . induced to agree to the appointment of a 
Receiver for the temple but not for the Mahant's house. This 
arrangement did not commend itself to the Swamis; and on the 
day fixed for the instalment of the Receiver• the temple was occu
pied by Swami Sachidanand, and two narrow lanes leading into it 
were blocked by rows of women lying flat upon the ground. During 
this affair members of the Swaraj party were present; and increased 
pressure was brought upon the Mahant to hand over the temple to 
a Committee appointed by Mr. Das. Ultimately, the Swarajists 
on behalf of the plainti:!ts-;-it:ffetted n compromise with the Mahant 
on their own terms. But meanwhile considerable excitement had 
been aroused; many arrests had been made; and the police had 
been compelled on one occasion to open fire on a violent mob. 
The compromise between the Swarajists and Mahant, which dis
appointed many of the expectations of the reforming party, came 
as a considerable shock to those sections of religious opinion which 
set the purification of the temple before any question of political 
advantage. Certain plaintiffs to the suit proclaimed themselves 
dissatisfied; and litigation is still in progress. 

"While the Tarakeswar dispute was continuing, the Swarajists 
found themselves compelled to struggle for the maintenance of 

their position in the Bengal Council. They 
The Ministerial Salaries. were assisted by the fact that the two 

Ministers did not command the whole-hearted 
support of the Muhammadan members; and that the voting was 
likely, under the influence of personal considerations, to take the 
shape of a vote of censure. But the Swarajist leaders could not 
feel certain o£ the issue; for their own entente with the Muham
madans was far from solid and was further gravely threatened by 
communal dissension in other parts of the country. Recourse was 
had to a legal quibble. \Vhen the Council met in July, the 
Swaraj Party lodged an application in the High Court for an in
junction to restrain the President of the Council from putting a 
motion for a demand which had been previously rejected. An 
interim injunction was granted on the ground that no provision 
occurred in the JioUles for the procedure referred to. Government 
were prepared to contest this decision; but the immediate situation 
was altered by the action of the Government of India in framing 
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new rules. The acceptance or rejection of the ministerial salaries 
still appeared an open question. But when the vote for the salaries 
of the Ministers was resubmitted to the Bengal .Legislature in 
August 1924, it was again thrown out by 68 votes to 66. There 
can be little doubt that personal consideration entered very largely 
into the voting; for from a study of the division list it appears 
that many persons wh~se opinions were far from extreme voted with 
the Opposition on the ground that they disliked the particular 
occupants of the ministerial office. The upshot was, however, to 
secure for the Swarajists an enhancement of their prestige at the 
very moment when it was most valuable to them. 

The main interest of Indian politics then shifted to the Septem
ber session of the Central Legislature. The situation that arose 

was interesting. The Nationalist group, 
The September Session 

of the Indian which had operated so successfully in Delhi, 
Legislature. had not survived the altered atmosphere of 

the Special Session. It now showed distinct signs of crumbling, 
as the Independent members found the existing rules of the party 
more and more irksome. In consequence an independent party 
was formed under the leadership of Mr. M. A. Jinnah with its own 
whips. The effect of this change upon the voting was at first 
not apparent; but subsequent events proved that it represented 
the death knell of the policy of obstruction in the Central Legis
lature. 

The most important debate in the Session dealt with the recom
mendations of Lord Lee's Commission on the Public Services. 

The Home Member, Sir Alexander Muddi-
Debate on the Lee Com- f d mission Report. man, put orwar a motion inviting the 

Assembly to endorse in principle the main 
recommendations of the Commission regarding the new plans for 
recruitment and control of the services operating in transferred 
fields; and for the grant of pay, passages and concessions approxi
mately on the scale recommended; for the constitution of a Public 
Services Commission; and for the increased recruitment of indians 
for the services operating in the reserved fields. To this resolution 
the Leader of the Swaraj Party, Pandit !foti Lal Nehru, moved 
:an amendment which, after reciting the dissatisfaction of the 
Assembly with the genesis and operation of Lord Lee's Commission, 
put forward the view that the House was unable on the material 

• 
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before it to satisfy itself of the propriety and reasonableness of 
the recommendations; but would none the less be prepared, ·if 
recruitment w~re stopped outside India, to consider the alleged 
grievances of the present incumbents o£ the Services and to recommend 
such measure of redress as a Committee elected by the House might 
recommend. A long debate lasting over three days resulted. .With 
the exception o£ the European elected me~bers, and of certain 
Independents, the majority of non-official opinion in the House
showed itself hostile to the recommendations of the IJee Commission. 
Many members disclaimed any desire to be unjust to the services; 
even admitting that they thought it probable that some financial 
relief was required. 'l'hey emphasised, however, the fact that 
the material upon which the findings o£ the Commission were based 
was not before them. Several members also urged a wider stand
p.oint. The Swarajist leader, in particular, maintained that the 
present constitution o£ the Indian services was an anachronism; and 
that Government was attempting the impossible task of working .a 
reformed constitution by means o£ an unreformed administra
tive machine. He condemned the concentration, in the hands. 
of administrative cadres, of the control of policy; asserting 
that it lay with the legislature to define the power of per.:. 
manent officials and to lay down the conditions of their recruit:-
ment, and to define the policy which they must execute. The 
Government case was strongly put forward by Sir .A.lexander
Muddima'n, Sir Charles Innes, Sir B. N. Sarma and by Sir Basil 
Blackett. Certain representatives of European non-official opinion 
gave stout support. The liberal implications of the Lee report were
emphatically pointed out; the necessity for financial relief under 
existing conditions was carefully demonstrated; and the value of 
the work performed in India by the administrative services proved 
by many a practical example. Nevertheless, Pandit Motilal Nehru's 
amendment was carried by 68 votes to 46. This verdict was reversed 
by the Council of State; which after a lengthy discussion and 
the rej!Jction of several amendments passed the Government reso.; 
lution without division. · 

On another occasion also the Legislative Assembly displayed a 
disposition to challenge the proposals of Government. We have 

• already noticed the appointment of a Taxa:.. 
Tlie Taxtation Enquiry tion Enquiry Committee, the scope and 

Committee. functions of which have been described in 

• 
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Chapter Three. On September 18th a resolution was moved in the 
Assembly for the suspension of this committee and for the sub-

. stitution in its place, of a committee which should enquire into the 
general conditions of economic life and labour with reference to 
the resources of the country. This resolution was subsequently 
amended in a more comprehensive and definite form by Mr. Jinnah; 
and was carried again~t the opposition of Government by the Inde
pendents and Swarajists-by 60 votes against 42. On a third 
important debate, Government sustained a defeat. This arose on 
Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai's resolution regarding the abolition of the 

Cotton Excise. 
Cotton Excise duty, which had been ad
journed from the Delhi Session. The 

Treasury Benches put forward the Government position, which, as "' 
explained in another Ghapter, is that the duty will be abolished as 
soon as financia1 considerations permit. Unquestionably it was the 
political implications.of the duty which commended the resolution 
to the majority of elected members in the House; for on the actual 
merits of the remission, there was a ~ertain division of opinion. 
Nevertheless, the resolution was accepted by the House without a 
division. These victories of non~o:fficial Indian opinion over the 
Government forces were confirmed by certain other incidents which 
have already been considered in another chapter under the head 
of Legislation. 

It might be supposed from what has already been stated that 
the general atmosphere of the September session . of the . Indian 

Characteristics of the 
Non-official attitude. 

Legislature differed but little from that of 
the Delhi meeting. This, however, is not 

the case. It became apparent, as the session 
proceeded, that the Swarajist attitude had undergone a considerable 
modification. Quite apart from the ·decision of the party to permit 
its members to serve· upon Select Committees, there were evidences 
of a new point of view. The defeats of Government to which we have 
already adverted, took place one and all upon questions in regard 
to which Indian political opinion, Swarajist and Independent alike, 
was committed irrespective of party. For the rest, in several reso~ 
lutions there w:as some tendency to treat the proposals of Government 
on their merits; and to move yet one step farther away from the 
policy of uncompromising obstruction and wre~Jkage which had 
formed a part of the Swaraj mani£esto. An interesting exempli~ 
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-fication of this attitude is to be found in the manner in which the 
xesolution for the separation of railway from general finances was 
:received by tpe Assembly. Since this proposal emanated from 
>Government it might well have been supposed that the Swarajists 
.as a party would exert their utmost influence to secure its rejection. 
'This, however, was not the case. The Swarajists joined with the 
lndependents and the elected Europeans in chticising the terms of 
-.the resolution from a practical standpoint; in urging such modi
fications as seemed to them desirable; and in labouring for the 

.establishment of the convention upon the soundest possible lines. 
Further, despite the controversial nature of many of the questions 
.debated during this session, the personal relations between members 

"".of Government and members of the opposition were noticeably 
.cordial. On occasion members of the Nationalist party were to be 
found in the Government lobby, as though no insurmountable 
·obstacle divided one side of the house from the other. There was 
;a distinct tendency towards co-operation, wherever co-operation 
.seemed to advance the interests of India or the aspirations of the 
.educated classes. In short, the policy of uncompromising obstruc
tion found little favour with the non-official side of the House 

.during this session. 

While the Legislative Assembly was actually sitting, public 
;attention was diverted from politics to the subject of communal 

dissensions. We have already referred to the 
Communal Dissensions: unfortunate. ~t:tllosphere, characterising the 

Fresh Outbreaks. 
beginning of the year 1924. As the months 

went on, the tension became increasingly serious. R.clations be
Jtween Hindus and Mussalmans became acute in several Provinces. 
Tn Bombay anct::&lactras, communai Te;ling -'was.- not marked; 

;although in Sind material for a dangerou,; situation perhaps exists. 
In the Central Provinces, in Bengal, in Behar and in the United 
Provinces, the intercourse between the two communities was 
1marked by growing acerbity. In...fll~_:r_u_nj~_b,_ the situation was 
.dangerous. During the_ early months of 1924, the communal press 
•On either side indulged in an orgy of .abuse. To such heights did 
this proceed, that in June even Mr. Mahomed Ali openly pressed 

cGovernment to take action against the :Hood of securrility. The local 
Governments wer~ keeping a close watch on the press throughout 

:and trying to check these excesses by criminal prosecution where 
.circumstances allowed; but the situation did not improve. In the 
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summer months there was a lamentable number of disturbances .. 
In July severe fighting broke out between Hindus and Muham
madans in Delhi, which was accompanied by serious casualties. In• 
the same month there was a bad outbreak at Nagpu~. August was 
even worse. There were riots at Lahore, at Luck!low, at Moradabad,. 
at Bhagalpur al!d N agpur, -in British India; while a severe affray 
took place at GulbaJta in the Nizam's Dominions. September
October saw severe fighting at Lucknow, Shahjahanpur, Kankinarah 
and at Allahabad. Th.e. nw.;lt teJ:ribk Qutbn~ak o! all,. which was-

Kohat. 
followed by an exodus of the entire Hindu 
population, .took pJ:;tFI:l: at .. Kohat. . This inci-

dent has already been described in another Chapter. The Kohat
tragedy directed the attention of almost every section of Indian 
political opinion to the serious nature of the tension existing between• 
the two communities. It was generally realised that something 
positive must be done. Hitherto, while political leaders had borne 
their share in attempts to mediate between Hindus and Mussal
mans, their efforts had been on the whole unsuccessful. They had 
taken refuge in a general disposition to lay the blame upon the
authorities; although from the tone of the press comment on certain 
of the occurrences to which we have referred, it seems plain that~ 
this attitude merely concealed a disposition not to face unpleasant. \ 
facts. But the Kohat affair came as a supreme shock to every 
shade of political opinion. While possible courses of action were· 
being eagerly canvassed, Mr. Gandhi gave a lead to the country·{ 
by declaring that on Septembe~-lie woula begin a fast of three·/ 
~ ·- - ·· weeks, l.n penance for the responsibility which 
Mr. Gandhi's fast and he himself acknowledged for the manner in. 
the Unity Conference. 
~ - which his campaign had fomented bitter 
feelings. From several quarters came the suggestion that a Unity 
Conference should be sumli).oned to focus all sections of opinioiV 

_.upon the evil of communal disturbances. This Conference ulti
mately met in pelhi pn Sep.tember 26th. and was attended by 

"'\_,Hindus, Mussalmans, Parsees, Sikhs and Christians. 4 consider-
~le number of Englishmen were present, including among others 
the Metropolitan of India. The difficulties to be encountered were· 
enormous. Communal tension was, as already stated, acute; and' 
there was a general disposition on the part of important sections of 
opinion to insist upon their rights regardlesl of consequences. 
Even among those political leaders who were pledged to promote-
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unity between the two communities, dissensions shortly manifested 
themselves; and only at the cost of infinite patience and labour 
were a series o~ resolutions drafted and acce~~~' la;yi_!%-~?wn the 
.h.l1§is...u:p~.ul. which. the. p.robJem _o~ communal_.di.ssep.siq:p,s might be · 

Ach.~_vements of the 
"(r~ · U -'ity Conference. 

approached: These resolutions proclaimed 
it to be improper for any person who con
sidered his religious £ee,.ings affronted to take 

the law into his own hands. All differences should be referred to 
arbitration and failing that, to the courts. The universal tolera
tion of religious beliefs, and freedom of expression and practice, 
with- due regard to the feelings of others, was proclaimed: Upon 
the crucial question of cow~killing a resolution was passed admonish
ing the Hindus of the impossibility of stopping the practice by 
force.alone. Muhammadans were advised to exercise their rights 
with as little offence to the Rindus as possible; while the Mussalman 
;~e..rs......af....ili.e. __ Q.gp.fer~IJ,<!~ personally pledged-theinselves to do 
pverything in their power to reduce the number of cows annually 
~l~ughtered. Other resolutions discouraged the practice of dis
turbing rival communities by music, calling to prayer and the like 
W"ithout regard to conflicting susceptibilities. The conference also 
established an All-India Panchayat of 15 persons, including 
Christians and Sikhs as well as Hindus and Muhammadans, whose 
task it was to appoint local Panchayats for the purpose of concilia
tion between the two communities. "P" nfortunately, the Unity 
Conference has produced little practical result and the All-India 
Pimchayat .seems still-born. This, however regrettable, is hardly 
surpnsmg. The atmosphere amidst which .t}le .deliberations were 
conducted was ill-suited .to. any_ c.lew:~cg~ reJ:lleQy fc)l: t~e ~indu
Mussalman problem. It .seen;1s difficult) however ... _tQ d~ny that the 
solution of this vexed question must ultimately lie along the lines 
laid down at the Delhi Conference.. Meanwhile, Government 
themselves had not been idle. It is the every-day endeavour of 
the Administration, as has been pointed out elsewhere, to maintain 

Official Policy. 
a working understanding between the two 
communities such as will operate to prevent 

riots and disturbances. But despite the best efforts of the author
ities, the fact 1·emains that in India, communal disturbances 
represent .an imminent peril against which no degree of vigilance 
and foresight can ~:ffectively provide. No measures, whether legis
lative or executive, can be expected to produce any immediate effect 
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·on the ancient and deep-rooted causes of these troubles, which are 
()uly to be removed by the slow and painful evolution of a spirit of 
toleration and enlightenment. , 

The anxiety of political leaders in India to induce harmonious 
relations between the two great commun.ities arises from other con

Anxiety of Political 
Leaders. 

.siderations than the lamentable suffering 
involved. The frequent occurrence of com
munal riots, it is realised, gives India a bad 

name and seriously militates against her claim for fitness for further 
constitutional advance. In addition, disunion between Hindus 
and Muhammadans paralyses all concerted constitutional opposition 
.to the executive. The bitterness of communal relations is far from 
ibeing merely a matter of local concern. It also exercises a marked 
influence upon general political life. In the Punjab, for example, 
where there is a Muslim majority which controls the Legislative 
Council and dominates the structure of local self-government, the 
:appreciation by the Hindus of the fact that under the Refor1us 
they will be subjected to the perpetual rule of the Muhammadan 
majority, has been accompanied by a revulsion of feeling against 
political activity. Many Hindus in this province have begun to 
•believe that their only hope lies in a strong communal organisation, 
such as is fostered by the Sangathan movement. They therefore 
tend to look askance at political leaders, who slur over Hind.u
Mussalman differences, and desire to unite all parties in an under
·standing which Hindus, in a province where a :Muhammadan 
majority exists, cannot but regard as inimical to their own in'terests. 
-Elsewhere, where the Hindus are in a majority, the Muhammadan 
·community are equally suspicious of political advance, and display 
:a far greater anxiety to secure their own interests than to take part 
in the work which political leaders are constantly urging them 
-to adopt. Throughout the whole period under review, the Indian 
Mussalmans have been concerned principally with domestic affairs. 

·The delegation to Angora, projected by certain leading lights of the 
<()ld Khilafat movement, collapsed in the face of the refusal of the 
Turkish government to receive it. Some interest was displayed by 
-the Muslim press in the fighting between Spai£t and the Riffs, in 
Egyptian events, and in the Wahabi attack upon the Hedjaz. But 
for the most part, the activities of the Indian 1iuslims were com-

:munal. It will thus be realised that the dissensions of the vear 
1924 constituted a paralysing handicap upon general political 
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activity; and a handicap that the Swarajists, in common with 
other political parties, failed entirely to overcome. 

For the re$, the party of Mr. C. R. Das and Pandit Motilal 
Nehru displayed no symp'toms-or ·rn.a:h!tioir. After the rejection 

The Swarajists in the 
Autumn of 1924. 

of the ministerial salaries in Bengal, the 
Swarajist group in th~t province proceeded 
to organise themselves to take full advantage 

of the new prestige they had acquired. ~~..illl:.!lQl:!:_nced 

a _progr[til!?-Pe .. Qf educ.ating. fir~!. the e}!ctorate and then the masses, 
so th:;t a consistent demand might be formulated for India's right 
for eatly self-government. At the same time, negotiations were 
initiated between Mr. G-andhi and the leaders of the Swaraj party 
with a view to explore the possibility of creating an atmosphere 
ip which a united Session of the National Congress might be held 
at Belgaum. It is not clear how far these negotiations had pro
ceeded, when an event occurred which for the moment in.tr~ducedl 
a considerable change in the current of Indian politics. As has 
been recounted elsewhere, the growth of revolutionary crime in 
Bengal had for some time been causing the authorities much 
anxiety; and on _O~to~e!' __ 2_5th. Lord . Reading published 

f 
1

- . n X ]r,lEna.nce" N:o. I of 1924, establishing a. 
T.ne.Be.u.ga,J._p.J'd~f!-a ce summ. ary procedure of arrest and trial before alters the Situatwn. _ . --- .. .. 

\ 
Special Commissioners of persons who the 

.Local Government was satisfied belonged to associations whose 
~bject was revolutionary crime. In so doing, however, he reiterated 
his belief in political advance, and his determination to see 
that the progress of the country was not i·etarded by threats of 
violence. Now, among the persons arrested as a result of thi& 
Ordinance, were certain members of the Swaraj party in Bengal, 
includiE:g the__~z;:-~qutjvf_ O#ker oJ Jh .. ~. Qalcutta Corporation. The 

- Swarajists naturally seized the political 
Response of the opportunity- which thus presented itself. Swarafists. 

They claimed that the Ordinance was directed 
against themselves, and was aimed at the suppression of legitimate
constitutional activity. They called upon all other parties to
suspend their differences and to rally to the support o£ po~iticai 

liberty. Th,~_:va_s_c~ied ... b_y~the __ puplication of the 
Ordinance was _consi4~!'2:E.l_~.Lif wa~ ... :~!?_ely condemned and many 
1lections of politt'cal opinion~ which were far 'from sympathising 
with Swarajist tenents, declared their readiness to make common 

• 
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cause with the party in the danger which threatened them. On 
the other hand, certain secti~ns of the press co~nplained that 
Government, by provoking an issue from which all parties would 

Reception of the 
Ordinance. 

unite against them, had provided the 
Swarajists with an undeserved advantage. 
~o>ernment received ~h·ong support from the 

Non-official Europeans, who were convinced of the gravity of the 
menace presented by revolutionary crime; and from Mrs. Besant, 
who pronounced Lord Reading's action to be a regrettable necessity. 
The Indian-edited press raised a storm; and sev·eral meetings of 
protest were held, particularly in Bengal. But it was noticeable 
that on the whole, very little excitement was aroused; and that 
the masses remained fundamentally unmoved. Even among the 
educated classes, with the exception of those persons who rendered. 
allegiance to the Swaraj party, there were few manifestations of 
feeling. 

Frol!!.the fact that the Swarajists claimed to be the target o:f 
extraoidinm·y and unconstitut.ional 11ction on "the part of Govern

Mr. Gandhi accepts 
Swarajist positioTI. 

ment, the party was enabled._ ~o gain an 
enhance(! pre.:.~t!ge.:. Bette:~ll, the leaders 
were enabled to make very satiSfactory terms 

with M~. Gall.dhi: whom they had succeeded in convincing that thej
Ordinance was aimed at themselves. While he emphatically con
clei~med, as he has always ·done, .revolutionary crime in any form, 
he did not consider that Government was justified in resorting to 
-exceptioual procedure of the kind represented by the Ordinance. 
Early in November a statement was issued signed by Messrs. 
Gaiiani,"'''J:)l1s"'1mtl Nehru, which laid down the necessity of re
uniting all the different groups of nationalist workers in support i( 
-of the countr:y'.s cause and _in oppositio~ to the new policy of 
1-epression. The statement ree.om~mtd~!iJhi_appp~as1!jpg__ Qongress 
:at Belgaum to suspend the programme of Non-co-operation, except 
~in soJ:g _as it. rel_ated to the refusal to _use or wear cloth made out 

\

.of India; and to authorise the Swarajist pa-rty- to carry on w. ork in 
the Legislature on behalf _of the Congress and as ..an integral j: 
part o~ the Congress organisation. All~-~tio~f'l o:f__ .:the~. Qonzress 
were recol!lmended to adopt the constructive progr~mme, including 
the encouragement of home spun cloth, the iiroinotion of unity 
between Hindus and Muhammadans and the removal of untouch
ability. Finally, it was recommended that the Congress franchiBe . . 

• N 2 
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should he altered to the contribution of 2,000 yards of yarn every
month. This clause was, however, modified by the proviso that 
those who couiA not or would not spin, might purchase the necessary 
amount. By. this agre.ement the Swarajists gained a decisive 
vi~t9ry over Mr. Gandhi, for the whole .Non-co-operation pro
gramme was ~uspended, except in so far as 1t related. to the refusal 
to employ foreign cloth. The Swaraj party were recognised as the 
Congress representatives in the Legislatures, Central and Local;. 
while the spinning franchise was so altered as to present no obstacle· 
to those who had little faith in khaddar and the spinning wheel. 

' / 
The success/~)£ the Swarajists in bringing Mr. Gandhi to an: 

a~:eement up-6'n their .own terms encourage.d. them to summon an 

1
_\ . , All-:Party Leaders' Conference. Such a Con-

I ~~~6"-~::fc:~ders' ference would set the seal upon their new 
/ · ·' ' position; and might also secure the support 

~1' other political parties. So g1·eat was their prestige, that there 
/ seemed at least a prospect of forming a new and united opposition_ 

to Government, in which the par(y itself would take the lead .. 
Mr. Gandhi published a series of statements in which he em
phasised the necessity for the course which he had adopted, prin
cipally on the. ground that the political situation required unity 
at almost· any cost. When invitations were issued to the All
Party Leaders' Conference, a large number of the more important 
sections of Indian opinion announced their willingness to attend. 
~h~ European Association1 .. however, declined the invitation; 
stating that until the Congress was prepared to make an effort to 
direct public opinion against the growing cult which adopted the 
bomb and the revolver as its political weapon, the European com
munity could take no part in deliberations of the nature suggested. 
But the. Liberals, thE: Independents and the adherents of Mrs. 
Besant's National Hol!le Jl,ule J..~eague believed that the projected 
conference might sery_e .a. usefut purpose. Dislike o£ the Ordinance
was general among these sections of opinion; although Mrs. Besant 
had herself supported it. The recent abandonment of the Non-co
operation programme by the Q;_a;u._<ll;!i';'Das-Nehru ;:tg!'eement, led the 
Liberals and the Independents to hope thnt t}le Congress and the 
Swaraj party might now be willing to work along IJibemUines for 
Dominion Hom€ Rule. They sincerely hoped that it might be 
possible for them to rejoin the Congress. Mrs. Besant's organisa
tion, which has for some time been working at the formulation of a 

• 
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definite scheme for responsible Government, believed that it might be 
possible at the Conference to enlist a certain measure of support 
for the project :from other groups. Finally, all part~s were aware 
of the strained condition of communal relations; and there was a 
general expectation that some lines oLaccord between Hindus and 
. ~ussalm!tns might be l~id down, possibly along _the lines -suggested 
by the Unity Cop.:ference. 

, ·. But when the All-Party Leaders' Conferenc~ met i.n: ;aQ~b~y -~ · 
( \ol!:. N oyember ~- it was found almost impossible to arrive at h ': 

.-- -- a_ny substantial agreement. After much -1 

·The Conference d · · 1 · d · · :f h ~ : InfnictuOIII. 1scusswn, a reso utwn 1sapprov1ng o t e ~ 
action o:f Government in promulgating the 

Ordinance was passed by a large majority. · Further, a Co;p:nnittee, 
representative o:f almost every important communal gro~p in India, 
was appointed to consider the best way of re-uniting all political 
parties in the Indian National Congress, and to prepare a scheme 
"o[§_w~iJ . .llcl~~iE-8"_ a solution. of the communal question. This 
Committee was to report not later than 31st March 1925; and 
.was to lead up to a Conference· which should put its re~7;~menda
,tions into effect. ¥r. Mahomed Ali, Presi~ent o:f the Indian 
!NitionaL Congress for the year, invited the various parties re
hlres.~nj;§(i~~JJ~E1-C..Qnfe.renc~e to hold their_annual session at B~lgaum, 
!at ~he sa.1ne ti:rp.e as the Congress itself met. But with the excep
\ion o:f ·the fact that it confirmed the political pre:;;tige already 
won by the Swaraj party, the All-Party IJeaders' Conference 
bad little result. We may .;;£3:r aniic.ipate the course of thiR 
narrative as to state that the Qommittee which it appointed duly 
xnej;_in January and Febru~riJ922 _at Delhi', and resolved itself 

"" i~to two sub-committees to deal respectively with }Iindu-Muslim 
'.. offferences and. 'Yith a scheme for constitutional advance. 'rhe 

m·st sub-committee f()und ~gr~e~me_nt_ impossibl~, . anq_ d_ispersed. 
The labours of the second .appear to have resulted in little more 
than the suggestion of certain alternations in Mrs. Besant' s draft 
scheme. -

1 The prospect of a united Congress wl!-!ch sp_ould inclgde re-
1 \ presentatives from all the political parties, failed to materialise. 

\., The Liberals would not change the venue of 
'The Annual Party their meeting which had •been tixed at 

Conclaves. . . 
Lucknow; wh_i!~.JJ!e~Mllshm League demded 

to _meet as arranged in Bom~ay. A_. section of the N"oil-:B'rahinin 
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party arrmiged to hold its meeting at Belgaum; but subsequently 
complained bitterly of the neglect which it encountered from the 
delegates of the Indian N atiorial Congress. The proceedings of the 

Congress were not particularly remarkable. 
The Belgaum Congress. M:r. Gandhi's presidential speech gave, as 
~ ·--- ::z:::::::....~:__ ·- might have been e4Pected, no very clear 

lead. Certain points of his proposals, including his advocacy of 
a manual work qualification for political franchise, and his offer 
of a -fully guaranteed status to all Indian Princes, were unfavour
ably received in various quarters. 'fhe representatives of other 
parties, such as Mrs. Besant herself, who had been encouraged to 
rejoin the Congress and attend the Belgaum meeting by the abandon
ment o:f the Non-co-operation programme, were considerably dis
appointed. Mrs. Besant found that the Congress'had not changed; 
and that little support was forthcoming for the projected Com
monwealth of India BiH which her organisation had prepared so 
carefully. The 11?-ost important business transacted by the Congress· 
W..§.:s .. jp._ br.t, .the .£orl!1a;l adoption of the pact between Mr. Gandhi 
and the_ Swarajist~--. It_ was pointed out by various speakers that 
this entailed conferring on one single party a monopoly of Congress 
T~presentation in the new Legislatures; but the Swarajists were 
sufficiently strong to carry the proposal. It was noted by several 
observers that· the Belgaum meeting of the Congress was distin
guished by an immense preponderance of Hindu delegates; and 
that the sessions of the Hindu Maha Sabha, held at the same place, 
e:i~Yt:i~.at...l~~a~.:tnJt.gh,_attention and interest as d~d the delibera-

tions o~ the Qongress itself. The resolutions 
p~d,.i;u Jhe lU..b.S!. S.a.blHI. ;we.r,e.JUore or less 

;L4e....o1.d...lines.~-~alt...p~)'-With.~ fox. develop
g Hi~qu~o~idarity,. powel' and discipline. The tendency of t~e 
indus and-- the :M:ussalmans respectively to concentrate their 

__ l)ommunal Influneces. 

e ergies upon the institutions in which their community possesses 
a )reponderance of strength, received rem~,k~b_k__ iJl:!lstration by 
th~._pr_oceedings of the Khil~faf(JgJiThreiice: _wh~c~ was also held at 
.., ,.._.__"'- · · - ··- Belo-aum. The members o£ this Conference 

The KhiJn'n~ Jl.ol1.f CS. · <">· • · -- · • • • -· -~ -et~ belonged prmCipaJly to the party whiCh 
believes in political advance on Congress lines; b~t"' the X~~ident, 
in his opening- ~ddress, ~oqt_l.ffi __ an.,.~n,cpmpromisi:p.gly:J_:>Pk~:!;uham

. tnadan attitude. Islal;lliQ. so~idarity _ wa~.attested by a ~:u:rn.ber of 
,. resolutions ·dealing with external affairs, which displayed great 
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s,uspwwn of British foreign policy. B....!!t JJr, &Jchlew proceeded .;t: 
to condemn the !fi!\du agitation in the Punjab as being unjust. 
dnd selfish, and applauded the stand taken by the 'Muhammadans. 
'in the matter of Jhe5r_ communal organi~ation. Finally, he put. 
£p-r;vard claims on behalf of his community for representation 011 

e\ected bodies and in 'Wle service cadre, which caused an unpleasant~~ 
s~rprise to the Hmd'u Ccingi·essnien who listengd to him. t·-

This attitude on the part o£ the Khilafat Conference, which may 
pe taken as illustrating some of the existing communal tendencies 

· 
1
- -J, ... ' in Indian public life, w~.hasised by the 

'\ y ~~..,!sligt_}.:!!ue. p1~o~eedings of tw.all-India Musli~ League t~ 
1 ~ombay. The,.Shuddhi and Sangathan movement on the part of f' 

/ the Hindus were attacked; and it wa~ asserted that the Tanzi111 move-
ment was justifiable- reply to this aggression. In opposition to the 
Swarajist programme of unity, the .. Muslim League definitely 

1 ..., resolved that it would not merge itself into the Congress. Perhaps 
.m?st significant of all was the tribute paid to the work of the. 
:Frontier officials in the course of the debate upon a resolutioru 
dealing with. Kohat, which in its actual wording perfunctorily 
condemned the authorities for failure to suppress the outbreak. Irr 
this connection it should be remembered that the Hindu press as a 
whole had bitterly attacked the finding of the official inquiry~ 
which laid the onus upon the reckless religious zeal of the locai 
Hindus. The __ M:JI§.!im_f.eague f.urth_er passed re~olutions which,. 
while deploring the growing t(rndency -ormie" community to attack 
the other, and making clear the readiness of Muslims to join in a 

/ reasonable programme of polit.ical advance, deplgre.d the dis
~~\organised condition of the Mussalmans, and urged concerted action r 

l() secure internal soli~arity. ·. 

The Liberal meeting at Lucknow was -very interesting. Dt". 
Paranjpye, the President, condemned both the Non-co-operation 
· movement and the Swaraj party in the most 
The Liberal Federation; · emphatic· terms, outlining for. his· Federation. 

a complete programme of work for the acquisition of responsible 
Government upon Dominion lines. He asked for the early 
grant of responsible government in the provinces, and for a 
measure o£ responsibility in the Government o£ India, with the 
reservation of Defence and Foreign Policy ~nd the vesting 
o:f a power of veto in the hands of the Yiceroy. He proposed that 
a fixed sum should be allotted by statute to the Depai:,~J.nent of 

• 
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·vefe~ce, any additional expenditure requiring the consent of the 
I~egislature. He proposed the gradual placing of the Indian Army 
and the India'n services upon an Indian footing, with guarantees 
for the position of the present European incumbentR. Foreign 
n·btions he desired to see transacted upon an Imperial ba'lis, with 
Indinn representation upon any body her~fter constitut1~d from 
representatives of the Dominions. As his contribution towards 
t!1e solution of Hindu Muslim differences, he urged the institution 
of mixed electorates and the satisfaction for an initial period of 
special claims. The continued adherence of the Liberal party to 
the lines of procedure which they had ever steadily advocated, was 
confirmed by the passing of resolutions pledging the party to work 
for responsible government on Dominion lines; stating that re
union with the Congress was only possible if that body stood for 
the acquisition of Dominion self-government by constitutional 
methods; and attacking the compromiRe by which Swarajist mem
bers o£ the new Councils were considered the sole accredited spokes
men of the Indian National Congress in those organisations. 

It is to be remarked that both in the Indian N at"ional Congress 
and in the Liberal Federation, the Bengal Ordinance was severely 
condemned; and the objection of educated India to procedure of 
the kind employed by the executive strongly emphasised. At the 
same time revolutionary crime was denounced as infructuous and 
harmful. In the Muhammadan Conferences the question excited 
far less interest. There was indeed condemnation of the Ordinance; 
but it was plain that the Muhammadan community, as represented 
in these gatherings, was little concerned with ~uti-revolutionary 
legislation. 

At the beginning of the year 1925, the Swaraj Party found 
themselves in a position of apparent strength. Their recent con

The Swaraj party in 
the new year. 

cordat with Mr. Gandhi, confirmed as it had 
been by the Belgaum Congress, considerably 
enhanced to their prestige. They had also 

been able to attract to themselves a large measure of support from 
other political sections in their opposition to the Bengal Ordinance. 
On January 7th, Government introduced into the Bengal Council 
the Bill which ~as necessitated by the approaching expiry of the 

• 

Ordinance. Lord Lytton placed the situation 
before the Council in a most powerful 
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speech, once more reiterating the dangers of the revolutionary move
ment, and the impossibility o£ making· a headway against its 
organizers by the ordinary process o£ law. Nevertheless, the 
Swarajists were successfu:l in rejecting the measur:. It was there-· 
upon certified by the Governor and remitted to London for the 
approval o£ His Majesty's Government. The result of the debate 
in the Bengal Legisl'htive Council was acclaimed in many quarters 
as another triumph for the Swaraj Party. It would however, be 
a mistake to suppose that the position of the Party was altogether 
satisfactory. Th~y had en~irely £ailed to rouse any real excitement 
upon the question o£ the Ordinance: for this measm:e, while it had 
very few supporters a:ri.wng the educated classes of India, had been 

Weakness. 
received by the masses of the people with 
complete apathy. ~foreover, Hindu-Mussal.: 

man dissensions were paralysing the politics of the country. It 
was impossible to arouse any real enthusiasm on a political issue. 
Hindus and Mussalmans alike were thinking of their communal 
interests; and they flatly refused to join hands effectively for any 
attack upon Government. Worse still, the electorate had become 
entirely apathetic. The Swaraj Party, which displays a laudable 
endeavour to keep in touch with its constituencie~>, encountered an 
increasing difficulty in the task of arousing any ·appreciation for its 
own aims and achievements. Indeed, in certain localities the 
sitting Swarajist members encountered from their constituents an 
attitude which was indifferent almost to the point of impatience. 
They were blamed for not having discharged their election pro
mises of bringing Government to a stand-still; and despite their 
best efforts, they were unable to surmount that distrust of politic~.! 
activity in eveJ;y shape and form which for the last few months 
has begun to characterise the attitude of the plain man in India. 

In these circumstances, it was not strange that certain members 
of the Swaraj Party should ask as to where their policy was 

Swarajist policy leading. The Party had, it is perfectly true, 
questioned. acquired a dominating position in Indian 

politics; but its scope for work seemed very limited. Only 
in two Provinces had it been able to bring dyarchy to an. 
end;· and elsewhere its achievements in the Legislatures did 
not appear to differ substantially from those for which the Liberals 
had received so little credit. Accordingly, th~e was ventilated 
in certain quarters the suggestion that the Swarajists should accept 

• 
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~tlice. This took the form of a demand that the Party should 
enter in Ministers " to wreck from within." 

-Acceptance of office P , In the Central Provinces, this proposition 
·was openly canvassed. But such a volte face was too dramatic for 
·the Swarajist leaders; and ihe Central Executive o£ the Party 
~firmly declared that the original ban against the acceptance of office 
:teemained unaltered. Nevertheless, now that0 the non-co-operation 
tampaign has been formally suspended, it seems distinctly possible 
that the Swaraj Party may eventually modify their opinions in this 
important matter. It is plain, on the whole, that the_ intran
~i~ence ·which unce characterised them, is disappearing. They are 
no more friendly to dyarchy than when they commenced their 
campaign for Council entry; but they are now opposing it from 
within, rather than from without, the constitution. Once they 
come to believe that they can hasten the dawn of responsible Gov
ernment by declaring their readiness to accept office, they may 
conceivably make yet another departure from the programme which 
they originally laid down for themselves. For in India, as else
where, the political situation changes rapidly; and while con
-sistency of principle is to be commended in a political party, 
consistency of tactics nJ.ay in certain contingencies produce 
stagnation. However, for the present at least, the Swarajists state 
that they will not themselves accept the task of forming a Ministry, 
nor will they, so far as they are able, permit any one else to do so. 
On the 17th February, the Bengal Legislative Council, which 
seems to have been somewhat apprehensive lest the Province should 
.finally lose popular control of the Transferred subjects, passed a 
resolution recommending Government. to make provision in the 
budget for the salaries of Ministers. This was a: heavy blow to 

-·Defeat and Victory in 
the Bengal Council. 

the Swaraj Party. Their defeat seems due 
to the secession of certain of their M uham
madan allies. The reverse was only tem

porary. Two Ministers were duly appointed; but on 23rd 
:March in the course of the hudget discussion, their salaries were 
1ejected by 69 votes to 63. It is Rtated by several observers that 
-the voting on this occasion was largely dominated by personal con
siderations; and that a number of members who had previously 
voted for the r~vival of the Ministry on principle, were dis
appointed at the 0choice made by the Governor of the persons to 
occupy the Ministerial office. However, this may be, the Trans-

• 
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!erred Departments i:t;t Bengal have, as a result of this vote, beerr 
handed over to the Governor for ad!ninistration. The Swarajists 
have thus brought dyarchy for a time.to an end in B~gal. 

In the Delhi session of the Central Legislature, which com
menced on the 28th January, 1925, the general change, which we 

Central Legislature, 
Delhi, 1925. 

lfhve noticed, in the attitude of the Swaraj 
Party became increasingly noticeable. From 
time to time, it is true, the old spirit of 

obstruction manifested itself. But, broadly speaking, the attitude 
of the Party was more and more that of a eonstitutional opposition. 
They were perfectly prepared to carry against Government any 
proposals embodying their own point of view; but they were far 
from indulging in an indiscriminate policy of wreckage._ Members 

Attitude of the 
Swarajists. 

of the Party played an active role in the 
ordinary business of the House; they sat on 
Select Committees; they co-operated in the . 

passage of useful legislation. More and more did they treat the, 
business before the House upon what they considered it to be its 
merits or demerits, without much reference to the quarter from 
which the proposals emanated. In many of debates in the session, 
an observer unfamiliar with the previous history of the Swaraj 
Party, would have assumed it to be merely the principal group in 
an accredited opposition. We have already briefly dealt with the 
reasons for this change of attitude. It is partly to be ~scribed to 
the suspension of the non-co-operation campaign; and partly to the 
realisation that if the activities of Govemment could not, in point 
of fact, be brought to a close, the new constitution did actually 
afford an opportunity for exercising considerable influence upon 
them. But it was also, beyond question, due in part to the new 
attitude of the Independents. . 

We have already noticed that in the 1924 Simla session o£ the 
Legislative Assembly, the Independents manifested a desire to 

The Independent 
Party. 

organize themselves in a distinct group. 
.In Delhi, this tendency was strengthened. 
The Independents were fully prepared to join 

with the Swarajists in protesting against the policy of Government 
in a number of respects. They were prepared to a~ack the Bengal 
OrdiRance; they were anxious for political advance; and they 
had a number of detailed criticisms to \make upon the con-

• 
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duct of the administration. They were also ready to carry 
against Government resolutions embodying the general out
look of the educated classes as opposed to that of the executive. 
But they would not join obstruction for obstruction's sake. This 
attitude was the· more effective in that, as we have already seen, 
the Swarajists themselves were far from 0etaining their former 
faith in the efficacy of the wrecking policy. Henceforth, on those 
'few occasions when they attempted to carry it into effect, they found 
that the Independents were not prepared to join them. Thus the 
tendency to discredit this policy was strengthened, for it is ,per
fectly obvious that a minority, unless placed in the very exceptional 
position of holding a balance of parties, cannot obstruct effectiYely 
against the will of the majority. One result of these factors waF> 
the evolution in the Legislative A.ssembly of two clear-cut groups 

· in place of the former Nationalist Part.y. 
Party Politics in the These groups showed no reluctance to coalesce 

Assembly. 
in .opposition to Government upon particular 

questions; but during the Delhi session at least they were clearly 
divided upon the policy of obstruction. To some extent, therefore, 
Government were onlookers. They suffered it is true a number o£ 
Jpfeats upvn important matter~. But upr;x; a very large number of 
oi.her questions, they found the House prepared to take a reasonable 
line; and if they could expect no support £rom the Swarajists, they 
would o£te:n get it .from the Independents, and vice versa. In con
sequence the atmosphere of the. Assembly during the budget session 
of 1925 was most animated. The voting no longer represented in 
all cases the automatic recording o£ a suffrage against Government 
proposals irrespective of their merits. Each of the party groups 
iook its own line; and was in no way deterred from entering the 
Jobby by the accident that it might be found voting upon the side 
of Government. Withal, the general tone and teinper o£ the 
debates was admirable: and even wl1en controversial subjects were 
discussed, little bitterness was manifested. There was plenty of 
hard hitting on both sides of the House, but acid speeches were 

. rare. In which connection, tribute must be paid to the work of the 
European non-offiical members, whose influence was generally 
thrown into the task of tempering· the daRs of opinions. Humour 
was conspicuous cin the handling of the thorniest questions; and when 
the debates descended from a dignified level, it was in the direction 
of hilarity rat.her .than acerbity . 

• 
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The most interesting feature of the session, as has already been 
pointed out, was the interplay between the Swarajist and the 

Defects of 
Government. 

Independent groups. On a number of 
occasions, the two combined \o inflict defeats 
upon Government. Among these may be 

mentioned the resolution moved by Mr. Duraiswami Iyengar recom
·mending the superse~ion of the Bengal Ordinance by an Act of the 
Legislature. Despite the forcible presentation of Government's case 

by the occupants of the Treasury Benches, the 
The Bengal Ordinance. S · · t d I d d k · · d waraJIS an n epen ent spea ers JOme 

in- denouncing the promulgation of the Ordinance, and in complain
ing that the Assembly had not been taken into confidence before 
:a 'step so drastic was contemplated. Government obtained support 
only from the Europeans among the elected members; and the 

Tesolution was passed by 58 votes against 45 .. Indeed, on the. general 
•question of the laws which are popularly described as " repressive ", 
-there is little difference of opinion between any section of Indian 
·politicians, who are uniformly unwilling to recognize that special 
:situations require special measures. On February 3rd, Mr.· 

Mr. Patel's Bills. 
V. ,T. Patel introduced a Bill to repeal the 
Bengal, Madras and Bombay State Prisoners 

.Act, 1850, the Punjab Frontier Outrages Act, 1867, and the Pre
-ve~tion of Seditious Meetings Act, 1921. Government opposed-the 
;introduction of this Bill, but were defeated by a juncture of the 
'Swarajists and certain Independents. When the Bill cam~ up ·for 
·consideration, Mr. Patel's project found support among the moRt 
;prominent members of the Independent Party; and despite the best 
:arguments of the Treasury Benches, was passed after all amendments 
iliad been rejected save that to omit from the scope of the measure 
-the Punjab Frontier Outrages Act, which the majority of the House 
ilielieved to be useful. On this occasion also, the elected European 
·members warmly supported the Government in opposing the 
'Bill. Another somewhat heated discussion took place on Mr. K. C. 
:Neogy's Bill to amend the Railway Act in such a fashion as to 

Mr. Neogy's Blll. 
provide against the reservation of railway 
compartments for any particular community. 

'Despite the protests of Government and of the elected European 
-members, the motion for consideration was c~rried by 50 votes 
:against 36 and the Bill was passed without a division. It was 
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subsequently rejected by the Council of State. On the other hand~ 
another measure of Mr. Patel which was designed to deprive 
Americans and Colonials of their present privileges in respect of 
criminal trials, .encountered a curious £ate. On the motion o£ Mr .. 
(now Sir) D' Arcy Lindsay, an elected European Member, its con
sideration was adjourned sine die by 44 votes against 42. The 
attitude taken up by Government, that retaliaHon o£ such a kind was 
neither wise nor honourable, found support among certain member& 
of the Independent Party; and the Swaraj motion in support of the 
Bill was accordingly defeated. Nor was it always the Independents 
who exercised their right of voting on the side of Government when 
they thought fit. The Swarajists themselves were found on occasion 
in the Government lobby. A conspicuous example o£ this fact w·as 

afforded when Sir Hari Singh Gour moved. 
~o8tiJ~:~~=~~:.me his resolution for the constitution of m 

Supreme Court in India. The Government 
and the non-official EUTopeans opposed; and found support from 
the leader of the Swaraj Party. On the other hand the Leader 
o£ the Independent Party supported it strongly. The resolution 
was eventually rejected by a large majority, the Swarajists voting· 
with Government. Two days later, on the 19th of February, the· 
Swarajists and the Independents made common cause against the 
Treasury Benches. Mr. Venkatapati Raju moved a resolution: 

urging the immediate establishment of a 
The Establishment of a Military College in India. ·vir e have al-· 

Military College. 
ready noticed in a previous Chapter certain 

characteristics of this debate; and it is sufficient here to state 
in passing that both the Swarajists and the Independents. 
vehemently pressed upon Government the necessity for rapid: 
Indianization of the Army. In the event, an amendment 
to the amendment proposed by Government, which was put forward 
by Pandit :Madan Mohan ¥alaviya, asking for a Committee to
report on the steps to be taken for the establishment of a Military 
College; to determine whether such an institution should supersede
or be supplemented by Sandhurst and Woolwich; and to enquire· 
at what rate Indianization should be accelerated so as to attract 
Indian youths to a military career, was adopted by a large majority 
against the opposi~ion of Government and the elected European.. 
members. 
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It was over the question of the budget that the differences between 
Independents and Swarajists were most clearly manifested. 

The Assembly. and 
t.he Budget. 

-When the Railway Budget was introduced, 
the Swarajists officially. in..;ited the Inde
pendent Party either to join them in throwing 

it out in its entirety as a political protest, or failing this, to reject 
the demand relating to the Railway Board. The Independents did 
not agree to this proposal; and on February 25th; a lively debate 
ensued. Independent and Swarajist speakers turned their big guns 
upon each other rather than upon the Treasury Benches; the deter
mination of the Independents not to obstruct for obstruction's sake, 
.and the equally clear decision of the Swarajists to maintain obstruc
tion as a political weapon to be employed from time to time, being 
dearly emphasized. Eventually, Pandit Motilal Nehru's motion 

_ -for rejecting the demand for the Railway Board was defeated 
by 66 votes against 41, the Independent Party entering the 
Government lobby against it. When once this preliminary 
.question had been settled, the Swarajists and the Independents 
.combined in the afternoon to make certain cuts in the Railway 
Budget. These were, however, not of a serious character; and 
the budget was passed, with certain minor reductions, broadly in 
the form in which it was presented. We have already described in 
.an earlier chapter the reception encountered by the General Budget 
in the Legislative Assembly. It is here only necessary to state that 
both the Swarajist and the Independent Parties treated the budget 
upon its intrinsic merits. Both Parties showed a disposition to make 
substantial reductions in certain items, whether as a protest against 
Government policy or as an incentive to economy. The Swarajists 
made up their minds to refuse the demand for the Travelling Allow-

The Executive ance of the Governor General's Executive 
Council Vote. Council, and to raise upon this item a genera] 

discussion covering the whole course of the Administration. 
In this policy they were joined by the Imlependents. Pandit 
Motilal Nehru moved his motion for the omission of the 
demand as a vote of censure on the entire Administration. 
Re complained that since 1920, Government had been following a 
policy o£ repression and terrorism, and that the Assembly's opinion 
had been constantly ignored. He expressed the "reatest disappoint
ment both with the Majority and with the Minority Reports o£ 
the Muddiman Committee-which had been published within the 
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last few days-and he attacked Government for refusing the Swa
rajists' demand for a Round Table Conference. A number of Inde
pendent members supported the Pandit's m~tion, though not on 
the grounds w~ich he had put forward. Mr. Bepin Chandra Par 
supported the Minority report of the Muddiman Committee while· 
co_ndemning the Government for its general policy in regard to
constitutional advance. Mr. Rangachariar :nd Mr. Jinnah parti-
cularly raised the question of the Indianization of the Army, 
attacking the administration for its tardy response to Iridian 
demands. Pandit ·Madan Mohan Malaviya raised the issue of 
Rohat, charging the loQal officials with callousness and demanding· 
an independ6:lt enquiry. His points were promptly controverted 
by Mr. Denys Bray, the Foreign Secretary, who strongly repudiated' 
the charge, and declared that }fr. Malaviya had done a great dis
service alike to his co-religionists and t0 the cause of peace in the· · 
country. Indeed the danger of introducing such a debatable issue· 
became apparent from the element of bitterness which found its. 
way into certain subsequent speeches. The Home Member, reply
ing on behalf of Government, confined his remarks principally to· 
the constitutional issue and regretted that Government were not in 
a l_)osition during the present session to put forward their consideredt 
conclusions upon the Reforms Enquiry Report. In the event,. 
after a.n iP,t.(ll;e$:ti:ug .. ,dW;l~t~~ ~a~dJt.MztiLal __ ~~!t.IJl'~~t~on was
carried by 65 votes against 48. On .the other hand, the votes for· 
tfieGovernor General's Household allowance and for the Army· 
Department, both of which the Swarajists were anxious to reject ag. 
a form of political protest, were carried by Government with the· 
help of the Independents .. ·when the Finance Bill came up for· 
co~sideration, the Swarajists again raised a political discussion; andl 
Mr. V .. J. Patel opposed consideration on the ground that Govern
ment continuously flouted pttblic opinion. Mr. Jinnah, on behalf 
of the Independents, agreed with. Mr. Patel in condemning the· 
policy of Government, but refused to weaken the constitutional 
protest already recorded by making it again. Other members took 
the opportunity provided by the discussion to criticise particular· 
at>pects of Government policy, Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas, . in 
particular, making a vigorous attack upon the manner in which the· 
Government had handled the exchange question. The Finance· 

0 
Member received support from Dr. L. R. Hyder. But the Inde-
pendents, while they expressed with frankness their views upon the-
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shortcomings of Government, were quite unwilling to join the
Swarajists in the rejection of the Finance Bill; and the motion_ 
for consideration was carried by 76 votes against 40. We have al--

• ready noticed in an earlier chapter the manner in which the-
Assembly dealt with the question of the Salt Tax. The final fixation 
of the figure at Rs. 1~4 per mannd, in deference to the general 
desire for the relief• of Provincial contributions, was principally 
due to the support which Government received from the non-official 
Europeans and from the Independent Party. 

Towards the end of the session, the Independent and the Swara
jist groups once more drew together upon the question of the Bengal 

· Criminal Law Amendment Act. On- 19th 
Bengal Criminal Law 

Amendment Act. March, Sir Alexander Muddiman announced 
that the Provincial Act had received the assent 

of His Majesty in Council; and that the Government of India pro
posed to introduce a Bill supplementing it by granting a right of 
appeal to the High Court to persons condemned to death; empower
ing the detention of certain persons in custody outside Bengal if 
such a step should be desirable; and setting aside in cases covered 
by Act of the High Court powers of issuing a writ of Habeas
Corpus. The Swarajist and Independent Parties considered this 
project in their conclaves, and, on the score that one clause in 
the Bill was to the advantage of accused persons, determined not 
to oppose its introduction. They made up their minds, however, 
to reject the last three clauses of the Bill, which related to the· 
suspension of Habeas-Corpus and to the detention of accused persons
in custody outside Bengal. On 23rd March, when the matter
came up for discussion, the Independents and the Swarajists united 
in carrying out the course of action which they had proposed. 
Thereupon the Member in charge of the Bill did not move that 
it be passed in its mutilated form. Lord Reading recommended 
to the Assembly that the Bill be passed as originally introduced. 
The Swarajists and the Independents again• united, refusing ta. 
accept the Governor General's recommendation by 72 votes against 
41. The debate was somewhat warm, a number of elected Indian 
speakers expressing their violent opposition to the procedure adopted 
by Government. The Bill in its recommended_ form was passed 
in the Council of State; and the Viceroy in \ccordance with the
procedure laid down in Sub-section 2 of Section 67B_ of the Govern
ment of India Act, made a direction that it should come into-

• 
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operation forthwith. The Assembly session thereafter came to an 
end. 

During the.Delhi session, the Council of State discharged im-: 
portant functions as ·a revising chamber, although its activities 

Council of State. 
were not such as to commend themselves in 
all cases to the majb>rity sections of the 

Assembly. The Council rejected Mr. Neogy's Bill to prohibit the 
reservation of Hail way compartments for different races; it re
inserted an important clause, thrown out by the Assembly, in the 
Provident Funds Bill. On the other hand, it earned the gratitude 

. of a large number of persons by aiding the Assembl~ to fix the 
salt tax at a figure which permitted financial relief to the Pro
vinces. It would be a mistake to suppose that the Council of 
State invariably endorses the stand point of the Executive Govern
ment. While unquestionably more conservative in its outlook than 
the Assembly, it does not hesitate to carry resolutions against the 
official vote when circumstances dictate such a course. A conspi
cuous example was provided by the passage, against Government 
opposition, of Sir Devaprasad Sarvadhikari's motion for a committee 
to report upon the obstruction to the flow of Ganges water below 
N arora, caused, to the inconvenience of pilgrims, by irrigation 
works. 

We have already noticed that during the Legislative session, 
the report of the Reforms Enquiry Committee was published. This 

document excited particular interest, since 
The Muddiman Report. it was coupled, in popular estimation, 

with the wnouncement ·that Lord Reading had been invited 
to England to confer with the new Secretary of State for 
India, Lord Birkenhead. Much speculation was aroused. Vocal 
Indian opinion, both within and without the Legislature, ex
pressed great disappointment on the cautious suggestions put for
ward in the majority Report, at the same time urging the Viceroy 
to exert his influence in favour of the Minority proposals. The 
Swaraj Party, which had remained ostentatiously aloof from the 
enquiry, found little to approve in the recommendations o£ either 
half of the Committee; but other sections of educated opinion 
warmly commended the ideas put forward by the Minority members. 

0 

Other projects of constitutional reforms were also in the field. 
We have noticed Mrs. Besant's attempts to attract support to her 

• 
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draft bill both at the All-India Leaders Conference and at the
Belgaum meeting of the National Congress. Early in 1925, the 
Bill was published in a slightly amended form. Its main cha
racteristic was the classification of units of administration into a 

Mrs. Besant's Bill. 
five-fold grade ranging from the village tO' 
the Central Government. In each of these· 

units, there were to lft:l three bodies functioning, legislative, exe
cutive, and judiciary, each with its sphere defined and working 
independently ·of the others. 'rhe qualifications of voters were 
similarly defined in a progressive manner; becoming higher and 
higher as the scale of units proceeds. The Bill also contained a 
declaration df the fundamental rights of the people o£ India; in
cluding elementary education; inviolability of the liberty of person;: 
freedom of conscience; free expression of opinion; right of assembly; 
tquality before the law; equality of the sexes; and the use of roads: 
and places dedicated to the public. It was :mggested that the 
Viceroy, as representing the King, should retain the supreme control 
over naval and military forces as well as ovel' foreign relations until 
the Indian Parliament should by its own Act signify its readiness· 
to assume control. A further limitation suggested upon the power 
of the Central Legislature was the necessity of the previous approval 
of the Viceroy for any step concerning the Indian States. This
scheme was submitted to, and in some respects altered by, the 
sub-committee of the All-Parties Conference which. met in Delhi 
in Jan-;_;-;~ ···~ncr 'Febi'ltftry; 1921J: _ I'f ~wa~~ finally adopted by a. 
eollvenTi~n 7itt'iitg U:iicreF.~the Chairmanship of Sir Tej Bahadur 

. Sapru at Cawnpore early in April. Mrs. Besant has announced 
that she is projecting a widespread propaganda both in India and: 
in England in its support. 

While the Delhi Session was still in progress, some stir was 
aroused by contemporary developments in the Sikh situation. Alii· 

The Sikh Situation. 
has been pointed out in previous Statements,. 
the Sikh community in. the Punjab has for 

the last three years been in a somewhat disturbed condition. A 
religion~ movement for the reform of the shrines has become in-
volved in the natural tendency towards self-assertion which a
minority community, formerly occupying the position of a ruling 
oligarchy, inevitably displays when confronted 'iith the prospect 
of majority rule. '\Ve noticed inlast year's Statement the dramatic· 
events at J aito, which caused so much concern to the 1924 Delhi 
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:Session of the Legislative .Assembly. During the 1·emainder of the 
year, the relations between the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak 
Committee with its militant arm, the .Akali Dal, and the Govern
ment continue~ to be strained. .A number of J athas were succes
-sively despatched to J aito, none of which, however, emulated the 
:aggression of the first. The members were .geacefully arrested and 
confined in jails in N abha State. .As the year proceeded, the 
moving spirits of the Prabandhak Committee apparently found it 
more and more difficult to collect recruits. .A sense of discourage
ment thereupon set in, as it was realised that neither the religious 
nor the political aims of the Sikhs were likely to be attained by 
direct action. Towards the end of the summer of 1924, the more 
sober-minded sections of Sikh opinion slowly asserted themselves. 
'l'he .Akalis began to lose their prestige; and symptoms of discord 
:appeared between the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee 
:and the .Akali organization. The Punjab Government, of which 
'Sir Malcolm Hailey was now the head, took every opportunity to 
-emphasize the attitude which they had throughout adopted. They 
made it clear that the authorities desired to help the Sikhs in 
the reform of their shrines by passing legislation which should 
-secure freedom from abuses. But they emphatically asserted that 
no one section of the Indian population could be allowed to take 
the law into its own hands, whether it was animated by religious or 
by other motives. .As a result of this endeavour of the Punjab 
Government to elucidate the real position, the party of moderate 
'Sikhs was encouraged in its intention of embarking upon propa
ganda, favouring a settlement with the authorities; and towards the 
·end of the year 1924, discussions were taking place as to the prin
ciples which should underlie legislation acceptable to all parties . .As 
:a result, a private member of the Punjab Legislature has introduced 
:a Bill which, if passed, may go far to settle the religious grievance. 
-:But it is generally understood that the .Akali Dal is putting pres
:Sure upon the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee to 
.obstruct the .settlement until all the .Akali prisoners arrested for 
iheir defiance of the law have been released. Early in 1925, some 
-excitement was aroused by allegations that numerous Sikh prisoners, 
who had been released from the N abha Jails after making apology 
for their defianc: of the regulations, had been in the first place 
:Jirossly maltreated in order to induce th~m to recant. Charges of 

• 



n:ldeous torture were made against the N abha .authorities; and some 
non-official members of the Legislative Assembly showed a disposi
tion to take up the matter. Government, however, after making 
full enquiries, arrived at the conclusion that 'he stories were 
-entirely unjustified, and announced· their intention of taking 
legal action against persons who gave currency to these in
ventions. Any potitica~ capital, which might h;we accrued 
to the Akali movement from these falsehoods, quickly vanished; 
:and Mr. Gandhi himself expressed the gravest doubts as 
to whether conduct so gratuitously horrible on the part of the Nabha 
:authorities could have any foundation in fact. In short, while the 
Sikh question is by no means settled, the prospects for an accom
modation between the sober sections of the community and Govern
ment seem, at the present moment, to be more favourable than 
:at any period since the beginning of the agitation. 
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Sources . • 

LIST OF INDIAN REPORTS, ETC. 

General. 

Statistical Abstract relating to British India (Parliamentary Paper). 
Statistics of British India:-

Vol. I.-commercial. 
Vol. H.-Financial. 
Vol. III.-Public Health. 
Vol. IV.-Administrative and Judicial. 
Vol. V.-Educational. 

Census Reports (Decennial), India, Provincial, and Native States. 
Administration Reports: Madras, Bombay, United Provinces, Punjab, 

Bengal, Central Provinces and Berar, Burma, Bihar and Orissa, Assam, North
West Frontier Province, Delhi, Coorg, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Civil 
and Military Station of Bangalore, Ajmer-Merwara, Baluchistan Agency. 

Legislation. 

Acts and Proceedings of the Central and Provincial Legislatures; India's 
Parliament, Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and following. 

Justice and Police. 
Report on the Administration of Civil Justice for each Province. 
Report on the Administration of Criminal Justice for each Province. 
Report on Jails for each Province. 
Reports on Police for each Province, and for Bombay Town, and Island, 

Calcutta and Rangoon. 
Report on the working of the Criminal Tribes Act (Bombay, Punjab and 

United Provinces). 

Finance. 

Finance and Revenue Accounts of the Government of India. 
East India Financial Statement (Parliamentary Paper). 
Return of Net Income and Expenditure for eleven years (Parliamentary 

Paper). 
Accounts and Estimates: Explanatory Memoran_ctum (Parliamentary 

Paper). 
Home Accounts (Parliamentary Paper). 

( 315 ) 
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Loans raised in England (Half-yearly Parliamentary Paper). 
Loans raised in India (Half-yearly Parliamentary Paper). 
Mint Reports for Calcutta and Bombay. 
Paper Curre~cy Department Reports, India and Bombay. 
Statistics compiled from the Finance and Revenue .Accounts. 

Land Revenue, etc. 

Land Revenue .Administration : Provincial ReDorts for Lower Provinces 
(Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, .Assam), United Provinces, Bombay Presidency 
(including Sind), Punjab, Central Provinces and Berar, Burma and 
Madras. 

Report on Land Revenue .Administration, Land Records, Se.ttlement Opera
tions, .Alienation of Land .Act, etc., for North-West Frontier Province. 

Madras Survey, Settlement and Land Records Department Report. 
Reports of Land Records Department for Bombay, Burma, Bengal, United 

Provinces, and Punjab. 
Report on Settlement Operations, Punjab. 
Reports on Survey and Settlement Operations, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa~ 

and .Assam. 
Ueports on Operations of the Land. Records and Settlement Departments~ 

Central Provinces and Berar. 
'Report of the Talukdari Settlement Officer, Bombay. 
Provincial Reports on the .Administration of Estates under the Court of 

Wards. 
Report on the Punjab Canal Colonies. 

Separate Revenue (Salt, ~xcise, etc.). 
Salt Department Reports: No.rthern India, Madras, Bombay, Sind, Ben-

gal, Burma, Bihar and Orissa. 
Excise Report for each Province. 
Report on the Operations of the Opium Department. 
Stamp Department Report for each Province. 
Registration Department Report for each Province. 
Income-Tax Report for each Province. 

Agriculture and Veterinary. 

Report on the Progress of .Agriculture in India. 
Report of the .Agricultural Research Institute and College, Pusa. 
Bulletins of the .Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, and of the Provin-

cial Department of .Agriculture. 
Memoirs of the Department of .Agriculture. 
Proceedings of the Board of .Agriculture . 
.Agricultural Journal of India (quarterly). 
Reports of the Department of .Agriculture for each Province. 
Reports on .Agricultural Stations, Experimental Farms, and Botanic Gar

dens for each ~rovince. 
Season and Crop Report for each Province. 
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..Agricultural Statistics of India . 

..Area a.nd Yield of certain Principal Crops. 
Report on Production of Tea in India. 
.Report of the Imperial Agriculturist (1920-21). 
Report on Tea Culture in Assam. 

• 

Reports of the Civil Veterinary Departments for each Province. 
Statistics compiled f•om the Reports of the Provincial Civil Veterinary 

Departments. 
Report of the Camel Specialist. 
Report of the Imperial Bacteriologist (Veterinary). 

Co-operative Societies. 
Statement showing Progress of the Co-operative Movement in India. 
Reports on Co-operative Societies for each Province. 
Reports of Conferences of Registrars of Co-operative Societies, India and 

Provincial. 

FisheTies. 

Report of the Fisheries Department, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Madras 
and Punjab. 

Forests. 

Annua.l Return of Statistics relating to Forest .Administration in British 
India. 

Report on Forest Administration for each Province. 
Reports of the Forest Research Institute and the Imperial Forest CollegeT 

Dehra Dun. 
Quinquennial Forest Review. 
Indian Forest Memoirs. 
Indian Forest Records. 
Forest Bulletins. 

Industries. 

Journal of Indian Industries and Labour. 
Bulletins of Indian Industries and J,abour. 
Reports of Provincial Directors of Industries. 

Mineral Production and Inspection of Mines. 

Review of Mineral Production (in Records of Geological Survey). 
Report on Production and Consumption of Coal in India. 
Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines. 

Tmde and Manufactures . 

.Annual Statements of Sea-borne Trade and Navigation, India and Pro
vincial (Madras, Bombay, Sind, Bengal, Bihar ancf Orissa, Burma). 

Review of the Trade of India (Parliamentary Paper). 
rabies of the Trade of India (Parliamentary Paper). 

• 
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Provincial Reports on Maritime Trade and Customs (including working of 
Merchandise Marks Act) for Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Bombay, Sind, 
Madras and Burma. 

Accounts relattng to the Sea-borne Trade and Navigation of British India 
(monthly and for calendar year). 

Accounts relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign 
Countries (monthly). • 

Annual Statement of Coasting Trade of British India. 
Report on the Trade and Navigation of Aden. 
Accounts of Trade carried by Rail and River in India. 
Report on Inland, Rail~borne, or Rail-and-River-borne Trade for each Pro

vince. 
External Land Trade Reports for Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Assam, Burma, 

United Provinces, Punjab, North-West Frontier Province, Sind and 
British Baluchistan. 

Indian Trade Journal (weekly). 
Statistics relating to Joint-Stock Companies in British India and Mysore. 
Report on the working of the Indian Companies Act for each Province. 
Report on the working of the Indian Factories Act for each Province. 
Report of the Chief Inspector of Explosives 

Public Works. 

Administration Report on Railways. 
Reports on Public Works (Buildings and Roads) for Madras, Bombay, 

Punjab, North-West Frontier Province, and Burma. 
Review of Irrigation. 
Report on Irrigation Revenue for each Province (except Madras). 
Administration Reports on Irrigation, Madras and Bombay. 
Report on Architectural Work in India. 

Posts and Telegraphs. 

Report on the Posts and Telegraphs of India. 
Report of Indo-European Telegraph Department. 

Scientific Departments. 

Report en the Operations of the Survey of India. 
Records of the Survey of India. 
Records and Momoirs of the Geological Survey of India. 
Report of the Indian Meteorological Department. 
Indian·Weather Review, Annual Summary. 
Rainfall Data of India. 
Memoirs of the Indian Meteorological Department. 
Report of the Meteorologist, Calcutta. 
Report of the Dir~ctor-General of Observatories. 
Memoirs and Bulletins of the Kodaikanal Observatory. 
Report of the Board of Scientific Advice. 
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· Report of the A.rchreological Survey of India, and Provincial Reports. 
Report and Records of the Botanical Survey. 

Education. • 
Education Reports for India and each Province. 
Quinquennial Review of Education (Parliamentary Paper) . 

• Local Self-Government. 
Reports on Municipalities for each Province and for .Calcutta, Bombay 

City, Madras City, and Rangoon. 
Reports on District and Local Boards or Local Funds for each Province. 
Reports of Port Trusts of Calcutta-, Bombay, Madras, Rangoon, Karachi, 

and Aden. 

Medical, Sanitary, and Vital Statistics. 
Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of India. 
Report on Sanitary Measures in India (Parliamentary Paper). 
Report of the Sanitary Commissioner for each Province .. 
Vaccination Report for each Province. . 
Report on Civil Hospitals and Dispensaries for each Province. 
Report on Lunatic Asylums for each Province. 
Report of the Chemical Examiner and Bacteriologist for each Province. 
Scientific Memoirs by Officers of the Medical and Sanitary Departments. 
Reports of the All-India Sanitary Conferences. 
Reports of the Imperial Malaria Conferences. 
Indian Journal of Medical Research (Quarterly). 

Emigration and Immigration. 
Calcutta Port Emigration Report. 
Bengal Inland Emigration Report. 
Assam Immigration Report. 

Prices and Wages. 
Prices and Wages in India. 
Variations in Indian Price Levels. 
Reports of Provincial Wage Censuses. 
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I SPEEc_H DE~IVERJED~~~ L~nn}:E~~~G o.N _T¥~ _ocqA~uoN oF THE INAuGURATION o17 

THE1J'IFTH SESSION OF THE CotJNciL OF STATE ANfl TIIE SECOND SESSION 017 

THE S:i!:coND LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY. 

Gentlemen of the Indian ·Legislature, it is my privilege again to extend 
a welcome to you who are about to enter upon the labours of the Delhi Session. 
Many questions of importance will come before you, and it is my earnest 
prayer that the results of your deliberations may prosper the best interests of 
India and the Empire. 

I am glad to .note that conditions in India and on her frontiers are ;;.t 
the moment favourable; our relations with our neighbours in foreign countries 
on our borders are most friendly; and- I take this opportunity of welcoming 
the distinguished officers from the Kingdom of Afghanistan who are present 
here to witness the military manreuvres now being held in the vicinity of Delhi. 
Their visit is greatly appreciated in India and is a token of the friendly and 
neighbourly relations which exist between His Majesty's Government and the 
Government of His Majesty the Amir. 

· Happily I am able to say that our W aziristan policy appears to be 
justified by the greater security of our districts and the gradual .pacification 
of the country, though not without the regrettable loss of some valuable lives. 
Although in South Waziristan various difficult questions still remain unsolved, 
yet progress is evident. In North Waziristan we have reached pre-war stabi
lity. And with this improvement in the general situation it is well to observe
that there has been a progressive reduction up-to-date in the cost of our forces 
employed in Waziristan. 

It is a satisfaction also to record a marked improvement in India in 
economic conditions and trade prospects. In the first six months of the 
present financial year Indian imports and exports in sea-borne trade reached 
a total of 292 crores, an advance of 18 crores on the corresponding period 
of last year and of 39 crores on the figures for the same period in 1922. 
There are likewise clear signs of returning prosperity in internal trade; and 
the marked increase in gross railway receipts places beyond doubt the general 
revival and growth of internal trade activity. Despite damage in some 
localities owing to floods in the last monsoon agricultural prospects are gene
rally good. The cotton crop is above average and the outlook of wheat and 
other spring crops is at present eminently satisfactory. 

You have already been made aware of important changes in my Gov
ernment. I shall in future have the assistance of Sir Bhupendranath Mitra. 
and Sir Muhammad f:Iabib-ul~lah as Members of my Executive Council, and 
I am confident that I shall derive the advantage I anticipate from their advice 
and co-operation. But changes are not confined to my Government; they 

• ( ?50 ) 
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have occurred also in the Legislature, and especially in the Council of Sta~,. 
for Sir Montagu Butler who was the President of that honourable Chamber
has left it to assume the post of Governor of the Centra,l Provinces. Sir 
Henry Moncrieff Smith, whom I have appointed to succeed him, is well known 
to the Members of both Chambers. He has had long connection with the
Indian Legislature and has won their esteem and respect, and I am sure tha"t 
he will continue to enjoy the confidence of the Members of the. Council of Stat& 
in the higher place among them to which he has now been translated. There
have also been a few changes among the Members of the Legislature to which 
I need not refer in detail; but I am convinced that the Members of both 
Houses will join me in deploring that ill-health has necessitated the resigna
tion of the Right Honourable Srinivasa Sastri who has been a Member of the
Council of State since its inception. I trust his absence from the Legislature
will only be temporary and brief, and that he will soon be restored to health 
and enabled once more to add the distinction of his intellectual gifts to the
Legislature and to devote il:is great capacities to public affairs. 

I desire to embrace this opportunity of expressing my high appreciation 
of the labours of Lord Hardinge, the Maharaja of Bikaner and Sir Muham
mad Rafique who represented India as delegates at the meetings of the
Assembly of the League of Nations in September and October last. The
meetings were of unusual importance and interest and from them have 
emerged the proposals for the Protocol which are now under the considera
tion of His Majesty's Government and the Governments of other nations 
concerned. 

When considering affairs outside India, attention naturally and inevitably 
turns to Indians overseas. When I addressed the Legislature in January last 
the position of Indians in Kenya was critical; and I foreshadowed the appoint
ment of a Committee to make representations on behalf of the Government 
of India regarding the Immigration Ordinance in Kenya in particular and 
other questions relating to Indians in the Colonies. The personnel of the 
Committee was announced in March last and the Committee began their 
labours in London in April. They had a number ·of interviews with the Secre
tary of State for the Colonies and the officials of the Colonial Office and made 
representations regarding many important matters affecting Indians in Kenya~ 
Fiji and the mandated territories of Tanganyika. 

I cannot too highly praise the thoroughness and ability with which they 
performed their delicate task, and I am grateful for the very patient hearing. 
which the representatives of His Majesty's Government, Mr. Thomas and 
the officers of his department accorded to them. 

As regards Kenya, the conclusions arrived at by Mr. Thomas were an
nounced in the House of Commons, on August, the 7th last. On the question 
of Franchise and the Highlands there was no change in the position; but 
as regards immigration, His Majesty's Secretary of State j>r the Colonies after 
hearing our representatives was not satisfied with the data submitted from 
Kenya and was unable to agree with the Kenya authorities that a case had 
been made out to justify the Ordinance. He therefore gave an assurance that 
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the .Immigration Legislation would not be placed oil the Statute-book. The 
further restrictions then on the point of being imposed upon the immigration 
of Indians were iJ,Ccordingly removed. As regards Indian Colonisation, Mr. 
Thomas announced that it was proposed to reserve an area in the lowlands for 
agricultural emigrants from India; but that before the scheme took final shape 
an officer with experience of the needs of Indian settlers and agricultural 
knowledge would be sent to report on the areas to lfe offered for colonisation. 
Reports in regard to the areas have now been received by my Government; 
and we are considering the question of deputing an officer to examine these 
areas from the aspect of their suitability for Indian settlement. These are 
substantial gains and our gratitude is due to the Committee for the clarity 
and earnestness of their representation of the Indian point of view to His 
Majesty's Government. Moreover these gains are not the only advantages 
which accrued from their visit. A better atmosphere has been created and 
that wider understanding of different points of view has grown up which is 
the outcome of personal discussion and free and frank interchange of views. 

In June last His Majesty's Government announced the appointment of 
an East African Committee under the Chairmanship of Lord Southborough 
to. consider and report on certain questions regarding the administration and 
economic development of the British East African Dependencies. Having 
regard to the importance of this· inquiry to Indian interests my Government 
made representations to secure a hearing of the Indian point of view before 
the Committee came to conclusions. I am glad to inform the Legislature that 
our representations have been ,accepted and the Southborough Committee 
will hear the opinions of Indian representatives nominated by my Government 
upon all matters coming within their purview. 

If the pendulum has. swung in the direction desired by India on these 
questions, the position in South Africa, on the other hand, has been less 
favourable. Towards the end of December news was received that the Gover
nor General of the Union of South Africa had given his assent to the Natal 
Borough Ordinance. This measure, while safeguarding the rights of Indians 
upon the electoral roll of boroughs, will prevent further enrolment of Indians 
as burgesses. The serious implications of the measure on the future of Indians, 

· who have special vocational and trading connections with the towns in South 
Africa, will readily be realised. From the outset the Government of India had 
recognised the effect this measure might have upon the position of resident 
Indians in Natal both as regards their civic and economic status; and my 
Government made strong representations to the Union Government as soon 
as a copy of the Ordinance was received in August last. At that time there 
was reason to hope that since a similar but more drastic measure had been 
disallowed previously by the Governor General, this Ordinance would also 
share the same fate; to our regret however the Government of the Union 
:tdvised the Governoo General to give assent to the Bill; and accordingly the 
measure has now beconie law. The situation created is engaging the most 
earnest attention of myself and my· Government; we have lost no time in making 
representations to His Majesty's Government and in placing before them in 
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an emphatic manner the difficulties in which resident Indians are likely to 
be placed by the operation of this law. Every endeavour will be made to 
discover a remedy; but, in view of the powers of Dominion Governments in 
internal and domestic affairs, the position is one of delicacy a~d a solution will 
not be easy to find. Patience will again be necessary. I may remind you 
that when the position in Kenya seemed most unfavourable, temperate argu
ments and full and frank ~iscussion resulted in a better understanding of the 
InG!ian point of view and in a measure of relief to the disabilities felt by 
Indians. I hope that as in the case of Kenya, so also in this case some 
remedy may be devised. I have promised to receive a deputation on this 
question and will discuss with them at a later date, in the light of further 
information which I hope to receive, the prospects of finding a solution to 
the present difficulties. For the present I say nothing more on the subject. 

Of measures which will engage the attention of the Legislature an import
ant section concerns Commerce, Industry and Finance. I will not dwell at 
length upon the Trades Union and Trades dispute legislation because I have 
recently explained the genesis and scope of these measures to the Associated 
Chambers in Calcutta.. Both these measures mark a new step in the progress 
of labour legisla.tion in India. I believe opinion has been expressed in some 
quarters that we are moving too fast along the line of labour legislation; 
but both these Bills only deal with essentials and are of a simple nature; and 
great weight must be given to the view that at a moment when labour has 
commenced organisation and is assuming prominence, recognition should be 
given by Statute to the fact and development on the right lines should be 
secured. I attach importance to the right preliminaries, though the future 
of Trades Unicns in India will, I realise, largely depend not on enactments, 
but on the spirit shown by the employers and workers and on the attitude of 
the public. Let me also remi11d you that the views expressed by my Govern
ment in those Bills are tentative only; and when comments have been received 
they will be carefully considered and changes made as may appear desirable in 
the light of the criticisms expressed. 

It. is gratifying to observe the very keen interest taken by the Legislature 
in the working of the Tariff Board. During the past year, my Government 
have placed before you proposals based on two of the repor~s of the Board. 
The most important of these resulted in the passing of the Steel Industry 
(Protection) Act, which imposed heavy protective duties on a wide range 
of steel products covering most of those in ordinary consul:\lption. The rates 
embodied in that Act were the result of careful investigation by tbe Tariff 
Board, but since they were brought into force, the Steel Industry has repre
sented that further protection is required largely owing to a rapid and marked 
fall in the prices of Continental steel. This question was referred to the 
Tariff Board for inquiry, and during this Session a Resolution based on their 
report will be brought forward for consideration by the Legislature. The fall 
in prices of Continental steel had l:!een so heavy that an aaempt to deal with 
the position by means of increased import duties would have resulted in 
practically doubling the existing duties, with the conse<.plence that. from 50 to· 
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10 per cent. of the ·landed cost of imported steel would have been represented 
lby the duties charged. Obviously my Government could not agree to duties 
()n such a high scale on articles which are largely used in agriculture and many 
oQther important !ndustries. They have, however, accepted the general con
dusions of the Tariff Board, and the Legislature will be asked in this Session 
to agree to the grant of bounty on steel produced in India between October 1st, 
1924, and September 30th, 1925. The total amount 4Jf bounty proposed is fifty 
lakhs, which is the sum that it is calculated the industry would receive under 
the Tariff Board's proposals, were the rates recommended by the Board to 
become fully effective. This is a very favourable interpretation of the 
recommendations of the Board, espeCially as it allows th'e industry to obtain the 
advantage of the protection accorded without waiting for sales. If the grant 
of this bounty is made, it should prove of material assistance to the steel 
industry of India in its difficulties. 

You will have noticed that the policy advocated by the Fiscal Commission 
has been steadily pursued. The Tariff Board is now engaged in investigating 
the applications for protection from certain other industries, notably cement 
and paper. The principle has been maintained that it is right and proper 
that any industry which appeals to the State for assistance must prove itli 
case in public before an impartial Board. It is only by this means that an 
opinion can be reached on the merits of the case and the implications and 
effects of a demand for protection envisaged. 

It is evident from private Bills, Resolutions and questions that Members 
are taking a lively interest in the difficult questions of currency and exchange; 
and it may be of interest to the Legislature to hear from me an indication 
of the policy o~ my Government upon these problems. While internal prices 
in India have on the whole remained steady, there has been a considerable 
rise in the sterling value of the rupee during the past year, and an even 
more marked rise in its gold value owing to the simultaneous improvement in 
the gold value of sterling. Thus far during the present busy season there has 
not been a repetition of the exceptional stringency in the money-market which 
characterised this period a year ago, and I am hopeful that the assistance 
which my Government have been able and will be able to give in the matter 
of providing additional currency, combined with the improved conditions 
on which emergency currency can now be issued to the Imperial Bank, will 
enable all legitimate demands to be met without undue strain during the 
remainder ofthe season. 

My Government proposes in the first place to amend the Indian Paper 
Currency Act so as to increase the permissible investment of securities in 
the Paper Currency Reserve from the present limit of 85 crores of rupees 
to 100 crores. 

The object of this proposal is to give the Government of India increased 
powers to ensure !he supply of currency upon an adequate scale to meet 
the requirements of trade and in . particular to prevent undue monetary 
stringency in the busy season. 
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. We have made announcements from time to time to Chambers of Com
merce and in the Assembly that, if my Government found existing powers 
were likely to prove insufficient, it would not hesitate to ask for increased 
discretion. • 

'Ve began the present busy season with a margin of 13! crores of per
missible investment; and we have up to date increased currency by six crores, 
British Securities to the aliount of six million pounds having been placed in 
the reserve in England. There is still therefore a margin of 7! crores; but 
it is considered desirable to ask the Legislature for increased powers to meet 
possible contingencies. 

The Members of the Legislature may rest assured that these provisions 
for increased discretion to meet demands for currency are a healthy deve
lopment and offer no indications of a morbid tendency. The need is an outcome 
of the improvement of trade which is now definitely recovering from post-war 
depressions, and it is natural that increased trade should require increased 
currency facilities. 

It should also be noted that this increase of currency represents an addi
tion made by Government quite independent of the amount which the Imperial 
Bank is entitled to ask as a loan from the Paper Currency Reserve against 
the security of Internal Trade Bills. The Imperial Bank is entitled to ask 
for sums up to 12 crores. The conditions upon which the Bank can ask for 
this emergency currency have recently been modified by requiring that the 
first four crores may be taken when the bank rate is at six per cent., and 
any part of the remainder may be taken when the bank rate reaches seven 
per cent. 

There has been a considerable feeling in some quarters that the time 
has come for the appointment of a Currency Committee to investigate the 
difficult question of exchange and to make recommendations. The sugges
tion has been carefully examined by me in consultation with my Finance 
Member, and has been for some time past the subject of discussion between 
my Government and the Secretary of State. The chief difficulty to be con-· 

· sidered is the fluidity of economic and exchange factors in the world. The 
question is not affected only by features in India and England or even in the 
Empire ; world conditions have also to be considered and powerfully affect 
the issues; and there is the danger that if a Committee sits at a time when 
factors are still unstable, its recommendations will be based on shifting data, 
and whatever may be the capacity and skill of the Committee, its conclusion 
will inevitably be of the nature of guess work rather than of expert findings 
based upon the examination of stable conditions and well-established tenden
cies. The result of discussion with the Secretary of State is ·that I am now 
authorised to make the following announcement which explains the conclusions 
of His Majesty's Government and my Government upon the proposal. 

The Government of India have been in communication with the Secretary 
of State on the subject of the rupee exchange, and the i~ention of Govern
ment is to appoint an authoritative Committee to consider the question as 
soon as world economic factors appear sufficiently stable to justify formulation 
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of a new policy. In their judgment there is much to l'le gafne<f l'ly postponing 
an inquiry till those factors on which any decision must rest are less fluid and 
obscure. But they anticipate that if the movement towards more stable 
conditions, whic! has lat-ely manifested itself, cantinu~s tli.e appointment of 
such a Committee should be possible not later than 12 montns Ilene&. 

In view of the opinion expressed in the Assembly regarding tlie need of 
an economic inquiry, my Government has decidel6 in consultation with th& 
Secretary of State to appoint a small Committee to report on the material 
which exists for holding an inquiry into the economic conaitions of the people
of India, the feasibility of instituting an inquiry of this character and the 
manner in which it could be carried out. Meanwhile the Taxation Committe& 
have begun their labours. 

It may also become necessary for my Government to introduce to the
Legislature a measure to define the powers of the High Court in relation to 
tribunals and proceedings under the special Bengal Criminal Legislation. You 
are aware that His Excellency the Governor of Bengal has exercised the 
powers conferred upon him under the Government of India Act and has certi
fied and signed the Bill. I take this opportunity of stating that His Ex
cellency's action in this respect has my full approval, and that I shall support 
both him and his Government to the extent of my powers in meeting what I 
regard as a serious emergency. Inasmuch as I have decided to reserve the
Act for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure, I do not now propose to 
discuss its detailed provisions or the Bill which my Government may eventually 
seek to introduce should His Majesty in Council signify assent to .the BengaJ 
Criminal Law (Amendment) Act. Nevertheless, as this legislation had its 
origin in the Ordinance, which I as Governor General in the exercise of the
special responsibilities laid upon me promulgated, let ine refer to certain 
aspects affecting the issue of the Ordinance. 

Very full explanations have already been given to the public. 
In spite however of the full ventilation which the question has received·~ 

,;ome important aspects of it appear to be still clouded by the mists of mis
apprehension in the minds of some sections of the public; and the necessity 
both of my action and of tbe course adopted by the Government of Bengal 
has repeatedly been challenged. 

I shall not travel again over the ground covered in my Calcutta speech. 
As the result of the public discussions it is now admitted on all sides, even 
by the most convinced opponents of special measures and special legislation~ 
that a terrorist movement exists in Bengal, and that widespread conspiracies 
for violent crimes have been established. The objects which these conspiracies
have in view as a result of their crimes are also not disputed. It has been 
proved by sad experience that the ordinary law, even when reinforced by the
use of Regulation III in cases to which it can be applied, is ineffective to. 
stop the movement or even to check its growth; and that the progress of the
movement involves <Joss of life not only among officials, but among innocent 
citizens unconnected with Government or with the activities of any political 
party . 

• 
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Yet in spite of this knowledge of these facts, there has been bitrer 
criticism of the measures adopted to check and cure the evil. I find it hard 
to believe that those who indulge so freely in criticism hj.ve ever seriously 
:attempted to think out the eventual implications of the movement or earnestly 
endeavoured to consider the resp<msibilities of Government or of the Governor 
General in the case. 

It is hardly conceivalfte that any thinking man can approve of the spread 
10f activities which seek to terrorise the population by breaking down estab
lished authority through a campaign of murder of officials and do not hesitate· 
to destroy innocent victims who cross their path or to exact reprisals in form 
of the lives of those who give evidence or information of contemplated outrages. 
It is obvious that those activities can only end, if u·nchecked, in the paralysis 
'Of Governi:t}ent and of law and order and may place the lives and properties 

. 'Of helpless citizens at the mercy of a 'pitiless criminal organisation. 
I cannot believe that any member of any political party in India, even 

if he is opposed, and vehemently opposed, to the Government as now constituted 
in India, would deny that it was the duty of Government to prevent the 
<eoming to pass of such a condition of affairs. 

But it is urged that .the O:~;dinance was not necessary. It-is 'argued 
that tl;lese· criminal activities could be adequately checked by the efforts of 
the police and the prosecution of- the malefactors before Courts of justice. I 
whole-hearte~Jy ;wish that 1 could subscribe to this argument, but I cannot 
:accept it, because it is in complete disregard of the true facts. It is essential 
to remember that w.e were not dealing with criminals who could be arrested 
:and tried for crimes on evidence freely given by persons with nothing to fear 
from their action in giving testimony. We were not dealing with the violent· 
and open insurrection of a. mob which could be fought with its own weapons. 
We were on the·contrary dealing with widespread secret societies with many 
ramifications, which had taken the greatest care to conceal their insidious 
organisations and nefarious plans and we~e prepared to e?'act swiftly and 
secretly terrible reprisals upon members of their own society or members of 
the public giving information as to their actions. 

You will doubtless remember that I addressed you on this subject at the 
opening of the proceedings of the Legislature in January of last year. ·There
after the Government of Bengal and my Goyernment were for a long time 
in anxious consultation in regard to measures, and every effort was made 
to cope with the danger by the ordinary law, reinforced by such special action 
as lay within our power. Regulation III was used for reasons and in a 
manner I have previously explained to this Legislature. These measures how
ever proved ineffective; and finally after exhausting all the weapons in their 
.armoury, the Government of Bengal made a request to my Government. The 
members of that Government, Europeans and Indians, after careful considera- · 
tion of the evidence and with full knowledge of the history and character of 
the local situation, were unanimous in applying to me tft issue an Ordinance 
giving special powers to deal with this dangerous emergency. The investiga
tion of the situation did not rest there; notwithstanding that it was for me to 
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determine whether the Ordinance should issue, it is for the Executive to assist 
in administering its powers. Moreover, I have during my term of office learnt 
to value the advi11e of the Members of my Council, and I have always derived' 
the greatest help from their. considered opinions. I therefore consulted them. 
I am well aware that I am taking a wholly exceptional course in giving you 
this information, but I do it advisedly after careful thought. The whole 
question was then studied in all aspects by the mEftnbers of my Government, 
both Europeans and Indians, who arrived at a unanimous conclusion that the· 
Ordinance was the only remedy available. The situation was then laid before
the Secretary of State including the p~oposals for the promulgation of the
Ordinance. The whole matter was submitted to careful examination by Lord 
Olivier and His Majesty's' Government as then constituted. They agreed with 
the course suggested as the only possible method of dealing with the dangers
facing the peace of Bengal. You will thus observe that my action was not 
only due to my personal conviction of the necessity for it, but that the view 
taken by me, and also by His Excellency the Governor of Bengal, has the 
support and approval of high and experienced authorities, both European 
and Indian, and was approved by the then Secretary of State. 

I have already explained elsewhere why the Members of the Legislature
were not consulted in September last. It has since been urged that the 
Legislature should have been summoned again before I took the step of pro
mulgation. In my judgment this course was neither in the circumstances, 
desirable, nor indeed was it possible, if the means devised were to prove 
effective. The responsibility was of a nature which could not be shared, and 
it would not be right or proper for me to try to share it with you or to place 
it on your shoulders. Consultation with the Legislature would have meant 
publicity. The aim was to prevent crime and to paralyse the activities of 
the conspiracies. Past experience in the Government of Inaia and the con
clusions of the Rowlatt Committee point to the fact that to check conspiracies 
of this nature with success two features are essential. In the first place, the 
organisations must not know that general action of a special nature is under 
contemplation against them; and, in the second place, the method of working 
and the sources of information mus.t not be endangered directly or indirectly. 
'Any rashness or carelessness on these points may make future action entirely 
fruitless and c~mpletely nuilify the object to· be secured. If discussions in 
this Legislature had taken place, these conditions could not have been fulfilled 
and the Ordinance would have proved futile as a remedy for the disease. 

There is, I regret to say, a tendency among some sections of publie 
opinion in India to confuse all administrative acts with influences having 
reactions on desires for political progress. The repression of violent crime 
has, l10wever, no affinity with the treatment of aspirations for advance. They 
have no resemblance in kind or degree and they are phenomena existing on 
entirely different planes. 

Terrorism no do~bt may sometimes batten on a section of political thought. 
It may expand like. some foul parasite-growth deriving strength from living 
sources outside its own entity. It mav Jl0nriRh for & time in this conjunction 
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if it can cajole or frighten a political party into acquiescence or into encourage
ment of its activities; but no political party can continue to live with terror 
for a friend. The parasite will kill the host. True political progress can 
have no lot or part with terrorism. Whatever differen~es of opinion niay 
exist between me and my Government and sections of public opinion regarding 
the Ordinance, I trust that the Members of the Indian Legislature will realise 
that my action was takw:t only after the most careful examination of the whole 
situation and with the sole object of preventing violent crime. 

You will not be surprised that I refrain tO-day from discussing the im
portant constitutional questions referred to the Reforms Inquiry Committee 

'which have formed the subject of important public discussion. You are aware 
'hat the Report of the Committee is now under the coneideration of myself 
all~ the members of my Government. The weighty nature of the problems and 
of the investigation by the Committee demands our most careful attention and 
study, and I think it right to avoid observations upon any ·of the various 
questions involved until there has been adequate opportunity for thorough 
examination and deliberation by me and my Government. l..de.\Ure however 
to take advantage of this opportunity to express to Sir Alexanqer Muddiman, 
the Chairman, and all the members_ of the Committee, my deep gratitude 
for the valuable services they have rendered •• They have had a difficult task; 
they have not spared themselves either in time or labour, and I cannot too 
highly commend the care and expedition with which they have completed 
their task. They haV£ devoted the:mSelves whole-heartedly and to the best 
of their well known capacities to the duties entrusted to them. Whatever 
opinions may be expressed hereafter upon the results of their efforts, I feel 
sure that you, the Members of the Indian Legislature, and the Indian public 
generally, will agree with me in this tribute of appreciation of their services. 

I have been deeply gratified to learn that the leaders of the two com
munities in Kohat have reached agreement, and that there are now good 
prospects of the return of the Hindus and of the resumption of past friendly 
and neighbourly relations. I was grievously distressed by the wound which 
communal tension had inflicted upon Kohat. I shall not refer to the painful 
events at the riots or their causes, as these have already been dealt with in 
the Resolution of my Government, and I shall serve no useful purpose by re
discussing them; but leaving these aside, the question which caused me the 
most acute anxiety and thought was the problem of reconciliation and of the 
future relations of the two communitie~. From the outset I have done all 
in my power to try to heal the wound and to bring the parties together. At 
one moment reconciliation seemed imminent, but the negotiations proved abor
tive; nevertheless, I and those associated with me were unwilling to regard 
the collapse as final. I have always been ready to take any official measures 
which may assist to restore the harmony and unity formerly traditional be
tween the communities in this l!,rontier town; but I have recognised that these 
efforts were of the nature of an auxiliary to settlem~t and not the actual 
foundation of settlement. Any system of peace imposed from above or from 
outside would have neither been real nor lasting. The peace must be the 
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peace of Kohat; and until each party· could itself testify that the heart had 
'been cleansed from rancour, there could be no basis for permanent good-will 
iin the future. I understand that the settlement has been well received by 
the two communitie; at large, and I trust that I may now hear that active 
:steps are being taken towards the end which I and my Government have so 
much at heart-a restoration of that harmony and neighbourly relations be-

. 'tween Hindu and Moslem which had long been in existence at Kohat. I know 
that I shall carry the Members of the Indian Legislature ~ith me when I 
'eXpress the most earnest hope that this settlement may prove an enduring 
-restoration of peace and good-will between the two communities at Kohat. 
I trust I may not be taking too optimistic a view when I express the f~rther 
'hope that the present high state of tension in the relations between the Hindu 
:and Moslem communities in different parts of India may be relieved, and that 
more friendly relations between them may ensue. I need not assure you that 
1£ and my Government have observed with the deepest concern the lamentable 
:series of riots and disturbances which have resulted in so much loss of life and 
u:>roperty and, what is perhaps even more deplorable, so much exacerbation of 
Qld animosities. We are profoundly impressed by the necessity of taking all 
possible action to relieve this atmosphere of tension and to avert or mitigate 
the disorders which it unfortu.nately generates. I know that these views 
are shared to the full by all Local Governments. Nevertheless, I deemed it 
proper some time ago to invite their close and earnest attention to these 
matters, and I have every assurance that no effort will be spared by them 
or by their officers not o~ly to avert temporary or local causes of trouble or to 
minimise its results, but steadfastly to promote permanent mutual relations of 

· harmony and good-will. I am equally confident that all enlightened members 
of the communities affected equally deplore and are equally concerned in 
reconciling these unhappy communal dissensions. . They will recognise with 
me that on a solution of these difficulties depend not only the present peace 
and prosperity of India, but also her future progress. I readily acknowledge 
that strenuous efforts have already been made, and are still being made, by 
leaders of Indian public opinion to establish more harmonious relations be
tween these communities. I cannot too strongly affirm that this object is 
constantly and sincerely sought after by all responsible public authorities in 
India; but no measures, legislative or executive, however: ingeniously devised, 
can be expected to produce immediate effect on the ancient and deep-rooted 
cause of these troubles. They can only be removed by the growth of a spirit 
of toleration and enlightenment. It cannot be denied that these animosities 
:are a serious hindrance to the promotion of unity of aim in India, and that 
these quarrels and disturbances must inevitably retard political progress. 
Whatever differences may divide us in India~ we must all agree that every 
effort should be made to prevent the recurrence of these communal troubles. 
In this field we can, and should, co-operate, and I trust that all members of 
these two communitias and others, who are moved by humanity, public spirit 
and patriotism, will join with me and the responsible authorities in India in 
earnest efforts to promote this spirit of larger tolerance and conciliation. If 
this -Ci>bject .could be attained, the distance along the road to political unity 
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in India will be considerably shortened. Moreover, I venture to cherish the 
hope that the diffusion of this spirit of harmony and good-will may communj,... 
cate itself to other regions of acute controversy, and that in due course of 
time, and aided by this brighter and purer light, the road fnay be more quickly 
found to peace and prosperity in India . 

• 



• APPENDIX III . 

SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS RECORDED :SY THE 

MAJORITY SECTION OF THE REFORMS ENQUIRY0 COMMITTEE. 

The Madras Government report that the transitional constitution has 
worked with a considerable measure of success in 

news of the Madras Gov· Madras Some progress has been made towards the 
ernment. • 

understanding of the system of parliamentary 
government both by the representatives returned to the council and by those 
who exercised the vote; political education has begun, and the population, 
both urban and rural, has become more articulate and to some extent more 
conscious of the meaning and value of the vote. It cannot be said that th.ere 
are yet apparent signs of the division of parties according to political princi
ples apart from the communal question and perhaps the theory of indiscrimi
nate opposition to all proposals of the government. Even among the politi
cian class the formation of independent groups is not so much due to differ
ences of political principle as to communal considerations or the personal 
influence of individuals. .Among the general body of the electorate personali
ties count more than principles. There is no lack of general political ' planks ' 
in election manifestoes, but it is difficult to discern differences such as indicate 
in more politically advanced countries the real existence of political parties. 
The Ministers at a time of grave unrest have been able to steady public opinion 
and feeling, and their moderation has enabled them to refrain from rash and 
doctrinaire experiments. It is probably too soon to speak of the result of the 
changes as affecting the various branches of the administration, though pro
bably the standard of efficiency in some departments has been lowered. The 
Governor in Council concludes that, if an earnest endeavour to work on consti
tutional lines is a qualification for political advance, the Madras Presidency 
has shown itself fitter for an advance than any other province. The Madras 
Ministers, however, attach no importance to minor alterations of the Act a.nd 
Rules, and they insist that there should now be a complete transfer of all 
provincial subjects. The Governor in Council is inclined to doubt whether 
opinion in favour of complete transfer is as 11nanimous as the Ministers have 
been Jed to believe, and he is not prepared to agree that the time for it has · 
~00~ • 

The Bombay Government say that there were no organized parties in the 
first council, and that therefore there could be no 

Go~~~-:,en~~ the Bombay organized support of the Ministers. In the present 
council the Swarajist party is the only non-official 

party united by bonds . other than communal. lt is the strongest in 
numbers but does Iftlt command a majority, and it is pledged to a 
policy of refusal of political responsibility. The Ministers were therefore 
11ecessarily selected from the smaller groups, and this is the first and most im-

• ( 362 ) 
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portant cause of the weakness of their present position. Having no adequate 
support from their followers they are obliged to rely largely for support upon 
the official vote, and accordingly the distinction between the two halves of the 
government is obscured. Further, a large section of the House is parochial 
in itr> outlook, anti, as decir;iuns depend upon the votes of this section, they are 
apt to be fortuitous in matt~rs.which are beyond the parochial outlook. Pro
gre~s in parliamentarf giYVHnment has thus been retarded, but some progress 
has been made. The first stage in the path to responsible government should 
have been the development of self-governing institutions in the departments 
already transferred to the Ministry, and this stage has not yet been fully 
reached. The electorate has yet to learn the importance of returning repre
sentatives with a real sense of political responsibility for the welfare of the 
various peoples of the Presidency. It will be practically impossible to proceed 
to further stages until this lesson has been learnt. The Bombay Government 
are of opinion that the main object at present should be to strengthen the 
position of the Ministers and to encourage the organisation of parties. There 
is no other road to genuine parliamentary government. The Government do 
not therefore consider, though in this matter the Indian members of the 
Council dissent, that the stage which would justify any fundamental change 
in the body of the Act has been reached. The Indian Members consider that 
full autonomy should be immediately granted to the provincial governments, 
but the majority of the Government holds that effective safeguaras would be 
required in certain essential matters, and there are many other matters which 
would need the strictest examination before such a drastic measure. could be 
introduced for any provincial government. A satisfactory settlement would 
require repeated meetings of representatives of the central and provincial 
governments and an eventual reference to a Royal Commission, and the majo
rity is of opinion that the time for such a reference has not yet arrived. The 
Government express their decided view that some definite declaration of policy 
which is to endure for some years is required. With such a declaration pro
vincial governments will be able. to go forward secure in the knowledge that 
their efforts to improve the welfare of the people on clearly defined lines will 
have that success which a continuity of sound policy ensures. 

The Bengal Government say that the obstacle which is the root of all· the 

Views of the 
difficulty in working the transitional constitution is 

Bengal the Indian conception of the government as some-
Government. 

thing in which the people have no share or respon
sibility, and which it is therefore the duty of every progressive politician to 
criticise and oppose. It is of the first necessity that the elected members 
should realise their powers and use them. As matters stand, there is no party 
with a real constructive programme. The Ministers are left to evolve a policy 
in the time at their disposal and this the members proceed to criticise. These 
~embers have, however, no policy to put in its place, and, if the Ministers 
were replaced by others, the position would be just ilhe same. The council 
has thus failed to grasp its power to make ~he government and by supporting 
it to carry through the schemes which it considers would be beneficial to the 
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eountry. In .the first council progress was m;;tde and some solid achievements 
were recorded. The Ministers also were able to influence a sufficient number 
of the members to m:ke it possible, with the aid c;>f officials, to carry through 
a considerable amount of useful legislation. The, second coundl contains a 
large and influential body belonging to the non-co-operation party which is 
pledged to prove that the present co~stitution is unw~x:k~ble. · This body was 
joined by the independents, and the combined pa-rty c-ands more than 60 
votes in a House of a total strength of 140. The majority of the educated 
classes in Bengal desire provincial autonomy as early as possible, and the 
difference between the two sections is merely one of method. The Swarajists, 
as a branch of the non-co-operation party, are fully prepared to use such 
weapons as social boycott and are not above resorting to methods of terrorism, 
while the more cautious section of the educated classes stand to incur un
popularity if they even appear to support government. It is therefore not 
unlikely that at the next general election there will be a return of an abso
lute Swarajist majority which may take office with the avowed intention of 
wrecking the government from within. The constitution therefore requires 
to be specially considered from the point of view of giving the executive power 
to deal with obstruction. Apart from <;ertain alterations to meet difficulties 
in t'he working of the Act and rules . the Governor in Council would strongly 
oppose any attempt to modify the constitution or to alter the existing 
arrangements as regards reserved and transferred subjects. 

The Government of the United· Provinces say that it is constantly alleged 
by their enemies and critics that the reforms have 

vl;;;;;~o~~r~~en~nited Pro- failed. They say that, if this means that the consti-
tution has definitely broken down, the statement must 

he emphatically denied. Since the collapse in its original form of the non
co-operation movement the internal conditions of the province have steadily 
improved, and, except for the tension between Muslims and Hindus, tliere is 
now nothing to cause its government serious anxiety. Forty-seven millions 
of people are living peaceably under an ordered and progressive administra
tion and are probably more prosperous than their predecessors have ever been. 
The reformed constitution has failed to satisfy both the Swarajists and the 
Liberals, and this constitutes the principal cause for anxiety. The Gover
nor in Council cannot, however, admit that the attitude of the educated 
classes is the sole test by which the reforms must be judged. He is fully alive 
to the difficulties and defects inherent in or arising out of the present consti
tution; but he believes that they lie in directions, and that they point to con
clusions, very different from those which its critics have in view when they 
ingeminate its failure. 

The division of subjects into reserved and transferred was in practice far 
from complete. On the reserved side the Governor 

(Jontlnuation of views of the . . . 
United Provinces Govern. has 1n the last resort power to enforce h1s vtews, but 
ment. 0 the constant exercise of the power would force a 
deadlock, and the Governor in Council has often therefore to defer to the 
.wishes of a legislature which is inexperienced and liable to be influenced by 

• 
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sentiment or prejudice. A policy of rigid economy has been p1ll's-uedl dluring: 
the last two years, mainly at the expense of the reserved side of the· a'<iininis
tration, and it is impossible to ignore the fact that the financial control exer
cised by the council has seriously constricted the admi!tistration of reservecJ 
subjects which are those on which the- conditions of any civilized government. 
dep<;lnd. Turning to the transferred side the policy of extending the principles; 
of self-government in.regard to local bodies has been adopted, and the result 
has been to deprive government of effective control. The Ministers have ad
hered to the accepted policy of letting the self-governing bodies learn by their 
own mistakes. Within these limits the Ministers have sought to. guide local 
bodies in the right direction,· but of the actual fact of deterioration the Gover
nor in Council entertains no doubt. The change is not confined to local bodies. 
The universities impelled by financial pressure have begun to compete for 
students, and the easier they make their courses and examinations the more 
likely are they to be successful. This reacts on secondary education, and in 
primary education there· has been little progress despite a great increase ii~o 

expe11diture. In the medical sphere there is a disposition on the part of the· 
council to look askance at the Indian Medical Service, and the dislike of the· 
Indian Subordinate Medical Department is unconce:j,led. There is also ac 
tendency in the council to foster the· practice of what western opinion can· 
only regard as unscientific systems of medicine. In ·many respects these· 
changes doubtless have the support of Indian opinion; but the Governor in· 
Council cannot r\)gard them as re~lly making for the health or happiness of 
the people~ The Mini!Jters themselves have been working loyally and ener
getically; and they cannot be held responsible for these results which depend 
mainly upon the general conditions in which their work has been done. 

Though he fears that this may expose him to misrepresentation and mis
. understanding, the Governor in Council of the United 

Conclusion of views of the· . . . . . 
Unitecl. Provinces Govern- Provmces considers It. IS essential to get down to 
ment. root conditions. Ministers and legislators have 
acquired some acquaintance with the practical difficulties of administration, 
but political development is still jn the_ most elementary stage. The electors 
do not recognise that the legislature is their representative, and practically 
no attempt has been made by any party to educate them in their duties and 
responsibilities. The electors are mainly members of an illiterate peasantry 
with many virtues but not many of the qualities out of which the controlling 
power of parliamentary governments is made. From force of circumstances 
they are pre-occupied with the difficu!ties of physical existence, responsive to 
the claims of their caste or community, passionately attached to their hold
ings, resentful of interference and oppression, but indifferent to any larger 
issue save religion, and religion in India is a disruptive force. The relations 
between the Hindu and Muslim communities are, it is to be feared, decidedly 
worse than they were 25 or even 5 years ago. As self-government has drawn 
nearer, the Hindu has become filled with alarm by the more rapid increase of 
Muhammadans, their greater virility and the tendency of some of them to 
lcnk for support to powers outside India. The Muhammadans know they are 
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:mtdistanced both in wealth and education and fear Swaraj will mean a Hindu 
rule. The more farseeing politicians see that without a genuine union Swaraj 
is impossible, but there are few signs of a common patriotism capable of 
dominating sectarian• animosities. In the legislature well-organised parties 
(except for the Swarajist) are non-existent; the interplay of personal factors 
is incessant; and the formation of stable combinations is impeded by the cross 
divisions of race, religion and interest. There is no la.sge body of impartial 
opinon upon which the Minister can rely, and he can rarely take a strong line 
in opposition to any substantial or clamant section. In short, though this is 
certainly not surprising, neither the principle of responsibility to the electorate 
nor the principle of party cohesion has been established in any strength. These 
are the real obstacles to any rapid political advance, such as the Indian 
Natioflalist desires, and they cannot be removed by any alterations in the 
details of the Act or rules. The Governor in Council says that dyarchy is 
obviously a cumbrous, complex, confused system, having no logical basis, rooted 
in compromise and defensible only as a transitional expedient. It is, how
ever, not an accidental feature but the very essence of the policy deliberately 
embodied in the Act and the rules framed thereunder. The difficulties and 
defects inherent in it are quite incurable by any mere alter:l.tion of the Act 
or rules. The utmost such changes could do, if the structure. of the constitu
tion is to be maintained, would be to oil the wheels of the constitutional 
machinery. 

The Governor in Council concludes that the answer to the whole enquiry 
may be summed up in the statement that there is no halfway house between 
the present and the new constitution. He expresses·no opinion on the demand 
for the latter, but he is clear that concessions which fall short of complete 
provincial autonomy will placate no section of the opponents of the existing 
system; that they will secure neither stability nor contentment; and that 
they will lower the efficiency, already impaired, of the administration. 

The Punjab Government point to the difficulties which faced the authors 
of the reforms scheme owing to the division of India 

e::e~t of the Punjab Gov- into areas widely differing not only in social and 
temperamental characteristics, but at markedly 

different stages of political development. At the "inception of the reforms the 
Punjab was an area in which administrative considerations must have appeared 
to the great mass of the inhabitants to outweigh those connected with political 
developments. 

The executive government was absorbed by pressing administrative prob
lems arising from the rapid material advance of the province. These changes 
in the conditions of life reacted politically in two directions:-

(i) in the sentiments of· apprehension and even hostility entertained 
by the agriculturists against the monied and urban interests 
which tend~ towards the organisation of prejudices and inter
ests and therefore to form a basis of political parties; and . 

(ii) in the intensification of thought on religious or communal lines. 
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A portion of the Hindu political element clearly welcomed the reforms as 
likely to afford them an opportunity of confirming a position gained by supe
rior education and capacity in the use of political methods. It is doubtful 
whether the Muhammadans at large or the agricultural community were at 
that time entirely aware of the opportunities which the rMorms would give 
them for developing their own interests. The authors of the scheme certainly 
<!Ould not have foreseen the speed with which its working would drive the two 
main communities into OJ~len dissension and woul.d develop antagonism between 
the urban and rural interests. The agitation of the extreme section of the 
Sikhs may also be referred to in this connection, though the local government 
<!Onsider this cannot correctly be attributed directly to the reforms. The move
ment for the reform of the Sikh shrines was only one element in a larger 

' :agitation. It secured the unquestioning allegiance of the Sikh peasantry, 
:and this success placed the extreme section of the Sikhs in funds for their 
<!ampaign. This section recognised the political and numerical inferiority of 
the Sikhs and hoped to secure by direct pressure what they could not obtain 
by the ballot; possibly they looked further ahead and hoped to consolidate 
their position in time to be able to take full advantage of the breakdown of 
:authority which they thought might follow the reduction of British influence 
in the administration. 

The immediate aim of the reforms was to arouse· political consciousness by 
constituting and training an electorate and its re

l'~~~~~;~~::,::~;t~ws of the presentatives. There is :not as yet evidence of the 
existence of a thinking and selective electorate in 

the Punjab, capable of exercising its vote on considerations of policy. The 
;figures do not argue any undue apathy on the part of the electors : in the 
election of 1920 the percentage of electors voting was low owing to the pre
valence of non-co-operation doctrines, but in the second general election 49 
p.er cent. of the electors recorded the.ir votes: There is, how~ver, little evi
dence of that close touch between representatives and electors which consti
tutes the vitality of a representative system. The election address is practi
cally unknown; the constit11ency judges of the personality rather than the 
programme of the candidate. The representative seldom, if ever, addresses 
his electors or canvasses their view on any project of legislation before the 
1)ouncil. In regard to the evidence as to the development of responsibility in 
the council whilst certain charges mentioned in their report can be levelled 
against the first council the balance of the whole of its account is not to ils 
discredit. 

In regard to administration the grave increase in crime should be attri
'buted to economic and other causes and not to the reforms. . The failure in 
many districts to maintain previous administrative standards is only indirectly 
<due to the reforms. It is due to-

(i) the loss of a large number of efficient officers by retirement on pro
portionate pensions whose place will no~ be effertively filled 
by junior officers for some years: and 
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( ii) the loss of efficiency due to the increasing financial difficulties ot 
officers and to the decline of enthusiasm owing to the removal of 
much interesting and constructive work. from the hands of the
District Officers to, for example, local bodies . 

• In both these causes the reforms must take their share. 
On the transferred side the experience gained has not been sufficient to

afford confirmation of any feeling that deterioration has taken place. The
executive remains the same as before the reforms. 'l'?!e main criticism which: 
is made against the departments administering the transferred subjects is that. 
the Ministry of Education has subordinated the interests of its departments. 
to the support of the communal interests of Muhammadans. It was not un
reasonable that the Minister· should attempt to secure d~finite opportunities. 
to the community which constitutes his chief support in the council. The fur
ther progress of the tendency must, however, be watched with some care in the
interests of the reforms. .All communities feel that it is incumbent on them 
to strengthen and consolidate their own position in anticipation of the possible
withdrawal of British authority. In the long run, however, nothing is so likely
to produce failure in the working of representative institutions as the. in
opportune and inconsiderate -use by one community of its voting power over
others. For the moment, there is every justification for the attempt of a 
majority community, backward in education and political status, to raise itself" 
to the level of its rivals. Real harm will only be done if that community passes: 
from the constructive task of securing its position to the destructive process. 
of denying equal opportunities to other communities. 

Turning to other points the local government say that whatever feelings: 
may be entertained in political circles in favour of 

Conclusion of views of the dev. elopment of "'provinc.ial autonom. y "-the imPunjab Government. 
plications of which have been so little explored or 

understood-few acquainted with the administrative needs of the country willi 
contest the need for central contFol in all essential matters. The difficulties: 
in this respect have been due rather to the application of the control than to.. 
the principle. So far as internal affairs are concerned it has been impossible
in practice to treat the formal division of subjects between reserved and' 
transferred as constituting clear cut spheres of work. In the Punjab, for ex-. 
ample, the transferred subjects of "Religious and Charitable Endowments ,_ 
and " Excise " have been found to be intimately connected with the reserved' 
subjects which are usually referred to under the comprehensive title of "Law· 
and Order." The dyarchical scheme necessarily contains anomalies, and it·. 
cannot be contended that the Punjab offered a really suitable field for the in
troduction of a divided responsibility. So far Ministers willing to co-operate
with the executive have been found who have been supported by a party which, 
hits not attempted to force them into an extreme position. In other circum
stances the complications arising from the reaction of transferred on reserved· 
subjects might constitute a serious danger to the administration. The main· 
object of the present caiscussion is not the establishment of provincial auto-
nom.\'· .An impartial observer might reas.onably object to the transfer of any-
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further stib"ject until tne limitations which must be set on the absolute auto
'llomy of the provinces have been adequately explored. In fact the advocates 
<if complete 'independence of parliamentary control have not foreseen the in
-evitable results in the creation in India of virtually independent and anta
gonistic miits controlled neither by a central executive•noi:' by a central 
1egislature which must be shorn of its powers by the natural process under 
which legislative follows administrative independence. In the Punjab, indeed, 
1ui1ging by the attitui1e ~f the press, which is subject to Hindu control, there 
'is so 'little effective demani1 for further transfers as to create a suspicion that 
-there wotila 'be some gratification if the transfer of certain subjects were re-
-vokei1. At least constant efforts are made to persuade the Governor to control 
-the 'Ministry 'in oruer to safeguard the communal interests of the minority 
in the counCil. 

The ref{)rms were introuuced in Burma two years later than in the other 
provinces in ltidia. The Government of Burma have 

.me~~~ws of·t!w·Burma Govern- therefore reported with much less experience of the 
working of the constitution even than that of the 

·Governments of the remaining provinces. They say that less than seven per 
cent. of the electorate voted at_the only general election held, which was boy

·<Jotted by the extremists. So far as the Governor in Council is aware, no 
member of the legislature has addressed his e}actors on the problems of the 
<{lay, and 'but few have attempted to establish between themselves and their 
·constituents ·that relation which e:x:ists in countries where parliamentary insti
tutions flourish. There has been valuable training of the members of the 
'legislature, 'but the electorate as a whole stands much where it did before the 
;introduction of the reforms. The Governor in Council concludes that during 
<the 18 months •in which the reforms have been in operation hardly any diffi
"CUlties have been experienced and hardly any defects discovered in the working 
,of the constitution. 

The Government of 'Bihar and Orissa ha11e forwarded a summary of certain 
general aspects of the second general election made 

<OJs~~Go~~nt.Biha;r <>.nd by the officer who supervised the arrangements for it. 
He says that public meetings were almost unknown; 

!Political canvass was almost entirely the canvass of leading residents, zemindars· 
and lawyers; election addresses were issued in some places but not broadcast: 

:and handbills containing no argument and no explanation of the political 
·position wel'e the oommonest form of appeaL He says one may search in vain 
'for signs that three years· of the reforms has educated the electorate to the 
meaning of an election and the business of a legislature. From every district 

<the reports of the presiding officers Ueelare that a large proportion of the 
·v-oters did not know the name of the candidate for whom they voted, but had 
<only been told the colour of'his box. 1n the standing of the Swarajist candi
·dates for election we have the first signs of the formation of a party system. 
"The candidates were personally of little standing, but they had some notion of 
•organising an ignorant electorate on party 'lines to vtte against the govel·n
nnent. They'have, 'however, ;rev:eaiea "ilhe,amazing credulity and ignorance in 
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the electorate which has to be overcome. The candidates have attributed t<> 
their opponents responsibility for raising the price of post-cards, salt, oil, 
cloth and all the other necessaries of life; they have promised to effect a 
millennium of no rent and no taxes; anct'"'they have exploited the superstition 
of the masses in r~gard to the colour of the voting boxes. 

Turning to more general questions, the Bihar and Orissa Government in
clude amongst the causes which have contributed ~o the non-success of the 
reforms the failure to create a Ministerial party prepared to support the 
Ministers· in carrying out a definite programme. _The constitutional strccture 
has been borrowed from England, but the foundation essential to carry it is 
lacking in India. This has made the position of the reserved side particularly 
difficult. The council still remains divided into two parties, officials and non
officials. Where the issue js not an anti-government one, Ministers have their 
following in council, but they cannot bring this to bear on political issues and 
cannot therefore assist government in times of difficulty. Another cause is 
the general political inexperience of the country and the reluctance of the 
average Indian members to face personal opposition or unpopularity. 

In conclusion the local government say there is very little that can be done 
to smooth the working of dyarchy or to eliminate the different administrative
imperfections. If a further step is contemplated, on what grounds is it to be
taken? If the object is to pacify at aU costs our clamant critics the few 
minor remedies suggested will not influence them one jot or title; they wilf 
be satisfied with nothing less than the disappearance of dyarchy and the· 
substitution therefor of provincial autonomy. 

The Central Provinces Government say that the value of the experiment 
in responsible government during the first council was 

. Views of the Central Pro· weakened firstly by the lack of connection between 
vmces Government. ' ' 

the members and their constituents; secondly, by the-
absence of any party organization which would have made the responsibility 
of Ministers to the council effecti"e; and, thirdly, by lack of funds. The fair 
measure of success in the working of dyarchy which was achieved was due 
partly to the mtlderation of the council and partly to the efforts made to work 
the scheme by the Members of Government and the permanent services. 

The basis of the i·eforms was the gradual training of the electorate by the
exercise of responsibilities proportionate to their capacity for the time being. 
The political education of the electorate must be a slow and difficult process, and 
in the Central Provinces the education given to it during the first council was 
very small indeed. At the second general election Swaraj was put before the
electorate as a vague millennium. The Swarajists made no attempt to explain
their policy of obstruction to the bulk of the voters; and in very few of their 
speeches or broadsheets was the pledge to abolish dyarchy made. The local 
government refer to the immensity of the problem in the Central Provinces . 
.li:ven in local affairs the voters with every advantage of local knowledge have 
not yet l!"arnt the value of their vote and make no effort to control their re
preseiitatives in matt~·s vitally affecting their interests. For the local legis
lature the franchise covers about 1·1 per cent. of the total population, most 
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of them illiterate. A period of four years is far too short a time in which to 
expect the growth of political ideas in an electorate so handicapped. by illite. 
racy and general lack of the political sense as that of the Central Provinces. 
The Governor in Council therefore considers it would be pl!emature, until the 
electorate gives evidence of an active and intelligent use of the franchise, to 
make any further advance in the direction of responsible government. 

8. Finally, the Ass:fm Government say the ne,w council contains an 
organized Nationalist party comprising approximate

Views of the Assam Govern- ly one half the elected members with a . Swarajist 
ment. 

nucleus and leader. Outside this party there was 
neither at the elections nor is there in the council any party organization. 
Many of these other members, however, are in many respects more inclined to 
oppose government than to support it. It is regrettable that the acceptance 
of office by the Ministers and the indication of a genuine attempt on their 
part to work the existing constitution are sufficient to alienate from them the 
goodwill of the council-as a whole and to deprive them of the influence which 
they exercised as private members. The difficulty of the position is aggravated 
by the fact that the Swarajist party in Assam draws its inspiration from the 
all-India leaders who have made it clear that their object is the early estab
lishment of Dominion Home Rule, and in face of this larger issue provincial 
autonomy is a minor and subsidiary proposition. One of the main causes of 
the presen't trouble is the failure to realise the· anticipation of the authors 
of the reforms that reasonable men would conduct themselves in a reasonable 
manner in a spirit of compromise and co-operation. A considerable section of 
the council is openly hostile to the present constitution and is indisposed· to 
consider the proposals of government on their merits. No regard is paid 
to the dictum of the Joint Committee that the Governor's power of restoring 
demands on the reserved side was intended to be real, and that its exercise 
should not be regarded as unusual or arbitt:ary. On .the contrary the use of 
the power leads to declarations that the reforms are a sham and the powers 
of the council illusory. The dangers of such an agitation• among an un
instructed electorate and an ignorant population are obvious. 

The Governor in Council sums up the difficulty of working the constitution 
as due, firstly, to ihe existence of a section of public men, considerable enough 
in numbers and ability to influence the council, which is actively hostile to the 
present constitution and declines to work it; and, secondly, to the financial 
difficulties which have precluded the local government from undertaking any 
activities other than carrying on the essential administrative functions on 
pre-existing lines. The Ministers have thus no convincing answer to the cry 
of their opponents that the reforms have bestowed no benefits on the electors. 
With such an improvement in the financial position as would place the Minis
ters in a position to carry out schemes of pubfic utility and thus enable them 
to consolidate their position with the electorate, there is a reasonable prospect, 
at least in Assam, that reasona"Qle men prepared to w~k the constitution in 
a reasonalile spirit would command a majority in the council and would in 
due course be able to justify a further substantial advance towards responsible-
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!government. Without this, palliatives like the transfer of further subjects 
'Will hav~ little effect in improving the situation. 

In the foregoing summary of their reports we have referred t~ the views 
• ot the Governors in Council. In some cases these 

•()fb~::cft1a~~siD~~~:;.mberJ views were not shared by all the Members of Council, 
and the Ministers frequently did not support the 

views accepted by the Governors in Council. ~ proceed, therefore, to 
summarise briefly the views urged in the enclosures to the reports of the local 

,governments by the dissenting Members of Council and Ministers who were 
iin office at the time when the reports were made. 

(a) No Member of Council in the Madras Presidency dissented from the 
•views of that Government. Two Ministers, Sir A. P. Patro and Mr. Rama
>rayaningar, however, annexed memoranda to the local government's report, 
~and the latter Minister also on a later date forwarded a criticism of the 
!Picture given by the local government of the working of the constitution. Sir 
.'A.. P. Patro states that the opposition in the council must subject all govern
mental measures to effective criticism. On the reserved side, however, criti-

'·Cism may only consist in giving advice and making recommendations, and 
:the sense of powerlessness over the reserved subjects leads t.o a sense of irri
ttation and despair. It is a tribute to the commonsense of the members that 
•-they did not make extreme or illegitimate demands on the Reserved Depart
ments. There is now a strong determination of all parties to obtain an effec-

<i;ive voice in the administration of the reserved subjects. The position of the 
.::Ministers has, therefore, beconle very serious. Are they to vote with the 
1reserved half or are they to carry out the will of the majority of the council? 
+On the other hand if the Ministers vote against the reserved subjects the ad
rministration of those subjects becomes very difficult. The test of political 
•responsibility lies in the amount of assistance which the council will accord to 
•the administration of law and order. In Madras the council fully realised its 
•responsibility in this respect during the most critical times. So long, however, 
,as it is a rese:tved subject the council will not have full confidence, and its 
:administration becomes more difficult. The council does represent public 
·opinion and further does a good deal to create it. The relations· between the 
members and their constituencies in the party supporting the Ministry have 

fbeen more or less closely preserved by a series of conferences. The work of 
·the council also started on a kind of party system. The dyarchical system, 
'however, has had the best trial in Madras, its difficulties are now known, and 
·it is necessary that all provincial subjects should be brought under the control 
•of the council with the reservation that in the cases of law and order and 
·finance residuary powers to meet emergencies should he given to the Governor. 
A special member shquld also be appointed as Deputy Governor to administer 

'central subjects. 

Mr. Ramarayaningar says there is no doubt that the reformed councils 
~are an improvement o>ver their predecessors as they have the people behind 
·them and are capable of doing a great deal effectively either for good or for 
lbad. In ~pite -of .several defects. in the constitution the Madras Government 
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fared well, and this was much to the credit of the Governor. The constitutioll! 
has become complicated and difficult to work. The three years which has· 
elapsed has given the experience expected from the ten years period, and, 
knowing that the transitional stage is attended with serious risks, it is no use· 
keeping to that stage. The political consciousness of the • masses has been· 
roused, and they ttre prepared to run risks to gain political ttdvttntages. A 
return to the pre-reform position is impossible. The only course open is tO< 
go forwttrd. All subjectsemust be trttnsferred to the control of the council' 
with the retention of residuttry p.owers in the Governor in the <;ttses of finance· 
and law ttnd order. Madms has worked tile reforms fairly satisfactorily and' 
must have its reward. It is no exaggeration to say that in every Transferred' 
Department, Madras has been able to advance rapidly, and the advance would' 
have been more marked, if the contribution under the Meston Award had been• 
foregone. 

The two Indian Members of the Bombay Government dissented in some· 
respects from the views of the local governm~nt, and the Ministers have en
dorsed the views of the Indian Members of Council. They say it cannot be· 
contended that even in 1929 full responsibility cannot be contemplated because· 
in the meantime more subjects have not been transferred. When the reforms
were introduced the country was. divided into two main camps; one was com-
posed of the non-co-operators, who regard the reforms as a sham, and the· 
other, while not fully satisfied, were nevertheless prepared to work them as. 
far as possible. The Act has not been put into practice in the spirit in which· 
it was drafted or worked in the way in which it was intended. It can hardly· 
be said that there has been actual and full control of the Transferred Depart-
ments by the Ministers and the council. The forming of parties under a 
system of dyarchy, whereby the Minister is placed under the dual control of' 
the council and of the Governor, is impracticable. The entry of the Swarajist. 
party prevented the formation of a Ministerial party. In the present cir-
cumstances there can be only two parties, the government party, consisting· 
of Executive Members, the Ministers and official members, which is the party· 
in power, and the opposition, part of which supports gover11ment when it 
suits its purpose to do so. No palliatives will be of any effect. and the creation. 
of an authority to control-the government in the shape of a responsible elected 
council can only be achieved by the grant of full responsibility in the provinces .. 
A Royal Commission will be necessary to decide--

(i) the relations of the provincial and central governments; 
(ii) the provision required for the protection from party politics of all: 

the services by means of a Public Service Commission; and 
(iii) the provision required for the due security of provincial finances. 

Sir Abdur Rahim and Mr. A. K. Fazl-ul Huq forwarded separate notes: 
with the report of the Bengal Government. Sir Abdur Rahim states that any 
step of a retrograde or reactionary tendency would be in opposition to unani
mous Indian opinion and gravely intensify political difficulties. Indian public 
opinion, as voiced by many of its influential and respon~ible exponents, is for
the immediate grant of an entirely autonomous and responsible government: 
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in the provinces and the introd!tion of a considerable measure of responsibi
lity in the central government. He admits frankly that before supporting 
this demand he would wait until a genuine experiment has been made in 
responsible government for the life of two or more councils in the transferred 
subjects. No sue~ experiment has yet been made, and he desires -to ~ee how 
far the electorate and their representatives are able to realise their responsibi
lity when thrown on their own resources. He points out that we have also to 
be completely satisfied as to how far the communa,! groupings in India, the 
existence of which cannot be ignored or minimised, are, or are not, consistent 
with political responsibility. Critics of dyarchy who say that it is unworkable 
mean different things. The Swarajists apparently mean that it has not achieved 
the millennium. Other- theorists argue that the form of government which 
the people were used to from time immemorial until 1921 indicates that gov
ernment by a representative assembly can only lead to inefficiency and perhaps 
anarchy. The first council in Bengal worked creditably. The Ministers, 
however, latterly came in for a great deal of criticism for supporting the 
official view on some important administrative questions in the police and the 
jail departments. Even the members of the council who always found them
selves in opposition to government never thought of obstruction by the whole
sale rejection of the budget. The impression which prevailed among them 
was that the Ministers retained their office through the goodwill of the 
Governor, and not that the Governor would be constitutionally bound to dis
miss them if they lost the confidence of the council. The entry of the 
Swarajist party caused the working of the council to assume a different aspect. 
Tl:)-e sole object of this party was to obstruct the government with a view to 

.force the British Parliament to grant immediate Swaraj. The fate of this 
party is difficult to foretell, but we must reckon upon the possibility of there 
.always being a party impatient of the pace by which the British Parliament 
may regulate the development of responsible government in India. He there
fore makes detailed proposals for the establishment of a stricter form of dyar
.chy and says that he thinks that not even the Swarajists with all their enticing 
shibboleths and numerous trickeries can for long persuade the council not to 
make the best use of the opportunity given to it of becoming genuinely 
responsible for the administration of the transferred subjects. If even 
then the council is unable to rise to its responsibility, government can well 
'hold with a clear conscience that the country is not yet ripe for responsible 
government and would be justified in seeking some other method of advance. 

Mr. A. K. Fazl-ul Huq, on the other hand, is not prepared to support the 
suggestion that dyarchy should be worked in the form suggested by Sir Abdur 
Rahim. He suggests that representative institutions have been thrust upon 
India, although, as known in the West, they are utterly unsuitable to Indian 
·conditions. Oriental ideas. of Kingship are fundamentally different from those 
that prevail in the West; political conditions in India debar the possibility 
of any harmonious working of representative institutions; and the political 
atmosphere, arising from the incessant communal strifes and other causes, 
makes the growth of ~elf-governing ~nstitutions. an impossibility. Representa

:tive institutions in their proper form cannot be expected to flourish in India._ 
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It has been a great mistake to force upon India a constitution unsuited to 
Indian conditions, and it would be a serious blunder to extend its operation 
unless conditions materially change. He strongly deprecates as a fatal blun
der any advance by way of the transfer of more subjects. That-would increase 
political agitation in India and encourage lawlessness and defiance of autho
rity. The constitution should be worked for the full term of its probation. 

The Indian Member of C~uncil in the United Provinces forwarded a sepa
rate note and so did the Ministers. The Indian Member says that the system 
of dyarchy was in practice put to a different test by different provincial ad
ministrations. In some provinces the system of joint deliberation by the two 
parts of government was started but could not achieve success because of the 
inherent defects in the very scheme of dualism. The provinces in which the 
system of separation was followed fared no better, because two different sys
tems in one government are not practical. The Ministers were required to 
defend the decisions of the entire government and to feel responsibility for 
conforming to the wishes of their constituents, and this placed them in a very 
precarious position. The Members of the Executive Council cannot do with
out the council, and some of their responsibilities are so unpleasant that no 
such Member can claim to enjoy the council's confidence. It must be decided 
whether government should shut their eyes to the present position or take up 
the question of removing at once any flagrant defects in the constitution. He 
is convinced that the Government of India .Act must be amended ultimately. 
He suggests dyarchy should go and the government should consist of Ministers 
only, of whom one or two should be nominated from among the members of 
the Civil Service. The powers of certification and veto should be retained. 
()therwise, the only safeguard he recommends is the constitution of a second 
chamber. 

The United Provinces Ministers think that the time has come for a step 
forward and the handing over of a large degree of responsibility to Ministers 
responsible to the legislature. They refer to the difficulty of the Ministers in 
'Connection with the Reserved Departments. They say, if they vote with 
Government, they will be voting against their own party and may alienate 
the sympathy of its members. They know the uphill task it has sometimes 
been to persuade non-officials to agree to some proposals on the reserved side . 
.As safeguards to provincial autonomy they suggest that the landlords should 
·be given increased representation in the landlord constituencies or that there 
should be a second chamber. If it is considered impossible to amend the ~<\.ct 

~n the lines which they recommend, they would eliminate the evil ·of dyarchy 
by transferring as many more subjects as possible. 

In the Punjab separate notes were forw~rded by the Indian Membe~ of 
Council and by the Ministers. They suggest the transfer of more subject~, hut 
the general considerations, which we are now summarising, are on the whole 
absent from their notes. 

The Bu:r;ma Ministers also annex a separate note to tte Burma Go>ern
ment's letter. The note contains but few general observations. We observe, 
however, that they definitely recommend, on the ground that Burma is not 
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India, the transfer of all cent al subjects, except Imperial defence and foreign 
relations, to the Ministers and also the transfer of all provincial reserved 
subjects. 

The Indian•Member of the Executive Council and the two Ministers of 
Bihar and Orissa also forward separate notes. Mr. Sinha states that the 
inherent defects of dyarchy are patent. The system is too complex and com
plicated and is unwarranted by political experience. Educated Indians con-• tend that they understand a benevolent despotism but cannot appreciate the 
dyarchic hybrid.· Professor Lowell points out that a the foundation of govern
ment is faith, not reason." If this be true of European states it can be 
predicated with even greater certainty of Asiatic countries and their govern
ments. It may be that the full political paraphernalia of a constitutional 
governor and a responsible minister must wait the re-vision of the constitution 
in 1929. He accordingly agrees with the Honourable Ministers that all 
clepartments of the provincial government, other than those relating to the 
political and the judicial departments, should be transferred. He desires this 
change not with the object of pacifying or placating the avowed opponents of 
the present system. For, in Bihar and Orissa, these opponents are a mere 
handful compared with the less vociferous "sturdy, loyal people." Dyarchy 
has failed to evoke that faith which is· the foundation of government. His 
rec;ommendations for transfers are intended to avoid too rapid changes· and 
to avert the chances of prospective insecurity. He defers to the views of his 
Government, however, that the transfer of all these subjects would be found so 
unworkable as to produce a deadlock in a year's time, and he therefore comes 
to the conclusion that the present constitution should be superseded by ·com• 
plete provincial autonomy which alone seems to be the true solution of the 
difficulty. 

The Bihar and Orissa Ministers say that the a;nomalous character of the 
present system is patent. The splitting of the component parts of the adminis
tration, apart from its difficulty, has raised a grave suspicion in the minds 
of the people that the British Parliament has no trust or confidence in the 
people in the administration of all provincial subjects. The remedy for the 
inherent defects in the constitul;ion lies in changing the whole constitution. 
Nothing short of complete provincial autonomy will satjsfy the people, but, 
if this is outside the scope of the enquiry, fresh rules should be made for the 
reclassification of subjects, and, if a much larger number be transferred, the 
majority of the people will be satisfied. 

The Indian Member of Council in the Central Provinces also forwards a 
note of dissent. He classifies the heads to be considered under seven heads in 
all. The first three relate to the. electorate. As regards this he ndi:nits that it · 
is small and the electors mainly illiterate, but the latter fact does not 
necessarily connote want of interest in, or appreciation of, political issues. 
He believes that the electors grasped the view at the last general election that 
the Swarajists weoe fighting a battle in their interests, and, considering how 
recent has been the awakening of political consciousness, he thinks this appre
ciation of the candidates believed to be working in their interests by the 

• 
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electors is a fact of great value. The remaininl four heads are more import
ant. They relate to the members of the council. They were distrustful in the 
first council of government. motives and policy on the reserved side, but the 
position would have been better, if they had been given respQnsibility for all 
subjects, in which case the extremist section would not have followed a policy 
of obstruction. The absence of a party system was natural; the concentration 
of effort was for a continuous battle against government; and the first elec
tions being what they were ~1either the electorate ~or the representatives felt 
any necessity of holding to account or being :;tccountable. One thing is clear, 
dyarchy neither had nor can have a fair trial. Full provincial autonomy 
might be attended by some risks but it would be a right step for deciding 
whether parliamentary forms can be properly worked in the interests· of the 
people at large. Even now. safeguards can be introduced by the retention of 
larger powers to the Governors. All provincial subjects should be now 
transferred. 

Of the two Ministers in Assam Mr. P. C. Datta thinks that in the present 
temper of the people nothing short of full responsible government in the 
provinces or at least a sure prospect of its early attainment will placate them. 
If this line of advance is not within the scope of the enquiry the preamble to 
the Government of India Act should be altered so as to declare that India 
will get responsible government within a definite period subject to such reser
vations as may be found absolutely essential. If Parliament is unwilling to 
commit itself to this, the only alternative is to revert to a Council form of 
Government with such modifications as may be necessary to conform to the 
declaration of 1917. The position of Ministers is unenviable. All the fury of 
the new party is directed against them. Whether dyarchy is to be retained or 
abolished is a question which has to be decided for. all the provinces together. 
A reversion to the Council form of government would be a pretext for 
inveighing against Parliament, but this will not make the position worse, 
and deadlocks will be avoided. 

Syed Muhammad Saadulla says that the position of Ministers under the 
constitution is one of great delicacy and difficulty. They are un<1.er two cross
fires and must please both the Governor and the council. So long as the consti
tution remains a dual one, it will encounter vigorous criticism. Any advance 
in the present constitution should be on the lines that there should be only 
one government, that is, the Governor and Ministers alone. It could be pro
vided, however, that one of the Ministers should be a government officer to 
be elected or selected from the officials in the council. To work the present 
system Ministers should be given more authority and more power; To the 
Indian mind the word Minister connotes patronage and autocratic power. The 
Ministers should therefore be empowered to make all appointments ·in the 
subordinate services and the provincial service should be filled on his recom-

. mendation by the Governor,. irrespective of the choice of the Head of the 
Department. This will visualise his power to the public at large. In India as 
everywhere else money marks the man, and the Minister~ must therefore be 
given the same pay and status as the other Members of Government. 
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Summary of the conclusions of the Reforms Enquiry 
Committee. 

The majority section recommends that by practice the Secretary of State's 
control should be relaxed on matters affecting- purely Indian interests. The 
minority does not build up much hope on such a convention. The majority 
recommend that (1) high officials mentioned in sub-section (1) of section 110 
of the Government of India Act should be exempt from the jurisdiction of all 
Courts, and not merely as at present from the original jurisdiction of High 
Courts; (2) that Courts should be barred from premature interference with 
Presidents of the Legislatures; (3) that the Presidents, Deputy Presidents 
and Council Secretaries should not be required to vacate their seats on accept
ing their office; (4) that the powers of the Governor General in Council to secure 
by declaration that the development of a particular industry shall be a Central 
subject should be modified so as to relax the existing restriction and allow 
the power to be exercised with the concurrence of the local Government or 
G~vernments concerned; (5) that the existing disqualification for Membership 
of the Legislatures because of conviction by a Criminal Court should be modi
fied by increasing the period of sentence constituting such disqualification 
from six months to a year, and, subject to provisions to secure uniform 
action, by enabling its removal to take effect through the orders of the local 
Government; instead of only by pardon; (6) members of all legislatures should 
be exempted from serving as jurors or as· assessors and from arrest and 
imprisonment for civil cases during the legislative session and for a period 
of a week ~efore or after the session; (7) that the corrupt influencing of 
votes within any legislature by bribery, intimidation and the like should be 
made a penal offence. 

The minority express no objection to the above recommendations. 

The majority recommend the constitution of two Standing Committees of 
the Indian Legislature on Bills affecting Hindu and Muhammadan law res
pectively; the_ minority hold that the question has not been fully examined~ 
and that existing safeguards are sufficient against hasty legislation. 

The majority recommend that women should be allowed election or nomi
nation as members of a Legislature provided the Legislature concerned passe& 
a resolution approving of such a step. The minority favours the removal of 
all restriction of rules against women being enfranchised and elected to Legis
latures. The majority recommend that there should be the power of nominat
ing both official aRd non-official experts on Bills; and that there should be 
special representation for factory labour in the Assembly, if possible by 
election. 

( 378 ) 
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Dealing with the provincial Governments t e majority, with the general 

concurrence of the minority recommend (1) that joint deliberation between the 
two halves of the Executive on important questions should be definitely en
joined by a rule in the Devolution Rules, (2) that the Devo'kltion Rules and 
the Instrument of Instructions should be modified to lay down joint respon• 
sibility of the Ministry. This purpose the minority suggest should be achieved 
by amending the .Act. (3) :fhe Ministers' salaries should. be fixed by Statute 
at a minimum of three-fifths of the salary of an Executive Councillor; other
wise the salary may be varied by an .Act of the local Legislature. The majority 
point out in this connection that it was never intended that there should be no 
Ministers. They recommend that motions for nominal reduction of salary 
during voting on demands, and motions of no confidence should be all_owed to 
enable responsibility of the Ministers to Council being enforced. (4) The 
control of the Governor over the Ministers should be more e;xpressly indicated 
by amending the Instrument· of Instructions so that, subject to the power of 
interference to prevent unfair discrimination between classes and interests 
and to protect miniorities and to safeguard his own responsibility for reserved 
subjects and members of the Services, the Governor should not dissent from 
the opinion of his Ministers. (5) Council Secretaries should get a reasonable 
salary to be fixed by the Legislature. Their appointment should be re
commended by the Minister to the Governor and they should vacate their 
office with the Ministers. (6) The word "may " in clause (ii) of rule. (2) 
of the transferred subjects Temporary .Administration Rules should be changed 
to "shall." (7)· The rules of executive business should be changed enabling 
a Member or a Minister to recommend to the Governor that the subject 
be considered before a joint Cabinet or before the side of the Government 
concerned; that a Secretary or other officer with a right of direct access to 
the Governor .should inform the Minister of every case in which he differs 
from him and in which he proposes to refer to the Governor.· In this 
respect the minority section object to the right of direct access to the 
Governor being enjoyed by the Secretary or other permanent official in the 
case of transferred departments. • 

The majority recommend the transfer of Forests, unless the local Govern
ments can make out a convincing case against the proposal ; the transfer of 
Fisheries and Excise in .Assam; the transfer of Boilers, Gas and Housing of 
Labour; provided that Boilers and the Housing of Labour remain subject to 
Central legislation. They further recommend the transfer of Land .Acquisition, 
of Provincial Law Reports, and Provincial Government Presses should be 
considered. .As regards Stores and Stationery, they suggest the removal of 
the power of the Secretary of State for framing rules in respect of imported 
Stores and Stationery. It is stated in the minority Report that on the 
assumption that the. principle of dyarchy must be maintained, Mr . .)'innah 
proposed to transfer all subjects except Law and Order, subject to such ad
justments and further definition of Central and Provinciql subjects as might 
be determined. With this opinion Dr: Paranjpai agreed. Sir Sivaswamy 
Iyer also· agreed with the limitation, but he was not prepared to endorse 
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the suggestion for the adjus ment and definition for the Central Provin
cial subjects without further examination of details. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
did not object to the transfer of any subject, but consistently with the 
views he holds ~n the practical difficulties of working dyarchy, he was not 
prepared to recommend the transfer of any &ubject. 

The majority recommended the re-arrangement on a more logical basis of 
the list of subjects annexed to the Devolution Rules. They recommended that 
the existing stringency of control over provincial legislation should be modified. 
They recommend that the provision making University legislation and the 
Calcutta University subjects of Indian Legislation should be deleted. They 
also desire that it should be made clear that the Governor may return a Bill 
passed by one Legislative Council for reconsideration by a new Council in 
whole or in part; and that the Legislative Council. Rules should be amended 
to secure that motions may not be moved for the omission of the whole grant 
when demand is made for a grant. 

The majority recommend that the six months' residential qualification should 
not be required for European se-ats; while the minority are opposed altogether 
to the retention of the residential qualification. The majority further recom
mend the representation of the Depressed classes and Factory Labour in local 
Councils, if possible by election but oppose any widening of the general 
franchise. On the other hand, the minority favour a lowering of the franchise 
which would give the Depressed and Working classes opportunity of entering 
the Legislatures through the general electorate. 

The majority recommend the revision of the Meston settlement as soon 
as a favourable opportunity occurs; while the: minority consider that a revi
sion had better take place along with the general revision of the Constitution. 
The majority recommend (1) that the·Finance Member should not be in charge 
of any of the main spending departments, (2) that Ministers should be allowed 
to have Financial Advisers; (3) that the Devolution Rules should definitely 
provide that any revenues that may become available during the course of the 
year should ~e distributed between the reserved and the transferred depart
ments; (4) that members and Ministers should be given enhanced powers of 
re-appropriation; (5) that provincial balances, if feasible should be separated 
from Central balances and audit from accounts; (6) that the existing provi
sion regarding borrowing power should be extended to include, for example 
expenditure on. tlie financing of industries by private persons. 

The majority Report recommends that any action necessary for the protec
tion of the Public Services in the exercise of their functions, of the enjoy
ments of their· rights and privileges should be taken; that control of the 
Services in the transferred field should be vested in a Public Service G_ommis
sion; that the rules for recruitment should provide with due regard to effi
ciency, that all communities should receive representation in the Public 
Services, if it can be obtained from- among persons who have passed the 
prescribed efficienCIJ bar. The minority recommend that the control of the 
Public Services Commissi~n be vested in the Government of India. The 
minority oppose in principle the official block in the Councils; consider the 
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abolition of communal representation at present impossible; oppose the 
nomination of members except for specific minorities; urge the formulation 
of a definite scheme of Indianisation of the Army; and propose the limitation 
of the certification powers of the Governor General by the ~mission of the 
words " or interests " from section 67 B . 

• 

• 



• APPENDIX V . !sf 

~ Statement by His Excellency the Governor General 
. of the reasons which moved him to promulgate 

t)t~ J3~pgal Criminal La~ Amendment 
Ordinance ~f ·1924. 

1. It is a matter of common knowledge that a revolutionary conspiracy 
existed during the years 1912-1917,. w.hich.has left the most poignant m()JI),orie& 
:)f ..:the.misel-y-a.nd_terror...it !)r_e~<!.Jh;r.oughout. Be11gal. All other m-;;thods of 
dealing with this conspiracy having been tried without avail, it was not 
suppressed until its leaders were confined under the provisions of Regulation 
III of 1818, and many of its subordinate members dealt with under the Defence 
of India Act. After the Royal Proclamation of 1919, most of these persons 
were released. Many forsook their connection with revolutionary crime and 
have not since returned to it. To the remainder, who have since showed them
selves to be irreconcilable, the a,mnesty was, after the institution of the reformed 
system of Government, gradually extended, in the hope that under a new 
political era they would recognise the duties and the advantages of good 
citizenship. This hope has not been realised. The majority of these still re
tained their faith in the efficacy of violence and assassination as political 
weapons. They speedily returned to their old methods and reorganised their 
old associations, taking care only to avoid the mistakes to which they attri
buted their previous failure. Dl!ring the years 1920 to 1922 they carried on 
their activities under the cloak of the political movements then in progress, 
recruiting their followers and perfecting their organisation with a view t() 
future action when opportunity offered. 

2. Toward; the end of 1922 the leaders of these conspiracies, believing that. 
their objects would not he attained by the methods of the non-co-operation 
movement, decided to revert to methods of violence. The two main terrorist 
organisations had now been resuscitated; new members in large numbers were 
recruited; arms and ammunition, partly of a kind which cannot be obtained in 
India, and must therefore have been smuggled from abroad, were collected; 
a new and highly dangerous type of bomb was manufactured; and projects,of 
assassination against certain police officers and other persons were devised.· 
The movements of these officers and their residences were watched and those 
who watched, being themselves placed under observation, were traced to places 
known to he haunts of the conspirators. 

3. During the year 1923, a series of outrages was perpetrated, including a 
dacoity with double murder at Kona near Howrah and the looting of the 

, Ultadingi Post Office in May, a robbery with murder in July, the Sankaritolla 
fT. :'\ I) mu:r.der and others which I need not specify. In Januar~.Pr~sent year 

\~,. • • ( '82 I 
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Mr. D~y.was ,IU.U_rdered m Cal<:utta and an attempt was made to murder Mr. 
Bruce in April, in both cases as it appears, in mistake for a prominent and 
distinguished police official. In March a bomb factory was discovered, and 
other activities directed to the manufacture of bombs and the illicit collection 
of arms were detected. It is known that other crimes were planned and that 
projects of assassination continued and still continue to be devised. I say 
nothing of other deploraltle events which are now tinder judicial investigation. 
Evidence has been placed before me which shows to my satisfaction that the 
movement is deepseated and dangerous. It is impossible for obvious reasons 

. to divulge much of the information available to Government but it confirms in 
every respect the view I have been forced to accept. 

4. Though the situation during 1923 was grave, I was reluctant to invoke 
the powers conferred upon me by the Government of India Act, until I was 
fully persuaded that all other means for dealing with the emergency had been 
exhausted. My Government accordingly authorised the confinement of certain 
leaders of the criminal associations under the provisions of Regulation III of 
1818. The movement was temporarily checked, but new leaders were found 
and operations were resumed, as is apparent from the dark record of crime in 
the present year. I have therefore come to the conclusion, after the fullest 
consultation with the local Government, that it is necessary to arm the Govern
ment of Bengal with special powers to deal with preparations for crime, with 
the object of protecting not only the officers of Government, whose lives are 
threatened, but equally private citizens, who have frequently been the inno
cent sufferers from such outrages, and the misguided youths who are its tools 
and often themselves its victims. I am convinced that preparations and plans 
for criminal outrages are now so dangerously developed that .~t. js 11ecessary to 
provide immediate safeguards by an Ordinance. Permanent measures to re
medy the ~tuation will in due course be presented by the local Government. 

5. The Ordinance is directed solely to these ends and will in no way touch 
or affect the interests or liberties of any citizens, whether engaged in private 
or public affairs, so long as they do not connect themsel~s with violent 
criminal methods. The fundamentaJ d'!!Jiy ,of Government is to preserve public 
security on which political advance and all the functions of a civilized social 
organism depend. And, as it is manifest that sound and permanent political 
progress cannot be accelerated by violence or threat of violence, so also I deem 
it my duty and the duty of my Government to see that no violence or threat of 
violence shall operate to retard it. I and my Government will therefore pro
ceed as we are doing along the line of political development laid down in the 
declared policy of Parliament reaffirmed by His Majesty's Government. Acting 
with these objects and these intentions, I believe myself and my Government • 
to be entitled to the support and co-operation of all those who have truly at 
heart the peace, the prosperity and the political future of India. 

• READING, 

Viceroy and Governor General. 



APPENDIX VI. 

• GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 

PoLITICAL DEPARTMENT. 

Resolution No. 10850-P.-The 25th• October 1924. 
The Governor in Council desires to take the earliest opportunity of explain

ing, as far as is possible at the present stage, the reasons which have led him 
to ask the Governor-General to promulgate an Ordinance to supplement the 
-ordinary criminal law in Bengal. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that ,a revolutionary conspiracy existed 
·during the years 19Q8 to 1917. The revolutionaries themselves no longer 
.attempt to conceal the fact and have des9ribed the movement in books and in 
;articles in the public Press. The object of that conspiracy was to overturn by 
violent means the Government established by law in India. The leaders sought 
to achieve this object by the spread of revolutionary ideas and the collection 
<>f arms, with a view to rising in rebellion when the time was ripe. The means 
.adopted were the preaching of race hatred and of revolution as a religious 
duty and the organisation of disciplined secret societies. Funds for this pur
pose were obtained by robberies with violence, and immunity for the criminals 
was sought by intimidation. Everyone who hampered the movement or con
tributed to. the punishment of the criminals was threatened with assassination, 
many Government officials were actually murdered and a reign of terror was 
.gradually established in Bengal. All ordinary methods of dealing with crime 
failed to check the movement; the leaders have freely boasted, in the books 
-they have since written, of the powerlessness of Government to deal with their 
conspiracy by means of the ordinary law and Bengal was only rescued in the 
end from the tyranny of this band of murderers by the use of Regulation III 
of 1818 and thi powers which the Government .obtained under the Defence of 
India Act. The conspiracy was effectively crushed by these means and, if 
the powers had been retained by Government, it could never have been revived. 

After the Royal Proclamation of 1919, all persons who were still interned 
were released. Many of those who were dealt with under the Defence of 
India Act subsequently abandoned the idea of violent revolution. The amnesty 
·was gradually ext.ended to the comparatively small group of irreconcilables, 
t.he leaders of the movement, who had been detained in jail. It was hoped 
•that the opportunities for political advance offered by the Reforms would 

• .change their attitude towards Government, but these hopes have not been 
.realised. These men still believe that none but violent means can accomplish 
rtheir object, and they are convinced that the fact that any concession was 
Jlllade at all was solely due to fear caused by their terrorist movement. As soon 
-.as they were releasee they began to reorganise their societies and to work 
secretly on the old lines, though they took advantage of the experience which 
they had gained to avoid the mistakes to which they attributed their previous 

( 38,1 ) 
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failure. Two facts may be noticed at this pdint. The first is tHat tHe revFraF_ 
of the terrorist conspiracy was encouraged by the belief tHat Government 
could no longer deal with it effectively. The second is that tliough from the
very nature of the conspiracy with which they are confron~, tHe Government 
are ·unable to take the public as fully into their confidence as they would wish· 
regarding its existence and its intentions, since secret organisations which· 
employ the weapons of assassination and terrorism have necessarily to be
dealt with by secret meth~ds, yet they have throughout had information, which· -
has been tested and proved reliable, of the movements and activities of the· 
leaders of the terrorist party and are now satisfied that it would be highly 
dangerous to allow the movement to remain unchecked any longer; 

The terrorist leaders who had constantly preached viollmce· as the only;· 
road to independence naturally had no faith in non-violent non-co-operation~ 
They realised, however, that the policy of non-violence had' been generally. 
accepted and during the years 1920 and 1921 they were content to stand by 
and watch events, whilst using any form of organisation in order to extend' 
their influence with a view to future action. Later, endeavours were made
to organise a~rams on lines similar to those which played so important a part 
in former movements. Leading members of the two main organisations liave-· 
been very active in propaganda work and in recruiting new members, parti
cularly from the student class. Every cause of unrest was exploited and:' 
every centre of agitation utilised for the dissemination of terrorism and· tlie-· 
capture of new recruits. Recent events at Tarakeswar, wnicli attracted from 
all parts of Bengal impressionable youths in a high state of excitement·, affor<f' 
the latest example of how an agitation wholly unconnected with tlie terrorist 
movement was utilised by the leaders of that movement taswell' their numbers. 

The conspirators are also known to have manufactured a new and highly· 
dangerous type of bomb and to have secured considerab-le· quantities of arms 
and ammunition. These weapons have been used in some of the outrages 
which have occurred during the past two years, and it is significant that the-
ammunition used on several occasions was of a foreign ma:li:e wRich cannot be--
obtained lawfully in India. • 

The events of the last two years may be dealt with in greater detail. In" 
l\1ay 1923 one section of the terrorist party, which had recently been conspir
ing to assassinate police officers, especially Mr. 'l;'egart, who had recently 
returned to India as Commissioner of Police, embarked upon a campaign of 
dacoity and murder, partly in order to secure funds but partly also in order 
to accustom their men to violent action and to terrorise any who might be 
inclined to oppose them. They first committed a dacoity with double mudrer. 
at Kona near Howrah; in the same month the Ultadingi post office was looted:. • 
The same gang committed the robbery with murder at Ga:upar Road on the-
30th July in which fir€arms were again us_ed. The murder of t».e Sankaritola 
postmaster followed. The investigations into this case resulted· in• full corro-
boration of the information already in the possession of Gjvernment and proved! 
conclusively that these outrages were all the work of a pa.rticula:o g.D<mp of: 
the party. 
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Seven members of this grouplwere put on trial in the Alipore conspiracy 
case, but many of the facts in the possession of Government could not be placed 
before the Court and they were eventually acquitted. Some of the accused 

. who had not previ~usly admitted their guilt stated subsequently that they had 
taken part in these outrages and that the immediate· object of the conspiracy 
was the assassination of police officers-a conspiracy which was continued even 
whilst they were in jail as under-trial prisoners. 

The situation after these outrages had been com~tted was serious. The 
lives of the officers of Government were in imminent danger and it was clear 
that, unless immediate action was taken, terrorism and crime would spread 
and Bengal would be again exposed to the dangers and horrors of the previous 
outbreak of violent revolutionary crime. Several of the chief leaders were 
accordingly incarcerated under Regulation III of 1818. This action came 
as a surprise and checked the movement for the time being, but not for long. 
New leaders were found and operations were resumed. In December a robbery 
of Rs. 17,000, the property of the Assam-Bengal Railway, was committed at 
Chittagong by four bhadrolok youths armed with revolvers. Subsequent police 
investigations showed that certain bhadralok youths were hiding in suspicious 
circumstances in a house in a village at some distance from Chittagong. The 
search of this house ten days after the robbery led to the discovery of a number 
of weapons and ammunition which included cartridges of the foreign type 
mentioned above. The attempt to arrest the occupants of the house led to a 
running fight between them and a body of police and villagers and to the 
arrest of two youths with firearms in their possession. · An attempt was made 
to decoy from his house one of the chief witnesses in the robbery case with the 
obvious intention of murdering him; and on the next evening a Sub-Inspector 
who had arrested one of the accused in this case and knew the other members 
of the gang by sight was shot at Chittagong. 

It has been mentioned above that the assassination of certain police officers 
had long been contemplated by the terrorist party and that some of the persons 
who were acquitted in the Alipore conspiracy case stated that this was the 
immediate obje•t of the conspiracy. In the early part of 1923 persons were 
found to be watching the movements of these officers and their residences. 
These watchers were themselves placed under observation and traced to 
places which were known to be haunts of the conspirators. 

In January 1924 Mr. Day was murdered in Calcutta by Gopi Mohan Saha 
in mistake for Mr. Tegart, and in April Mr. Bruce was fired at in Harrison 
Road ii• circumstances which suggest that this was a similar case of mistaken 
identity. The ammunition used in the murder of Mr. Day and in the Chitta
gong murder was also of the foreign type already referred to. 

• In March a bomb factory was discovered in Calcutta fully equipped with 
explosives and implements for loading and fitting bomb-shells, of which a num
ber, both loaded and unloaded, were found. This discovery showed not only 
the existence of an efficient organisation but also a high degree of scientific 
knowledge, since the kbmbs used marked a distinct advance on anything which 
had previously come to light, being modelled on the Mills bomb and loaded with 
ammonium picrate. Police investigation into this case led to the discovery of 
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-one of the Mauser pistols stolen from Messrs.'Rodda & Co. in 1914 and also a 
revolver and ammunition. About the same time a young bhadraloh was 
-severely injured whilst handling explosives at Faridpur. In May three youths 
•were seen to reconnoitre a building occupied by police officels in circumstances 
which pointed strongly to an intention to throw a bomb. In July a well-known 
member of the party was arrested in the streets of Calcutta with a fully loaded 
>revolver in his possession1 tor which offence he was convicted by the Chief Presi· 
-dency Magistrate. 

At the end of July the public were startled by the appearance of the "Red 
IBengal" leaflets, the first issue of which announced the initiation of a campaign 
o()f assassination of police officers, and warned the public that any one inter
fering would meet the same fate. The second issue, which appeared shortly 
.afterwards, impressed on the political leaders of Bengal the necessity for the 
-existence of an active violence party and indicated that this party had come 
to stay. Government are now in a position definitely to state that these leaflets 
were printed in Calcutta and were issued by a certain section of this party of 
violence. Terrorist literature of this type, so . familiar in the campaign of 
1914 -18, exercises a most baneful effect on the minds of the student community, 
while the publication and wide distribution to carefully selected persons simul
taneously throughout the province is indicative by itself of the existence of a 
·widespread organisation behind it. Among a large number of persons to whom 
the leaflets were sent were a Magistrate who held the identification parade in 
the Alipore conspiracy case, a witness in the case against Gopi Mohan Saha, 
.and the Judge who tried and the Standing Counsel who prosecuted in the 
·bomb case. 

On the night of the 22nd of August a bomb of the same type as those refer
Ted to above was hurled into a khaddar shop at 25, Mirzapur Street, Calcutta. 
'The bomb exploded and killed on the spot one man in the shop and severely 
wounded another. The third occupant of the shop, Sisir Kumar Ghosh, who 
was dealt with under Regulation III of 1818 in connection with the revolu
tionary campaign of 1914-18, jumped out of the shop in pursuit of an indivi
dual who, he stated, actually threw the bomb. This man, :aasanta Kumar 
Dhenki, was captured. Another arrest was also made on the spot at the time 
of a youth named Santi Lal Chakrabartti. They were both placed on their 
:trial at the last High Court Sessions. Santi Lal was unanimously acquitted by 
the verdict of the jury and was discharged. Basanta Kumar Dhenki, who was 
found not guilty by a divided verdict of 7 to 2 and 8 to 1 on two different 
·charges, was remanded in custody for re-trial by the presiding Judge, who 
disagreed with the verdict of the jury. Santi Lal was released from the 
:Sessions Court on tke 29th of September. His dead body was found shockingly • 
mutilated between Dum Dum and Belgharia on the early morning of the 3rd 
<October. 

The above is a very brief outline of the outward manifestation of .the 
-existence of a violent conspiracy as disclosed by overt acts which are already 
public property, but apart from these specific cases, Gov"rnment are in posses
-sion of information, which has come from various sources and from different 
;parts of the province, which shows that during the course of the current year .... 
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• 
the conspirators have, in addition, attempted to assassinate police officers, high 
Government officials, and members of their own organisations whom they suspect 
of giving information to the authorities. No less than five such attempts are 
known to have bee~ made during and subsequent to July last. The fact that 
the intended victims escaped death at the hands of miscreants, who set forth 
armed with bombs and pistols to murder them, can only be attributed to 
Providence. In some cases the assassins suspected p!>lice vigilance, in others 
they were thwarted by the unexpected movements of their intended victims. 
It is impossible, in view of the confidential nature of this information, to 
make public precise details of these particular plots, but the information re
garding them is being continually confirmed by subsequent events and from 
other sources. 

A brief reference may here be made to the campaign in the Press and on 
public platforms, which has proved so effective an agency in assisting the 
party to perfect their organisation and increase their numbers. This cain
paign started in 1922 and has grown in intensity. The eulogy of old revolu
tionaries, the idealising of youths who committed murders and other crimes, 
and the publication of their biographies, have all been resorted to with the 
obvious intention of inciting the youth of Bengal to follow their example. 
Articles still appear daily in the Indian Press fomenting racial hatred and 
verging as near to incitements to violence as the law admits. 

n C) •.) As the foregoing facts show, the situation has become increasingly serious ~ 

\

.\· lf'tiuril}g the·p· ast two years. In June last the terrorist campaign was given a { 1 •. 

:gr impetus by the resolution of the Bengal Provincial Conference whicV 
. pressed admiration for the spirit of self-sacrifice exhibited by Gopi Mohan 

Sfu·~-,...T~e effects or__lb~}~tio}1 w"'er~.el~_c~~c~l;.it is by far the most pote~t A-
recruiting instrument which has ever lieim placed 'm the hands of the orgam-F 
sers of violent crime and has been a continual incitement to the youth of 
Bengal to take to violent ways. 

At present then there is in Bengal a large criminal association secretly 
organised and ell_uipped for a campaign, the immediate object of which is to 
paralyse Government by the assassination of their officers. The existence of 
this association is now admitted in all quarters and its magnitude was strik
ingly emphasised by Mr. C. R. Das in a recent interview with the Press. It is 
daily increasing in strength and, as in the years before 1915, ordinary measures 
have failed to check it. The situation has become so serious that·the Governor 
in Council is forced to ask that he may be armed with the extraordinary power& 
which will. alone enable .him to deal with it effectively. He has therefore 

.decided to summon the Legislative Council without delay to consider measures 
of legislation which will be placed befora it to that end. This legislation will 
follow the lines of the Defence of India Act and Rules which proved effective 
in crushing the conspiracy of 1914-18 which had the sa,me aims, the same 
methods, and largely the same leaders as the conspiracy of to-day. It was the 
unanimous opinion of ~ll who examined the question that it is impossible to 
deal with terrorist crime under the ordinary law or through the ordinary 
Courts, and that the powers given by the Defence of India Act and Rules 

• 
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proved an effective weapon, whilst no other powers have ever been suggested as 
really effective. Regulation III of 1818 is not well adapted to deal with the 
situation; it can be used to deal with irreconcilable leaderi, but is unnecessarily 
harsh for dealing with the rank and file of the conspiracy, among whom are men 
who may become leaders, potential assassins and recruits, who must be dealt 
with if the movement is to be checked but can be dealt with by the milder 
method of internment, • Had Government possessed those powers earlier, they 
would have used them against the murderers of the Sankaritola postmaster and 
Mr. Day, both of whom were known before the murders were committed as 
recent recruits of the conspiracy, and would thus not only have averted the 
'OUtrages, but prevented these youths from becoming active criminals. The 
legislation will further provide for a special procedure for trying persons 
accused of violent crime. Terrorism of witnesses and juries, failure of juries 
through fear to return verdicts in accordance with the evidence, the murder 
'Of witnesses and persons who have confessed or turned King's evidence, the 
fear of witnesses to disclose facts within their knowledge-all combine to 
render justice unobtainable under the existing law. These have already opera
ted in more than one recent case. 

'The legislation will not give Government any extraordinary powers to 
deal with sedition, with industrial movements or with communal disturbances, 
even though they may menace the maintenance of order; cases of this kind will 
be left to the ordinary Courts. It is aimed solely at the secret criminal con
spiracy, which has terrorism as its object or method. The Governor in Council 

· is convinced that the large majority of the members view terrorist conspiracy 
with the same abhorrence as he himself. The necessity for dealing with this 
terrorist movement swiftly and effectively, so as to ensure the arrest of the 
most dangerous conspirators without giving them warning which would enable 
them to carry on and direct the conspiracy whilst in hiding, has compelled the 
Governor in Council to ask the Governor-General to promulgate an Ordinance 
on the lines which the Bill will follow. 

The Governor in Council regrets that he has been forced 'b_y circumstance~ 
to have recourse to these extraordinary measures, which are repugnant to him, 
but in the situation with which he \Vas confronted he had no alternative. All 
political parties in India have condemned violence as a means of political 
advance and Government look to every true well-wisher of his country to sup
port them in every measure necessary to suppress anarchy and terrorism. 
The evils attendant on tha former conspiracy, the misery that was caused 
uselessly, the contamination of youth that resulted, are fresh in their memory, 
.and Government feel assured that the people of Bengal can regard with nothing• 
but horror the possibility of a recurrence ofsimilar calamities. 

'l'he .25th Octouer 1924. 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

;... N.JifOBERLY, 

Chief Secretary 
to the Government of Bengal. 

!' 2 



APPENDIX VII. 

Sir Basil Blackett's statement of the Debt position. 

I devoted a considerable portion of my last year's speech to an analysis of 
our Public Debt and a sketch of a programme for ~stematising our provi
sion for Reduction and Avoidance of Debt. As the subject of our Public Debt 
was discussed at considerable length in this House on February the 17th, there
is no need to-day to repeat at length the statement which I then made to the
House. It will, however, be convenient I think to include in this speech some
of the more important figures. They show some slight variations from the 
figures previously given being based in certain cases on later information. 

Statement shon·ing tlte D1·bt of Ind:a outdand£np on the .'31:;-t ]Jlan·l• 1914, tt.e .'j/.,·t 

Marrlt 1924 and the 31st ilJ arclt 1925. 
(FigureJ in crores o' r:.~pees.) 

I 31st March 31st l\'arch 31st March -- i 
191?. 19Z4 1925. 

I 
I 

In India: I Loam 
! 

145 69 358·81 370·18 

'frea>ury Bills in the hand> , .. ?·12 .. 
o: the p:.~blic. i 

I 
'frea>ury Pills in the Paper .. 49·65 4965 

Curren~y Resen•e. 
~ 

Other o':lligations- I 

Post Office Saving; Banks ! 23-17 24·79 25 92 
; 

C a,h Certificate• I .. 8·42 13 02 

frovident Funds, et~. 10 93 39•20 43-16 
-------

Total Loam, et;. H5 69 410·E8 419 23 
Total other obligat'om 34•10 72 41 82·10 

~ 

Total in India It 179·7!) 4S2·99 501·93 
·-------- ---

.In Erglznd (at Rs. 15 to the£):! 
·Loam . . · • ·I 265 60 3\?5 33 366·80 

• War Contribution . . ; .. 28·90 28·.0 
Capital Yaloe of liabilitieo ! . 105 90 90-H: 88·25 

undergoing redempt;on by I ( =, £70,600,893) (=£G0,095,48'i) ( = £38,836,437} 
way of terminable railway 
annuities. . 

·------- -----
Total in Eng'ancl 

I 
371·50 4S5 84 511·78 

------ ------
Total De'ot • .I r51·29 938 83 I 1,013·71 

• ( il!:lO ) 
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The above figures include the debt due by the Provincial Governments to 
the Government of India amounting to 97·56 crores on the 31st March 1924 
and 106·95 crores on the 31st M'arch 1925. The producti-ve debt was 673·59 
crores on the 31st March 1924 and will be 725·15 crores on the 31st March 
1925. The unproductive debt was 295·24 crores on the 31st March 1924 and 
will be 288·56 crores on the 31st March 1925. Exclusive of Provincial Gov
ernments' debt, which m:y also be regarded as almost entirely productive, the 
increase in the productive debt during the current' financial year amounts to 
42·17 crores. It is almost entirely accounted for by capital expenditvre on 
Railway development and includes not only the new capital expended during 
the year, but also the amount of £18! millions of the East Indian Railway 
Company's debentures taken over by the Government of India on the termina~ 
tion of the Company's contract. This latter figure, while it represents arr 
addition to the direct obligations of the Government, does not of course re
present any addition to the indebtedness of India as a whole, being merely 
a transfer from the Railway Company to the Government of the liability to 
meet the same interest charge out of the earnings of the same Railway. Un~ 

productive debt decreased during 1924-25 by 6·68 crores, but the real decrease 
was larger since to the extent of H crores the nominal total of the debt has 
been increased by the conversion of 7 per cent. Government of India sterling 
loan into 3 per cent. stock, a conversion which, while doubling the nominal 
amount, h"as the effcet of reducing the interest charge on the nominal total 
from 7 per cent. to ~~ per cent. and represents an annual saving in interest. 

Our internal debt (again excluding Provinciai Governments' debts to the 
Government of India) on the 31st March 1924 was 385·43 crores and on the 31s~ 
March 1925 will be 394·98 crores. Our external debt was 485·84 crores on the 
31st March 1924 and 511·78 crores on the 31st March 1925. (For the purposes 
of calculation of our external debt I convert sterling at Rs. 15 to the £ in order 
to facilitate comparison with previous years. I may, however, add that at 
the present rate of exchange of 18d. the external debt amoun~ only to 454·92 
crores). The increase in our external debt is, however, purely nominal and 
the explanation of it is the same as that already given in another connection, 
namely, that the later figure includes 27·75 crores or £18! millions of East 
Indian Railway Company's debentures which are not really an increase in the 
debt of India at all, while a further H crores represent the increase due to 
conversion of the 7 per cent. loan into 3 per cent. stock. .Apart from these 
nominal changes, we have reduced our external debt during 1924-25 by nearly 
£2! millions. • 

The method which I outlined last year for the regularisation of the provi-

Provision for Reduction &r 
Avoidance of Debt. 

sion for the reduction or avoidance of debt has been 
adopted substantially in the form then proposed in 
the scheme recently announced by the Government of 
India. The scheme is fully ex!lained inJhe Govern

ment of India Resolution dated the 9th December 1924. Under that scheme, 
for a period of five years in the first instance, the annual provision for reduc-

• 

• 
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tion or avoidance of debt to be charged against annual- revenues is fixed at 
4 crores a year plus 1;'Qth of the excess of the debt outstanding at the end of 
each year over tha.;t .outstanding on the 31st March 1923. The provision re
quired under this arrangement for 1925-26 is 4·78 crores, the increase being 
due partly to the considerable addition to our Permanent Debt as a Govern
ment involved in ohe taking over of £18! millions of the debenture stock of 
the East Indian Railway. When it is remembered !hat the gross amount of 
the debt owed by the Government of India to its various creditors exceeds 
1,000 crores of rupees, a provision of 4·78 crores cannot be regarded as other 
than modest, amounting as it does to less than half of 1 per cent. of the gross 
amount. This figure of 4·78 crores campares with the provision of 4·52 crores 
in the original estimates for 1923-24 which was not based on any regular pro
gramme but represented the aggregate amount of the specific sinking funds 
then in operation for specific loans. There is a further item which appears 
under the same head for 1924-25 and for 1925-26, namely, the equivalent of the 
amount of Customs duty on capital stores imported for State-managed Railway 
lines. Such Customs duty represents an addition to our revenue arrived at 
by an addition to our Capital expenditure and as explained in my Budget 
speech last year we have earmarked it as a special contribution from Revenue 
to Capital. 

In view of the debate which took place on this subject a fortnight ago I 
need not enlarge again on the importance of a regular and systematised provi
sion being made in our annual Budget for reduction or avoidance of debt. 
The most extravagant thing a Government with large commitments and a big 
programme of new borrowing can do is to provide an insufficient sinking fund . 
.Any apparent saving that may be effected in the Budget for one year by a 
reduction of the amount provided will be more than offset in the next year or 
two by the additional interest that will have to be paid on new loans including 
conversions. We have a large volume of short-term bonds maturing during 
the next decade, and arrangements have to be made for re~borrowing the 
amounts which •fall due. We have also a heavy programme of new capital 
expenditure which we have to :finance mainly out of borrowed funds. .It is 
essential that we should maintain our credit both internally and externally 
unimpaired, if we are to carry through successfully the business of renewing 
maturing debt and raising the new capital which we require. Our provision 
for reduction or avoidance of debt assists us in this task in two ways, for it not 
only reduces the amount that we have to borrow, but it also gives confidence 
to our creditors and to those whom we may want to induce to become our 

• creditors in the security which we have to offer them, and thereby serves to 
keep down the rate of interest on our new borrowings. Nor must the valU:e 
of such a provision as an emergency reserve be overlooked. I have received 
evidence from many quarters to the effect that the regularisation of our provi
sion for reduction or avoidance of debt has greatly strengthened the confidence 
of investors both insi9e and outside India in the soundness of India's financial 
position ant? methods, and in the desirability of her Government loans as in
vestments for their savings . 

• 
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Provincial Loans Fund. 
Before I pass to the figures for the year 1925-26, let me mention one 

further innovation in our Public Debt policy which, though" not at the moment 
ripe for introduction, is so far advanced that I have every hope of its intro
duction as from the beginning of the new financial year. I refer to the pro
posal for the e&tablishmjjnt of a Provincial Loans Fund which has already 
been twice discussed at the conferences of Finance Members held in Delhi in 
November 1923 and November 1924. The purpose of this proposal is to system
atise the arrangements by which advances are made by the Central Govern
ment to Provincial Gov~Jrnments. A central Fund is to be established financed 
for the present out of Central Government moneys, out of which all advances 
granted by the Government of India to Provincial Governments will be made
the charges for interest and the terms on which the advances granted f(}r 
Yarious purposes are t.o be repaid being fixed for all Provinces alike at such 
rates as will keep the Fund solvent. Hitherto advances have been made 
direct to the Provincial Governments out of the balances of the Central Gov
ernment and the terms and conditions including the rate of interest and the 
period of amortisation have been dealt with piecemeal and special orders have 
been passed by the Government of India on each occasion as it arose. 

There is, I am sure, much to be gained by the recognition of definite princi
ples regulating such borrowings. The arrangements proposed are now under 
the final consideration of Local Governments all of whom have accepted the 
proposals in principle. They are of a simple character in themselves, but 
besides emphasising general principles, the scheme contains within itself the 
germs of development, and I look forward to t.he day when the Fund may be 
administered by au Indian body corresponding to the N atioua.l Debt Com
missioners or the Public Works Loan Commissioners in England, and the 
money required for advances from the Fund raised in the open market by the 
controlling body on the security of the assets of the Fund. It is too early 
yet to say when such a development, though it may already hi foreseen, will 
materialise. I am confident, however, that considerable benefits will accrue 
to the finances of India when the day comes on which" the advances made by the 
Central Government to the Provincial Governments will be excluded from the 
Public Debt of the Government of India in the same way as advances made on 
the guarantee of t.he British Treasury to public bodies in the United Kingdom 
are excluded from the British Public Debt. Not only these adva.nces to the 
ProYincial Governments but also the Railway debt of the Government of India 
may ultimately be separated from the ordinary debt, and raised, subject 
perhaps to a Government of India guarantee, not on the general credit of the • 
revenues of India but on the security of the assets of the Provincial Loans 
Fund and of the Railway undertakings of the State respectively. The true 
facts regarding the Public Debt of India would be less obscure than they 
are to-day, and the facilities for raising new capital woild be widened, if so 
large a portion of the money required for capital development of all kinds in 
India had not to be raised by a single borrower, namely, the Government of 
India, on the sole security of the revenues of India. 
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Speech of the Railway Member introducing the Railway Budget 
for 1925-26. 

• 
PltOCEDURE. 

This is an important occasion for we are inaugurating to-day the new 
hndget procedure which the separation of our railway finance from general 
finance has rendered possible. Under the convention to which the House 
agreed last September, the Railway contribution to the general revenues of the 
country is in great part a known figure. That is why I am to-day introducing 
the Railway Budget in advance of the General budget. I can do so without 
giving away any of those secrets which my Hon'ble Colleague on my right 
guards so jealously. And in the matter of procedure alone, I hope that the 
House will agree with me that we get solid advantages from the new procedure. 
In the first place, I would beg the House to observe that the budget itself is not 
a mere departmental compilation. The Railway Finance Committee, a Com
mitee elected by this House and containing only one official member, has 
examined the budget in detail and has approved generally of it. I take this 
opportunity of thanking them for their labours. As the House will see from 
the printed proceedings of the Committee which are being circulated we 
worked them very hard, and Mr. Sim, their Chairman, tells me that he 
derived the greatest benefit from their advice and criticism. This year I 
am afraid that we had to rush them a little. 'Ve could not help ourselves, for 
we ourselves had to work very hard in order to get the budget in its new 
form ready in time, but in future years I hope we may be able to spread their 
budget work over a longer period. Again, Sir, another advan~age that we 
derive from the .new procedure is that we are able to. give the House more 
time to considl!r the Railway Budget. A separate day is being given for a 
general discussion of the Budget, and the House will have four days next week 
to consider the Railway demands for Grants. This allowance may strike the 
House as insufficient for a budget which deals with an expenditure amounting 
to some 90 crores of rupees. But at any rate, it is an improvement on the 
procedure last year, when six days were set aside for all the demands of 
the Government of India including railways. And finally, Sir, we have 
attempted to place the budget before the Assembly in a form which not 

• only gives more information about our Railway finances, but which will 
facilitate discussion. Last year there were merely two Ra.ilway votes-one 
for capital and one for revenue. Thili year we have split the budget into 
15 votes. Two of them relate to strategic lines. The other thirteen relate 
to commercial linesb In addition to the general budget memorandum, we 
are circulating sepa1:ate notes on each demand, and we are also circulating 
separate statements regarding each a.nd every railway that comes into our 
budget. These statements give for each Railway the revised estimate for 

• ?94 ) 
• 

• 
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1924-25 and the budget estimate for 1925-26. And to each statement an e~
planatory memorandum is attached. It discusses how the Railway has done
this year, what its prospects for next year are, what its programme for 
development and betterment is, and what expenditure w~ propose from the> 
Depreciation Fund. We hope, that by putting the budget up in this form we· 
shall enable the Honse to keep an intelligent watch not only on the develop
ment of the Indian Railway system as a whole, but on each Railway, and 
l hope also that the amount of information we are giving to the House will 
clear away the last vestige of that suspicion which, I think, lurked in the 
minds of some Hon'ble Members last September that the object of the· 
separation of Railway finance was to weaken the control of the Assembly 
over our budget. 

Before I leave the question of procedure, I should like to add two remarks. 
The first is this. \Ve do not regard the form in which we are putting up 
the budget this year as the last word on the subject of the best way of 
presenting the Railway budget to the House. As I have already explained, 
we were working against time, and we had to devise our own form. But 
we are quite open to suggestions for improvement, and if any suggestion& 
are made either in the House or by the Railway Finance Committee, thej
will be most carefully considered before the time of the next budget. My 
other remark is in the nature of an appeal. We ure circulating "l"i.th the
budget papers a statement which shows exactly what activities of tloe Rail
way Department each vote covers. "\Ve have done that, Sir, in order to 
let Hon'ble Members who wish to bring up any particular subject for dis
cussion know under what vote that subject can most appropriately be dis
cussed. I hope that Hon'ble Members will carefully study the statement 
in order that our debates may proceed in an orderly and useful manner, an.J 
may I also express the hope that when Hon'ble Members put down motions for 
reductions, they will add a few words to explain exactly what point they wish 
to raise. I ask them to do this in their own interests as well as in the
interests of the Government. For if we know beforehand exa1tly what subject 
each motion is intended to bring up, we shall come better prepared to give 
the information which the Hon'ble Member wants. 

I come. now to the budget estimates. They are explained in the budg~t 
memorandum and I propose only to deal with the more important figures. 
My idea is indeed to make to the House more or less the sort of speech which. 
the Chairman of a Board of Directors would make to the shareholders of :1. 

Company. For I think that it might fairly be said that this is the position 
at which eventually we hope to arrive. 

REVISED EsTIMATE FOR 1924-25. 

Revemw. 

I take first the revised revenue estimate for the CJ¥"rent year. It is still 
only an estimate of course, but it i~ the best estimate we could make in the 
light of the latest figures available when we prepared the budget. I wil1 

• 

• 
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begin by giving the figures in bar'est outline. We place our revised estimate 
of gross receipts, that is gross traffic receipts plus our share of the profits of 
subsidized Companies plus miscellaneous receipts at 98·01 crores. The figures 
of course are for ctlmmercial lines only. Our revised estimate of our total 
charges, that is, werking expenses plus surplus profits paid to Indian States 
and Railway Companies plus interest charges plus miscellaneous charges, 
amounts to 86-77 crores. We hope therefore that t]ee gain from commercial 
lines during the current year will amount to 11-25 crores. 

Comments on Revised Estimate. 

Before I proceed to deal with the effect of these figures upon our contri
bution to general revenues in the current year, I should like to make one or 
two comments on these figures. Our gross receipts, if we realise them, will be 
nearly 5 crores better than the gross receipts of last year and more than 2t 
crores better than our budget estimate. But I have little to say about them. 
For the most part, the betterment·is 'due to causes beyond our control, namely, 
good crops and improving trade. Had it not been for the disastrous floods 
both in North and in South India, our gross receipts would have been better 
still. Our expenditure figures are more interesting. If we exclude interest 
charges, surplus profits due to Indian States and Railway Companies and 
miscellaneous charges, we expect our working expenses in the current year 
to be 62 crores against 59·16 crores last year. But the figure 62 crores 
requires some explanation. To begin with, it has been decreased by a 
windfall of H crores. This sum represents a refund to revenue of customs 
duties paid on stores imported during recent years by Company Railways 
which according to a recent Privy Council decision they ought not to have 
paid. If we disregard this windfall, our working expenses this year will 
amount to 63·25 crores or 4 crores more than last year. But the figures are 
still misleading. Last year we had no depreciation fund and we charged 
to revenue only our actual expenditure on renewals and replactlments. In 
the current ye~r, ·we charge to revenue our gross appropriations to the 
Depreciation Fund, namely, 10 crores and not merely our estimated actual 
expenditure from the fund, namely, 805 lakhs. In order to compare our 
working expenses this year with those of last, we should deduct 195 lakhs 
from the figure 63·25 crores I have just given the House. If we compare 
the figures in this way, it means that this year we have spent 61-30 crores 
in order to earn 98 crores. Last year we spent 59-16 crores in order to 
earn 93-18 crores. In other words, though we have earned nearly 5 crores 
more, we have spent only 214 lakhs more. It is true that the rise in exchange 

• has helped us to the extent of some 25 lakhs, but even so, the figures are, 
I think, very satisfactory nnd reflect great credit on the Railway Board 
and on the Railway Administrations. The House will remember that the 
Inchcape Committee set before us the standard that we should aim at earning 
5k per cent. on our clq)ital at charge. If our revised estimates prove correct, 
we shall have earned on commercial lines on the capital invested by GoYern

ment 5-4R per cent. 
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Cont·ribtttio1t for !924-2.5. 

According to the convention agreed to by the Assembly last September, 
Central Revenues are entitled to receive from the Railways a contribution· 
equal to 1 per cent. of the capital at charge in the penultimate year plus -} ot 
the surplus profits in that year. The Assembly also stipulated that if after 
payment of the contribution so fixed the amount available for transfer V) 

Railway Reserves should.exceed 3 crores f. of the excess over 3 crores should 
be paid to general revenues. I proceed now to inform the House how much 
we expect to contribute this year to general revenues. The House will 
remember that it was especially arranged that the contribution for the
current year should be based not on the figures of 1922-23 (a year in which 
the profit from Railways was very small) but on those of 1923-24, and that 
what I may call the fixed uontribution for 1924-25 should be repeated in 
1925-26. 'fhis fixed contribution calC'ulated at 1 per cent. of the capital 
at charge in 1923-24 plu.~ .g. of, the surplus profit of that year amounts to 
630 lakhs odd. That represents what I may call our fixed contribution for 
1924-25 and 1925-26 to general revenues. General revenues have, however, 
to meet the loss on strategic lines and that loss is taken for purposes of 
convenience as an offset against the amount due from commercial lines to 
general revenues. Jn 1923-24 this loss amounted to 121 lakhs. Therefore 
the net contribution payable to general revenues in 1924-25 and 1925-26 is 
509! lakhs. But though for convenience sake we pay a net contribution 
of 509! lakhs, I would beg the House to observe that they are taking from 
us under the convention 630 lakhs. Now I mentioned just now that we 
anticipated that our gain from commercial lines during the current year 
would be 1,125 lakhs. Bu:t the estimated loss this year on strategic lines 
is 151 lakhs. The net gain therefore is 974 lakhs. From this amount we 
deduct the net contribution of 509! lakhs and this leaves a balance of 465 
lakhs. This is the amount for disposal. The excess over 3 crores is 165 lakhs. 
One-third of this or 55 lakhs has to be paid to general revenues and 410 lakhs 
go to our Railway reserves. The general taxpayer therefere gets a net 
payment from Railways of 564 lakhs or more than a crore more than Sir 
Basil Blackett budgeted for, and we get 410 lakhs into our reserve fund. 
But I would again emphasise that what the general taxpayer is really 
taking from commercial lines is not 564 lakhs but 685 lakhs. 

BuDGET EsTIMATE FOR 1925-26. 

Revenue. 

I pass on to the budget estimate for 1925-26, and as in the case of the 
revised estimate for this year, I will firs_t give a summary of the revenue 
figures. \Ve are budgeting for gross receipts of 101 ceores and for a gross 
expenditure of 91 crores. If the estimates-prove correct, there will be a gain 
from commercial lines of 10 crores of rupees. 

• 
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• Receipts. 
Of course we cannot foresee what the year 1925-26 has in store for us. 

As I have said, Railway results are peculiarly dependent on the nature of 
1 he season and the state of trade, and no one can forecast whether or not 
next year's monsoon will be a good one or not. But for the moment the 
outlook is promising. It looks as if we might have a bumper wheat crop 
this year, and we may also hope to carry in the early months of 1925-26 a 
l 

. • 
arger proportwn of the cotton crop than usual. At any rate, th1s year's 

crop is reported to be bigger than that of last year, and so far less of it has 
come down to the Ports. Given, therefore, a normal monsoon and a fair 
state of trade, we hope that we shall top our figures of this :year good 
though they were, and we are budgeting for gross receipts of 101 crores or 
three crores in excess of those of this year. 

Expenditure. 

As regards expenditure, I neglect for the moment such charges as interest 
charges and surplus profits paid to Indian States and Railway Companies 
o.nd confine myself to working expenses proper. I have just explained that 
i1 we take no account of the windfall of customs duty, our working expenses 
this year are expected to amount to 63·25 crores. Next year we are budget
ing for a figure of 65·79 crores or 2! crores more. One reason for this excess 
is that we hope to make a beginning with a very important improvement, 
namely, the prodsion of automatic couplers, and we are providing 70 lakhs 
for that purpose. I may say that automatic couplers should result not 
only in great economy but also in a diminution of accidents among our staff. 
'Ve are also setting aside 50 lakhs for speeding up repairs to rolling stock, 
and we are allotting 50 lakhs to meet the cost of the measures we are now 
taking to get rid of surplus and unserdceable stores. I should also mention 
that 26 lakhs have been provided in the budget for the cost of extending 
to officers of Company Railways the Lee Commission concessions with effect 
from 1st April.last. We have thought it prudent to make this provision 
in the budget, but I must make it plain that it has not yet been decide] 
whether these benefits should be conferred on the officers of Company Railways 
in whole or in part. It is a question which still has to be considered by 
the Government of India and the Secretary of State. If allowance be made 
for these additions to our expenditure, it will be seen that we hope to 
keep the direct cost of operation, if anything below this yea.r's figures .. 
Our interest charges, owing to the new capital charges we are incurring 
are likely to be some 82 lakhs higher in 1925-26, and as I have said, we are 

• budgeting in all for total charges amounting to 91 crores of rupees. 

Contribution for 192.5-26, 

I have explained how we hmre calculated the contribution for 1924-25, 
and I will not go inttl the details regarding the contribution for 1925-26. It 
is sufficient to say that we expect our net contribution for 1925-26 to be 
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524 lakhs or 40 lakhs less than the contrit.ution for the current year. The 
~reduction is accounted for by the increase in the net receipt of the current 
year of 125 lakhs due to the refund to revenue of customs duty. This figure, 
however, is the net contribution. The gross co~tribut¥:m from commercial 
lines will amount to 645 lakhs, and we expect to pay into our Railway Reserves 
-!328 lakhs of rupees. 

• Railway Reserves. 

If therefore our figures prove correct, we shall have m Railway Reserves 
at the end of 1925-26 a sum of 738 lakhs of rupees. Now under the terms 
.of the convention these Railway Reserves are to be used (l) to secure the 
payment of the annual contribution to general revenues, (2) to provide if 
~necessary for arrears of depreciation and for writing down and .writing off 
-capital and (3) to strengthen the financial position of Railways in order that 
-the services rendered to .the public may be improved and rates reduced. The· 
House will no doubt want to know whether we propose to make any use of our 
Teserves in 1925-26. The answer is no. In the first place, our anticipation 
-that at the end of this year we shall be able to place 410 lakhs to Railway 
Reserves is only an anticipation. Until the actuals of the year are known, we 
shall not know exactly what sum we have at our disposal in the reserve fund 
'Still less can we say for certain whether we shall realise our hope that at the 
-end of 1925-26 we shall be able to place another 328 lakhs to reserve. Our 
.estimates for next year are based on a normal monsoon and a fair state of 
·trade. If our hopes in this respect are falsified and if the monsoon is 3. 

·bad one, we may be able to place nothing to reserves. In any case, we have 
·to bear in mind that in 1926-27 we have to pay a contribution, based on 
the current year's work:ing, of approximately 735 lakhs from commercial 
lines. This means that if in that year we make no profits, the whole of our 
·estimated reserves will be absorbed in paying the contribution for that one 
·year. The risk of exchange again has to be borne in mind. A drop in the 
·exchange value of the rupee to 1s. 4d. would increase our revenue charges 
'by 1! crores, and all things considered we are satisfied •that the prudent 
·course is to make no proposals this year for the utilisation of our reserve 
·funds. After all, a reserve of 410 lakhs is less than 1 per cent. of our 
capital at charge, and it represents only a little more than 4 per cent. of 
.our gross earnings in the current year. 

Capital B1tdaet, 1924-25. 

So far I have dE.alt only with our revenue budget. I propose now to s~ 
·a few words about our capital budget. For the current year the LP-gislative 
Assembly approved last March of a capital expenditure of 30 crores during 

·the current year. Approximately 25 crores were for rehabilitation and im· 
·provement of existing lines and 5 crores were for new construction. The actual . . 
·amount which it is expected to spend during the current year IS only 12·85 
.crores resulting in a lapse of 17·15 crores. I am prepared to aamit at once 
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that the figures are disappointing, "but they are not quite so disappointing as 
they look. I have referred already to our windfall in the shape of a refund of 
customs duty.· That windfall amounts in all to 280 lakhs. 125 lakhs goes to
revenue. 155 lakhs ogoes towards reduction of the total capital :ctt charge. 
\Ve anticipate also that there will be a reduction in the capital locked up in 
stores amounting to 4 crores. That is to say, our total capital expenditure
in the current year is likely to be 18·4 crores, or muc~ the same as last year. 
Even so, the figures indicate a very considerable short spending, hut as the· 
causes of this short spending have been analysed at some length in the 
Administration Report for last year, I shall not weary the House by travellinK 
over the ground again. I will merely say that we hope to effect a considerable
improvement in this matter. Indeed as I shaJl show when I come to the 
capital budget· for 1925-26, we are counting on this improvement manifesting: 
itself next year. 

Capital budget for 1925-26 . 

. ,;A,geJlts have informed us that next year they will be able to spend on• 
'vorks approved by the Railway Board 32 crores of rupees. We attach 
great importance to the earliest possible completion of approved works .. 
'rhe sooner they are completed, the sooner they will begin to pay us a; 

return on our investment. But in view of what I have just said, the
House will not be surprised when I say that we regard the estimate of the: 
Agents as optimistic and that we have some doubts whether they will be
able to spend the full amount asked for. Instead of cutting down the demand',. 
however, we have shown a probable saving of over 9 crores and we are askinK 
the House to. vote 6! crores for new construction and 16·20 crores for open, 
line works. 

Open Line TVorlcs. 

Of the amount asked for 23·7 crores are required for Open Line W.orks: 
and rolling stock, involving, I may mention, a consequent provision of more
i,han 11 crores frt>m expenditure from the Depreciation Fund. The main· 
purposes to which this money is being devoted are explained in the Budget. 
Memorandum, but the House will, I think, be interested, if I mention just a·. 
few of them. We are providing in terms of 4-wheelers for 3,857 new goods. 
wagons and for 822 new coaching vehicles, 755 of these latter being lower 
class vehicles. Apart from these additions and betterments to lower class 
carriage:;;, which will cost us nearly H crores, we are spending some 30 lakhs. 
on amenities for 3rd class passengers in the shape of waiting sheds, 
ri)freshment rooms, booking facilities, water-supply a;rrangements and\ 
the like. Hon'ble Members will i10 doubt have read recently in 
the Press of the reopening of the electrified Harbour Branch of the Great. 
Indian Peninsula Railway. That constitutes what I am sure will prove 
to be a landmark in Indian Railway history, for it is the first electric railway 
iu. Jttdia. We are prov!ding 103 lakhs for the electrification of the Great 
Indian Penirtsula suburban line and 77 lakhs for the eleetrification of the-
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Bombay, Baroda and Central India suburban line into Bombay. 18 im
portant station yards are being remodelled in order to improve our Traffic 
st'rvice and to reduce delays to wagons in transit at a cost of nearly 3 crores. 
More than 3 crores are being spent in remodelling wo:t'kshops, notably at 
Charbagh on the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, at Trichinopoly on the South 
India Railway, Dohad on the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway, and 
cat Perambur on the Majlras and Southern Mahratta Railway. 58 lakhs are 
being spent .Jn doubling certain sections of the Bengal Nagpur Railway. 38 
1akhs have been provided for the doubling qf the Grand Chord on the East 
Indian Railway and 34 lakhs for quadrupling the Bandra-Borivli and Bandra
Grant Road sections of the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway and 
the Bassein bridges on the same Railway are being rebuilt. 

New constTuction. 

Eight and half crores of rupees are required for new construction. A 
:full list of the lines which are under construction or the construction of which 
we hope to begin next year will be found in Demand No. 7. There are 40 
-of them with an aggregate mileage of 2,138 miles, and a referenue to that 
Demand will show that we are embarking on a programme of new con

.struction which will eventually cost more than 44 crores of rupees. It is a 
large sum of money, but the financial prospects of' the various projects have 
been: carefully examined, and we believe that these lines will pay us handsomely. 
I am confident that the House will thoroughly approve of a bold policy of 
_remunerative railway development. My own conviction is that the best way in 
which the Government can foster the expansion of Indian trade and Indian 
indu.~tries and thereby increase the wealth and prosperity of India is by 
extending her railway system. I do not think it can be denied that we are 
beh-ind hand in this matter. In thi~ great coU:tinent with its 318 million 
·inhabitants we have only 38,000 miles of railway. Contrast England with its 
-50,000 iniles and the United States of America with its 250,000 milss. .If you 
look at a map of India, you see great gaps in which there are no railways. 
The Raipur-Parvatipur Railway-a railway I may mention in passing 
-the construction of which is dependent on the opening of a harbour 
at Vizagapatam-will fill in one of these gaps. It will open up a great 
tract of 125,000 square miles which at present is entirely without railway com
munication. Incidentally it will provide the east of the Central ProYinces 
with an outlet to the sea. The central coalfields railway will fill in another 
gap. Madras has always complained that she has been starved of railway• 
development, and in the south of the Presidency we hope to take up four 
projects covering some 300 miles of railway, namely, the Vi!lupuram-Trichino
poly, Virudunagar-Tenkasi, Dindigul-Pollachi and Trichinopoly-Karaikudi 
lines. It is the same with Burma and we have several lines either under 
-construction or in the programme for that country. ~may mention that the 
Chief Commissioner and Mr. Sim paid a prolonged visit to Burma last 
December, and discussed railway development in Burma with Sir Harcourt 
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Butler and his Government. 'l'itat is part of our policy now. The Railway 
Board by frequent tours tries to keep in closest possible touch with Locar 
Governments in regard to railway matters . 

• 

New policy in regard to Branch and Feeder Railways. 

What I have just said about our proposals fQf new construction leads' 
on to a reference to the new policy which we have formulated, in consulta
tion with the Central Advisory Council, in regard to Branch and Feeder 
Lines. The House is no doubt aware that 30 years ago when the Govern
ment of India themselves were in difficulties for money for new capital' 
expenditure, a system was originated of financing the construction of Branch· 
and Feeder lines through Branch Line Companies guaranteed by Govern
ment. For the encouragement of such Companies, Branch Line terms were· 
drawn up and were kept on tap. These were the terms on which Government· 
were prepared to give to private Companies for money r-equired for the· 
construction of Branch or Feeder lines. This system undoubtedly enabled line& 
to be built which otherwise would not have been built, but in other respects; 
it- came in for severe criticism from: the Acworth Committee, which indeed" 
thought that the aim should be rather to reduce the number of existing 
private Companies than to create new ones. We have recently had the• 
whole subject under our consideration. The existing Branch Line terms are• 
quite out of date. If they are to serve the purpose for which they were· 
originally intended, we should have to revise them on much more liberal lines, 
and with the approval of the Central Advisory Council we do not propose· 
to undertake that revision. We think that the more economical and better 
course is for us to construct ourselves remunerative new lines. I do not
thii:k that the House need fear that this policy will lead to a slowing down· 
of new construction. In the Railway Board we have new projects under· 
constant examination, and indeed the capital expenditure on the new projects· 
included in Demand No. 7 is four times as great as all the capital raised' 
in the last 30•years by Branch Line Companies .• Nor do we propose to• 
neglect projects which, though they cannot be classed as remunerative, may 
be required by Local Governments for administrative or other reasons. We· 
are quite prepared to consider any such project, provided that the Local' 
Government is prepared to guarantee it from provincial revenues. 

Local Governments thoroughly approve of this new policy, and we are> 
already constructing two lines on this basis, the Shora~mr-Nilambur line in• 
Madras and the Moulmein-Ye line in Burma. Other projects- are under 

• examination. 

Compensation claims. 

Before I leave the Budget proper, there are one· or two· specinT points to 
which I wish to draw attention. One is that of compensation clain1s. fir 
1922-23 the amount paid in compensation claims reached the enormous figure 
of 121 lakhs, a figure which very naturally attracted, unfl:wour.able· commentt 
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from the Inchcape Commit.tee. In 1923-24 we succeeded in reducing pay
ments under this head to 78 lakhs. This year we hope that there will be a 
further fall to 67 lakhs and in 1926-27 we are providing only 47 lakhs. This 
substantial reduction has been effected by unremitting "'ork on the part of 
the Railway Administrations and the Railway Board. Improvements in officEl" 
procedure have enabled claims to be disposed of more expeditiously; watch. 
and ward staffs have b~en st1'engthened; and generally better arrangement& 
have been made to cope with what is a very serious evil. 

Coal contracts. 

The other matter to which I wish to refer is our coal bill. Last year by· 
negotiations in Calcutta the Railway Board managed to secure a revision of 
the coal contracts which pressed so hardly upon us. 'Ve have also been 
devoting special attention to economy in fuel consumption, and the result is
that in spite of the ver;y much larger traffic carried in the current year than in 
1923-24, we expect our total coal bill to be less by 18 lakhs. In 1925-26, in 
spite again of the further increase of traffic for which we are providing, we
hope for a further reduction of 19 lakhs in our expenditure on coal. 

I ndianisation. 

Before I sit down there are one or two other matters to irhich, I think,. 
the House-will wish me to t·efer in spite of the fact that they are not directly 
concerned with finance. One of course is the question of Indianisation. Three
statements have been included in the Budget Memorandum, giving the number 
of Indians, Anglo-Indians and Europeans in the gazetted ranks of Indiarr 
Raiiways, and similar statistics for subordinate posts earrying a pay rising tO' 
Rs. 250 per mensem and over. These statements show that in the 12 months· 
ending October 1924 the number of Indians in superior appointments rose from 
280 to 310 and the number of Indian upper subordinates from 1,821 to 1,929. 
On State Railways other than the East Indian Railway, wh!ch we have only 
just taken over, Indians already fill about 30 per cent. of gazetted posts, 
and though I suppose the Hailway Department has the reputation of being 
the most stiff-necked Department of all in this matter, I doubt whether there
are many departments which can show equal results. But what I am concerned 
with is the future rather than the past. "'e have accepted the recommenda
tion of the Lee Report that 75 per cent. of recruits for Superior Departments
in the Railway Service should be recruited in India, and what I wish to· 
say is that the provisional proposals of the Railway Board in regard to re-. 
cruitment and training which have been formulated in order to carry the
above recommendation into practical effect are now ready, and I hope to
discuss them with the Central AdYisory Council before the present session 
ends. Hon'ble :Members are apt to complain that flw Indians have risen 
to high po~ts in the Railways and none to the Railway Board. That is true. 
But they must remmnber that it is only in recent years that Indians have joined 
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the gazetted ranks of railway •offices in any number, and time must be 
.allowed for them to find their way to the top. The question of subordinate 
post~ is much more difficult. In one sense, of course, it is not a racial 
.question at all. :U is rather a communal question. To a very large extent 
the Subordinate Railway Service is already Indianised in that the posts are 
largely held by Anglo-Indians. :teaving this point aside, the difficulty is this. 
When railways were first started in India and for• many years afterwards, 
Indians did not come forward for work of this kind, and railways got more 
.and more into the habit of relying on the European of the country and 
the Anglo-Indian. It is work for which the Anglo-Indian appears to be 
specially fitted. Possibly he has acquired a sort of hereditary aptitude for 
it. At any rate, he has made good, the railway authorities are accustomed 
to him and like to employ him in subordinate railway appointments. N01r 
there is a change. Indians wish also to be employed in these appointments, 
.and they complain that they are up against vested interests and that subordi
nate railway employ is, so to speak, the close preserve of the Anglo-Indian. 
The complaint, I think, is specially directed towards the subordinate Traffic 
Department and indeed· it is a noticeable fact that at all important stations 
almost every railway official in a position of authority that one sees is a 
European or an Anglo-Indian. Now all I can say on this problem is this. 
It is impossible to make any immediate drastic change. I am not prepared 
to say that Anglo-Indians or Europeans who are working well should lose 
their jobs or tneir promotion in order to make way for India1is. But what 
I do say is that the Indian should have his chance. If the Indian of the 
requisite education is prepared to go through the drudgery, the hard work 
~nd the irregular hours, which are a pre-requisite to promotion to the better 
posts in the subordinate traffic service, then he should get the chance of 
doing so, and, if he pro~es himself fit for promotion, he then should get 
l1is promotion. That I consider is the only possible policy, and it is with 
this policy in view that \Ye are starting a training school on the 1st 1\:tarch 
at Chandausi. One of the functions of this school will be to train subordinates 
particularly for•the Transportation Department. 

Stores Purchase Policy. 

Another important question to which the House attaches great importance 
is the extent to which railway ·materials are obtained in India. In the report 
by the Railway Board on Indian Railways for 1923-24 the matter is discussed 
at length and the pl.rrchases of materials are :1nalysed in detail under each 

• head. From the detailed explanations there given, it will he seen that orders 
have been placed in India wherever possible, and that it has only been in cases 
where it was found impossible to obtain materials in India at a reasonable 
price that orders have gone abroad. In the supply of rails, for example, orders 
were placed in this 0ountry which were greater than the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company were able to comply with. In the current year two impor
tant developments in this matter have taken place. Owing to the adoption 
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by the Assembly of the recommendations ot the Tariff Board for the granto 
of bounties to the wagon building industry, '"e have been able to place 
orders for the supply of wagons up to the full capacity of the firms in India 
engaged in the industry. It has also been decided, with tll.e concurrence of 
the Central Advisory Council, to obtain the services of a timber expert from 
the Forest Department in order to enable the railways to make full use of the· 
supply of Indian timbers, .not only for sleepers but for other purposes such 
as body work in coaching stock. I think we can confidently challenge any 
one to show that orders have gone abroad which could reasonably have been· 
placed in India. 

Passenger fares. 

Another question in which the House I know takes a great interest is, 
that of passenger fares, and I believe that there is a certain soreness that 
whereas some reductions have been made. in upper class fares, third class-

. fares have remained untouched. I should just like to explain the railway 
point of view. We apply the practical railway criterion, ' Can the traffic 
bear the rate?' Now I would ask the House to apply .this maxim to the 
problem as I shall put it before them. The following are the relevant statistics' 
in regard to 1st class passengers :-

Year. Number Earnings 
(thousnnds). (lakhs). 

1921-22 1,163 138 
1922-23 918 139 
1923-24 817 129 

It will be seen that we lost not only in passengers but in earnings. That is-
why some railways judged it necessary to reduce 1st class fares. 

Take again 2nd class passengers. Here are the figures. 

1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 

Year. Number 
(thousands). 

6,549 
5,134 
4,538 

• 
Earnings 
(lakhs). 

228 
211 
195 

Here ao-ain there was a progressive decline both in passengers and earnings,. 
·and ag;'in a number of railways found it necessary to reduce fares. 

Third class statistics tell a different story. 

Year. ~umber Ean,ings 
(millions). (lakhs). 

1921-22 491 • 2,841 

1922-23 503 3,220 

1923-24 513 3,291 
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It will be seen that there waj a progressive increase both in passengers and 
oenrnings. The annual rate of increase perhaps is slower than it was before the 
war, and it might be argued that a reduction in fares would pay us by the in

-crEoase of passeng&rs it would bring us. But in the first place we should be 
taking risks. If there were no increase of passenger traffic, even a reduction 
.of ! a pie per mile in 3rd class fares would cost us 4! crores a year. Secondly, 
even assuming that there were a large increase in passenger traffic, it is 
-certain that we should not have sufficient coachlhg stock to carry the in
creased traffic. I have already said that we are providing in the budget 
~~~ terms of four-wheelers for 755 new third class carriages. The provision 
we have made is limited by the capacity of our workshops, and we propose 
to consider whether we cannot adopt other measures which will enable us to 
put more coaching stock on the lines. That, I think, is all I can usefully say 
<>n the subject at present. It is a question which we have under constant 
examination. 

Conclusion. 

I am afraid that I have already wearied the House and I will bring my 
'Speech to a clos~. The year which is now ending has been marked by many 
important events. Two of these indeed are of outstanding importance, namely, 
the taking over the East Indian Railway and the separation of Railway finance 
from General finance. But the real importance of the year in my opinion lies 
in the evidence it affords of a real advance towards live, efficient, business 
management of the Indian Railways. Some one said the other day in the 
Central .Advisory Council that there was a new spirit abroad in the Railway 
Board. I believe that remark to be true, and if it is true, the credit rests 
with two men, 1\Ir. Hindley and Mr. Sim. But, Sir, it is not only in the 
Railway Board that that new spirit is abroad, and we, who are ultimately 
responsible to the House for the management of the Indian Railway system, 
know how much we are indebted, for loyal co-operation and unremitting 
work, to Rail"'ay .Agents and Railway officers and men throughout India. 

0 



APPENDIX IX. • 

Summary of Recommendations of the Lee Commis-. • SlOn • 

.APPOINTMENT AND CoNTROL Ol<' THE SERVICES. 

(a) Services employed in reserved fields. 

(i). The .All-India Services employed in reserved fields of 
administration should continue to be appointed and 

PAllAS. 

controlled by the Secretary of State for India in Council 13 

(b) Services employed in transferred fields. 

(ii) For the purposes of Local Governments, no further 
recruitment should be made to the .All-India Services as 
such, operating in transferred fields. The person.ael 
required for these branches of administration should, 
in future, be recruited by Local Governments (For the 
Medical Services see v, vi, vii belou:) . 14-15, 17 

(iii) Local Governments should have power to make rules to 
regulate not only the Public Services which will take 
the place of the present .All-India Services operating 
in transferred fields, but also the existing Provincial 
Services. The Secretary of State should make the 
necessary delegation of powers under Section 96 B of 
the Government of India .Act accordingly. As a &orol
lary, Local Legislatures should pass Public Service .Acts 
regulating these Services 16 

(c) Central Services. 

(iv) .Appointments to certain of these Services as specified 
in paragraph 19 should be made by the Secretary of 
State. The Government of India should appoint to 
the remainder 

RE-ORGANISATION OF MEDICAL SERVICES. 

{v) A new Civil Medical Service should be constit,.ted in each 
Province and recruited by competitive examinations 
held both in England and in India, the medical needs of 
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both the British and Indian Armies in India being met, 
in future, by the "R. A. M. C. (India)." Every officer 
of the.new Provincial Civil Medical S~rvices should be 
liable for service with the R. A. M. C. (India) in the 

PARAS. 

event of general mobilisatwn 20---20o 
(vi) To meet the medical needs of British Officers in the Civil 

Services and their families, a minim~m number of 
British officers should be maintained in the Civil Medi
cal Serv.ice herein proposed. These minima should be 
prescribed for each Province by the Secretary of State, 
on whom, in the last resort, should rest the responsibi
lity for their maintenance. Of this British element, 
one half or the number required for the military re- • 
serve whichever is the larger, should be res~rved 

for British officers to be seconded from the R. A. M. C. 
(India). In default of the remainder being forth
coming by competitive examination for the Civil 
Medical Service, the deficiency should be made up by 
increased seconding from the R. A. M. C. '(India) or, if 
necessary, by special additional recruitment for that 
purpose 23 d, e, f, 

(vii) Subject to the existing rights of present members of the 
Indian Medical Service, all scientific chairs in Govern
ment Colleges and Hospitals, should, in future, be 
thrown open to all candidates, the clinical chairs being 
reserved for members of the Civil Medical Services, 
however recruited, so long as fit candidates are avail-
~~ ~ 

THE PuBLIC SERVICE CoMMISSION. 

(viii) 'l'he• Public Service Commission contemplated by the 
Government of India Act should be constituted 
without further delay. It should be an All-lndia body 
and consist of five Commissioners of the highest public 
standing, detached so far as practicable from political 
associations and possessing, in the case of two of their 
number at least, high judicial or legal qualifications . 

(ix) The functions of the Commission should fall, at the out
set, into two categories, (a) recruitment, (b) certain 
functions of a quasi-judicial· character in connection 
with the disciplinary control and protection of the 

24-26 

Services 27 
(x) As regards 0 (a), it should be charged with the duty of 

recruitment for the All-India Services, as the agent of 
the Secretary of State, so far as it is carried out in 
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India, and of recruitn mt for the Central Services 
(and, if a Local Govern 1ent should so desire, for the 
Provincial Services) as he agent of the Secreotary of 
State, the Government oi India or Local Government as 
the case may be. The ( )mmission should also be the 
final authority for deter nining, in consultation with 
the Secretary of State, he Government of India or 
Local Governments, as th case may be, the standards 
of qualification and the uethods of examination for 
the Civil Services so far as recruitment in India is 
concerned 

(xi) As regards (b), appeals to th Governor-General in Coun
cil by an aggrieved officer . gainst such orders· of Local 
Governments as are declared by the Governor-General 
in Council to be appealable should be referred to the 
Commission, which should report its findings to the 
Governor-General in Council and its recommendations 
as to action, without prejudice to the right of 
appeal of the aggrieved officer to the Secretary of 
State provided the Commission certify his case as a fit 
one for such appeal. Appeals from the Government of 
India which now lie to the. Secretary of State should, 
in the first instance, be referred to the Commission in 
the same manner as in the case of appeals to the Gov
ernment of India, and the Commission should submi~ 
its report to the Secretary of State. When a breach 
of the legal covenant (see recommendation !iii) between 
an officer and the appointing authority is alleged, the 
Commission should ·certify whether prima facie it is 
a fit case for adjudication in a Civil Court. If such 
certified case is sustained by the Court, the whole~osts 
should be defrayed by the Government concerned 

(xii) Apart from the determination of standards of qualifica
tion and methods of examination the Commission would 
not ordinarily be concerned with Provincial Services. 
Its knowledge and experience would merely be placed 
at the disposal of Local Governments if desired. The 
Chairmen of Provincial Selection Boards would consti
tute the link between the Commission and the Local 
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27 

27-28 

GoYernments . 26,29-30 

INDIANIS ATION. 

Indian Civil Service. • 

(xiii) A proportion of 50 per cent. Europeans and 50 per 
cent. Indians in the cadre should be attained within 
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about 15 years from the time that the new rate of re
cruitment recommended comes into force. It has been 
calcu!Gted, on certain assumptions regarding abnormal 
retirements, that recruitment on the basis of 40 per 
cent. Indians directly recruited, and 20 per cent. 
Indians promoted from the Provinci::,l Service, will 
produce that result . . 

Indian Police Service. 

(xiv) Out of every 100 recruits, 50 should be Europeans 
directly recruited, 30 should be Indians directly 
recruited, and the remaining 20 should be Indians ob
tained by promotion from the Provincial Services. 
On certain assumptions regarding abnormal retire
ments, the corresponding cadre of 50-50 should be 
attained in about 25 years from the time that the new 
rate of recruitment comes into force. In any year in 
which the full quota of 30 per cent. directly recruited 
Indians is not obtained by open competition, the balance 
should be made good by additional promotion, prefer
ably of young officers of not more than five years' 
service who have been directly recruited as Deputy 
Superintendents of Police 

lnd·ian Forest Service. 

(xv) Recruitment should be in the ratio of 75 per cent. 
I:qt!ians and 25 per cent. Europeans in those Provinces 
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35-35 

37-38'> 

in which Forest administration is reserved 39' 

Indian Service of Engineers. 

(xvi) Recruitment fol' that portion of the cadre working 
entirely in the Irrigation Branch in Provinces in which 
it has been separated from the cadre working in the 
Buildings and Roads Branch should be in the ratio of 
40 per cent. Europeans, 40 per cent. directly recruited 
Indians and 20 per cent. Indians promoted from the 
Provincial Service. In those Provinces in which no 
divisionQJf the cadre has been made there should be no 
chang~ in the existing ratio of recruitment for the 
combined cadre 401 
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Central Services. 

(a) Political Departrnent.-Twenty-five per cent. of 
the total number of offieers recruited annually should be 
Indians, who should be obta.ined, as at present, from 
the Indian Civil Service, the Provincial Civil Service 
and the Indi.an Army 

•(b) lmpe1·ial Customs Service.-Recruitment should remain 
on the present basis, i.e., not less than half the vacan
cies are to be filled by appointment in India of 
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42a 

statutory natives of India 42b 

•(c) Superior Telegraph and Wireless Branch.-Recruitment 
should be 25 per cent. in England and 75 per cent. in 
India 42c 

r(d) State Railway Engineers : Superior Revenue Establish
ment, State Railways.-The extension of the existing 
training facilities in India for these i:lervices should be 
pushed forward in order that recruitment in India may 
be advanced so soon as practicable u_p to 75 per cent. 
of the total number of vacancies in the Railway Depart
ments as a whole, the remaining 25 per cent. being 
recruited in England 42d 

•(e) Recruitment for the remaining Central Services should be 
at the discretion of the Government of India 42e 

0) In services dealt with in (b), (c) and (d), recruitment 
should be by open competition 42/ 

THE PAY OF THE SERVICES. 

All-India Services. • 

;(xviii) Apart from the Indian Police Service and the Indian 
Service of Engineers, it is not proposed to increase the 
basic pay of the Services. In the Indian Police Ser
vice the basic pay of the inferior scale should be raised 
by Rs. 25 a month. The basic pay of the superior 
scale which begins at the 6th year of service should be 
increased by Rs. 50 a month up to the lOth year of ser
vice, then by Rs. 75 a month to the 13th year of service, 
then by Rs. 100 a month for the ensuing four years, 
then by Rs. 75, Rs. 50 and Rs. 25 a month for the 18th, 
19th and 20th year of service, thereafter remaining 
:as at present . . . . . •. . . . 

The tec;hnical pay of the Indian Service of Engineers 
:Should be reckoned as part of the basic pay 

51-52 

59 

• 
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(xix) For Services other than the Indian Police Service and 
the Women's Branch of the Indian Educational Ser
vice, the rise in overseas pay from Rs. 150 where it 
occurs, should .be to Rs. 250 instead of Rs. 200 as at 
present; while from the 12th year of service onwards 
the rate of overseas pay should be raised.from Rs. 250 to 
Rs. 300. In the Indian Police Service, recruits for 
which are about three years younger than in the other 
Services, the rupee rates of overseas pay should be 
Rs. 100 in the first three years, Rs. 125 in the fourth, 
Rs. 150 in the next four years, Rs. 250 in the next six 
years, and Rs. 300 in the 15th year and thereafter to 
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the end of the time-scale 53 
(xx) In all Services,. including the Indian Police Service but 

not the Women's Branch of the Indian Educational 
Service, from the 5th year of service onwards, every 
officer of non-Asiatic domicile should be entitled to 
remit his total overseas pay through the High Commis
sioner at 2s. to the rupee or two draw it in London in 
sterling at that rate. Indian members of the Services 
who are already entitled to overseas pay should draw 
the increase proposed, but should only be entitled to the 
remittance privilege if they can satisfy the. High Com-
missioner that they have wives or children in Europe 54 

(xxi) Officers promoted to the selection grade in the Indian 
Police Service, the Indian Medical Service, the Indian 
Agricultural Service, the Indian Veterinary Service, 
and to the senior and junior selection grades in the 
Indian Educational Service should draw the maximum 
overseas pay and receive the sterling advantage de-
scrl"bed in (xix) and (xx) respectively 54 

(xxii) The pay of officers holding lower administrative posts, 
i.e., Deputy Inspectors General of Police, Superinten
ding Engii1eers and Conservators ·of Forests, should be 
fixed at Rs. 2,150 instead of the present incremental 
pay of Rs. 1,750--100--2,150 55 

(xxiii) With regard to other administrative posts above the 
time-scale, the divergent views of the English and 
Indian Members respectively are set out in Appendix 
IV 55 

(xxiv) The Women's Educational Service have a claim to some 
improvement in their emoluments, but not necessarily 
to the s~e extent as that recommended for the All
India Services generally. The Government of India 
should give special consideration to this case and make 
the necessary recominendation to the Secretary of State 56 

• 
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Central Services. 

<xxv) In principle, the concessions proposed for melllbers of 
the All-India Services should mutatis mutandis be 
granted to all European officers in the Central Servic~s 
appointed by the Secretary of State and to those Euro
pean officersewho, though appointed by the Government 
of India, were so appointed on the basis of a non-
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Asiatic domicile fj7 

Ill iscellaneous Services. 

~xxvi) Officers appointed in future to the judicial branch of 
the Indian Civil Service should not receive " judicial 
pay." It should not, however, be withdrawn from 
existing recipients 

<xxvii) The "technical " pay of the Superior Telegraph 
Branch should be reckoned as part of the basic pay 

~xxviii) Military officers serving in the Political Department 
should receive the same pay as officers of the Indian 
Service in that Department 

l(xx:ix) Public Works Department specialist officers appointed 
by the Secretary of State and holding permanen1; 
appointments should receive the same concessions as 
officers of the Indian Service of Engineers. In the case 
of those specialists appointed by the Secretary of State 
and serving under contract, if their contract contains a 
clear implication that permanent employment is con
templated subject to approved service, such contract 
should be revised· to give an improvement comparable 
with that proposed for the Indian Service of Engi.leers~ 
The cases of specialist officers appointed by Local Gov
ernments should be treated generally on the above 
lines. The same general principles apply also to 
specialist officers in other departments such as forest 
specialists, agricultural engineers and officers holding 
various miscellaneous appointments 

PASSAGES. 

{xxx) An Officer of. non-Asiatic domicile in the Superior Civil 
Services should receive four return passages during his 
service (of the standard of P. & 0. First Class B) and, 
if married, his wife should be entitled to as many 
return passages as may be to his credit. One single 
passage should be granted to each chila 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62-63 

• 

• 
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(xxxi) Officers already in the service, who have served less 
than 7 years, should be entitled to four return passages 
for themselves and their wives, those with over 7 
years and less than 14 years should be entitled to three, 
those with over 14 years' and less than 21 years' ser
vice should be entitled to two, and office~ with 21 years' 
service and over to one. The scheme should be extended 
to Indian officers in the Indian Civil Service who were 
recruited by the Secretary of State and who receive 
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overseas pay but should not extend to their families 63' 
(xxxii) The family of an officer who dies in service should be 

repatriated at Government expense even though he has 
exhausted the full number of passages admissible 63' 

(xxxiii) An addition of Rs. 50 or such amount as may from 
time to time be deemed sufficient by Government for the 
purpose of financing the above concessl.ons, should be 
credited monthly to the pay of all British members of 
the Superior Civil Services entitled to passage conces
sions (probably Rs. 25 a month will suffice for Indian 
members). This sum should be deducted at the source 
and transferred to a special " Passage Fund " in which 
the contributions thus made by every officer should 
accumulate and on which an officer requiring funds for 
the payment of passages should be allowed to draw. 
Any surplus in this fund will revert to Government. 
The monthly additions credited to pay under this pro-
posal should not count towards pension, or leave or 
furlough allowance 

PENSIONS • 

• 
Indian Ci1:il Ser1:ice. 

(xxxiv) Having regard to the fact that in 1919 officers were 
relieved of the necessity of contributing 4 per cent. of 
their salary towards their pensions, no increase is re
commended in the ordinary pension of this Service, 
nor is it possible to reopen the question of extending 
the recent concessions made regarding the refund of 

64-60. 

past contributions 67 
(xxxv) :Members of the Indian Civil Service, who attain to 

the rank of :Members of Counc,il, should be given an in
creased pension at the rate of £50 per annum for each 
year of service, as such, up to a maximum pension of 
:£1,250. ~hose who serve as Governors of Provinces 
should similarly be given £100 for each year of service, 
as such, up to a maximum pension of £1,500 per annum 6& 

• 
• 
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(xxxvi) No change should be made in. the existing scale of 
invalid annuities so far as the Indian Civil Ser1ice is 
concerned 

pncovenanted Services. 

(x;_xvii) The present pension of Rs. 5,000 per annum, earned 
after 25 years' service (equivalent at the privilege rate 
of ls. 9d. to the rupee to £437 lOs.), rising by Rs. 200 
per annum to Rs. 6,000 after 30 years' service (equiva
lent to £525 per annum), should be increased to 
Rs. 6,000 and Rs. 7,000 respectively, i.e., to £525 and 
and £612 lOs. per annum respectively. The maximum 
pensions; taking account of additional pensions earned 
by service in higher appointments, will then become 
Rs. 8,500 (lower grade) and Rs. 9,500 (upper grade), 
equivalent at ls. 9d. to £743 15s. and £831 5s. per 
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annum respectively 7(} 
(xxxviii) The limit of 10 years before which an invalid annuity 

can be earned in the Uncovenanted Services should be 
reduced to seven, and the existing maxima raised, as 
shown on page 41 . 7?:. 

PROPORTIONATE PENSIONS. 

(xxxix) N 'J addition to proportionate pension should be given 
as compensation fot loss· of career on voluntary retire-
ment 741· 

(xl) The privilege of retiring on proportionate pensjon should 
be extended to officers recruited in 1919 who, throetgh 
no fault of their own, did not arrive in India before 1st 
January, 1920 74ii· 

(xli) No change should be made in the existh1g rule laying 
down that war service of officers prior to their appoint
ment does not count as service for the purposes of pro-
portionate pension 74iii: 

(xlii) The privilege of retirement on proportionate pension 
should not be extended to members of the Central 

Services 74iv-
(xliii) A rule should be made and a clause inserted-in the con

tracts (see paragraph 74) of all future British recruits 
to the All-India Services, to the effect that if and when 
the field of service for which they have been rdhuited is 
transferred, it shall be open to them either:-
(a) To retain their All-India status; 
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(b) To waiYe their contracts with the Secretary of State 
and to enter 'into new contracts with the Local 

• Governments concerned; or 
(c) To retire on proportionate pension, the option to 

remain open for one J"ear from the date of 
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transfer •. 74v 

·(xliv) ·Existing members of the All-India Services now operat
ing in reserved fields, who do not make use of their 
privilege of retiring on proportionate pension before 
action has ·been taken on the report of the Statutory 
Commission of 1929, and officers who joined the service 
since 1st January, 1920, should be allowed the option 
in (xliii), if and when the field in which their service 
operates is transferred 7 4v 

'{xlv) The existing rule should be maintained under which 
officers of the Indian Medical Service in civil employ 
of less than 17 years' sei-vice, may not retire on propor
tionate pension unless the military authorities are un-
able or unwilling to absorb them in military employ 7 4vi 

EXTRAORDINARY PENSIONS. 

·(xlvi) A ne1v rule should be made to cover the case of officers 
killed or injured whilst not actually in the execution of 
their duty, but for reasons connected with their official 
position or actions 

PROVIDENT FUNDS. 

•(xlvii) ~e advisability of substituting provident funds for 
pensions for future recruits should be carefully consi
dered. If the change is feasible, und acceptable to 
the Services, it should be made without delay. The 
application of such u scheme to present members of the 

75 

Services should also recei1·e expert examination 76 

FAMILY PENSION Fu:~ms. 

·'xlviii) Family Pension Funds, on the lines of that already 
existing for the Indian Civil Service, should be inf,ro
duced for the other All-India Services as soon as practi- • 
cable 'ii 

<xlix) An indt9endent actuarial investigation into the posi-
tion of the Indian Civil Service Family Pension Fund 
should be undertaken as soon as possible. A Board 

• 
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consisting of a retired member of the Service, a repre
sentative of the India Office and an independent actuary. 
should be constituted to administer the Fund," subject 
to th.e final control and supervision of the Secretary 
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of State ·7S 

(L) The existing Injjian Civil Service Family Pension Fund 
should be closed as soon as practicable and a new fund 
opened, divided into I11dian and European branches 78-

SAFEGt'ARDS. 

"Existing and A.ccrwi.ng Ri.gh ts." 

rli) The Secretary of State should refer claims from a member 
or the members of a Service for compen.sation for the 
abolition of a higher appointment for consideration 
and report by the Public Sen·ice Commission. The 
Indian Commissioners would limit the references to 
the Public Service Commission to cases other than those 
necessitated by retrenchment or curtailment of work . 

Commutation of Pension. 

(]ii) All officers should be allowed to commute up to one half 
of their pension, and the rates on which commutation 
value is based should be revised year by year, if neces
sary, on the basis of ·the rate of interest payable on 

81-82' 

loans raised by Government in that year 841 
• 

Legal Covenant. 

(!iii) Mutually binding legal covenants, enforceable in a Civil 
Court, should be entered into between all future recruits 
and the authority appointing them. To secure the 
position of existing members of the Services a similar 
contract should be entered into, and so framed as to 
coyer the remaining liabilities of their service. The 
contract should include clauses securing pay, leave 
rules, passages, remittance privileges, pension rules, 
etc., and the right to compensation in the event of dis
u;issal without due notice or any breach of ~onditioris 
d contract; as well as the right to retire on propor
tionate :;Jension in certain circumstances 

• 

85 

• 

• 
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l' otability of Oovernment Contributions to Provident Funds. 

·\liv) The Governor-General should consider whether he might 
not construe such contributions as " pension " within 
the meaning of the Government of India Act in accord
ance with section 67 A (4) thereof and all Governors 
should consider the same point in a~cordance with 
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section 72 D (3) 87 

Position of Specialist Officers. 

·(lv) A specialist officer on a contract for a definite period 
whose services· have been dispensed with before the end 
of his term for reasons other than unsatisfactory per
formance of his duties, for example, on grounds of 
economy, has a claim to special compensation. The 
amount of compensation should be fixed by the Go>ern
ment responsible, in consultation with the Public Ser-
vice Commission 88 

Vfficers of All-India Ser1:ices not appointed by the Secretary of State. 

(!vi) Officers, including ex-Army officers in the Indian Police 
Service, not appointed by the Secretary of State but 
with his approval, should be reappointed by him from 
the date of their original appointment, so as to secure 
for them the same privileges as are enjoyed by other 
officers of the same Service 89 

• 
HousE RE::s-T. 

Houses supplied by Go1:ernment. 

~!vii) In assessing rent, interest should be calculated on the 
cost of construction, but nothing should be included in 
re;;pect of the cost (if any) of the site. The capital cost 
of electrical and sanitary fittings should be included in 
the capital cost of the building. 

• 

On the capital cost so calculated the rent of the 
house should be assessed at not more than 6 per cent. 
The rent so calculated should be the annual rent pay
able by the tenant provided that he should not have 
to pay &ore than 10 per cent. of his monthly emolu
ments for the period of his occupation of the house. 
'rhe cost of any restoration or special repairs should 
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not be added to the capital cost of the building but 
any alterations which add to the accommodation and 
are made at the tenant's request, should be atlded to 
the capital cost and the rent raised in proportion 

• Private Houses. 

~]viii) Where it is necessary to give relief to an officer on 
account of excessive rent charged by private landlords, 
the relief should be included in a compensatory local 
allowance and be calculated in a compensatory local 
allowance and be calculated to cover, on an average at 
least, the excess over 10 per cent. of his emoluments 
which such officer has to pay for accommodation reason
ably• sufficient for his status and proportionate to his 
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90-92 

~ ~ 

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE. 

(lix) The principle that attendance by medical officers of their 
own race should be available for members of the Services 
and their families should be accepted. It is recom
mended that :-

(a) Districts of a Province should be grouped and a 
British medical officer posted to one station in 
each group within easy reach of each district • 93a 

(b) In stations where there is no British medical officer 
travelling allowance for the officer and his family 
should be granted to the nearest station w'tere 
there is such an officer. Alternatively, if more 
convenient, the travelling expenses of the medi
cal officer should be paid by Government to 
enable him to visit the patient 93b 

(c) In serious cases it should be open to the doctor 
first consulted to give a certificate authorising 
the patient to travel to the nearest station where 
adequate treatment can be given and the certi-
ficate should qualify the patient for travelling 

. allowance 

(d) The services of military medical officers where no 
other medical officers are available sh~ld be at 
the disposal of civilian officers and their families 

93c 

upon payment of normal fees . 93d 

.Q 

• 
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(e) Officers if treated in hospital should not be 
liable for medical, surgical or nursing charges . 

• Normal fees should be chargeable for their wives 
and families 

Free medical attendance for the wives and families of 
officers should not be provided 

LEAVE RuLEs. 

(lx) The existing leave rules are sufficiently liberal and 

PARAS. 

93e 

94 

require no alteration 95 

BuRMA. 

(lxi). All recommendations in this Report (including those 
relating to Indianisatjon and Pro~incialisation) apply 
to Burma. The Secretary of State, in consultation 
with the Government of India and the Local Govern
ment, should make any necessary adjustment in regard· 
to the distribution of future recruits to the All-India 
Services as between Burma and other Provinces 

DATE AT WHICH THIS REPORT SHOULD COME INTO EFFECT. 

(lxii) The recommendations in this Report should take effect 

96---98 

from the commencement of the financial year 1924-25 • 99 

RECRUITMENT. 

(lxiii) (a) In the interests of recruitment it is important that 
every officer should have a reasonable measure of secu
rity. Uncertainty arising from the possibility of the 
abo"tition of posts is dealt with in (li) above 102 

(b) As regards the risk that the officer may find the conditions 
of his service uncongenial, the recommendation in 
(xliii) provides a regular means of withdrawal without 
great financial injury 103 

(c) Efforts should ·be made to stimulate recruitment by well- · 
considered propaganda. With this in view the India 
Office should establish some permanent liaison with the 
British Universities 103 

(d) A full and candid explanation of the prese•1t position in 
India, and of the conditions of service under the re
formed system, whh precise details as to pay, pensions 
and otheo privileges, and the measures of protection 
and security provided, should be made available for 
prospective recruits 103 

.. 
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' (e) The age limit for candidates for the Indian Civil Service 
examination in England should remain as it ~ fixed 
for the present year, that is, a candidate must have 
attained the age of 21 and not have attained the age of 

PARAS. 

24 on the 1st day of August 104a 
(f) 'l'he present prob!tionary period of one year should also be 

retained 104b 
(g) The existing system of open competitive examination for 

the selection of candidates for the Indian Civil Service 
should be continued 104c 

(h) Officers should be recruited for the All-India Services, as 
at present, on 'the basis of a permanent career and not 
on short-term contracts 105 

(lxiv) The main proposals in the Report are vitally interde
pendent and, in view of the urgency of the case, it is 
recommended that they should be considered as a whole 
and acted upon with as little delay as possible lOS 
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APPENDIX X. 

Resolution of the Legislative Assembly upon the 
separation of Railway Finaq,ce from 

General Finance. 

"This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that in 
order to relieve the general budget from the violent fluctuations caused by 
the incorporation therein of the railway estimates and to enable railways to
carry out a continuous railway policy based on the necessity of making w 
definite return to general revenues, on the money expended by the State on 
railways: 

(1) The railway finances shall be separated from the general finances
of the country and the general revenues shall receive a definite
annual contribution from railways which shall be the first charge· 
on the net receipts of railways. 

(2) The contribution shall be based on the capital at charge and work-
ing results of commercial lines, and shall be a sum equal to cne· 
per cent. on the capital at charge of commercial lines (exclud
ing capital contributed by compa.nies and Indian States) at t.he
end of the penultimate financial year plus one-fifth of any surplus. 
profits remaining a.fter payment of this fixed return, subject to· 
the condition that, if in any year railway revenues are insufficient 
to provide the percentage of one per cent. on the capital at. 
charge, surplus profits in the next or subsequent years will not. 
be deemed to have accrued for purposes of division until such
deficiency has been made good. 

The i:terest on the capital at charge of, and the loss in working, 
strategic lines shall be borne by general revenues and shall conse
quently be deducted from the contribution so calculated in order 
to arrive at the net amount payable from railway to generaf 

• revenues each year. 

(3) Any surplus remaining after this payment to general revenues shalr 
be transferred to a railway reserve, provided that if the amount. 
available for transfer to the railway reserve exceeds in any yea1· 
three crores of rupees only two-thirds of the excess over three 
crores shall be transferred to the railway reserve and the remain
ing one-third shall accrue to general revenues. 

(4) 

• 

The railway reserve shall be used to secure the payment of the
annual cdhtribution to general revenues: t9 provide, if necessary, 
for arrears of depreciation and for writing down and writing off 
capital: and to strengthen the financial position of railways in 

( 422 ) 
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order that the services rendered to the public .may be improved 
and rates may be reduced. 

(5) The railway administration shan be entitled, su~ject to such condi
tions as may be prescribed by the Government of India, to borrow 
temporarily from capital or from the reserves f.or the purpose of 
meeting expenditure for which there is no provision or insuffi
cient provis:i!Vn in the revenue budget subject to the obligation to 
make rep.<tyment of such borrowings but of the revenue budgets 
of subsequent years. 

\6) A Standing Finance Committee for Railways shall be constituted 
consisting of one nominated official member of the Legislative 
Assembly who should be Chairman and eleven members elected by 
the Legislative Assembly from their body. The members of the 
Standing Finance Committee for Railways shall be ex-officio 
members of the Central Advisory Council, which shall consist, in 
addition, of not more than one further nominated official mem
ber, six non-official members selected from a penal of eight elected 
by the Council of State from their body and six non-official mem
bers selected from a penal of eight elected by the Legislative 
Assembly from their body. 

The Railway Department shall place the estimates of railway expendi
ture before the Standing Finance Committee for Railways on 
some date prior to the date for the discussion of the demand for 
grants for railways and shall, as far as possible, instead of the 
expenditure programme revenue show the expenditure under a 
depreciation fund created as per the new rules for charge to 
capital and revenue. 

(7) The railway budget shall be presented to the Legislative Assembly if 
possible in advance of the general budget and separate days 
shall be allotted for its discussion, and the Me~ber in charge of 
railways shall then make a general statement on railway accounts 
and working. Tlfe expenditure proposed in the railway budget, 
including expenditure from the depreciation ·fund and the rail
way reserve, shall be placed before the Legislative Assembly in 
the form of demands for grants. The form the budget shall take 
after separation, the detail it shall give and the number of 
demands for grants into which the total vote shall be divided shall 
be considered by the Railway Board in consultation with the 
proposed Standing Finance Committee for Railways with a view 
to the introduction of improvements in time for the next budget, 
if possible. 

(8) These arrangements shall be subject to periodic revision but shall be 
provisionally tried for at least three years. 

(9) In view of the fact that the Assembly adhe~es to the Resolution 
passed in February 1923 in favour of State management of Indian 
Railways, these arrangements shall hold good only so long as thv 

R-'2 
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East Indian Railway• and the Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
and existing State-managed Railways remain under State 
management. But if in spite of the Assembly's Resolution above 
referretf to Government should enter on any negotiations for the 
transfer of any of the above Railways to Company management, 
such negotiations shall not be concluded until facilities have been 
given for a drscussion of the whole matijlr in the Assembly. If 
any contract fqr the transfer of any of the above Railways to 
Company management is concluded against the advice of the 
Assembly, the Assembly will be at liberty to terminate the 
arrangements in this Resolution. 

Apart from the above convention this Assembly further reconunendti : 

(i) that the Railway services should be rapidly Indianised, and 
further that Indians should be appointed as Members of the 
Railway Board as early as possible, and 

(ii) that the purchase of stores for the' State Railways should be 
undertaken through the organisation of the Stores Purchase 
Department of the Government of India." 
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